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PBEFACE.

The Editor begs to acknowledge assistance afforded by tbe following gentlemen in

revising their papers for this volume:— viz., Messrs. Carruthers, Higginson, Bailer,

Newman, Skey, and Travers. Most of the proofs of Mr. Kirk's papers were also corrected

by him, while Mr. Stack corrected his map and genealogies, and Mr, Cockburn-Hood

sent his paper in print with corrections marked thereon.

The paper on the Botany of New Zealand, by Mr. Kirk, which appears in the

Appendix, was reserved by the author for completion, on receipt of certain works of

reference, until too late for insertion in its proper place in the volume.

The thanks of the Board are due to Mr. Gore for the preparation of the usual

Meteorological Abstracts in advance of the annual statistics, and to Mr. Buchanan,

draftsman, and Mr. Deveril, of the photo-lithographic department, for their valuable

assistance in the illustration of the volume; and to Mr. Earle, who, by permission of the

Hon. the Colonial Secretary, was allowed to print the plates at the Government litho-

graphic establishment.

Attention has to be drawn to the fact that, subsequent to the publication of Volume

Proceeding

Appendix



ADDENDA ET COEEIGENDA,

FAGB

9, line 15, after question insert
;

9, line 16, for ice ; read ice,

12, line 11 from bottom, /or there read then.

16, line 8, /or there read the^e.

67, line 16 from bottom, /or Peta Te Hone read Pita Te Hori.

57j line 7 from bottom, /or Mararoa read Maiharoa.

57, line 6 from bottom, /or NatanaAvhira read Xatanahira.

69, line 19 from bottom, for for read from.

72, line 9 (and elsewhere), /or Kane read Kane.

75, line 13, for Te ^Tiai read Tetewhai.

79, line 17 from bottom, /or Xgaitaka read Ngaitara.

81, line 13, /or Te Kapuwai read Te Eai>mvai.

81, line 16 from below, omit "

86, line 8 from below, /or Browny read Browning's.

88, In quotation, /or her involved, read him involved.

91, line 11 from bottom, for To read lo.

105, line 10, after settling imert on,

116, line 13 from bottom, /or Le Mame read Le Maire.

123, line 3 from bottom (and elsewhere), /or kumera read kuma
126, line 17, after oE tn.-^ert to.

129, line 4, for Te Kuku read Te Koukou
152, line 3, /or mohopatahi read mohoi3atatai.

213, In first footnote, for YII. read VI.
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salection as hereinafter mentioned), to be intituled, " Transactions of the New
Zealand Institute."

(6.) The Institute shall have power to reject any papers read before any of the
Incorporated Societies.

(c.) Papers so rejected will be returned to the Society before which they were read.
id.) A proportional contribution may be required from each Society towards the cost

of publishing the proceedmgs and transactions of the Institute.
(e.) Each Incorporated Society will be entitled to receive a proportional number of

time fixed by the Board of Governors.
time

(/.) Extra copies will be issued to any of the Members of Incorporated Societies at
the cost price of publication.

6. All property accumulated by or with funds derived from Incorporated Societies
aud placed in the charge of the Institute, shall be vested in the Institute, and be used
and applied at the discretion of the Board of Governors for public advantage, in like
manner with any other of the property of the Institute.

7. Subject to " The New Zealand Institute Act, 1867," and to the foregoing rules all
Societies incorporated with the Institute shall be entitled to retain or alter their own
form of constitution and the bye-laws for their own management, and shall conduct
their own affairs.

8. Upon application signed by tlie Cliauman and countersigned by the Secretary of
any Society, accompanied by the certificate required under Kule No. 1, a certificate of
incorporation wOI be gi'anted under the Seal of the Institute, and will remain in force as
long as the foregoing rules of the Institute are compUed with by the Society.

Section II.

For the Management of the Property of the Institute.

Departments
Museum of the Institute, shall be acknowledged by a printed form of receipt, and shall
be duly entered in the books of the Institute provided for that purpose, and shall then be
dealt with as the Board of GoTernors may direct.

*

iluseum

owner
Manager of the Institute, and such deposits shall be duly entered in a separate catalogue.

following
Library

(a.) Such books are not to be withdrawn by the owner under six months' notice, if

shall be required by the Board
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(b.) Any funds specially expended on binding and preserving such deposited books,

at the request of tlie depositor, sliall be charged against the books, and must be

refunded to the Institute before their withdrawal, always subject to special

arrangements made wit& the Board of Governors at the time of deposit.

(c.) No books deposited in the Library' of the Institute shall be removed for temporary

use except on the written authority or receipt of the owner, and then only for a

period not exceeding seven days at any one time.

12. All books in the Library of the Institute shall be duly entered in a catalogue

which shall be accessible to the public.

13. The public shall be admitted to the use of the Museum and Library, subject to

bye-laws to be framed by the Board.
.

Section HI.

14. The Laboratory shall, for the time being, be and remain under the exclusive

management of the Manager of the Institute.

Section IV.

Of Date 23bd September, 1870,

Honorary Slemhers

Whereas

provide for the election of Honorary Members of such Societies ; but inasmuch as such

Honorary Members would not thereby become Members of the Xew Zealand Institute,

and whereas it is expedient to make provision for the Election of Honorary Members of

the New Zealand Institute, it is hereby declared—

1st. Each Incorporated Society may, in the mouth of November next, nominate for

election as Honorary Members of the New Zealand Institute three persons, and

in the month of November in each succeeding year one person, not residing in

the Colony.

2nd. The names, descriptions, and addresses of persons so nommated, together with

the grounds on which their election as Honorary Members is recommended, shall

be forthwith forwarded to the Manager of the New Zealand Institute, and shall

by him be submitted to the Governors at the next succeeding meeting.

3rd. From the persons so nominated, the Governors may select in the first year not

more than nine, and in each succeeding year not more than three, who shall

from thenceforth be Honorary Members of the New Zealand Institute, provided

that the total number of Honorary Members shall not exceed thirty.
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LIST OF INCOKPOEATED SOCIETIES.
NAME OF SOCIKTY. DATE or INCOEPOEATION

AVelungton Philosophical Society - . .

Auckland Institutk . . . . .

Philosophical Institute of Canterbury

Otago Institute ......
Nelson Association for the Promotion of Science

AND Indxtstry - -

Westland Institute . . . , .

Hawke Bay Philosophical Institute

lOtli June,

lOtb June,

1868.

1868.

22nd October, 1868.

18tli October, 1869.

23rd Sept., 1870.

21st December, 1874.

31st Marcb, 1875.

WELLINGTON PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

Office-bearers for 1877 '.—President—W. T. L. Travers, F.L.S.
;

Vice-Presidetits—T. Kii'k, F.L.S. , J. Cannithers, M.Inst. C.E. ; Council—Dr.
Duller, C.M.G., F.L.S., C. C. Graham, James Hector, C.M.G., M.D,,
F.R.S., Hon. W. B. D. Mantell, F.G.S., J.

Newman, M.B., M.E.C.P., 0. Eous Marten

F.G.S., A. K.

[.S. ; Auditor

Artliur E. B. Gore.

BEARERS FOR 1878 :

—

President—Thomas Kirk Vice-

Presidents-^. Carrutliers, M.Inst. C.E., A. K. Newman, M.B., M.E.C.P. •

Council w
T. L. Travers, F.L.S-, Dr. BuUer, C.M.G., F.L.S., C. Ecus Marten

W Martin

Auditor—Arthur Baker ; Secretary and Treasurer—R. B. Gore.

Extracts from the Bides of the Wellington Philosophical Society.

6. Every member shall contribute annually to tlie funds of tlie Society the sum of
one guinea.

6. The annual contribution shall be due on the first day of January in each year.

time

payment

14:. The time and place of the General Meetings of Members of the Society shall be
un
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AUCKLAND INSTITUTE.

Office-BEAREES for 1877 :

—

President—E. C Barstow, Esq,, E.M.

;

Council—J. L. Campbell, M,D., J. C. Firth, His Honour Mr. Justice GriUies,

J. Goodall, C.E., The Hon. Col. Haultain, T. Heale, G. M, Mitford, J. A.

Pond, Eev. A. G. Purchas, M.E.C.S.E., J. Stewart, C.E., The Hon. F.

Whitaker; Secretary and Treasurer—T. F. Cheeseman, F.L.S. ; Auditor

T. Macffarlane.

Office-bearers for 1878 :

—

President—T. Heale; Council—E. C. Barstow,

Eev. J. Bates, J. L. Campbell, M.D., J. C. Firth, His Honour Mr.

Justice Gilhes, The Hon. Col. Haultain, G. M. Mitford, J. A. Pond,

TheEev. A. G. Purchas, M.E.C.S.E., J. Stewart, M.Inst. C.E., F. Whitaker
;

Auditor—T. Macffarlane ; Secretary and Treasurer—T. F. Cheeseman, F.L.S.

Extracts from the Rules of the Auckland Institute*

1. Any person desiring to become a member of the Institute, shall be proposed in

writing by two members, and shall be ballotted for at the nest meeting of the Council.

4. New members on election to pay one guinea entrance fee, in addition to the

annual subscription of one guinea, the annual subscriptions being payable in advance on

the first day of April for the then current year.

5. Members may at any time become life members by one payment of ten pounds

ten shillings, in lieu of future annual subscriptions.

10. Annual General Meeting of the Society on the Third Monday of February in
-^

each year. Ordinary Business Meetings are called by the Council from time to time.

PHILOSOPHICAL INSTITUTE OF CANTERBURY.

Offick-bearers for 1877:

—

President—Dr. von Haast, Ph.D., F.K.S. ;

Vice-presidents—Dr. Powell, Professor Bickerton, F.C.S. ; Council—Eev. J.

W. Stack, Eev. Charles Fraser, E. W. Fereday, Dr. J. S. Coward, G. W. Hall,

Professor Cook ; Hon. Treasurer—J. Inglis ; Hon. Secretary—J. S. Guthrie.

FOR 1878:

—

President—Professor von Haast, F.E.S. ;BEARERS

Vice-presidents—Eev. J. W. Stack, Professor Cook ; Council—Professor

Bickerton, Dr Powell, W. M. Maskell, E. W. Fereday, Dr. Coward, G. W.

Hall : Hon. Treasurer—John Indis : Hon. Secretary—J. S. Gutlnie.

Extracts from the Rules of the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury.

7. The Ordinary Meetings of the Institute shall he held every first week during the

months from March to November inclusive.

25. Members of the Institute shall pay two guineas for the first year of membership,

and one guinea annually thereafter, as a subscription to the funds of the Institute.

current

paying
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OTAGO INSTITUTE.

Office-beakees for 1877 -.—President—The Bight Eev. Bisliop Ne^ill
;

rice-presidents—-R. Gillies and W.N. Blair; Council—Dr. MiUen Couglitrey,

H. Skey, J. S. Webb, G. M. Thomson, P. Thomson, D. Petrie, Dr.

Hocken
;'

Hon. Secretary and Hon. Treasurer—Vxoiessov Hutton ;
Auditor

A. D. Lubecld.

Office-beakers for 1878 :—President—-W,^. Blair,C.E. ;
Vice-presidents

Professor Hutton, W. Arthur, C.E. ; (7o»«ci7—Professor Shand, G.

Joachim, Professor Macgregor, Professor Scott, D. Petrie, E. Elhott, J. C.

Thomson ; Hon. Sec.—Q. M. Thomson ; Hon Treasurer—B.. Skey
;
Auditor

A. D. Lubecld.

N

Extracts from the Constitution and Bules of the Otago Institute,

2. Any person desiring to join the Society may te elected by ballot, on being proposed

in writing at any meeting of the Council or Society by two members, on payment of the

annual subscription of one guinea for the year then current-

-ma

and ten shillings, in lieu of future annual subscriptions.

An

January in each year, at which meeting not less than ten members must be present,

otherwise the meeting shall be adjourned by the members present from time to time,

until the requisite number of members is present.

(5.) The session of the Otago Institute shall be during the winter months, from May

to October, both inclusive.

ASSOCIATION FOE THE PROMOTION OF SCIENCE
AND INDUSTET.

BEAKERS President—The Eight Eev. tlie Bisliop of

MNelson ; Council

Brown, P. W. Irvine, M.D., Joseph Shepherd, Geo, Williams, M.D. ;
H>

Treasurer and Hon. Secretary—T. Mackay, C.E.

Extracts from the Rules of the Nelsan Association for the Promotion of Science

and Industry.

2. The Association shall consist of members elected by ballot, who have been pro-

posed at a monthly meeting of the Society, and elected at the ensuing meeting.

anntmi

payable half-yearly in advance.

4. Ordinary Meetings held on the first V^^ednesday
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WESTLAND INSTITUTE.
Office-beabees fob 1877 :-Pm.W.«^-His Honour Judge Weston •

Vice-
president-R. C. Eeid

; Cownoe7-Eev. W. A. Pascoe. M.A., Eev G W
Eussell, Eev. G. Morice, Eev. Father Martin, J. Plaisted, L. G Eeid W
D. Kerr, Eobert Paul, J. H. GreviUe, D. Osborne, Dr. M'Donald, Eobert
miker

: Hon. Treasur^-V,. T PM.'.... . jj,,,^ Secretarrj-Qh^^eB Ulrich
Opfice-bearers for 1878 :-Presidmt~Bls Honour Judge Weston

presidmt-^dh^xt C. Eeid
; Co»7i«7-Eev. Fatber Martin, Eev. George

W. Eussell, Eev. W
Wade, H. L. Eobinson, W

Secretary—Jolin Anderson.

Walker
; Hon. Treasurer—^. A. Spence : Hon

Extracts from the Rules of the Westland Institute
8. The Institute shaU consist :_(1.) Of Ufe members, i.e., persons who have at any

one time made a donation to the Institute of ten pounds ten shillii^gs or upwards • or
persons who, in reward of special ser.-ices rendered to the Institute, have been un'ani
mously elected as such by the Committee or at the general half-yearly meeting. (2) Of

Binaller sums—not less than ten slnllings.

6. The Institute shal

of December and June.

pounds two sliillings each year. paving

third

HAWKE BAY PHILOSOPHICAL INSTITUTE,

Office-beaeees for 1877 :—President—His Honour J. D. Ormond-
Vice-presidmit—lhe Eigbt Eev. the Eishop of Waiapu ; Co»ncj7—W. Colenso'

M. Gibbes, H. E. Holder, S. Locke,

W. C. Sturm ; Hon. Secretary/ and Ti

Dffice-beahebs for 1878 :

—

President

W
W. Colenso.

M
FtVi?rm^^n^—Eobert Stuart; CowwciT—Messrs. Holder, Kinross, MiUer
Newton, Smith, Spencer, Colenso

; Hon, Secretary and Treasirer—-^
Colenso j Auditor—Tl. K. Newton.

Extracts from the Rules of the Hawke Bay FhihsopMcal Institute.
S. The annual subscription for each member sLall be one guinea, payable ii

on the first day of January in every year.

4. Members may at any time become life members by one payment of ten p
hillings in lieu of fnture ftnnnal finV.o/>Ti*ntinTio

)phical Institute shall be during
and ffeneral mPAfinrra oT,,.n r^„ \.

Mcond
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NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE,

18 7 7.

I._MISCELLANEOUS.

Aet. I.

—

Xew Zealand a Post-glacial Centre of Creation.

By T. H. CocKBUKN-HooD, F.G.B.

inead before the Wellington Philosophical Society, 9th Decemler, 1876.]

Capt.un Hutton, in a paper which appears in the last vohiine of the

" Transactions of the N.Z. Institute," has shown that the presumed cause

of the shrinking of the glaciers of the New Zeixland Alps to their present

from their ancient colossal dimensions, is more than " a shrewd guess,"

and that the examuaation of its former and existing littoral marine fauna,

goes far to prove that it was due—not to a change of chmate during a

period of Southern Polar Glaciation—hut to the diminished elevation of

that Cordillera, comhined with other influences, of which presently. He

concludes his remarks with the following ohservation, "the evidences

seem to he in favour of there never having been a Glacial Epoch in New

Zealand, aud consetiuently none in the Southern Hemisphere :" tliat is

to say, that there never was a period ^\-lien a general ice-cap covered

these islands as it does the greater part of Greenland to-day, and as so

many deem it an established fact that, pressing down from polar regions,

nil—o

—

pheres in post-i)liocene times—against part of which theory New Zealand

laftv

The term "glacial" is a most convenient o^e by which to designat3

those periods of intense cold to which, in their turn, various portions of

existing lands are now, and have m all time past been subjected from local

causes which admit of explanation, as well as from others affecting broad

belts stretching, now in one meridian, now in another, towards the tropics,

wLifli ma'v hereafter be understood,
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^
r

It is tlierefore to be regretted that it has come to be so commonly

applied to tliis one particular era of assumed change in the temperature of

the whole globe, that several writers use the terms Pre-glacial and Pliocene

as synonymous, even when the consideration of their readers is benig

directed by them to New Zealand.

This supposed frigid epoch in the earth's history may well, however,

be talien as a fresh starting pomt by those naturalists who agree with

Professor Haeckel, in his proposition that dining the ''Glacial Epoch

hetween these vast lifeless ice conti)ients there remaiyied only a narrow zone

to which the life of 'the organic world had to inthdraw.'"*

Where this oasis was exactly situated, "the seed of our coming, the seed

of food, the seed of man," as the Polynesians describe then Hawaiild, is not

suggested, but it may not unfairly be presumed to have been m that

portion of the globe where survivors of its most ancient denizens remam,

the certainly unglaciated regions of Australasia. The southern ranges of

Australia proper may come to have their local glacial period by-and-bye.

heavy

down summits, and

deposited as blocs lurches on the sides of the sub-alpine valleys; but no

traces of ancient ice action are to be seen. Dming comparatively recent

times on the contrary, there are many evidences that a more equably warm

climate prevailed ; in the extra tropical portion of the great island continent

the extremes became more severe, as the extensive remnants of the mland

sea gradually dried up. We find the remains of crocodiles in the river

alluviums, 800 miles south of the present range of these animals, in

juxta-position with those of the great extinct marsupials ; the tropical

marine fauna of its northern coasts had also a wider range, and lingered

long in the gulfs of the South Austrahan sea ; the set of the currents was

probably from north to south, and species unknown on the eastern coast

flourished in these mediterranean waters.

It is an old conservative country this Australia—not given to abrupt

changes—but now, Hke other lands in the southern hemisphere, is

gradually rising, especially its central regions.

Bight the upheaval is estimated at as much as twelve feet in places^ since

1825. Earthciuakes are frequent, as in other lands undergoing a simjlar

process, but their effects are Uttle felt on the eastern coast, although

evidences of elevation in modern times are found from Cape Howe all along

the shores far to the north. The shocks usually are not smart enough to

produce visible consequences ; not even to shake the trees on the slopes of

Hist, of Creation, Yol. I., p. 315.

In
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the mountain gorges sufficiently to cause tliom to drop their winter-gained

loads; *' Piscium et summo genus hsesit ulmo," may in the glens under

Mount Kosciusko he translated, the oxen remained m the lofty gum-trees.

Very frequently "v\-hen the accumulations of snow after severe winters

disappear under the summer sun, cattle are found fixed in the hranches of

the tall trees in the narrow, deep ravines, filled up with drifted snows, in

which they sank—which may readily he imagined, seemg that these drifts

are sometimes 300 yards deep—in the upper gorges of the Indi river,

as stated in the account given hy my venerahle friend the Bev. "W. B.

Clarke, F.E.S,, who, with so much care and arduous lahoin-, exx)lored these

wild and difficult ren^ions. There are no evidences whatever, nevertheless.

of their having gone through a colder period than the present. The view

may be taken that this, one of the oldest of existing lands—part of it is as

ancieut as old New Zealand, of which hut little remains—was an inde-

pendent ** centre of creation" in which the progress of development has

not in its prevailing forms of life advanced beyond that point reached

elsewhere in early geological eras. In this island continent " we find

nun

OrnitJiorhynchus and the Echidna; here are to be seen, hopping about, our

somewhat nearer ones the rat-like marsupials, similar to those of the early

tertiary epoch, our certain progenitors of the seventeenth stage or genera-

tion. We have always known that man was made of the dust of the earth,

but through what forms that dust had previously passed, we had not been

precisely informed until now. It may be satisfactory to many to have their

proved pedigree put before them by Professor Haeckel, at all events many

noble families will feel assured that it is at least as correct and authentic as

that of their modern ancestors placed before then- fellows in the pages

of some genealogical dictionaries.

As well as on the land, individuals of very antique aspect yet linger

also near its shores and in its rivers : the Trigonia and Cesiracion of meso-

zoic days, and that strange creature of most ancient lineage the Devonian-

looking Ceratodus. It may be urged that these are but examples of the

persistent recurrence of peculiar forms under the obligation of the law

which governs the ])rocess of evolution ; or it may be held that they present

instances of the tendency to revert under the potency of the same law,

circumstances being suitable, to original t^^^es even after the lapse of untold

ages. Six-legged cats, dogs and other creatures with such abnormal

characteristics, are alleged even by some to be merely extreme cases of

atavism

—

Le,, to show clearly the derivation of the mammaha from, or at

^^i^^uxy^ ^^^^ with the Mi/riapoda. and their aU

plant
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Under certain circnmstances, as Sir Charles Lyell says, the great

EnaHosaurians might re-appear in the ocean depths and tlieir di'agon-hke

congeners invade the lands, and soar above the forests, for from whence

they came, from whom descended, there are no records to tell.

They appeared on earth when cosmical conditions were suitable, and

disappeared utterly, it is presumed, when these were changed, leaving no

transitional links behind that we know of.

In the present century thousands are ready to accept any new idea,

however preposterous, propounded by the class who come under the

denomination of ^'advanced thinkers," who so often evince utter contempt

for the axiom of Mr. Huxley himself, that '* the first duty of a hypothesis

is to be intelhgible."

It seems strange, nevertheless, that so startling a one as this Narrow

Zone, walled round with solid ice, the withdi-awal for thousands of years of

solar heat from the greater portion of the globe, when the vivifying rays

had ceased to warm the seas, and ocean circulation came to a stand—for

this must be the inference readines

the idea of the Noachian Deluge ; when, according to Cuvier, there

remained only '* Narrow regions^ from u-hich man re-peopled the earth after

those stupendous events which closed the Elephantine period.'' Those events

which took place when the long, slowly sinking Equatorial Continent—the

Lhanka of the Brahmins, the Lemuria of modern savans, a map of

which is placed before us by Professor Hacckel, where he says man was

developed from perfected apes, a hundred thousand years ago, in Pliocene

times, perhaps hundreds of thousands in Miocene, was at last suddenly

submerged, during a period of intense volcanic activity, when its founda-

tions were taken away, and other regions were upheaved in its place.

This cataclysmal catastrophe in consonance with Mosaic history, in

consonance with the traditions of men of all races, Caucasian, Mongolian,

Polynesian, or Negroid, presents none of the extraordinary difl&culties which

surround the Glacial Hypothesis as thus put before us.

It was a catastrophe affecting a limited area, enormous as compared

the earthanakes of 1819,—The Eunn ofwith that which subsided during the earthtjuakes of 1819

-

Cutch, from similar causes acting upon an infinitely smaller scale than

they once did in the adjacent regions—but small when contrasted with that

over which we are told life was extinguished by a universal ice-cap. The

general order of things when the portion of the world known to the

advanced families of men, possibly to all the human race, was overwhelmed

by the sea, still went on undisturbed, it may be presumed, elsewhere. The

giant sloths and armadillos may have moved about on the savannahs of

South America, and the great marsupials—the gigantic wombats, kangaroos,
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and dasyures over those of Australia ; tlie moas mid other "wingless birds

flourished in the theu xuore extensive land of New Zealand, and the levels

under the Rocky Mountains afforded sustenance to herds of mighty animals

still, as well as the South African table-lauds.

It seems a remarkable fact in the history of organic life, that ^Yhilst so

many of the contemporary animals have succumbed under various in-

fluences during the lapse of time, these great bh-ds of New Zealand should
w

J

have continued to exist from far earlier ages still until very recent years

(if indeed there are not individuals yet remaining), and is probably due

to the persistence of an cc[uablc climate prevailing over a land in which

they had no competitors.

The struggle for life must, as the author of the "History of Creation"

admits, have been severe indeed

—

•** fearful," as he remarks—for all forms

of tropical fauna and flora especially; hemmed in on a narrow zone between

two icy walls stretching nearly fi'om pole to pole, the climate for them

must have been rigorous in the extreme. There was in this crowded place

of refuge, to which he observes all those wise creatures withdrew ''who

wished to escape being frozen," an excellent opportunity afforded for the

extinction of many nearly effete tribes, and the survival of the fittest; it

certainly appears to have been an inconvenient time for man to have begun

to push his way—100,000 years ago, Hei-r Haeckel's date for pliocene men,

being the great ice age accordmg to Sh" Charles Lyell. Unless develop)-

ment has proceeded since with more rapid strides than this writer assumes

with his master it did during previous geological eras, i)rimsBval men must

have witnessed strange scenes.

The migration of the siuvivors, leaving in many cases no representa-

tives behind them, is a difficult problem to solve,—the wingless bhrds to

their special island habitats; the rodents of South America to theirs,

leaving the monotremes and marsupials in sole possession of then- ancestral

domains.

Without incurring the risk of being deemed deserving of the contemp-

tuous indignation poured upon those "old stagers grown gi^ey in opposite

views" who, with "ridiculous arrogance," object under these difficult

circumstances to receive the whole theory of descent as enunciated, and

the coiTect pedigrees as offered by so eminent an authority and adventurous

a thinker as the author of this history, we may be permitted to ask for

some explanation of the formidable objections that stand in the way of our

believing in this narrow zone amidst universal ice. The generality of

persons who may read his work will scarcely be satisfied by his assurance

that "proofs demanded are needles^/*
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One of the first difficulties that suggests itself in the consideration of

this particular dogma, this narrow zone to which organic life had to

withdraw in post-pliocene times—is that durhig this epoch, which it

appears was subsequent to, if not coincident with, the time when

men first commenced to talk sense in Lemnria

—

i*e,, 100,000 years ago—
although the circulation of the equatorial currents must have ceased, the

chilled waters from both polar regions continued their course with in-

creased force, until they had invaded all submarine depths, and all forms

of organic life unable to adapt themselves to the change, or unable to reach

the place of refuge, perished.

It would be difficult, however, to ]prove that polar marine currents have

ever operated over greater areas or with more force than they do to-day,

and frost now stretches its rigid winding sheet over tracts of land not long

smce, geologically speaking, teeming with animal life and covered with

luxuriant vegetation, whilst in the same latitudes it has relaxed its grasp

over others which for ages had been locked in its stern embrace.

Ever varying in their direction during the lapse of years, mighty ocean

streams have borne along their islands of ice loaded with the debris of rocks

from glaciated regions, strewing the ocean floor as liberally now as in any

previous era, dropping boulders to-day upon beds being laid down at the

bottom of the sea, to be the chalk hills of future continents, and at still

greater abysmal depths of red clay (both composed of exuviae of minute

organisms, falling to the bottom incessantly through countless centuries ; a
r

discovery the more astonishing when it is considered that this lifeless red

clay, identically the same as that of the dry land so familiar to us, and so

long a profound mystery, is seemingly chiefly derived from the insoluble

residue of these Foraminijera^ which is estimated at about only two per

cent.) changing the climates of adjacent lands, and causing ever varying

migrations of their fauna and flora, as well as of the life beneath the waters,

in all time past.

The glaciers in present elevated regions, the Cordilleras of South

America and New Zealand, the Himalayas, the Alps, the Caucasus, may
not be greater than those which descended from the lofty mountains, higher

perhaps than any of these that rose above the plains covered with the

forests of the carboniferous era.

Under the plm-ial conditions wliich then probably obtained, judging

from the climates in which analogous vegetation flourishes at the present

time, we may conclude they are not. At all events the marks of ice-action

are to be seen, proviag that in those days, as well as in om* own, certain

portions of the earth's sui'face had their share of glaciation, however much
the general aspect of the fauna and flora may suggest that the temperature
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of tlie globe was at that epoch more ec[uable, if not universally higher,

which may reasonably be presumed to have been the case ; more especially

if, as it has been suggested, climatic zones did not exist until the com-

mencement of the tertiary era.

The further careful observations are extended and ice-marks sought for,

where they ought to be found in the same latitudes, if the ice-cap covered

one hemisphere in all meridians at the same time, the less strong appears

the evidence of the struggle for life, it is alleged that animals and plants

underwent in the limited unglaciated regions proposed to have remained

during one portion of the quaternary period ; a struggle which proved too

great for many pre-existing forms, and led to then- extinction, as some of the

advocates of recurring eras of universal glaciation assert most probably

effected the destruction of the giant Saurians, once the domineeruag tenants

of land and sea in all parts of the world ; whether that tenancy was alto-

gether synchronous in both hemispheres is an interesting question if its

expiry was due to an age of ice ; it may well be doubted whether it was.

So far as observations have been made in the southern hemisphere,
r

there are no records of a greater amount of frost than inscribes its marks

to-day. South Georgia, in latitude 54° S., is frequently referred to as an

evidence of what local influences may bring about in the way of glaciation

;

exposed to the full force of the berg-laden antarctic current it is wi'apped in

snow and ice nearly to the water's edge all the year, whilst fifteen degrees

to the west forests of beech and fuchsia clothe the sides of the mountains,

and humming-bu'ds flit over the glaciers in the Straits of Magellan.

The condition of this island and of Sandwich Island is " a warning," Sir

Charles Lyell says, against concluding that glaciation must have been

universal over one hemisi)here at the same time. The opinion expressed

by Professor Agassiz and others respectmg the apparent work of ice in the

Amazon Valley may nevertheless be correct. A berg-bearing current may
Am

an

north

New Zealand, and South Africa were subjected to no such influence.

The work that is being done by southern currents now must equal in

magnitude that performed by the ocean streams which deposited the

northern drift, now in one now in another meridian, over the submerged

lands of Europe and America. Flowing up to the

chilled waters under tropical seas whose surface temperature is 80^ to 85°,

not only up to the equator, but on, it has been most unexpectedly discovered,

into the temperate zone as far as the Bay of Biscay—working, of course,

great changes in the submarine inhabitants of vast areas—as similar

currents have been doing in all time past, as the great underset flowed
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alternately to or from the north, mtroducing antarctic fauna into the

northern hemisphere diuing one cycle, and arctic at another into the

nusouthern temperate zone. Their respective remains, inte

in the upper strata with those of tropical and suh-tropical forms, are now

being deposited layer upon layer over the beds which contain such different

ones below, and which will again in many places come to entomb the shells

and the bones of races similar in type to those which previously there

found a grave, when such a change in temperature as has occurred in most

regions over and over again takes place.

The most enthusiastic glacialist could ask for no mightier engine than

the great antarctic stream bearing its vast islands of ice sixty miles and

more in length far towards the tropics in certain meridians.

.

What local influences are doing now in northern regioiis, students have

more ample opportiuiity of observing. Notably the condition of great part

of Greenland, where, in latitude TO'^, ice islands of enormous dimensions

float off from a sea-cliff of solid glacier ice 3,000 feet in height. The state

of things obtaining in that great land may be contrasted with that in the

equally misnamed country, Iceland, even that of its lower portions in 65'

N. with that of Lapland in 72^. The climate of the Crimea affords a use-

ful example when compared with that of Venice or Bordeaux. In conse-

quence of the radiation fi'om the Thibetan steppes, we find cereals ripening

on the Siberian side of the Himalaya at a height above the sea equal to

that of the summit of Mont Blanc, whilst several thousand feet lower down

arctic cold prevails, and mighty glaciers do their work above the burning

plains of Hindostan, growing under the soft breath of the rain-bearing

southerly winds.

Again intense cold prevails over countries on the shores of that great

inlet of the North Pacific which, in not very remote times, teemed with

animal life of southern types.

In that region where the Amoor river after flowmg amidst umbrageous

groves and vine-clad hills turns north and enters a frozen sea, a local

glacial period has possibly commenced, advancing with slow but unwaver-

ing steps, which might easily be accelerated by the subsidence of the shallow

sea-bottom which interrupts the flow of polar waters ; whilst in other places

owing to a deviation in the dkection of local currents of warm and chilled

waters in seas of no great depth, sub-tropical forms are again multiplying

where but recently arctic ones usurped possession.

The kon grasp of frost has loosened its hold over great part of Western

America, and a temperate climate for ages has been gainuig sway over the

arid regions where rivers flow in deep chasms or canons worn by them

through tlic plains under the Kocky Mountains.
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There lias been no ice work going on there since the Colorado began to

cut its mighty drain a mile and a cparter deep, where it is at the same

thne but one hundred and eighty feet across ; the three hundred feet of the

lowest portion of this extraordinary chasm being eroded through hard

granite. "Wlien this great work commenced, according to reasonable

calculations, the northern currents must have been spreading drift on the

submerged eastern plains, if that operation went on during the glacial

period of Sh Charles Lyell.
4

The moraines of ancient local glaciers may be seen on the slopes of

these mountains below 39° N. latitude, and also upon those of the Sierra

Nevada, still nearer to the tropics, but traces of general glaciation there or

of northern drift on the shores of California of the same age as that oh the

eastern side of the Missouri have not hitherto been observed. The vast

accumulations of shmgle on the terraces of Oregon and Washington terri-

tory are as ancient, according to American geologists, as those of the

highest plateau of the prairies east of the Eocky Mountains, and are

composed, as the latter are likewise, of materials of local derivation. They

'were deposited there when the Cascade Eange abeady presented a formid-

able wall, and previous to the time when Mount Hood, Mount Eainier,

and Shasta, those grand "Lookers-on" of the Pacific Coast, were piled up.

The boulders which lie on these old shingle terraces on the sides of the

Willamette and other valleys, and on the shores of Vancouver, may be

pointed to as memorials of the ** Great Age of Ice," but they cannot be

proved to have travelled very far. The grey syenite of which the majority

of them consist, is a distinguishing rock of the Cascade Eange, from

whence glaciers brought them down probably during a local period of cold.

On the Atlantic side of the Mississippi basin, erratics were

dropped in certain meridians, as far south as the 37th degree of lati-

tude, when the way was open over the great lake region then submerged

to the polar sea, just as they are being now on the American side of the

Atlantic, nearer to the tropic than they were at that era.

Ice-polished and striated boulders, floated from afar in distant ages,

may lie buried under the soil of the Californian plains, but none have been

discovered by American observers. I could see no foreign stones or ancient

ice-marks on the slopes of Calaveras or Mariposa, above Yosemite.

There is a vast river in the Pacific coming from equatorial regions,

entitled to be described in the same expressive language with which Maury

introduces his readers to the consideration of the Gulf Stream. It sweeps

near the coast of Japan past Yokohama, leaving the shores of Yesso further

off than it does those of Nipon, and has flowed in the same coiu-se, temper-

ing its climate and causing hurricanes in its seas, we may conclude from
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remotest times, for there are no signs of glaciatiou iu Japan proper.

Altliongh Fusi-Yama (wliieli, according to Japanese tradition, grew in a

few days under the eyes of men, as loruUo did), reared its imposing cone on

the sea-board plain, that recently elevated region is but a narrow strip

along the shore, and ice-marks ought to be seen on the flanks of its main

chain of ancient hills, if the glacial epoch prevailed over the whole of the

northern hemisphere simultaneously. But an intelligent traveller who

has lately ridden over the interior of the island fi-om north to south

informed me that there were none visible on then* eastern side ; and the

talented author of " Frost and Fire"—Mr. Campbell—has sought there also

in vain for any testimony of the rocks to the continued reign of the first,

whose signs are so familiar to him,

A deflection of the Pacific or Japan stream which flows on past the Kurile

Islands, curving round by the Aleutian chain to the coasts of Oregon,

causing a rainfall there nearly equal to that of Darjeeling in the Himalayas,

would bring ice over the terraced gardens on the slopes of the '' Matchless

Mountain," and over the whole of Yesso ; opposite the northern shores of

which for many miles off the land, the sea is frozen every whiter, in the

latitude of Naples, in consequence of their being sw^ept by that current

which, escaping through narrow portals, flows round into the Yellow Sea,

chilHng the coasts of China. The British colony of Vancouver and

Washington Territory, instead of being enveloped in fogs, would be reduced

to the condition in which Britain itself was when no Gulf Stream came

near its shores, and to which Greenland has been brought in recent times.

There not very long ago the oak grew, and animals throve where ice-

streams now flow, and there was a time still more remote w^hen the magnolia

blossomed and the vine climg to giant sequoias in its forests ; and there may
be another not so very far distant when the magnetic current (which may
be the cause that produces this intense cold) may vary its dh-ection and go

Gulf

an

of ice, whilst the ** lost land" may once more merit its now inappropriate

name and be covered with green woods. It may be when the present

Arctic Expedition returns, evidences w ill be produced of semi-tropical vege-

tation having flourished in still higher latitudes again at later geological

eras than when the carboniferous vegetation prepared the material for the

coal of high northern regions. Such a discovery as that the Pole itself is

now situated in the centre of a land, in former ages covered with umbrageous

forests, would clash violently with existing theories. h= * %

Every process of evolution may, of course, be more readily conceived to

be possible by assigning unlimited time for its jperformance. But if the
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elaboratiou of new species, by the ''aimless action of Natural Selection,"

necessitates the granting of thirty times the nnmher of millions of years

physical considerations render it possible to allow, as Dr. Tait states the

question, the difficulty of the position will not be lessened by Herr Haeckers

bold assertion, that '' we have not a single rational ground for conceiving

the time requisite to be limited in any way."

This writer, although he deems very slow progress to have been the

rule, leaves his readers to believe in the possibility of exceptions to it.

Notwithstanding the small advances made during the recent period in any

line of life (how the cats, the dogs, and the pigeons of the days of the

earhest Pharoahs remain represented but by pure cats and dogs and

pigeons still, not one attempt at passing beyond the limit of its class

having been made by any of these creatures, whose development has

received such attention and studied assistance from man), they are not to be

daunted by the proposition that in new centres of creation, such as New
Zealand, the derivative process was by some means marvellously hastened

in its accomplishment.

Eecurring periods of heat and cold extending simultaneously over the

greater part of the world, may be convenient agents to call into requisition

for the purpose of explaining the disappearance of many forms of organic

life. The vanishing of others for a time, and their return to the same

localities, displacing very different ones that in the interim had flourished

there, is, no doubt, due to such cause. But had these cycles been repeated

more frequently than even according to the views of Mr. Croll they have

been—views much more within our grasp than the consideration of pro-

cesses requiring oeons paralyzing to the minds of most men who attempt to

dwell upon them—they would not account for many of the events which we
know have taken place in the history of animal hfe.

Ten thousand or twenty thousand years may be deemed by evolutionists

generally, periods altogether too short for the accomplishment of any of the

processes of divergence and development necessary to the establishment of

species, for which millions have been asked ; but much could be done

during such a vast lapse of years in the way of perfecting various families

and the extinction of others. The recm'ring periods of the reign of frost

over particular areas in alternate hemispheres, which have endently taken

place, would cause no liolent changes, advancing as they must have done

with slow enough steps to afford amx:)le opportunity for the migration of

existing forms of life to suitable situations, so long as any such remained

for them to migrate to, which during this Glacial Epoch of Professor

Haeckel were certainly reduced to a minimum.

There was no ice-sheet enveloping their ancient haunts, which destroyed
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naha of Australia, but as these became drained in the course of the gradual

elevation of the land and converted into arid plains, s\vex-)t by sirocco-like

winds, the succulent vegetation upon which they lived failed, we may

presume, and remahihig represented by related animals of comparatively

pigmy size, they disappeared utterly as the Megatherium, the Megalonyx,

and Mylodon of South America, which likewise leaving small analogues

behind, passed from the face of the earth under the influence of some such

cause, or destroyed by the irresistible attacks of internal parasites, (as we

see hosts of domestic animals now throughout extensive districts of

Australia, unable to resist the enemies which had proved less dangerous to

the indigenous marsupials, from whom they were derived), or of swarms of

pestiferous insects, such as the tsetse fly of Africa, or the calf- and foal-

murdertns one of Pataf?onia.*Q -L^^W ^* ^ .....j^

It will not be proposed that any change of temperature destroyed the

aboriginal horse of North and South America. Herds of these animals

roamed in comparatively recent times from the cold north to the Patagonian

plains, and their contemporaries flourish there still. Whatever was the

cause of then* extinction, it had ceased to act when the Spaniards conquered

Mexico, for the new equine race introduced by them has multiplied

rapidly, and continues to flourish equally well in a feral as in a domestic

Btate. When the plague or the cholera take their tens of thousands of men,

the lower animals remain generally unscathed, and vke-vei'sd.

The parasitical worms which are so fatal to the flocks of the Australian

sheep-farmer abound in the kangaroo and wallabi, and the former*, if left to

themselves, would ere long become extinct, destroyed in some districts by

the parasites, in others starved out by the increasing hordes of hardy

marsupials. The increase of this inferior order of animals as it stands in

the derivative pedigree has been immense since the balance was destroyed

by the extinction of the dingo, and since the aboriginal men have so much

decreased in numbers. Thirty thousand kangaroos of large and smaller

tribes have lately been killed on a smgle settler's run without making any

observable diminution m their strength, and until some epidemic arises

amongst them, their singularly rapid increase will tax the efforts of the

white man to check in these thinly peopled regions. If these marsupials are

so inferior a grade of animals, they are at all events admirably adapted for

the situation they now occupy ; so peculiarly well adapted to it that after

• An interesting circumstance of this kind is now being observed over large districts

in the interior of Xew South "Wales, which, if it continued, would lead in time to the

disappearance of white cattle and white-legged or piebald horses in the herds, such being

attacked by a disease caused by a black A;phis covering the pastures, producing fatal

effects upon all young animals, and even many grown ones, whilst those whose coats are

of dark colours do not suffer at all.
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the enormous lengtli of time tliey have occux:)ied it, not the slightest attempt.

of divergence is manifested, and apparently as during the untokl ages of

the secondary era, they are destined to remain in statu quo, so long as the

present circumstances oLtain. It seems as unsafe to hazard any theory

upon thcii' inferiority and adaptabihty to vary as upon beauty being due

to sexual selection, seeing that the most perfect beauty is possessed by

certain organic forms which have no organs of perception at all.

The disastrous efifects of the ravages of insects in the vegetable world

are familiar, and the power of the canher-worm and the palmer-worm to

change the character and climate of extensive regions is not a modern

discovery. Forests of mighty trees that have withstood the battle and the

breeze of centuries, whose hardiliood and tenacity of life is great enough to

enable them to survive the scorching and chnrrhig of then- trunks by the

fires that sweep again and again through the jungles, quickly succumb

under the repeated attacks of myriads of seemingly despicable foes. In

consequence of the extraordinary increase of a species of moth, innumer-

able armies of caterpillars for one or two consecutive seasons devoured the

leaves of the red gum-trees in the grand forests of Gippsland, amongst

the finest in Xew Holland, and now the weird skeletons of these, the

loftiest trees, some of them, hi the world, mar the landscape. For

another hall century or more, they will remain as memorials of what was

once the condition of the shadeless plains, the extent of which men are

ruthlessly increasing daily, over which the winds coming off the sea, that

heretofore had kept this an Australian Eden, will cease to part with their

refreshing showers, as they once did over the *' raiu-bringuig " trees, and

will carry their burthen on to the cool mountain slopes.

The ui:>heaval of the central region of AustraHa has been alluded to.

The process goes on, and what is taking place in New Holland, New Zea-

land, South America, and doubtless in Antarctic regions may be perhaps

taken as evidence of the balance of weight becoming in favour of the

northern polar ones ; those who adopt this theory will deem it strength-

ened if instead of an open polar sea, it is found that they are covered with

ever growing mountains of ice.

The violence of the volcanic action in the far south is felt in the con-

vulsive throes that disturb distant places, and which cause ever and anon a

more rapid flow of the great covering of ice, sending off vaster streams of

bergs than during periods of rest. The earthquake waves which notified

the disturbance in 1868, were certainly followed by such a fleet.

It may be said that a considerable portion of Scandinavia is also rising;

this may be a local consequence of the subsidence of a parallel belt of

the adjacent ocean bottom, a meridional folding of the crust of the eai'th, as

Mr, Campbell suggests.
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Ere many centuries have passed away it may be that the remnants

of the ancient shallow sea, marked on the map of Australia as Lake

Torrens, Lake Eyre, Lake Gardiner, etc.—which, with their margms of

black, fetid mud, supporting scattered tufts of salsolaceous plants, resemble

the salt lakes of Siberia and Patagonia, regions w^hich were also in recent

times raised from beneath the sea—will be silted up and then drained, the

climate win be still drier and subject to greater extremes of dim-nal tempera-

ture, remarkable as there are now in the interior as far as 18° S. latitude.

The Barcoo or Thomson river will cut a canal-like channel through the

sandhills to the head of Spencer's Gulf as the Darling has done further

east. The surplus waters, after the periodical deluges of rain in the tropical

country from w^hich they flow, spread out over vast areas of the central

depression, and already during very high floods find an outlet from Lake

Torrens at Port Augusta, where the land is estimated to have risen seven

feet since the first survey of that harbour was made.

The change in this region from a mediterranean sea to arid plams

(where, notwithstanding the lO'' difference in temperature between

places in the southern and those in corresponding latitudes in the northern

hemisphere generally, the heat from various causes is much greater than

in the African deserts in similar parallels) must have exercised a most

potent influence upon the climate of New Zealand and the adjacent oceanic

regions, as it does to a considerable extent to-day, when alternate cycles

of wet and dry seasons x)revail over these great levels, now torrid deserts,

and at other times in great part covered with water ; an influence not very

greatly inferior to that which the drying of the Sahara must have produced

upon the climate of Europe, and the dimensions of the Alpine glaciers.

When that desert r-

its heat around over distant lands, was covered by the sea, and a large

portion of Europe was likewise submerged, over which came berg-laden

arctic currents, it may well be conceived that the higher elevation of

its central chain of mountains, estimated by Professor Eamsay to have been

from two to three thousand feet at the time their glaciers attained such

colossal demensions, was sufficient to produce all the phenomena attributed

o
great

should the project of lettingthe sea into the great depression of the African

Desert be carried out.

There may be grounds for supposing an ice-sheet of vast extent

to have covered great Asia, and America,

at or about the same era, but evidence of its having been universal

is wanting even in the northern hemisphere, and any evidence of an

approaching similar state of things in the southern is sought for in vain.
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The '' Glacial Epocli " in New Zealand is assumed by Dr, Haast, F.E.S., to

have been synchronous with the alleged period of the general reign of frost

in northern regions, and we are accustomed to hear of the '* Pleistocene

Glaciers " as those which have done the most work in the land of the moa.

But there seem to be very good reasons for X)]acing the age of their greatest

extension back in pliocene times, about the time man was learning

experience in Lemuria.

When the Cordillera stood at an ec^ually higher altitude as that claimed

by Professor Eamsay for the Swuss Alps, we may be well satisfied with the

ability of the rain-bearing winds coming round in their sweep back from

eqiuatorial regions over the w^arm Australian Sea to breed glaciers of magni-

tude sufBcient to do all the work claimed for them—to shape the sides of

the valleys and glens, scoop out the basins of the southern lakes, grind out

the fiords of the west coast, and break up and collect the materials for the

formation of the sub-alpine plains, to be spread out there by the torrential

rivers in after times, which, as the land has gradually risen again after

partial submergence since, have left the remarkable terraces, whose symme-
trical lines produce such a striking feature in the landscape—of magnitude

sufficient to carry off masses of rock 20,000 tons in weight, if required,

and deposit them as blocs perches below, with as much ease as those masses

of Mont Blanc granite were borne along and left on the sides of the Rhone

valley. Which operation probably they did perform, but the memorials

being of less durable material, have disappeared under the gradual wear

and tear of ages, or lie buried under the accumulations of gravel and sand

on the plains, or beneath the sea.

In both of these mountain systems, as in the Himalaya, changes m the

dimensions of their ice-streams, and debacles caused by the bursting of

glacier dams, from time to time occur, on an insignificant scale it is true,

when compared with wdaat we may well believe went on in the days of their

greatest grandeur, from local causes aj^parently, but which causes owe their

origin to events going on in far distant regions. It is convenient sometimes

to compare small things with great, and the operations proceeding quietly

now, enable a judgment to be formed as to how the same causes, working

with more activity, might readily be able to repeat the phenomena that

ensa.c:e so much attention.o"o

The glaciers in the Swiss Alps, which had been retreating for thh-ty
u

years, are advancing again at j)i*esenfe, those descending from the heights of

Monte Eosa are tearing up the green fields and overwhelming the gardens

and homes of the peasantry, and, as the alternate advance and retreat of

those of Mount Cook and adjacent mountains, present an eA^dence of the

effect of ocean currents upon regions apparently far removed from their
r

influence, b
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For some years previous to 1872, tlie antarctic stream came loaLledwitlx

huge islands of ico, to an extent not witnessed by mariners since tlie ronte

roimd Cape Horn became so frequented a higli^^ay as it lias been since the

gold discoveries.

Navigation in tbose seas was for a time so extremely perilous that

insin-ance companies became alarmed, and many shipmasters sent their

vessels to struggle back against the westerly winds by the Cape of Good

Hope. Another great separation of bergs from their parent glaciers, an

occurrence which has no doubt gone on intermittently in all ages, happened

in 1829, as related by Sir Charles Lyell. Then, as in these late years,

many bergs retained the dimensions of islands when they had reached the

longitude of the Cape of Good Hope ; some had nearly circumnavigated

the globe before they foundered in Austrahan seas, and one was still many

miles in length when seen off Cape Leuwiu. An excellent opportunity was

afforded for the conveyance of seeds of the same plants if any are pro-

duced or remain possessed of vitality in the soil of the lands from which

they came, to different places in their route, a possibility dwelt upon by

Mr. Darwin, in aUuding to the sprinkling of the same flora in far distant

regions; it seems in-obable that hal the climate been suitable, plants now

unknown there might have bv this means been brought far up mto

Australia when the land was lower, as there is evidence of bergs havmg

beendi-ifted up in former times high into Spencer's Gulf, on the shores of which

large boulders of foreign rocks have been left by them. There are no data as

yet upon which to found a theory as to the periodicity of these occurrences,

which might connect the action of the main-spring which sets the machmery

in motion, with any of the many causes, magnetic, sidereal, etc., which have

been proposed as influencing alternating cycles of dry and wet seasons

such as the return of Biela's comet every six and a balf years—the time of

the solar spots every eleven—the twelve-year cycle supposed to haA-e to do

with the long one of the revolution of the planet Jupiter, etc., etc. How-

ever this may be, there is every reason for believing that when polar winds

are more than usually chilled over certain oceanic areas, they will blow

with more force, and mingling with other aerial currents nearer to the

tropics than in ordinary seasons, condense their moisture.

Australian climates would be the principal ones affected by such a

cause, so we find that after the great ice-stream ahuded to, the following

years were wet ones in tlic then occupied part of New South Wales.

Agam, in 1869, commenced a cycle of splendid seasons for the farmers all

over the Australias, dry plains were converted mto lakes, and steamers

ascended the tributaries of the Murray more than 1,500 miles. The

conseq_uences of the ice-stream were also felt in New Zealand, In
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18G9 tlie writer visited tlie great Tasman Glacier on the eastern flank of

Mount Cook, which then, as the Cashmere head of the Indus is represented

to do, issued from under the terminal foot of the glacier in one grand

foaming fountain, boiling up to a height of 60 to 80 feet, "coming from

under an arch, lofty, gloomy and Avernus-likc, a large ready-formed river,

whose colour was that of the soil collected at its source, rolling along

immense masses of ice, and whhling them against the rocks with the noise of

distant cannon." Some years i^reviously, when the ice had retreated nearly

half a mile, the river issued in two streams from under the lateral moraine

on either side of the glacier. A local glacial period was commencing, the

operations of which became suspended since the amount of ice borne off by

the antarctic current diminished again to its normal quantity, as it has

done lately, and dry seasons have returned in Australia threatening ruin to

the farmers and graziers.

The more the subject is considered, and the effects observed of such

agencies, the less necessary does it appear to call in the aid of extraordinary

ones of which no traces are visible.

Had there been a general ice-sheet covering Kew Zealand, its ancient

littoral marine fauna which still exist, its moas, and other apterous birds

must all have perished, and vv^hence came again those forms of life from

which they were developed ? It is scarcely to be conceived that this far

island of the sea, situated in the latitude it is, would be proposed to have

been included in the narrow zone amidst universal ice, the crowded Alsatia

where ape-like men contended with men-like apes and divers other creatures

with their respective congeners, in the dire struggle for existence that took

place within its limited j)rccincts, when the weakest, the least able to

consider and provide against the exigencies of the situation, perished.

It is not enough to have events so stupendous, and others still more

startling, declared to have taken place at distances of time so enormous

that the consideration of them leaves but an indefinite impression upon the

mind, merely stated as facts, and related with an air of acknowledged

authenticity^ as the stories of the reign of Henry YIII., by Mr. Froude.

Instead of engaging the attention of enquirers or allaying their scruples,

such facetious proposals are scarcely even calculated to afford as much

amusement as the extension of Mr. Darwin's paradox, in the allusion to the

correlation of old maids, mice, and roast beef.

In his anxiety to prove the non-miraculous origin of the universe and

all things therein, Professor Haockel assumes a tone of contemptuous pity

towards those persons who refuse to profess then- absolute faith in the

irrational dogma that the primordial forms were endowed with hfe and the

power of propagation of their own instance. Considering tlxat *' what we
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call spirit disappears T\-itli the dissolution of the individual material com-

bination," as another of the teachers ^vho have risen up amongst us puts it,

content to believe himself a mere accidental aggregation of particles of

carbonic acid, water, and ammonia, possessing nothing the lowest animal

does not share, having no future its progeny may not attain to, he treats

with scorn those who attribute the wonders of creation to " the vnuh tallced-

of purpose in nature,'" to their having been, as he expresses it, " invented and

'dfc

from the aimless action of

Whilst propoimdiug his views about the narrow zone to which those

creatures wise enough to object to being frozen mthdrew, he appears to have

forgotten the postulate with which he commenced; to have lost sight of

the fact that this aimless action of natural selection must be deemed a

myth, that the ^hole theory of descent, as Mr. Darwin himself says,

must fall to the ground, if one fatal case is proved of a number of

species having suddenly started into life all at once.

If ever any theory demanded in its fullest import the acceptance of that

old canon in natural history, quoted by his great master, '' Xatura nonjaeit

sahum,'' that of the gradual x^rogress of organic life requires it to be

acknowledged as its most inexorable law—a law as immutable as that which

produces the unchanging forms assumed by certain substances in the

process of crystallization.

When the problem comes to be considered how life began again in

isolated oceanic regions, such as New Zealand, vrhen this terrible annus

iniralills had passed by, and the ice had retreated from the sequestered

shores; those who believe in the preliminaries, in the universal ice-cap, in

the scheme of the evolution of species, so ably, so seductively some may

prefer to say, j)i'oposed by Mr, Darwin in his attractive pages, and so con-

fidently asserted by his adventurous disciples, who respect no limits recog-

nized by their master, find themselves face to face with a difficulty of which

no explanation is vouchsafed.

imagine

dilemma

din
r.

He does not

appear however to assume that the ice-sheet he would draw over these

islands was universal over the southern hemisphere, and may consider

that there were regions near where life was not extinguished, and from

which their lacertian progenitors might have made their way and founded

the families of the apterous birds—if such be their descent—without com-

mencing de novo the whole process of evolution from some simple ancestor.

AcceDtiner even the iDronosition of the spontaneous ffcncraticn of the

I
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primordial form, wlienever required—granting the possibility of tlie coming

into existence of a body containing an inner principle of life, some

mysterious force—that Mr. Bastian's experiments but prove that every

atom of Avliat chemists deem dead matter, is pregnant ^'ith the power of

self-development, merely held in a state of utmost tension, from \\^hich it

is ready to spring forward into life, when chance is given—discharging from

their- minds any such '^emotional sensation" as the process being in

obedience to a creative power—the believers in this place of refuge amidst

the ice have to solve the problem how it came to pass that the progeny of

the primordial form went through all the stages, which required thousands

of millions of years, according to his own teaching, to accomplish before,

so successfully in the new centre of creation, New Zealand.

How the gigantic birds were quietly elaborated from their reptilian

progenitors, and these from theirs during the brief space of the post-glacial

age. If time is necessary for any important process of evolution, it must
have been for this supposed wonderful transformation of the cold-blooded,

solid-boned, scale-covered lizard, into the hot-blooded, hollow-boned,

feathered bij-ds, and the latter have certainly flourished in high perfection

in New Zealand it will be admitted from most remote times.

We know from the history of Australia, during late geological ages,

ancestor The
connection between New Zealand and the north-east of New Holland, New
Guinea, Celebes, the Aru Islands, and other small marsupial strongholds,

portions once of the ancient bird-inhabited Pacific Continent, was severed

in a far distant era, when the marsux^ial line of life had not perhaps

advanced beyond the assumed stage of its batrachian infancy.

In that old land of Oceanica, or Apteryxia we may designate it, the

lizard race had already far risen in the scale of being, and if the pedigree

be true, some tribes of their feathered descendants had colonized its north-

eastern regions, where their representatives remain to this day; one family

especially having held its ground well. The emu was not to disappear

before the new marsupials any more than its analogue in South America,

which probably tells us of a more ancient story still in the history of land and

sea ; the cassowary also has remained in tropical Australia, although the

nearer ally of the Dinornis, its rival in size, whose remains have been dis-

covered by the Eev. Mr. Clarke, F.K.S,, had not been able to continue its race.

On the mountain tops of the submerged continent, representatives of its

most ancient denizens also survive. New Britain, New Ireland, and Ceram
have their cassowaries as well as New Holland and New Guinea, and the

great southern peninsula was in complete possession of the grandest speci-

mens of the ornithic race for long ages after its scpai'ation by a wide sea
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from tlie nearest portion of the ancient land, as Madagascar remained, no

douU, also for long ages, tlie happy home of the Mpyornis after Lemuria

went down.

But if ignoring these considerations -which seem to make the history of

New Zealand certain, as that of the other large insular countries mentioned,

and all the many old islands of the sea, to whose venerable story Mr. Wallace

says, fearlessly, their inhabitants give us the key; if disregarding the

absence of all evidence of its ever having been covered with an ice-cap, and

that there is no possible reason for alleging it to be a logical conclusion

that It must have been so covered, the glacial enthusiasts will risk their

- behef in all things else, so long as they can picture to their minds this

island in the sea of ice, where all was war and carnage ; if, instead of the

moas being the long descended representatives of a royal race of birds,

come from one of the most ancient aboriginal families upon earth, they

deem them mere creatures of yesterday, modern adventurers, it is clear that

they must be prepared to admit that then- advancement must have been

most improperly rapid.

Their lacertihan forefathers, and theirs before them, must have been

addicted to saltatory practices more daring than those of our j^rovcd American

coiisin, that strange Mexican batrachian the irrepressible axolotl; and

have set at defiance the old estabhshed laws of slow progressive develop-

ment followed in all other epochs, as laid down emphatically in the Theory

of Descent, endangering the foundations of that edifice, so far as im-

measurable time is requisite for the safety of its construction.

Their advance in life must have been far more precipitate than that

made by the inhabitants of the Gallapagos, where the frogs or allied

batrachian patriarchs have no nobler descendants than the Hzard and

the tortoise, and yet these families can probably trace their descent from

ancestors of fair standing in the world, when they first landed on the

scarce cooled lavas. Gay sea-going lacertians, and slumbering chelonians •

on some floatmg log may have reached their shores, and from their eggs

came the few four-footed creatures domiciled in these islands, amongst

them the little altered descendant of one of them, nearly the last of its

race, the only marme lizard now known. The ocean depths may how-

ever be tenanted still by forms of life we little imagine. Or, notwithstand-

ing the antipathy the batrachian race evince to being cooped up in isolated

regions, the Gallapagos population may have a more ancient local pedigree,

and be descended from the survivors of a shower of >'oung frogs. The

distance is not too great to suppose the possibility of their having been

caught up in some strong revolving storm from an American pool and

carried number
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lauded in excellent health and spirits on the deck of a vessel in the Pacific,

half that distance from the Australian coast.

If such a fortunate chance occurred, which, ho*^oyer, is scarce x^ossible,

and gave a somewhat fairer start to the higher forms of life in New Zealand,

their offspring have devoured the race of then- ancestors, as until very

recently frogs were unknown tliere ; now introduced from Australia in some
localities they croak from every pond their appreciation of its swamps, safe

from destroying snakes. Touching these same frogs, it appears to have

been a want of judgment in their various descendants, a blunder justifying

the term of '' the aimless action of natural selection," not to have gone on

improA^ng and perfecting the attributes possessed by them. None of their

progeny being able to jump about and avoid obstacles in their path after

the connection between the brain and limbs has been severed, one would
imagine that the course of progressive development should have improved,

instead of arresting the advantageous capacity enjoyed by some of their

analogues and remote progenitors of producing new limbs, and even

heads, when accident removes the orighial ones.

On the whole most persons will prefer to consider the moas the long

descended aboriginal inhabitants of this land where they have reigned lords

amongst wingless bu'ds from the far distant era when it formed a portion of

a great continent, which on tlie score of antiquity has equal right to be

delhieated on the map of the old world as Lemuria.

All that is now land has been sea, and the seas land, not once, but pro-

bably over, and over, and over again, and as a continuity of the various

dry j)ortions of the globe has at one time or another existed (excepting, of

course, new lands like the Gallapagos and other volcano-born isles), the

ancient connection explains how it came to pass that wingless birds

descended fi'om the same original created t}^e are found in South America,

in Africa, and in all these islands of the sea.

It seems easier to believe in the tertiary men, who might if they

desired, have gone to war mounted on Anchitheriums (for we may be per-

mitted to take for granted that there may have been a family of these

creatures large enough to carry their short-legged, ape-Hke riders), who
were there to witness, we are told, the coming upon the stage of the

elephantine races, and all the many quaint-looking giant creatures, long

passed away, than to imagine that their descendants could have been pre-

sent at the bii-th of the first taniwha-descended, post-glacial moa.

Certainly the supx^orters of this idea may suggest that some of the

tertiary men devoted themselves during the long j)liocene ages (which, when
it suits his argument, are reduced to moderate periods by Professor Haeckel),

to the breeding of bu'ds without wings, and achieved in the pursuit success
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equal to that of Mr. Bakewell and Mr. Booth in increasing the size and

modifying the forms of their herds ; and that theu' remote descendants, not

having lost the art, commenced a moa farm in this island of the Pacific,

having brought with them a basket of eggs from Hawaiild or Lemuria,

products of former labom% and wealth is the same thing with monoi;)olies

added ; for the sole right to the use of land or of any other free gift of

nature, is only a monopoly.

When thus stated the necessity of a radical change in the definition of

one or both words becomes aj)parent.

I propose to define wealth to be " everything in the world which is

useful or agreeable to man;" and capital to be the ** ownership of that

wealth."

This definition of capital would rec[uire some limitation in order to bring

it more nearly into accordance with the usual meaning of the word, but

for my present purpose it is not necessary to be more minute, more

especially as by doing so my paper would reach to an unA\ieldy length.

V

;

;

Abt. II.

—

On IFilVs Fourth Fundamental Theorem respecthuj CapiiaL

By John Carruthkrs, M, Inst. C.E.

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, 12t]t Januaru, 1878.]

In John Stuart Miirs/* Principles of Political Economy " wealth is defined

to be ^^ all useful or agreeahU thinr/s which possess exchaufjealle value ;'^ capital

is defined to be "a stock previously accumulated of the products of former f

lahour.'' (Preliminary Eemarks, p. G, People's Edition, 1869.) \

These definitions arc almost the same, as scarcely anything possesses

exchangeable value except the products of former labour.

Natural productions which can be and have been appropriated, are

useful and have exchangeable value ; they are, therefore, by the definition,

wealth ; but as they are not the product of former labour they are not

capital. The natural grasses on the Canterbury plains, for instance, are

wealth but not capital ; artificial grasses in the same field are both wealth

and capital.

Monopolies are also wealth but not capital ; they are useful to the

o^\Tier, and are exchangeable for commodities, but are not the product of
r

former labour.

"With these two exceptions, everjihing defined by the one word is also

defined by the other ; that is, capital is an accumulated stock of the

L
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Health, strength, education, mechanical skiU, and aU other useful
personal gifts and acquirements are wealth, and every free man is a capi-
talist to the extent of owning his own personal powers of body and mind.
The health, strength, skill and intell _
they are transferable, part of his. master's capital.

The sun's warmth and light, air, rain, land, and all other useful natural
agents are wealth. Where they cannot be appropriated by any individual,

• the ownership is common to all, and aU are capitaHsts
; where they have

been appropriated, as in the case of land, the owner becomes the sole

capitalist as regards them.

The wealth of the world consists of natural agents which we receive
unconditionaUy

; of our personal mental and bodily acquirements ; and of
wealth which has been produced by the labour of man to eke out the supply
that nature has unconditionally given, and which is not sufficient for our
subsistence. This last we may call " commodities."

The stock of commodities in the world is perpetually being consumed
and replaced by others produced by the unceasing labour of man. It is

like the sea, from which the sun is perpetuaUy taking away, but to which
all that is taken away is retm-ued by the rivers after it has passed over
and fertilised the land. But for this circle of evaporation and rainfall,

the earth would be a sterile waste ; but for the circle of consumption
and production, man would be reduced to a state no better than that of
the brutes.

Our stock of commodities would not keep us alive more than two or
three years at the furthest, and if labour ceased, that short time would see

the almost total extinction of civihsed man. " The accumulated wealth of

centuries " is a thing of imagination. All the commodities in the world,

which were not produced by the present generation, would not, even if

converted by miracle into bread, at their exchange value as compared with
that of bread, give us a single good meal. Accumulated capital there may
be

; that is, some families may increase, in every generation, their owner-
ship of the wealth produced by others, but this can only be done to a small

extent; the caintal of all the banks in England represents but a very
small part of the wealth which the labom* of Englishmen produces every

year

form
He may hold cash, or land, or he may have a stock of commodities in his

store which would be of no use to himself, if he could not exchange them •

but, by the help of trade, his capital will give him whatever form of

wish iwn

particular commodity but of a share, proportioned to his capital, of alt the

commodities of the world. <?
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Commodities which are removed from the ckcle of consumption and

reproduction practically cease to be wealth, and their owner to be a capi-

talist* A steam-engine vAiich is not at work might as well be in the moon

for all the usefulness to man which it possesses, and the owner gets no

benefit from it. If instead of a steam-engine, a stock of food and clothing

is stored up, It is also lost to the world ; the selfish owner may live on it

for years, but when it is consumed he has no more capital. Had he given

his stock to workmen, on condition that they should work for him, he would

have done them good, by furnishing them with food, and his stock of wealth

would have been larger than ever, for labour can, under ordinary conditions,

produce more than the labourers consume when producing it. Such a man

is a miser in the truest meaning of the word ; fortunately, no one does

store up actual wealth in this way ; if hoarded at all, it is always converted

into capital in the form of gold, and the stormg of gold does no injury to the

community. The hoarder loses a revenue which he might have had, but

which he generously leaves to be divided between all his brother money-

owners throughout the world.

The " actual cost'' of a commodity may be said to be the labour which

has been expended in producing it, including a proportionate part of that

which had been expended in making the tools used in its production. If the

commodity be made in an out-of-the-way place, the extra labour employed in

conveying to the workmen, the food, clothing, and other things they con-

sume, should also be added, the food itself, however, and the other things,

or rather the labour of producing them should not be added, nor the labour

equal to that necessary to convey them to people not living in an out-of-the-

way place, for they would have been consumed in any case, or if not, it

would not be because the workracn were idle, but because they were

not capitalists.

The ^^ proper cost'' of a commodity is the actual cost it would take,

under fairly judicious direction, to produce a similar commodity or a

different one which would be equally, and in the same manner, agreeable or

useful to man. A chemist may spend great labour in digging minerals from

the earth and extracting from them hydrogen and oxygen, and in making

these combine to form water. The '* actual cost " of the water thus produced

would be the labour expended by the chemist ; the '' proper cost " would

be the labour required to draw a bucket of water from the spring.

A disregard of this obvious distinction has cost, and is still costing the

world very dearly, in false political economy, and is the root of half the

popular errors in the theory of money.

There are so few commodities of which the actual and proper cost are

greatly different that it is forgotten that they can be different.
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All writers on Political Economy call money wealth. By Mill's defini-

tion, and also by that which I have suggested, it is so. It is something

useful, as an implement of commerce, and possesses exchangeable value.

By my definitions it would also be called a commodity, but it is a com-

modity of which the actual cost is great and the proper cost is nothmg.

If the several nations composing the community who use gold and silver

as a medium of exchange, passed a law that in future these should not

be money but that certain printed pieces of paper should take their place,

and that after the present holders of money had been presented with one of

those pieces of paper in exchange for each sovereign he possessed, no more

should be printed except a small defined number to be printed annually in

order to cover expected losses and to meet the expected increased demand

due to increased commerce, we should have a new commodity costing nearly

nothing and which would possess all the useful qualities possessed by

money.

Metallic money is in fact like the water made by the chemist, a costly

commodity, which is useful in the same manner, and only to the same

degree, as another commodity which costs nothing.

It is not more wise to use gold as a medium of exchange, where paper

would do as well, and to employ an army of skilful, intelligent, and enter-

prising workmen to dig it out of the ground, than it would be to employ

the same men in quarrying minerals containing oxygen and hydrogen, and

then to hire a chemist to mint them into water for household use, while, at

the same time, a river was passing the doors. Whether wise or not, still

it is done. Workmen are emx:)loyed digging gold ; when a man gets a

nugget, he is entitled, by long established custom, to be rewarded by a tax,

levied on the whole world, proportioned to the weight of the nugget. He

has no trouble in levymg this tax ; he simply takes his nugget to a

capitalist, who gives him such commodities in exchange for it as the miner

may choose, and the nugget thenceforward, whether corned into money or

not, is a token certifying that the bearer has paid directly, or at second or

later hand a tax due by the whole community. Like all debts contracted

by the community for unproductive expenditure, this debt is twice paid, or

rather is still due although it has been already paid. The finding of the

nugget did not increase the total quantity in the world, of those commodities

which the miner took in exchange for it. All that he got must therefore

have been taken from some one who would otherwise have got them. The

consumers of those kinds of commodities, therefore, paid the debt, but

they paid it to the manufacturer of the commodities, who got it in the

shape of higher prices, instead of to the capitaHst who advanced the goods

to the miner. The latter was not paid, but the token he held being a con-
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venlent instrument for passing capital from one man to another, he has no

difficulty in disposing of it and it takes its place as a circulating medium.

Money is therefore valuable to the owner in the same way as any other

acknowledgment of indebtedness. As a commodity, its proper cost is

nothing, but it is a token provmg a legal claim to a share of the wealth of

others.

Havmg now explained the definitions which I believe to represent most

accurately what wealth and capital really are, as well as the less important

ones which it was necessary for the purposes of my paper also to explain, I

will proceed to my mam work, which is to test the arguments employed by

Mill in the 9th part of chap. Y. book I. of his "Political Economy," by

substituting these definitions for those employed by him. The greater

clearness of view which we get will enable us to detect the fallacies which

the confusion of his definitions prevented him from seeing.

His fourth fundamental theorem respecting capital may be shortly

stated to be, that by purchasing commodities a capitalist is not an

employer of labour and does no good to the working classes, but that by

keepmg retainers, grooms, gardeners, and others working for him, or by

gi\-ing away his income in alms, he does good to them and tends to raise

their rate of wages.

Dns are very telling and well selected. A man, he says,

may spend part of his income in employing workmen to build houses, dig

artificial lakes, and lay out pleasure grounds ; or he may spend the same sum

in buying velvet and lace. K he has been in the habit of buying velvet and

then changes his expenditure to hiring bricklayers, there is, at once, addi-

tional work for bricklayers, and the velvet-makers do not lose then- employ-

ment, for they are employed making corduroy and other things for the

bricklayers, so that the work given to the latter is clear gain to the working

classes.

He gives several other illustrations, but none, I think, in which the

fallacy Ues so deeply hidden as in the one I have selected. At first sight

his argument looks unanswerable, but it is really quite erroneous.

There is in the world a certain store of commodities, part of which is

suitable to the wants of the rich, and part to those of the poor. The

capitalist may select which of these he will take for his share, but he cannot

turn velvet into cordiu-oy, nor Chateau Lafitte mto gin. The proportions

of these which have been produced have been decided by men whose

occupation and interest it is to estimate, as closely as they can, the (quantity

will
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except at the expense of the very class whose well-being he wishes to

promote.

If he does not buy the Telvet which was manufactured in the expecta-

tion that he would buy it, velvet will fall in price, the manufacturer will

lose money, and the wealthy classes w^ho wear velvet having more of it to

divide between them will each get more; that is, they will pocket the

money the manufacturer lost.

Not having bought velvet, the capitalist has money to spare, and, iu

accordance with his kind intentions, he lays it out in corduroy and other

commodities which the working classes use. These he distributes, as a gift,

to people who, but for his bounty, would have had to go without them.
Surely he is now doing good ? He certainly is doing good to those who
receive these good things, but aU they get is taken fi'om those who, if he
had not interfered, would have got them ; that is, the rest of the working
classes, for whose use the commodities were manufactui'cd. Om- pliilanthro-

pist's benevolence has, in fact, been paid for solely and enthely by the
working classes. The capital he has parted with has gone bodily mto the

pocket of the corduroy manufacturer, who has been made happy by the rise

:pected This is

always the result of spasmodic benevolence ; the working man pays for it.

The half million of money which has just been sent to India, or rather

the wealth which is represented by it, came entirely from the poorer

classes. The rich gave money which passed undiminished into the pockets

of the grain merchants. Their alms did not reduce the quantity of bread

they eat; they perhaps bought less velvet, thus benefiting those still

richer, who did not require to retrench even in their consumption of velvet;

but the real privation was borne by the labouring men, from whose stock

all the grain was taken which was sent to feed the starving ryots.

If a rich man wishes to share his wealth, after it has once been

produced, with the poor, he must give them that which he would otherwise

him

his

them velvet to wear which would otherwise have decked his wife; share

his Chateau Lafitte with them, in short he must really be self-sacrificing

;

if he gives them that which was manufactured for the use of others, he is

only using his wealth so as to compel other people to do good to the objects

of his compassion.

A capitalist has no power over the past, but he has over the future.

Let us see how his endeavours to do good will be rewarded the second

year.

The velvet-maker finding the demand for velvet slack will not pro-
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duce so miicli next time, iudeed, having lost part of his cai^ital, he has noi;

the command of the same quantity of commodities to give his workmen as

he had before, so he is obhged to dismiss some of them, and would, there-

fore, not be able to produce so much, even if he wished to. The corduroy

' maker having, however, made money, and finding the demand for his wares

brisk, employs more men and produces more corduroy. The total employ-

manufacturers

the

capital from one of them to the other, no wealth in short has been lost

or destroyed. There will be next year more cordm'oy made and less

velvet. Our philanthropist has succeeded in doing good to the working

classes to this extent ; so long as he contmues his bounty it is at his own

expense and not at that of others. The rich man's charity, however,

seldom or never does good ; it generally returns into the pockets of the

rich, and does so in this case, for his bounty is so much saved m poor rates

to the neighbouring gentry.

If he tries Mill's other expedient of employing labour in builduag houses

(not, however, for the poor to live m), in digging artificial lakes, and in

will The

self-sacrifice shown in making a personal display of wealth by having a

fine garden instead of by wearing velvet is not of the kind that does much

good to anyone.

We will assume that after having made his annual pm'chase of velvet,

he resolves that in future he will be an employer of labom% and, to simplify

the question, that he has told the velvet-maker of his intentions, so that

the latter does not make so much velvet but employs his wealth in some

other way. Under his old style of proceeding his income would have been

accumulating imtil the velvet which he was about to buy was manufactured

and imtil the requisite sum had been got together. It would probably have

been placed m the bank as it came in, and the bank would have taken good

care that it was not left there lying idle. It would have been lent out to

manufacturers who would have in-ocured with the money the wealth it gave

them a right to, and this wealth would have been given to workmen in

exchange for thek labour, which would be devoted to some profitable

emplo}-ment in produciug new wealth to replace that which they consumed.

This must now stop, the philanthropist wants his money from day to day to

pay his gardeners, so the manufactm-er's labourers are thrown oiit of work,

the manufacturer not having means to pay them. The gardeners, how-

ever, get the commodities which the manufactm-er's men got before, and so

on the avera<?e no harm is done. There has been a transfer of work from
"a

manufacturer's men to gardeners

nor lose.
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The that

all the workmen concerned is also much the same as if no change had

taken place in our philanthropist's expenditure. Had no such change

taken place there ^yould have heen employed a certain numher of velvet

makers whose produce would have heen quite useless to the working classes.

There would also have heen em];)loyed an equal number of manufac-

turers' men, whose x:)roducc might or might not have heen useful, according

to their employment.

The change having taken place, there are emi)loyed the same numher

o/ gardeners, whose produce is nil, also the same numher of velvet-makers

who, having heen thrown out of employment, have taken to some other

trade, where their produce, like that of the manufacturer, may or may not

be useful to workmen.

The nett results of these endeavours to do good are—when charity is

tried, a reduction in the poor rates ; when keeping retainers is tried, a

slight derangement of trade.

As to the theorem itself, the illustration of which we have now discussed,

it is partly a truism, partly an error.

It will perhaps he best to examine separately the two sentences of which

it is composed."^ '* What supports and einploys productive labour is the capital

expeixded in setting it to tvork, and not the demand of purchasersfor the produce

of the lahoiiT, tvhen completed.'' In other words, the lahom-er is sujipoi-ted

by the food and other things he gets while at work, and this food is part of

the food at the time ia the world. This, of course, is a truism. The

velvet-weaver is supported by the food he gets, and if he got no food he

would make no velvet, however strong the demand for velvet might be.

'' Demand for commodities is not demand for labour. The demand for

commodities detemiiyies in uhat pa)^icular branch of production the labour and

capital shall be employed; it determines the direction of the labour; but not the

more or less of the labour itself, or of the maintenance or payment of the labour.

These depend on the amount of the capital, or other funds directly devoted to the

sustenance and remuneration of labour:' This sentence is very confused.

The capitalist's own demand for commodities is the only cause of the

employment of labour. The demand of others may decide the direction of

labour Cana

his stock of potatoes and pork, is a capitalist. He knows

will He consumes

his present stock, not for the purpose of renewing it, but to keep himself

alive. His own demand for commodities is the sole cause of his labour,

and it gives also the direction of his laboin-. He meets the demand by

growing more potatoes and pork. If he has neighbours who can produce

*Part 9, Chap. V., Book L, p. 49, People's Ed., 1869.
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these commodities better than he can, he will grow wheat or something else

for which they have a cTemand, in the hope of trading with them. His

produce will then depend for its direction ou their demand. All other

capitalists are influenced by the same motives. They know that their

stock, however ample, will not last long ; they therefore labour to replace

it ; if they can, they get others to help them, and, as an inducement, let

these others share thek present stock. All trade is founded on this simple
+

principle. *

Mill, like Eicardo before him, has got confused by giving to the word

capital, which means the ownership of wealth, the ..definition which should

be given only to wealth. He uses the word sometimes in the usual—some-

times in the defined sense.

The velvet-maker has a capital which he employs in making velvet

;

here ^'caxntal" means wealth. He gives his wealth to the weavers who

help him to make the velvet, and thus to renew his stock of wealth. Again,

the velvet-buyer has a capital which he devotes to buying the velvet. Here
•* capital'* means not wealth, but the ownership of wealth ; a right to a share

of the wealth produced in the world, which share is taken in the form of

velvet. The velvet-maker does not want velvet for himself; hke the farmer,

he produces things he does not want, so as, by trade, to get the things he

does want. His own demand for commodities has made him work, and

his neighbours' demand for velvet has given the direction to his work.

There has been only one portion of wealth employed in making the

velvet, that of the velvet-maker. The wealth of the velvet-buyer has been

employed about something else. He also has been making something ho

did not want, so that he could get what he did want, which was velvet.

Mhl's arguments are founded on the erroneous supposition that there were

two portions of wealth employed about it.

If the velvet-buyer put his money into the bank, as supposed in my
illustration, it would have been unnecessary for the velvet-maker to have

any capital at all ; he could have borrowed it from the bank, and thus the

velvet-buyer would have supplied almost dii-ectly the commodities which

maintained the velvet-weavers while they were at work.

It wUl thus appear that Mill's fourth theorem is erroneous, and the

corollaries he draws from it equally so. If a capitahst spends his wealth

in employing retainers of any kind, he does no more good to the working

classes than if he spent it by exchanging it for velvet or diamonds.

His own demand for commodities is the only cause that his own stock

of wealth is employed in feeding and clothing labourers while they are

engaged in producing new wealth. If he does not himself produce the

very commodities he wants, it is merely because it is more convenient to
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himself to produce othei'd and to obtain those ho wants by trade, but it is

practically his wealth that is employed in their production.

If a benevolent capitalist wishes to benefit the working classes he can-

not do so by giving away his wealth in charity ; he only reduces the poor

rates and thus benefits his wealthy neighbours. He cannot do so by em-

ploying labour in work, the produce of which is not to be enjoyed by the

working classes themselves. He has but one path open to him, and that is

to devote his wealth to the production of those commodities which labour-

ing men generally use, and to give those commodities to workmen, not in

alms, but in exchange for labour, which is to be emi)loyed hi pro-

ducing a still larger stock of the same. In other words, he must become a

manufacturer and must conduct his business so as to make it pay. If he

conducts it so as to lose money he is wasting the wealth entrusted to him

and might as well buy velvet at once ; the effect on the working classes

would be the same.

If he makes money by his business he will become still richer and he

must at last get rid of his wealth in some way. How is he to do it ?

Wealth is like the genius which had to be kept constantly employed or it

would destroy its master. Unless it is constantly and properly emj)loyed

its owner becomes a public enemy, and if it is properly em^^loyed it will

perpetually increase, and make its owner's responsibility still greater. It is

almost impossible to get rid of wealth without doing harm. One way

would be to gradually turn it into gold and to throw the gold into the sea-

There would be no destruction of wealth more than there would be in

throwing so many small pieces of paper away, and even less, for the

'^proper cost" of gold as a medium of exchange is absolutely nothing;

the ownership only of it would be transferred to aU other owners of money

in the world. This would be therefore giving the wealth principally to the

rich, and it would, by increasing the exchange value of gold, be an incentive

to further gold mining, a most wasteful expenditure of labour ; it would also

increase the national debt, and is, on the whole, not to be recommended.

Another plan would be to gradually invest it in the national debt and pre-

sent it to the nation. This would benefit rich and poor and is probably

the best means open to a man who having done his share of labour had

earned and wished to enjoy the leisure which an old man should have.

A younger man possessed of the req^uisite energy and knowledge could

do still better. He might by engaging lecturers and by other means suc-

ceed in impressing on the working classes the vast benefit, even in a merely

material way, which education would give to thek children, and he might,

to some extent, pay the expenses of their education ; he might get

museums, libraries, and other educational institutions estabUshed ; forward
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science by proviiliug soaie of the more expensive tools required, and by

paying scientific men, so that they might devote more of their time to

scientific studies.

He can do none of these things, except at the cost of the working

classes; all the wealth devoted to the work would be diverted from the

production of material ccmforts, which, if produced, they would enjoy, and

no one has a right to make his poorer fellow-citizens pay for anything,

unless he, after careful consideration aided by the best knowledge open to

him, is fully convinced that the privation he compels them to suffer is com-

pensated by the advantages they will get in exchange.

It is not too much to say that an expenditure equal to that represented

bv the national debt of England would be well invested, if it could be

made the moans of rousing the working classes of England to insist on

every one of their children being as well educated as might be done, with-

out throvdng any unbearable burthen on the country.

Art. 111.— Ohservatiims on the Evidences of recent Change in the Elevation of

the Waikato District. By James Sikw.\iit, C.E.

[Bead before the Aucldand Institute, Gth December, 1875.]

That rivers are ever scooping tlieir beds to lower levels, and eroding tlieir

banks until now channels are cstaLlislied, are matters of common observa-

tion. Considering the immense weight of water in a river like the Waikato,

its moderately rapid current, and its course, in the lower parts, through

alluvial flats composed of materials of the hghtest nature, it is at first sight

subject for wonder that the changes are not more rapid than they arc. It

is, however, true that the lower ^Ya^vato cannot now cut its channel very

much deeper in a practical view, unless the land is raised, relative to sea

level, because a certain definite gradient has to be preserved to carry the

water off to sea. But if we suppose the land to be elevated, suddenly or other-

wise, a gi-eat change would soon be observed in the condition of the river.

FaUs or rapids would be established at its mouth, which, in more or less

time, according to the nature of the bed, would reduce the gradient to what

it was before. During the time this was being effected, the increased

current would have formed a new channel, sometimes coincident with the

old one, but often crosshig and recrossing it, until, when the normal level

and current had again been estabhshed, the old river course would be

traceable as a series of lagoons or narrow winding swamps, elevated above

the new level of the river, by as much as the land had been raised.
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If, again, we suppose a bar of harder formation tlian tlie rest of the valley

to have existed aud which had dammed the waters hach ; to he reduced

by the current, the same kind of changes would take place in the channel

above, as we have considered would be effected by the raising of the land,

and the amount by which the dam had been lowered would be traceable

api:)roximately, in viewing the levels of the old and new channels.

In the lower and middle A\"aikato, the features of the country indicate

that possibly both these causes have contributed to the changes of the

position and levels of the river. At Mangatawhhi the river leaves the

sandy alluvial flats and takes westward through the Tuakau Gorge to the

sea. If we view the country upwards from thence, we can observe some of

the more salient features of the scene. And we find on passing each

successive gorge through which the river has, in by-gone ages, cut its way,

that the banks are higher than they are below, presenting in the higher

reaches three, five, and even seven terraces, each indicative of a level for

the time being of the river, or lake-like stream, before these natm'al dams

in the gorges were lowered.

The evidence also that at these ancient river levels, the waters found

other routes to the sea, nearly amounts to demonstration. So much for

the lowering of the river through the formation of the land. Eegarding the

country having risen, it is, almost equally beyond doubt, that the sea once

washed the basea of the inland hills in the Thames and Waikato valleys.

In Vol. III. Art. 25, '* Trans. N.Z. Inst.," Mr. Kirk gives a hst of httoral

plants, some of which he found established one hundred miles inland of the

present tidal influence. The natural inference that these plants were left in

the salt marshes, formerly at the base of the now far inland hills, by the sea

which receded as the land arose, supports the oj)inion expressed by Dr.
T

Hochstetter, and points to a comparatively recent elevation of the land. It

.- seems clear enough, then, that to both erosion of natural dams, and to an

elevation of the country, are to be traced the causes of the river now flowing

at from ten to more than one hundi'ed feet (speaking well within the mark)

lower than it has formerly done. These estimations being from the sea to

the Maungatautari Gorge, to which division the present notes are mainly

confined.

The speculative thought to which we are invited by these considerations

abounds in interest; but when we find in the midst of alluvial sands,
4

occupying the place where once the ocean rolled, indubitable evidence of the

previous subsidence of the whole country, we find the subject increased in
T V

complexity, and leading to fields of vast speculative study, which topo-

graphers will not soon exhaust. The waters of the river have lowered, or

the land has been raised, or both combined. The extent of this we can
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see and measure. The laud has heen suLmerged, but to what extent wo

cannot tell. The proofs of this subsidence we at present adduce are two.

The first hes in the " sunken forest" of the lower Waikato. This we find

at a distance of forty-five or fifty miles from the sea, and there are the

remains of an ancient forest, the trunks of whose trees are standing as they

grew. The tops of the stumps reach to about mean summer water, and

stand about two feet above its lowest level. Hard and dangerous the river

captains find them, and much labour has been expended in cutting and

mendhig channels for the navigation. These trees never grew in the water.

They are of kinds well-known to us as the general forest trees of the present

day. The specimen shown is from a " snag " which lately sunk the steamer

"Waipa." It is kauri, but nearly all the larger trees now known are

also to be found as snags or in positions where their roots are of

a certainty far below the level of high water in the ocean. And this

forest may have been on an upland plateau, may have crowned the summit

of a hill; nothing can with certainty indicate, but the fact remains that this

forest wis submerged, cut off by fire or decay at the level of the water, and

buried imder about six feet of pumice [sand, through which the broad river

now flows. It has at present a tendency to cut into the eastern bank, and

in so doing continually unearths other stumps in every way alike to those

now standing in the river.

The other proof of subsidence now submitted was discovered only a few

Tveeks ago m sinldng cylinders forming the piers of the Waikato Bridge at

Ngaruawahia, sixty miles from the sea. The bed of the river there is

pinnice sand and gravel. A stratum of hard sandy clay underlies this,

dipping to the south. Below this is a hard and compact bed of shingle and

coarse green-sand without a trace of pumice. The cyhnders were sunk

into this shingle by the pneumatic system, and reach several feet below

extreme low water in Auckland Harbour. It was found to be composed of

fragments of clay- slate rock waterworu, but only to the extent of smoothing

and well-rounding the corners. On examming Dr. Hochstetter's geological

map, we find in the Waikato YaUey above this place no indication of such

rock'nearer than the Kaimanawa Kange south of Taupo. But much more

adjacent, in the Waipa VaUey, Hakarimata Kange, lying parallel to and

westward of the river, is marked as composed of clay-slates, and it is

possible that these stones were torn from the ravines of that range and

deposited in the river-bed, which must then have been far above the sea-

level. To what depth this shingle deposit extends is not likely to be soon

kuo^vn. It was explored only so far as was necessary to determine its

suitability, in nature and position, to carry the bridge. It may have been

„ ,^n,,r.fnni tm-rrnt hidi UD in E contuiental range. The subsidence may
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be fifty feet or it may be five buiiared. The nature and condition of this

old river-bed indicates that a strong current and clear water i^rcvailed.

When the country sank it must have continued until the sea flowed over

the present Thames and Waikato Valleys, and since which time it has

receded to its in-esent coast by the re-elevation of the country.

At one time, too, the waters of the middle Waikato rose above the level

of the so-called delta. Then were deposited these vast beds of pumice,

gravel and sand, bearing evidence of subsequent disturbing upheaval. The

present argillaceous ranges were then so many islands, the tops of sub-

merged mountains or hills. In a ravine which, a few years ago, the waters

of a shallow swamp in Ngaruawaliia worked out of the pumice of that town-

ship, are seen the stumps of trees, fifteen feet below the present surface,

standing on the rich soil in which they grow. Next we trace a level of the

river intermediate between that lacustrine era and the present, when the

flats of the delta were left dry, and a new channel, yet clearly traceable,

carried the waters for a time, and then were formed most probably the

alluvial clay flats of Taupiri Gorge. The current was then too rapid for the

deposit of pumice sand, for we only find it in isolated pockets as if

deposited by eddies. In the wide-spreadhig valley below, however, the

lic'ht and all but floating sand was laid over the whole low country,
o - »

covering the " smiken forest," and leaving it much as we find it. Another

slight rise in the coimtry, and the present aspect of affah's was presented—

the river has cut lower through the sands, leaving the swamps of the delta

far above its level, and again exposing to om- view the " forest."

We have thus attempted to sketch a very shadowy outline of some very

momentous changes which have occm'red m this part of our island. The

details wHl yet. we hope, be filled in by more able hands, guided by scientific

geological knowledge and research.

Art. rV. Address, By Professor Julius von Ha.v.st, Ph.D., F.E.S.,

President of the Philosophical Institute of Canterbmy.

Plate I.

[Read hefore the Philosophical Institute of Canterhunj, 5th April, 1877.]

It has hitherto been the custom that your newly-elected president, when

he takes office, should deUver an addi-ess to you, in which either a resume

of scientific progress durmg the year is offered to you, or some subject of

local bearmg is treated more fuUy. In taldng the presidential chair, I shall
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gladly conform to tliis rule, but first I must tliauk you most sincerely for

the honour conferred upon me, and to assm'O you that I shall endeavour to

advance, to the best of my abilities, the interests of our Society, which now

has existed about fifteen years, and at the cradle of which I have stood. It

was the mtention of the Council to have this address dehvered at a con-

versazione, to be held, if possible, in the new Museum buildings, but as the

Chan-man of the Board of Governors of Canterbury College has intimated

to a deputation of your Council that it was the intention to open shortly

^mil

exhibit

interest, which your Council thought could be made available for our

anniversary meeting, we have thought it would be better to unite for such

with

mi I have no doubt that

you will fiilly agree with this view of youi- Council, which was only adopted

after careful consideration. Instead of passing in review the scientific pro-

gress dui'ing the last year, as far as the accounts given of it have reached

New Zealand, I have thought it more expedient to speak of a few local

subjects, of which the remarkable rock painthigs ua the Weka Pass Kanges,

near the AVaikari, and of which Mr. T. S. Cousins has made a conscientious

copy for the Canterbury Museum, is, without doubt, of the highest interest.

I have much pleasure in exhibiting these drawings to-night, as well as

another, copied by the Kev. James W. Stack, m the Opihi country.

Description of it will be found in Appendix 2 to my address. But, before

doing so, I shall treat of two other topics, to the consideration of which we

might well devote some of the time at our disposal.

First, I wish to allude to the intra-Mercurial planet Vulcan, the exist-

ence of which is more than hypothetical, although it would be very desirable

to have this proved beyond a doubt. You are doubtless aware that the

great French astronomer, Le Verrier, when occupied mth an investigation

into the theory of the orbit of Mercury, found that a certain error in the

assumed motion of its peiihelion could only be accounted for by supposuig

that the mass of Venus is at least one-tenth greater than it was assumed

fi-om the measurements taken, or that there exists some unknown planet or

planets between Mercury and the Sun, by which a disturbing action is

produced. Le Verrier, without offering an o]

towards the end of 1859 communicated them to the scientific world.

Shortly after this statement had been made, Lescarbault, a French

physician living at Orgeres, announced that, on March 2Gth of the same

year, he had obsei-ved the passage across the sun's disc of what he thought

miffht be a new planet, but had not liked to pubhsh this discovery before he

mi
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wns able to offer further evidence in confirmation. Tliis statement appeared

so important, that Le Verrier went himself to Orgeres, and, after examining

most carefully the somewhat primitive modes of Lescarbault as to fixing his

time and ofmaking his calculations, the great Paris astronomer was convinced

of the correctness and importance of the discovery made, and he calculated,

from the data given, the approximate elements, of which the following are

given in George F. Chambers', F.E.A.S;, *'Descrix-)tive Astronomy:"—*'The

inclination of the orhit to the ecliptic, 12"^ 10' ; daily heliocentric motion,

18^ 6'; distance from sun's centre, taking the earth's as unity, 0.143, or

about 13,000,000 miles
;

period, 19d, 17h." The application of Kepler's

third law, namely—that the sc[uares of the j^ei'iodic times of the planets are

proportional to the cubes of their mean distances, gives a remarkable

semblance of truth to Le Yerrier's *' Elements." On March 20th, 18G2,

Lummis, in Manchester, observed also what he thought was a planet

passing across the sun's disc, but unfortunately he could only continue his

observations for twenty minutes, when other duties compelled him to desist.

There are also several other instances known where astronomers have

observed a small but well-defined round spot pass over the sun's disc, as, for

instance, Fritch, October 10, 1802; Stark, October 9, 1819; Sidebotham,

March 12, 1849; Schmidt, October 11, 1847; Decuppis, October 2, 1839;

w^hich all have been connected with Lescarbault's planet, and to which the

name Vulcan has been provisionally given. The observations of Lummis

offered the material to two French astronomers for new calculations of the

elements, the results of which are not contradictory to those published

by Le Verrier, but appear to confirm them. From the position of the

nodes, or those points where the orbit is cut by the ecliptic, it appears that

transits over the sun's disc can only be expected betvreen March 25 and

April 10 at the descending node, and between September 27 and October 14

at the ascending node. However, on October 2, 1876, and at a subsec^uent

meeting, the French Academy received further communications from Le

Verrier, in which, with great lucidit}^ all material at his command Avas

most carefully revised, and the elements of the new planet were given, the

existence of which the French astronomer beheves to have been proved.

Le Verrier shows that many solutions can be given according to the

value given to an indeterminate in the formula. Several calculations are

then offered which, with a possible indeterminate, range from 27.96 to 51.75

days (large errors included) for the orbit. The great French astronomer

also calculated the time of conjunction in the intervals 1853-63, 1869-77,

and 1885-92, and showed that the transits are regulated by a period of

about seventeen years. The transit may be expected in the middle of each

of those periods, but not for a number of years afterwards. After having
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determined the i>ossibility of any transit in our autumn of this year, Le

Terrier came to the conchision that a transit may be exx^ected on the 22nd

of last montli, requesting astronomers all over the world to watch for such

an important event. Should (unfortunately as far as Australia and New

Zealand is concerned) no transit occur on that day, none can be expected

before our autumn of 1885. A transit for the opposite nodes (September

and October) cannot take place before 1881.

It was, without doubt, with a Aiew to obtain an observation of this

expected planet on and near the day calculated by Le Venier, that the

Astronomer Eoyal sent me a telegi-am on February 22 to have the sun's

disc closely w^ntched on March 21, 22, and 23. And I was much gratified

to learn that both in Wellmgton and Dunedin a close watch has also been

kept, which, however, like the observations taken in Ghristcliiuxh, had.not

the deshed result. Moreover, the telegraph brought us the news from

Sydney that also, there, nothing unusual had been observed on the sun's

disc, so that, as far as this portion of the southern hemisphere is concerned,

this matter can be considered as being settled. However, before we have

'

any news from Europe and America this negative result does not prove that

the planet has not been in conjunction with the sun.

The observations in AustraHa and New Zealand from sunrise to sunset,

taking into consideration the difference in longitude, would range over

thirteen hours, having also allowed the loss of liaK-an-hour each morning

and evening. Now as, according to calculations made, the transit of this

planet across the sun's disc might take about four hours, we can add even

three hours for the mornmg and evening to our time, as in New Zealand

the egress in the morning, and in Australia the ingress in the evening,

would have been observed, had tlie beginning or end of the transit taken

place within the hours of observation at any of these countries. This would

give us about nineteen hours, and consequently there remain about five

hours each night during which Vulcan might have passed over the sun's
H

disc at our antipodes.

The observations in Christchurch were made in the private observatory

of our member, Mr. James Townsend. This gentleman was assisted by his

brother, Mr. "William Townsend, and by Professor Cook, Dr. Powell, and

myself. A systematic watch was instituted throughout the days of March

21, 22, and 23, for the pm'pose of observing the face of the sun to detect the

appearance of, and passage across, his disc, and also for the measurement

and noting the position of any object which might by any j)robability be a

planet, and not an ordinary sun-spot. Although not possessing a j)hoto-

heHograph, the appliances would have sufficed for the purj^ose should the

almost expected stranger have put in an appearance. They consisted of a
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telescope of four and a-lialf feet focal length and three and a-half uicli

aperture (by Dallmeyer), mounted upon an equatorial stand, not diiven by

clock-work, but moveable at an even pace by a tangent screw and handle

with Hooke's joint, the eye-piece being furnished with cross spider-web lines

;

the low magnifying power of 75 bemg used in order to allow of the pro-

jection ux)on a card-board screen, supported by an easel, of the whole image

of the sun's disc, on a scale of about 14 inches diameter. The means of

measurement were provided by the passage of the sun's image, by the

diurnal motion, along and across the said Hues, which were set in the

proper position by the passage along the equatorial wire of any markhig on

the sun's disc—facula or spot. Sidereal seconds could be noted in one
V

direction, and in the other angular intervals by means of the declination

ch-cle, and the distances from the margin referred to these co-ordinates,

and, by an obvious calculation, to the centre of the sun. The nautical

almanac would do the rest. A revolving roof over the telescope-shed, and

a shutter the openmg of which could be reduced to any requhed aperture

by stops, and a screen attached to the object end of the telescope, served to

darken the observatory to any required extent. Watch was kept on March

20, 21, 22, and 23, from sunrise to sunset, by relays of watchers prepared

draw ather

was mostly fine and favourable ; the exceptions were on the afternoons of

March 21 and 22, from one p.m., when clouds intervened. Desultory

observations were also made at frequent intervals for several days before

and after the days above cited. But, as before observed, our patience was

not rewarded by any discovery, the sun's face being marked only by the

general mottled appearance, and by a group of spots travelling towards the

north-west margin, leaving a facula to mark the place of disappearance on

the 24th, these spots having been first noted on the 18th, near the middle

of the disc. A group of faculsB on the south-east border was also noted on

the 24th and 25th. Let us hope that the observations in Em-ope and

America will be more successful, so that Vulcan will no longer remain a

phantom, but mil have joined his wife Venus in the heavens, and both may

at last become, what they were said not to have been in ancient classical

times, a steady-going couple. Such a happy state of afiau'S may still more

surely be expected, as Mercury, the witty and lively god, whilst going

between them, is certain to keep them in order, and at the same time at a

respectful distance from each other.

Another subject of which I wish to speak is a question of physical geo-

logy, to the elucidation of which, in years past, I have devoted a great deal of

thought. However, when I came to the conclusion that I had foimd its

£
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solution
J
and scrutinized closely the merits of my explanation, it failed to

stand the test of that examination. The qxiestion to Le solved was the

following : You are, without douht, all aware that the rivers on the Canterbury

Plains have the tendency to undermine their banlvS, consisting of loose

fluviatile deposits, on their left or northern side, and that they have done this

ah'eady so effectually that, in their lower course and for a considerable dis-

tance, their right or southern banks are always low, and possess scarcely any

terraced api:)earance, whilst they continue, generally to the very sea-shore, to

be fringed on their left banks by a high terrace or cliff. To give only one

instance, I vd^h to point to the Rangitata, where the railway crosses it, and

where we have to descend considerably before we can reach the river-bed,

which, on the southern side, is only bounded by low ground. It must

strike even the casual observer that, whilst the left bank forms, as far as

the eye can reach, a high and conspicuous cliff, the right bank is so very

low and ill-defined that the river continually changes its course.

With many geologists who had observed similar phenomena in other

countries, I had tried to explain this peculiar tendency of our rivers- by

assuming a small oscillation of this portion of the South Island, the North

gradually sinking and the South rising, by which the waters of all the

rivers flowing through it would be thrown towards their northern banks

;

but when I searched for evidence all round Banks Peninsula, or at Timaru

and Double Corner, for this supposed partial sinking and rising of the

ground, the evidence before me did not warrant such an assumption.

Some time ago I found in Professor von Hochstetter's excellent geological

hand-book, ** Die Erde," reference to a theory first set forth by Carl Ernst

von Baer, the eminent physiologist and anatomist, but who was equally

distinguished as a physical geographer, by which that peculiar feature of

our rivers is fully explained- Altliough von Baer could only base his

theory on the rivers of the northern hemisphere, and then principally

upon those of Eussia and Western Siberia, it will be seen that it is fully

borne out by our own rivers. These latter, moreover, prove the universality

of the phenomenon, with the exception, as von Baer prognosticated, that

the opposite banks of the rivers in the southern, when compared with

the northern hemisphere, would be affected.

It is lonor asfo that the observation was made on several rivers inO "D

Em'ope and Northern Asia, which are enclosed in banks of loose material,

that they continually and steadily try to advance towards the right, and

that consequently they wash away and undermine their right banks- Many

exj)lanations were given, j)rincipally (as I had tried with our own rivers) by

assuming local changes in the level of the earth's crust; but the generality

of the phenomenon made such an explanation impossible.
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At last, in 1860, von Caer brought forward his hypothesis that such

changes in one particular dh-ection could be only caused by the rotation of

the earth, and he explained the modus operayidi in the following manner

:

Any given j^oint at the ec^nator makes, naturally, during the daily rotation

of the earth, a quicker movement towards cast than one in higher latitudes

or at the pole. Now, if a body moves gradually fi-om the equator towards

the x^ole, it will possess a larger velocity of rotation than the ground to

which it advances, and will move quicker towards east than the objects

which surroimd it. A river in the nortliern hemisx)here, flowing towards

north, thus arrives in latitudes which possess a smaller velocity of rotation

than itself. Its banks will, as it were, remain behind in the rotating

motion, and consequently its waters will push towards cast, or against the

right bank. If, on the other hand, a river in the northern hemisphere

flows towards south, it is CAddent, wdien its waters arrive in latitudes with

a higher velocity of rotation, that its banks will, as it were, advance ahead

of the water, and consequently the latter will exercise a greater pressure

towards west, or towards the right ; so that again the right bank will be

washed away. Of com-se this effect will be the more powerful and conspicuous

the more the direction of the river coincides wdth the meridian. It is

natural that in the southern hemisphere the direction will be reversed, so

that all the rivers will push towards the left. Accordmg to von Baer all

the large Russian rivers, as for instance the Volga, Ural, Ob, and Jenessei,

and, as von Ilochstetter states, the Danube between Vienna and Belgrade,

show the correctness of the theory ; and lately searching through the

published accounts of travels in North America and Canada I find that

similar observations have been made in those countries.

our

and shows that they conform to this law. Thus, for instance, the river

traversing the Canterbury Plains, wdiich flows nearest in a meridional line,

is the Rangitata, and there, as previously observed, the difference between

the right and left bank is most conspicuous, whilst all the other rivers

without exception show in the same way a marked tendency to advance

towards their left or northern banks. None of our rivers have been watched

so continuously and anxiously as tlie Waimakaiiri, and although the

tendency of its waters, principally during freshes, to wash its northern or left

bants away, was well recognised, no vera causa for such direction could

be assigned, except, as I had assumed in my report on the formation of the

Canterbury Plains, that a small local rise of Banks Peninsula was prohahly

taking place. However, as this tendency of the "Waimakariri to advance

•with its waters towai-ds the left is the outcome of a general law, and may

be considered constant, the southern banks will every year become more
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protected by the shingle which is shifted from the left or northern to the

opposite side, and by which, as it were, natural dams are thrown up. Thus

nature

channel.

There are very few other New Zealand rivers which for long distances

have banks built up of soft incoherent materials, but where they exist they

invariably conform to this law ; their left banks bemg always the highest

and most conspicuous, with a tendency of theh waters to undermine these

left banks hi whatever dh-ection they may happen to flow. Of the large

Australian rivers, I know only the Murray, at Echuca (Victoria), and also

and
tiiere tne ruie uuius guuu, mc xcit wi. ow^lux^^-^x ^^^^ — ~-o

best defined.

I shaU now proceed to offer you a description of the remarkable rock

paintmgs found on a rock-shelter in the Weka Pass ranges. Of the latter,

the spirited water-colour sketch of Mr. T. S. Cousins is a faithful rcpre-

soiitatiou, I also have much pleasure in exhibiting to you the original

copies of the paintings made by Mr. Cousins on a scale of from six mches

to one inch to the foot, according to their size, as well as a general view of

the whole on the uniform scale of one inch to the foot. About a year ago,

Mr. Alexander Lean informed me of the existence of these paintings, which

are situated on an educational reserve about one mile on the western side

of the Weka Pass road, not far from the last rise from which that pic-

turesque road descends into the Waikari Flat. Shortly afterwai-ds, in

company with Mr. H. M'Eraith, I visited them, and I need scarcely observe

that I was very much struck with their pecuHar character and their state

of partial preservation, from which thek great age could be inferred. The

so-calledf cave, which is, however, only a rock-shelter, is washed out of a

vertical wall of rock, Iming a smaU valley for about 300 feet on its right

or southern side. It has a length of 65 feet, and is situated along

the western or upper portion of the rock. The vaUey itself is now perfectly

dry, but must, in post-pliocene times, have had a not mconsiderable volume

The rock consists of the weU-known calcareous

Weira Pass sandstone,"and the roof of the shelter is formed by the natural

dip of the upper bed, having an inchnatlon of about nuic degi-ecs to the

south. The rock-shelter is, when standmg, near the foot of the rock below

it, which latter has, for about five to six feet, a backward slope about eight

feet high, rising to about twelve feet at the outer edge.

The average depth is twelve feet, and, offermg from its aspect a splendid

shelter from southerly weather, it forms a most favourable locahty for

camping. The two sections which I have the honour to submit to you

will make you acauamted with the physical features of the locahty. The

flowinor

L4
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wliole length of the rock below the shelter has been used for painting, and

it is evident that some order has been followed in the arrangement of the

subjects and figures. The paintings are done with a bold hand; they are

well finished, and bIiow clearly that they are the work of an artist of times

long gone by, who was no novice in his profession. The paint consists of

kokowai (red oxide of ii*on), of which the present aborigines of New
Zealand make still extensive use, and of some fatty substance, such as fish-

oil, or perhaps some oily bhd-fat. It has been well fixed upon the some-

what porous rock, and no amount of rubbing will bring it off. It is evident,

how^cver, that the existing paintings, which are abeady partly destroyed by

the scaling off of the rock through the influence of frost and other physical

agencies causing weathering, are not the first which were delineated on this

rock, because m many spots, and sometimes below the paintings under

consideration, faint traces of still older ones are visible. These were also

painted in red, but I was not able to distinguish any outlines.

Thus we have here another proof, if it were needed, of the vast period

of time during which New Zealand has been inhabited by man.

As before observed, the principal paintings are all in red, belonging all

to one period, but round and above them appears a mass of others in black,

of which some of the best and clearest have also been copied by Mr. Cousins.

They are of a more primitive natiue, and seem to have been done by a

different race of men. That they are not contemporaneous with the red

ones could easily be ascertained, by observing that they pass not only

indiscriminately over them, but that many of them were only painted after

the rock had already scaled off under the red ones, so that they are sometimes

pamted upon the newly exposed fresh surface. They are all most probably

painted with charcoal mixed with some oily animal substance, and are also

well fixed upon the rock, but they are generally not so well defined, and,

moreover, cross each other constantly, so that it is very difficult to dis-

tinguish many of tliem clearly.

Mr. Cousins has, therefore, only copied a few of the figures which
were the most conspicuous and well defined, mostly situate near and on the

roof of the rock-shelter.

Before giving a description of these paintings, I wish to refer to the

native traditions about them, as this will give us perhaps a clue to their

origin. It has generally been supposed that such paintings were the

work of the Ngatimamoe ;* but the Eev. James W. Stack informs me
that even a greater From a conversation which

ith

an

different character, are figured.
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and tlie best Hving antliority on Maori traditions in the South Island,

it appears that these paintings are attributed to the Ngapuhi, the oldest

inhabitants of this island of which there are any traditions. In fact,

the Ngapuhi arc a somewhat mythical people, to whom, besides these

drawings, the destruction of the moa, or anything the origin of which

is unknown, is always attributed. I may here observe that Matiaha is

one of the authorities for the statement that the moa has been extinct

in very ancient times, and that there is a total absence of reliable tra-

ditions about them amongst the Maoris, which tallies perfectly with the

geological evidence lately brought forward. Besides the extinction of the

moa and the red painthigs, Matiaha also attributes to them the heaps of

pipi shells (Mesodesma novm-zealanditc) which ai^e found far back in the

mountain ranges, and which were carried to such a distance by this pcoi:)le,

who, according to the aged Maori chief, were great travellers. I have

much pleasure in adding, in Appendix No. 1, a fuller account of their

ancient traditions from the pen of Mr, Stack.

In my papers on the Sumner Cave'*' I have alluded to that question

more fully.

It has been ascertained that there are several caves and rock-shelters in

this island in which paintings of similar character are preserved on the

walls, of which, as before observed, those of the Takiroa rock-shelter

near the Waitaki were published in our ''Transactions,"! but none

of the paintmgs are like those from the AVeka Pass, except, perhaps,

the sparks rising from the figure in the right-hand corner. More-

over, one of the di-awings is a scroll work and thus approaches the

designs of the Maoris of the past few centmues. There are others at the

Opihi, at the Levels, Tengawai, and at Pareora, and, as I have just been

informed, in some other places in the Weka Pass Eanges, and doubtless in

many other localities. It would be of the highest interest to have these

carefully copied, as, no doubt, they w^ill throw considerable hght upon the

history of the ancient inhabitants of this island.

My friend, the Rev. James W. Stack, has given me a copy of a drawing

from a rock-shelter near the Opihi River, painted in black, which differs

considerably from the Weka Pass paintings, and, as it appears to me,

approaches more the designs of the Maoris. I add the same (fig. 3)

with Mr. Stack's note as Appendix 2.

In examining the paintings under review, it is evident, at a first glance,

that they are quite distinct from those of the Maoris, which always consist

of ciu'ved lines and scroll-work, although in former days the traveller

* *' Trans. N.Z. Inst.,'' vn., Art, 2.

t Mantell, " Trans. N.Z. Inst.,'* I., 18, 2 ed., 5.
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would occasionally see on posts or smooth rocts, rude representations of

men, sliips, canoes, and animals drawn by Maori children, but they were

alwaj's of an ephemeral character—Maori artists confining themselves to the

drawing of scrolls, and then always in permanent colours. In looking at

the ensemble of these rock-paintings, it is clear that there is some method in

the arrangement which at once strikes the eye as remarkable. Some of

the princix^al objects evidently belong to the animal kingdom, and represent

animals which either do not occur in New Zealand, or are only of a

mythical and fabulous character. Some of them can easily be recognised

;

the meaning of others can only be conjectured. The group in the centre

is of a different character, which is difficult to explain, unless we assume

that it represents implements and portions of dress of a semi-civilised

people. Only two representations of man can be recognised, but they are

full of movement and evidently in the act of running away, whilst the figure

of the bird is very suggestive. Below these principal groups we find several

smaller figures or signs, the meaning of which for a long time considerably

puzzled me. I was inclined to believe that they might be a kind of

hieroglyphic writing, but unfortunately there were too few of them we

thought worth copying, the greater portion having much faded or broken

away. Some of those which were too faint occurred at nine, thii'ty, and

forty-six feet from the left-hand side. They were sometimes close to the

floor of the rock-shelter, but did not go below it, which is of some import-

ance to prove that the kitchen middens which had here accumulated were

either forming, or had already been formed, when the paintings were

executed. The thought struck me at last that these smaller figures

resembled the letters of some oriental languages, and that I had seen some-

what similar characters pubHshed in our *' Transactions." The Tamil

inscription round the antic^ue bronze bell, now in the possession of the

Kev. W. Colenso, in Napier, at once suggested itself to me ; and in com-

paring the pecuhar figures with the writing on that bell, as given in Mr.

J.T. Thomson's interesting paper,* I was at once struck by the marked re-

semblance between both. It would be a most curious coincidence and difficult

to imagine, that the ancient inhabitants of this island should adopt similar

un

life

we assume that, as the bell with the Tamil inscription was found in New
inn

wreck, amongst which pictures of animals and adventures of human life,

with writing below them, were obtained, and which afterwards were copied

* uEtlmograpMcal Considerations on the Whence of the Maori," by J. T. Thomson,

F.E.G.S., « Trans, N.Z. Inst.," IV., 23.
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after a fashion by tlie autoclithones of New Zealand ? Or might I even

suggest that one or more of the wrecked mariners of Indian origin were

saved, and that they accompanied as slaves the ancient inhabitants of this

during

them ?

These ancient works of primitive art, as of considerable historic value,

are therefore invested with still greater interest, and I have no doubt that

further research will make us acq^uainted with more of these remarkable

relics of the past. I may here observe that as far back as 1862 I met

with paintings of similar character and in a splendid state of preservation,

during my geological surveys in the south, but which I then passed over,

imagining that they were probably the work of some shepherd who had

devoted his leisure hours to the execution of these strange figures and

characters with the red paint with which sheep are usually branded. I

was then, to speak in colonial language, comparatively a new chum, but I

may console myself with the fact that many of our intelligent settlers have

looked at them quite in the same hght. However, I shall not fail to collect

all the material as soon as I can find the time, and hope that the settlers in

limestone country will kindly inform me where such paintings are still

existing. As before observed, the paintings under review occur over a face

of about sixty-five feet, and the upper end of some reaches eight feet above

the floor ; the average height, however, being four to five feet. They are

all of considerable size, most of them measuring several feet, and even one

of them having a length of fifteen feet.

Beginning at the eastern end, we find in the left-hand corner the

representation (No. 1) of what might be taken for a sperm whale, with

its mouth wide open, diving downwards. This figm-e is tlu-ee feet long.

Five feet from it is another figure (No. 3), which might also represent

a whale or some fabulous two-headed marine monster. This painting is

three feet four inches long. Below it, a little to the left, in No. 4, we

have the representation of a large snake possessing a swollen head and

a long protruding tongue. This figure is nearly three feet long, and

shows numerous windings. It is difficult to conceive how the natives, in a

country without snakes, could not only have traditions about them, but

actually be able to picture them, without they had received amongst them

immigrants from tropical countries who had landed on the coasts of New

Zealand from some cause or another. You are well aware that already on

the second visit of Captain Cook, Tawaihura, a native chief of Queen Char-

lotte Sound, gave an account of enormous snakes and Hzards to him, and

drew a representation of both animals so distinctly that they could not be

mistaken, but hitherto the researches of naturalists for so many years have
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failed to reveal tlieir existence iu these islands. Between tlie two fishes, or
whales, we have No. 2, which might represent a fishhook, and below the
snake, No. 5, a sword with a curved blade, whilst No. G, m the same line
is one of those remarkable signs or letters. Advancing towards the right,
we reach a gronp M'hich is of special interest to us, the figure, No. 9, which
is nearly a foot long, liaving all the appearance of a long-necked bird,
carrying the head as the cassowary and emu do, and as the moa has done!
If this figure does not represent a moa, it might be a reminiscence by
tradition of the cassowary. The figure is, unfortunately, not complete, as
only the portion of one leg has been preserved. The forked tail is, how-
ever, unnatural, and if this design should represent the moa, I might
suggest that it was either a conventional way of drawing that bird.'^or
that it was already extinct when this representation was painted accord-
ing to tradition

;
in which latter case No. 11 might represent the taniwha,

or gigantic fabulous Hzard which is said to have watched the moa. No. 8
is doubtless a quadruped, probably a dog, which, as my researches have
shown, was a contemporary of the moa, and was used also as food by
the moa-hunters. No. 10 is evidently a weapon, probably an adze or
tomahawk, and might, being close to the supposed bhd, indicate the
manner in which the latter was killed during the chase. The post with
the two branches near the top (No. 12) finds a counterpart in the remnant

liot numbered, between the figures Nos. 3 and 9. They
might represent some

'
of the means by which the moa was caught, or

indicate that it existed in open country between the forest. No. 13° under
which the rock in the central portion has scaled off, is, like No. 6, one of the
designs which resembles ancient oriental writmg. Approaching the middle
portion of the wall, we find here a well-arranged group of pamtings, the
centre of which has all the appearance of a hat ornamented on the crown.
The rim of this broad-brimmed rehc measures two feet across. The expert
of ancient customs and habits of the Malayan and South Indian countries
might perhaps be able to' throw some light upon this and the surrounding
figm-es, Nos. 15 and 18, to which I can ofier no palpable suggestion. From
No. 17, which is altogether three feet high, evidently issues fire or smoke

;

it therefore might represent a tree on fire, a lamp, or an altar with incense
offering. If we compare this peculiar appearance with one of the figures

on the copy of the Takuroa Cave paintings, we find that it has the same
characteristic feature. The figure No. 15 is particularly well painted, and
the outlines are clearly defined, but I can make no suggestion as to its

meaning. In No, 19 we have doubtless the picture of a human being, who
is running away from No. 17, the object from the top of which issues fire

or smoke, and I need scarcely pomt out to you that this small figure is full

gure
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of life, and that it is entirely different from tlie conventional representation

of the human figure in the paintings and carvings of the Maoris.

I am strengthened in my conviction that it is meant for a man, hy

observing a similar figure running away from the monster No. 27. No. 16,

which has been placed below that group, might be compared to a pair of

spectacles, but is x:)robably a letter, or an imitation of such a sign. A
little more to the right a figure six feet long is very prominent. It

is probably the representation of a right whale in the act of spouting.

Above it, in No. 22, the figure of a Mantis is easily recognisable ; whilst

Nos. 21 and 21a, below the supposed right whale, are again cyphers or

letters resembling those of the ancient Tamil inscrijption, Nos. 23 and 25,

although in many respects different, belong, doubtless, to the same group,

and represent large lizards or crocodiles. Between them the now empty

space of a width of 5 feet G niches was evidently also painted over, of which

the faint marks on the j)artially scaled off face of the rock can be dis-

tinguished. The left-hand figure is four feet long; it is, unfortunately,

deficient in its lower portion, but it is still sufficiently preserved to show

that besides four legs it possesses two other lower appendages, of which one

is forked and the other has the appearance of a trident. I wish also to

draw attention to the unusual form of the head. No, 26 is a similar animal

three feet long, but it has eight legs, and head and tail are well defined. The

head is well rounded off, and both animals represent, without doubt, some

fabulous animal, such as the taniwha, which is generally described as a huge

crocodile, of which the ancient legends give so many accounts.

No. 27, a huge snake-like animal fifteen feet long, is probably a repre-

sentation of the Tuna tuoro—a mythical monster, and of which Mr. Stack

gives such an interesting account in his notes, kindly furnished to me, and
which I have added as Appendix No. 3. It is evident that the Tuna tuoro is

in the act of swallowing a man. No. 29, who tries to save himself by running

away from it. Now, if we admit that the characters below the figures

denote an Indian origin, the deduction would not be too hazardous that the

accounts of huge snakes and crocodiles were brought by the writers of these

signs to New Zealand, or if only pictures or books were obtained from a

v\Teck, the ancient inhabitants of these islands founded their legends of

such monsters upon them. Thus 23 and 25 might be crocodiles. No. 27 a

boa-constrictor. The figure 26 above the large monster may represent,

like 8, a quadruped, probably a dog ; and finally, No. 28 is a good picture

of a seal or dogfish. The paintings in black are altogether of another style,

and have been done in a far more recent period when the aborigines were

less skilled. But although these designs are all very juvenile, if we except,

hap they have been

'^-»fc>
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painted at various times, because in many x'^laccs the rock-surface below

tliem has scaled off, and new ones pass over the thus exposed face. The
whole interior of the rock-shelter bemg covered with these paintings, pass-

ing first indiscriminately over the red ones as well as over each other, it

was found impossible to make copies of the greatest portion of them.

Moreover, they nearly all represent the human form, and we selected a few

of the most characteristic ones, which will be sufficient to show their

peculiar features.

In the left-hand corner, close to a large shark-lilio animal, which, how-

ever, was too much effaced to be properly copied, were two groups of

animals in a sitting position, probably dogs, of which I had the best-

preserved one copied. They evidently, are tearing something eatable

between them. In the centre of the wall is a fic^ure which midit be^^LL^ 1,±^XKJ1.J. iXiX

taken for a Mantis, whilst close to it the figure of a seal is unmistakeable.

The rest, with the exception of a three-pronged (eel ?) fork, represent the

human figure, of which one has a stick in his hand. When the hands and

feet arc represented, the former have generally four fingers and the latter

five toes. One of these figures has two calabashes hano-incr from its thirrh.O O -^'-^'" -'-' "^**'o

It is most remarkable that none of these paintings are indecent, which is so

characteristic of all Maori carvings and paintmgs of the human figure.

These black pamtiugs, although of such rude conception, are without doubt

the work of full-grown men, as many of them are eight feet above the floor

of the cave.

The surface of the floor under this rock-shelter showed on both sides a

gentle undulation separated towards the centre by about ten feet of lower

ground, and which, as I had occasion to observe, stands under water

during heavy rains, quite a streamlet running in from the higher ground to

the west. At first sight the nature of the ground indicated that it had

doubtless been accumulating during human occupancy. However, as I had

not the time to stay in order to have the necessary excavations made under

my eyes, I sent towards the end of February one of the museum staff, Mr.

W. Sparks, junr., to do this. To test the ground, a trench was first dug

from the centre of the cave, beginning at the wall and continuing the same

for about thu'ty feet, and at right angles with it. Afterwards four more

trenches were excavated on both sides of the first, running out for about

sixteen feet from the interior. This done, the ground between these

trenches and along the face of the wall was thoroughly searched. These

excavations proved that kitchen middens of three distinct epochs existed

below the rock-shelter, having their gi-eatest dex)th of 1ft. 2in. close to the

wall, and gradually thinning out, so that ten feet from the wall they had en-

tirely disappeared, and the bed No. 3 of the annexed sections (fig. 2,)consistii

*^!^
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of vegetable mould mixed with small, mostly angular pieces of rock, over-

lapped tliem and took their place. This latter deposit is about one foot

thick. . Below both the kitchen middens and the somewhat contempora-
w

neous deposit outside the cave, lies a layer of decomposed rock, a gritty bed

enclosing a number of angular pieces of rock, the whole derived from the

calcareous sandstone by which the valley is bounded. In this deposit the

excavations were carried on to a depth of two feet, but without showing the

least sign that it had cither been distui'bed or that traces of animal or

humaii life had been entombed in it during its formation. The princijpal

deposits accumulated under the rock-shelter may, faute de mieux^ best bo

described as a dirt-bed, which doubtless owes its formation to the occasional

presence of an autochthone race in the locality, and whose scanty kitchen

middens give us a glance into the wandering life of its members. However,

what appeared to me astonishing was the scarcity of the remnants of theh

food, the whole tbickness of the bed (more than a foot) consisting of ashes

and refuse, too minute to be recognised. The largest bed on the eastern

side was about twenty-five feet long by ten feet broad ; amongst it only a
r

few objects were found. Amongst these some few x^ieces of moa bones were

the most interesting, but they showed convincingly that they were portions

of remnants of a meal, all the leg bones having been broken for the extrac-

tion of the marrow, and resembling in every respect the fragments collected

m tlie Moa Bone Point Cave, and at the Eakaia Encampment. These

fragments, as far as I could recognise them, belonged to the two Meionornis

species, birds of small size, and some of the swiftest runners of the Dinorni-

ihtfhc. Besides these bones, the presence of which proves occupation of the

moa-hnnters during then- exj)editions, and by which my suggestion that

No. 9 may represent a moa gains in probability, there were a number of

bones of smaller birds amongst the kitchen middens, of which those of the

kiwi (Aj'tenjx owcni) were the most prominent. Other remains belonging

to the animal kingdom, and showing that the moa-hunters had come from

the sea coast, were a few marine shells, mostly Mesodesvia novm-zealandic^^

the pipi of the Maoris. The presence of phalanges of a large fur seal,

probably Arciocephalus cinereus^ so far inland in such locality was rather

surprising, unless we assume that they perhaps were used for playing some

game. Besides these there were a few small pieces of wood, probably

firesticks, some fi-agments of chert and flint, either cores or chips ; several

pieces of dark sandstone, of which one is a fragment of a polished stone

implement. Another large piece of calcareous sandstone had evidently

been chipped to a point. In the other somewhat smaller heaps on the

western side, which have a length of about sixteen feet, with a gi'eatest

breadth of eight feet, also some few fragments of broken moa leg bones

*
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were obtamed, but too small for recognition of the siiecies. There were

also some phalanges of the fur seal, a number of bones of small birds, and

several marine shells, some of them fragmentary, belonging to Mesodcsma

nov(B-z€alandicCy Macira cUscors, and Mf/tilns smaragdinus, the New Zealand

mussel. Flakes of chert and flint were, as usual, present, as well as some

fragments of a polished stone implement. There were also two large sub-

angular boulders of sandstone, doubtless brought up from the river-bed of

the Waikari.

Prmcipally towards the centre of the rock- shelter, and where the older

deposits were thinnest, occurred above them accumulations of Maori and

European origin. Amongst them are, in the collection made, several pieces

of Haliotis iris, the pawa shell of the Maoris, which had evidently been

worked, but the presence of numerous pieces of Newcastle coal, of ribs and

other portions df the sheep, and the iron tip of a man's boot, told clearly

its tale. This bed, about six inches thick and about eight feet long and

four feet wide, was resting on both sides on the older dex)osits with broken

moa bones. It is in this spot where the water during heavy rain, as

experienced by Mr. Cousins and myself, is flowing against the wall of the

rock-shelter, and it therefore stands to reason that these remnants of

European occupancy could easily be trampled into the ground, and thus

reach a deeper position than they otherwise naturally would have possessed.

No remains of red or black paint, or of a receptacle for the paint, were

amongst the kitchen middens. These excavations revealed another im-

portant fact—namely, that the small drawings which were close to the floor

of the rock-shelter, and often reached to it, but were too faint to be copied,

never went below it. It perhaps would not be too rash to surmise that the
^

people who formed the kitchen middens made the pamtings, durmg thek

visits, lying on the ground, when the lower ones were executed ; on the

other hand, they could just reach the top of the shelter when they stood

upright to finish the larger figures previously described. I must confess I

was rather disappointed not to receive a larger quantity of objects from the

kitchen middens, and of more interest. We must, therefore, conclude that

the rock-shelter was only seldom visited by man, and then was only

inhabited for a very short time.

I hope that, very soon, I shall have another opportunity to communicate

to you the results of further researches on this very interestmg subject. I

trust that some of our members will also take their share in the elucidation

of a question which may throw considerable light upon the pre-historic

inhabitants of these fan- islands, on which so many members of a race

different from their present aborigines have found a happy home.

Since the above was written, I had the gi'eat advantage of consulting
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the Eev. Robert Pargiter, who for mauy years has been living in Ceylon,

and who is thoroughly conversant vdth the Tamil and some other oriental

languages; and although that gentleman was not able to pronounce the

figures in question to have the exact form of any single Tamil character, he

thinks that there is some resemblance between No. 6 of Waikari rock

paintings and the sixth character, T H E of the inscription upon the

ancient Tamil bell, and of No. 21a, with the tenth letter, K U, of the

same inscription, counting both from the left. Mr. Pargiter makes,

however, another important suggestion, that the inscriptions, Nos. 6,

21, and 21a, may be the signatures of the artist, as, according to his

experience, the Tamil natives have a peculiar way of combining two or

more letters in one character, which is very difficult to decipher except by

the writer himself and those best acquainted with him. Thus, for instance,

in then- signatures, the natives combine generally the initials of their names,

and in this case, No. 21a, for instance, might be taken for M and S
combined, being, in fact, a monogram,

Mr. Pargiter also informs me that No. 21 has some resemblance to one

of the Cingalese characters, which are generally formed by the combination

of ch-cles.

Note.—During the discussion as to the probable ages of the rock paintings

in the Weka Pass Eanges, I observed that the expression applied to them
by me, as being of great antiquity, gave rise to misunderstandings. In
using such expression I never dreamt to do so in the sense it is used in

the northern hemisphere, but only in reference to the short space of time

of which we have reliable traditional evidence in New Zealand.

Appendix No. 1.

Extract from a paper on the History of the South Island Natives.

By the Eev. Ja:mes W. Stack.

Maori traditions trace the first occupation of this island back to Te Kahui
Tipua (the monster herd or ogre band), a purely mythical race. They are

described as giants, who could stride from mountain range to mountain

range, swallow rivers, and transform themselves into anything animate or

inanimate that they chose. They were succeeded by Te Eapuwai or

Ngapuhi, who spread themselves over the greater part of the South Island,

and who have left traces of their occupation in the shell-heaps both along

the coast and far hiland. It was in their time that the country around
Invercargill is said to have been submerged, the forests of Canterbmy and

fir The traditions relating

cmon
can be placed upon them. that
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history of tlie Maoris begins. Tliis tribe sprang from a chief of that name,

who came from Hawaild in the canoe Ai-awa, commanded by Tama te Ivapua.

Their first home was on the shores of Lake Taupo, but they were soon

driven away southwards by their more powerful neighbours, and eventually

crossed the straits about 400 years ago. The Ngatimamoe supplanted the

Waitaha, and were in their turn supplanted by Ngatikuri, the present

mhabitants.

Appendix No. 2.
m

Description of an ancient Drawing on a EocJc-shelter at Parihaka, near the

Gorge of the Opihi^ South Canterlmrg, By the Eev. J. W. Stack.

Although I had heard for many years from the Maoris of the existence of

tliese drawings, which were j)opularly attributed to the Ngatimamoe, I was

never able to examine them till November, 1875, when I went to see them,

accompanied by my friend, Mr. C. M. Wakefield. Owing to the incom-

petency of our guide, we were not taken to the spot where the best

specimens exist, but to a long shallow cave or '* rock-shelter," on the north

bank of the river Opihi. The cave is about 200 yards long, 10 feet wide,

and 12 feet high, and protected from the weather by a dense growth of

shrubs. The entire surface of the rock is covered with drawings, which,

however, are imfortunately so defaced by modern scrawls, that it is impos-

sible to distinguish their exact forms. For since the natives have lost their

superstitious regard for these relics of antic[uity, the eeliug parties who

fi'equent the spot make a i^ractice of scratching rude drawings with charcoal

all over them. The only perfect specimen I could find was near the eastern

end, and at a height of fourteen feet from the ground. It was about five

feet long, and had evidently been very carefully drawn. The black paint

used by the artist has stood exposure so well, that the lines, from the

crumbling away of the rock between them, are now somewhat in relief.

There is a remarkable difference between this drawmg and those found

at Waikari, so great that I hardly think that they can belong to the same

period. The parallel lines on the Parihaka di-awings bear a strong re-

semblance to the patterns on Maori baskets and the battens of ornamented

roofs. Although I could not distinguish the shapes di^awn, I saw everywhere

an

dra^\in This fact

confirms, in my opinion, the statement made by Matiaha Tira Morehu

respecting the far greater antiquity of the AYaikari di-awings. I showed the

an

and

gent natives, who coucurred in the opinion that it was the representation of
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a Tipiia, or fabulous marine monster. My own conjecture was that it was

meant to represent a seal. (Fig. 3.)

March 27, 1877.

Appendix No. 3.

Note on the Tuna Tuoro. By the Key. Ja:.ies AV. Stack.

The descriptions given of this eel vary so very much, that it would be

hard to believe that anything of the kind ever existed if it were not for the

general concurrence of native testimony both in the North and South

Islands to its existence.

It seems to have combined some of the characteristics of the fi'oj?, the

electric eel, and the watersnake. It uttered croaking sounds, rendered

senseless anyone it touched, and pursued its x>rey with such rapidity that it

was next to impossible to escape from it.

In 1853 I w^as told by Hoani Huki, a Waikato chief, and a catechist in

the employ of the Church Mission, that when he was a lad (that was about

thh'ty years before) he distinctly heard the tuna tuoro in the swamps in the

Upper Waikato, that at that time the older men often described their

encounters with it, and that they greatly dreaded it, for when wading about

eeling in the shallow^ waters, which it frequented, there was a danger of its

gliding up imperceptibly and touching them, and anyone so touched was

instantly paralyzed and destroyed. It would even pm-sue its prey on to the

dry ground, and its progress could only be checked by setting fire to the

grass or fern, when the ash adhering to its slimy body rendered it helpless

and incapable of moving any further.

Here in the South Island I have frequently heard of the existence of the

tuoro within recent times. Tainui and Pita Mutu informed me that they

once found on the beach near Greymouth, where they resided, what they

believed to be a portion of the body of a tuoro ; it was after a heavy fresh

in the river, and they supposed it had been carried down from some of the

lakes in the interior. The skin they described as scaly, employing a flax

plait of four to convey an idea of its appearance. Paora Taki, Native

Assessor at Eapaki, also informed me that it was commonly reported fifty

years ago that one existed near the source of the Purau stream in Lyttelton

harbour.

Though I beheve that there must be some foundation for reports so

common and so general regarding the recent existence of this strange

creatm-e, I am not prepared at present to i)^^t forward any theory about it,

except that I think that it is highly probable that the Maoris have mixed

up the descriptions of two or three different things which existed a short

time back but are now extinct.
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As the vahie of this paper must depend entirely upon the trustworthiness

of its contents, it is important that I should state at the outset the sources

from whence my information was derived.

Sources of Information.

In the first place, then, I am indebted to the late Peta Te Hone, of

Kaiapoi, for most of these traditions. That chief was universally acknow-
ledged by the Ngai Tahu to be a high authority on all questions relating to

their past history. Since 1863, I have repeatedly submitted my notes to

chiefs in all parts of this island, and have carefully recorded then* com-
ments, and this paper contains the result of my mquiries.

Amongst others whom I have consulted I may name Hapakuku Kairua,

Hakopa te Ata o Tu, and Whemu te Uki, of Kaiapoi; the late chief

Whakatau, of Kaikoura; Tamati Tikao, and Apera Pukenui, of Banks
Peninsula; Te Mararoa, and Tarawhata, of Arowhenua ; Matiaha Tira

Morehu, and Natanawhha Waruwarutu, of ..^ „....„ , ^...^..^..uc, ^. ^...^^j

Heads; Pukuheti and Hutoitoi, and Eawki, of Eiverton ; and Wereta
Tainui, of Greymouth ; besides very many others.

Classification of Traditions,

The traditions may be divided into three classes—the mythical, the

uncertain, and the reliable. The mythical relate to pre-historic times, and
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to supernatural beings ; tlie unccrtaiu relate to those triLes which have

peririhetl, and whose only memorial is coiitaiuccl in the fragmentary notices

which occur in the story of those who supersecleLl and sm-vive them ; the

reliable comprise the history of Ngai Tahu duruig the last 200 years.

But as the rcliabihty of any oral tradition may fairly be questioned, I

will endeavour to show why these may be considered worthy of credit,

and also how, in the absence of a written language, the Maoris were
enabled accurately to preserve their history. Every tribe was composed of

hapus, and every hapu of families. Each family, hapn, and iwi carefully

preserved the names of their ancestors, and then- ancestors' wives and
offspring. In transmitting this knowledge, the greatest care was taken to

avoid errors, because, as the Maoris were very punctilious in the matter of

precedence, a mistak-o made on the occasion of any pubhc assembly of the
tribes might be construed into an iusnlt, and result in a blood feud. Such
mistakes were all the more likely to happen fi-om the custom which pre-
vailed, when speaking of a chief, of alluding to him as a relation—"Brother,
uncle, son, grandson, nephew, brother-in-law," etc., etc. A very accurate
knowledge of tribal genealogies was therefore required to enable a speaker
to apply to any given person that term which exactly described the rank to
whicli he was entitled in the tribe. This knowledge was not confined to a
class of learned genealogists, but was possessed by every rangatka or native
gentleman. To acquire it, each one from chUdhood up was obliged to make
this subject a constant study ; and the public recitals which were held at
frequent hitervals kept the names and the facts connected with them always
fresh in their memories; for, besides the names of their- ancestors
it was held to be of equal importance to know the deeds for which they
were distinguished. The value attached by the Maoris to land is too
well known. From the time that the first arrivals from Hawaiki ascended
the highest mountains to partition all the country they could see from
thence amongst themselves, the title to land has been a fruitful source of
strife. Every part of the country was owned and named. Not only were
the large mountains, rivers, and plains named, but every hillock, streamlet,
and valley. These names fi-equently contained allusions to persons or
events, and thus served to perpetuate the memory of them and to preserve
the history of the past. Every Maori was roquii-ed to know by what title
the land clahned by his tribe was held, whether by right of origmal occupa-
tion, conquest, purchase, or gift; and thus it happened that traditions
relatmg to the same transactions were preserved by tribes whose interests
were antagonistic

; and several opportunities have been afforded in recent
times of comparing these accounts, which have been transmitted for several
generations tlu-ough separate and independent channels, and they have
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invariably been found to agree. With this fact before us, it is Larclly

possible to deny the historical value of a large portion of these traditions,

Tvhich have been preserved by the same method but "which cannot be

vouched for in the same manner.

Difficulty of nnravelliwj the Thread of the History.

I experienced considerably difficulty at first in disentangling the com-

X)licatcd narratives, because my Maori informants being themselves so

familiar with the history did not see the necessity of explaining as they

went along why tilings happened as they did. They would repeatedly

break off from the continuous history of the tribe to follow the fortunes of

a favomite hero, and again as abruptly leave him to resume the thread of

the original narrative. One prolific source of confusion arose from the

intermarriages which took place between the members of hostile tribes. It

was bewildering to find tlie same person fighting for one tribe but wishing

success to the other, and guilty of treachery towards both. The man who

married a Ngatimamoe woman would be found plotting the ruin of his wife's

relations ; and the Nagitmamoe man who, by marriage with a Ngai Tahu

woman, was admitted to that tribe, woudd still sympathize with his own

people, and betray his connections whenever he could. Another element

of confusion arose fi'om the two tribes being spoken of as totally distinct

from each other, whereas they had a common origin, and this fact

afforded the only exidanation of many strange things done on either

side. The history throughout is one dark narrative of treachery and

ferocity, brightened here and there by displays of great courage and

occasional acts of generosity.

Chronology.

The method I have adopted for ascertahiing the chronological order in

which the various events occmi-ed, has been first to form a genealogical

table, and then allowmg * twenty years for a generation, to count back the

^venerations from the present time, and thus fix the date of any event by

the position in the table which the persons connected with it occupy. For

instance, to ascertain the date of the death of Manawa, take Hakopa te Ata

o Tu, now living, and who is at least seventy years of age, counting back

from his birth to Manawa's there are eight generations, equivalent to 160

years, which added to 70 gives a total of 210. Manawa, therefore, was

born about 1667 ; and, as he had a grown-up son, he was probably not

less than forty years old when he was killed. His death, then, occurred

about 1707. Of course this plan only gives an approximate date, but it

*I have fixed on twenty years, as the Maoris married early.

'.*
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is snfficiently near to render tlie history intelligible, tliough further

investigation may lead to some alteration being made here and there iu

the sequence of events.

The history may be divided into four periods :

1st. Prior to the arrival of Waitaha.

2nd. Waitaha occupation, 1477 to 1577.

3rd. Ngatimamoe occup?rtion, 1577 to 1677.

4th. Ngai Tahu occupation, 1677 to 1827 (the date of

Eauparaha's invasion).

Fabulous Traditions.

The Kahui Tipua or ogre band, a mythical race, are said to have been
the first occupants of this island. They are described as giants, who could

stride from mountain range to mountain range, sTvallow rivers, and trans-

form themselves mto anything animate or inanimate that they chose.

The legend of the ogre of Matau (Molyneux) may be taken as a specimen
of this class of tradition.

Wlien Te Eapuwai who dwelt at Matau went in small parties of ten to
hunt for wekas they never returned. Tens and tens went out and never
came back. Then every one felt sure somethmg was consuming them, but
what it was they could not tell. A long time passed, and then it was found
out how these people perished. It was learnt from a woman—the sole

survivor of one of these himting parties. She said that on the hills they
were met by an ogre, accompanied by ten two-headed dogs. After killuig

all the men he carried her to his cave near the river, where she lived with
him, and in time became covered all over mth scales from the ogre's body.
She was very miserable and determined to escape ; but this was not easy,

as the ogre took care to fasten her by a cord, which he kept jerking when-
ever she was out of his sight. As the cave was close to the river, she crept to

the entrance where raupo grew thickly, and, havmgcut a quantity, tied it in
bundles. The next day wlien the monster slept, she crept out and formed
the raupo bundles into a raft, then tying the string to the rushes, which,
being elastic, would prevent the immediate discovery of her flight when the
cord was jerked. Getting on to the raft, she di-opped down the river, the
swift current bearing her rapidly towards its mouth where her friends lived.

'

The ogre did not wake for a long time, when he did he called out, " Ivai

a mio, E ! where are you ?" Not receiving an answer, he went to the
enti-ance of the cave and searched

; not findmg any footpruits there he
smelt the water, and at once discovered how she had escaped. Then in his
rage he swallowed the river and dried it up from end to end, but not before
Kai a mio was safely housed in her native village. After cleaning herself

from the scales which covered her body, the woman told her people all she
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knew about the ogre, and tliey resolved to put him to death. "When does

he sleep ?" they asked. "When the north-west wind blows" was her re2-)ly,

" then he sleeps long and heavily." So they waited for a nor'-wester and then

proceeded to the cave. Having collected a great quantity of fern which

they piled at the entrance, they fired it. When the heat awoke the monster,

he could tlihik of no way of escape, except through a hole in the roof;

while struggling to get out through this, the people set upon him with clubs

and beat him to death. Fortunately the ogre's dogs were awayhuntmg, or

else he never could have been killed.

It was during this period that the canoe called Ai-ai te m*u was capsized

off Moeraki and the cargo strewn along the beach, where may still be seen

the eel-basket of Hape ki tauraki, and the slave Puketapu, and the cala-

bashes and kumeras.

Passing on from these legends, we come to the traditions which I have

classed as unreliable, relating as they do to tribes that have been utterly

destroyed.

Uncertain Traditions.

Te Eapuwai or Nga ai tanga a te Puhirere succeeded the Kahui Tipua

and rapidly spread themselves over the greater part of the island. They

have left traces of their occui>ation in the shell-heaps found both along

the coast and far inland. It was in their time that the country around

Invercargill is said to have been submerged, the forests of Canterbury and

Otago destroyed by fire, and the moa exterminated. I am inclined to think

it is not at all improbable that Te Eapuwai and Waitaha were portions of

the same tribe, Te Eaiiuwai forming the vanguard when the migration from

the North Island took place. Several of vaj Maori authorities incUne to

this opinion, others maintain that they were separate tribes ; if so they

were probably cotemporaries, and like Eangitane and Ngai Tahu in subse-

c[uent times—one may have come from the west, and the other from the

east coast of the other island.

Waitaha.

Of the Waitaha very Httle is known, then- traditions having almost

entirely perished with the extinction of their conquerors. But there is

sufficient evidence to warrant the sui>position that the few traditions which

still remain were x^i'Gserved by the remnant of Waitaha ; who were spared

by Ngatimamoe to work their fisheries and kumera plantations till they

thought it necessary for their own safety to exterminate them in order to

prevent then' alliance with the invading Ngai Tahu. There is no reason

therefore to regard the traditions relating to the Waitaha as mere fables.

It wou.ld appear that Waitaha—one of the original immigrants from

Hawaild—^was the founder of the tribe. He came with Tama te Kapua and
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Ar
pointed out. But at a very early date Le or bis immediate descendants
must liavo left that locality, and travelled south. Separated by the stormy

iTnen

enjoyment of peace and plenty, and as a consequence rapidly increased, till

as the natives say " tbey covered the land like ants." The size of the pas,
and the extent of the kitchen middens along the coast attributed to them,
afford conclusive evidence as to their numbers. At Mairangi and Kapuka-
riki (Oust) the remains of a walled pa extending for about thi-ee miles along

downs Wii'

te Uki, Henare Pereita and others, who frequented the place to gather the

stems of the cabbage-palm,—which grew luxuriantly there in " soil enriched

by the fat of man "—for making kauru, a favourite article of food—assert
that twenty years ago, the broad outer ditch of the pa could be seen, and
that from the bottom of it to the top of the bank was about seven feet, and
that at regular intervals along the wall there were openings showing plainly

where the gates had been. They recollected old men saying that these gates

were known to have had names which were now forgotten. Te Wai
manongia and his son Tauhanga ahu are said to have ruled these pas at the

time that they were destroyed by Ngatimamoe.

Some time before the Ngatimamoe invasion, about the year 1550 as near
as we can guess, there lived on the banks of the Eakaia a chief named Tute-
waimate, regarding whom a story worth recording has reached us. Moko,
a robber chieftam, had fixed his stronghold on the Waipara, the choice of

the spot being determined by the existence of a cave in close proximity to

the highway, along which a regular trade was carried on up and down the
coast

; the preserved mutton-birds, di-icd fish, and kauru from the south
being exchanged for preserved forest-birds, mats, etc., fi'om the north.

Moko was in the habit of robbing and murdering any small parties of

un

wi

whose death was not worth avengmg, had he not been so unfortunate as to

kill a near relation of the great Tutewaimate. This chief, already smarting
under previous losses of property, was exasperated beyond all endurance by
the murder of his kinsman, and summoned his tribe to destroy Moko and
his band. The people responded in such numbers to his call, that when
they started on their march, the dust thev raised resembled the smnkfi nf a.

great Leaving the
bulk of his forces at Kapukariki, Tutewaimate pushed on early one
morning with a few chosen warriors to Moko's stronghold. He found the
place quite unprepared for an attack, all the men excent Arnkn l.f.i,,n- n^x-.,-i-
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Having ascertained from some women whom lie (Questioned tliat the robher

chieftain was asleei) in a cave hard hy, he quietly approached the spot,

where he found him lying asleep on a mat, all unconscious of danger. But

like a true knight he scorned to strike his sleeping foe, and raising his

voice ho uttered the following challenge :

"Tutewaimate ''I, Tutewaimate
r

Tutewaimate a Popotahi Tutewaimate, son of Popotahi,

Te hau tuku mai i roto Eakaia Swift as the wind from the Eakaia

Gorge

Te mahea te hauku o te ata.'* Have forestalled the drying of the

morning dew."

The startled robber, raishig himself to a sitting posture, replied

:

Ho, Moko *'Ho Moko,

Moko a Hautere Moko, son of Hautere,

Te hau tuku mai runga maunga The wind rushing down from Mt.

tere Tere,

Te tangata i whangai nga Id te The man fed upon uncooked

mango mata." shark."

As he littered the last word the treacherous Moko, by a sudden and

unexpected thrust, felled his generous foe to the ground, and soon put an

end to his existence.

It is from the Waitaha that the following account of the destruction of a

gigantic bird of prey has been handed down. The event occurred in times

preceding Tutewaimate and the period referred to in the scraps of Waitaha

history which have survived. ' The story possesses pecuhar interest when

considered in connection with the discovery of the Ilarpagornis moorei at

Glenmark. Does it p)rove that the Maoris knew that bird, or is it to be

classed with the Taniwha stories common in the north, is it an imported,

and localized tradition ?

A Pouakai had built its nest on a spur of Mount Tawera, and darting

down fi'om thence it seized and carried off men, women, and childi-en, as

food for itself and its young. For, though its wings made a loud noise

as it flew through the air, it rushed with such rapidity upon its prey

that none could escape from its talons. At length a brave man called

Te Hau o Tawera came on a visit to the neighbom-hood, and finding that

the people were being destroyed, and that they were so paralyzed with fear

as to be incapable of adoptuig any means for thek o^vn protection, he

volunteered to capture and kill this rapacious bu'd, provided they would

do what he told them. This they willingly promised, and having procured

a quantity of manuka saphngs he went one night with fifty men to the foot

of the hill, where there was a pool, sixty feet in diameter. This he com]>letely
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coverecl over with a network formed of sax^liiigs, and under tins he placed the

fifty men armed with spears and thrusting weapons, while he himself as

soon as it was light, went out to lure the Poualcai from its nest. He did

not go far before that destroyer spied him, and swooped down upon him.
Hautere had now to run for his life, and just succeeded in reaching the

shelter of the network when the bn-d pounced upon him, and in its violent

efforts to reach its prey, forced its legs through the meshes, and becoming
entangled, the fifty men plunged their spears into its body and after a

desperate encounter succeeded in killing it."

iwi:

din

;iin

Tlie

Ngati ma moe a.d. 1577 to a.d. 1677,

predecessors. Like them they came from the North Island, being probably
driven down before a stronger tribe. Their pitiless treatment of Waitaha
was afterwards repeated upon themselves by the stronger and more warlike
Ngai Tahu. Their destruction of the ^Yaitaha and their o\ra subseciuent

all

Abel Tasman m 1G42. Just as the destruction of the tribes hahabitmg the
shores of the straits by Eauparaha in this century, explams why no account
of Captam Cook's visit in 1769 has been preserved amongst the natives now
residing in that neighbourhood.

From the natives at the extreme south of the island, I obtamed a
genealogical table which traces their origin to the offsprmg of Awatopa.
The following legend states the cause of then- leaving the other island :—

Awatopa and Eauru were brothers, sons of Euarangi and Manu tai
hapua. They both commenced to build houses for themselves at the same
thne. Eauru was the first to finish

; and having performed the ceremonies
of purification, he announced his intention of going off on a voyage. His

un
refused to do, and, overcome with rage at his refusal, he killed him. The
tribe hearing of what had taken place, avenged Eauru by kiUing Awatopa.
This led to the secession of thi-ee families, children of the elder brother,
namely-the Piihi kai ariki, Puhi manawanawa, and Matuku hcrekoti'
who came south. The rest of the tribe remained behind. Eelationship is

Wereta Tainui, of Greymouth, says that near Inangaliua there is a place called the
Pouakai 8 Nest, and where tradition teUs of one heing killed. Irai Tihau of Wairewa saw
at Poupoutunoa in Otago, in 1848, near the river Kaeaea. what was said to be a Pouakai's
nest. Ihe name may be translated the " old glutton,"
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the Awatopa clan who settled there, and to Ngai^uhi hrough Muru nui,

who was connected with Maru tore, one of their ancestors.

During the Ngatimamoe occupation, an event occurred which seems to

throw some light upon the origin of the Chatham Islanders :

—

Tradition says that a canoe, manned entirely by chiefs whose names are

forgotten, but who are known now as '*Nga toko ono,*' or The Six, went

out from Parakakariki to fish, and when a long way oflf from the shore a

violent nor'west wind sprung up and drove them out to sea, and they were

never heard of again. It is not at all improbable that tliis canoe reached

the Chathams, and that the crew became the progenitors of one section of

the present inhabitants. Te Koti, a Maori Wesleyan minister who was

stationed for some years on the principal island, states that the Morioris

have preserved the names of many of the headlands aroimd Akaroa, and

that they number Mamoa (probably a corrux)tion of Mamoe) amongst their

ancestors. It is an interesting fact that many of the words in use by the

Morioris are nearer akin to the Earotongan form than the Maori equivalent.

It is quite clear that the Ngatimamoe, like the Ngai Tahu, came from

the east coast of the North Island. How long it was before their

possession of this island was disputed it is hard to guess correctly; but

judging from their numbers, and the total subjugation of Waitaha to their

rule when the Ngai Tahu appear on the scene, they could not have held it

for less than 100 years.

A small tribe called Ngaitara were the first to make alliances with

Ngatimamoe, and were the cause of Ngai Tahu crossing the straits.

Reliable Traditions.

Ngai Tahu.—Causes that led to their Migration,

About the year 1G50 we find the Ngai Tahu located at Hataitai, between

what is now called Wellington Harbour and the coast. In this pa

dwelt a band of warriors renowned for courage and daring, whose war-

like propensities had made them rather obnoxious to thek kinsmen and

neighbours, the Ngatikahununu. Among this band dwelt an old chief

named Kahukura te paku, who was connected with the Ngaitara tribe,

then settled at Waimea, in the South Island. His son, Tu maro, was

married to Eakai te kura, daughter of Tama ihu jporo, the seventh fi-om

Tahu, the founder of the tribe. Shortly after his marriage Tu maro was

called away for a time from Hataitai; and dm-ing his absence his wife,

who was pregnant, contracted an improper intimacy with Te ao hikuraki.

Tu maro returned just before his wife gave bu'th to a child, and, being

ignorant of her misconduct, proceeded, when the pains of labour began, to

repeat the customary charms to aid delivery. Having exhausted his store

of charms, and repeated aU the genealogies of his ancestors in vain, he

H
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began to suspect that something was wrong, and (questioned liis wife, who,
after a little delay, confessed that one of his relations had been to her.

"But who was it?" he demanded. " Te ao hikuraki," she replied. The
moment that name was uttered the child was born. Tu maro, without going
near his wife, kept removing her from house to house till her purification

and that of the child was accomplished. Then he came to her early one
morning and told her to paint herself and the infant with red ochre;
to put on her best mats, and to adorn her head with feathers. The woman
did as she was bid, wondering all the time what her husband meant to do.

When she had finished adorning herself, Tu maro led her into the coiu't-yard
of Te ao hikuraki, whom he found sitting under the veranda. " Here,"
said he, "is your wife and child!" and then, without another word, he
turned away and went back to his own house. He theu summoned all his
immediate friends and relations, and informed them that it was his intention
to leave the place unmediately, as he could not live on fiiendly terms with
those who had dishonoiu-ed him. His father approved of the proposed step,
and acting on his advice theii- hapu, carrying with them their families and
all their moveable goods, crossed the straits and entered Blind Bay, along
the coast of which they sailed till they reached the mouth of the Waimea,
where they landed and built a pa. Here, for upwards of twenty years, the
Ngaitara, Ngatiwhata, and Ngatirua, sub-sections of the Ngai Tabu tribe,

separated from their main body at Hataitai, gi-ew into such importance
thi-ough their alliance wdth Ngatimamoe, that they came at last to be
regarded more in the light of independent tribes than parts of one and the
same

; and this often complicates the narrative.

But what serves to complicate still further the history of this period was
the existence of small settlements in the sounds of natives from the west
coast of the North Island including detachments of Eangitane, NgatHiauwa,
Ngatihape, Ngai te he iwi, Ngai tawake, Ngati whare puka, and Ngai tu rahui.
Tlie Eangitane appear to have been the most important. Te Hau was their
chief, and his cultivations at Te Karaka, knoAvn as Kapara te hau and

kainga, are stiU pointed out. Xupe, the great navigator, is said to have
poured salt-water upon these cultivations for the purpose of destroying them,
and so formed pools which remain to this day (?). These natives never seem
to have extended their- settlements much beyond the sounds, and little of
their history worth recording has been preserved by the remnant of their
descendants who escaped destruction at the hands of Te Eauparaha.
Beyond Waimea, the Ngatiwairangi and Ngatikopiha, who in common

with

down

Kaliukiir
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follo^vers, communication mth Hataitai was reoi^ened imdcr the following

cii'cumstances. Tnaliuriri, deserted in infancy by Tii maro, had now attained

to man's estate, and had settled with his wives on the south-cast coast of the

North Island. But he could not rest till he had solved a question which

had troubled him aU his hfe. Once when a child he had been startled by

playmates

Wliat Running up to his own mother

he inmiediately asked if it was true that he was a bastard. ** No," she said.

** Then where," he asked, '' is my father ?" ''Look where the sun sets, that

is where your father dwells." He kept these words treasm-ed up in his

memory, and now, having attained to man's estate, he determined to go in

search of his father. Leaving his wives behind him he embarked with

seventy men in a war canoe, and crossed the straits to Waimea; ariived

there he landed and di-ew up the canoe hi front of the pa. The inhabitants

came forth to welcome him in and invited him to occupy the residence of

their chief. On entermg the house Tuahuriri laid himself do-wn on his back

near the door, whilst his companions seated themselves round the sides of

tlie house. As no one in the place recognised any of them, the usual

preparations were made for their destruction ; as it was always held by

Maoris that those who were not known friends must be regarded as

enemies, and treated accordingly. Kahukura te paku stationed armed men

aU round the house, and while he was preparing to attack the new comers,

the women and slaves were busy heating the stones and preparing the ovens
r

to cook tlieir 1)001168 iii. While these i^reparatious were heiug matle, and

everyone was longiug for the time when the bodies woukl he cooked and

ready for them to feast upon, the children of the village came flocking roimd

the entrance curious to see the strangers. One more vontiiresome than the

rest cHmbed up to the window, and communicated to those behind him

what he saw ; while so occupied Tuahuru-i lookmg up at the roof said "All,

just like the red battens of my grandfather Kahukura te paku's liouse which

he left over the other side at Kauwhakaarawaru." The boy on hearing this

ran and told the men who were lying in wait. They made him repeat the

words several times, and then Kahukui-a te paku said, "I never left any

house or painted battens on the other side, only the boy on whose account

we came across. Go, ask him his name." Then one arose and approached

and caUedout, "Inside there. Eh! Sit up. Tell me who you are!" Then

Tuahm-ii-i sat up and said, "I am Te hiku tawatawa o te raki" (the name

ffiven to him bv lus father when he was bom). The man went back and

told Kahuk ihn

cra\in < after the flesh of his own grandson.

Approaching the house he told him to come forth, not by the door, but the
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window, so that they might take the tapu off the wood and stones which
they had got ready to cook him and his friends with, as the mtention had
defiled them. Having the

grandson, Tuahurm felt that he was safe ; nevertheless he did not forget

the indignity to which he had been subjected by his own relations, and he
determined to take the first opportunity of punishmg them for it. When
returning to his own home with Kahukura te paku a few weeks afterwards,

the peoi)le of Waimca begged Tuahuriii to come back and visit them m the

autumn, when food would be plentiful, and they could entertain him more
hospitably. But uistcad of donig so, he waited till he knew that they had
planted then- fields, and had nothing in then- storehouses, then, taking one

hundi-ed men in addition to the seventy who went with him before, he
re-crossed the straits. When he landed with all his followers the inhabitants

of Waimca welcomed him verv warrolv. but aiooloo-iaed for the smallnfiss nf

the quantity of food which they set before him, which, thev assured him
inh When

every particle of food in the place was consumed Tuahuriii returned home.
Shortly after his departure the house he occupied was accidentally burnt
down

;
the site of it was soon covered with a luxuriant crop of wild cabbage,

which the people of the pa were di-iven by hunger to gather and eat, and
m consequence of theii- doing so, they all died. For the gi-eens were tapu,

because grown on the site of a house once occupied by Kahukura te paku
and his grandson. The coHc produced by famished people gorgmg on
gi-eens proved fatal because the pam was attributed to the agency of the
offended atuas of their chiefs. This meident throws light upon the fr'equent

occurrence in past years of fatal effects arismg from breaches of tapu.

The taking of Te mata ki kai poika is the next event of importance m
the history of Ngai Tahu.

Tuahui'ii-i had from some cause incurred the ill-will of a powerful
member of his own tribe, the veteran wan-ior Hika oro roa, who assembled
his relations and dependents and led them to the attack of Tuahuriri's pa,

east coast. They reached the place at dawn of

day, and as the leader was preparing to take the foremost place in the
assault, a youth named Turuki, eager to distinguish himself, rushed past
Hika oro roa, who uttered an exclamation of surprise and indignation,

asking, in sneering tones, "Why a nameless warrior should dare to try and
snatch the credit of a victory he had done nothing to win?" Turuki,
burning with shame at the taunt, rushed back to the rear and addressed
himself to Tutekawa, who was the head of his family, and besought him to

withdraw his contingent and to attack the pa himself from the other side,

and for ever preveiit such a reproach from being uttered again. Tutekawa,

the
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wlio felt tlie insult as keenly as Lis young relative, instantly adopted his

suggestion ; and so rapidly did he effect the movement, that his absence

was not discovered before he had successfully assaulted the pa and his

name was being shouted forth as the victor. Tuahuriri was surprised

asleep in his whare, but succeeded in escaping, leaving his two wives,

Hine kai taki and Tuara whati, to their fate. These women were persons

of great distinction and were related to all the principal families in that

part of the country, and thek lives ought to have been quite safe in the

hands of their husband's relations. But Tutekawa, who was a man of

cruel disposition, finding the husband had escaped, killed both the women.

As the war party were re-embarking a few hours after, Tuahuriri came out

to the edge of the forest, which reached nearly to the shore, andcaUing Tu-

tekawa, asked him if he had got his waist- cloth, belt, and weapons ; on

being answered in the affirmative, he begged that they might be given back

to him. Tutekawa then stepped forward and flung them towards him.

After picking them up, Tuahuriri thi-eatened his cousin with the vengeance

of his atuas for the injury he had done* to him, and retu'ing into the depths

of the forest he invoked the help of his femiliar sphits, and by their agency

raised the furious gale known as Tehau o Eongomai. This tempest

dispersed Tutekawa's fleet, and many of his canoes were upset and the

crews di-owned. He with much difficulty reached the South Island, where

to escape the vengeance of Tuahurm, he decided to remain. He had
nothing to fear for the Ngatimamoe, to whom he was related on the mother's

side, and he knew that his presence would be still more welcome to them,

because he was willing to turn his arms against the remnant of Waitaha

who still maintained their independence. We now take leave of Tutekawa

for some years, and return to trace the fortunes of the warriors at Hataitai,

of whom we have heard nothing since Tu maro's secession.

Though constantly at war with then- neighbours or quarrelling amongst

themselves, they had succeeded hitherto in maintaining their ground ; but

certain events occurred after the fall of Te mata ki kai poika and the defeat

of Tuahuriri, which ultimately led to their migration to the South Island,

The first was the marriage of Tiotio's two daughters to Te Hautaki,

which was brought about in the following manner :—Te Hautaki, who was

the chief of a hapu living at Kahu, and allied to Ngatimamoe, was one day

driven out to sea ft'om the fishing ground by a gale of wind. Fearing that

his canoe would be upset, and being unable to get back to his own place,

he tried to reach the opposite shore of the straits, and with much difficulty

effected a landing after dusk at Whanga nui a tara, just below the

Ngatikuri pa. ** We are all dead men, " he said to his crew, " unless we can

reach the house of Tiotio unobserved.*' Tiotio was the upoko ariki, or
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hereditary high ]3riest of the tribe, and probably Hautaki regarded him in

the light of a connection, since his son Tuteuretira was married to a

Ngatimamoe woman and living amongst that tribe. " Is there any one of

you/' he asked, '* who can point out this chief s house ?" Fortunately one of

the crew had been before to Hataitai and was able to act as guide. Having

drawn up their cauoe^ they all marched noiselessly in single file till they

reached the remotest of the chiefs houses, which were distinguished from

others around them by their great height and size. Passing by those of

Maru, Manawa, and Eakai tauwheke, they came to that of Tiotio. Enter-

ing the house they found his wife seated beside a fire near the door, and the

old man himself lying down at the farthest end. Roused by the noise of

their footsteps, the old chief stood up and asked who they were, Te Hautaki

replied "It is I." No sooner were they aware who it really was than the old

wife set up aery of welcome, but she was instantly checked by her husband,

who dreaded the consec^uence of rousing the pa, and begged her not to attract

attention, as that would endanger the lives of the whole party. He then

told her to set food quickly before them, as they could not be killed after

havmg been entertained as guests by the chief tohunga of the tribe. In

obedience to his wishes, she placed a x^oha of preserved koko before them,

and when they had finished their meal, she went over with a message from

her husband to Eakai tauwheke, who was married to two of their daughters,

Tahupare and Eongopare. That chief, in hearing of Te Hautaki's arrival,

asked whether he had been allowed to eat in his father-in-law's house ; on

being answered in the afl&rmative, " That is enough," he said, " I will come

and see him in the morning." Before doing so, however, he sent to inform

Manawa and Maru and others, and as soon as what had happened became

generally known throughout the pa, the warriors assembled abound Tiotio's

house, and witli yells and frantic cries hm'led their spears against the roof

and sides, and behaved as if they mteuded to pull the house down. "When
ft

old Tiotio remonstrated with them, they ceased their violence, and invited

Te Hautaki to come out to them, when there was much talking and sx)eech-

maklng of a friendly kind, which finally ended in a proposal that Tiotio's

remaining daughters—Eakai te kura and Mahanga tahi—should be given

in marriage to Te Hautaki. As all the parties concerned were agreeable

to this, the marriage took place without any delay. The Ngai Tahu chiefs

asked many questions of their visitor about his house in the other island,

and were so favourably impressed with his answers, that many responded

to his invitation to accompany him when he returned. The final migration,

however, did not take place till some time after Te Hautaki's return.

Last Migration.

What Tapu, a Kahununu chief,
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heard tliose who had seen Eakai tauwheke's house at Hataitai praismg the

workmanship) of it, and, being jealous, said— '* "What is his house to my
Kopapa, which will carry me along the backbone of Eongo rongo." These

words coming to Eakai tauwheke's ears, were interpreted by him to mean a

curse, and when Tapu afterwards came on a visit with some friends to

Hataitai, Eakai tauAvheke fell upon him and killed him, but spared all his
r

companions, whom he allowed •to return safely home. But di'eading the

vengeance of Tapu's tribe, the Ngai Tahu abandoned Hataitai, and crossed

over the straits in a body to Moioio, an island in one of the sounds close to

Kai hinu, where there was a mixed settlement of Ngaitara and Ngatimamoe.

Here they lived i^eaceably with their neighbours for some time till then' anger

was aroused by the discovery that they had joined in eating the corrupted

body of a Ngai Tahu man which they had found in the forest, where,

unknown to his friends, he had died. This was considered a very gross

insult, and was avenged in the following manner :—Someone was sent to

fetch the leg and thigh-bones of Te ao Marere, a Ngaitara chief, whose

remains had been lately discovered in a cave by some Ngai Tahu women
w^hen gathering flax on the slopes of Kaihinu. Out of these bones hooks

were made, and when Ngaitara went out to fish a Ngai Tahu man, taking

one of the hooks, went with them ; and when the fish greedily attacked the

bait, and were drawn up to the surface in rapid succession, he said, in a

tone to be heard and remarked, " How the old man buried up there nips."

The words were noted, and it was agreed that they could only refer to the

desecration of their chiefs grave, and to set the question at rest a person

was sent to examine it, w^hen it was found that part of the skeleton had
r

been removed. As the Ngaitara did not regard this as a justifiable act of

retaliation for then' havingeatenthebody which they found, they determined

therefore to avenge it. An opportunity of doing so was afforded to them

shortly afterwards, when a party of Ngai Tahu women came as usual to

the neighbourhood of Kai hinu to gather flax. While they were busily

employed at their work, the Ngaitara attacked and killed the whole of

it w^hom vras the daughter of Puraho. This chief mourned

sorely for his child and vowed to avenge her ; but before he could do so,

he was himself killed by the same people, who, feeling that they had

incurred the vengeance of Ngai Tahu, were resolved to follow up what they

had done and to be the first in the field. Observhig from the mainland,

which was only a short way off, that Puraho and Manawa went every

ninfir at dawn
purpose

plant an ambush near the spot to he in wait for them. Accordin

themselves
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liidcleu by the cross beams, tliey awaited tlie coming of the doomed men.
At break of day the two a])proached ; Puraho being in advance was the first to

turn and sit on the beam, and Manawa was about to do the same, when he
was startled and prevented by the uprising of the warrior under Puraho,
who killed that chief by a sudden blow on the back of the head. Manawa
immediately fled and escaped into the pa.

The death of Puraho convinced Ngai Tabu of the insecm-ity of their

position at Moioio, and they determined to abandon it and to remove to te

Kane, at the mouth of the Wairau river, where they built a strongly fortified

pa. As soon as they had provided for the safety of their families, they
began to take measures for avenging the death of Pm-aho, and the women
so mercilessly slaughtered by Ngaitara.

Commencement of War wiiJi Ngaiimamoe.

They first attacked a neighbouring pa, and captured it. Amongst the
prisoners was the chief Te Eapa a te kui'i, who was brought by his captors
to ilaru, in order that he might have the satisfaction of putting him to
death as utu for his father and sister. But contrary to ;theh: expectations,
and to the annoyance and disgust of everyone, Maru spared the prisoner's
life. Waitai was so exasperated by his culpable leniency, that he immedi-
ately withdrew with 300 foUowers, and sailed away to the south,
settlmg for a time at Pukekura. On taking his departure he warned those
who remained against a leader who would encourage them to attack his
enemies and then deprive them of then- right to put their captives to death.
" I will never again join with Maru," he said, *' but will fight my enemies
where I shall not be interfered with." Though considerably weakened by the
secession of Waitai, Ngai Tahu wished to contmue the war, but were
opposed by Maru, who, being related to Ngaitara, did not like to see them
crushed. WhHe the Ngai Tahu chiefs were disputing about then- future plans,
Te Kane and Tau hikii went out one day to fish, in order to silence the cries
of their grandchndren for a change of food. They had not gone far from
the shore when both canoes were enveloped in a fog ; the crews could hear
the splashing of the paddles, but could not see each other ; they succeeded,
however, in reacliing the fishing ground, and Tau hiku was the first to drop
his anchor, and just as Te Kane was about to do the same, he became
aware that they were being pursued, and that the sound of paddling
proceeded from canoes sent after them by Ngatimamoe. Te Kane turned
at once and pulled towards the shore, but Tau hiku was surrounded and
taken prisoner. A running fight was then maintahied between Te Kane's
canoe and Ngatimamoe. The fog prevented the position of affairs being
seen fi-om the shore, where Ngai Tahu were in complete ignorance of the
danger then- friends were in, though, as the canoes approached the land,
sounds of strife reached tbpir povc
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Te Kane managed to keep tlie enemy from coming to close quarters by

the help of his nephew, who, acting npon his instructions, watched his

opportunity whenever they came close enough to seize the man nearest to

him, jerk him on board his own canoe, and kill him by cleaving open his

skuU ; and as his blood spirted out over his comrades, they drew back with

horror, and gave Te Kane a slight advantage in the race. This was repeated

again and again till they got quite close to the shore, when the fog rose and

discovered the combatants to the people of the pa, who were wondering what

it could be that was causing such a din. Manawa and others ran down to

the landing place, where they saw Tau hiku, their tohunga, lying bomid in

the bottom of the Ngatimamoe canoe, which had pursued Te Kane to

within a few yards of the beach. The Ngai Tahu were overwhelmed with

grief and alarm, and wailed forth their last farewell to the old priest doomed
to fill the enemy^s oven ; in acknowledgment of then- parting cries, he held

up two fingers.

Ngai Tahu were paralyzed by the loss of their wisest tohimga, for there

was no one to take his place—no one who could read the omens and tell

the propitious time for attack, or forewarn them of approachhig danger.

The chiefs assembled and continued long in anxious consultation. '*Have

we no one," they asked, " of the race of Tau hiku who can enlighten us

—

one with whom he has left his knowledge ?" They called his daughter and
questioned her. She advised them to summon Tau hiku's son Pohatu,
but they ridiculed the idea ; he had never displayed any ialent, and had
from boyhood consorted with slaves in preference to persons of his own
rank. " Can such a one as Pohatu enlighten and dh-ect us ? His place is

in the kitchen beside the cooking fire ; what can the defiled know about

sacred things!" Still his sister urged that he might be sent for and

questioned; so at last they took Pohatu, and, having stripped him of his

clothes, they took him to the water and cleansed him, and then performed

certain incantations over him to consecrate him and make him ** tapu."

When the ceremonies were completed they asked him what Tau hiku meant

by holding up two fingers. " Two years," he replied. *' You must wait for

that time before you attempt to avenge his death, in order that the grass

may hide the oven in which he was cooked."

During this period of forced inaction, the Xgai Tahu were particularly

anxious to know what their enemies were doing, and in this they w^ere

greatly assisted by a man named Kiti, who was related to both tribes, and

who by common consent acted as spy for both. Kiti alarmed the Ngai Tahu

with the reports he brought to them of the formidable preparations being

made by Ngatimamoe for the coming struggle. Besides the ordinary

weapons, they had prepared spears pointed with the barbed and poisonous

I
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sting of the ray—of which everyone appeared to stand in great dread. As

the time approached for commencing hostilities, all hearts were filled with

alarm, and as this feeling of dread mcreased the older chiefs felt that some-

thing must be done to counteract it, or then* defeat and destruction were

certain. They decided, therefore, to take the mitiative, and to commence

hostilities at once. Then Maru rose and called upon the veteran warriors,

the heroes of former battles, to recount the story of then- deeds so as to

inspire the tribe with courage :
—" Rise up, Te Kane, and tell the people

what thou achieved at "Whanga nui a tara !" But Te Kane kept his seat, and

replied: '* Ah! that was accomplished in the midst of thousands supporting

me, but here, single-handed, what can I do I" Turning to another, he said :

** Eise up, Manawa, and tell the story of thy brave deeds at Waihao !"

But Manawa only repeated Te Kane's words :
" They were done amidst

supporting thousands." One after another the heroes were appealed to,

but all in vain; till Maru turned to Eakai tauwheke : "Eise, Wheke!"
** Yes," he said, "I will; since all these brave men decline, I will force the

way—I \\dll charge the foe—I will lead the people on to victory! Eouse

thyself, Pohatu ! Eouse thyself, seer I Dig the wells, rear the mounds

that you may see how the tatare (dog-fish) of Tane moehau (his mother)

will burst the nets I" The bold bearing of Eakai tauwheke revived the

drooping sphits of his tribe. His words inspired them with courage ; and

the omens given by Pohatu decided Ngai Tahu to attack the enemy at once.

They swarmed up the hill-side that separated them from the pa ; but

Ngatimamoe, thanks to Kiti, were well informed of their movements, and

before they could reach the top, came pouring over the ridge, filling the air

with theu' yells of defiance, and raining do-^n their dreaded spears upon the

advancing ranks. Eakai tauwheke kexit well in front, and succeeded in

warding off every weapon aimed against him, and finally reached the top of

the hill, where he was soon joined by others, and there, by a prodigious

display of valour, he completely routed the enemy, who broke and fled in

every direction. Tu te uretira pursued after Tu ma taiao, a Ngatimamoe

chief married to a sister of Maru, and would have caught him but for an

accident to his foot, which obliged him to give up the chase. As he did so

he called out to his flying foe :
** It is only this painful foot prevents my

overtaking you." To which the other sneerlngly replied: '*Are you the

one who can catch by morning the moving feet, swift as the raupo swaying

in the wind ?" '' Ah V said Tu te m-etira, " Can you escape by morning

tlie cutting toetoe of Tm'au moa?" No vain boast, as he afterwards

proved.

Among those who fell upon this occasion was Kana te pu, who had sadly

misread the omens. In his island home at Eakiura he dreamt that he
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caught a wliite crane, which kicked him in the chest while vainly struggling

to get free. Interpreting this di^eam to mean that he was destined to over-

come some famous Ngai Tahu warrior, he went to a neighbouring stream

to bind the omen, and then eager to distinguish himself summoned his

followers and took his departure for the seat of war. In the crisis of the

battle when Eakai tauwheke was slaying those to the right and left of him

with his taiaha, Kana te pu, w^atching his opportunity, sprang upon his

shoulders, and held him so firmly that he could not draw his arms

back again. He tried in vain to shake him off, but by a sudden movement

of his hands he jerked the point of his weapon against the head of his

opponent, and then, by a violent contortion of the body, succeeded in inflict-

inga mortal wound, and the white crane fell dead at his feet.

After the defeat of Ngatimamoe at Te Whae, or battle of the ray-barbed

spears, peace was restored for some years, and Ngai Tahu were permanently

settled at Wairau.

But trouble was brewing for Ngatimamoe in a (][uarter whence it was

least expected.

For many years two Ngai Tahu chiefs had lived amongst them, and

having married their women were regarded as being thoroughly identified

with them. One appears to have been of a moody sullen disposition whilst

the other was quite the reverse, and made hiniseK so x^op^^l^i" that he was

elected chief of the hapu with whom he lived. Apoka lived a solitary life

with his two wives and a few slaves while Tu te ureth-a ruled a pa contain-

ing three hundred Ngatimamoe. Apoka's ground was too poor to cultivate

and game rarely frequented the woods in his neigbourhood. He was forced

to depend for subsistence on fern root. He bore his privations cheerfully

till his suspicions were aroused that his wives partook of better fare than

they chose to set before him. He daily noticed that their breath gave

evidence of their having eaten some savoury food. He remarked that

although they paid frequent visits to their relatives who resided at a place

celebrated for the variety and plenty of its supplies, they never brought

anything to vary the sameness of his diet. He was convinced these visits

were made to replenish secret stores concealed from him by his wives at the

suggestion of their people, who perhaps thought that if he once tasted the

good things of Waipapa he might advise his tribe to take possession of it by

force. His wives when questioned indignantly denied that they ate any-

thing better than the food given to their lord. Convinced, however, that

they deceived him, and brooding over his wrong, he resolved to seek his

cousin's advice. On drawing near the settlement he found Tu te m^etu-a in

the midst of a large kumera plantation urging on the labours of a hundx-ed

.men. Ilis cousin asked whether ho should cause the men to desist froiA
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their work and to adjourn to the pa to listen to whatever he might have to say,

'' Xo," replied Apoka, '* my husiuessis with you alone, let the men continue

their work." The two then visited the tuahu, where they performed certain

rites, and then retired to the veranda of the chiefs house, where one of his

wives had arranged some food for the refreshment of the visitor. Tu te

uretira blessed the food, and then invited his cousin to partake of it, begging

him to refresh himself, and then tell him his business before the people

returned from the field to prepare a feast in his honour. Apoka bent his

head a long time in silence, and then said, " I am stupefied, I am amazed at

the variety of food;" then pointing to each basket before him in succession

he asked what they contained. Ho then resumed his silence, and fixing

his eyes on the ground remained in that position for some hours. He was

roused from his reverie by the arrival of the tribe bringing the feast they

had prepared, and which they set down in httle piles before him. He made
the same answer to all their pressing invitations to eat, ** I am overcome, I am
astonished, I cannot eat." " But how is it," enquired his cousin, '* that you

who married Ngatimamoe women should exj;)ress such astonishment at the

every-day fare of that -people, surely you enjoy the same advantages as

myself by your connection with them?" In reply Apoka told him his

suspicions respecting his wives, which had received confirmation by what he

had seen during his visit. Tu te lu-eth'a advised him to refer the matter to

the elders of the tribe at Wairan who would be only too glad to take up his

quarrel that they might dispossess Ngatimamoe of Waipapa. Apoka,

satisfied with the advice, rose and returned fasting to his home, where his

wives brought him the usual meal, of which he partook, and then retu-ed to

rest. To hill any suspicions that might arise respecting the object of his

visit to Wairau, he set off for Waipapa early the next morning accompanied

by a slave bearing his fishing tackle. The canoes were already launched

when he arrived, and all the men were about starting on a fishing expedi-

tion. On seeing him, however, the principal chief of the place gave

immediate orders that the canoes should be drawn up, and that everyone

should return to the pa out of respect to his son-in-law. But when Apoka
assured him that his only object in coming was to go with them, and that

he would be disappointed unless they went, the canoes were maimed and
they all started for the fishing ground. Only two fishes were caught, and
these by Te Apoka. The whole party were much annoyed at their want of

success, and regarded it as an ill omen. On landing, his friends be^^f^ed

Apoka to remain and partake of then- hospitality, but he refused to stay and
ordered his servant to bring the fish and to follow him. The first thino- he
did when he got home was to hang the fish up on the tuahu as an offering

to his atua. He then ordered his wives to prepare a quantity of fern-root as
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he intended to take a long journey. When his arrangements Tvere com-

pleted, he took one fish, and fastening it to the end of a rod, bore it on his

shoulder to Wahau. His tribe no sooner saw him than they recognized the

symbol which indicated a troubled mind, and immediately guessed his errand.
r

They gave him a hearty welcome and crowded eagerly round to hear the

story of his wrongs. As he detailed the various circumstances then- indig-

nation rose higher and higher, and when he proposed to lead them against

the Ngatimamoe young and old shouted with delight. It was agreed that

the close relationship existing between himself and his wives shielded them

from punishment, but that the insult they had offered must be wix:)ed out

by the blood of then* tribe. Fearing to go near Tu te uretka lest the enemy

should be warned, they took a very circuitous route and came upon the

doomed pa at da-^ii. Apoka knowing it was the custom of the place to go

early every day to fish, placed his men in ambush round the ^a ; dkecting

Uhikore, a warrior famed for his bravery, to he in wait under the principal

chiefs canoe. His arrangements were scarcely completed before Paua

himself appeared. He was a very tall man, and so powerful that, imaided,

he could launch a war canoe. He placed his shoulder against the bow of

his canoe to push it as usual into the water, when Uhikore rose and felled

him to the ground. The cry that Paua was killed struck terror into the

hearts of the Ngatimamoe, and ere they could recover themselves the place

was stormed and taken. A few only escaped ; the rest were either eaten or

reduced to slavery,*

Apoka, whose hatred seemed implacable, resolved to destroy that poiiion

of Ngatimamoe over whom Tu te uretira ruled. He sent Uhikore clothed in

the spoils of Paua to inform him of his design. As he approached, the

garments he wore were recognized by Paua's relations, who bewailed his sad

fate with loud lamentations. Deserted by Tu te uretira, who returned with

Uhikore to the camp of his victorious countrymen, and dreading an attack,

the Xgatimamoe abandoned the settlements, and fled down the coast towards

Kaikoura, where they remained undisturbed for some yeai's. Having chosen

a strong position at Peketa, on the hill-side at the mouth of the Kahutara,

they built a fortified pa, and being jomed by other sections of the tribe, they

were emboldened to attack a fightmg party of the Ngai Tahu, They suc-

ceeded in capturing all the canoes but one, that of Te Kane, which escaped

with the loss of the most of the crew. This led to a renewal of hostilities

between the two tribes ; a battle was fought at Opokihi, and again on the

banks of the Kahutara, in both which engagements Ngatunamoe were

defeated. They then retired within their fortifications, aad Ngai Tahu laid

siege, but failed for niany months to effect an entrance. A council of chiefs

Pail of Waipapa is placed by some before the battle of Ika a whaturoa.
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was then held, at which Eakai tauwheke proposed to draw the enemy out

by stratagem. His jplau w^as approved of, and he proposed to carry it out

on the following morning. Putting on two feather-mats, and armed with a

patu paraoa, he went before dawn to the beach, and entering the surf

threw himself down and allowed the waves to carry him backwards and

forwards, occasionally raising his arm a little that it might appear like a fin.

The sentinels soon took notice of the dark object in the water, which they

concluded must be either a seal or a young whale. The cry of " He ika

moana ! he ika moanal" brought the whole pa to then' doors, and a

general rush towards the beach followed, each striving to secure the prize.

The pa was so close to the shore that the people did not hesitate to open

the gates, and the foremost man plunged into the surf, but before he could

discover his mistake the supposed fish rose and struck him dead. The

alarm was immediately given, and the crowd fell back within the stockade

and the scheme failed. Weakened and wearied by the war, the two tribes

laid down their arms and made peace, which contuiued till broken by

Manawa's raid on Omihi.

The Ngatimamoe at that place were partly ruled by Takiauau, a Ngai

Tahu and nephew of Te Eangi whakaputa, who was related to the former

tribe on the mother's side. For some reason Manawa attacked these

people. Having approached the pa with six companions for the purpose of

reconnoitring, he caught sight of the tu ao kura, or head ornament of

Eakaimomona, father of Tukiauau, who was sitting outside his house.

Manawa hurled a spear in that dkection and pierced the old man through

the heart, then ^vithout being aware of what he had done, he returned to

join the main body of his followers, resolving to attack the pa at dawn.

"Witliin the pa all was confusion, the death of Eakaimomona produced a

panic, and it was decided to evacuate the place during the night, but in order

to conceal their intentions from the enemy, they left fires burning in every

house. Manawa, ignorant of what had happened, cautiously approached at

dawn to invest the place, but not seeing anyone moving about, he sent

scouts to the top of a neighbouring hill from which the pa could be over-

looked, and they soon returned with the intelligence that the place was

deserted. Manawa immediately returned to Waipax:)a and reported what

had happened to Maru, who offered to follow the fugitives and to bring them

back ; his secret reason for doing this being that his Ngatimamoe connections

might have an oj^portiinitg of avenging Eakaimomona's death at somefuture time.

He found Tukiauau at Tutae putaputa where he was preserving his father's

head, which he intended to keep, according to custom, at one end of his

house, where, surrounded by mats, he and his children could look ux^on it,

and think the old man was still amongst them. Maru urged Tukiauau not
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to go any further, but to build his pa where he was, at Pakihi. This he

consented to do, and Maru returned home. Not long afterwards a chcum-

stance occurred which indicates the existence of such a curious state of

thmgs, that it is hard to understand how any tribe could exist when subject

to such internal disorders, and where its leading members were animated by

such opposite motives.

Maru's daughter Eakai te kura was betrothed in infancy to Te Eangi

tauhunga, son of Te Eangi whakaputa ;
notwithstanding this, she married

with her father's consent Tu a keka ; this so incensed Te Eangi whakaputa

that, on hearing of it, he went straight to Maru's enclosure and killed one

of his servants, Tu manawa rua, right before his face. So gross an outrage

could not be patiently borne, and Maru sought the protection of Tukiauau

with whom he remained till Te Eangi whakaputa was forced by the Ngai

Tahu, who regretted the absence of a favourite chief, to go and ask him to

come back. On his arrival at Pakihi Maru presented him with a large

poha or kelp-vessel full of preserved birds, which was called Tohu raumati.

Te Eangi whakaputa, while accepting it, refused to allow it to be opened,

saying, " It shall be for you Maru when you return to us." As soon as Maru

did reach Waipapa he proposed that the poha should be eaten on the war

path, as they had a death to avenge. Maru could not kill the man who
k

insulted liim, nor any of his people, but lie hoped that in fighting the

common enemy some of Te Eangi whakapnta's kin would be killed, and so

payment for his murdered servant and injured honour would he obtained.

Ngai Tahu, always eager for war, responded to his invitation and followed

him to the attack of Kura te au, a pa belonging to Ngaitaka. It was taken,

and amongst the prisoners was Hiue Maka, a woman of rank, who was

brought to Maru in order that he might put her to death ; but instead of

doing so he gave her in marriage to his son, and when asked the reason for

this strange act his reply was, "When my descendants, the offspring of this

marriage, are taunted with bemg slaves on the mother's side, the particulars

will be enquu-ed into, and then it will be found that the mother was taken

prisoner when the death of my father was behig avenged, so that the memory

of my father's death having been avenged wiU be better preserved by sparing

this woman than by killing her."

It was about this time that Ngai Tahu had a visit from a celebrated

Neatimamoe chief Te Eangitauneke, who lived at Ohou near the Opihi

He came as the champion of his tribe for the purpose of challenging

Manawa to single combat with spears. But Manawa's friends would not

„ii 1,:™ i„ „„..^+ +!,„ ^iioilono-A ffinrinf? that he mi^ht be killed. Maru,

river.

however, was aUowed to take it up, and at the appointed time. In the

presence of the assembled warriors, the two chiefs encountered each other.
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Eangitauneke was the first to hurl his spear, which Marn parried ; then

Maru, not wishing to kill him, threw his spear in such a mauner as to pass

between his legs and through his apron. Te Eangitaunehe acknowledged

himself beaten and returned home, where he was, shortly after, reported to

be killed at Upokopipi, havhig been surprised by his enemies while sleeping

with a woman in the grass outside his pa. His atua matamata, however,

came to his rescue and licked up his blood, when he recovered and re-entered

the pa, now in his enemies' hands ; having routed them he set fire to the

place, and retu-ed with friends towards the south, where, after many
encounters with Ngai Tahu, he eventually died at Waihopai.

During the peace which followed the taking of Kura te au, the most

friendly intercourse existed between the various Maori communities ; to

such an extent did this prevail that Manawa even ventured to visit Tukiau-

au, whose father he had killed a few years before. The object of the visit

was to see the far-famed beauty Te ahua rangi, daughter of Tu whakapau,

with a view to making at some future time a proposal of marriage on behalf

of his son Te rua hikihiki. He did not conceal from his own people that

he hoped, by means of this marriage, to secure the Ngatimamoe hapu, to

which the beauty belonged, as his son's serfs. The idea tickled the fancy

of his followers, who, while employed fastening the side-boards of his canoe

preparatory to his departure, could not refrain from joking about the people

who were so soon to become their chiefs pori, *'EhI this is a grand

idea," said one. Ah ! said another, '* wait till you have successfully snared

the thick-necked bird of Hika roroa." The visit passed ofif pleasantly, and

Manawa was returning home ; the people were flocking to the beach side of

the pa to wish him good-bye, when Te Eangi whakaputa hearing some one

sobbing, turned round and saw it was Tukiauau. ''Are you a woman that

you cry?" "No," said he, *'I am only grieving at my brother's departure."

" Beware 1" was the reply. " Do not use green flax, but whitan. Do not

take the foremost nor the hindermost, but the one in the middle, kopu para

para, the star of the year himself. Do not divulge this hint of mine."

The suggestion, so treacherously made by Manawa's friend and companion

in arms, was not forgotten, as the sequel will show. Having waited an

;un

of Tu whakapau to his daughter's marriage with his son. Accompanied by

100 followers he approached the pa, being welcomed with the customary greet-

ings. Amongst his party were Maru's brother and several other relations of

his ; these were led by Hine umutahi to her house, while the rest were shown

into a large house set apart for their reception. Manawa was the last to

enter the pa, and as he bent his head in passhag through the low gateway,

Tukiauau, who was standing iust inside it. struck him a violent blow with
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a stone axe. Manawa staj^gered forward, but before be reached bis com-

panions be received a still more violent blow on tlie bead. Immediately be

got into tbe bouse tbe door was closed, and the old cliiefj after wiping tbe

blood from bis face, addressed bis men. He told tbem tliafc tbeir case was

hopeless. Caught in a trap and surrounded bj" overpowering numbers they

must prepare to die ; all that he desired was that an attempt should be

made to convey to the Ngai Tabu tidings of their cruel fate. Many volun-

teered for the dangerous service.- One having been chosen from the

number, Manawa, after smearing his forehead with the blood from his

own wound, charged him to be brave, and committing him to the care of

his atuas sent him forth. Hundreds of spears were aimed at the

messenger, who fell transfixed before he bad advanced a pace. Again and

again the attempt to escax^e was repeated, but in vain. Tbe imprisoned

band grew dispirited, and Manawa failed to obtain a ready response to his

call for more volunteers. At length a youth closely related to him offered

to make a last attempt. The moment was propitious ; the enemy, certain

of success, guarded the door with less vigilance. Smeared with the dying

chiefs blood, and charged with his last message to bis family and tribe,

Tabua s^u-ang forth ; warding off the spears hmded at him and evading his

pursuers among the houses and enclosures he reached the outer fence, over

which he climbed in safety and turned to rush down the hill. But the

only path bristled with spears. His enemies were pressing upon him. One

chance for life remained. The pa stood on the edge of a cliff; by leaping

down upon the beach below he might escape. Ha made the attempt; and

a shout of triumph rose from bis foes when they saw his body extended upon

the sands ; but then- rage knew no bounds when he sx^rang up, and in a

loud voice defied them to track the swift feet of the son of Tabu. To ahay

the suspicions of those whom he met as he fled along the coast, he gave out

that he was returning for something forgotten at the last campmg-place,

and thus successfully passed on to Waipapa. The Ngatimamoe now pro-

ceeded to kill and eat the \ictim3 of their treachery.

The Ngai Tabu were c[uite unmanned by the startling inteUigence brought

by Tabua. After Manawa's friendly reception on a previous visit to Pakihi,

they were unprepared for this act of revenge for the death of Tuldauau's

father. They determined to let a year pass before they avenged the death

of then- chief, fearing lest a panic might seize them should they fight too soon

on ground where blood dear to them had been so recently spilt. They

preferred waiting till tlie grass had overgrown the oven in which Manawa

was cooked, and hidden all traces of his sad fate. When that time amved

a war party was summoned, and it was decided to ]yvoceei by sea. All the

chiefs except Te Kane were ready on the appomted day, and he was told to

K
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follow. Vexed at being left Leliind lie urged liis men to hasten the fittings

of his canoe, and as soon as they were completed he launched forth and

sailed in quest of his friends. On the second day he saw their fires, hut

passing by them lauded on a point which served to conceal his canoe, but

from which he could watch the Ngatimamoe pa. Seeing the enemy leaving

the shore to fish in the morning he waited till they anchored, and then,

issuing from his retreat, charged down upon them. He succeeded in

capturing one canoe, and having killed all on board except the chief, he

rowed back to the place where he had last seen his comrade's fires. They

took him at first for an enemy and were not a little surprised when they

recognized the very man whom they were waiting for. Seeing he had a

prisoner, they called to ask who he was. " Tukaroua," replied Kane.

" He is my brother-in-law," shouted Maru, who came running down to the

edge of the water with a mat '' to cover him. Kane, fearing his life would be

spared, stooped down and bit off his right ear and ate it. " Oh ! oh !" cried

the man. "Aha," said Kane. " Did Manawa cry out when he was struck ?"

The brother-in-law seeing

Kane's determmation to retaliate Manawa's death upon the prisoner,

reluctantly gave him up to be eaten.

The next day Ngai Tahu laid seige to Pakilii, but its strong position

baffled every effort made to take it. Food failed besiegers and besieged. The

K"ai Tahu were about to reth-e, when Tu te rangi apiapi who icas related to

iwn

persons in the pa, hit upon a plan for its destruction. Withoiit divulging his

design he asked permission ostensible

purpose of offering conditions of peace. He was well received by the

besieged and his visits became frequent and long continued. The Ngai Tahu

grew impatient at the delay and wanted to know how he was to effect his

object. " Wait," he said, " till a nor'wester blows, and then seize the opportu-

nity afforded to you." When the wind blew from the desired quarter, Tu te

ra-gi apiapi went as usual and seated himself in the doorway of a kauta,

near the lower end of the pa and on the windward side. Having procured
r

one of the long stones with which the women prepared the fern-root, he

fastened one end to a piece of green flax and put the other into a fire

;

when it was red hot he watched his opportunity and slung it into the

thatch of an adjoining house. A cry of fire soon arose. The unsuspected

perpetrator of the deed rushed out to assist the crowds who were trymg to

PTtnicrnisb the flames, but in his apparent haste to pull off the burning

mi

otlier houses, find in a few moments the whole place was involved in the

• If a chief wished to spare a particular prisoner he threw one of his garments oTer

him.
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conflagration. Under cover of the smoke, tlie Ngai Taliu entered and ft

general massacre ensued. Amongst those who fled was Tu mataiao. Tu te

uretira, mindful of his former boast, pursued after him, and this time

caught him. " Let me live," he begged. " Ah ! was it not you who said

I could not catch by morning the feet moving like the swift quivering

raupo ? Come with me to the camp.'* Arrived there, Maru beckoned for

Tu mataiao to be brought to his side, where he made room for him upon

his mat. The poor wretch thought his life was now safe, when to his

dismay Maru the merciful rose up, and, addressing the tribe, said—''Here,

take your food, only take care first to burn off the skin that has nestled

beside that of your sister,** Tu mataiao was then seized and put to death

and eaten.

Weakened by successive defeats the Ngatimamoe gradually retired

southwards, and we do not hear of then- making any very determined stand

between the fall of Pakihi, or Pari whakatau, and the great battle on the

banks of the Aparima thirty years afterwards, when their forces were

completely annihilated, although constant petty encounters between the

two contending tribes continued up to the very last. It was during this

Pakihi

lying

of a more ancient date ; the reason given for their choosing such temporary

shelter being that they thought they were less hkely to be attacked, and if

they were they would be in a better position to escape. Tukiauau, who

escaped v\ith his son and a few followers, separated from the main body of

fugitives and went do^^Ti to the Wailiora lake where he built a pa, While

there his son Koroki whiti made the acquaintance of Haki t^ kura, the

daughter of the chief whose pa stood at the mouth of the Taiari. This

maiden, unknoAvn to her friends, used to meet her lover on the sands when

the tide was low, and these clandestine meetings continued up to the time

of Tukiauau's departure foi-ther south ; for, hearing rumours of Ngai Tahu

movements, he became alarmed and determined to place himself beyond

pursuit. Accordingly he abandoned his pa at Waihora and embarked with

his followers in a large war canoe. As they were passing below her father^s

pa, Haki te kura, eager to join her lover, jumped off the cliff into the water,

g so either fell upon a rock or on the edge of the canoe and

kiU

man

r the

Waitin

lull suspicion he followed in Tukiauau's wake, but could not for a long

time discover his retreat, which was at length betrayed by the smoke of a

fire on the island of Kakiura. Concealing himself behind some islets he

waitpd till a canoe, manned bv a larsre number of persons, came out to fish-
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wlieu tliey Lad anchored, and their attention was fixed upon their lines, Tu

"wiri roa Lore down upon them and cut off their escape. Taken unawares

without their weapons the crew were easily overpowered and put to death,

an I all their companions on shore soon after shared their fate.

Waitai.

It does not appear that "Waitai, after separating himself from the main

hody of Ngai Tahu and fixing his residence in the south, was ever as

successful in his encounters with Ngatimamoe as those whom he deserted
;

whilst they made a clean sweep of their opponents driving them steadily

down the coast before them, Waitai seems to have been content to plant

stations here and there amongst Ngatimamoe without attempting their

subjugation. We find him in alliance with Te Kangi tau neke, and joining

with him in expeditions against Te Kapuwai or Waitaha who were still

numerous inland. Thkty years after the conquest of the northern part of

the island, Ngatimamoe were still so strong in the south that they threatened

the existence of the Ngai Tahu settlements there.

Amongst the most noted chiefs who followed in Waitaha' s wake was Te

Wera, who for a time occupied a strong position at the mouth of the

Waikouaiti river. He is more distinguished for his achievements against

his own tribe in the south than against the common enemy. He finally

settled at Kakiura, where he lived principally on seal's flesh and grew very

fat. At the '*Neck'' a place called '^the Fright of Te Wera" is pointed out

where his first encounter with a seal took place; when he confessed that he,

who never knew what fear was in any battle with men, felt temfied then.

On his death-bed he advised his family to return to the maiu land, '* that

they might lie on a fragrant bed, and not on a stinking one like his." An
oven in his estimation being preferable to a grave."

Wharau nga pu raho niii.

Wa now enter on the second period of the Ngai Tahu occupation, the

first having closed with the fall of Pakilii and the dispersion of its

inhabitants. The invaders now held entke possession of the country

from Wairau southwards as far as Waihora, and occupied fortified pas

here and there throughout the Ngatimamoe country as far south as

Eakiura.

The second period opens with the arrival, about the year 1727, of a

party of young chiefs at Kaiapoi, known as the Wharaunga j)uraho nui, or

colonising noblemen, consisting of the sons of the principal Ngai Tahu

chiefs, some of whom had been brought up in the other island by their

Kahununu relations. Amongst them were the sons of Turakautahi. This

chief had selected Kaiapoi ^s his residence, where he established a rej)utation

for hospitality—a virtue which on his death-bed he enjoined his posterity to

continue for ever the practice of.
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Taking Possessrori of the Land.

These young cliiefs having ascertained from persons familiar with the

physical feakxres of the country the names of the various locahties, pro-

ceeded to divide the unallotted part of the comitry amongst themselves.

And their procedure on this occasion is of particular interest, as it serves

to illustrate one method by which the Maoris acqtuired title to land.

Kakapo skins were at that time highly prized, and every one of the party

was deskous to secure a preserve for himself. As they approached the

mountain known as Whata arama, they each claimed a peak of the range.
m

" That is mine," cried Moki, "that my daughter, Te ao tnlda, may possess

a kilt of kakapo skins to make her fragrant and beautiful." " Mine," cried

Tane tild, " that the kakapo skins may form a kilt for my daughter Hine

mihi." "Mine," cried Hikatutae, "that the kakapo skins may form a

gurdle for my daughter Kaiata." Moki, one of the party, had his servant

with him, who whispered in his ear, "Wait, do not claim anything yet;"

and then the man climbed up into a tree. " What are you doing ?" said

the rest of the party. "Only breaking off the diy brancbes to light oui- fire

with;"—but he was in reality lookmg out for the mountain Turakautalii

had told his master was the i^lace where the kakapo were most abundant.

Presently he espied the far-famed peak. "My mountain Kura tawhiti!"

be cried. "Ours!" said Moki. The claim was at once recognized by the

other members of the exploring expedition, and Moki's descendants have

ever since enjoyed the exclusive right to hunt kakapo on Kura tawhiti.

Hostihties ao-ainst Ngatimamoe were renewed on the an-ival of these
o"-^"^" "'o

counsels

An expedition under the command of Mold was sent in the canoe Makawhiua

against Parakakariki on the south-eastern side of the peninsula. After

;urned to Koukourarata, where he lande

Waikakahi, where Tu te kawa, who IdU

grandfather's wives, was still livm This

chief, whose flight south has already been mentioned, settled first at

Okohana because eels were plentiful there, but finding those of Waihora

were of a better quality, he removed to the shores of that lake, and built a

pa at Waikakahi, while his son Te Kangitamau built another at Taumutu.

Surrounded by his allies and at such a great distance from his enemies,

Tu te kawa thought himself quite safe ; but the avenger of blood was already

on his track, and he was doomed to die a violent death. The shadow of

Moki's form across his threshold was the first intimation of immediate

danger which the W^aikakahi people had. The old chief, infirm and helpless,

was found coiled up in his mats in a corner of his house, and a natural

i;
and
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:lirust Lis spear between them, and
plunged it into the old man's body.

Having ascertained that Te Rangitamau was away at Taumutu, and not

knowing what course he might take, Moki gave orders that a watch shoiild

be kept during the night round the camp to guard against surprise, but liis

orders were disregarded. Te Eangitamau, whose suspicions were aroused by
observing a more than ordmary quantity of smoke arising from the neighbour-

hood of his father's pa, set off at once for the place, which he reached after

dark. Passing through the sleeping warriors he approached his father's

house, and looking in saw his wife Puna hikoia sittmg by the fire. Stepping

in he touched her gently on the shoulder, and puttmg his finger to his lips

as a signal to keep silence, beckoned her to come outside. There he
questioned her about what had happened, and finding that she and his

children had been kindly treated, he told his wife to wake Moki after he was
gone, and to give him this message, '' Your hfe was in my hands, but I gave
it back to you." Then taking off his dog-skin mat he placed it across Moki's

knees, and hm^ied away to his own stronghold on the hill close by. When
Puna hikoia thought her husband safe from pursuit, she woke Moki and gave

him the message. Moki felt the mat, and was convinced the woman spoke

the truth. He was greatly mortified at being caught sleeping, as it was
always injurious to a wanior's reputation to be discovered off his guard.

Issuing £i"om the whare he roused his sleeping followers with the words
which have since become x)roverbial, *'Ngai tuwhaitara mata hori." 0, deaf-

eared Tuwhaitara ! The next day negociations were entered into with Te
Eangitamau and peace restored between him and his kinsmen.

West Coast Maoris. Discovery of Greenstone.

It is not till the Ngai Tahu conquests reached Horowhenua that we hear

anything of Ngati Wairangi, the tribe occupying the west coast, who, hke

Ngatimamoe and Ngai Tahu, were descendants of Tura, and crossed over

to this island almost the same time ^ith them. Hitherto they had been shut

6ff from communication with the east coast by what were thought to be

impassable natural barriers, till a mad woman named Raureka discovered a

way through them. Wandering fi-om her home this woman went up the

bed of the Hokitika river, and then across what is known as Browny Pass,

and thence down to the east coast. There in the neighbourhood of

Horowhenua she came upon some men engaged in shaping a canoe, and

takmg notice of their tools remarked how very blunt they were. The men
asked if she knew of any better. She rei^lied by taking a little packet from

her bosom, which she carefully unfolded, and displayed a sharp fragment of

greenstone. This was the first the natives there had ever seen, and they

were so delighted with the discovery that they sent a party immediately
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over tlie ranges to fetch some, and it subsequently came into general use

for tools and weapons, those made of inferior materials being discarded*

Raureka's packet marks a period, though not a very distant one, seeing that

if she was a co-temporary of Moki she arrived at Horowhenua about 1700.

It does not follow from this account of the discovery of greenstone that

it was tmknown to all in the North Island, for the Hawaikians acquired

their knowledge of the existence of New Zealand from Ngahue, whose god

was a sea-monster called Poutmi* A woman named Hine tuaohoanga

caused this man to be driven away from Hawaiki. He rode on the back of

his sea-monster to Tuhua ; but being pursued thither by Hine tuaohoanga,

he passed on to Ao-te-aroa (North Island) ; but fearing it was too close,

continued his voyage and settled at Arahm'a, where he discovered the

greenstone, which was valuable enough to ensure him a safe return to

Hawaiki, and it was with axes made of this greenstone that the canoes were

shaped in which the first immigrants arrived. There is strong presumptive

evidence that this story is a myth, but it is just possible Ngahue's monster
M

W

may have been a proa or junk, as Euro])ean vessels, when first seen, were

called atuas by the Maoris. The descendants of Maru tuahu at Hauraki

show a hei tiki, which they say he wore when he arrived in New Zealand.

It has been handed down from generation to generation, being alternately

in possession of his Taranaki and Ham-aki descendants. It is quite

possible, too, that traffic in greenstone between Ngati Wairangi and the

North Island tribes bordering on Cook Straits may have been in existence

for many years before it became known to Ngai Tahu.

The discovery of greenstone brought Ngati Wairangi into colHsion with

Ngai Tahu, and blood was shed. To avenge this, Turakautahi asked Te

Eangitamau to undertake the command of an expedition, which he accepted.

The route chosen was up the Eakaia, with which locahty Te Eangitamau

was familiar. Somewhere between Kanieri and Kokatahi he fell in with Te

Uekanuka, a chief celebrated as much for his enormous size as for his great

courage, whom he killed. Having accomplished his object Te Eangitamau

returned. The next expedition was attended with very disastrous results,

;i at Mahinapua, where Tane tiki, Tu te

^ain : the survivors with difficultv effectiner

Wairan

their retreat.

To avenge this loss a thu'd expedition was sent under the command

of Moki and Maka, who defeated Ngati Wairangi at Otuku whakaoka.

The struggle between the two tribes continued till within the last fifty

years, when Tuhuru and his brother Te Pare overcame Ngati Wairangi at

the battle of Paparoa, and, assisted by Te ao whakamai-u and Puku,

completed their destruction. The present residents on the coast are Ngai

Tahu.
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Raid on the South.

The sons of Turakaiitahi, who were eager to emulate the bravo deeds of

the Hataitai warriors, determiued to follow up their successes and complete
the conquest of the Ngatimamoe. They planned a raid on the south, and
Kaweriri was lalaced in chief command. On crossing the Waitald the force

divided into two parts, one proceeded hy an inland road, the other along

the coast; hy this manoeuvre they succeeded in driving those of the

Ngatimamoe who were not in alHance yfiih. Ngai Tahu hapus before them,
till they reached Aparima, where, at Tara hau kapiti, or Wai tara mea, they
were brought to bay. Both sides displayed the greatest courage, and for a
while the issue of the struggle was uncertain. To the consternation of Ngai
Tahu, their leader and foremost warrior, Kaweriri, was mortally wounded
by Tu te malcohu, and for a moment they wavered, but observing that they
ralHed agam, that chief dreading the consequences of his deed retired from
the field

;
but he was observed and pursued by a young warrior, Te mai

werohia, who thought to earn a reputation by avengmg the death of his
leader. ^Hearing the sound of footsteps Tute makohu turned and asked who
it was that was following him. On hearing the name and recognizing it

he asked whether his pursuer was the son of Kiri teka teka (a relative of

his own married to a Ngai Tahu). When told that he was, he said " Turn
back, lest you fall by the handof youi- mother's kinsman." In the meantime
Parakiore having recovered fi-om the shock produced by his brother's death,

was now in hot pursuit of Tu te makohu, and this parley afforded the
oi)portunity of overtaking him. The fugitive was makmg his way up a
steep hill-side, and abeady heard the hard quick breathmg of his pursuer
when he invoked the aid of his atua, who caused a friendly mist to descend
and hide him from pursuit : remindmg us of the scene on the plains of
Troy, when Menelaus with vindictive strides rushed again

" On Paris spear ia hand, but her involved

In mist opaque, Venus with ease divine

Snatched thence."

Ngatimamoe being defeated retu-ed some miles up the river, where they
took up a fortified position, and being still superior to their assailants in
number hoped to make a successful stand. But their hopes were doomed
to disappointment, for ui a few days they were agam attacked, and after a
desperate resistance defeated with gi-eat slaughter at Teihoka, where, tiU
quite recently, the bleaching bones witnessed to the numbers of the slain.

The few who escaped fled into the forests towai'ds the west, across the lake
Te Anau.

Those portions of the tribe scattered along the coast from Otakou to the
sounds, were in the course of a few vears destrnvpd nv o'Ker.,.1.^.1 ;,.+^ +1,^
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Ngai TaLu ; and the Ngatimamoe, as a distinct and independent tribe, may

be said to Lave perished at Teihoka. Those in alliance with Ngai Tahu

were still numerous, but their position was felt to be so insecure that, on

the return of Turakautahi's sons from their successful raid, To Kangi ihia,

a noted Ngatimamoe chief residing at Matau, determined to proceed to

Kaiapoi and make lastmg terms of peace with the concj^uerors. He was

kindly received ; and to cement the treaty then made, Hine hakiri, one of

the ruling family of Ngai Tahu, was given to him in marriage ; and his own

sister, Kohiwai, was married to Hone kai, son of Te Hau, Eangi ihia
T

resided with his wife's relations till after the bhth of his son Pari, when

they advised him to return, as it was their wish to embody Eangi ihia's

hapu with their own and to make the boy chief of both. Te Hau and

Turakautahi's sons escorted Eangi ihia to the south- On reaching home

he was shocked to see one of his sisters cooking food like a common slave.

When leaving her behind, he had taken care to provide such attendance as

befitted her rank, and he could not account for her being reduced to such

straits as to be obliged to cook her own food. Suppressing his indignation till

night-fall, he took the opportunity when all was c[uiet of asking her why she

had so demeaned herself. She then told him that, after he left, her maids

married and deserted her. Seizing his weapons, Eangi ihia having ascer-

tained where they were to be found went to the house occupied by the

runaways and killed both the women. As he turned his back to go out again,

one of the husbands drove a spear into his shoulder, the point breaking off

against the bone. On reaching his own whare, Te Hau pulled this out with

his teeth, and applied a toetoe plaster to the wound. While Eangi ihia was

recovering, he unfortunately sneered at the weakness of the arm which had

struck him: *' Had it been my own the thrust would have been fatal/'

This coming to the ears of the injured men, they scraped the end of the

spear and got off the dry blood adhering to it, and, by performing incanta-

tions over it, produced symptoms of madness in Eangi iliia, who shortly

afterwards died. Before his death, he turned to his friend Te Hau and

said, *^ When I am gone, do not let my brothers live; they are bitter men,

and will slay my children." It was at Otepoti where he was being treated

for his wound and died. His brothers and their people were camped at a

short distance off on the other end of the bay. On calling out one day to

ask how the patient was, their suspicions were roused by the way in which

answer was given. The person replying called out, "He is ," and

then paused suddenly as if being remonstrated with, finishing the sentence

by saying—''gone with his wife and children." Ngatimamoe entered the

Ngai Tahu camp shortly after, when Te Hau, mindful of the dying chiefs

charge, fell upon his brothers, Taihua and Te Eangiamohia, and killed them.

the
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Te rata a runga te rati, ''that his si^irit might see from thence his old

haunts to the southward," His wife and children were sent hack to their

friends in the north, while Te Hau took up his quarters at Pukekura.

Final Destruction of Kyatimamoe.

Many years after Rangiihia's death, his bones were carried down hy a

landslip to the beach, where, being picked up by a Ngai Tahn, he made a

fish-hook of one, and when using this made some insolent remark about the

old man on the hill holding the hapuku well. A Ngatimamoe who was

present reported the words to his companions, who remarked, *'The two

brothers died in open fight, but this man has been dishonoured after death,

and the insult must be avenged," An oi)portunity occurred shortly after for

accomplishing their meditated act of retahation. A party had been sent from

Pukekura to Eauone to collect fern-root. There Tane toro tika, son of

Taoka and grandson of Manawa, a young chief of very high rank, was

surprised and taken prisoner ; on being carried to the presence of Te

Maui, that chief seeing him said, " This comb -fastening is equal to that

comb-fastening," and thereupon killed him. Tai kawa, a Ngai Tahu

warrior, immediately after the deed, came upon the band of Ngatimamoe

and asked what had become of the prisoner. When told that they had

killed him, he said, ^' You have done foolishly, for not a soul of you will now

be spared
;
you will be banished to the haimts of the Moho, and in the

depths of the forest will be yoiu' only safety."

This threat was soon after carried into effect by Te Hau, who, after a

series of engagements, drove the remnants of Ngatimamoe into the dense

forests that cover the south-western coast, where further pursuit was

useless. Traces of these fugitives have been met with up to a very recent

date.

About fifty years ago Te Eimu rapa, while on his way to plunder a

sealing-station, discovered a woman who called herself Tu ai te kura

;

finding that she was a Ngatimamoe, he cruelly killed and devoured her on

the spot. About six years afterwards Te wae wae surprised two men while

he was out eel-spearing near Aparima, but they escaped before he could

catch them. In 1842 a sealing party, while pulling up one of the sounds,

from the face of a chff* CHmbing to the spot they

found a cave evidently just deserted. It was portioned across the middle

the inner part being used as a sleeping place, the outer for cooking. They

found a handsome feather-mat, a patu paraoa, some fish-hooks, and some

flax-baskets in process of making. An attempt was made to pursue the

late inmates, but it had to be abandoned, for the undergrowth in the forest

was so dense, and the paths so numerous, that the pursuers were afraid of

Limg
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being lost in the maze or falling into an ambuscade ; tliey, therefore,

retm-ned to the boat, carrying with them the articles they foimd in the

cave. These were exhibited at Otakou, the Peninsula, and Kaiapoi. The

mat was sent to Otaki, and the patu paraoa was eventually given to me by

Te muru, an old chief at Port Levy.

Aperahama Hutoitoi of Nga whakaputaputa affirms that four years

ago, when sealing in the sounds, he saw smoke in the distance, and visiting

the spot the next day observed the footprints of several persons on the

sands, evidently Maoris from the shape of the feet.

Having suffered so cruelly from Ngai Tahu, the survivors of the

persecuted tribe seem to be always in a state of flight, imagining that their

ancient foes are still in pursuit. Though the country has of late years been

well explored by '* j3rospectmg " parties without any i)eople being found, it

is just possible that a small remnant may still remain secreted in the

recesses of that inaccessible region.

Internal Dissensions,
r

No sooner were they freed from anxiety about the common foe than old

feuds revived, and fresh quarrels broke out between the different hapus and

sections of hapus of the Ngai Tahu, till the whole country presented such a

scene of anarchy and strife, that it is hardly possible to give a connected

account of the innumerable petty contests which took place at this period.

One event which occurred on the peninsula, and wliich is almost comic

in its ghastliness, will serve as a specimen of the warfare in those times.

Ngatiwairua and Ngai Tuwhaitara being mvolved in a c[uarrel, Te Wera took

up the cause of the former, and in the fight at Tara ka hina a tea killed Kiri

mahinahina. This man was a tohunga who taught history incorrectly. It

was he who told the younger Turakautahi that Tiki made man, whilst the

fathers had always said that it was To. Te Wera adopted a novel method

of preventing his teaching sm"\iving him or his spirit escaping and perverting

the mind of any other tohunga. Having made an oven capable of contain-

ing the entire body, he carefully plugged the mouth, nose, ears, and rectum,

and then cooked and ate the heretical teacher.

The history of Ngai Tahu from this period till the taking of Kaiapoi by

Te Eauparaha in 1827, is but a repetition on a smaller scale amongst

themselves of the scenes enacted during their struggle with Ngatimamoe,

and may very well be omitted from this paper, which does not profess to be

anything more than a brief sketch. It may prevent misapprehension if I

here state that in tracing the history of Ngai Tahu, I have purposely avoided

alluding to the exploits of particular hapus,—a favomite practice of the Maoii

annalist, but fraught with confusion to the European reader, who would

be sorely puzzled amongst the multiplicity of so-caUed tribes, to know which
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belonged to the invaders and which to the invaded. I have classed the

allies, hapus, and sections of hapus of each tribe under one common

appellation : Maoris may say I am wrong, but I appeal from them to

the common sense of my English readers, and am hopeful of their verdict

in my favour.

VI.

—

On the Infiumce of

Baines

\_Eead hefore the Pldlosophical Institute of Canterlury, ith Octoler, 1877.]

In his address to this Institute, delivered on April 5th, 1877, Dr. von

Haast devotes some space to the explanation of the important fact that

rivers, whose bants are composed of loose materials, wear away their right

banks in the northern hemisphere and their left in the southern, at the

same time building up the opposite bants.

Dr. von Haast gives an account of the theory of Von Baer, who first

showed that the observed changes in the courses of rivers might be

explained as a consequence of the earth's rotation. Von Baer's explanation

depends upon a well known mechanical theorem, by which the westward

motion of the trade winds had previously been accounted for, and which

may be thus stated—"A body movmg on a me idian

imi

southern, in consequence of the change in its eastward velocity as it

approaches or recedes from the earth's axis." The change in the eastward

velocity, it is necessary to observe^ accounts for only a part of the deflecting

force. The direction of motion in space is also changing as the earth

revolves. A railway truck moving on a meridian in the southern hemis-

tumed round in the same direction

the hands of a watch.

truck towards the rigl
r

left, which must be a<

against
"i

account

where the course of a river is east and west the banks are worn away in the

is on a meridian. To explain this it mustthe course is on an:

moving at right an

deflected. r

/ resting on the earth's surface, and free to move in any direction

upon it, is maintamed in equihbrium by attraction directed towards the

earth
If the
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centrifugal force ceased, tliebody would evidently move towards the nearest

pole, as down a liilL From the poles to the equator may therefore be

regarded as up-hill—^bodies free to move being prevented from going down

towards the poles by centrifugal force. Suppose, now, a body to move from

west to east, that is, in the same direction as the earth revolves ; the

centrifugal force of the body is increased and there is a tendency to move

up-hill, towards the equator. K the motion be from east to west, the

centrifugal force is diminished, and the body tends towards the pole. In

each case the tendency is towards the right in the northern hemisphere and

towards the left in the southern.

The deflecting force arising from the earth's rotation being a horizontal

force acting always at right angles to the direction of motion, its effect on a

stream in the southern hemisphere must be to raise the water-level at the

left bank and lower it at the right, and this difference of level by increasing

the depth would increase the velocity, and consequently the erosive power at

the left bank. It might appear that the wearing away of the left banks of

rivers in the southern hemisphere is thus accounted for, but examination

vrill make it evident that this explanation is insufficient. It

that the difference of level at the opposite sides of a stream in

will

mean velocity is three miles an hour, is yy^Ya ^^ *^^^ width, which in a

stream a mile wide is only ^ inch. The effect of the small difference in

the erosive power, due to that difference of level—in causing unequal

wearing away of the banks—would be neutraHzed, if the left bank were

composed of shghtly harder material than the right ; or if the left bank were

a Httle higher, so that the quantity of material to be removed for each foot

cut away horizontally would be greater than at the right. The small

difference of erosive power could not explain how it is that, as a general

rule, the bank which is being worn away is much the highest, the opposite

bank being, in many rivers, below flood level, especially when it is taken

into consideration that the material below the water-line at the high bank

pressure

than

the low bank consists. the

Eamgitata, where there is a high terrace on the left, and a low plain on the

right. The erosive power at the left bank would have to be many times,

instead of a small fraction, greater than at the right, to account for the high

am

I shall try to show that the changes in river-courses are due to the

surface and bottom layers of runmn

In ordinary streams the velocity increases nearly uniformly from the

bottom to the surface, the deflecting force being proportional to the
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velocity of the moving water. The water near the surface is urged towards

the left bank with greater force than that near the hottom. To ascertain

the kind of motion caused by these unec^ual forces :—Suppose the stream to

be straight, of uniform cross-section, to be everywhere of the same depth,

and imagine it to be divided into a great number of layers parallel to the

surface, each moving with different velocity. Then, the increase of pressm-e

against the left bank, due to the earth's rotation, equals the sum of the

deflecting forces, wliich sum is the same as if the mean deflecting force

acted on every layer. Therefore, the water-level at the left bank is raised

to the same height, and the surface-line of the cross-section is inclined to

the horizon at the same angle as if the mean deflecting force acted on every

layer, and the tangent of the inclination is the latter force divided by the

force of gravitation.

The accompanying cut shows

the cross-section of a stream, the

angle A being very much exag-

gerated.

Let a be a small cube of water in any part of the cross-section whose

volume is dx dy dz.

h,h^ the depths below the surface of the centres of the left and right

sides of the cube resjpectively.

jyjy the deflecting forces acting on the cube a and on a similar cube in

the middle layer respectively.

tr, the weight of an unit of volume of water.

Ay the angle of inclination of the surface of the stream from left to right.

jP, the resultant force acting on the cube a.

Then F = w (h—h
^ ) dy dz—f

tan A. IV dx dy dz—f
m

And tan A
w dx dy dz

Therefore F==f^—f
That is, the resultant force acting on a particle in any part of the cross-

section is the difference of the deflecting forces acting on that particle and

a particle in the middle layer. This quantity is of different sign for

particles situated above and below the middle line, showing that the

resultant force acts in opposite directions, above and below that line.

These forces must evidently cause a circulation, as shown by the arrows in

the figure, which motion will be combined with that down the stream, so

that the actual motion of any particle is inclined at a very small angle to

the direction of the channel. It is clear that a very slow motion of the

bottom layer from left to right must cause a transfer to the right side of the
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river-bed of shingle and sand rolled along by the ciuTent. The effect of

this is plainly to make the right shore more shelving and the left steeper,

and to place the deepest part of the stream nearer the left bank. This

"will cause the velocity and consequently the erosion to be greater at the

left bank. The right shore being more shelving will be more favourable to

the deposition of sediment during the subsidence of floods. The continual

building-up of the right bank explains how a river cuts away on its left

bank harder material than that of "which the light is composed ; while the

latter, instead of being cut away, is being added to. The wearing away of

a high terrace instead of a low flat on the opposite side of the river is

similarly explained.

The principal facts in connection with the changes of river courses are

thus accounted for, which a minute difference in the erosive power at the

opposite banks of rivers, caused directly by a difference of level, appears

inadequate to explain.

To find the deflecting force acting on a body moving on the earth's

surface in any dkection

:

Let p be the position of the body on the great

circle A A\ the inclination of whose plane to the plane

of the equator is a, the motion of the body being

towards A'. Let O A^ be the axis of rr, C the axis

of z, that of y being perpendicular to the plane of

the paper.

Let d be the angular velocity of the earth round

the polar axis P P' ; Sj, 9^, the angular velocities roiuid the axes of x and

z respectively.

Then 0^ ^ sin a, 63 = cos a

Let a? = r cos ^, y = r sin ^

r being the radius of the earth, and ^ being measured fi'om the axis of x

towards that of y.

p D being a spherical triangle, and the angle D a right angle,

sin p D = sin a cos <j> = sin Lat.

The equations of motion of a particle, referred to axes moving in any

manner about a fixed origin, are—the mass being unity,

X=-^— vO^ + tr03 « = ^ _ 2/03 + zd
dt dt

r =- ^— tvd^ + uQ^ V ^'^ — zO. + .T03
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Therefore

X 2
dy

dt
03 xd 2 dV cos a cos ^ — r 6^ cos'* a cos (p

Y yBl yol 2 or cos a sin ^ — r 02 sin

Z 01 + a-^i^a 2 9F sin a cos f + rd^ sin a cos a cos ^

2 9 7 sin Lat. + r 0^ sin a cos a cos ^

I the earth's surface.

terms in X
axes, acting on a body at rest on the earth's surface. Their resultant is

therefore balanced by centrifugal force, and reaction of the earth's surface.

The terms containing 7 in X and 7, being resolved along the tangent at p

ihowing that the earth

accelerating or retarding The term in Z, 2 7

sin Lat. represents a force acting in a tangent to the earth's surface, and

at right angles to the line of motion of the body, the positive sign showing

that the constraining force is directed towards the left, the body having an

equal tendency towards the right which is the deflecting force.
T

Let the mean velocity of a stream be three miles an hour (the stream being

assumed to be everywhere of the same depth, and the velocity to be equal

at equal depths below the surface), then the deflecting force being propor-

tional to the velocity, the mean deflecting force acting on the stream is that

due to a velocity of three miles an hour, and it has been shown that the angle

of inclination of the surface line of the cross-section to the horizon, is that

whose tangent is the mean deflecting force divided by the force of gravita-

tion /i suppose

9

And
9

2 7 sin Lat.
I I

I I Ml"

9
where 6 is tlie angular motion of the earth per

second which is 0-0000729

V
Sin Lat.

8 miles an hour or 4-4 feet per second

sin 45° 0-707

Then /i

9

2 X 0-0000729 X 0-707 X 4-4
0-00001408

1

71023

mil 9
10

inch

which is the difference

rnil

^r^
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Art. VII.—On a peculiar Method of Arrow Propulsion as observed amongst

the Maoris. By Coleman Phillips.

[Bead before the Wellington Philosophical Society, 1st Septemher, 1877.]

HIL

Maori boys playing with an arrow. The peculiar method of propulsion

arrested my attention, never having seen or even heard of the like before.

The following is a brief description of the process :

^ ....^„ „..^ _._^ .« . o—, shaped like a mustard-

spoon, and roughly carved out of a piece of white pine (kahikatea). The

shaft was square and contained a small notch about two and a half inches

from the point.

The bow consisted of a piece of manuka, about

three feet in length and half an inch in diameter,

(luite straight, but elastic. The string was at-

taclied to one end of this stick, the two together forming a perfect whip. A

knot was tied at the end of the string, which was merely a common piece

of twine.

The mode of propulsion consisted in—1st. Holding the arrow in the

left hand ; 2nd, Placing the string in the notch in the arrow ; and 3rd.

Whipping the arrow into the air, or at any desired ohject. The hoys at

play were, apparently, not very skilful performers, although one of them

managed to hit a duck at twenty yards. When sendmg the arrow into

the air a much greater distance was easily attamed.

I haA-e since made many enquhies into the matter in order to discover

the origination of this pecuHar method, but I have met with little success.

The plan appears to be piu-ely a native one, although I know of none

„:™;i„,. «™r»nr, +1-.0 I'-nlinlii+nn+s of tlifi Routh Seas. Polvnesians or Melanes-

lans.

u

In itself it is a harmless weapon, and how it happens that

I^faoris a section of the Polynesian race—should have thus allowed so

useful a weapon as the South Sea bow-and-arrow to degenerate into a mere

toy is to me a curious ckcumstance.

In the course of my enquiries, I believe that I have discovered a reason

for cutting the notch in the arrow. It is well known that in olden days the

Maoiis kunched thek spears against a hostile pa by means of a whip

similar to the one above described, and they were even able to hurl stones

In these instances the projectile was laid upon the ground

and the end of the whip made fast round it, by taking one turn and casting

back the little knot at the extreme end of the string. This sufficiently well

fastened the whip, but.immediately the jerk forward was given the strmg

a long distance.

M
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cleared itself; the weapon retaining the full force of the original impetus,
w

A much greater distance could, I believe, be attained by this method than by

hand-throwing. I have been shown two or three different ways of fastening

the whip, but in ,each case, even when two or three turns were taten, the

projectile cleared itself more or less readily. It, therefore, appears to me
that the plan of notching the arrow was devised in order to avoid the

necessity of taking a turn with the whip ; a method more liable to foul. I

have given such an arrow into. the hands of a more southern native, who
took little notice of the notch, but immediately made one tiu'n round the

shaft of the arrow as above described. I should also state that many
natives to whom I have shown the arrow appear to have forgotten its use,

but immediately I explained the matter they readily understood it.

I have deemed the subject worthy of being brought before the notice of

this society, as it is one which should not be allowed to pass unrecorded.

I have often wondered how it is that the aborigines of New Zealand

should have made so little use of the bow-and-arrow, this being a weapon
peculiarly suited to savage tribes, and, moreover, the familiar one of theii-

ancestors. I beheve that Maori tradition points to its use, but I have been

unable to discover the existence of any such weapon even in our museums. It

IS also peculiar that the Maoris, ignorant as they appear to be of the

ordinary bow-and-arrow, should still possess the strange method of pro-

pulsion above described. ' Whether the whip is an adoption of the ancient

sling is a question, A similar method may exist among some of the

inhabitants of the South Sea Islands, but I have not met with it. If it does,

I trust it will be pointed out, as the ethnological analogy wUl be useful,

Mr. Colenso, in his able essay on the '^ Maori Races of New Zealand,'*'^''

makes no reference to the bow-and-arrow. That writer speaks of **long and

short spears, and especially of bh-d spears," which were very long, *' some

being upwards of thirty feet and made of the light-wood, tawa [Nesodaphne

iawa). They also made darts with heads of light combustible materials ; these

they used in attacking a pa or village.*' No mention is made as to the

manner by which these darts were projected. I imagine by one of the
w

modes hereinbefore described.

With regard to spears, I may mention that some of them could be

projected a very longdistance, fully 100 to 130 yards. The end of the spear

was stuck lightly in the ground, the head pointing toward the desired

dhection. The whiji was then made fast and the spear propelled. Such a

spear would be about twelve feet long, made of a hard wood, with a large

head and tapering end, polished by constant rubbing in a sand or gravel

bank, first one end and then the other. This method of propulsion is very

**' Trans. N.Z. Inst.,"!,
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similar to tlie oue moutioned, except sticking tlie end of the si^ear in tlie

ground. I liave also seen a native stick an arrow in tlio ground and tlieu

whip it into the air. As to the bii-d spears referred to by Mr. Colenso, I

am only aware of one, viz, the "pigeon spear,"" This was made out of a

piece of rata vine 30 to 40 feet in length, and more resembled a stifif piece

of rope than a spear, it being perfectly flexible, and could be easily trailed

through a thick bush—a very desirable acquirement. The head of this spear

was formed out of one of the human leg bones (Jjhnla), both sharpened

and jagged. The person using this spear would slowly raise it, balaucmg it

as it swayed about, immediately under the bough of the tree upon which

the pigeon sat, until the point came within a few inches of the bird, then

by an iipward thrust impaling It. So stupid is the pigeon that even now it

•will see its mate shot withm a few feet of where it is sitting, perhaps on the

same branch, and in many instances never attempt to fly away. A shorter

hand spear may have been used when trapping the brown parrot. All

these weapons, however, fell into disuse after the introduction of fire-arms

some sixty years ago, which may account for the disappearance of the bow-

and-arrow. I thmk a more extensive paper upon this subject would be of

service. I have only endeavoured to record a curious method of propulsion

which arrested my attention.

[Note.—See also Sir G. Grey in "Polynesian Mythology," p. 157;

Thomson, in " Story of New Zealand," Vol. I., ch. YU; White in "To

Eon," p. 116. Ed.]

Art. Vin. formal Possession of

Zealand. By W. Colenso, F.L.S.

[Read before the HawU Bay Philosophical Institute, Uth August, 1877.]

Fob several years I have been of opinion tliat all om- colonial almanacs

are in error on this subject. They all give the loth of November, 1769, as

the day'in which Cook took possession of New Zealand m the name of the

Kin„ they

other publications, both Colonial and British, when speaking of the circum-

stance. My object in bringing this matter in a few words plamly before

you is to initiate an enquiry, which, whether I am right or wrong, will

serve to settle the question. And I have good reasons for beHe%ing that

what I shall state will cause you all to agree that, at least, there is consider-

able doubt about it.
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The almauac makers aud otliers, as I have said, give the 15th November,

1769, as the day, and Mercury Bay as the place in which this act "was done>

and, to a certain extent, they are right, viz., that on that day, according to

what is related in Dr. Hawkesworth's narrative of Cook's first voyage, such

a chcumstance took j)lace. The words are as follows :

—

** Before we left the bay, we cut upon one of the trees near the watering-

place the ship's name and that of the commander, with the date of the year

and the month when we were there ; and after displaying the English

colours, I took a formal possession of it in the name of His Britannic

Majesty King George the Third."-

And here I may remark, in x^assing, that this sentence stands alone as a

short paragraph added on at the end of the chapter ; after we had been told

of their having left the bay, and of their having been obliged through

contrary winds to change their course at sea.

Dr. Hawkesworth, who was employed to edit this first voyage' of Cook,

says in his introduction that he was largely indebted to Mr. (afterwards

Sir Joseph) Banks, for much of his scientific, popular, and interesting

mformation; indeed, as it would appear, to a far greater extent than to

Capt, Cook himself, from whom, however, were derived ''the particular

account of the nautical incidents of the voyage, the figure and extent of the

countries, with the bearings, harbours, soundings, the latitudes, longitudes,

an

department." And, in still plainer language, the. editor further says : ''As

the materials furnished by Mr. Banks were so interesting and copious, there

arose an objection against writing an account of this voyage in the person

of the commander, the descriptions and observations of Mr. Banks would

be absorbed without any distinction in a general narrative given under

another name : but this objection he generously overruled, and it therefore

became necessary to give some account of the obligations which he has laid

upon the public and myself in this place."

I quote this rather fully, because, as I think, it will partly serve to show

how the error (if an error) came about. For it must not be forgotten that
r

Captain Cook did not himself write his Jirst voyage as we have it printed

and pubhshed ; neither was he in England during the time of pubhcation,

and consequently knew nothing whatever of it until three or four years

afterwards.

.

Having said so much by way of introduction, I shall now give you my
reasons for supposmg an error to exist. I propose, therefore, to consider:

(1.) Cook's usual custom in taking possession of any newly-discovered

countr^\

• 4to edn.. vol. II, p. 3i8.
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(2.) The length of time he was m New Zealand before the day in

question.

(3.) What has also heen published resi^ecting Cook's taking possession

of New Zealand by a fellow-voyager and witness of the transaction*

(4,) What may possibly have been the real meanhig of the paragraph

quoted.

(First.) Cook's usual custom in taking possession of any newly-dis-

covered coimtry.

This is clearly shown, I think, from what took place but a few mouths

before, namely, on the 20th July. He says :—" We now made sail from

the island of Huaheine for the island of Ulictca, distant seven or eight

leagues, and when the day broke the next morning we stood in for the

shore, and anchored in twenty-two fathoms. * ^^' * We determined to

go on shore without delay. * ^' * * I landed in company with IIy.

Banks, Dr. Solander, and the other gentlemen, Tupia being also of the

party. He introduced ns (to the natives) by repeating the ceremonies

which he had performed at Huaheine, after which I hoisted an English jack

and took possession of this and of the three neighbouring islands, Huaheine,

Otaha, and Bolabola, wliich were all in sight, in the name of His Britannic
+

Majesty." Cook- remained here at anchor, '' trading with the natives and

examining the x>roducts and curiosities of the country," four or five days.

(Second). The length of time he was m New Zealand before the day in

question (November 15th).

Cook, as is well known, first saw New Zealand on the 6th of October,

and landed on its shores on the evening of Sunday, the 8th, on which

occasion a Maori was unfortunately killed. On the next morning Cook

o tlu-ee boats wit'li a large party, and spent some time

iam-ii'lv sAvpval IVfaoris were killed, as well as some otl

on the sea wlien returning to tlie sliip. And on the following day Cook

and others with him again landed, and spent some time on shore shooting

ducks and collecting plants. After this Cook sailed southwards, coasting

close in shore, round Table Cape, Portland Island, Long Pomt, Wau-oa,

Tangoio, Ahurki, and Cape Kidnappers, but did not land, although (as he

says) they were about to do so (near our Petane). After another unhappy

affak near Cape Kidnappers, Cook saUed south as far as Cape Tiu-nagam,

and then returning north anchored on the 20th in a smaU bay north of

Tolago Bay (probably Anaura), where they first watered m New Zealand.

In the evenmg of this day Cook being pleased with the people again

went on shore, and remained here and at the adjoinmg bay of Tolago (to

which he had removed on the 22nd) untH the 30th, when he saHed to the

north. Durmg nearly the whole of this time Cook and his companions
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were mostly on shore, not at all annoyed by the Maoris, who (as he says)

*' behaved very civilly, showing us everything that we expressed a desire to

see;" and enjoying themselves greatly in rambling about, going into the

woods, seeing what was to be seen, and in making extensive botanical and

other collections, having also with him on shore nearly the whole strength

of his ship, including the chief officers, the scientific gentlemen, and the

marines. He says (after leaving Tegadoo, or Anaura bay):

—

'*In the

afternoon of the 23rd, as soon as the ship was moored, I went on shore to

examine the watering-place, accompanied by Mr, Banks and Dr. Solander

;

the boat landed in the cove without the least surf; the water was Excellent

and conveniently situated ; there was plenty of wood close to high-water

mark ; and the disposition of the people was in every respect such as we

could wish. * * ^< On the 24th, early in the morning, I sent Lieutenant

Gore on shore to superintend the cutting of wood and filling of water, with a

sufficient number of men for both purposes, and all the marines as a guard-

After breakfast I went on shore myself, and continued there the whole day.

l\Ir. Banks and Dr. Solander also went on shore to gather plants, and in
m

their walks saw several thmgs worthy of notice," etc., etc.

And here I would remark (1), that we know, from Cook's own words, the

high expectations all on board of his ship had on their first seeing this new

land ; which, no doubt, was greatly increased dm-ing theh slow approach of

from two to three days to their first anchorage : Cook says, *' The land became

the subject of much eager conversation ; but the general opinion seemed to be

that we had found the Terra australu incognita.'' (2). That at this time

(as a matter of coiu'se) Captain Cook did not kuow how far the land he had

discovered extended to the north, neither was he sure (after the experience

he had had of its natives and of its coast) that he should ever land again
;

or, if he should, that he could possibly have a better opportunity than

he had here, during his ten days' stay at Anaura and Tolago Bays. Here

then, if he had not already done sOj would have been the place and the

fitting opportunity for him to have taken possession of his newly-discovered

coimtry.

Leaving Tolago Bay on the 30th October, Captain Cook coasted north until

Mer

din

a<>Teeably. On thek leaving the bay, on the 15th, they acted in the manner

already quoted and described. the/i

thirty

days in the New Zealand waters, of which about twenty-four days were spent

on land in various places on the east coast ; and yet, though nothmg hindered,

and delay in such matters (as we have seen) was not in keeping with Cook's
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custom or temper, such an important event was unaccountably delayed for a

very long period; and note, further, that in his now leaving Mercury Bay,
he was not about to leave the country.

I come now to the x)ositive part of my argument, viz :

(Third). What has also been published respecting Cook's taking

possession of New Zealand by a fellow-voyager and witness of the

transaction.

Sir Joseph Banks took with him an experienced draughtsman, named
Sydney Parkinson. (Of this young gentleman, who was a member of the

Society of Friends, I have something more to say in a brief memoir.) He
kept a journal of the proceedings and of the main incidents of the voyage.

Unfortunately he died at sea, after leaving Batavia, on the voyage home of the

ship, much lamented by all on board. His journal, however, was published

in London by his brother, in the same year as the larger work of Cook's

First Voyage (1773), and in it Sydney Parkinson, speaking of their landing,

etc., in Poverty Bay, says :
—''Early on the morning of the 10th, the long-

boat, pinnace, and yawl went on shore again, and landed near the river

where they had been the night before, and attempted to find a watering,

place. Several of the natives came towards them,

ing, we prevailed on some of them to cross the river, to whom we gave

several things which they carried back to then- companions on the other

side of the river, who seemed to be higlily pleased with them, and testified

their joy by a war-dance. Appearing to be so pacifically disposed, our

company went over to them and were received in a fiiendly manner. Some
of the natives were armed with lances, and others with a kind of stone-

truncheon ; through the handle of it was a string which they twisted round

the hand that held it when they attempted to strike at any person. We
would have purchased some of their weapons, but could not prevail on

them to part with them on any terms. One of them, however, watched an

opportunity and snatched a hanger from us ; our peox:)le resented the affront

by firing upon them and killed three of them on the spot ; but the rest, to

our surprise, did not appear to be intimidated at the sight of their exph'ing

coimtrymen, who lay weltering in their blood ; nor did they seem to

breathe any revenge upon the occasion ; attempting only to wrest the hanger

out of the man's hand that had been shot, and to take the weapons that

belonged to their other two deceased comrades, which having effected, they

quietly departed. After haring taken possession of the country in fonnfor the

King^ our company embarked and went round the bay in search of water

again, and to apprehend, if possible, some of the natives, to gain farther

information of them respecting the island. They had not gone far before

they saw a canoe
; gave chase to it ; and when they came up with it, the
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crew threw stones at them, and were very darmg and insolent. Our people

had recourse to their arms : the captain, Dr. Solander, and Mr. Banks

fired at them and killed and wounded several of them. The natives fought

very desperately with their pa^ddles, but were soon overpowered ; their

canoe was taken, three of them made prisoners and brought on board the

ship, and the rest were suffered to escape."'*'

In connection with this I just copy a few sentences from Cook's voyage

where, in speaking of this landhig, Cook (or his editor, Dr. Hawkesworth)

says ;
—

'' In the morning (October 9th) we saw several of the natives where

they had been seen the night before. As I was desh'ous to establish an

intercourse with them I ordered three boats to be manned with seamen and
m

marines, and proceeded towards the shore accompanied by Mr. Banks, Dr.

Solander, the other gentlemen, and Tupia. On the marines being landed they

marched with a jack carried before them to a little bank about fifty yards
^

from the water-side ; here they were drawn up, and I again advanced with

Mr. Banks and Dr. Solander ; Tupia, Mr, Green, and Mr. Monkhouse being

with us."

Here, then, we have from a c^ualified and unexceptionable eye-witness, in

plain and positive language, that on this day and in this place the newly-

discovered country was formally taken possession of for the King ; and we
also see from Captain Cook's statement that there were on shore on that

occasion the marines and the English coloiu's and the gentlemen of the

ship, with a fine long summer's day before them,—"the foe, too, having

retreated/'

I may also mention that Parkinson's entry in his journal of their taking

formal possession of UUetea, (abeady quoted from Cook), is made in a

similar manner ; he says,—*' The captain went on shore and took possession

of the island for the King ; he saw but few inhabitants and scarce any of

distinguished rank among them."

And it should not be forgotten: (1). That Sydney Parkinson was a

very moral, truthful, young man, one not likely to have entered anything

wrong in his journal; indeed all his entries exhibit carefulness. (2). That

Sydney Parkinson died at sea on then- voyage to England, so that he could
4

not have purposely altered his journal ; and further, (3), that as his journal

was pubhshed by his brother in London in the same year in which Cook's

first voyage' appeared, it cannot be reasonably said or supposed that any

addition or alteration thereto was made by the pubHshers, who were, of com*se,

as utterly ignorant of the materials Dr. Hawkesworth had at command as

thev were of New Zealand itself ! Besides, his brother, the editor, says in

his preface,—'* I shall leave the works of my brother to speak his talents,!
W^ M BM^IMI I MB ! '

^ ' " " "-^

* Parkinson's Journal, pp. 87, 88.

t The journal is profusely illustrated from Ms drawings.
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tliinldng I have paid a proper respect to his memory, though it should be

said of his journal (which has been faithfully transcribed)—that its only

ornament is truth, and its best recommendation, characteristic of himself,

its genuine simplicity."

I cannot bring myself to believe that Capt. Cook omitted the taking the

formal possession of the country on that occasion ; seeing, too, that he had

with him the marines, and the flag, and the gentlemen of the ship—that

the coast was clear of the enemy, who had, as he says, '* slowly retreated to

the interior after crossing the river, carrying then* dead and wounded with

them"—that a heavy surf was then settling the shore (which, indeed,

prevented their landing again anywhere on that eventful day), and that

this was now the second day of their being on shore in the newly-discovered

country.

And here I may mention that, just twenty years after, Lieut. Broughton,

in H.M. Brig ** Chath:im," took possession of the Chatham Islands, in

these seas, under som.what similar circumstances. Lieut. Broughton was

under Capt. Vancouver, who in the '' Discovery" commanded that expedi-

tion, and who had been (as he says in his voyages) four times to New
Zealand with Capt, Cook ; and as Lieut, Broughton received his directions

from Capt. Vancouver, no doubt they were like those formerly issued by

his old commander Capt. Cook. Lieut. Broughton says of his first landing

at those islands :
—** Accompanied by Mr. Johnston the master and one of

the mates we proceeded towards the shore in the cutter. "^ * * As

the natives approached they made much noise * * * and seemed

very anxious to receive us on shore ; but as all our intreaties were ineflfectual

in obtaining anything in return for our presents, perceiving many of them

to be armed with long spears, and the situation being unfavourable to us

in case they should be disposed to treat us with hostility, we did not

think it prudent to venture among them. * * * I3at having again

reached the shore without any interruption, we displayed the Union flag,

turned a turf, and took possession of the island, which I named Chatham

Island (in honour of the Earl of Chatham), in the name of His Majesty

King George the Third, under the presumption of our being the first

discoverers."*

On the whole, I conclude that Sydney Parkinson is right ; and that the

act of taking formal possession of the country of New Zealand in the name

of the King was done on that particular day, viz., the 10th or 9th of October,

1769, at Poverty Bay, and not on the 15th of November following, at

Mercury Bay.

Vancouver's Voyages, Vol. L, p. 86

If
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At the same time I am aware of tlie difference in dates as to the day of

the month between Parkinson and Captain Cook as edited by Dr. Hawkes-
worth. Sydney Parkinson gives the 10th of October as the day on which
those events occurred; which, in Cook's Voyage, is as clearly said to have
happened on the 9th. And this difference of a day extends throughout

nearly the whole of that month in both journals, save that on the Ist they

both agree, and then again on the 30th they do so. So that, from the 2nd
to the 29th of October inclusive, all the entries of occurrences in Parkinson*s

Journal (and they are almost daily made) are one day in advance of the

corresponding ones in Captain Cook's Voyage. And what is still more
strange is the further record of this difference as to date in then- respective

maps of New Zealand. In both maps the ship's track aU around New
Zealand is given ; in Parkinson's it is engraved,—*' MaJ^ tlie coast October

6th, 1760 r—in Cook's, '' 21ade the coast October Gth, 1769:' I have
endeavoured, by closely comparing the two accounts, to find out where the
error is, or how it occurred, but I have failed to do so. On the one hand,
in Parkinson's Journal, we have almost daily entries, generally made in

separate paragraphs; while, on the other hand, in Cook's Voyage, we have
the day of the week given as well as the day of the month,—although in a

few places several days are thrown together in a single paragraph ; and we
must not lose sight of this, that the editor, Dr. Hawkesworth, made use of

several journals in compiling his narrative.

And now I will offer a few remarks on what may possibly be the real

meaning of the ceremony of takuag possession at Mercury Bay. First,

however, for clearness, again quoting that paragraph :—** Before we left the
bay we cut upon one of the trees near the watering-place the ship's name
and that of the commander, v>iih the date of the year and the month when
we were there, and after displaying the EugHsh colours I took a formal

possession of it in the name of His Britannic Majesty King George the

Third."

May '' it" not mean " the bay ?" that being the proper antecedent to the

country is not mentioned. Moreover, it should be noted

that Cook does not say in speaking of '* the date " which he caused to be

cut that such was the date of his discovery of the country ; but, on the

contrary, that of ** the month " of their being *' there "—at that bay and
watering-place, which we know was not the month in which he discovered

the land. Curiously enough Parkiuson makes no allusion whatever to this

ceremony at Mercury Bay in his journal, although he says a good deal

about the place and people, etc., etc.

Further, Capt. Cook may have had several reasons for so doing ; two

prominent ones I will mention:—1. Capt. Cook observes that he heard

the
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continually (both wlieu on sliore at tlie various places where he had landed,

and from the very many canoes, which, duiing his coasting voyage S. and

N-, came alongside) of a great chief or king named Teratu ; this he mentions

several times, and seems to have been in great expectation of meeting with

him. When nearing Mercury Bay (having passed the island which he

named the Mayor and the Court of Aldermen), he says :

—

'' ks far as we

had yet coasted this country from Cape Turnagain, the people acknowledged

one chief whom they called Teratu,'''' And again, *' It is much to be

regretted that we were obliged to leave this country without knowing

anything of Teratu but his name. As an Indian monarch, his territory is

certainly extensive : he was acknowledged from Cape Kidnappers to the

northward and westward as far as the Bay of Plenty, a length of coast

upwards of 80 leagues, and we do not yet know how much farther westward

his dominions may extend. Possibly the fortified towns which we saw in

the Bay of Plenty may be his barrier ; especially as at Mercury Bay he was

not acknowledged, nor indeed any other single chief."

But after landing in Mercury Bay and obtaining friendly intercourse

with the natives residing there, Cook says :
—'' It was also discovered that

the natives of Mercury Bay acknowledged neither Teratu nor any other

person as then* king ; as in this particular they differed from all the people

that we had seen upon other parts of the coast, we thought it possible that

they might be a set of outlaws in a state of rebellion against Teratu, and in

that case they might have no settled habitations or cultivated land in any

part of the country."

Hence he might have done It through supposing he was now in another

king's territory ; but I do not believe this. At the same time it should not

be forgotten that Captain Cook came direct to New Zealand from the Society

Isles and other Polynesian islands where he had seen all the inhabitants

livinff nndpr Icinors • nf whosfi immense nower over their neonle he had also

seen a great deal.

2. One of Captain Cook's principal instructions from the British

Government was,—to observe the transit of Venus in the South Seas ; and

for this pm-pose he was accompanied by Mr. Green, the astronomer. This

was a matter eagerly looked forward to by all the leading scientific men of

Em-ope; and Captain Cook in carrying it out was highly fortunate. So

again at Mercury Bay, where he stayed some days to observe the transit of

Mercury; here he was again '*in luck," as the sailors say;—he was in a

good situation, with plenty of leisure and skilled assistants, L.'ee from

annoyance from natives, and, as before, favoured with delightfully fine

weather, for we read, "not a cloud intervened during the whole transit
!''

On the day of then- leading the place he says, '' to the bay which we had now
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left I gave tlie name of Mercury Bay, on account of the observation yMch
vre had made there of the transit of the planet over the sun." What then

could have been a more appropriate termination at such a time than to cut

the date of then: successful scientific achievement " to be left as a memorial
of our having visited this place,"* (to use his own words recorded on a
subsequent occasion), accompanied with a display of the English colours,

and to take a formal possession of the bay (or territory) in which they had
performed that duty in the name of the King ?

At all events we find him doing something very similar some six or seven
months later when at Botany Bay. He says :—" Durmg my stay in this

harbour I caused the English colours to be displayed on shore every day,
and the ship's name and the date of the year to be inscribed upon one of

the trees near the watering-place."f In this instance, the taking of formal
possession of the whole country or island as being the first discoverer, had
nothing to do with it ; as New HoUand (as it was then called) had been

;mi

Lastly, and iu conclusion, I will say, that if what I have herein advanced
is considered to be of the least moment towards the defining of an interest-

mg point m our history, it will not, it cannot end here : and that is just

what I wanted. Captam Cook's log-books and ship's papers are, no doubt,

still in existence, and in safe keeping. By an accurate and close exammation
of them—particularly of his landing at Poverty Bay—the whole matter will,

I have httle doubt, be fully determined and for ever settled.

And if it should be asked why it was that I never brought this matter
forward before, seemg it is one of pubhc or of national importance, I think
I can also satisfactorily answer that, but I reserve my reply.

AjRT. IX.

—

Manibus Parldmonilms sacrum. A hief Memoir of the First

Anist u-ho visited New Zealand; together uiih several Uttle-hwu-n Items

of Interest extracted from his Journal. By W. Colenso, F.L.8.

[Read before the Haivke Bay PhilosojjMcal Institute, Uth August, 1877.]

OuE Institute having been "founded for the advancement of science,

literature, and art,'' it cannot be considered amiss to bring to your notice

the first artist who visited our shores.

I confess I like to do something of this kind. To commemorate those

dear fel!ow-labom-ers, these true disciples of nalure, who preceded us in this

•n.. p. 400 : (Jan. 30, 1770). f UI., p. 506.
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country, and who have gone before us ! Especially when, as in the present

case, the person is almost totally unknown to fame, through several adverse

and wholly unforeseen circumstances having operated to roh him of his due J

and yet, one who did much, very much, under many great and serious

disadvantages, of which, experimentally, we now know hut little.

Often indeed have I, when, 30-40 (et itltra) years ago, hotanizing in the

forests of New Zealand, thought on this young artist of whom I am abou*

to write ; when I have considered how greatly delighted he must have been

when he first gathered and drew those flowers which then pleased me, and

which I knew he and his botanical friends and companions had also seen

;

and further, that, of all the scores of New Zealand plants and flowers (which

he had the privilege of first viewing as novelties with an intelligent and

loving eye and heart, and so truthfully and beautifull3^ delineating), not one

has yet been selected to hear his honoured name ! At such times, beautiful

and appropriate lines from our English poets—Milton, Gray, and Words-

worth—would rush into my memory, as if evoked ft'om the depths by some

potent spell ! Wordsworth truly and feelingly says (though many do not

understand him)

—

" To me, the meanest flower that blows can give

Thoughts that clo often lie too deep for tears."

It is indeed remarkable (at least in contrast, and wortliy of a passing

remark), in looking over the names of the hundreds of plants discovered

in New Zealand by its first scientific visitors, to find so few bearmg the

name of the finder or of any individual. Then, and for many years after,

the disciples of Linnaeus acted up to the Linnaean canons; but now, in our

modern day, almost every other newly-discovered (or newly-named) plant

or animal among us, is honoured or lowered with the name of its gatherer

or luckj owner, or even with that of the child or patron of its describcr or

namer, no matter whether he or she is or is not a true lover and patron of

science

!

Dr. Hawkesworth, the editor of Cook's First Voyage, tells us in his

introduction, that Mr. (afterwards Sir Joseph) Banks, in his equipping for

a voyage to the South Seas with Captain Cook in the ** Endeavour," was

determined to spare no expense in the execution of his plan. He first

figu

engaged Dr. Solander, a Swede, and educated under Linn^us ; and he also

took with him two draughtsmen—one to delineate views of

other to paint such subjects of natm-al history as might offer; together

with a secretary and four servants, two of whom were negroes." The

first-mentioned of these '' two draughtsmen," a Mr. Buchan, died early,

(their first

Pacific), deeply regretted by all on board; the other, the gentleman whose
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duty it was to paint subjects of natural history, -was Mr. Sydney Parkinson,

tlie subject of this memoir, on whom (through the death of his colleague)

the whole work of drawing, dehneating, and painting now devolved.

Most

Sfures m
extraordinary dresses ; of processions and dances ; of canoes and imple-

ments ; and of peculiar and romantic scenery ; and these are still being

continually repubhshed in various sizes to suit many modern works. Many
of these were executed by our Mr. Sydney Parkinson ; but these are as

nothing when compared with the hundreds of coloured drawings of plants

faithfully and beautifully made by the same person, which, though unpnb-

hshed, are still preserved in the Banksian collection in the British Museum.

Dr. Hooker, when preparing his ** Botany of New Zealand," examined

those drawings, and says:—**For the earhest account of the plants of

these islands we are indebted to two of the most illustrious botanists of
r

their age, and to the voyages of the greatest of modern navigators ; for the

first and to this day the finest and best illustrated herbarium that has ever

been made in the islands by individual exertions, is that of Sir Joseph

Banks and Dr. Solander during Captain Cook's first voyage in 17G9.

Upwards of 360 species of plants were collected during the five months

that were devoted to the exploration of these coasts, at various points

between the Bay of Islands and Otago, includhig the shores of Cook Strait

;

and the results are admirable, whether we consider the excellence of the

specimens, the judgment with which they were selected, the artistic draw-

ings by which they are illustrated, and above all the accurate MS.

descriptions and observations that accompany them. That the latter,

which include a complete flora of New Zealand as far as then known,

systematically arranged, illustrated by 200 copper-plate engi-avings, and

all ready for the press, should have been withheld from publication by its

illustrious authors, is (considering the circumstances imder which it was

prepared) a national loss, and to science a grievous one ; since, had it been

otherwise, the botany of New Zealand would have been better known fifty

years ago than it now is. This herbarium and MS. form part of the

Banksian collection, and are deposited in the British Museum, I feel

that I cannot over-estimate the benefit which I have derived from these

materials, and it is much to be regretted that they were not duly consulted

by my predecessors. The names by which Dr. Solander designated the

species have in most cases been replaced by others, often applied with far

less judgment ; and his descriptions have never been surpassed for fulness,

terseness, and accm-acy. The total number of drawings of New Zealand

plants is about 212, of which 176 arc engi'aved on copper, but the
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engi-avings have never been published."* And I have good reasons for

adding, that the number of drawhigs of plants and animals discovered by

them in other places during that voyage would far exceed this.

Mr. John Edward Gray (late keeper of the Zoological collections in the

British Museum) also bears testimony to Mr. Parkmson's abilities in his

notes on the Fauna of New Zealand, published in Vol. II. of Dieffenbach's

Travels in New Zealand. Mr. Gray says :
— '* Nothing was known of the

natural productions of New Zealand until Captain Cook's first voyage,

in which he was accompanied by Mr. (afterwards Sir Joseph) Banks, Dr.

Solander, and Mr. Sydney Parkinson, an artist of considerable merit, who

was employed by Sir Joseph Banks to draw the specimens of animals and

plants which were discovered during the voyage. The drawings made by

Sydney Parkinson, together with the manuscript notes of Dr. Solander, are

with the Banksian collection of plants in the British Museum, and form part

of the very extensive and magnificent collection of natural history drawmgs

belonging to that institution."! To which I will merely add that those

drawings are folio size.

Unfortunately this good, able, and active young man died at sea on their

voyage home from the South Seas, in January, 1771, about a month after

leaving Batavia. His published jom^nal, which is profusely illustrated,

contains, among other interesting drawings, a few which are not to be found

m
Kidnappers; another that of a New Zealand chief bearing a style of tattooing

which has long become extinct, and of which I only saw a few specimens

some forty years ago ; there are also views of scenery here on our east

coast, and a portrait of himself. In his journal he gives the common and

Latin names of nearly eighty plants of the Society Islands, with their

descriptions and uses ; occuppng no less than fourteen large 4to, pages ; and

several copious vocabularies of the various languages which he had noticed

dmdn<^ the voyage. Several of his entries made thi-

not to be found in Cook—th; striking

known

The Journal was published in London in the year 1773, in 4to., (same

Journal

Voyage to the South Seas, in His Majesty's ship the ' Endeavour," faith-

fuUy transcribed from the papers of the late Sydney Parkmson, draughts-

man to Joseph Banks, Esq., on his late expedition with Dr. Solander

round the world." His brother, Stanfield Parkinson, was the editor, who

1 t 4. ;3;flK^„i+,T I'v. n'htQi'm'nof it. with other things, from

"Flora N.Z.," Yol. I., pp. 2, 3.« it

t Dieffeubach's Travels in N.Z.. Yol. H., p. 177. Hooker's Hand-book of N.Z. Flora, p. 9.
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Mr. Banks, as is fully shown in a long preface of twenty closely-printed pages

containing several letters respecting the whole transaction. Subseriiiently,

Mr. Banks and Dr. Hawkesworth also attempted to stop even its puhhca-

tion by an injunction from the Court of Chancery, which, however, was
finally dissolved and the work published. From its extreme scarceness (I

ha\ing sought more than ten years for a copy before I could get one), and
from its not having been quoted or referred to by any modern writer on

New Zealand—(not even mentioned by Dr. Thomson, in his long list of

everything on New Zealand—good, bad, and indifferent)—I have always

measure

by buying it up. Stanfield Parkinson complains bitterly and feelingly of

the conduct of both Mr. Banks and Dr. Hawkesworth in the whole affair

;

among other things, pointing out then meanness and invidiousness in not

allowing his deceased brother's name as draughtsman to be inserted in the

plates to Cook's Voyage, while that *' of the engraver is pompously dis-

played." From the preface already mentioned I extract the following

:

.

" Sydney Parkinson was the younger son of the late Joel Parkinson of

Edinburgh, one of the people commonly called Quakers. Sydney, taking

a great delight in drawing flowers, fruits, and other objects of natural

history, became soon so proficient in that style of painting as to attract the

notice of the most celebrated botanists and connoisseurs in that study. In

consequence of this he was, some time after his arrival in London, recom-

mended to Joseph Banks, Esq., whose very numerous collection of numerous

and highly-finished drawings of that kind, executed by Sydney Parkinson,

is a sufficient testimony both of liis talents and application.

** His recommendation being so effectually confirmed by these proofs of

ingenuity and industry, Joseph Banks made him the proposal of going in

the capacity of botanical di-aughtsman on the then intended voyage to the

South Seas. An insatiable cmiosity for such researches prevailed over

every consideration of danger that reasonably suggested itself, as the

necessary attendant of so long, so perilous, and, to my poor brother, so

fatal a voyage ! He accordingly accepted Joseph Banks's offer, though by
no means an alluring one, if either views of profit, or perhaps even

prudence, had influenced his determination. His appointment, for exe-

cuting drawings of botanical subjects and curious objects of natural history,

was settled at ^680 per annum. In this capacity, and under this moderate

encouragement, Sydney Parkinson undertook to accompany Joseph Banks
to the South Seas ; making his ^

bequeathed the salary which might

to his sister Britannia, and annointi

iU

.any of the surviving companions of this amiable
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man d"well with pleasure on the relation of his singular simplicity of

conduct, his sincere regard for truth, his ardent thirst after knowledge, his

indefatigable industry to obtain it, and his generous disposition in freely
r

communicating -with the most friendly participation to others, that informa-

tion which none but himself could have obtained. That this is more than

'

probable will appear, on comparing the different manner in which Sydney

and his associates passed their time in the most interesting situations.

While many others, for want of a more innocent curiosity or amusement,

were indulging themselves in sensual gratifications,—we find him gratifying

no other passion than that of a laudable curiosity, which enabled him

inoffensively to employ his time and escape those snares into which the

vicious appetites of some others betrayed them. It doth eqnul honour to

his ingenuousness and ingenuity, to find him j^rotected by his 0"\\ti innocence,

securely exercising his pleasing art amidst a savage, ignorant, and hostile

people; engaging their attention by the powers of his pencil, disarming

them of their native ferocity, and rendering them even serviceable to the

great end of the voyage in cheerfully furnishing him with the choicest

I)roductions of the soil and climate, which neither force or stratagem might

otherwise have procured.

''By such honest arts and mild demeanour he soon acquired the con-

fidence of the inhabitants of most places at which the voyagers went on

shore ; obtaining thus, as I am well-informed, with remarkable facility, the

knowledge of many words in various languages hitherto little, if at all,

known in Europe.
+

** These paved' the way also to his success in acquhing a choice and

rare collection of curiosities, consisting of garments, domestic utensils,

rural implements, instruments of war, uncommon shells, and other natural

curiosities of considerable value—of so much value, indeed, as even to

seduce men of reputed sense, fortune, and character, to attempt, by means

unworthy of themselves, to dejjrive me of what, after the loss sustained in
*

the death of so deserving a brother, one would think none ought to envy

me the gain.

* * *

** Of these curiosities, the shells alone Dr. John Fothergill (a common

friend of my late brother and Joseph Banks) had valued at £200; yet neither

the shells, nor anything else, hath Joseph Banks to this day returned me.

The reasons he gives for the detention are—that I have used him ill ; that

he hath given me a valuable consideration for them ; and, in short, that he

will keep them. Of this pretended valuable consideration I am now to

speak. On the readiness I showed to obhge Joseph Banks with such of the

shells as he might not have in his collection, Dr. Fothergill informed me
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that Joseph Banks told liim lie had much reason to be satisfied with the

services of Sydney Parkinson, and the cheerfulness with which he executed

other drawings than those of his oyvti deimrtment ; supplying, in fact, the

loss of Joseph Banks's other draughtsman who died in the beginning of the

voyage. On this account Joseph Banks was pleased to say, it had been his

constant intention to make Sydney Parkinson a very handsome present had

he lived to return to England, His intention was now to take place, therefore,

towards his brother and sister, to whom ho would make the like present in

consideration of such extra service, or, as Joseph Banks himself expressed

it, a douceur to the family for the loss sustained in the death of so valuable

a relation. There being due to the deceased upwards of £150 salary, the

sole property of my sister Britannia, and Josei^h Banks choosing to keep

some of the effects beq^ueathed to me as before mentioned, it was agreed

between Dr. Fothergill and Joseph Banks that the latter should make up

the sum of £500, to be paid into the hands of me and my sister.

* * * *

'* It was in vain I expected Joseph Banks would keep his word with me.

drawer

civility I complained, of

course, to Dr. Fothergill, who afterwards said he could obtain no satisfaction

for me. After several fruitless attempts to obtain it myself I wrote to

Joseph Banks acquainting him that if he did not immediately return the

curiosities I would mform the world of the whole transaction between us,

and endeavour to indemnify myself by publishing also my brother*s journaL
** As I made no secret of my design, and was known to have employed

the proper artists to execute it, I was now solicited and entreated by Joseph

Banks's friends to desist; Dr. Fothergill, in particular, offered me at different

times, several sums of money to drop my intended publication, notwith-

standing he knew Joseph Banks still detained my curiosities contrary to

agreement, and refused to come to any accommodation.
*' To delay this design and, if possible, suppress my book, which was

almost ready to appear, Dr. Hawkesworth, whose compilation was not so

forward, filed a bill in chancery against me, setting forth that I had invaded

his property by printing manuscripts and engraving designs which I sold to

Joseph Banks, and which Joseph Banks afterwards sold to him. On this

application an injunction was granted by the Court of Chancery to stop the

printing and pubHshing of my work. Put thus to the trouble and expense of

defending a suit in chancery, and the publication of my work being delayed

when just ready to appear, I had yet no remedy but that of puttmg in a full

answer to the bill and praying a dissolution of the injunction. This I at

length obtained, the reasons for continuing the iniunction not appearing
i r
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satisfactory to the Court. * * Indeed, the whole purpose appears to

be litigious, and calculated to answer no other end than to delay my
publication till he should get the start of me and pubUsh his own, and this

end, to my great damage and loss, it hath answered."

In conclusion, the editor says:—"Having thus given a simple, un-

varnished narrative of the causes of the delay of this publication, I submit

its encouragement to the judgment and candour of the public. In respect

to the comparative merits of Dr, Hawkesworth's book and mine, it is not

for me to say anything. If I have justified myself in the eye of the

impartial world for persisting in this publication, I shall leave the works of

my brother to speak his talents, thinking I have paid a proper respect to

his memory, though it should be said of his journal that its only ornament

is truth, and its best recommendation, characteristic of himself, its genuine

simplicity."

In making a few extracts from Sydney Parkinson's Journal, I have

confined myself to such as are not particularly mentioned in Cook's Voyage
;

paying especial attention to those w^hich refer to our own immediate sea of

Hawke Bay and the east coast of the Xorth Island. It is a notable fact

(though, perhaps, little known) that though Capt. Cook visited New
Zealand several times and spent many months altogether in the bays and

harbours and on the coasts of this country, the only bay w^hich he fully

explored and sailed all round its shores was our Hawke Bay, and that on his

first voyage w^hen Sydney Parkinson was with him.

Their whole number in their little barque the ** Endeavour," of 370

tons, was ninety-six. At Madeira they had the misfortune to lose their

chief mate, Mr. Ware, by drowning, which is thus related :—** His death

was occasioned by an unlucky accident which happened to him while he

stood in the boat to see one of the anchors slipped. The buoy-rope

happening to entangle one of his legs, he w^as drawn overboard and drowned

before we could lend him any assistance. He was a very honest, worthy

man, and one of our best seamen." And a similar misadventure happened

at their next port-of-call, Eio, where, " in coming out of the harbour, Mr.

Flowers, an experienced seaman, fell from the main shrouds into the sea

and was drowned before we could reach him."

These cii'cumstances and others like them are brought to your notice in

this memoir, that you should know that the successful voyage of our

illustrious navigator cost a great sacrifice of human life from among his

own ship's company. This has, I think, been almost, if not altogether,

overlooked by the public at large, in reading or in hearing of Cook's famous

voyage! The halo that justly surrounds his imperishable name is so grand,

SO overpowering, that the loss of so many of his brave companions dming
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tliat first eventful voyage, is, as it were, lost sight of ; and yet I question if

there lias been another voyage of niodern times in "which so many skilled

and useful men died, and not through battle or storm or dangers.

At Eio our voyagers received harsh treatment from the Viceroy, who

prohibited any person coming on shore from the ship. This is fully related

by Cook. Our artist says ;
** We were displeased in receiving this intelligence

;

Mr. Banks and Dr. Solander appeared much chagrined at their disappoint-

ment, but notwithstanding all the Viceroy's precautions we determined to

gratify our curiosity in some measure, and having obtained a sufElcient

knowledge of the river and the harbour by the surveys we had made of the

country, we frequently, unknown to the sentinel, stole out of the cabin

window at midnight, letting ourselves down into a boat by a rope, and

driving away with the tide until we were ont of hearing, we then rowed to

some unfrequented part of the shore where we landed and made excursions

up into the country, though not so far as we could have wished to have done.

The morning after we went on shore my eyes were feasted with the pleasing

prospects that opened to my view on every hand. I soon discovered a hedge

in which were many very curious plants in bloom, and all of them quite new

to me. There were so many that I even loaded myself with them. We
found also many curious .plants in the salading that was sent off to us."

From Rio he wrote to his brother saying he had " finished 100 draw-

^ngs on various subjects and taken sketches of many more." He narrates

that terrible night of Mr. Banks and Dr. Solander and their party in the

snows on the mountains of Terra del Fuego, in which two men of the party

were frozen to death, (which we have at full length and well told in Cook),

adding,— '' The dog that had been with them all night had survived them

;

he was found sitting close by his master's corpse, and seemed reluctant to

leave it, but at length the dog forsook it, and went back to the company and

to the ship." His remarks, in passing the straits of Le Maine and round

Cape Horn, are worthy of notice :

r

" The land on both sides, particularly Staten-land, affords a most dismal

prospect, bemg made up chiefly of barren rocks and tremendous precipices,

covered with snow and uninhabited, forming one of those natural views

, which human nature can scarcely behold without shuddering, How
amazingly diversified are the works of the Deity within the narrow limits of

this globe we inhabit, which, compared with the vast aggregate of systems

that compose the universe, appears but a dark speck in the creation ! A
curiosity, perhaps equal to Solomon's, though accompanied with less wisdom
than was possessed by the Royal Philosopher, induced some of us to quit

our native land, to investigate the heavenly bodies minutely in distant

regions, as well as to trace the signatures of the Supreme Power and

/
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Intelligence througliout several species of animals, and different genera of

plants in the vegetable system,—' from the cedar that is in Lebanon, even

unto the hyssop that springeth out of the wall ;' and the more we investigate

the more w^e ought to admire the power, wisdom, and goodness of the Great

Superintendent of the universe; which attributes are amply displayed

throughout all his works ; the smallest object seen through the microscope

declares its origin to be divine, as well as those larger ones which the

unassisted eye is capable of contemplating : but to proceed. "VVe saw Cape

Horn at first at about five leagues distance, which, contrary to our expecta-

tions, we doubled with as little danger astlie North Forelaud on the Kentish

coast ; the heavens were fair, the wind temperate, the weather pleasant, and

being -wdthin one mile of the shore, we had a more distinct view of this coast

than perhaps any former voyagers have had on this ocean."

His mention of their landing at Tahiti, and what soon followed, is

entertaining :
—*' In the morning we went ashore and pitched the marquee

;

Mr. BanliS, the captain, and myself tooh a walk in the woods, and were

afterwards jomed by Mr. Hicks (the first lieutenant) and Mr. Green (the

astronomer). "While we were walking and enjoymg the rui-al scene, we

heard the report of some fire-arms, and presently saw the natives fleeing

info thfi-CTTonds likfi fri^rhted fawns, carrviner with them their little movables.

Alarmed at this unexpected event, we immediately quitted the wood and

made to the side of the river, where we saw several of our men, who had

been left to guard the tent, pursuing the natives, who were terrified to the

last degree ; some of them skulked behind the bushes, and others leaped

into the river. Hearing the shot rattle amongst the branches of the trees

over my head, I thought it not safe to continue there any longer, and fled to

the tent, where I soon learned the cause of the catastrophe. A sentinel

beinf^ off his guard, one of the natives snatched a musket out of his hand,

which occasioned the fii'ay. A boy, a midshipman, was the commanding

officer, and giving orders to fire, they obeyed with the greatest glee

imaginable, as if they had been shooting at wild ducks, killed one stout

man, and wounded many others. What a pity that such brutality should

be exercised by civihzed people upon unarmed, ignorant Indians ! When

Mr. Banks heard of the affair, he was highly displeased, saying, ' If we

quarrelled with those Indians we should not agree with angels ;' and he did

all he could to accommodate the difference, going across the river, and,

throuf^h the mediation of an old man, prevailed on many of the natives to

come over to us, bearing plantain trees (which is a signal of peace amongst

them), and, clapping then- hands to their breasts, cried ' Tyau !' which

signifies friendship. They sat down by us, sent for cocoa-nuts, and we

drank the milk with them. They were very social, more so than could have
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the

Have we not reason to conclude that their dispositions are very flexible, and
that resentnaent with them is a short-lived passion ?"

On their voyage south from the islands we have these entries:

** August 27th. dressed

the 8th from Ulietea (Eaiatea) ; he was excessively fat, although he had
eaten nothing while he had been on board. On the evening of the next

day, 28th, John Eaden, the boatswain's mate, died. His death was occa-

drink ag too freely of rum the night before.—September 29th.

Saw several parcels of sea-weed, and a land-bird that flew like a plover ;
•

with a c:reat number of larsre white albniirnftcipq wifli flio fir»Q nf flT^ir winorci

We The
captain apprehended that we were near land, and promised one gallon

of rum to the man who should first discover it by day, and two if

he discovered ifc by night ; also, that part of the coast of the said

land should be named after him. On the 1st of October the weather

was fair but very cold, and almost calm. We saw a seal asleep upon the

surface of the water, which had, at first, the appearance of a log of

wood; we put the ship about to take it up, but it waked and dived out of

sight. The master was sent in <iuest of a cm-rent but could find none ; we
having gone ten leagues farther to the north than what appeared in the log

account. Though we had been so long out at sea in a distant part of the

world, we had a roasted leg of mutton and French beans for dinner, and the

fare of Old England afforded us a grateful repast. On the 2nd the sea was
as smooth as the Thames. Mr. Banks went out in a Uttle boat, and
diverted himself in shooting of shearwaters ; he also shot one white

albatros that measured 10-7 feet ; the water looked as green as it does in

the Channel porpoises

alongside of the ship, with a great number of other porpoises having sharp

white snouts, and their sides and bellies of the same colour. On the 5th

we had light breezes from the N.E. and pleasant weather ; about two o'clock

in the afternoon, one of om- people, Nicholas Young, the surgeon's boy,

descried a point of land of New Zealand from the starboard bow, at about nine

leagues distance, bearing W. and by N. We bore up to it, and at sunset we
had a good \iew of it. The land was high, and it appeared like an island. We
regaled ourselves in the evening upon the occasion ; the land was called

•Young Nick's Head,' and the boy received his reward. The sea on this

coast was full of a small transparent animal, which, upon examination, we
called* J5^ro^ coaretata. On the 8th we had light breezes and dead calms all

day, and could not get in nearer the land than two or three leagues : but it

appeared at this distance to be of considerable extent. We saw smoke
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ascend from different parts, and thence concluded that it was inhabited.

On the 9th, early in the morning, the AN-ind being favourable, we stood in

nearer land, where it seemed to open and form a deep bay ; but on

approaching it we discovered low land, and it was much shallower than we

expected. Upon entering we had regular soui

twenty-six to six fathoms, and cast anchor on the east side in ten fathoms

water about two or three miles from the shore, over against the land on the

right where there was the appearance of a river. * * * Havin

anchor, the pinnace, long-boat, and yawl were sent on shore with the

marines. As soon as the people who were in the pinnace had passed a

httle way up into the country, while the long-boat went up the river to see

for water, some of the natives, who had hid themselves among the bushes,

made their appearance, having long wooden lances in their hands, which they

held up in a threatening posture as if they intended to throw them at the

boys in the yawl. The cockswain, who stayed in the pinnace, perceivuig

them, fired a musketoon over then- heads, but that did not seem to intimidate

them ; he therefore fired a musket, and shot one of them through the heart,

iipon which they were much alarmed and retreated precipitately. The

water in the river was found to be brackish, in which we were disappointed;

but they shot some wild ducks of a very large size, and gathered a variety

of ciuious plants in flower.

"Early on the mornmg of the lOfch the long-boat, pinnace, and yawl

went on shore again, landed near the river where they had been the night

before, and attempted to find a watering-place. Several of the natives

came toward them, and, with much entreating, we prevailed on some of

them to cross the river, to whom we gave several things, which they carried

back to their companions on the other side of the river, who seemed to be

highly pleased with them and testified their joy by a war-dance. Appearing

to be so pacifically disposed, our company went over to them and were

received in a friendly manner. Some of the natives were armed with

lances, and others with a kind of stone-bludgeon ; through the handle of it

was a string which they twisted round the hand that held it when they

attempted to strike at any person. We would have pm-chased some of their

weapons, but could not prevail on them to part with them on any terms.

One of them, however, watched an opportunity and snatched a hanger from

our

surprise

;iniidated at the

their blood, nor did they seem to breathe any revenge upon the occasion
;

attempting only to wrest the hanger out of the man's hand that had been

shot, and to take the weanons that belon^red to their other two deceased
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comrades, ^vliicli having effected, they (juietly departed. After haviu(^
taken possession of tlie country in form for the King, our company embarked
and Tvent round the bay in search of water again, and to apprehend, if

possible, some of the natives, to gain farther information of them respecting
the island. They had not gone far before they saw a canoe, gave chase to
it, and when they came up with it, the crew threw stones at them, and were
very daring and insolent. Our peox)le had recourse to their arms; the
Captam, Dr. Solander, and Mr. Banks fired at them and killed and wounded
several of them. The natives fought very desperately with their paddles,
but were soon overpowered ; thek canoe was taken, three of them made
prisoners and brought on board the ship, and the rest ' were suffered to

escape. They Avere in person much like the natives of Otaheite, but were
loud and rude in their addi-ess, and more unpolished than the Otaheitians.
We were much surprised to find they spoke the Otaheitian language, though
in a different dialect, speakmg very guttui-al, ha\iug a kind of Jiec which
.some of the people of Uhetea have in their speech. Tupaea understood
them very well, notwithstanding they made fi-equent use of the g and k,

which the people of Otaheite do not. Their canoe was thhty feet long,

made of planks sewed together, and had a lug-saiF made of matting.

We found here a sort of lonof-Dortrifir wlnVli +ns!tf.f1 itovit- Tv-mni, ^;^^^ ,-

* * *

_ _ — „ „ , „
Fulica or a bald-coot of a dark blue colour ; and a blackbird, the flesh of

an A vast
quantity of pumice-stone hes all along upon the shore* within the bay,
which indicates that there is a volcano in this island. On the 12th, early
in the morning, we weighed anchor and attempted to find some better

anchoring-place, as this bay (which, from the few necessaries we could
procure

which brings in a heavy sea. The natives called the bay Te Oneroa, and
the point of land at the entrance on the east side they called Te Tua Motu.

On the 13th, in the afternoon, after we had doubled a small high island,

which was called Portland Isle, (or according to the natives, Te Ham-e,) we
got into a sort of large bay, and the night coming on we thought it best to

drop anchor, designing, next morning, to make for a harbour in the comer
of the bay, where there was the appearance of an inlet. * * * On the
14th we made for the inlet which we saw the night before, and on coming
up to it found that it was not sheltered, having only some low land at the
bottom of it. Ten canoes filled with people chased us, but our ship sailing

too fast for them they were obhged to give over the pursuit. We sailed

round most part of the bay without finding any opening, and the soundings
all along the shore were very regular. The country appeared more fertile

* This does not appear in Cooli,
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hereabout, and well covered with wood, the sea-shore maldug in clayey
cliii'd, upon which the surf brote very high. This bay was called Hawke's
Bay. In the afternoon a canoe followed us with eighteen peoj^le in her
armed with lances, but as they could not keep pace with ns they gave up
their expedition. In sailing along we could plainly thstiuguish land that was
cultivated, parcelled out into square compartments, having some sorts of
herbs growing upon them. On the 15th in the morning, we bent our course
round a small peninsula which was joined to the mainland by a low
Isthmus, on which were many groves of tall straight trees, that looked as if

they had been planted by art ; and within side of it the water was quite

smooth. We saw some very high ridges of hills streaked ^^'ith snow, and
when we had doubled the point of this peninsula, the low isthmus appeared
again stretching a long way by the sea-side. The country looked very
pleasant, having fine slopmg hills which stretched out into beautiful gi-een

lawns, though not covered with wood, as other parts of the coast are. In the
morning, while we were on the other side of the peninsula, nine canoes came
off to us, in which were IGO of the natives ; they behaved in a very irresolute

manner, sometimes seeming as if they would attack us, then takmg fright

and retreating a Uttle, one half paddling one way, and the other half

dhn
O

very loud and blustering, lolliug out tlieii* tongues, and making other sio-ns

of defiance. We did all we could to make them peaceable but to no purpose,

for they seemed at length resolved to do us some mischief: comin^^ alon^-

side of the ship again and threatening us, we fired one of our guns loaded

with grape-shot over their heads. They looked upon us for some time with

astonishment, and then hastened away as fast as they could. By this time

two other canoes came towards us, but stopped a Httle and held a conference

with those that were returning, and then made up to us, leaving the rest at

some distance, who seemed to wait their destiny. We made signs to them
that we meant them no harm if they would behave peaceably, which they

so well understood that they took all their weapons and put them into a

canoe We
several kinds of things, but they were so timorous that they durst not

venture on board, nor would they send anything to us. During this

interview another canoe came up, threw a lance at the stern of the ship, and

made off again. The lance fell into the water and sunk immediately. ^ * *

Their canoes had from eighteen to twenty-two men in them, and were

adorned with fine heads made out of a thick board, cut through like filagree

work, in spkals of very curious workmanship. At the end of this was a

head with two large eyes of mother-of-pearl, and a large heart-shaped

tongue. This figure went round the bottom of the board, and had feet and
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hands carved upon it very neatly and painted red ; they had also high-

peaked sterns, wrought in filagree and adorned with feathers, from the top

of which depended two long streamers, made of feathers, which almost

reached the water. Some of these canoes were between fifty and sixty

feet long, and rowed with eighteen paddles by the like number of men, who
look the same way they row, striking their paddles into the water with thek

points downward, at the same time bending their bodies forward, and as it

were, driving the waves behind them. They gave us two heivos in theu"

canoes which were very diverting. They beat time with their paddles, and
ended all at once with the word epaah^ at the same instant striking their

paddles on the thwarts, all which afforded a truly comic act.

" On the 16th we had several fisher canoes come to us, and, after much
persuasion, they gave us some fish for cloth and trinkets ; but none of their

fish was quite fresh, and some of it stank intolerably. They went away
r

very well satisfied, and then a larger canoe, full of people, came up to us,

having their faces shockingly besmeared with some paint. An old man,
who sat in the stern, had on a garment of some beast's skin, with long hair,

dark brown, and white border, which we would have purchased, but they

were not willing to part with anything. When the captain threw them a

piece of red baize for it, they paddled away immediately, held a conference

with the fishers' boats, and then returned to the ship. We had laid a

scheme to trepan them,"-'' intending to have thrown a running bow-line

about the head of the canoe, and to have hoisted her up to the anchor :

but just as we had got her a-head for that purpose, they seized Tupaea's

little boy, who was in the main-chains, and made off with him, which

prevented the execution of our plan. We fired some muskets and great

guns at them, and killed several of them.f The boy soon after disengaged

himself fi'om them, jumped into the sea, swam toward the ship, and we
lowered a boat down and took him up, while the canoes made to land as

fast as possible.

" In the evening we were over against a point of land, which, from the

Kidnappers, On doubling

with

the land tending away to a point southwards. Soon after we saw a small

* Not mentioned in Cook.

f I saw in 1843-45, at Waimarama, a village a few miles soutli of Cape Kidnappers,

an aged native, who remembered this incident, and I also obtained from several natives,

descendants from and near relatives to the sufferers on that occasion, their account of

the affair, received from their forefathers ; five, it appears, were killed, and several

wounded. One of the poor fellows had received a ball in his knee Joint, which could not

be extracted, and which made him a helpless cripple during a long life.—(W, C, Journal,

MS.)
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island, wliicli, from its desolate appearance, we called Bare Island. Ou the
17tli we saUed along the coast, near as far as 41°, but not meeting with any
convenient harboui- to anchor in, the land lying north and south, when we
came abreast of a round bluff cape, we turned back, being apprehensive
that we should want water if we proceeded farther to the southward. We
saw several villages, and in the night some fires burning upon the land.
The coast appeared more barren than any we had seen before. There was
clear ground and good anchorage upon the coast two or three miles fi-om the
shore, and from eight to twenty fathoms water. This cape we named Cape
Tiu-nagaui.

" On the 19th, in the afternoon, we were off Hawke's Bay, which wo
could not enter, the wind being foul. A canoe came to us with five people
in it, who seemed to place great confidence in us. They came on board,
and said they would stay aU night. The man who seemed to be the chief

had a new gai-ment, made of the white silky flax, which was very strong
and thick, with a beautiful border of black, red, and white round it.

*' On the 20th, early in .the morning, having a fine breeze, we made
Table Cape, passed Poverty Bay, and came to a remarkable point of land,
bemg a flat, perpendicular, triangular-shaped rock, behind which there

appeared to be a harbour, but on opening it we found none. This point
we called Gable-end Foreland. The country is full of wood, and looks
very pleasant in this part; but towards night we saw some laud that
appeared very broken, and dreary, formed into a number of points, over
which we could see the back land.

" On the 21st we anchored in a very indifferent harbour, in eight and
a-half fathoms water, about one mile and a-haK from the shore, having an
island on the left hand, which somewhat sheltered us. Many canoes came off

to us, and two old men of then- chiefs came on board. These people seemed
very peaceably inclined, and were willing to trade with us for several trifles

which they had brought with them. ^Ye saw many houses, and several

tracts of land, partly hedged in and cultivated, which formed an agreeable

view from the harbour, called by the natives Te Karu. Some of

went ashore for water, and found a rivulet, where they filled their casks,

and returned to the ship unmolested by the inhabitants, many of whom
they saw near the ri\Tilet.

" On the 22nd, in the morning, the boats went on shore again for wood
and water ; and a short time after, Mr. Banks and some others followed

them
;
and while they were absent the natives came on board and trafficked

with us, having brought some parcels of kumera and exchanged them with

us for Otaheite cloth, which is a scarce commodity among them. They were
very cunning in their traffic, and made much of low artifice. One of them

omr
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part with for aii;>iliiDg we offered him. Several of tliern were very curiously
tattooed. The natives, both on hoard and on shore, behaved with great
civility, and at night they began to heivo and dance in theii' manner, which
"w-as very uncouth. Nothing could be more droll than to see old men with
grey beards assumhig every antic posture imaginable, rolhng then- eye
about, loUmg out their tongues, and, in short, working themselves up to a
sort of phrenzy.

The surf runnmg high, the men who went on shore foimd great
difficulty in getting the water into the long-boat, and in coming off the
boat was swamped. We therefore enquired of the natives for a more
convenient watering-place, and they pointed to a bay bearing S.W. by W.
On receiving this information we weighed anchor, but the ^ind being against
us we stood off and on till the next morning, the 23rd, and then bore away
to leeward, and looked mto the bay which we had passed before. About
noon we dropped anchor, and one of our boats went into a Uttle cove where
there was smooth landing and fresh water, and we moored the ship about
a mile and a-half from the shore. This bay is called by the natives ' Tolago,'
and is very open, being exposed to all the violence of the east wind. Several
canoes came alongside of the ship, of whom we got some fish, kumeras or
sweet potatoes, and several other things ; but the natives were indifferent
about most of the thmgs we offered them, except white cloth and glasses
which suited their fancy, so that we found it difficult to trade with them.
They had some greenstone axes and earrmgs, but they would not part with
them on any terms

; and as to their kumeras they set gi-eat value upon
them.

" The country about the bay is agreeable beyond description, and with
proper cultivation, might be rendered a kind of second Paradise. The hiUs
are covered with beautifiU flowering shrubs, intermingled with a great
number of taU and stately palms, which fill the aii- with a most grateful
fragrant perfume. We saw the tree which produces the cabbage, which ate
well boiled. We also found some trees yielded a fine transparent gum, and
between the hills we discovered some fi-uitful vaUeys that are adapted either
to cultivation or pasturage. The country abounds with different kinds of
herbage fit for food. Our botanists were agi'ceably employed in investigating
the trees and plants of the country. Withm land there were many scandent
ferns and parasitic plants, and on the sea-shore Salicornias, 21esembryan-
themum, and others. The plant of which they make thehr cloth is a sort of
HemerocalUs, and the leaves yield a very strong and glossy flax, of which
their garments and ropes are made. Adjoining their houses are plantations
of kumera and tai-o. These grounds are cultivated with great care and kept
clean and neat.

\
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" The natives behaved very civil to us ; they are, in general, lean and tall
w

yet well-shaped, have faces lite Europeans, and, in general, the aquiline

nose, with dark-coloured eyes, black hair which is tied up on the cro-^Ti of

the head, and beards of a middling length. * * Their cloth is white and

as glossy as silk, worked by hands, and wrought as even as if it had been

done in a loom, and is chiefly worn by the men though it is made by the

women, who also carry burdens and do all the drudgery. Many of the

women that we saw had very good features, and not the savage countenance

one might expect. The men have their hah- tied up, but the women's hangs

down, nor do they wear feathers in it like the men, but adorn it with leaves.

They seem to be proud of their sex, and expect you should give them
everything they desh'e because they are women, but they take great care of

themselves, and are exceedingly modest, in this respect being very different

from the women we saw in the islands.

'' The men have a particular taste for carving ; their boats, paddles,

boards to put on their houses, tops of walking-sticks, and even their boats'

valens are carved in a variety of flourishes turnings and windin

unbroken ; but their favourite figure seems to be a volute or spu'al which

they vary many ways—smgle, double, and triple—and with as much truth

as if done from mathematical di'aughts
;
yet the only instrument we have

seen are a chisel and an axe, both made of stone. Their fancy, indeed, is

very wild and extravagant, and I have seen no imitations of nature in any

of their performances, unless the head and the heart-shaped tongue hanging

out of the mouth of it may be called natm*al.

'* We saw many beautiful pan-ots and bh'ds of various kinds—one in

particular that had a note very much like our blackbird, but we found no
ground fowl or domestic poultry. Of quadrupeds we saw no other than

dogs, which were like those on the island of Otaheite, and of them but a

few. * * * From the view which we had of the coast, and the obser-

vations made, we might judge that the coimtry is well-situated, naturally

fertile, and capable of great improvement by cultivation, especially as the

climate is distinguishably mild and favom-able. "We had clear and fair

weather all the time we were on the coast, excepting one day, and though

the weather was hot, yet it seemed, by what we obsei^ved, that a sea-breeze

constantly set in about eleven o'clock in the forenoon which moderated it.

" On the 30th, having obtained a suflicient quantity of wood and water,

we left the bay, and, sailing along the coast, about noon came up with a

point of land before an island; this point we called East Cape, and the

island East Island, from which the land altered its direction and tended

away to the W. We saw several villages which seemed to have been fenced

in by art, and some parcels of ground cultivated. AYe passed a bay which
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our first lieutenant. On the 31st we sailed

along the coast and had light breezes and pleasant weather. In the forenoon
w

seven canoes came off to us in a hostile manner, brandishing their lances

and waving their paddles. One of these canoes was very large and had

between fifty and sixty people in her ; some of them gave us an heivo ; and

one of them—a priest, as we suj^posed—talked very much. They kept

paddhng about us, calling out to us that, if we would e:o on shore, they

wi

suffered them to approach nearer to us we might be obliged to offer violence

to them, the captain ordered a gun, loaded with grape-shot, to be fired

over their heads, the report of which terrified them so much that they

paddled away till they had got, as they supposed, out of our reach, and then

they stopped and held a consultation, after which they seemed as if they

intended to return, and we fired another gun loaded with ball, and then

they made as fast as possible to the shore. Being at this time off a cape,

we named it, from the hasty retreat of the natives, Cape Eunaway.
** On the 1st of November a great number of canoes came off us, one

of which had part of a human skull to bale out the water with. We
prevailed on some of the natives to come alongside of the ship, and traded

with them for cloth, crayfish, and mussels. They gave us several heivos,

but some of them seemed to threaten us. A breeze springing up we left

them, and a httle further on the coast another squadron of fisher boats

came off to us, with whom also we had some traffic. These, as well as the

rest, were very ready to snatch anything they could lay their hands on

;

ihin

stem

fired several muskets, but they did not much regard them. We then fired

some grape-shot amongst them, and they paddled away something faster,

our

paddles and seemed to defy us. We fired another gun loaded with round

and grape-shot, which passed between two canoes and narrowly missed

them, on which they hesitated no longer, but repaked immediately to the

shore. called

Mowtohora, about three leagues from the land. In going between this and

the mainland, a canoe came off from the island. This canoe was double,

After we hadand differed in other respects from those we had seen before,

talked with the people which came in it a considerable time, they gave us

several hdvos, then looked at us very steadfastly, and, having threatened

us, stood off towards the mainland. Opposite to this is a high-peaked hill,

aU

Lowland Bav : and
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Point and Lowland Point, the latter of wliich stretches a great way, and is

covered with trees. Near it there are three small islands or rocks, and it

was with difficulty that we steered clear of them in the night, and got into

six fathoms water, soon after which we made a x)oint of land, which we
called Town Point. This was at the entrance of a little cove.

*' On the 2nd, in the morning, we discovered three sorts of land; hut,

as the weather was hazy, could not make many observations. "We also

passed three other islands : one of them was rocky, high, and barren, which

we called White Island. The other two were lower ; one of thom we named
Flat Island, in which we saw a village. A canoe pursued us, but, having a

brisk breeze, it could not overtake us. Toward night it blew pretty hard,

right on shore ; we therefore tacked about, and sailed backward and forward

till the next morning, the 3rd. Then the canoe which we saw the night

before gave us chase again. Having a sail, they at length came up with

us; sailed alongside of us for a considerable time, and now and then gave

us a song, the tune of which was much like the chant which some priests

use. They also gave us a heivo^ but soon after threw some stones at us ; we
fired a musket, loaded with small shot, at a young man which distinguished

himself at the sport, and he shrunk down as if he had been wounded.

After a short consultation they doused the sail, and stood back for an island.

We sailed along ^ith a moderate breeze, and passed a cluster of rocks,

which we called the Court of Aldermen ; and, from the vicinity of one of

the three last-mentioned islands to them, we gave it the name of the

Mayor. This cluster of rocks lies off a point of land, and termmates the

bounds of this large bay to the north-west, which, from the number of

canoes that came off to us, brining provisions, we named the Bay of

Plenty.

" The coast hereabout ai>peared very barren, and had a great number of

rocky islands, from which circumstance we named the point Barren Point.

The land is very grotesque, bemg cleft or torn into a variety of strange

figures, and has very few trees upon it. About noon several canoes came

off to us, and the i)eople in them were so daring as to throw a lance into

the ship, but we fired a musket, and they paddled away from us. Their

canoes were formed out of one tree, and shaped hke a butcher's tray,

without any ornament about them. The peox:)le, who were naked, were of

a very dark complexion, and made a mean api)earance. We stood in for

a bay, and at night anchored in it, having seven fathoms water. Several

canoes like the former followed us ; they were very merry, and gave us

several heivos, or cheers. This bay, which the inhabitants caU Puran<^i, is

the best harbour we have found, being well land-locked, and with a good

landing at the watering-place.
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** On the 4tli, early in the morning, we were visited by several canoes

;

tlie people in tliem, about 135 in number, had a few arms, but seemed

unresolved what to do. At last they traded with us, exchanging the few

trifles they had brought for cloth. They were very sly, and attempted to

cheat us. "We fired several muskets at them, and wounded two of them

;

the rest, however, did not seem to be alarmed till the captain shot through

one of the canoes, which struck them with a panic, and on firing a great

gun they made off to land.

" On the 9th, a great number of the natives came in canoes about the
w

ship and brought us a large quantity of fish, mostly of the mackerel kind,

with a few John Dories, and we pickled down several casks full of them.

Some of these canoes came from another part of the country, which were

larger and of a better sort than the rest ; the people in them, too, had a

better appearance ; among whom were some of superior rank, furnished

with good garments, dressed up with feathers on their heads, and had

various things of value amongst them which they readily exchanged for

Otaheite cloth. lu one of the canoes there was a very handsome young

man of whom I bought some things ; he seemed by the variety of his

garments, which he sold one after another till he had but one left, to be a

person of distinction among them ; his last garment was an upper one,

made of black and white dogskin, which one of the lieutenants would have

purchased, and offered him a large piece of cloth for it, which he swung

down the stern by a rope into the canoe ; but as soon as the young man

had taken it, his companions paddled away as fast as possible, shouting and

brandishing their weapons as if they had made a great prize, and, being

ignorant of the power of our weapons, thought to have carried it off

securely ; but a musket was fired at them from the stern of the ship ; the

young man fell down immediately, and, it is probable, was mortally

wounded, as we did not see him rise again. What a severe punishment of

a crime committed, perhaps, ignorantly ! The name of this unfortunate

man, we afterwards learned, was Te Eiunui,

"The wind having been against us for several days, and as we could get

no farther with our heavy ship, on the 29th in the morning, having weathered

a long point of land, which we named Cape Brett, we bore away to leeward,

got into a very large harbour where we were land-locked, and had several

pretty coves on every side of us. We passed a small island which we named

Piercy Island, and soon after cast anchor. Many canoes came off to us, and

the people in them, according to custom, behaved somewhat unruly. While

I saluted one of them, in their manner, he picked my pocket. Borne of our

people fired upon them, but they did not seem to regai'd it much. One of

pur boats went on shore, and then they set off all at once and attempted to
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seize her, iu which, however, they failed ; but soon after Mr. Banks got on

shore he had like to have been apprehended by one of the natives, but
h

happily escaj)ed. The marines fired upon them, five great guns were fired

from the ship, and Te Kuku, son to one of their chiefs, was wounded in the

thigh."^^

"On the 5th a canoe came into the bay that had eighty people in her,

most of whom paddled ; the chiefs wore garments of dog-skins, and were

very much tattooed. We saw many plantations of the kumera, and some

of the ante, or cloth trees. At night again it was almost calm, and we were

near the shore. We designed to tack about but were hurried by an eddy

tide upon the breakers off a point of land called by us Point Pococke, before

we were aware of it, which threw us into a panic and occasioned great

confusion. Not having room to anchor we hoisted out the pinnace to tow

her off ; we thought we had seen a whale but it proved to be a rock, and we
struck upon it twice. We got clear of it again and streamed the buoy, but

luckily did not let go the anchor.

" On the 15th January we anchored in a snug cove in a bay on the south

side of Cook's Straits. The woods here abound with divers kinds of birds,

such as parrots, wood-pigeons, water-hens, three sorts of birds having

wattles, hawks, with a variety of birds that sing all night. We also found

a great quantity of a species of PhiladelphiiSy which makes a good substitute

for tea. At one particular place we met with a substance that appeared like

a kid's skin, but it had so weak a texture that we concluded it was not

leather, and were afterwards informed by the natives that it was gathered

from some plant called Ti kume ; one of them had a garment made of it

which looked like their rug cloaks. The natives in this part of New Zealand

wear large bunches of feathers on theh heads and their garments in a

singular manner, just as Abel Tasman, the person who, about 150 years

ago, discovered this land, has figured in his work. They were not desh-ous

of anything we had except nails, which they soon discovered to be useful.

When these people are pleased on any particular occasion they express it

by crying Ai^ and make a cluck with their tongues not unUke a hen's when
she calls her chickens. ^Tiile we lay here some of oui* people went towards

the jm in a boat ; several of the natives came out to welcome them ; most

likely they took it to be a traverse, and Mr, Monkhouse shot at them. An
old man came in a few days after and told us that one person was dead of a

wound which he received. In this pa there were about thirty-two houses,

containing upwards of 200 inhabitants.

* The plate containing the likeness of this

which has become scarce, if not wholly extinct,

those more than thirty-five years back.

specimens

<J
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" On the 7tli February we weighed anchor and proceeded along the

straits with the tide and a fine breeze which set us through with great

rapidity, and, being wilHng to satisfy ourselves whether the north part of

this land was an island, we resolved to sail as far N. as Cape Turnagain.

The two easternmost points of the straits we called Cape Campbell and
Cape Palliser. On the 8th we sailed along the south coast of the (North)

ie canoes came off to us—two of them wereIsland. In the afternoon tin-

large and handsome. The natives in them behaved peaceably, and, by
asking for nails, we concluded they had heard of us from the peox^le of

some other islands where we had been. They were very much like the

natives of Matarnkau, a %dllagc in Tolago Bay, being very neatly dressed,

having their hair knotted on the crown of their heads in two bunches, one
of which was Tamoou, or plaited, and the wreath bound round them the

same. In one of the canoes there was an old man who came on board
attended by one of the natives : he was tattooed all over the face with

a streak of red paint over his nose and across his cheek. His brow, as well

as the brows of many others who were with him, was much furrowed ; and
the hair of his head and beard quite silvered with age. He had on a flaxen

garment ornamented with a beautiful wrought border, and under it a

petticoat made out of a sort of cloth which they call '' Aooree Waow;'' on
his ears hung a bunch of teeth, and an ear-ring of poonamoo or greenstone.

For an Indian, his speech was soft, and his voice so low that we could

hardly hear it. By his dress, carriage, and the respect paid to him, we
supposed him to be a person of distinction amongst them. On the 9th, at

noon, we had a good view of Cape Turnagain. We passed two points of

land to which we gave the names of Castle Point and Flat Point.

*'0n the 14th we passed Cook's Straits, without seeing them, on the

east side of Te wai pounamu. In the afternoon four double canoes, in

which were fifty-seven people, came off to us ; they had some leaves about

their heads, but few clothes on their bodies. They kept aloof from us ; nor

could,we persuade them to traffic with us. Having beat to windward for

several days without gaining any way, with the weather gloomy and very

cold, on the 24th we had a fresh breeze from the N. which carried us

round the outermost porat of the land we had seen, which we called Cape

Saunders, beyond which the land tended away to the S.W. On the 4th

March, after having beat about near a week, we got sight of land again

and saw the appearance of a harbour which we named Molinenx's Harbour,

after the name of the master of our ship. We had light breezes and calms

till the 9th, and, at the dawn of that day, we narrowly escaped running the

ship upon a ledge or parcel of craggy rocks, some of which were but just

seen above water. They were luckily discovered by the midshipman's going
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to the mastlieacL The breeze hciug moderate we put the helm a-lee, and
were dehvered from this immiaent danger by the good providence of God.

We stood out to sea, but, meeting with contrary winds, we beat

to windward for a considerable time; at length, the wind coming fair, we
steered westerly, and unexpectedly found ourselves between two large shoals

which had some rocks upon them, but we fortunately escaped them. We
called these shoals the Traps. This day being one of the inferior officers'

birthday, it was celebrated by a peculiar kind of festival ; a dog was killed

that had been bred on board ; the hind-quarters were roasted, and a pye

was made of the fore-quarters, into the crust of which they put the fat ; and
of the viscera they made a haggis."

On the 31st March Captain Cook and his party left New Zealand on
then: homeward voyage, and on the Gth May we have the following entry in

our artist's journal when on the coast of New Holland :

—

'' On this day
Forbes Sutherland, a native of the Orkneys, who had departed this nfe,was

carried on shore and decently interred." And on the 22nd of the same
month this strange entry :— '* This day the captain's clerk had his ears cut off,

and also his clothes cut off his back." To which is added in a note :—" The
captain and officers offered some time after, at Batavia, a reward of fifteen

guineas to any one who should discover the person or persons who cut off

his ears, and fifteen gallons of arrack to any one that should discover him
or them who had cut off his clothes." And afterwards, in December, while

at Batavia, an entry in the journal thus;—'* One of our midshipmen ran

away fi'om us here, and it was suspected that he was the person who cut off

Orion's ears."

After having been ^\Tecked off the coast of New Holland, and with the

taki

with

and hardship, they anchored in the road of Batavia on the 10th of

October, where the ship was examined and repaired. During this time
several died, and Mr. Parkinson makes this entry :

—** While oiu- ship was
thr

designed Before our
arrival at Batavia, they had made great progress in the English tongue, in

which they were gi'eatly assisted by Mr. Green, the astronomer, who took

much pains therein, especially with Taiota. When Taiota was seized with
the fatal disorder, as if certain of his approaching dissolution, he frequently

said to those of us who were his intimates, * My friends, I am dying V He
took any medicines that were offered him ; but Tupaea, who was ill at the

same time, and sui-vived him but a few days, refused everything of that

kind, and cave himself un to errief. rea^rettiner in the hicyTiosf Aacrraa fiiaf i-.^
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had left his own country ; and when he heard of Taiota's death, he was

quite inconsolable, crying out frequently, * Taiota ! Taiota T They were

both buried in the island of Eadam. During our stay at Batavia, most of

us were sickly ; Mr. Monkhouse, our siu-geon, and the astronomer's servant

also died, and some others hardly escaped with life,"

On the 26th December they left Batavia, and on the 5th January

arrived at Prince's Island, where they stayed about ten days. At this place

ends S, Parkinson's Journal,

Captain Cook says :
— ** In the morning of the 26th we weighed and set

sail. At this time the number of sick on board amounted to forty, and the

rest of the ship's company were in a feeble condition. Every individual,

including myself, had been sick, except the sailmaker, an old man between

seventy and eighty j^ears of age, and it is very remarkable that this old man,
during our stay at this place, was constantly drunk every day. * * We
now made the best of our way for the Cape of Good Hope, but the seeds of

disease which we had received at Batavia began to appear with the most
threatening symptoms in dysenteries and slow fevers. Mr. Banks was
among the sick, and for some time there was no hope of his life. We were

very soon in a most deplorable condition ; the ship was nothing better than

a hospital, in which those that were able to go about were too few to attend

the sick, who were confined to their hammocks ; and we had almost every

night a dead body to commit to the sea. In the com'se of about six weeks

we buried Mr. Sporing, a gentleman who was in Mr. Banks's retinue, Mr.
Parkimony his natural histoyy painter ^ Mr Green, the astronomer, the boat-

swain, the carpenter and his mate, Mr Monkhouse the midshipman (who
had fothered the ship after she had been stranded on the coast of New
Holland), our jolly old sailmaker and his assistant, the ship's cook, the

corporal of marines, two of the carpenter's crew, a midshipman, and nine

seamen; in all twenty-three persons, besides the seven that we buried at

Batavia."

A few more sentences from Captain Cook:

—

^'* On the 15th March we
anchored off the Cape of Good Hope, having only six men capable of doing

duty,* so that we could not send our boat on shore. * * Having lain

here to recover the sick and procm-e stores tiU the 13th of April, I then

got all the sick on board, several of whom were still in a dangerous state; I

unmoored and got ready to sail, havmg engaged some Portuguese to

supply the loss of our sailors. The next evening I anchored under

Eobin Island. On the 25th we weighed and put to sea. About an
hour afterwards we lost our master, Mr. Eobert Molineux, a young
man of good parts but unhappily given up to intemperance, which

* Parkinson's Jomnal, p. 210,
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brought on disorders that pnt an end to his life. On the 1st of May wg

anchored at St. Helena, where we remained tiU the 4th, when we weighed

and xnxt to sea. On the 23rd died our first lieutenant, Mr. Hicks. Our

rigging and sails were now become so bad that somethmg was giving way

every day. We continued our course, however, in safety till the 10th of

June, when land, which proved to he the Lizard, was discovered by Nicholas

Young, the same boy that first saw New Zealand, and on the 12th came to

an anchor in the Downs ; after having been absent from England within a

few days of three years, when we immediately sent our sick on shore."

Voyagers in our day can form but a very poor conception of what Cook

and his companions had daily to endure dm'ing their three years' voyage in

the **Endeavoiu\" From New Zealand at that time, though much- in

want of fresh supplies, they could get little besides fish, and wood, and

water, and some sea-side weeds as vegetables. They also got with diflficulty

a few sweet potatoes ; this, however, was owing to its being the wrong

season of the year for kumera, being just the planting season, at which

time the natives themselves have very few (if any) to use as food. And the

New Zealand forests afforded no good edible fruits. By Captain Cook and

his officers, as we have seen, a dog was considered a great luxury ; and the

grass (Ap

J

During their eventful voyage they lost just two-fifths of their number,

including a large majority of their officers and principal men, none of whom

were killed in battle or lost their lives through storms or dangers. They

lost the first lieutenant, the master, the chief mate, two midshipmen, the

boatswain, the sailmaker and his assistant, the carpenter, the carpenter's

mate and two of his crew, the ship's cook, and sixteen seamen ; also, the

corporal of marines, the surgeon, the astronomer, the two draughtsmen,

and Il^Ir. Banks's secretary, also his negro servant, and the two Tahitians,

—makinfr a sad total of thirtv-eiaht ! and, nossiblv* someTupaea and Taiota—making a sad total of

more of the sick who were carried on shore. Well might Captain Cook call

his ship a " floating hospital
!"

The names, however, of those officers and gentlemen live here among

lis in the bays and isles and headlands named after them by Captain Cook.

Anaur

they

after our artist, just as the other small island in the adjoinuag bay of Tolago

was named after Mr. Banks's secretary, Mr. Spormg.* ''Parkinson Islet''

is so named in the very neat map of New Zealand in Sydney Parkinson's

lom-nal : but, curiously enough, while the islet is correctly given in the

• I find, from Dr. Sparrman's Voyage, that Mr. Spormg was a Swede.
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larger map of New Zealand in Cooli's First Voyage, the itaiije is omitted,

while all the other small single islets along the coast seen by them, from
Bare Island to the Maj^or, have their names inserted. Is this another

indication of that *' mean and invidious suppression " on the part of

Dr. Hawkesworth and Mr. Banks (complained of by the editor of the

" Journal "), which feeling caused them to disallow the insertion of Sydney
Parkinson's name at the corner of his engraved drawings? Possibly it

may be so. I have also noticed that a few engravings in Cook's First

Voyage of articles taken home in the ship, and of subjects got up in England,

bear the names of their designers or copyists—which makes the omission of

our artist's name the more glaring. If such, as I have ventured to suppose,

really be the case, it is doubly mean and paltry on their part, as Sydney
Parkinson, our artist (who died in Mr. Banks's service), could never in any
Way have injured them.

His name is but twice mentioned in Dr. Hawkesworth's narrative of the

first voyage : once, briefly, that of his death (which I have abeady q^uoted),

and once shortly after their arrival at Taliiti, which is as follows :—'' Our
residence on shore would by no means have been disagreeable if we had not

been incessantly tormented by the flies, which, among other misclaief, made
it almost impossible for Mr. Parkinson, Mr. Banks' natural history painter,

to work ; for they not only covered his subject so as that no part of the

surface could be seen, but even ate the colour off the paper as fast as he
could lay it on. We had recourse to mosquito-nets and fly-traps, which,

though they made the inconvenience tolerable, were very far from removing
it/'*

will merely Bay, as my firm belief, that our
disciple of nature and tlie first artist wlio visited these shores of New
Zealand, and who so faithfully depicted what he saw with both his pencil

and his pen, will yet have justice done him. When, in days to come, the

history ofNew Zealand shall be fully and truthfuUy written, then the names
of Cook and his gallant companions can not be forgotten ; and prominently

* ^ft H ^A ^ ^ ^ ^

Sydney
shall be found the name of our

" To live in hearts we leave behind,

Is not to die ."

* Cook's Voyages : p. 97, vol. 11.
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Art. X.

—

NoteSj chiefly^ historical^ on the ancient Dog of the New

Zealanders. By W. Colenso, F.L.S.

[Bead hefore the Haivke Bay Philoso_pMcal Institute , Sth October^ 1877.]

For several years I have been aware of mucli error being commonly

entertained concerning the original New Zealand dog, and I have been
m

desh-ous of combatting it, as far as I could, by puttmg together what little

I have learned respecting it, and the valuable testimonies yet extant of

those of our earliest voyagers in these seas who frequently saw the animal.

And this, I cannot help thinldng, is the more needed just now ; for, in the

last volume of the *' Transactions," there is a paper by Dr. Hector ** On the

remains of a dog found near White Cliffs, Taranaki," in which there are some

statements and remarks concerning the New Zealand dog, which, I think,

will be found incorrect

—

e.g.j where Dr. Hector says :
—'* A few dogs of this

primitive breed were known within the last twenty years," that *'it is

improbable that the same dogs were both highly-prized domestic i3ets and

also used for food;" and ** a bitch and full-grown pup were known for

several years in the densely-wooded country between Waikawa and the

Matam-a plains, and did great damage among the flocks of sheep, etc., they

were (at last) shot and presented to the Colonial Museum. Of the smaller

specimen both skin and skeleton were taken to the British Museum by Sir

G. Grey, and the skin of the mother was preserved here, and has been

recognised by many old Maoris as a genuine kuri or ancient Maori dog.

* * It is a large-bodied dog with slender limbs, large ears, etc."*

From an early period (in oui' modern times) I travelled pretty much in
r

this North Island of New Zealand (particularly from 1831 to 1854), and

that always on foot, zig-zagging about and visiting the Maori pas and

villages in the interior and on the coast from Cook Straits to Cape Maria

Van Diemen, and often crossing the island fi'om sea to sea. I mention this,

because I failed to see a single specimen of the true Maori dog, although I

made every exertion to obtain one, offering, too, a high price. But they

had become wholly extinct, or very nearly so, at least fifty years ago.

Notwithstanding, I have seen and possessed its hair ; for, about the year

1835, I obtained an ancient, large, and handsome chiefs staff and weapon of

defence,! which was richly ornamented with carving, red feathers fi'Om

under the wings of the parrot (Nestor rneridionalis,) and the flowing hair of

the old Maori dog. This hah' was long, fine, and white, beautifully and

securely done up in httle queues having their ends firmly bound round with

the finest spun flax where secured to the weapon, neatly covered with the

*' Trans. N.Z. Inst.," IX., 243, 2U,

f Hani, Taiaha or Mai^i, of the natirea.
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red feathers which were also singly and firmly fixed by being closely woven
into a bit of strong flaxen cloth made especially for that purpose.

To a paper which I wrote on the moa in the year 1842, I added the

iWl (huri)

what resembling the variety known as the pricked-ear shepherd's cur) with
erect ears and a flowing tail ; its cry is a pecuhar kind of whining howl,
which, when in a state of domestication, it utters in concert at a signal

given by its master, and it is most unpleasant. This variety of dog has,

however, become very scarce in consequence of the continued introduction

of other and larger varieties."* At that time I supposed that some of

the many dogs I had seen in my early travels were of the old New Zealand
or South Sea breed ; but, since then, I have had good and ample reasons

for believmg I was mistaken. It was, however, quite possible, or even
probable, that those dogs alluded to by me in my old note quoted above.

mi
the introduced foreign dogs. And it is such dogs or others like them, but

them
enquirers and the early settlers.

I may also mention that I have both seen and heard wild dogs in the
forests and on then: outskirts when travelling. Those, however, were dogs
of a different kind—mongrels of various sorts—which had run
their Maori masters, or had stayed beliind in the woods when out pig-hunting
with them, and so by degrees had become wild and increased in number.
And as pigs were now becommg plentiful in the country, and then- flesh

(almost the natural food of the dog) easily obtained—while in the pas or
viUages those curs were often very badly off—it was no marvel that some
of those dogs ran away and became wild. I remember particularly being
beset on two or three occasions by tolerably large packs of those wild dogs,

between the Kuahine mouutam range and the Euataniwha plains, in the
years 1846-7. One of those packs were eleven in number, and being
unarmed, save with my stick, I had some difficulty in keeping them off. I
was alone too at the time, as my Maori baggage-bearers had lagged behind.

own

ihin

foUowmg me up and closing round me. I thought so much of it that I sent

gkn
to me, at least) for a future occasion, as my regular travelhng lay in that
direction It was these wild dosrs of that
mongrel kind that did mischief to the flocks of the early settlers

• PubUshed in " Tasmanian Jonmal of Natural Science," vol. H., p. 97 ; and in
" Annals of Natural History " (London), vol. XIV.. v. 93.
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m some places, and I believe that the two dogs shot near Mataura

(mentioued by Dr. Hector) were of this description.

So long back as 1814-15, Mr. Nicholas, who visited New Zealand in

company with the Eev. S. Marsden,madG a similar error. He says:—*' On

our return from the place where we cut down the spars, we met one of the

native dogs running about in a wild state. It was considerably larger than

any of the dogs that we had seen domesticated among them, and bore a

strong resemblance to the shepherd's dog so well known in England. The

moment it came in sight of us it set up a terrific howling, and never ceased

the same baleful discord till we had left the place. There are numbers of

dogs running wild in this manner through the different parts of the island,

but I could not discover that they ever offered any injury to the inhabitants,

who prize them very highly, as wqU for the sake of thoir flesh, which serves

them for a delicious article of food, as for their hide and bones, which they

convert to a variety of purposes, in the way of ornamental devices."*

Both Mr. Marsden and Mr. Nicholas, who sj)ent some months together in

New Zealand, and travelled too, pretty much—from Hokianga to the

Thames—seemed never to have seen a single New Zealand dog of '* the

primitive breed."

Captain Cook does not give many particulars concerning the South Sea

dog in his voyages, although he had frequent opportunities of both seeing

and eating it ! Fortunately, however, he was during his first two voyages

round the world accompanied by scientific men, who have left on record

many interesting remarks respecting this animal. On his first voyage,

Cook was accompanied by Sir Joseph Banks, Dr. Solander (a Swedish
•

natm-alist), and a talented young artist named Sydney Parkinson; this

last-named gentleman has given us several particulars in his separately-

published journal of that first voyage. On his second voyage, Cook was

accompanied by two eminent German natm*ahsts, father and son (J. E. and

G. Forster), and by Dr. Sparrman, another celebrated scientific Swede.

And the two German gentlemen have also recoi'dedmuch about our New Zea-

land dog, which they published in their large and separate works about their

voyage, f On his third voyage Cook had with him Mr. Anderson, who was

the surgeon on board of his ship, and who also acted as naturalist. From

these independent accounts, written by persons who had ami^le opportuni-

ties of seeing and knowing all about our New Zealand dog, and who also

understood what they were writing, I. purpose making copious extracts, to

• Nicliolas' " Narrative of a Yoyage to New Zealand," vol. H., p. 126.

t "Voyage round the World," Ly G, Forster, 2 vols., 4to; " Obseryationa made

dnriBg a Voyage round the World," by J. E. Forster, -Ito,

B
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winch I am the more inclined seeing the hooks themselves are very scarce
M

L

and scarcely even known by name in the colony.

The South Sea dog was first seen by Captain Cook and his companions

at Tahiti ; and it is worthy of something more than a mere passing notice

to bear in mind, that, while it was also found by them here in New Zealand,

there were several intervening islands and groups at which Cook called where

the dog was not found. Generally speaking, the natives of the various

Polynesian isles he visited possessed three domestic animals—the pig, the

dog, and the common poultry fowl; but few possessed all three : some had

but two, and some (as New Zealand) only one. And yet it seems to me

pretty evident that the natives of those isles in which one or two of those

animals were wholly wanting, both knew and gave the right common name

for them to Cook's party when they saw the animal for the first time in his

ship

!

Captain Cook, on his first voyage anchored at Tahiti on the 10th April,

17G9, and though he and his party were daily on shore and had strolled

miles in the country to visit plantations and villages, and had also held

daily markets for purchasing food, etc. of all kinds which the islanders

brought for sale, yet his first entry concerning the South Sea dog was on

the 20th of June ! which, being in every respect peculiar, I may in part copy.

'^

"Writincr '* As the most

effectual means to bring about a reconciliation between us, she presented us

with a hog and several other things, among which was a dog. We had

lately learnt that these animals were esteemed by the Indians as more

delicate food than their pork, and upon this -occasion we determined to try

the experiment. The dog, which was very fat, we consigned over to Tupaea,

who undertook to j)erform the double office of butcher and cook. He killed

him by holding his hands close over his mouth and nose, an operation

which continued over a quarter of an hour. While this was doing an oven

was made in the ground. * * The dog, being well cleaned and prepared,

with the entrails and blood in cocoa-nut shells, was then placed in the

oven : in about four hom^s it was opened and the dog taken out excellently

baked, and we all agreed that he made a very good dish. The dogs which

are here bred to be eaten taste no animal food, but are kept wholly upon

bread-fruit, cocoa-nuts, yams, and other vegetables of the Hke kmd. * *

We all agreed that a South Sea dog was little inferior to an EngUsh lamb

;

their excellence is probably owing to their being kept up and fed wholly upon

vegetables. * * Here are no tame animals except hogs, dogs, and

poultry, and these are by no means plentiful."*

Sydney Parkinson, however, has an earlier entry than this, made in
^p

Cook'a Yoyages, 4to. ed., 1773, vol. H., pp. 152, 196.
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April, wliicL (in part) is also worth copying. lie says :
—'* These peo^^le

also are fond of dog's-flesh, and reckon it delicious food, which we discovered

by then- bringing the leg of a dog roasted to sell. Mr. Banks ate a piece of

it and admhed it much. He went out immediately and bought one and
gave it to some Indians to kill and dress it in theu' manner, which they

did accordingly. * * At night it was served up for supper, I ate a

little of it, it had the taste of coarse beef, and a strong disagreeable smell

;

but Captain Cook, Mr. Banks, and Dr. Solander commended it highly,

saying it was the sweetest meat they had ever tasted, but the rest of our

people could not be prevailed on to eat any of it. We have invented a new
dish, which is as much disliked by the natives as any of theirs is by us.

Here is a species of rats, of which there are great numbers in this island.

it some of them and had them fried. Most of the gentlemen in

the bell-tent ate of them, and commended them much, and some of the

inferior officers ate them in a morning for breakfast/' And, subseciuently,

on then: passage thence to New Zealand, we have also this entry in his

Journal :—'' On the 27th August we killed a dog, and di^essed him, which

we brought from Ulietea (Eaiatea) : he was excessively fat, although he had
eaten nothing while he had been on board"* (nearly twenty days).

On shore at Tolago Bay, Cook and his party first saw the New Zealand
dog. Cook says :

—" No tame animals were seen among the natives except

dogs, which were very small and ugly." And, again, on lea\ing Tolago,

he says:—'* We saw no four-footed animals, nor the ai:)pearance of any,

either tame or wild, except dogs and rats, and these were very scarce ; the

people eat the dogs like om- friends at Tahiti."

Parkinson's entry in his Journal at Tolago respecting the dog is :
—** Of

quadrupeds we saw no other than dogs, which were like those on the island

of Tahiti, and of them but a few." Another entry of his in his Journal

respecting a dog, made in March, on leaving the south coasts of New
Zealand (on the day they discovered those dangerous shoals called the

"Traps"), is also worthy of notice. Parkinson says:—*' This day the

weather was more moderate than it had been for many days, and being one of

the inferior officers' birthday, it was celebrated by a peculiar kind of festival
;

a dog was killed that had been bred on board ; the hind-q[aarters were

roasted, and a pye was made of the fore-quarters, into the crust of which
they put the fat; and of the viscera they made a haggis!" (We must
remember that Parkinson was a Scotchman).

From George Forster (who, with his father, J. E. Forster, accompanied

Zealand dog.

spectin

Q

* S. Parkinson's Journal of a Voyage to the South Seas» pp. 20, 81.
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ship had visitea Tahiti, and (speaking of some natives who visited their

ship) he says :

—

'' A good many dogs were observed in their canoes, which

they seemed very fond of, and kept tied with a string ronnd then- middle

;

they were of a rough long-haired sort with pricked ears, and much resembled

the common shepherd's cur or Count Buffon's cJiien de berger (see his Hist.

Nat.) They were of different colours—^some spotted, some quite black,

and others perfectly white. The food which these dogs receive is fish, or

the same which their masters live on, who afterwards eat their flesh and

employ the fur in various ornaments and dresses. They sold us several of

these animals, among which the old ones coming into our possession

became extremely sulky and refused to take any sustenance, but some

young ones soon accustomed themselves to om* provisions.'"^ And, again,

shortly after, he says :
—" While here we saw a large animal in the water

about Grass Cove which seemed to be a sea-lion by its magnitude, but

which we could not get a shot at. We had already discovered a small

species of bats in the woods, so that the list of the indigenous quadrupeds

in New Zealand was increased to five, including the domestic dog of the

natives." On leaving Cook Straits for Tahiti, Forster says :—'' The

officers, who could not yet rehsh their salt provisions after the refreshments

of New Zealand, had ordered their black dog (mentioned p. 135)f to be killed,

and sent the captain one-half of it ; this day, therefore, we dined for the

first time on a leg of it roasted, which tasted so exactly like mutton that it

was absolutely undistinguishable. In our cold countries where animal food

is so much used, and where to be carnivorous perhaps lies in the nature of

men, or is indispensably necessary to the preservation of their health and

D Jewish

flesh, when hogs, the most uncleanly of all animals, are eaten without

scruple. It may be objected that the exalted degree of instinct,
r

which we observe in our dogs, inspires us with great unwillingness to kill

and eat them. But it is owing to the time we spend on the education of

dogs that they acquire those eminent qualities which attach them so much

to us. * * * In New Zealand, and (according to former accounts

of voyages) in the tropical isles of the South Sea, the dogs are the most

stupid, dull animals imaginable, and do not seem to have the least

advantage, in point of sagacity, over sheep, which are commonly made the

* Forster's Voyage round the World, 4to. (London), 1677, vol. I., p. 219.

t At p. 135, Forster says :
—*' Here at Dusky Bay we had a young dog with us, which

the officers had got at the Cape of Good Hope, and intended to try whether -we could not

train him tip to the gun, hut we had no sooner discharged the first fowling-piece than he

ran into the woods and would not return, though we used all possihle means to recover

him " I suppose they managed to do so before they left Dusky Bay.
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emblems of silliness. In New Zealand tliey are fed upon fisli, in the

tropical isles on vegetables, and both these diets may have served to alter

tLeir disj)osition< Education may perhaps likewise graft new instincts; the

New Zealand dogs are fed on the remains of their masters' meals; they eat

the bones of other dogs, and the puppies become true cannibals from their

birth. We had a young New Zealand puppj^ on board, which had certainly

had no opportunity of tasting anything but the mother's milk before we
purchased it ; however, it eagerly devoured a portion of the flesh and bones

of the dog on which we dined to-day ; while several others of the European

breed, taken on board at the Cape, turned from it without touching it."

A httle further on, he says :
—'* On the 4th August a young bitch of the

terrier breed, taken on board at the Cape of Good Hope, brought ten young
ones—one of which was dead. The New Zealand dog, mentioned above,

which devoured the bones of the roasted dog, now fell upon the dead puppy,

and ate of it with a ravenous appetite. This is a proof how far education

may go in producing and propagating new instincts in animals. European
dogs are never fed on the meat of their own species, but rather seem to

abhor it. The New Zealand dogs, in all likelihood, are trained up from
their earHest age to eat the remains of their masters' meals; they

therefore used to feed upon fish, their own species, and perhaps human
are

itin

by length of time. This was remarkable in our cannibal-dog, for he came on
board so young that he could not have been weaned long enough to acquh'e a

own

ha\an

edily

Huahine, he savs :—'* We
of twenty hogs this day for large spike nails, and about a dozen of dogs,

annn

most excellent provision by the natives." At this island dogs were in gi-eat

plenty. Forster says

:

alk saw great

numbers of hogs, dogs, and fowls. The last roamed about at pleasure

through the woods, and roosted on fi-uit trees ; the hogs were likewise

allowed to run about, but received regular portions of food, which were

commonly distributed by old women. We observed one of them feeding

called mahd. She held

the pig with one hand, and offered it a tough pork-skin, but as soon as it

mouth

sour paste in, which the little animal would not take without this stratagem.

with all the

women, who could not have nursed them with a more ridiculous affection if
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they tad really been ladies of fasHon in Europe. We were witnesses

remarkable instance of kindness

breasts were full of milk, offering them to a little puppy which had been
trained up to suck them. We were so much surprised at this sight that we
could not help expressing our dishke of it ; but she smHed at our observation,

and added that she suffered little pigs to do the same service. Upon
enquiry, however, we found that she had lost her child, and did her the

justice among ourselves to acknowledge that this expedient was very

and formerly practised in Europe. The dogs of all these islands

were short, and theii- sizes vary from that of a lap-dog to the largest

spaniel. Their head is broad, the snout pointed, the eyes very small, the

ears upright, and their hair rather long, lank, hard, and of different colours,

but most commonly white and brown. They seldom, if ever, barked, but
howled sometimes, and were shy of strangers to a degree of aversion."

Again he says :—" The quantity of live stock which we had purchased
during our stay there was amazing, * * * The ' Eesolution ' alone
had 209 live hogs, 30 dogs, and about 50 fowls on board when she sailed

;

and the ' Adventure
' had not much less." And a little further on he says :

" The want of room occasioned the death of several hogs ; and the obstinacy
of the old dogs in refusmg to take any sustenance deprived us of the greatest
number of those animals." About a month after, when their ship was near
to the coast of New Zealand, he says :—" Some of our people who examined
the pump-well found there a dog, which they brought up on deck. This
creature, which had been purchased at the island of Huahme, like many
others of the same species, had obstinately refused to take any nourishment,
and m all probabiHty had Hved ever since m that hole without the least

support of food for a space of thirty-nme or forty days. The whole body
was reduced to a mere skeleton, the legs were contracted, and he voided
blood at the anus. The torments in which this poor animal must have
lived were a lesson to our people to purchase only young puppies of this race
for the future, as the gi-own dogs constantly refused to eat on board."

The elder Forster in his work also says :—" The dogs of the South Sea
isles are of a singular race ; they mostly resemble the common cur, but
have a prodigious large head, remarkably little eyes, prick-ears, long hair,
and a short bushy taU. They are chiefly fed with fruit at the Society Isles;

the
animals, tliey live upon fish. They are exceedingly stupid, and seldom or
never bark, only howl now and then ; have the sense of smelling in a very
low degree, and are lazy beyond measure ; they are kept by the natives

to pork. * * *
ery

continually
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glad when they can get a dog or bird to eat, which with them always is.

reckoned a dainty."*

Captain Cook in his Second Voyage, and while in New Zealand at anchor

Q
owin

want of animal food) :—" In every part of New Zealand where I have been,

fish was in such plenty that the natives generally caught as much as served

both themselves and us. They have also plenty of dogs ; nor is there any

want of wild-fowl, which they know very well how to kill." And again he

says:—"While here we were visited by several strangers in four or -five

canoes, who brought with them fish and other articles, which they exchanged

for cloth, etc. These new-comers took tip their quarters in a cove near us

;

but very early the next morning moved off with six of our small water-casks,

and with them all the people we found here on our arrival. * * * They

left behind them some of their dogs and the boar I had given them the day

before, which I now took back again as I had not another.*'

Mr. Anderson, who was with Captain Cook on his third voyage, also

states that their dogs were plentiful. He says :— *' It is remarkable that in

this extensive land there should not even be the traces of any quadruped,

only excepting a few rats and a sort of fox-dog, w^hich is a domestic animal

with the New Zealanders. * * * The natives sometimes, though

rarely, find means to kill rails, penguins, and shags, which help to vary

their diet. They also breed considerable numbers of their dogs (mentioned

before) for food, but these cannot be considered as a principal article of

diet
J
from whence we may conclude that, as there is not the least sign of

cultivation of land,!" they depend principally for their subsistence on the

sea, which indeed is very bountiful in its supply."

Here, however, I would remark, that this is the only place in all his

voyages and many visits to New Zealand in which Cook says, or hints, that

the New Zealand dog was plentiful. In other parts of his voyages, as we

have seen, he has said the contrary—that they were but few ; and all the

other gentlemen who had been with him in New Zealand also said the

same. I think, therefore, that Captain Cook in this place speaks more

rhetorically than in strict accordance with fact, being led thereto (in this

sentence) in declaiming against the cannibahsm of the natives. And so of

the surgeon, Mr. Anderson; he had never been in New Zealand before,

neither had he the opportunity of visiting the North Island (hence his

erroneous remark of the New Zealanders having no cultivations !). And

Obsersratioas made daring a Voyage Kouad the World, -ito., London, 1778, pp

189 and 208.

f Sir. Anderson was only in the Middle Island of New Zealand.
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now, wlien CaiJtain Cook again revisited his old anchorage at Queen
Charlotte Sound, where he was well known, and the natives, coming from
all parts in their canoes to see him, took with them all their domestic dogs,

simply because they could not possibly leave them at home ; and hence, on
Mr. Anderson seeing so many dogs with them in their canoes, he reasonably

concluded there must be plenty more at home. This trait in then- character,

of always takhig with them in then: canoes their live domestic stock, has
come down to comparatively modern times. I have seen plenty of it

!

Dr. Sparrman, the Swedish naturahst (who, I think, was a better

zoologist than the two Forsters, judging from what he has pubhshed in

Enghsh of his travels and discoveries in Africa), who also accompanied
Cook in his second voyage, has unfortunately not given us any particulars

of this voyage to the South Seas, although I believe such were pubhshed by
him at Stockholm in his own language—at least he intimates as much in

his "^Voyages."* Kso, perhaps some scientific gentleman of that country
may ere long inform the colony of New Zealand of it.

Further : It may be also well to see to what uses the New Zealanders put
their dogs besides that of using them for food. Captain Cook gives us very

little information under this head, contenting himself with saying, (in his

First Voyage) " that the people of Tolago Bay adorn theii' garments with the

skms of their dogs, as we do ours with furs and ermine "—and, that
" some others whom he fell in with in then: canoes near Cape Brett, had
weapons of stone and whalebone, and also the ribs of a whale carved, and
adorned with tufts of dog's hair." Mr. Anderson also briefly says, " their

with

;un

seen worn as a covermg." But, while Cook and Banks and Solander and
Anderson are so provokingly concise, Parkinson and the two Forsters are
much more profuse and clear.

Sydney Parkinson informs us early, like . a true artist noticing the
beautiful, that the first natives they saw in six canoes on leaving Poverty
Bay "had garments wrapped about them made of a silky flax, each corner
being ornamented with a piece of dog-skin." And a Httle further on in his
journal adventure here in our waters of
Hawke Bay, in which the New Zealanders kidnapped Tupaea's lad,

Taiota, which cbcumstance also gave the name to our southern cape),
Parkinson says:—"An old man who sat in the stern" (of that kidnapping
canoe) "had on a garment of some beast's skin, with long hair, dark brown
and white border, wliich we would have purchased but they were not willing-

anythmer." And

* 2 vols. 4to,, London, 1786.
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he says:

—

*'In one of the canoes (whicli came from some distance to the

ship) there was a yery handsome young man, of whom I bought some
things

; he seemed by the variety of his garments, which he sold one after

another till he had hut one left, to he a person of distinction among them
;

his last garment was an upper one/made of white and black dog-skin, which
one of the lieutenants would have purcliased, and offered him a large piece

of cloth for it, which he swung down the stern by a rope into the canoe

;

but as soon as the young man had taken it, his companions paddled away
as fast as possible, shouting and brandishing their weapons as if they had
made a great i^rize ; and, bemg ignorant of the power of our weapons,
thought to have carried it off securely ; but a musket was fired at them
from the stern of the ship; the young man fell down immediately, and, it

is probable, was mortally wounded, as we did not sce^ him rise again.

^Hiat a severe punishment of a crime committed, perhaps, iguorantly

!

The name of this unfortunate young man, we afterwards learned, was Te
rdunui."

. So again, while at the Bay of Islands (their next anchorage), he
says :

—

'' A canoe came into the bay that had eighty peoj^le in her, most of

whom paddled
; the chiefs wore garments of dog-skins, and were very much

tattooed. ^< * * ^q saw many plantations of the kumera, and some of

the aute, or cloth trees " (Moms papyriferus). And in the fifteenth plate of

his journal he gives '* a New Zealand warrior in his proper dress ;'' in which
his clothing-mat is a fine one, made of cloth woven from New Zealand flax

(Phormiwn) within, and with the skins of black and white dogs alternately

placed, chequer-fashion, without. Also, in Plate XVIII., the chiefs in the

war-canoe are represented as so dressed; and in that ever admirable plate

of a war canoe fully manned, with rowers paddling* (also taken by our
artist), the chiefs are dressed in similar garments.

G. Forster, writing of the New Zealanders whom he saw at Queen
Charlotte Sound (in Cook Straits), says :—" The form and colom- of these

people was almost entirely the same as that of the Dusky Bay people; their

dress was hkewise made in the same manner of the flax-plant, but never

interwoven with feathers, in lieu of which they had bits of dog-skin at the

four corners of their cloaks, which the others were not fortunate enough

to possess." Again he says :—-" They sold us an apron, made of their close-

wr

ornamented with pieces of the ear- shell, which is said to be worn by the

women in their dances," And, shortly afterwards, speaking of a large

canoe of strangers which came up to the ship, he says :
—" Two people of a

tature about the middle of the canoe

Wl'

* Cook's Voyages : first voyage, vol. III., Plate XVL
B
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h

kind, patched in compartments witli dog-skin. * * * Among their

dresses were several cloaks entii-ely lined with dog-skin, upon which they

set a high value, and which indeed gave them a very comfortable appear-

ance in the cold weather that now began to be felt." And six months after,

on their return to New Zealand from the Society and other islands, having
made Cape Kidnappers and passed it, and when near to Black Head, their

ship was visited and boarded by a chief* from the shore in his canoe; to

hhn Captaiu Cook gave some pigs, fowls, and garden seeds ; and the chief,

in return, gave to Captain Cook " his maipi, or battle-axe,t which was
perfectly new, its head well carved, and ornamented with red parrot's

feathers and white dog's hair."

J. B. Forster, in his "Observations," also observes :—" The New
Zealanders employ the skuas of dogs for then- clothes, but merely for

convenience, namely, to keep them warm. They also make use of their

hair in various ornaments, especially to fringe their breast-plates in the
Society Isles, and to face or even lino the whole garment at New Zealand." +

It appears, therefore, from the united testimony of the first visitors to

this country that the ancient New Zealand dog was much like those of

Tahiti and other South Sea isles—that it was merely a domestic animal,

small in size, with pointed nose, prick ears, and very little eyes ; that it

was dull, stupid, and ugly ; that it was of various colours, white, black,

brown, and parti-coloured, with lank long hair, and a short bushy tail ; that

it was fed on fish and refuse offal, and that it was quiet, lazy, and sullen, had
little or no scent, and had no proper bark. Further, that its flesh was used
by the New Zealanders for food, its skua for clothing, and its hair
(particularly the long white hair of the tail) for ornamental purposes.
And Captain Cook incidentally remarks on the great attachment of the New
Zealanders to their dogs ; for, in speaking of a native chief whom he had
known, a father giving him his son to go away with him in his ship, he
says :—" "When about to sail, a boy of about ten years of age, named
Kokoa, was presented to me by his own father, who I believe would have

with

van

• This chief, of whom a portrait is given in Cook's Voyages, I have ascertained to be

anganau, so well known
him were well rPTnpm'Hp

circumstantially related. From some of those '* garden seeds " sprang the *' Maori
cabbage " of the coast, ^vhich, thirty years ago, grew very thickly there and on to
Palliser Bay, and often served me, when travelling, for breakfast.

min

J Observations, pp. 189, 208.

§ G. Forster also remarks on it, ante.
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was considered to be greatly infeiior to those of the same breed they had seeu

in the other isles of the South Sea. It is not at all unlikely that this

variety had degenerated through successive breeding-in-and-in,* and want

of proper food. And it does not seem to have been eaten by our early

voyagers, as the dogs of the other islands were, although, for waut of fresh

provisions, they scrupled not to eat rats and other '* small gear." It is true

that we have in their journals especial mention of four dogs having been

killed for food at different times on board of their ship after leaving New
Zealand; but all these it seems were obtained from other places. The dog

on which the officers made such a feast when near the Traps off the South

Cape of New Zealand, dming their first voyage, and shortly after leaving

this country, had been ''bred on board." The dog which was killed on

board for food in June, 1773, during their second voyage and soon after

their leaving Cook Straits for Tahiti, was of the ''Dutch" breed; t and

very hkely brought with them from the Cape of Good Hope. Again, after

leaving New Zealand the third time on discovery, the dog Avhich was killed

on board when near Easter Island, to save Captain Cook's life, was an old

ship dog, of which circumstance Captain Cook himself says,

—

''I was ixow

taken "violently ill so as to be confined to my bed, and it was several days

;ympt

When I began

my tender stomach. We had no other fresh meat whatever on board ; and

I could eat of this flesh, as well as broth made of it, when I could taste

nothing else. Thus I received nourishment and strength from food which

would have made most people in Europe sick, so true it is that necessity is

governed by no law." And about a month after, when on their run from

Easter Island to the Marquesas, another dog, which was also killed on

board under similar circumstances, was from the Friendly Islands the year

before. Of this dog G. Forster writes :
—'* Captain Cook himself was obliged

* Note.—To a superficial observer such must have been much the same in the

tropical islands, but there is this great difference, viz., the New Zealanders were, from

the earliest times, split up into small tribes, who vrere ever at deadly enmity; hence the

circle of breeding a strictly domestic animal must have been very contracted and limited :

it was not so in the islands, which were under kingly rule.

t For this I am indebted to Dr. Sparrman, whose entry in his Journal is so highly

characteristic, that I copy it. He says,—" On the 7th June we sailed from New Zealand.

* * * After we had been at sea a few days we resolved upon killing a fat, though ugly

Dutch dog, before the scurvy, together with the short commons of the ship, should render

his flesh unfit, for eating. Already used in our run between the Cape and New Zealand

to put up with sheep that had died of the scurvy or other disorders, diseased hens and
geese, we certainly were not now in a condition to turn up our noses at a roasted dog,

which was really very palatable and well tasted," Sparrman's Toyage, 4to., London,

1786, p. 88.
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* *
to keep his bed again, being afflicted with some ahirming symptoms.

My father ordered his Tahitian dog, the only one which still remained aliye

after our departure from the Friendly Islands, to he killed ; it was cut into

quarters which were served up to Captain Cook during several days, and

gave him some nomishment, as he could not venture to taste the ship's

provisions. By such small helps we succeeded in preserving a life upon

which the success of the voyage in a great measure depended,"

They succeeded, however, in taking alive to England one of the South

Sea dogs on their return from their second voyage. And this dog had been

a pecuhar sufferer, for he (with others) had eaten of some very poisonous

fish while in the tropics, and, after severe and long suffering, had nearly

died ; and he had also been repeatedly operated on, by inserting in his flesh

poison scraped from the points of the poisoned arrows of the islanders,

and yet he got over all! *' and was brought alive to England"—the first
r

and only one of his race !

I have already said, that at some of the Polynesian Islands, our early

voyagers found no dogs. J. R. Forster says :
—'' In all the low islands they

have dogs (a race with long white hair), but no hogs ; at the Friendly

Islands, and at Tanna (New Hebrides), they had hogs but no dogs ; at the

Marquesas, also, they had hogs but no dogs ; while at New Caledonia they

had neither hogs nor dogs. We gave at Amsterdam (Tongatapu) and at

Tanna the first dogs ; at New Zealand the first hogs and fowls ; and at

New Caledonia we left a couple of dogs, and another of pigs. They must
r

formerly have had dogs at Amsterdam, because they knew the animal and

were acquainted with its name, kuriy but have lost the species, as it should

seem, by some accident." Gr. For^ter's graphic description of tMs intro-

duction of the dog at Tongatapu is worthy of notice. He says :
—" Early

the next morning Capt. Cook's friend, Ataka (the principal chief of the

islands) came on board in one of the first canoes and breakfasted with us.

After breakfast the caj^tains and my father prepared to return to

the shore with him ; but just as he was going out of the cabin he happened

to see a Tahitian dog running about the deck ; at this sight he could not

conceal Ixis joy, but clapped his hands on his breast, and, turning to the

captain, repeated the word kini near twenty times. We were much
surprised to hear that he knew the name of an animal which did not exist

in his country, and made him a present of one of each sex, with which he

went on shore in an ecstasy of joy. That the name of dogs should be

familiar with a people who are not possessed of them seems to prove either

that this knowledge has been propagated by tradition from their ancestors,

who migrated hither firom other islands and the continent, or that they

have had dogs upon their island of which the race, by some accident, is

* *
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become extinct ; or, lastly, that they still have an intercourse yaih other

islands where these animals exist,"

G- Forster also says of the natives of Mallicollo (one of the New
Hebrides group) :

— *' Hogs and common poultry are their domestic animals,

to which we have added dogs by selling them a pair of puppies brought

from the Society Islands. They received them with strong signs of extreme

satisfaction ; but as they called them hogs (puaha)y we were convinced

that they were entirely new to them."

And Capt. Cook, in his thu'd voyage, states that at the island of

Mangaia which he discovered they had no such animals as hogs and dogs

both which, however, they had heard of. This information he obtained from

Mourua, a chief of that island, who visited his ship and conversed on board

with the Tahitian native Omai, who was now returning to his own country

from England in Cook's ship. Another interesting item Cook relates

concerning this chief. He says:

—

'*As soon as Mourua got out of the

cabin, he happened to stumble over one of the goats. His curiosity now

overcoming his fear, he stopped, looked at it, and asked Omai what bird this

was, and not receiving an immediate answer fi'om him, he repeated the

question to some of the people upon deck." And a few days after, at the

next island, Atiu, which Cook also discovered and visited, he foimd that they

had hogs but no dogs, though they knew the name of it, and *' were very

desirous of obtaining a dog, of which animal this island could not boast,

though its inhabitants knew that the race existed in other islands of their

ocean." Of the people of this island Cook further says:—** Our visitors

were conducted all over the ship. * * * They were afraid to come near

the cows and horses; nor did they form the least conception of their nature.

But the sheep and goats did not surpass the hmits of their ideas, for they
ft

gave us to understand that they knew them to be bhds, * * * The next

day, soon after daybreak, we observed some canoes coming off to the ships,

and one of them directed its course to the 'Eesolution' (Cook's own ship).
r

In it was a hog, with some plantains and cocoa-nuts, for which the people

who brought them demanded a dog from us, and refused every other thing

that we offered in exchange. One of our gentlemen on board happened to

have a dog and a bitch, which were great nuisances in the ship, and might

have been disposed of on this occasion for a purpose of real utiHty, by
propagating a race of so useful an animal in this island. But then- owner

had no such views in making them the companions of his voyage. How-
ever, to gratify these people, Omai parted with a favomite dog he had
brought fi-om England, and with this ac(iuisition they departed highly

satisfied."
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It remains for me to show what I liave beeu able to glean from tlie old

New Zealanders, dui-ing the coiu'se of many years' residence and enquiry,

concerning their ancient dog, now a creature of the past, equally so with

the moa and the Jdore, or New Zealand rat.

From the rehable old natives I gathered that their dog was of small

size, and but few in number in a pa or village ; that it did not bark,* only

howled plamtively at times ; that it would not bite man ; and that rats (the

old edible rat) and birds were (in part) its food ; that the owners of the

dogs were greatly attached to them, gave them names, and prized and petted

them (just as I have known the New Zealanders to do to their pigs and
mongrel dogs forty years ago) ; that some of them were trained to seize

ground-birds, such as ii-ehas and kiwis, for their masters, and this was effected

iu great part through stratagem on the part of the native, who, when he went
a bird-catchmg, would take his dog with him, always leading him securely

tied by a cord, and, squatting down concealed in a fit place, held his dog,

and imitating the cry of the bird he was in quest of, the bird came near,

when the little dog was let go, and he ran and seized the bhd, and held it

or brought it to his master. Sometimes they lost their dogs, owing to its

stupidity or laziness
; but the true New Zealand dog never became wild in

the woods. Sometimes they were stolen or killed, which of course always
led to reprisals, and not unfrequently to murder and to war. Their loss

nn

are still extant. greatly

they had long-hahed tails. Such were indeed objects of envy, and were
fitting presents for a king ! These dogs were taken the greatest possible

care of
;
they slept m a house on clean mats, so that then- precious tails

should be kept as white as possible. Then tails were curiously and
regularly shaved, and the hair preserved for ornamental use. This
operation of shaving its taU was quite unique (and would take some time to

describe), and was never performed by a common person.

The flesh of the dog was not only deemed a dainty but it was also a tapu
(or sacred) dish. A dog was always kiUed for the priest to eat on perform-
mg certam tajm or religious ceremonies over the childi-en of chiefs, and on
other great and formal occasions ; also as food for the tohunga-taa-moko, or
tattooer, when operating on chiefs. Hence, as a large number were con-
tmually needed to meet these requirements, the mcrease was kept under.
The skins, when flayed, were cleaned and stretched in a hollow frame, and
then hung up in the wind to dry gradually, protected from the sun ram,

diffi

ne^ or more recent dog. The former is called and mitten ao ao, and au au ; the latter,
tau fau, aud souietimea huru, &u<lj}ahu pahu.
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and dew. Men attended to tins duty, and also made the dog-skin garments,

thongli the women wove the inner flax-cloth lining. Forster and others, as

we have seen, always speak of the dog-skin as the lining of the men's

clothing mats, or dresses ; such, however, was not the case ; they, at sea in

their canoes, merely chauged sides to them to keep off the saltwater ; in fact

these dog-sldn di'esses were manufactured reversible. Many a dog-skin mat

has been made within the last fifty years of the skins of dogs of the small

mongrel breed, before European clothing became common among the natives.

Of these I have often seen the manufacture. I remember receiving an

interesting account from an intelligent old native of the killing of one of
^

those ancient dogs, and this was the last one I ever heard of. According to

my informant it must have occiuTcd about the year 1831-32 (as he lived

with me in 1885,) and took place at Mangakahia on the river Wairoa,

(which runs into Kaipara harbour) m the interior of the North Island. A
great lady of that place had her chin, etc., tattooed after the old custom, and a

dog was accordingly sought as tapu (sacred) food for the iohunga, or operator.

There was but this one left in that neighbourhood, and it was almost taken

by force from its owner (a petty chief) who cried and mourned greatly

over his dog. My informant also partook of its flesh, being an assistant in

the ceremonies. He, moreover, had also travelled extensively in this North

Island, but had never seen another true New Zealand dog

!

I am aware that Dr. Hector (speaking of those two dog-skins'*") says

that " they were recognised by some old natives as the skins of the genuine

kiivi, or ancient Maori dog." This native testimony, however, has little

weight with me, i.e.^ in the way indicated by Dr. Hector, and that for

several reasons : 1st. I doubt very much if those old natives had ever seen

the genuine ancient Maori dog- 2nd, Their meaning (when speaking of

those sldns as that of a kuri Maori) may be very different from what Dr.

Hector supposes. As I take it, the meaning there of the adjective Maori

is very likely to be common and not indigenous, just what any common

(plentiful) or cur-hke mongrel dog would now be called by the natives, and

which, indeed, we hear every day; e.g., as when a native says (speaking of

pigs), *' he poaka Maori tonu koaV or of peaches, '' he pititi Maori;'' or of

potatoes, ''he taewa Maon anoT or of guns (muskets), ''he pu Maori;''

or of vessels, "he kaipuke Maori;'' he means only such as are of the

common run or sort—ordinary, general, well-known ; of course (in these

cases) he never means indigenous or purely native. 3rd. Natives, for

several years, have made great mistakes in speaking of animals or plants,

especially of those which have become extinct or nearly so, or which have

not been seen by them for many years. About foiu' years ago, a gentleman
_ _ I

- ^ Bll^^^ - ^ 1 ^ ^ B^^^^^*^^

* Vide ante.
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shot a bird in Hawke Bay ; he showed it to the old natives around him,

who all said it was a native bird ; some said positively it was a koreke (a

New Zealand q[uail) ; others, a mohoJcura, or a mohopataJii (two species of

small rails). However, it was sent to me, and it proved to be the intro-

duced Californian quail. I have long ago known that in all such matters
r

the natives are not now to be depended on ;* the oldest ones from their not

having seen the animal or plant (in question) for many years, or perhaps

not all ; the younger ones from theu^ never having known it

!

The dog is mentioned in their oldest traditions and myths. Dogs were

sometimes sacrificed, in the earliest times, to obtain the favour of the gods

who were invoked ; notably so, as is circumstantially related in the legend

of the migration hither of the chief Turi and his i^arty, who came from

Hawaiki in the canoe Aotea, and landed on the west coast of this island.

Turi is the (claimed) ancestor of the Whanganui tribes, and when on their

voyage they had landed on a small island to refit and repair, a dog, whose

name was Tangakakariki, was sacrificed with great formalities to appease

the gods and to obtain them favourable winds. And this ancient Polynesian

rite of sacrificing the dog may serve to explain two things respecting it

which I have not yet referred to ; the one took place at Tahiti, when Capt.

Wallis, who discovered the island (two years before Cook visited it), was

there ; and it is thus related by him—but I should first mention that

Captain AYalHs was obliged to have two desperate engagements with the

natives on his arrival, who courageously attacked his ship in great numbers

;

and it was only after killing several of them, and " landing and destroying

moiie than fifty canoes, many of which were sixty feet long," that they gave

over, and peace was made. Captam Wallis says ;

—

'' At 2 p.m. (on the day

of the last fight) about ten of the natives came out of the wood with green

boughs in their hands, which they stuck up near the sea-side and retu-ed.

After this they brought several hogs with their legs tied, * * * and

some dogs with their fore-legs tied over their heads, * * * also several

bundles of cloth, and placing them on the beach called to us on board to

take them away. At first we could not perfectly discover of what this

peace-offering consisted. We guessed at the hogs and the cloth, but

seeing the dogs, with their fore-legs appearing over the hinder part of the

neck, rise up several times and run a little way in an erect posture, we took

them for some strange unknown animal, and were very impatient to have a

nearer view of them. The boat was therefore sent on shore ; our people

* Hence the many errors in Maori names of plants, etc., given in the *' New Zealand
Institute Transactions" (passim) and in other modern publications, which seem to have

down
lasting !
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brought off the h'Dgs,but the dogs were turned loose, aud with the cloth left

behind. In return for the hogs, our people left some hatchets, nails, and

other things, making signs to some of the Indians who were in sight to take

them away with their cloth. After the boat had returned on board, the

Indians brought down two more hogs, and called us to fetch them ; the

boat, therefore, returned and fetched off the two hogs, but still left the

cloth, though the Indians made signs that we should take it. Our people

reported that they had not touched any of the things they had left upon the

beach for them, and somebody suggesting that they wovild not take our

offering because we had not accepted their cloth, I gave orders that it should

be fetched away. The event proved that the conjecture was true, for the

moment the boat had taken the cloth on board, the Indians came down,

and, with every possible demonstration of joy, carried away all I had sent

them into the woods. '"^ Captain Wallis remained there at anchor more

than a month after this, on the best possible terms with the natives, buying

largely of provisions but no dogs, of which animal he scarcely again writes.

And Captain Cook (whom I have quoted i) states that after their great

falling-out with that people, the chief lady (Ox:)erea), in sending him the

present by way of reconciliation, included in it a dog—which is also the

first time Cook mentions the animal.

The other circumstance I have alluded to is mentioned by Mr. Banks

in Cook*s first voyage to Tahiti, who saw within the sacred marae (or paved

court of their great temple) '' several small stages which seemed to be a

kind of altar, as upon these are placed provisions of all kinds as offerings

to their gods * * * and we found here the skulls of above fifty hogs,

besides the skulls of a gi-eat number of dogs."

And while such sacrifices were rare, if not unknown, in New Zealand

(where hogs were not and dogs but few), still we may see a remnant of

them in a dog having always to be killed on great ceremonial observances

as a sacred food for the officiating priest or tohxmga.

A few named dogs take a prominent place in the very dawnings of

history among the New Zealanders—^before they even left Hawaiki

—

whether that place be a reality or a myth. It is related in their earliest

legends that a dog belonging to a great chief named Houmaitawhiti, who

lived at Hawaiki, having committed some trifling error, was killed and

eaten by another chief of that place named Toitehuatahi. On the dog,

whose name was Potakatawhiti, being missed by its owner, his sons went

seeking the animal in the several villages in the neighbourhood, calling it,

in their way, '' Mdi, moV On then- seeking it in the pa of ToitGlmatahi,

the dog, hearing then- call, responded from within the stomach of Toi, ''Au,

* Cook's Voyages : first voyage, vol. I., p- 451. t Vide ante.
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an;' although the enraged chief kept his own hand tightly on his mouth, so

that the dog's cry should not be heard by that outlet. The young men,

however, hearing it, returned to their father and told him of it, and soon

reprisals began, and a desolating war followed, which ended in a migration

to New Zealand

!

Another famed dog was in the canoe of another lot of emigrants from

Hawaiki, led by the chief Manaia. On its way to New Zealand, the dog,

scenting the land before it could be seen, and a dead whale that had been

cast on shore, sprang overboard, and swam howling towards the land ; the

canoe followed all that evening and night, guided only by the cries of the

dog, and so not only reached the land in safety, but also came in for a

feast on the stranded whale,—and more good things afterwards.

Another strange dog legend is told of Irawaru, who was brother-in-law

to the famed demigod Maui—the hero who, among several other ec[ually

strange adventures, fished up the North Island of New Zealand, and

caused the sun to travel more reasonably through space for the benefit of

man. The story is too long to relate here, but I may just say that Irawaru

had displeased Maui, who, getting him unsuspectingly into his power,

pulled his ears upwards and his back-bone out, so as to form a tail, and

then transformed him into a dog ! Cruelly sending his sister, on her

enquiring after her husband in the evening, in ignorance of what had

happened, to call him by the usual dog-call of *' Moiy moi,'' which the poor

newly-metamorphosed dog plaintively answered; on which the wife com-

mitted suicide by throwing herself into the sea. Hence, it is that Irawaru

is said to be the father or precursor of all dogs.

In conclusion, I will merely add that it is my conviction that, hereafter,

several of these tilings I have here brought forward will prove to be of

service, trifling as some of them may at first sight appear to be, for, apart

from the few concluding myths and legends, they are all facts. Facts,

realities, respecting the ancient New Zealand dog (wehave no more !)• And

these may tend towards elucidating the origin of the New Zealanders. And
let it never be forgotten, particularly by such an institution as ours, that

facts, faithfully recorded facts, however small in themselves, are not only

stubborn things, but are sure to become useful. Science is still seeking to

know of the origin of the New Zealanders, and of their so-called migrations

hither ; and here, in much of what I have compiled and written and laid

before you is food for the reflective mind ; indications which may yet prove

of service. Fui'ther : it has often been thoughtlessly said, that because (in

some parts of the north of this island) the dog was also called pero and

peropero'^' by the natives, therefore it was introduced into tliis country by

• Tlie New ZealauJers have several common names for the clog, as kararehe, Icirehi^

hart, pero, peropero, pape, and moi—though this last word is more properly the call for a

dog.
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the Spaniards ! {2)erro being the Si^anish word for dog). Here, I think,

will be found quite enough to ui)set that far-fetched theory, seeing that the

New Zealanders possessed their little South Sea dog ages before a Spanish

keel ever floated on the waters of the South Pacific ! But there are several

other such theories abroad, equally without reasonable foundation.

Art. XI.

—

A System of Weights and Measures.

By J, Carruthers, M. Inst. C.E.

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Societyj 1st Scpteviher, 1877.]

In designing a system of weights and measures there are several points to

be taken into consideration, of which the most important is, perhaps, that

the radix of the system shall be continually divisible by two without a

remainder. The number of inches, for instance, which the foot contains or

the number of shillings which the pound contains should be some power of

two. An odd number would be most inconvenient as the radix. If the foot

contained eleven inches, half a foot would contain 6^ inches, and a fraction

is at once introduced, the inconvenience of which in commerce and in all

arithmetical and mechanical work is very great.

.um

multiplied by two such as 6, 10, 14, 18, etc. Here the objectionable fraction

is put off one step only, and on halving twice again shows itself.

No system of measures in which one of these numbers is adopted as the

radix ever has been nor ever will be thoroughly in use. The American

divides his dollar into haK and quarter dollars, and to continue as far as

he can the convenience of being able to divide by two he adopts the '' bit''

or " York shilling
'

• unknown to the law. The English workman divides

the inch, not into three barley-corns as by law directed, but into halves,

quarters, eighths, and sixteenths. The French workman again divides his

millimetre into halves and quarters like his English brethren. The two

systems, in fact, run side by side but do not coalesce ; as far as the decimal

system lends itself to division by two it is used, but no further. As soon as

it fails in this respect it is thrown aside in favour of the more natural and

convenient system of having a radix continually divisible by two.

Another important point is that the several measm-es of weight, super-

ficies, capacity, etc., shall be tied together, and be interdependent. The

French adopted a logical system in which this point received full attention,

but the inherent unsuitability of the number 10 as a radix has prevented its

adoption in full, and their system is now a body without a head, for thek
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uuit of length, altlioiigli It is a determinate part of tlie circumference of tlie

earth, boars no simple proportion to a degree of latitude. The EngHsh
system is a complete chaos, but in fixing the imperial gallon a slight move-
ment in this du-ectiou was made, as it was fixed as a vessel which would
just contain ten poimds weight of water.

The next point for consideration is that the units shall be of convenient
value. All the European nations have adopted a measure of length not
very different from the English foot. This may be taken, therefore, as a
measure which has been proved by experience to be sufficiently convenient.
Considerable latitude is, however, permissible in this matter, and no
inconvenience has followed the adoption of the metre which is more than
three times as long as the Enghsh foot. Whatever value be adopted for
the unit it should be as far as possible dependent on some measure given
by nature and not liable to change.

The last point and one of the most important of all is, that the radix of
measures shall be the same as the radix of counting. This latter all over
tlie world is the number 10. Unfortunately this number is not well suited for
the radix of measiu-cs, and as long as it is maintained as the radix of
coimting, we cannot have a perfect system of weights and measures.

We cannot aher the properties of the number 10, but we can depose it

from its undeserved eminence as our counting radix, and adopt a more
suitable number. If our primitive forefathers had only turned in their
thumbs, when using their hands to help them in the difficult process of
counting, and had used then- eight fingers instead of then- ten fingers and
thumbs, we should have had 8 for our counting radix—a nearly perfect
number, as it is a power of two. They did not do so ; but there is no reason
why we should be bound by their mistake for ever. AYe should clearly
change the faulty radix we have inherited from them.

The difficulty of changing the counting radix has, however, always been
looked upon as too great to attempt, and the scientific world is quietly
adoptmg the French system, knowing it to be imperfect and inconvenient,
although less so than any other in use. having nearly all the reauirements
of a perfect system, except that of having for its radix some power of two.
This exception is, however, of sufficient importance to condemn the system.
The mherent unsuitability of ten as a radix wiU become more and more
apparent, as commerce, and the arts and sciences take a more important
place m daily work. It must sooner or later be set aside for some other
number. We are. therefore, only putting off the e^il day by adopting
the French system, and woidd much better change the radix at once.

I cannot but thhik that the difficulty of maMng the change is very much
exaggerated. W^e have some experience of the ease with which a radix
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other than 10 is adopted, as in some of the more triflnig affau'S of busmess

the dozen has actually su^^planted the ten. For mstauce, eggs are sold by
the dozen, and 12 has become the counting radix as far as eggs are

concerned. Everyone feels at once the number represented by six dozen

eggs ; but if 72 eggs are mentioned, the number is instinctively turned into

dozens before a clear perception of its value is obtained. If, now, everything

were sold by the dozen, and the pound contained a dozen shillings, and all

other weights and measures were reckoned m dozens, it would become a

very simple thing to count by the gi-oss and dozen instead of by the hundred
and the ten. Twelve fails in the necessary requirement that it shall be

continually divisible by two without a remainder, and is not therefore

suitable for the radix ; but, if 16 or 8 were used as a radix of measures,

it would after a few months, or at most a few years, be so easy to reckon in

sixteeus or eights, instead of in tens, and at the same time so convenient,

that legislation would not be rec^uired to effect the change ; it would come
of itself by use and habit, just as it has come about that eggs are now
reckoned in dozens. Some slight inconvenience might be felt at first, such

as is felt in going to a foreign country, where new measvu-es are met with
;

but everyone who has lived abroad knows how slight this inconvenience is.

After a few months the new measures quite supplant the old; and it

becomes convenient, in thinking of English measures, to translate them
into those which even so short an experience has rendered familiar. It is,

in fact, only through pm-e cowardice to meet a diflficulty that the scientific

world is taking up the imperfect French system. A far better system,

which would never require alteration, might be adopted, if we would only

fairly look in the face the difficulty of changing the counting radix ; and,

like most difficulties, this seems the less the more it is looked at.

Assuming then that the radix must be changed the question arises what
number is to supplant ten. It must be a power of two. Two itself and four

but is also too small. School-boys.nnare too small. Eight has some cli

would all vote for it as they would have to learn the multiplication table

only up to 8 times 8 instead of to 10 times 10 as at present, but the

inconveniences of having so small a radix are too great and a larger must

be sought. Thirty-two on the other hand is too large. The average

mathematical mind would not be able to work a multiplication table

extending Half-way

between these two would be about right, that is 16 should be the radix.

The multiplication table would not be unwieldily large and the figm-es

requhed to express a large number would not be too numerous. The
present radix 10 is certainly smaller than is desuable, and 16 would be an
improvement from every point of "^"iew.
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Our radix being thus established we must next establish our unit of

length on which all the others depend. The earth is our best natural

measure, and our standard sea-mile should represent a definite angle

measured on its surface, as our present sea-mile or knot does* All commer-

cial nations, including the French, have been diiven to adopt this measure

for the purposes of navigation, although in no case does it correspond with

any measure used on the land. The increasing importance of commerce

makes it very desirable that the land-mile and the sea-mile should be the

same. This brings us to angular measurement as the foimdation of the

whole system.

The French saw the absurdity of dividing the circle into ten equal parts,

so they divided it into four right angles, and then divided each right angle

into ten parts. On this division of the earth's ch'cumference they founded

their measures of length. Unfortunately the circle is not to be influenced

by Acts of Parliament or of Senate. It is by its very nature divided not

only into four right angles but also mto six sections of equal importance to

the right angle, and any system of angular measure which ignores this fact

must break down. The French system ignored it so comx)letely that the

important angle of 60° cannot even be expressed in figures. It consequently

broke down completely ; it never had the least chance of coming into use

and is now seldom heard of.

It is essential that the division of the circle shall be such that the right

angle, and the arc of which the chord is equal to radius, shall both be

expressed by convenient numbers. If the arc of 60° be divided into 16

equal parts, 24 of such parts would represent the right angle, and this

would, with the radix of 16, be the best division possible. On this system

the earth's ch-cumference would be divided into 6 equal parts, which we may
call radius arcs; each of these would be divided into 16 points, each point

into 16 degrees, and each degree into 16 sea-miles. The circle would be

divided in the same manner, and the sea-mile would represent a measure of

latitude corresponding to a second of the present measures. The new sea-

mile would be a httle longer than the present statute mile, and somewhat

shorter than the present sea-mile or knot ; it would be 5,350 feet long,

while the statute mile contains 5,280 feet. Of course the mile would be

farther sub-divided, always into sixteens, which would give us the ell equal

to about 16 inches ; and the inch, which would differ only about 2 per cent,

from tlie inch as we now have it.

Measures of weight follow from those of length. A cubic ell of water

would weigh 137lbs., and would be the standard. Larger or smaller

measures would be obtained by multiplying or dividing by 16, as might be

requhed.
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The cubic ell and sui3ei'ficial ell would be the fundamental measures of

ca2)acity and area.

Measurement of time is only a form of cii'cular measurement, and the

day should be divided, like the circle, into six watches of four hours each;

the watch would be divided into sixteen parts, each exactly equal to a

quarter of an hour : and the quarter-hour into sixteen minutes, instead of

fifteen as at present.

I need not fm*ther recite the different measures to be used, as I afRx a

table showing their value in ordinary English measures.

Of course fifteen ncAV figures would have to be designed to use with the

sixteen-fold system of counting, as the present figures would have to be

kept exclusively for the decimal system. In the tables I have used tlie

letters of the alj)habet instead of the new figures.

The system I have sketched out would have all the advantages of the

decimal system and none of its disadvantages. It would be coherent

throughout, and would greatly reduce the labour required in all arithmetical

processes arising in business and science. There would be a loss of money
in making the change, as a large amount of capital has been invested in

machinery which has been designed for sub-dividing the inch in England,

and the corresponding measure in other countries. As far as England,

Eussia, and America are concerned, this might be saved by a small sacrifice

of the completeness of the system. By taking the inch as the standard,

and multiplying by sixteen for the higher measures, we should get a mile

which would be about 2 per cent, shorter than the sea-mile.
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Tablb of Measures.

Notation.

Decimal
System.

Sixteen-fold
System.

1

6
96

153G

1

6
S6

1536

4,096

1
16

256
4,096

65,536

1,018,576

1
16

256
4,096

65,536
1,048,576

16,777,216

A
F

FO
FOO

A
F

FO
FOO

F,000

A
AO

AOO
A,000

A0,000
AOO.OOO

A
AO

AOO
A,000

A0,000
AOO.OOO

A,000,000

Name. EemarkH.

Time Measure,

Day
Watch

f9

»»

1

1

1

1

Day equal
Watch „

24 Lours
4

f)

)>

I)

9>

M
It

7 1 minute

CiacuLAB Measure,

Circle

Eadius arcs

n

J)

1

1

1

1

1

Circle equal SCO degrees
Eadius arc .. 60

11

I)

1?

If

11

51

tJ

1»4
15 minutes
1 5
T^ 11

Long Measure,

Sea-mile

Ells

II

11

Sea mile equal to 5,350 feet

335
21

Ell ;: 1.3
,.

0-98

>1

11

tj

»1

11

19

II

II

inch

11

1

1^ II

SUPEHFICIAL MeaSUEE.

Square mile

f»

11

u

11

t»

Square ells

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

Square mile equal 688 acres

43 „

Square ell

11

it

ti

2| „

453 sq. feet

28 ..

1-8 „ »1

1

16
250

4,036

A
AO

AOO
A,000

Solid Measure,

Cube
Cubic ells

New gallons

11

1
1

1

1

Cube
Cubic ell

New gallon

equal

99

11

11

11

35 cubic feet
2-2

I gallon

1

16
256

4,096

65,536

A
AO

AOO
A,000

A0,000

Weights.

Load
Water ells

It

i»

Water inch

1

1

1

1

1

Load equal
Water ell

11

11

11

91 19

Water inch „

2,197
137

8-6

lbs.

If

tt

in
i oz

i
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Abt. XIL—Xotes on blowing up Snags in the Waikato River with Dynamite,

By E. E. Hunt,

Plate ni.

[Read before the Auckland Institute, 22nd October, 1877.]

The clianuels through the pumice sand in the *' sunken forest" near

Eanguiri, Waikato river, are constantly shifting and thus often expose new

"snags " or the remains of trees, "which are very dangerous to steamers and

barges plying on the river ; as a proof of which may be mentioned the fact,

that three steamers and many barges of the Waikato Steam Navigation

Company have been snagged and sunk by them ; this company (of which

the writer is manager) whenever dangerous snags appear, blows them out

with dynamite, and a few remarks on their experience may not prove

uninteresting.

First selecting a snag to be removed, a boat is moored above stream of

it and athwart the current, by anchors, bow and stern ; these steady her

in a breeze, and by their help the boat can be pulled up stream when the

fuse is fired, and after the explosion she can by them be di'opped back into

exactly the same position as she had previously occupied ; this being

important as it sometimes happens that a second shot is required, and no

one who has not tried can imagine how difficult it is to find the same snag

or spot in running water after you have left it unmarked.

Now, supposing the boat to be in position, the next thing to be done is

to carefully view the snag with a sub-aqueous telescope (if it may be so

named) made as per sketch (Plate III.).

A hole is then bored down the stump with an inch-and-a-half auger to

three feet six inches below low summer level, that depth pei-mitting the

steamers to pass over safely.

dynamite and

the

safe distance; soon the explosion is heard, and then, usually, the snag is a

thing of the past. All this seems simple, but it is easier talked of than

done.

sun

ure The sketch wiU show the

wi

an inch loner, the cap is buried in the

dynamite

,mite, these are then wrapped m comm

with

proof; attach this cartridge to a slight stick, long enough to reach from the

u
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bottom of the bore-hole to above -water, the fuse being fastened to it. The

cartridge is then complete. Care must be taken that the diameter of the

stick and cartridge together do not exceed one inch, else if the hole has not

been bored perfectly straight, or if any roughness is left in its sides, the

cartridge may not go home, and only the top of the snag will be blown away.

The water is sufficient tamping for dynamite.

The hole is bored with an inch-and-a-half shell auger, that kind being found

superior to American or others, as it cleared itself of the borings better than

they did.
' The hole is bored down to the depth at which it is deshed to

cut off the snag.

under

is indispensable; wdthout it much valuable time would be wasted; it is
-

difficult to see objects clearly under water even under the favourable circum-

stances of a clear sunshiny day and the surface of the river smooth, and it

becomes impossible to do so with a slight ripple on it, which is its usual

condition. It is necessary to bore into solid wood, some of the snags are

rotten at the sides, and a charge exploded there is wasted; with the telescope

you can see exactly wliere to bore, the amount of dynamite re<iuired, and

the work can proceed unuitcrruptedly.

The charge of dynamite used varied with the size of the snag—from 5oz.

to 24oz. were tried ; the average charge was 8oz, It was found to be false

economy to use too little, as the explosion then only shattered the stump,

and it took double or treble the c[uantity next shot to clear it away entirely.

About half-a-pound was sufficient for a stum]3 two feet in diameter. The

workmen judged how many packets of dynamite to place in the hole

according to size of the snag, and upon these the cartridge was placed.

Though each packet is wi-apped in thick paper, they all explode

instantaneously.

Q The

men revenged her by placing one pound and a-haK of dynamite in it.

After the explosion not a vestige of it could be found.

Effects of the Explosion,—The action of dynamite on the snags is

peculiar ; it invariably cuts them off at the bottom of the auger-hole, leaving

a flat surface on the remaining part of the stump, as if a cross-cut saw had

done it. One new pile which was desired out of the way, was cut off at the

water's edge, then bored as usual, and after the explosion the part from the

bottom of the auger-hole upwards floated to the surface with the hole still

through it, and bearing signs as if another saw had been at work below

water cross-cutting it. The whole of the snags operated upon were upright

stumps of trees, with one exception. This was a log resting horizontally,

out of water. The men hoped to spHt it up, and bored a hole in the middle
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of the log to its centre. Then the same cross-cuttmg action was seen ; it

did not split the log, but cut it nearly in half, as if it had been done ^vith a

gouge ; and a second shot in the same place showed a like result. Then

they found an old split in the end of the log ; a charge in this simj^ly laid it
4-

open along the line of the old cleavage. Some few of the snags evidenced

a downward force from the explosion, disappearing entirely ; the only thing

remaining to show where they had been being air-bubblcs rising from the

sandy river-bed at the si^ot. One hollow snag, three feet diameter and the

same deep, with a shell only two to three inches thick, showed this downward

force well. Many charges had been tried in the shell, but without much effect,

as they did not seem to be able to get a hold of it, merely splintering it.

One pound of dynamite was then placed at the bottom of the cavity, and

after the explosion an oar was i)ut down the split nine feet ! but the old

stump stands triumphantly there still-. Some people use dynamite for

felling trees. The vrriter is not aware how they apply it, but thinks the

observed cross-cutting action should be further experimented upon. If

boring a hole from the outside to the centre of a tree, and exploding

dynamite therein, does not shatter it for timber, proves expeditious and

economical in felling, it would certainly save many lives per annum, as the

fuse could be timed to let every one get clear of the tree, and no accidents

to bushmen should then be chronicled.

The cost of blowing up snags hj dynamite must be trifling as compared

with the method followed during the war by the Oovernmont of cutting

them out with saws. The aforesaid company tried this plan before the

writer adopted the dynamite ; it then cost them fifteen shillings per snag,

with the dynamite about five shillings each. On the average

are aWe to blow out eight suags per day.

Names of the wood operated on are (mostlj-) kauri, matai, and rimu ; tlie

latter resisted tlie dynamite more thaji the otliers, taking at least double

the (quantity to blow them out. The top of the snag which sunk the p.s.

" Waipa " is now hi the Auckland Museum ; it is kauri ; when cut off by a

diver and brought into contact with the ah: it split up directly, as you may

now see it.

Further experiments will be made on nest snagging expedition, with a

view to lessening the cost of blowing up snags, by doing away with the

boring and making the dynamite do the whole work—viz. ; First, upon

small snags of nme to twelve inches in diameter by enchclmg the trunk by

packets of dynamite like a string of sausages round it to see if it will cut

the snag off. Second, upon snags of from one to two feet in diameter, to

see if explodmg the dynamite on the somewhat flat top will remove them.

Third, to ascertam the effect of a sausage-Hke string of dynamite exploded

thr
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inside of hollow snags, The result of these experiments will probably be
sent to you at some future time.

Art. Xlll.—Notes on tlie firing of Torpedoes by Electricity. By J. A. Pond.

lEead before the Auckland Institute. 19th Novemler, 1877.]

The short note by E. E. Hunt read at the last meeting, relative to
destroying snags by dynamitic charges, has led me to bring this subject
again before the members, as I believe an alteration in the manner of
firing the charges, which was carried out by the fuse, may lead to more
comprehensive working in this matter, with more certainty, safety, and
economv.

the

In the first place I would premise that the charges placed for the
demolition of the snags are of gunpowder, and so arranged as to be fired
by the ordinary fuse

: this being so, it simply remains to exchange the
latter for an insulated copper wire from a moderately powerful electric or
galvanic battery. The wire having been cut, and a few inches of platinum
wire inserted, it only remains to enclose this in the powder, place the
charge and withdi-aw

; the connection with the battery then being com-
pleted, the platinum wire through its inferior conductivity becomes incan-
descent, and the charge is exploded. When, however, the cartridge is of
dynamite, Hthofracteur, or nitro-glycerine. it requires the addition of fulmi-
nate of mercury to explode it, and this being placed in a smaU copper tube
may be ignited either with platinum wii-e as before or by the s

former, however, is the safer, as any disarrangement of the sti

tance might prove fatal to the explosion of the charge.
I need hardly remark that the distance which may be gained from the

scene of danger, the security attained, the precision and certainty of the igni-
tion, place this means of firing far before that of the fuse for sub-aqueous
explosions. And even on pomts of economy the firing by electricity wiU
be advantageous, as only a small portion of the insulated wire is injured
sufficiently to be valueless for future operations. Another advantage is
gamed when a number of charges are to be fired simultaneously, as this
can be done at one connection of the wires, providmg that the charges are
not too numerous and too far apart, as in that case, after a few have been
exploded the electric current chooses the shorter circuit through the water
caused by the rupture of the whre. When blasting is carried on upon the

-kin

nner of firing

hanging
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an

adjacent shot, tlirougli the smonldering fuse suddenly completing the work

for which it was intended. One difficulty would be experienced at first in

insulating the copper wii-e with a material that would withstand the heavy

blows generally administered in tamping, but when charges of lithofracteur,

dynamite, or nitro-glycerine are used in the same places, this difficulty

would be obviated by the use of water, mud, or soft material for tamping

;

and especially in those instances where simultaneous firing is req[uired, the

moment of explosion and the number of charges to be dealt with is so

sur

purpose

But passing to a more serious consideration of this subject—the firing of

torpedoes—I trust I may be excused if I bring before the members of this

Institute the extreme and increasing interest taken in this weapon at home
and the enormous strides which are being taken, first to bring this ai'm into

use for the defence of ports and the attack upon ships, and secondly to

guard, as far as possible, against the disastrous conseq[uences ofa successful

attack with this weapon. And when we think of the fearful effects caused

by the explosion of a well-charged torpedo when placed ia its most favourable

position for damaging a vessel, and take cognizance of the wonderful powers
and varied character of the respective torpedoes, each fraught with the same
object, it should do more than interest us, and cause us to enquh-e in what
way these weapons may be of service in the defence of our ports, and

Wliitehead

wi

that it could do almost an

talk,"—the Harvey torpedo, which may be towed parallel to the towing
vessel and at a long distance from her, and thus be brought to bear in a
speedy manner upon the enemy—or the still more deadly, because hidden,

torpedo, moored in the track of ships and ready to be fired by the electric

wn^

we could be guarded from the attack of armed cruisers, who havinf^ levelled

mail upon us, would nrobablv return

season. "With

consider should be guarded and the means of so doing, and I may add that

when we see the neighbouring colonies taking this matter in hand with the

same object, I think we should be up and doing while there is time and not

be in the sorrowful position when too late of knowing that

*' Of aU the sad tliouglits of tongue or pen

The saddest are those, it might have been."

Owing to the many entrances to om- spacious harbour, it becomes a
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serious consideration to guard eaeli place, as beyond the ordinary route

tlirougli the Eangitoto channel we have the eastern passage on both sides of

Waiheke

converge to a point between Brown Island and Eangitoto, thus practically

reducing the points to be guarded to two, and these I will deal with

separately. Outside of a line drawn from the reef to the mainland no point

can be obtamed by which the elevation of a gun could accurately be brought

to bear upon Auckland, but inside that line several points come in to view

thougl

All

defence must be outside this line, and that will commence from the reef.

Here the safe working channel does not exceed three-q^uarters of a mile, and

at this place I would place the first line of torpedoes, inside of which I

would have a second, third, and fourth line decreasing in number and

coming to an apex, all being connected with the station by insulated

wire in the way I will now describe. The safe working channel

being about 1,500 yards wide, I w^ould place say 14 torpedoes in the

first line, 12 in the second, 8 in the third, and 5 in the fourth, the electric

connections being carried to a high station, for instance, the North Head,

which is admhably suited for the purpose. If this station was decided

upon it would be the only one requh'ed for the defence of both entrances, as

I will show presently.

On the high cliffs approaching the lake, which reach an elevation

of sixty or seventy feet, will be required an observing station with one

operator to give the signal to the main station at the North Head, by

electric alarum, as to the enemy's approaching the first hne of defence, and

the same with respect to the second and thuvL From the main station it

would be seen by the use of a theodolite or cross-wu-ed telescoj>e (the

position of the torpedoes bemg accurately known) whether the enemy was

sufficiently in position for the firing of the nearest torpedo, if not she would

be permitted to come towards the second line, and presuming she had gone

midwaybetween the intervals in the first line she would now be approaching

exactly to one in the second line, and on the signal being given from the

observing station that she was already on that line, and its being seen from

the main station that she was over or close to the position of the torpedo,

it would simply require the depressing of the electric key to insure the

discharge of the torpedo and probable ruin of the vessel.

"With resjiect to the defence of the Eastern 2)assage, I wish to draw

attention to the narrowing of the Koreho Channel about 1^- miles N.E. of
F

the Bean Eocks, or nearly midway between that spot and Brown Island,

and also that in the centre of this channel is a very shallow bank of only
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If fathoms at low tide, while in-ojecting from Eangitoto is a bank ^ith ouly
2i fathoms, giving only 1,400 yards of channel to the bank on the south
side, while midway is the shallow bank about 400 yards loug, thus reducing

the distance to be defended to less than 1,000 yards. It will thus be seen

that fewer torpedoes will be required to defend this passage, and the North

our

du-ect

would prove a favourable position for observation from whence to signal,

either by flags, lights or telegraph, the approach of the enemy to the first

Ime of the defence. I would pay especial attention to this passage, as I

think it very hkely an enemy would choose that, anticipating that the most
used channel would be the best guarded. And it must be borne in mind
that the days for attack by sailmg craft are past, and that, if Auckland
was attacked, it would be by several steamers and not one only, as no
enemy would do so hazardous a thing as to send in an unpiloted and

mi
at such a time place her at the mercy of those she came to molest ; nor is it

likely that small, light di-aught cruisers would be chosen for the work, as in

the South Pacific there are no naval stations where the attacking squadron
would be safe from the British navy then on the station, or where they
could provision, coal, or dock, therefore large vessels alone would be
enabled to attempt the work, and again a hght draught vessel would be
unable to carry an armament sufficiently powerful to do any damage at
long range.

With

dm
Hn

would be reduced to 4f miles should the vessel staud well in to the hank
still keeping outside the line ; this is measured to the lower part of Queen
Street, hut by his standing in so close it would preclude him from seeing

any portion of Auckland district unless from his mast-head, and then the
only places which he could observe would he Mount Eden, Mount Hobson

land

fallin

city, as irrespective of the distance he has no point on which to concentrate
his fire, and certainly none on which to observe the effect of his work.
But from the Koreho Channel the position is altered, as here he has full

view of the town, which he could absolutely rake provided he had artillery

the

Queen Street is five miles and 300 yards, and

ady in mind the fact that ffuns heaw enmio
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draught
would not permit of such a ship lying at anchor in 3^ fathoms of water
at low tide, as the risk of grouudhig at low water, which she would inevitably

do, would be too great, as any injury to her screw or rudder would almost

certainly prove fatal to her enterprise. It will be seen from the chart that

I have taken this necessity in view all through, and thus only protected the

drau

mi
thin

gauntlet of the defences, or getting over the banks north and south of the
Koreho Channel ; to prevent this, a few torpedoes could be placed on the
banks, and with a few judiciously placed dummies, which bemg seen would
make her cautious how she essayed the attempt, would, I think, be
sufficient. One more point and I have finished with tliis part of my
paper. The electrical station which I propose at the North Head would be
two miles and 700 yards distant from the outer line of the eastern
defence, and 2^ miles from that in Eangitoto Channel, and from this pomt
a gun battery would be well withm range to prevent a small steamer
runnmg ui, and also to guard the electric wires from any attempt at drag-

'lin mi
advisabihty of laying a few electric-attached torpedoes, with circuit- closing

attachments, by which any vessel commg m would, on contact, close the

under
these

certain distance on either side and above the torpedo ; any ship then touching

itriking distance of the charge, and in tim

current

the addition of a light, deflecting galvanometer

durin

But the laying these torpedoes as I have proposed is not by any means
all that is necessary. What "we require first

•am require

must be of undoubted courage and intelligence ; and I think there would
mm

be attached to the artillery or naval force, but preferably remam intact.

knowledge of the different

the means of firing them ; then, with the addi

three Whitehead, and some spar torpedoes, 1

1

thoroughly impregnable. The use of the small

required, might be given to them occasionally

themselves thoroughly ae(iuainted with the p(
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xm
the anchors or blocks of stoue to hold the torxiedoes in x^lace, together with

a rope reeved through the ring and buoyed, so that in time of danger the

torpedo could be attached to its electrical connections, and hauled down
into its place.

There are many details which it would be the duty of the company to

learn and understand so thoroughly that when needed everything would be

in position and free from any fatal hurry. One actual necessity for the

completion of this scheme would be, in times of actual danger, the closing

of the port between sunset and sunrise, and the estabhshment of a pilot force

for reconnaissance before permitting any vessel to enter. Without this the

whole plan would be valueless. The closing the Bean Eock lighthouse, and
removal of buoys and beacons, would also be advisable.

"With respect to the sunken torpedoes, I would have them made in the

simplest manner, very similar but much smaller than the iron buovs w^hich

mark our coast. The connections would requu-e to be severely tested, and
the charge would be of dynamite or lithofracteur, fired by fulminate of

mercury. If of dynamite, which would be preferable on account of less

danger to the charge from leakage, the cartridge would not need to be more
an ;hin'

would be found more economical to increase the number of torpedoes than

the weight of the charges. Dynamite is a material of commerce now, and
generally obtahiable ; but if in case of danger it was found necessary to

make it, we have material in the city to make several hundi-ed pounds of

nitro-glycerine, and the men to undertake its manufacture, while infusorial

earth is obtainable at the distance of a few miles from the city. Fulminate

of mercury also could be prepared in a few hours when required.

I have thus shown that the work of defending our port can be done

at any moment, and if it were carried out as I have suggested by a volunteer

torpedo company it would be but a small expense to the Government, and

could go on in fine weather and at leisure ; and when it was known that

defence became a necessity the completion of the work could be carried out

systematically and orderly long before there was any actual need of it,

as with the telegraphic communication with Europe we should be in

possession of the news in a few hours, while several weeks would elapse

before an enemy could put in an appearance. I have now completed my
remarks upon the subject of defence by torpedoes, but with your permission

will say a few words upon the probability of landing being efiected,

I do not anticipate any danger from this, as it is unlikely so large a

squadron would be despatched to such a distance as to enable them to land

a sufficient body of men to prove a source of real danger ; but, presuming

V
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knowing
of the colony is so favourably placed as we are in tliis respect, as in addition

to the companies now forming our volunteer force there are a large number
of men who have had to learn how to defend their homes in years gone by,
and these I feel sure could largely be counted on as a defence force at a few
hours' notice. If the enemy came by Eangitoto Channel they could only
land in the vicinity of the lake where Auckland would not be threatened,
and a capital defence of the isthmus of the North Shore could be made.
If, on the other hand, they came through the eastern passage, they would
probably push up the Tamaki and strike the Panmure road. "With the
defence now to be made I have nothing to do, except to point out the
number of small steamers we have in the harbour which could carry a large
body of armed men to any point threatened within an hour.

In conclusion, I do not lay claim to any origmal work except adapting
the ways ah-eady known to our harbour. In this also I have to acknowledge
with thanks much information fi-om Captain Burgess, harbour master, and
for the plan of Ia>-ing the torpedoes to A. H. Atteridge, in a paper to the
Popular Science Review, 1873.

Aet. XIV.

—

Experiments on the Lift

Transit. By Henry Skey.

IV
[Bead before the Otago Institute, 9th October, 1877.]

One of the great difficulties in aeronautics is the steering the apparatus
if a balloon be emi^loyed, and even if any other method of aerial transit be
attempted the additional difficulty presents itself of rendering the apparatus

o wmds
To steer a balloon does indeed appear a hopeless task; but to the

question, is it possible that an aerial machine could be devised which
would retain its position of equilibrium in the fitful and uncertain currents
of the atmosphere, while at the same time it could be propeUed at an
angle more or less against the wind, so that by tacking it could, like a ship,
navigate against the wind, it will be my endeavour in this and two following
papers, from observation, experiment, and demonsti-ation to answer in the
affirmative.

The whole animal kingdom, from mammals, burds, fishes, Hzards, and
furnishes

our
directed. What must attract notice is their
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prolonged with scarcely

any flapping of the wings. On watching carefully this kind of flight

it can be seen that the with the

anterior margin very slightly elevated above the posterior and thin edge

of the whig. The angle thus foiTned by the wing with the line of motion
is very small, indeed if it were not small it is easily proved that the

onward motion of the bird* would be quickly arrested from the quantity

of air which would require to be displaced. It does indeed appear

wonderful that a bkd weighing perhaps ten pounds can be supported in

this manner so long a time when it has once obtained a certain velocity.

In every-day life, however, we have many instances of the lateral pressure

of the ah on planes in a direction transverse to the motion ; we have only

to walk slowly with a piece of paper held at an oblique angle to the line of

progression, or to open an outer door of a building an mch or two if the

will

mi
by main force to prevent the door flying open in a sm-prising manner if it

is once opened a few degrees.

If solids are made to impinge on planes, then the angle of reflection is
r

equal to the angle of incidence. If, however, a current of air impinges on
a plane, then the elasticity of the air comes into play with very curious

results. The following experiments, which I now repeat, were made with

a view of ascertaining the action of the ah' on inclined planes at different

angles

:

Experiment, No. 1.—If a book one or more inches thick is placed flat on
a table, and any small light body is also placed on it, about as far beyond
the book as the book is thick, it will be found impossible toso blow across

the book as to send the light body away, for instead of moving from
you it flies towards you.

Experiment^ No. 2.—If a current of air is blown obhquely onto a table

with whole of the sawdust

blown in the direction

considerable portion is actually blown along the plane towards the primitive

current.

Experiment, No. 3.—If a current of air blown through a tube impinges

at any given oblique angle upon a point in a horizontal plane, the incident

current I P (figure 1) is not reflected at an equal angle to the plane from
the point P alons: the line P O. as mi<?ht be sunnosf^fl • for if n. Vicrh^aA

the flame is actually drawn

rge rauRe of angular vertica

drawn
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These apparent paradoxes may be partly explained when we consider
the perfect elasticity of the an- ; for when it strikes the point P it then,
after compression, by virtue of its elasticity, diverges from P at all angles
along the plane

; so readHy does it escape laterally that it appears to draw
a large volume of formerly quiescent air down too.

Experiment, Ko. 4.—Eeversing experiment No. 3, " action and re-
action being equal and contrary," it follows that when a plane A P B
(figure 2) oblique to the horizon is carried with its upward and anterior
edge in a horizontal direction, the tendency of the incident current / P

o — lin

the surface of the plane, which fact must very materially increase the
lateral pressure, and therefore greatly assist in buoying up the plane.

Experiment, No. 5.—In order to ascertam the lifting pressure exerted by
the inertia and elasticity of the ah: on a plane set at various angles and
travelhng with a given velocity, the apparatus here exhibited was devised

;

it consists of a thin sheet of metal a foot square, so connected with a spring
balance that it can be set to any given angle. Action and reaction behig
equal and contrary, it is clear that if this instrument be set m a current of
an- the same effects are obtained as if the plane were moved at the same
velocity through stiU air. The mstrument was placed in a strong wmd,
and when the plane was first placed at a right angle to the current, with
the spring so arranged as to show the horizontal pressure, it registered an
average pressure of 2-7 lbs. on the square foot, indicating a velocity of the
an: of 23 miles per hour. The instrument was then so arranged as to
mcasm-e the vertical pressui-e when the plane was set at various angles to
the horizon. The foUowing table gives a summary of the average results

numb
I Horizon,
5°

10°

20°

30°

40°

60°

Peessuee
113
1-43

1-65

1-83

2-00

1-80

By this we see that the liftmg pressure of a plane one foot square traveHing
through stin air is more than half as great at an angle of 6° as it is at 40°,
whHe we know that the resistance to its forward or horizontal motion is
ahnost removed, for considerably less air has to be displaced. In fact, the
mertia of the air is utilized with small angles, for considerably greater
velocity can be imparted to the plane with the same expenditure of force.

From the foregoing experiments it appears that the law of "resolution
of forces " as appHed to solids is inappHcable in the case of gases. More-
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over, tlie nature of tlie surface of the plane, and also the nature of the

impinging body, materially influence the results.

These experiments assist hi explaining the prolonged sailing flight of

birds, for, when the wings are retained so as to form a very small angle to

the horizontal line, there will still be a very considerable upward pressure

to sustain the bh'd in its progress through the air ; they also show that if,

as has been asserted, birds prolong then- flight by gradually increasing the

angle of their wing planes, then that alteration need be and indeed can be

only within very narrow limits ; for a bird sailing in still air with its wing

planes at an angle of 5"^ and travelling with a velocity of 23 miles per hour

receives a support of 1-13 lbs per square foot of wing area, while if it alters

its planes to 20^ it only receives about half as much more support, even if

we suppose its velocity unaltered ; four times the angle of inclination to the

horizon only giving one half more support. Now the resistance horizontally

which the vnng encounters at 20^ is about 16 times as great as what it

encounters at 5^, which would quickly arrest its progress, somewhat similarly

to what may be observed when pigeons are alighting, for when near the

ground they suddenly raise the anterior portions of their wings, their

horizontal motion is stopped, a very slight rise is also noticed, and they

alight without injury.

It appears, therefore, that it is only within small ai

the alteration of wing plane prolongs the power of flight.

an

The wing of a bu^d is so constructed that it can be retained with

mm

Art. XV.

—

Introduction of the Tension Wheel in Aerial Transit.

By Henby Skey.

Plate IV.

[Bead before the Otago Institute, 9th October, 1877.]

Attempts have been made to solve the problem of aerial flight by means of

planes moved at great velocity in a rectilinear direction, but the difficulties

to be overcome in starting, balancing, and steering them appear to present

insuperable obstacles to success. The difficulties are not much lessened if

we rotate rigid planes, if built up from a centre and worked therefrom, as

great strength and inseparable weight would be requh-ed, and the we
the axis and all the narts n^nr it wnnl*^! nr»f fiQ an Trmr»L r^oo/l TT-/.;rrl-t+

That however a considerable ascensional force can be mi

following experiment :—I take a
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piece of thin, stiff card-board and cut a cross out of it ; a slight o"bliq[uity is

then imparted to the arms or planes, and a piece of wood is cemented

through the centre to act as a vertical axis ; if, then, rotation be imparted

to it by the finger and thumb, it readily rises to the ceiling of the room.

Varying the experiments as regards shape, etc., it is found advantageous to

construct the planes broader towards the ch'cumference ; secondly, to bend

the broad ends or tips somewhat downwards ; and, thirdly, to impart a

slight screw-form to the vanes in imitation of that possessed by a feather.

The boomerang, used as a missile by the Australian natives, affords an

example how a horizontal force can be transformed into a lifting force.

The wheel, here exhibited, has been devised with the idea of securing the

planes in their true position, especially towards the tips, and of discarding

all dead weight in those parts near the centre of the wheel where the motion

of rotation is too slow to assist in elevating it. To effect these, I have

constructed a horizontal wheel in which the circumference is, as it were,

the basis or skeleton, and the radii act by tension so as to retain a light

vertical axis in the centre. In this manner a surprisingly large, strong,

and light wheel is obtained, the necessary weight of the circumference

being utihzed, as will afterwards be explained.

Two systems of radii are attached to the circumference of the wheel,

each system containing eight pairs of tension strings ; the tension of all

these radii can be thus increased simultaneously by simply widening the

systems on the axis.

By an inspection of the model, it will be seen that narrow pieces of

tracing-cloth are attached between each pair of the tension strings ; the

anterior edge of each plane is attached to the upper side of the cu-cum-

posterior edpre to the lower side of it. The thickness ofand the

the degr^ at the

tips, while the planes are nearly horizontal near the axis. By this

arran

buoying up the wheel ; and as the axis can be turned directly

the necessarv speed of the circumfer

the

if multiplying wheels were used—size of the wheel forming no theoretical

objection in the limitless expanse. The waste of power by resistance and

friction can be thus reduced to a minimum.

Though there must be great difficulty in observing the shape and position

which the individual feathers and wings of birds assume while in actual

flight, yet it is easy to fix them in a current of air and so watch the effect.

In this way it will be seen that the posterior and thin edge of the feather

yields more than the other parts in flight, especially towards the tips. The
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tip end is also raised, so that tlie feather becomes less cui-yed longitudin6,lly,

and assumes the figure of a thin and shghtly bent knife, with the concave

side downwards, the screw of the feather unwinding as it were.

If the feathers and wings of birds were straight when quiescent, and if

every transverse section were inclined to the same angle—if, for instance,

they were pLxnes when not in action—then, when they came to be acted

on by the air, they would, unless perfectly rigid, lose that proper figure

essential to buoyancy, for the tips would twist more than the other parts,

and the longitudinal section would become convex downwards. Perfect

rigidity of a plane would necessitate too much weight.

We with

direction to that in which the au' itself twists them when in action. Then,

when they come into action, they assume of themselves the proper and
best figure, so that every part can act at nearly the same angle upon the

au\

The action of the au- itself confers the requisite rigidity, and the greater

the speed or pressure, so much greater is the rigidity ; the wing then assumes
a knife-like figure approaching to a plane but shghtly concave downwards,

This appears to be the figure of the wings of birds while saihng and

ane
wi

as mere lines. It will be noticed in the case of this wheel that this is also

the figure which the tensile radii assume when in action.

The method here adopted allows of the very important advantage of

using extremely thin anterior edges for the planes, whereby the air is cut, so

to speak, for the nearer they approach to a mathematical line the better, as

the resistance to the horizontal motion of the radii is surprisingly lessened.

When these planes are revolved with the same velocity as the wind, it is

clear that even in a gale the wind cannot give any pressure against them
except on the under and elevating sides.

Sailing bh'ds first acquire a great initial velocity generally by flapping

their wings. Naturahsts and observers differ as to the dkection of the
vibratory motion of the whig in this kind of flight, probably on account of
different birds being selected as examples, and omittmg in some cases to
mention whether the forward motion of the bird itself is included in the
asserted direction of the stroke. For instance, a bird fastened by a string,

or one which may be rismg vertically, or, better still, a hovermg bh^d,

will assume to strike vertically downwards with its wm^s
really

stroke or attempt might be so ; for the downward stroke compounds with
the horizontal motion of the bkd producmg a forwai'd and downwards o?
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oblique stroke. As the anterior edge of the wing is only slightly elevated in

flight, a considerable up^yard pressure is received during the down-stroke of

the wing as the air reacts on the concave side. As this stroke involves the

most work, therefore the muscles w^hich effect it are of great size and

strength. We must not suppose that the up-stroke of the vnng is only

useful to so raise it as that it can be again depressed, for in the up-stroke

we may detect one of the main provisions for its onward transit; for in the

up-stroke, as the anterior portion of the wing is still more or less elevated,

it is clear that a powerful forward impulse is thus given to the wing and

thence to the bird.

As it is much easier to move the wing upwards than downwards, as the

upper and convex side meets less resistance from the air, therefore the

upward stroke is effected by smaller and weaker muscles, acting probably in

a more disadvantageous position.

From the form and structure of birds and from the foregoing observa-

tions, it is apparent that a comparatively small force will start and propel

them horizontally to that which is req[uired to stistam them against the

force of gravity ; hence the attempt in the model before us to so construct the

sails or wings that the tips are kept at a small but precise angle, and the

whole length thereof is by its construction, when in action, compelled to

assume a slight concavity. There is, however, a limit to this concavity, for

as the principal part of the weight of the wheel is at the circumference,

therefore the greater the speed the greater is the centrifugal force of all parts

of the circumference, thus increasing the tension; the very slight elasticity

of the rim thus coming into action.

Art. XYI.—Introduction of the Principle of the Gyroscope in Aerial Transit,

By Henry Skky.

Plate IV.

[Bead lefore the Otago Institute, 9th October, 1877.]

All our ideas of stability of direction and position are but relative, and the

same law wliich expresses that all matter moves in straight lines until

deflected by another force, and which regulates a plauet in its path, can

give stability to an aerial machine, so that it can be j)ropelled and steered

in any direction even against moderate winds ; indeed the most permanent
F

thing in nature is the axis round which a symmetrical body rotates ; we

have many familiar instances of the permanency of the plane of rotation,

from the child's missiles, tops and hoops, then ao:ain the wheels of bicycles,
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on the small scale ; wliile on the grand scale we have the axes of the earth

and all celestial orbs as examples, A smooth tlnn stone thrown through

the ak keejps its plane of rotation nearly constant even when a high wind

is blowing, the slight rotation in its own plane keeping it therein.

From experiments given in a former paper; " it was shown that when
very oblic[ue planes are moved through the au- with the anterior edge only

slightly elevated, there is not theu much power wasted in driving a mass of

air before them in a horizontal direction, and more than this there is a

considerably less mass of air forced downwards, the inertia and elasticity of

the air tending to impart great upward pressure unto the plane.

In a second paper f it was endeavoured to show how very thin planes

could be preserved at a certam small angle, by letting them form the tensile

radii of a large wheel, the circumference of which forms the hasis or skeleton

thereof.
• ^ •

direction

circle, then, provided they could be kept in that line, the theoretical

conditions for flight would be attained ; for all the particles of the plane, by
their direction and momentum, would contribute to the result ; but as

practical difficulties appear to be in the way, it becomes a matter of interest

to enquire if the greater part of the weight of a wheel could not be so placed

at its circumference as to obtain all the advantages of the rectilinear motion

of the planes, while the weight absolutely necessary at the circumference of

the wheel can at the same time be utilized as actually affording the best of

all means of preservmg it in its position of equilibrium after the manner of

a gyroscope.

To effect this a wheel was constructed about thirty inches in diameter

having a metal rim and with a light axis supported in the centre by tensile

radii ; the radii being nearly horizontal by construction there is little air to

be displaced, and the resistance to the circular motion of the wheel is nearly

reduced to the mere rubbing friction of the atmosphere ; a great velocity can

therefore be imparted to the wheel. When the axis is waxed it can be so

rapidly rotated by the hands that, notwithstanding its weighing half a pound,

the wheel rises for a short time off the floor, and the same if weighted ; a

considerably slower speed will however keep it in its plane of rotation,

thereby proving that a lighter rim can be used. In large wheels paper

tubing would be unequalled for rigidity and strength. A small wheel on

the same principle was therefore constructed with a cane in place of a metal

rim which manifested great buoyancy when rotated.

In order to prevent the framework or car which carries the wheel from

rotating, I have attached another tension wheel thereto, with the opposite

Vide ante, Art. XIV. f Vide ante, Art. XV.
w
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edges of its planes or radii elevated, and as this rec[tiixes to be turned iu an

opposite direction, therefore the car is kept from rotating. In the model

there is a crank in each of the axes and at the same height, and each crank

is connected by a rod to a vertical pedal common to both ; in this manner both

wheels are compelled to rotate with the same speed but m opposite directions;

it then follows that by turning only one of the cranks by the hand the whole

apparatus would by reaction be guided in azimuth when rec[uired- In order

to apply any power or force we must have a basis or part which acts as a

fulcrum wherein action and reaction can have fuU sway. In birds and all

flying creatures each wing is paired with another.

In the working compartment of this model the attempt has been made

to so arrange the i>arts as to utilize the immense force which the human

form is so eminently capable of exerting. The machinery is reduced to the

simplest form, namely the two perpendicular winches between which manual

power can be exerted in a sitting posture. These vtinches are merely U
shaped bends in the prolonged axes of the tension wheels. Let us consider

the power that can be exerted by the pull stroke. It is considered that, in

rowmg, manual power is appUed in a very advantageous manner : the

feet are firmly plaTited and the arms and shoulders react from them. It

will be seen by the model that the feet can be placed on the nearly vertical

pedal
;
great force could therefore he exerted by the legs alone : in fact

great force can be exerted by the human form between two cranks in almost

every part of the revolution when they go round in opposite directions. It

is not expected that full manual power can be exerted continuously, as it is

found that most work is done when there is a short period of rest, as in

rowing; but it might be expedient to exert full power at some particular

part of the revolution, hence the present arrangement whereby the feet or

hands can be used either together or alone, thus avoiding dead points and

allowing of the hands being used for steering. That far more power can be

exerted by the legs than by the arms is easily proved by the fact of the

weight of the body being raised for a whole day long in scaling mountains,

whereas if the arms were to be used in j^ulling the bod}^ up under a ladder

or an inclhaed rope, a few minutes would lead to exliaustion ; and even if

the power of the arms alone were used in any other mechanical arrange-

ment, it would still be fatiguing. The arms working however between two

vertical cranks allows of power being exerted in four ways ; 1st., in pulling

from the front, as in rowing; 2nd., in pushing in the opposite direction or

forwai-ds ; 3rd., in pulling the cranks nearer to the body laterally ; and 4th.,

in the reverse direction or pushing laterally outwards ; and as this possibility

of change is really important from its allowing one set of muscles to rest

whilst others are operating, an account of a simple arrangement for varying
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the method of working the feet may not be undesh-able. If the broad pedal

have the middle portion removed, and another ]3edal be inserted and made
to work loosely on the same fulcrum, a double or rather quadruple pedal is

formed ; the top of this middle pedal is also connected by rods to the vertical

axes of the tension wheels but by additional cranks placed on the opposite

sides of the centres. In this manner the feet can reciprocate with one

another as in Avalking or similar to their action in bicycles, and in a great

variety of ways reciprocate with the arms.

This is all the machinery absolutely necessary for the purj)0se of elevation,

and, as before remarked, the extra power rec[uiredfor progression and steering

is comparatively small and can easily be applied as shown m the di'awing,

fig. 5, in which the axis of the upper tension wheel passes through the

tubular axis of the lower one, and the framework or car is i)laced below ; a
r

horizontal axis is also shown as receiving motion by bevelled wheels, thus

turning the vertical tension wheel, the vanes of which are set to about 20^

and act as a screw propeller ; while an expanding and completely adjustable

fan in the rear acts as an auxiliary in steering, for it must be borne in mind

that the sectional area of the machine is very small and in fact approaches

to that of discs progressing edgeways.

A bird in full speed sailing through still air may be likened to the keel

of a ship cutting through the water ; the permanency of its direction must

be very great. This j)ersistency of its direction is, I think, made use of for

buoyant purposes in high winds in a way that appears hitherto to have

been overlooked. For instance a bird, in two ])arts of its evolutions, is

travelling transversely to the direction of the wind, and when in these

positions it can often be observed to elevate the tip of that wing on which

the wind first impinges, while at the same time the other wing is slightly

depressed. The under surface of the wings thus receive the wind, which is

thus transformed into an elevating force ; it is clear that a very long sweep

can be thus made, for there is no head wind to impede the bird, but

only the ordinary resistance of still air to be overcome. In wheeling

in the air, it may also be observed that, as soon as the tip is brought

down from the elevated position to the horizontal, the bhd commences

flapping its wings. Every current of air can thus be utilized by the

bird, which does not appear to fly long dh-ectly against the wind, but

it wheels and tacks to prevent fatigue. In fact, many sea-bnds appear

to fly with greater ease and swiftness when a stiff breeze is blowing,

and it may be observed that they keep continually on the wing in

gales, but rest much in calms as they sooner tire. When a bn-d has

been elevated whilst sailing transversely to the wind as alluded to above,

and also possibly when sailhig a short time against the wind, it can then,
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when it comes to that part of the evolution that is in the same direction as

the wind, lower itself, and thus acquire additional velocity. There are,

therefore, in this apparatus two most potent influences at work to preserve
its equihbrium ;—first, its cuttmg or heel-like property ; and, secondly, its

gyroscopic tendency of preserving its plane. This persistency of position,

remarkable always in the case of the gjToscope, is rendered still more
striking when the wheel is rotated in the air -without any visible support.

A remarkable corollary of this arrangement of the aero-planes is the
following :—If the advancing edge of the apparatus is kept slightly tilted

upwards, we shall be able to utilize the very weight of the machine while in

motion as a powerful auxihary ; for the planes A and B (fig. 4) in then:

longitudinal sections will be incHned upwards so as to receive a powerful
hfting impulse from the induced current of air, whHe the planes A' and B'
wiU be horizontal in their longitudinal sections and cannot therefore
impede the advance.

Similarly the winds can be utilized even if adverse, as the edge which
first catches the wind can be shghtly tHtcd up, so that aU the radii A andB,
which could be lifted by the wind, can catch it ; while aU the other radii A'
and B' which would otherwise be depressed will then be in a horizontal and
neutral position. It therefore foHows that all compounded horizontal ah:

currents also admit of bemg transformed to a great extent mto a buoyant
force.

Art Flooded

Methods adopted /<

Mem. Inst. C.E.

By H. P. HiGGiNsoN,

Plate XIV.

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, 2nd February, 1878.]

While at Queenstown, on Lake Wakatipu, during last Novel
heavy

main ranges, caused a rapid rise in the level of the lake. On Saturday

Queenstown registered -QQ
of an inch, which feU during the previous night ; and on Sunday morning
an additional 1-61, makhig 2-27 inches during forty-eight hours. The rain
bemg from the north-west melted the snow with great rapidity, causing
an immense rush of water into the lake, the level of which rose over two feet
in the two days.
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While watching the water rising on the morning of the 18th, I

ohserved that a mark which I had placed on the shore hecame rapidly

covered and shortly afterwards exposed again, the surface of the lake heing

at the time perfectly calm, not a ripple ruflfling it.

As I found it difl&cult to account for this, I made more careful observa-

tions for upwards of an hour, the result of which was that I ascertained

there was a rise and fall of three inches in the level of the water at intervals

of five minutes, which was maintained with perfect regularity. This rise

and fall was extremely gradual, so that it was quite imperceptible on the

smooth surface. After 1 p.m. a breeze sprang up, preventing a fm-ther

continuance of my observations. I was unable at the time to account for

this disturbance satisfactorily, but was inclined to attribute it to a

shght earthquake, possibly too faint to be noticed.

In conversation with Mr. Worthington, the Meteorological Observer, the

next morning, I mentioned what I had remarked. He informed me that he

had himself noticed the same rise and fall on a larger scale, after one of the

heaviest floods experienced ; consequently it at once pointed to the floods

being in some manner the cause, though at first sight it seemed impossible

for any flood to have such an effect on a body of water nearly fifty miles

in length and of great depth.

Having repeatedly thought over the matter without being able to

account for it in a satisfactory manner, I put together a few facts relating

to the natural featm-es of the lake with reference to this flood, in order to

assist me in coming to some conclusion, which I therefore beg to suggest to

you. I have also tabulated the effect of this flood in conjunction with some

that have occurred in the European Alps, in districts bearing similar

features, the information being taken from Beardmore's " Manual of

Hydi'ology."

Lake Wakatipu is nearly fifty miles in length, and varies between one-

and-a-half and three-and-a-half miles in breadth, its area scaled from the

map being 113 square miles. Its drainage area is about 1,200 square miles,

principally at the northern extremity, where the water-shed is the main

Alps Eees. These two

havin^r a drainas^e

lake

including the j)ortion covered with perpetual snow and glaciers.

The rise of two feet in the level of the lake means 1,823 cubic feet of water

un

mil

based on the rainfall for the first sixteen days in November. This makes a
i

total of 2,323 cubic feet per minute per square mile run off the drainage area
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of the lake during tlie ITth and 18tli November. This quantity is equivalent

to a depth of 1-439 inches per diem run off the -whole drainage area.

The observed rainfall at Queenstovrn during the two days being 2-27

inches or 1-135 per diem, of which we can only count upon three-fourths

as having run off (this being the proportion observed to do so in similar

districts in Europe) we can only attribute -861 inch over the whole area to

rainfall. Consequently the difference must be derived from the melted snow

and ice running from the mountains.

I may observe here, that Queenstown being nearly at the centre of the

drainage area, the registered rainfall may be taken as a fair average ;
and

that at the late period of the season when this flood occurred, the snow

on the mountains immediately surrounding the lake had almost entirely

disappeared.

The following table will give the above results more clearly

:

Cubic feet
per minute per
square mile.

Cubic feet
per niinute

nainfall A •

Snow

Total • »

1,373

950

2,323

1,647,600

1,140,000

2,787,600

Equivalent depth
run off per diem.

Inciiei.

851

•588

1-439

From the above figures we can approximate tlie proportion of the flood-

water rimning into the head of the lake by the rivers Dart and Eees

:

Eainfall .

.

Sq. Miles.

1,373 X 400 = 549,000

Snow 950 X 1,200 1,140,000

Total Cubic Feet per Minuts • « 1,689,000

As in the former table it was shown that the total flood-water amounted

to 2,787,600 cubic feet per minute, it is evident that considerably more

than half the whole quantity rushed into the lake at the extreme north

end, or head as it is termed. Accepting these to be the facta, the question

is,—^^^ould this mass of water flowing rapidly (possibly in much less than

forty-eight hours) into one extremity have sufficient effect to cause the

disturbance observed ?

foUowin

ind any other explanation, and believe that the

I would ask you to examine the conformation of

t is throughout a long and narrow one, and that

opposite Queenstown

an
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about 100^ from the axis of its course, about eighteen miles from where

generated, in order to pass round the first of these. This, therefore, is not

probable. The result would be, I think, different, and would possibly account

for the pulsations noticed.

We will presume that this large body of water in passing into the lake

created, while endeavouring to find its level, a gentle swell or wave which,

from the conformation of the lake, could only be propelled in the direction

of its length ; this, upon arriving at the first bend would impinge against

the southern shore, and instead of passing round the bend would be reflected

back towards the northern side of the lake, and so create an oscillating wave

which, upon reaching Queenstown Bay, would rise and fall at intervals

corresponding to the time occupied by the wave crossing backwards and

forwards.

Beardmore, the hydraulic engineer, while describing the effect of tidal
4

disturbances in rivers, remarks,—" When the reaches of the rivers are

own

gher than

reaches. Thence it recoils and impinges upon the opposite shore, and so,

like a disturbed pendulum, it oscillates from side to side, and only regains

its steady course when the reaches lengthen."

Were the shores of the lake flat and sloping, with the depth of water

gradually shoaling off, a wave of this description would be carried by its

impetus up the slope, consequently rapidly parting with its energy. The

shores of the lake are, on the contrary, almost perpendicular rocky chffs,

mi
oscillating wave.

Queenstown

wave as before described would, in conseq[uence of travelling a diagonal

course, considerably increase the distance. On the accompanying sketch of

the lake (Plato XIV-) I have indicated what I consider the probable

direction that this wave would take, which in crossing opposite Queenstown

mi

observed the intervals to be five minutes, it naturally follows that its

velocity would bo 120 miles per hour. Assuming this to be the case,

according to Professor Airy's formula, it would necessitate a depth of 1,000

feet.

din

aU

lake, so that I assume the

* Hector: Report GeoL Sarv. Otago, Prov. Conncil Papers, 1864, p. 86 ; and " Trans,

N.Z. Inst.," vol. n., p. 373.
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be between 1,000 or 1,200 feet, which is sufficiently near to support my
theory. I do not attach any scientific importance to what I have described,

though, there being reasons for every function of nature, it is both interesting

and our duty in the cause of science to seek for and obtain an explanation

of those reasons.

"While considering the magnitude of the floods in these mountainous
districts, I should lite to draw attention to a fact that I have no doubt is

well known to most of you, namely, the beneficial effects that these lakes

exert in restraining the rush of heavy floods. They act as reservoirs, in

which are stored up the enormous bodies of water pouring off the

precipitous slopes of the mountaius, gradually allowing it to find its way to

the sea in restrained quantities. They also do good service in arresting

the shingle and debris washed off the hills, and carried into the torrents by
glaciers and land-slips.

Taking the case of the Molyneux, or, as it is generally termed, the

Clutha, it requires no great stretch of imagination to picture to oneself what
the aspect of the lower valleys would have become were it not for the

influence exerted over the floods by Lakes Wakatipu, Hawea, and Wanaka.
These valleys would, in all probability, have been deserts of shingle and
sand where not water.

The Eivers Rangitata, Eakaia, and Waimakariri, in Canterbmy, have
few lakes on then tributaries—the former and the latter none of importance
whatever. The nature of their beds is well known, and requires no
description by me. They are a continual som'ce of anxiety to the settlers

in their proximity, as the flood-channels alter their course during each
successive flood, inundating and destroying the land near them, and costing

large sums of money annually in endeavours to restrain and control them.
'

r

There are many other smaller rivers in both islands having somewhat
the same characteristics, and which almost annually do great harm
both by flooding and encroaching on the cultivated land near the banks

;

consequently the question of how they should be treated, in order to

regulate and control them, becomes more and more serious, as it is, I

beheve, an estabUshed fact that the high floods are becoming still higher,

as w^eU. as oftener repeated.

need not go far to seek for an explanation. The rapid destruction ofWe
wiU

the Hutt Eiver. The extensive bush fires on the ranges, and even the

felling of timber for use, allows the heavy rains to flow more quickly off the

surface into the streams, as, consequent upon the destruction of the larger

trees, the smaller ones perish. As a bush country becomes settled and the

timber cleared, so will the floods bacnmft morp \nnlnn^ in fli^ir nafnrA and.
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not be checked, many of tlie streams will dry up during the summer
months.

The Commission of Italian engineers which has lately investigated the
cause of the recent terrible floods in the Eivcr Po, reported that during the
present century these floods have been progressively increasing in height

;

that the expedient of attempting to confine them within the channel of the
river by continual additions to the height of the artificial banks, has been
considered inapplicable, as being a method tending to increase the very

dangers it is intended to prevent.

For this reason the object sought by the commission was rather the

reduction of the floods themselves, or at all events the arrest of their

increase. This involved the investigation of the influence on the volume
of the river of the denudation of the growth of wood on its banks ; the

suggestion of legislative measures; the construction of storage basins or

lakes to retain the flood-water for subsequent distribution for the purposes of

irrigation, together with numerous other matters affecting the river. The
result of this examination was that they estimated it was necessary to spend
^600,000 in strengthening and restoring the banks, and a further sum of

^6320,000 for subsidiary works.

Another Commission also lately appointed to report on works necessary

to prevent inundation of the Eiver Tiber in Eome, had the following pro-

posed remedies to investigate and report on

1. Ee-woodin

2. Storage lakes or basins of reserve

3. Total deviation of the course of the Tiber

4. Partial diversion of the water

6. Limitation of the flow through the city

6. Eectification of the channel

7. Additions to the banks and lateral defences.

The Commission decided to increase the discharging capabilities of tJie

channels existin^^. bv wideninor and plftarinorflip h^fl wUTiin fliA pifv si^^^

embanking and re^ulatin^ the course above it.

Civil

and a writer in the same remarks, with reference to the remedies mentioned
in the before-mentioned list, that with regard to the first remedy of re-

wooding the banks too little is known of the requisite details, and that the

result of any operation of this nature would be too slow in its development

for it to be rehed on as a prevention of flood ; as to the second proposal of

stormg storm water in artificial lakes, the only experience cited in modern

times is in the basins of the Upper Loire in the south of France, which

works were executed in 1711. x
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After the disastrous floods of 1846 and 1856 these basins were taken as

models for numerous xn'ojects, one of which was the establishment of eighty-

3 lakes of a similar kind on the Lone and its afQuents, proposed

by Mons. Comoy. One of these basins was commenced in 18G1 on the.

river Furens, an affluent of the Loire near St. Etienne, but before the

completion of the work its destiny was altered, and the water, which was

retained by a masonry dam 170 feet high, was applied as a motive force.

The greater number of Italian engineers are not favourable to the plan

of storage basins. Signer Lombardini, the famous hydraulic engineer,

remarks, with reference to the case of the Loire, that the basins proposed in

the valleys of that river would have cost £2,600,000 to store a mass of

water, the withdrawal of which from the supj)ly would result in the lowering

at the point of juncture of the two streams, of the Allier by 2-3 feet, and of

the Loire by 3'3 feet, which is an insignificant result when compared with

the expenditure required to effect it.

I have quoted these particulars regarding what has been done in the

matter of late years in Italy and the South of France, in order to show the

importance with which the subject is regarded where the rivers bear very

much the same character that they do in New Zealand.

Before imdertaking works of this nature here, we should as far as

possible reap the banefit of the extensive experience gained in the older*

countries. Volumes could be filled with examples of the works that have

been undertaken with a view of re^^julatino: and controlling the floods inO^ "^'^ O "'"-*"-- ^w^^"^ vvi_..iii

rivers, and recording the results; a thorough study of the whole subject is,

however, the only manner in which to understand the measures employed,

includii]g if possible a personal examination of the works themselves.

It may be said that though these European rivers bear somewhat

similar features to those in New Zealand, they differ sufl&ciently to require

a distinct mode of treatment. This is true of all rivers to a great extent,

as the slightest variation in the slope of their beds, the different nature of

the country through which they flow, the geological features of the mountains

in which they rise, and many other circumstances, render it necessary that

each should be considered separately and treated differently.

As previously mentioned, one method generally proposed for the

protection of river banks is by planting them, which in very many cases

means re-planting them, as most rivers have been more or less wooded
originally. This method has been practised on some of the Alpine

tributaries of the Italian rivers, but I am not aware of the results. It

would be a most difficult plan to carry out successfully, and would
necessitate the purchase or reserving of the land for a considerable width
on both banks, and that it should be fenced in to protect the yomig trees
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from cattle. How mucli simpler would it have been to have reserved the

original bush I

I do not suppose that the banks of the rivers on the Canterbury plains

have been ever wooded—certainly not since the settlement of the country

and I doubt if this method of planting would be of any avail in their case,

as the impetuosity of the floods and loose character of the banks would bo

fatal to the growth of plantations. In some places willows have been

planted as a protection to the railway banks, and promise to succeed, though

had they been mtroduced on a larger scale there would have been a better

chance of ultimate good results. It is only in the lower reaches of these

rivers that they break over their banks, as they flow for the greater portion

of their course across the plains between well-defined terraces, which

gradually die out when the sea coast is approached.

As the slope of these river-beds generally becomes less upon nearing the

sea, the consec^uent reduced velocity of the current affords a better

opportunity for trees to succeed if exposed to it. Upon approaching the

hills the velocitj' and consequent strength of the current during floods may
be' instanced in the case of the late rise in the Eangitata, where square

blocks of concrete, nearly two tons in weight, were carried upwards of a

quarter of a mile down the stream. In such a position no tree-planting

could be of any avail.

mi

to at the commencement of this paper, seems to me the most effectual

manner in which to control floods, and which would at the same time arrest

the shingle perpetually travelhng from the mountains to the sea. This

travelling shingle is generally the cause of diversions of the rivers ft'om their

proper course. An obstacle, such as a fallen tree grounding in the bed,

causes a reduction in the velocity of the current, immediately causing

the shingle in motion to deposit behind it ; this shingle bank will increase

in size till it causes the stream to branch off in a new dh'ection, in many
instances to the destruction of valuable land.

In the case of the storage reservoir on the Eiver Farens, one of the

latest examples (as previously alluded to), it was constructed of suflBcient

capacity to impound sixty-five per cent, of the average yearly rainfall.

This was a most extravagant manner in which to arrest the floods, though

most effectual. It, however, was so constructed for the double purpose of

storing water, for supplying power, and for use otherwise in the manufac-

tm-ing town of St. Etienne situated immediately below it. It was thus
w

made remunerative. The cost is stated to have been jE63,600, and it is

paying two-and-a-haK per cent, on that amount. Had it been constructed

oxily for the pm-pose of regulating the floods in that river, it need only have
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•wn

\)j a maximum flood of a few days' duration, allowing it to pass gradually

•J^E
without injury ; after wliicli, wLeu emi^ty, it would be available to repeat

tlie process. Though this plan appears to have been condemned for the

purpose on large rivers such as the Loire, it is quite possible that there

may be cases where, on smaller streams, subject to sudden heavy floods, it

might be carried out with success.

To attempt this plan in New Zealand, where there is little probability of

its proving directly remunerative, nature must first be caUed upon to

furnish a site where a storage basin would have a wide-spread area, easily

enclosed at some narrow rocky gorge on the river to be treated. Such a
site being found, it would (presuming that the fall of the ground be not too
great) require a dam of only moderate height to impound sufficient water
for the purpose. Unless such natural sites can be found, the cost would be
out of all proportion to the results. Earthen dams would be sufficient

provided proper discharge tunnels could be driven through rock, they,

however, do not answer so well as masonry, where liable to stand diy for

any length of time, as sun-cracks and vermin imperil then: stabihty when
the next floods are impounded.

The other methods of dealing with the case, such as enclosing the flood .

waters by enbankments running parallel with the course of the river,

enlarging the channels, etc., are the most universally adopted, but are only
applicable to rivers with a moderate fall, where the velocity of the current
is not too great to destroy them ; they are by far the easiest to construct,
thougli from too limited a knowledge of the floods and their effects, and
from being usually undertaken piece-meal, without any general and well-
considered design, they are Hable to failure. The maintenance of this

description of work is also very costly, entaHing as it must do extensive
reconstruction and repairs after each successive high flood.

It is a most essential thing that all such works wherever contemplated
should receive gi-eat consideration. It is impossible to collect too much

behaviour

and

mm
undertake successfully

There is no branch of engineering
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w

Art. XVIII.—On a means of

Buchanan

{Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, 21st September, 1877.J

The puq^ose of the present paper is to explain a method by which timber
of the greatest utility, from trees of any species, may be determined,

the selection of timber for constructive purposes the only guideIn

inn

trees is durable ; experience, however, has often proved that failures take

place with some of those species most highly valued, such as totara,

(Podocarpus totara). In all such cases the failure has i^robably resulted from
that indiscrhninate system which prevails of cutting down every tree within
reach, including young immature trees and quickly-grown mature trees on
rich alluvial bottoms, which always produce an inferior timber ; the use of
SUCH interior timber m wharves, piles of all kinds, or fence stuff, can only
result in premature decay.

As a means to enable engineers to determine the value of any timber
I propose the adoption of a standard test of weight, based on an average
weight determined fi-om at least twenty measured cube specimens of each
species, the specimens to be well seasoned, procured from different districts,

and grown under different conditions of growth. By comparing specimens
of the same cubic bulk of any timber with its own standard, the most durable
of that kind may be selected ; as it may be accepted as an axiom m the
physiology of timber, that the best wiU possess the closest structure, contain
the largest amount of secretions, and consequently will prove the heaviest
and most durable.

If, however, our New Zealand timbersm their natural state, and selected
by the test of weight, do not come up in durability to the necessary requu-e-
ments, there is still in reserve the auxHiary means used in other countries,
hy which inferior timber is made durable, such as charrmg, or by the infusion
of antiseptic fluids mto then- structure, and it is possible the colony may ere
long waken up to the fact that the introduction of such preservatives has
been already too long delayed.



II.—Z OOLOGY.

Art 3/ Xew Zealand. By Wal
BuLLER, C.M.a., Sc.D., F.L.S.

[Read before the Wellington Fhilosophical Societi/, 1st December, 1877.]

Following a plau wlucb I have ijursued for some years, I beg to lay before

the Society a budget of notes ou various species of New Zealand birds,

without any attempt at systematic arrangement. As natural history is

made up chiefly of facts and observations, every recorded note is an
additional contribution, however small, to the general fund. Facts, in

themselves trivial, are often found to assume an importance in relation to

other facts
; and a random note sometimes supplies a missing link in the

carefully elaborated chain of the systematic philosopher.

It will be seen that iu the following notes I have embodied, sometimes
in my own language and sometimes in his, the observations of Captain
Gilbert Mair, F.L.S., who, during a long residence on the East Coast, has
paid special attention to the native birds inhabiting that part of the country.

In addition to habits of careful observation, he possesses a good knowledge
of the birds themselves, and this adds very much to the value of his state-

ments.

Before proceeding to my own notes, I desire to call attention to the
following passage in a very interesting paper by Mr. W. Colenso, F.L.S.,
pubhshed in the " The Tasmanian Journal of Natural Science," as far back
as April, 1845, which I have only lately had an opportunity of reading :

W
with I hailed the

man and purchased the bkd, which he had recently snared, for a little

tobacco. It was a most gracefd creature, and, as far as I am aware, an
entirely new and undescribed species. Its general colour was dark, almost
black; head grey and without a frontal shield; fore-neck and breast
ferruginous red ; wings barred with white ; bill produced and sharp ; feet
and legs glossy olive ; toes beautifully and largely festooned at the edges

;

eye light-coloured and very animated. It was very fierce and never ceased
attempting to bite at everything within its reach. I kept it until we landed,
intending to preserve it, but as it was late, and neither material at hand nor
time to spare, and the animal too, looking so very lovely that I could not
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make up my mind to put it to death, I let it go; it swam, dived, and

disappeared. From its not possessing a frontal shield on the forehead

(which is one of the principal generic marks of the Linn, genus Fulica) it

may possibly hereafter be considered as a type of a new genus, serving to

connect the genera Fulica and Ralliis. Not a doubt, however, in my opinion

can exist, as to its being naturally allied in habit and affinity to the FuUcm;

I have therefore named it Fulica novcB-zcalandicB. In size it was somewhat

less than our European species, F. arua,'^

The bird so well described by Mr. Colenso is evidently quite distinct

from Fulica australisy the only species of coot known to inhabit Austraha,

and as it has never, so far as I am aware, been heard of since this capture,

more than thirty years ago, we may fairly conclude that it is one of the

ornithic forms that have become extinct within the memory of man.

Nestor meeidionalis, Gray,—Kaka Parrot.

This bird is very abundant in the Urewera country, and during the

short season the rata is in bloom the whole Maori population, old and

young, are out kaka-hunting. An expert bird-catcher will sometimes bag

as many as 300 in the course of a day ; and at Kuatahuna and Manga-

pohatu alone it is said that from 10,000 to 12,000 of these birds are killed

during a good rata season, which occurs about every three years.

There are several modes adopted for catching the kaka, but the com-

monest and most successful is by means of a trained moJcai or tame decoy,

the wild birds being attracted to artificial perches, skilfully arranged

around the concealed trapper, who has simply to pull a string and the

screaming kaka is secured by the leg, as many as three or four being often

taken at the same moment. At the close of each day the dead birds are

buried, and when a sufficient number have been collected they are unearthed,

stripped of their feathers, fried in their own fat, and potted in calabashes

for winter use, or for presents to neighbouring tribes. The perches used

for kaka-trapping are often elaborately carved and illuminated with pana

shell.

EuDYNAUYS TAiTENsis, Gray,—Long-tailed Cuckoo,

During its sojourn with us this species is generally met with singly or

in pairs, but Captain Mair gives the following interesting particrdars of a

summer flight:—^'Passing down the Hurukareao river, in the Urewera

country, during the intensely hot weather of February, 1872, I was

astonished at the number of koheperoa that coursed about overhead.

During the three days that we were making the passage, I saw some

hundreds of them, swarming about in the air like large di-agon-flies, as

many as twenty or thirty of them being sometimes associated together.

The loud clamour of their notes became at length q^uite oppressive. There
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was much dead timber on tlie bauks of the river, and it appeared to me
that the bhds were feasting on the large brown cicada. This is the only
occasion on which I have observed this species consorting as it were in
parties."

Chrysoooccyx lucidus, Gould.—Shining Cuckoo.
Eespecting our httle migratory cuckoo, Captain Mair furnishes the

following notes ;—" Speaking from ten years' observation of this bh'd in
the Tauranga district, I may state that it never slugs after the middle of
February and seldom after the beginning of that month. As late as the
end of March or beginning of April, during several successive years, I
have met with these bhds m the Mangorewa forest between Tauranga and
Eotorua, but never heard them' utter a note at this season. I have seen
numbers of them perched in silence on the branches of the poporo (Solanum

J This I regard as
a very curious fact. On the subject of then- parasitic habit of breeJiug, I
may add that on two occasions I have seen the young cuckoo fed by the
grey warbler—a bird considerably its inferior in size ; and I can further
attest, from personal observation, that the same httle bird performs the like
parental office for the young of the koheperoa, or long-taHed cuckoo, as
sketched in Dr. Buller's ' Bhds of New Zealand.' "

PoGONORNis ciNCTA, 6^ra]/.—Stitch-bu'd.

Captain Mair informs me that this handsome bu-d is stUl plentiful
on the West Coast between Eaglan and Waikato Heads, also m the ranges
behmd the Wangape Lake m the Lower Waikato.

It was formerly comparatively abundant in the wooded hills around
n' j_ -in -» ,,WeUin

specimen lias been obtained.

'L^

In former

•New Zealand Pipit

ally

albinism in many other species of bird in New Zealand—a fact not easily
accounted This abnormal
featm^e appears to be extending itself to the introduced bii'ds, and the
followmg newspaper clippmg furnishes an instance ;—

" As an ornithological curiosity an up-country paper mentions that a
gentleman residing near the Wairarapa Lake has noticed on his run two
English larks, the one being pm-e white and the other as yeUow as a
canary."

EmpiDTOA FuuGiNosA, B uUer.—BlB.ck Fantail.

occur-

knowled y
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Major Mair reports another example from the Pirongia ranges in the

"Waikato f- a second has been met with in the hush near Major Marshall's

(Upper Eangitikei) ; and a third is reported from Auckland. Ofthe last-men-

tioned Mr. T. F. Cheeseman, the Curator of the Auckland Museum, writes

me :

—

'' You will he interested to hear that a solitary individual of the black

fantail has been repeatedly seen near Auckland this winter. It was first

noticed by Mr. James Baker in his garden at Eemuera ; afterwards it visited

Mr. Hay's nursery garden where it remained for some weeks ; and it has

since been noticed about several of the residences at Remuera. I was

fortunate enough to see it one evening when walking home, and can

consequently vouch for its being the South Island species. Its occurrence

so far to the north is certainly very remarkable."

Carpophaga nov^-zealaxdi.e, Gray.—Wood-pigeon.

At the Rev. Mr. Chapman's old mission station at Te Ngae (Eotorua),

formed in 1835, and now much out of repair and overgrown, there are

several hundred acres of sweet-briars, run wild and presenting quite an

impenetrable thicket. During the autumn months, when the red berries of

the briars are fully ripe, large numbers of our wood-pigeons resort to these

grounds to feed on this fi^uit, and at this season become exceedingly fat.

In the Eev, Mr. Spencer's fine old garden at Tarawera, where well-

grown S2)ecimens of Enghsh oak, elm, and walnut mingle in rich profusion

with almost every kind of native tree and shrub, a pair of these birds some

time ago took up their abode and bred for two successive years, at a spot

not fifty feet from the reverend pastor's study windows. And they would

doubtless have continued to breed in this quiet retreat had not one of the

Maori school-boys, anxious to try his fowling-piece and wholly unmindful

of the occasion, shot both birds dming the breeding season, leaving a pair

of callow young to perish miserably in their nest.

Tringa canutus, Linn.—The Knot.

Mr. Cheeseman, of Auckland, sends me the following note, under date

August 14:—**Has the knot (Tringa canutus) been previously recorded

from the North Island? My brother shot a specimen (in winter plumage)

in Hobson Bay a few months ago, and the skin is now in the Museum. I

beHeve that I have fi'equently seen it on the extensive mud flats near the

mouth of the Thames river."

This is the fixst authentic record of this species in the North Island ; but

Captain Mair has described to me a bird found associating, in considerable

numbers, with the kuaka and dottrel on the East Coast, which I have no

doubt is the same. It has not, however, been met with yet on the Wellington

coasts ; and the only specimen in the Colonial Museum is one which I

• Vide "Trans. N.Z. Inst. " IX, d. 330.
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received from Dr. von Haast some years ago, as a novelty from the south.

LiMosA NOv^-ZEAiANDi^, Gray.—Godwit.

Captain Mair has contributed something more to the history of this

migratory wanderer. In my account of the si:)ecies'^ I have stated that our

godwit spends a portion of the year in Siberia, and visits in the course of

its annual migration the islands of the Indian Archipelago, Polynesia,

Australia, and New Zealand. Von Middcndorff, who met with these birds

in great numbers hi Northern Siberia (74-76^^ N. lat.), states that they

appeared there on the 3rd June, and left again in the beginning of August.

In the months of September and April, Swinhoe observed migratory floclis

on the coast of Formosa ; and during the winter months he met with the

species agam still further south. Von Middendorff found it also in summer
on the south coast of the Sea of Ochotsk, althongh it did not appear to

breed there ; and it has likewise been observed in China, Japan, Java,

Celebes, Timor, Norfolk Island, and the New Hebrides, I have aheady

described the manner in which they take their departure from this country,

at the North Cape, towards the end of March or beginniugof April. Eising

from the beach in a long line and with much clamour, they form into a

broad semi-circle, deployed forwards, and, mounting high in the air,

generally take a course due north. Sometimes they rise in a confused

manner, and, after circling about at a considerable height in the ak, return

to the beach to reform, as it were, then* ranks, and then make a fresh start

on their distant pilgrimage. The departure from any fixed locality usually

begins on almost the exact date year after year ; and for a week or ten days

after the migration has commenced fresh parties are constantly on the

wing, the flight generally taking place just after sunset. The main body

fly in silence, but the straggling bii'ds cry out at intervals, while endea-

vom^ing to overtake the flock in advance. Near the North Cape, Captain

Mair has observed them flying northward in tens of thousands, and always

in considerable flocks, numbering from 700 to 1,200 birds in each, and the

wonder is where they all come from. During the period mentioned, this

excitement of departure is unabated—flocks forming and following each

other in perpetual succession- Though the greater number of the birds

migrate, some remain with us during the winter, and it is not unusual, even

in mid-winter, to see a flock of several hundred consorting together on the

sand-banks. It has been remarked that at this season they are much
tamer and more approachable than at other times. On their return to this

country they do not make a sudden ai^pearance, but gradually become more

plentiful after the first week in November, and about Christmas they are in

full force again all along our sea shore. Capt. Mair has sometimes observed
+

• "Birds of New Zealand,'' pp. 199, 200.

r
^
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a party of stragglers in Sulphur Bay, in tlie Eotorua Lake (about forty

miles from the sea coast), no doubt brought inland by the easterly gales,

which sometimes prevail for a considerable time without intermission. On
the Tauranga coast he has obtained large '' bags*' during the shooting

season
;
and on one occasion, at Cemetery Point, killed ninety-seven at a

smgle shot with a heavy charge of No. 5 from an ordinary fowling-piece.

This will give some idea of their numbers, and of the close manner in which
they were packed together. Thousands were crowding upon each other on

r

an insular sand-bank, and numbers more were hovering overhead in the

vain attempt to find a footing among their fellows. As he was " shooting

for the pot," he concealed himself with floating kelp, and crawled up under
water till the birds were within easy range.

The natives catch large numbers of them by spreading flax snares

horizontally on manuka sticks twelve or fifteen feet high, and arranged in
the following manner :—A number of stakes are driven into the ground at

equal distances so as to cover the area of the customary resting-place. A
perfect network of flax-loops or running nooses, about twelve or fifteen

inches in diameter, are then spread or hung in such a way as to form a
canopy or roof supported by the stakes. The birds on assembling in the
evening fly low and take up their position on the resting-ground to wait
for the ebb of the tide. At this conjuncture the natives spring out from
then- concealment \vdth hghted torches. The bhds at once rise vertically,

in confusion and alarm, and large numbers become entangled and caught in
the runumg loops, sometimes as many as 200 being captured at one time
in snares covering a space of twenty by forty yards. These snares are only
set on calm and dark nights, for the obvious reasons that, if there was any
wind, the loops would become disarranged, and that on moonlifrht nights
the bhds would see the nets and avoid them. Sometimes during wet
easterly weather in summer the feathers of these birds become so satm-ated
that they are unable to fly. The natives take advantage of this and captui-e

large numbers of them by running them down.
From what has been said, it may be inferred that they are esteemed

good eating by both settlers and Maoris. The latter always cook the bird
unopened, and devour When
very fat they are potted in the orthodox fashion and " calabashed " for
future use.

I have never met with a native who could tell me anything about the
breeding habits of the godwit, and it has become a proverb amongst them

:

" Who has seen the nest of the Kuaka ?" Nor has the egg of this species
yet been met witli in any of the other counti-ies which it is knnwn \r^ vic:,-f
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LiMNOCiNCLUS ACUMiNATus, Horsf.—Saiidp

iIQl

montli

add the following description to my former notes on this interesting

addition to our avifauna

:

Crown of the head and lores dull rufous; each feather centred with

brown ; nape, hindneck, and the whole of the mantle hrownish-grey,

slightly tinged with rufous, each feather largely centred with dark brown,

which gradually fades into grey; lower part of back, rump, and upper tail-

coverts blackish-brown, slightly margined with rufous ; wing feathers dark

brown with white shafts, the superior coverts largely tipped, and the

secondaries narrowly margined with white ; small wing-coverts dull brown
with greyish margins ; tail feathers blackish-brown, with a narrow margin

of fulvous white ; line over the eye, chin and throat white ; sides of the

head dark grey, speckled with brown; the whole of the foreneck fulvous

grey speckled with brown, and more distmctly on the outer sides; breast,

abdomen, and under tail-coverts fulvous white, the latter with a streak of

brown down the shafts; sides of the body, axillary plumes, and inner

lining of wings pure white ; towards the outer edges of the wing mottled

with brown. The outermost upper tail-coverts also are white, with a

lanceolate streak of brown down the centre. Bill brown ; legs and feet

yellowish-olive. Length, 7 inches; wing from flexure, 5*15; tail, 2-15;

bill along the ridge, -95, along the edge of lower mandible, 1*05; bare

tibia, -6
; tarsus, 1-1 ; middle toe and claw, 1-2; hallux and claw, -3.

Aruetta maculata, Bidler.—Little Bittern.

All the hitherto recorded examples of the little bittern are from the

South Island. But Mr. Colenso assures me that a live specimen was
captured by the natives at Tauranga in the year 1836. It was in his

possession alive for some time, and he afterwards sent the skin to the

Linnean Society. The bird was quite new to the natives in that part of the

country.

Ntcticoeax caledonicus, Steph.—Nisht Heron.Q

The same informant, in the published article already quoted, supplies

evidence of the occurrence of another South Island ^'isitant in this island

also. The record (1845) is as follows :
—" In crossing a very deep swamp,

a beautiful bkd, apparently of the crane kind, rose gracefully from the mud
among the reeds and flew slowly past us ; its under plumage was of a light

yellow or ochre colour, with a dark brown upper plumage. None of my
natives knew the bird, declaring they had never seen such an one before." It

is evident that the bird here referred to is the Nankeen night-heron of

Australia, already included among our occasional stragglers.
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Anas superciliosa, Gmel,—Grey Duck.

In the Bay of Plenty district there are duck preserves wliicli are a source

of great profit to the natives and are jealously guarded by them. Eoto-

mahana—a warm lake of little more than half a mile in length—is one of

these. From October to February no canoes are permitted on this lake,

and no fires are allowed to be lighted in the vicinity- Various kinds of

duck breed here in great numbers. From feeding on the small green

beetle and on the nahonaho, a stingless gnat which swarms in countless

myriads over all the waters in the lake district, the birds become extremely

fat ; and during the moulting season, which extends over part of February

and March, they are incapable of flight owing to the loss of their quills.

The strict " tapu " which is enforced during the close season is now removed

with great ceremony, and all the population, men, women, and children,

start together on a duck-hunting expedition. The men with dogs in short

leashes keep within the belt of manuka scrub along the margin of the lake
;

the women and children proceed ^to the middle of the lake in canoes,

then take to the water, and with great noise and splashing drive the

frightened birds up into the bays or inlets, where they seek refuge in the

scrub and sedges and are immediately pounced upon by the trained dogs

which are still held in leash. The duck-hunter snatches the bnd away from

the dog, kills it noiselessly by biting it in the head, and then throws it

behind him to be collected by a party of women who follow on foot for that

purpose. In the season of 1867, seven thousand, it is said, were caught

in this manner, in three days, on this lake alone. These were not all

grey duck, but included also the black teal (or pochard), the shoveller, and

the white-winged duck.

At the Bitter Lake (Eotokawa),in the Taupo district, they are caught in

a similar manner. Those that escai3e the dogs are caught by snares set at

night. The snares are placed along the margins of the lake and on the

warm stones where the ducks are accustomed to congregate after dark.

At Eotoiti, Eotoehu, and Eotoma, as well as on other lakes in the Bay
of Plenty district, Captain Mair has observed that the ducks at one season

leave the waters and travel into the surrounding woods. This happens

about March and therefore not during the breeding months. Probably they

retire for more security dui'ing the seasonal moult ; for although at other

times these lakes fairly swarm with ducks, at this period they are quite

deserted. In the woods, however, the dogs turn them up in all dii-ections,

He further says :—*' It is interesting to watch the ducks feedin^: on thecrnataO ''" ^'^^ C3

and green beetles which float on the surface of the warm water, forming a

thick scum. On this diet they are always in good condition. The beetles,

I may mention, get shaken into the w^ater from the overhanging scrub
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by the action of the -winds, and the gnats appear to be killed by the

sulphurous vapour that rises from the water, and 'are seen floating on the

surface in countless millions.""

As a rule the grey duck forms a nest of diy grass or flags, lined with

feathers and down plucked fi'om her own body, and selects a convenient

situation on the ground—always well-concealed from view—sometimes at a

considerable distance from the water. Occasionally, however, a more

elevated site is fixed upon. On the famous Island of Motutaiko, in the

Taupo Lake, there are some gigantic pohutukawa trees (Metrosideros

tovientosa). In the forked branches of these trees, some twenty or thirty

feet above the surface of the water, the grey duck often builds her nest

and hatches her young. The natives state that when the ducklings are

ready to take to the water the old bkds bring them down to the lake on

their backs.

Hymenol^mus MAiiACOEHYNcnus, Gray.—Blue Duck.

Captain Mair informs me that the wio is plentiful in all the mountain

streams in the Urewera country. When marcliing with the native con-

tingent in pursuit of Te Kooti, as many as forty or fifty were sometimes

caught in the course of a day, some being taken by hand, and others

knocked over with sticks or stones, so very tame and stupid were they. A
pair which he obtained as very young birds at ^aaunga-poliatu lived in the

Kaiteriria camp for two years, associating freely with the domestic ducks,

and fairly estabhshing themselves in the cooking-hut. They were particu-

larly fond of potato and rice, and would readily take food from the hand.

Ultimately they took to the lake and disappeared.

Lahus SC0PULINU3, Forst.—Mackerel-Gull-

The followmg communication from Captain Mair (under date May 13)

presents this well-known species in the new character of a fi.'uit-eatiug

bird :
—'* I was greatly surprised on the 1st instant at seeing swarms of the

small white gull—tarapunga or akiaki of the natives—crowding on the

angiaugi trees (Coprosma) at the mouth of the Maketu Eiver, eating the

berries. They were so tame that I could have knocked them down with my
walking-stick. I also saw them in great numbers in the corn-fields at

Maketu, and again near Tauranga yesterday. I saw a man ploughing

up a grass -field ; a flock of three or four himdred of these beautiful little

creatures followed his furrow, the horses almost treading on them. They

followed in the steps of the ploughman so closely that they seemed almost

to settle between his feet. It was a scramble to see who could be first hi the

furrow after 1

(Himantopxis)

A sohtary stilt-plover or torea

:hman
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The same correspondent, in connection with this species, has furnished

me -with another instance of the law of assimilative colouring in eggs for

protective purposes. In December, 1875, he \isited the Eurima Eocks, in

the Bay of Plenty, and found large numbers of Larus scopulinus breeding

there. In some localities the nests^roughly formed and lined with
1

feathers—were placed in the thick masses of wild spinach or in the midst

of ''sand-fire." In all such cases he observed that the eggs which these

nests contained were splashed over their entire surface with large green

blotches, thus assimilating their colour to the surroundin

whilst other eggs (belonging to the same species), deposited on the white

sand in the immediate vicinity, had a totally different appearance, being of

a light stone-colour, and so marked as to harmonize exactly with the sandy

surroundings.

Stercokaeius paeasiticus, Linn.—Buffon's Skua.

I have to exhibit to the Society another specimen of the skua, or

plundering gull (in immature plumage), killed in WcUington harbour in

the early part of the present year, and purchased by me from Mr. Liardet.

This is the third recorded instance of the occurrence of this species in New
Zealand."^

PomcEPS cpjSTATus, Lath.—Crested Grebe.

I have never met with this species in the North Island, but Captain

Waikar

Wail

the

PoniCEPS EUFiPECTUs, Gray.—Dabchick.

The following is an interesting fact m connection with the local range of

this little grebe which is almost incapable of flight

:

Mount Edgecumbe is a high volcanic cone on the banks of the Eangi-
taiki Eiver some fifteen miles from the sea. At the bottom of the now
extinct crater there is a small pool of water about tliii-ty yards across. In
this pool Captain Man-, in 1868, observed thi-ee of these dabchicks disportmg
themselves in the water. Some months after the same number was seen
again m the same place by Dr. Nesbitt and Dr. Manley, and again by
another party of visitors a considerable tune afterwards. There are lagoons
at the foot of the mountain frequented by these bhds ; but the singular

fact is that those inhabiting the basin must have climbed up the cone, which
is thickly covered on the outside with dense scrubby vegetation, and then
down the crater, which contains a heavy forest-growth right down to the
edge of the pool.

states that the dabchick is very plentiful in the Hotiain Mair

* See " Birds of N.Z.," p. 208 ; and » Trans. KZ. Inst.," VU., p. 225,
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Springs district, and that he has observed as many as a hundred together

in Kaiteriria and Rotorua lakes. On their habits, he has furnished mo
with the following notes:—"In 18G9 I was riding along the shores of
Tildtapu Lake with H.E.H. the Duke of Edinburgh, when our attention

was arrested by a pair of these birds with their young. We drew up and
watched them for some time. Taking alarm at our approach, the female
took her five young ones on her back and made several dives with them,
coming up after each submersion at distances of ten yards or more. The
young birds appeared to nestle under the feathers of the parent's back, and
to hold ou with their bills. In this manner they continued to dive till they
were entirely out of sight, aiid H.E.H. appeared to be much interested in

this singular performance."

Aet. XX.
jf New Zealand. By Walter

L. BuLLEE, C.M.G., Sc.D., F.L.S.

[Bead before the Wellington Philosojphical Society, 12th January, 1878.]

Circus gouldi, Bonap.—Harrier.

In tlie ** Birds of New Zealand/' page 15, I have described a very beautiful

albino specimen obtained by Mr. Goodall at Eiwaka, and preserved in tlie

Nelson Museum. Daring a visit to the Lake district last year I saw
another, apparently very like it, hovering over the fern ridges that close in

the intensely hlne waters of Tikitapu. As he swooped down upon a rat or
lizard in the fern, his under-parts appeared to be perfectly white, and the
upper surface of the body and wings ashy.

HiERACiDEA FEROX, Peule.—Sparrow-hawk.

A pail- of these birds bred for two successive seasons on a rocky crag at

Niho-o-te-kiore. They guarded theii- nest with great vigilance, fiercely

attacking all mtrudcrs.

I may mention that this species, unlike the generality of hawks (so far

as I am aware), may be attracted by an imitation of its cry. Eiding along
alone one fine autumn evening through the country at the northern end of

Lake Taupo on my way to Ohinemutu, I saw what appeared to be a
sparrow-hawk come out of the bush at some distance and descend into

an old or deserted Maori garden. By way of experiment I imitated the

clamorous cry of this bii'd when on the wmg ; and in a few minutes the

hawk (a fine young male) came sailing up to me and performed several

circuits in the air immediately overhead, and then took up his station on
the di-y limb of a tree close by the road, where he remained till I was out
of sight.
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Platycercus NovJE-zEALANDiiE, Spamu,—Ked-froiited Parrakeet.

The Hon. W. Fox, who has just returned from a trip through the

Canterbury district, informs me that the farmers have suffered this season

a visitation, tens of thousands of these birds having descended on their

ripening crops of corn and proved ahnost as destructive as an army of

locusts. It is difficult to account for these occasional iiTuptions in such

numbers, in the case of a bird not otherwise plentiful,

Stringops habroptilus, Gray,—Owl Parrot.

Until within the last few years the Icalvapo abounded in the Urewera

country, and the natives were accustomed to hunt them at night with dogs

and torches. The Maori proverb, *'Kapuru a i)utaihmn'* relates to the

former abundance of this bird. The natives say that the Kakapo is

gregarious, and that when numbers of them congregated at night then'

noise could be heard to a considerable distance. Hence the application of

the above proverb, which is used to denote the rumbling of distant thunder.

It is said that the kakapo is still abundant on the wooded ranges of the

Kaimanawa, in the Taupo district.

Halcyon vagans, Less.—Ne"u Zealand Kingfisher.

Eeverting to an old controversy between Caj^tain Hutton and myself, '''

in which I maintained the piscivorous habits of our kingfisher, under

certain conditions, I may add to the argument the following note lately

received from Captain Mair :
— ** The kingfisher is found in all the mountain

streams of the Urewera and Bay of Plenty districts. It subsists largely on

small fresh-water fish (mohiwai of the natives), also on flies, moths, and

beetles. Eeferring to your interesting account of its nesting habits in the

Birds of New Zealand/ I may mention that I have found three or four

pairs building in close association in a clay bank, and that on one occasion

I counted ten pah's boring in the standing trunk of a dead and decaying

rimu. I have never found more than five eggs in a nest."

ZosTEROPS LATERALIS, Ueich,—Silvcr-cye.

I have lately had an opportunity of examining a beautiful series of

the nests of this species, and through all the variety of individual form

and structure they preserve two essential features—namely, the large cup-

like cavity with thin walls, and the admixture of long hairs in the Uning

material. I have already mentioned! the ch*cumstance of pigs' bristles

being pressed into the service m a part of the country not much frequented

by horses or cattle ; and in one of the nests forming the above series, the

proximity to civilization was proclaimed by a lining consisting of the flaxen
r

hair from a child's doll

!

VI

Yin
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The history of the first arrival of this pretty little hhd in the North

Island in 1856 is too familiar to need repeating. It was several years

before it became acclimatized, but once fairly established amongst us, it

has contiaued to increase and multiply, and now it disj)ute3 possession of

our gardens and hedgerows with the introduced sparrows and finches, and

swarms all over the country. In the Bay of Plenty district it is said to be

particularly plentiful, so much so as to form an article of food to the

natives. They are in season In the months of March and April, and are

then collected in large numbers, siugod on a bush fire to take the feathers

off, and forthwith converted into JiuaJiua and potted in calabashes, Tlie

catching is effected in a very primitive way. The birds have their favomite

trees upon which they are accustomed to congregate. Selecting one of

these, the bhd-catcher clears an open space in the boughs and puts up

several straight horizontal perches, under which he sits with a long supple

wand in his hand. He emits a low twittering note in imitation of the birds'

and, responding to the call, they cluster on the perches, filling them from

end to end. The wand is switched along the perch, bringing dozens down

together, and a boy on the ground below picks up the stunned birds as they

fall. Captain Mah, when visiting Ruatahuna on one occasion, had brought

to him, by two Urewera lads, a basket containing some five or six hundred

of these little birds which had been killed in the manner described.

In front of the Rev. Mr. Spencer's house at Tarawera, in a hedge of

Laiirustinus, scarce^ six yards from the door, upwards of twenty nests of

ZoHtero2)s were found at one time, each containing from three to five eggs

(generally the former) of a 'lovely blue colour. Usually, however, these

birds do not breed in communities but scatter themselves in the nesting-

season.

Myiomoika ToiTor, Reich.—Pied Tit.

This famihar little bird, the " Tomtit'' of the colonists, is far less

plentiful than it formerly was in our fields and gardens. There seems no

reason to fear, however, that the species is dying out, for in the Fagus

forests of the interior I have found it extremely plentiful. In the woods

at the foot of Euapehu and neighbom'ing high lands, where, save the

occasional twitter of small birds in the branches, aU is silent as the grave,

this pretty little creature is always to be met with. It flits noiselessly fi'om

one tree to another, then descends to the ground, and in a few instants

reappears on its perch, flirting its tail upwards, and emitting at intervals a

iUi hfe

sub-alpine woods undoubtedly are, they are not without their attractions.

Owing to their high elevation vapour-clouds are continually hanging over

them, causmg a perpetual moisture. In consequence of this the trees on
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tlieir outer facies are more or less covered with koliiikohu, a feathery

fungus of a pale greeu colour, hanging like drapery from the branches,

while theu' trunks and limbs are clad to their very tops with the richest

profusion of lichens and mosses. The underwood is one mass of cryptogams,

and the very ground is carpctted with beautiful mosses. No idea can be

formed of the quasi-tropical richness of these woods in this respect by any

one who has not actually visited them. On the outskirts small flocks of

Zosterops consort together in the underwood, and a few flycatchers and

whiteheads share the solitude with the sober tomtit ; but as we enter the

woods the stillness becomes oppressive, unbroken even by the chirp of a

cricket or the drumming of a locust, and the only sign of animation is an

occasional night-moth lazily flapping its wings in the gloomy shade of the

forest.

Sphenceacus punctatus, Gray,—Common Utick.

During my recent visit to the Lake district, I found this httle bhd
plentiful in all suitable localities. In the marshy tracts occurring at

intervals along the road from Taupo to Ohinemutu its familiar note was the

only animate sound in those quiet solitudes ; and it was always pleasant

to hear a pair of them singing a duet, their plaintive notes beuig always in

harmony and responsive,

CRE.vnioN CARTJNcm.ATus; GvieL—Saddle-back.

This species is very irregular in its distribution, I have endeavoured

to describe its range in my *' Birds of New Zealand." I omitted, however, to

mention that in one locality north of Auckland—a small wood at Kaitaia

called Mauteringi, some three or four miles in extent—this bu-d is compara-

tively plentiful, although rarely ever met with in other parts of that district.

Although never seen in the Bay of Plenty woods, it is numerous enough in

the Ngatiporou country, where the natives regard it as a bird of omen. A
war party hearing the cry of the tieke to the right of their path will count

it an omen of victory, but to the left a signal of evil. It is also the mythical

bird that is supposed to guard the ancient treasures of the Maoris. The
relics of the Whanauapanui tribe

—

uiere pounamus and other heir-looms of

great antiquity and value—are hidden away in the hollow of a tree at Cape
Runaway, and it is popularly believed that the tieke keeps guard over these

lost treasures. According to Maori tradition, among these hidden things is

a stone atua, which possessed at one time the faculty of moving fi'om place

to place of its own accord, but has since become inactive.

The natives state that this species usually places its nest in the hollow
of a tree, and they point to holes in well-known trees where the tieke

has reared its young for many years in succession. A pah- is said to be
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still breeding in the hollow of the famous tree at Omaruteangi, kno^Nii all

over the country as " Putatiehe."* The bird is accordingly regarded with

some degree of superstitious reverence Ly the Arawa, who will not allow it

to he wilfully destroyed. Those who have read Maori history will be famihar

with the story of Ngatorokangi and his sacred tiekcs of Cuvicr Island.

Hence the proverb, *'Manu moliio kei Eeponga," commonly applied to a

man wise in council, and used in the sense of our own proverbial saying

" Old birds are not to be caught with chaflf."

As the (Question of the specific value of Creadion cincrcus is still un-

settled, it may be mentioned here that Captain Mair, who has been familiar

with the bird for years, has never seen one in the i)hmiage of the so-called

cincreiiSy supposed at present to be the immature state of (7. caruncidatus. If

this form is in reality the young of the ordinary species, it is astonishing

that it has never yet been met with in the North Island, although common
enough in the South.

Glaucopis wilsoni, Bonap.—Blue-wattled Crow.

During the autumn months this bird is comparatively plentiful in the

Mangorcwa forest between Taiu^anga and Eotorua. The traveller at this

season frequently meets with it hopping about along the road or among the

bushy branches of Solanum on either side.

There is a fine albino specimen in the Colonial Museum* obtained in the

all

several months.

PoKPHYTvio MELANOTus, Temm.—Swamp-hen.

I have before mentioned that the swamp-hen is one of those native species

that increase with the progress of settlement. This is very noticeable

in many of our farming districts. Captain Mair informs me that at
F

Whangarei (north of Auckland), during a period of fifteen years—from

1850 to 1865—he never saw one in that district. After that date they

began to make then- appearance, and now they are comparatively plentiful,

being met with in flocks of twenty or thirty together. In the Lake district

they are everywhere abundant. At the warm lake of Eotomahana several

hundreds may be seen in a single flock. They build their nests on the

silica terraces, not in groups or colonies, but singly and without much
attempt at concealment. Captain Man' has found as many as fourteen

eggs in one nest, and eleven in another. At Tokano (at the southern

extremity of Lake Tauj)o) the natives snare thousands of them in June and

enowned It is sapposed to

possess miraculous attributes. Sterile women visit it for the i^urpose of inducing

conception. They clasp the tree in transport, and repeat certain incantations by way of

invoking the atiia.
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July, at wliich time they are very fat. They are caught by a very simple

artifice. The natives, having marked their jpi'ii^cipal haunts, drive rows of

stakes into the swampy soil at distances of a few feet. These are connected

by means of flax-strings, from which are suspended hau'-like nooses (made

of the fibrous leaf of Cordyline) arranged hi close succession, with the edges

overlapping, and placed just high enough from the ground to catch the bird's

head as it moves along the surface in search of food. As the swamp-hen

is semi-nocturnal in its habits, being most active after dusk, it has less

opportunity of avoiding the treacherous loops. It frequents the Maori

X)lantations in considerable numbers and proves very destructive to the

young crops, and later in the season it plunders the potato fields and

kumera beds. The snaring of these bu'ds, therefore, on this large scale,

answers a double purpose, inasmuch as they are excellent eating when

roasted in their own fat. Their eggs also are much sought after in the

nesting season, being esteemed as great a delicacy as '* plover's eggs."

HiMANTOPUS NOV^-ZEALANDI^, Gould, Black Stilt.

This species, as well as the joicd stilt, is very i)lentiful in the Lake

district. They appear to subsist chiefly on the dead gnats that float on

the surface of the water in the sulphur springs. The plovers are continually

to be seen wading about in the warm yellow water of these springs, feeding

on the floating scum and on the small salamander worms which abound in

these places.

Anajrhy
r

-Wry-billed Plover.

This very peculiar bird with an asymmetrical bill is tolerably common

in the Bay of Plenty. They associate freely with the flocks of godwit on

their feeding-grounds and resting-places during the alternation of the tides.

Ardea syematophoea, GouhL—White Heron.

This stately bird appears so rarely in the North Island that the natives

distinguish it as ''the bird seen once in a life-time." In the summer of

18G5 a pah visited the Mangrove Swamp at Whangarei, and remained

there several weeks. The year before a pan- was seen in Whangape Lake

in the Lower Waikato; in 18G7 another pah frequented, for some time, the

marshy ground at the mouth of the Maketu Eiver, and again in 1867 a pair

in the same district. The natives made

every possible effort to obtain these birds for the sake of the white plumes.

In both of the last-mentioned cases they succeeded in killing one of them,

the survivor remaining in the locality for several months, leaving only on

the approach of winter.

Akdea sacea, Gmclin.—Blue Heron.

A pah' was seen by Captain Man- on the Taupo Lake in October, 1875.

It is tolerably common along the shores of the Bay of Plenty.

Waihi
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Casarca variegata, Gray.—Paradise Duck.

This fine duck is seldom met with north of Petane. A flock of five

visited Kotomahaua Lake in March, 18G6, and a pair was seen in Lake

Taui:)o in October, 1873. I have ah-eady recorded^'' the appearance of five

some years ago in the Kaipara district, at the far north. These are the

only histauces that have come within my knowledge of the occurrence of

this species beyond its ordinary range.

Stercokarius antarctigus, Gray,—Southern Skua.

In my " Birds of New Zealand," page 2G7, I mentioned the only local

specimen then known—a female bh'd obtained by Dr. Hector in Woodhen

Cove, on the south side of Breaksea Sound, and deposited in the Otago

Museum. Other specimens have since been collected in the South Island,

and I have now in my possession a living example taken some months ago
L

at Waikanae, some forty miles fi^om Wellmgton.

Larxjs BOinNiCANUs, Licht,—Black-backed Gull.

Simpkins, a ])ubhcan at Whakatane, obtained a female of this species,

when quite young, from White Island, a distance of some thkty-five miles.

It became perfectly tame, answering to the name of '* Hinemoa," and

coming into the house at meal-times to be fed. When about two years old

it suddenly disappeared, and after a lapse of six months it retnrned with

two young ones, which have since become quite domesticated. By last

advices both old bird and young were still mhabitants of the yard, and

evinced no desire to leave it.

Procell^vria parkinsoni, Gray.—Black Petrel.

This petrel is said to breed in large numbers on the Island of Karewa,

in the Bay of Plenty. In

youn The most plentiful, however, is the

(Puffinvs tristis)

Phalacrocorax beevirosteis, GouhL—White-throated Shag.

In the Lake district there are ^'shaggeries " of considerable magnitude

which are much valued by the natives, each colony of nests having its own

ound

un

potted in the usual manner and are considered a great dainty. Captai

Man- accompanied one of the shag parties to the Tauranga Kiver, at Lake

Taupo, and saw 400 young birds collected in the course of a smgle day.

Both the white-throated and the small black shag breed together in these

localities, although apparently never paiiing. Captain Man- still adlieres

« i( Birds of New Zealand." p- 242.
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to tlie opinion that they are distinct species, and has promised to send me
nestlings of both for comparison.

It -wdll be remembered that at one of our meetings in 1875/'' I exhibited

an adult bh-d, supposed to be of this species, in which there were indications

of a seasonal change ofplumage from a rusty or brownish to a glossy black,

without any appearance of white on the throat or fore-neck.

Phalaceocoeax varius, Gmel.—Pied Shag.

Whak
Matata on the East Coast, there is a colony of the white-bellied shag where
thousands of them breed together. The nests are crowded together on the

branches of a clump of pohutukawa trees growing on the cliff ; and the old

birds may often be seen fightmg fiercely for the possession of a dry stick or

piece of sea-weed, required for building purposes, or endeavouring to dis-

possess each other of nests already made. In these fights the young birds are

not unfrequently knocked out of the nests, and numbers of dead ones are found
lying on the beach at the base of the cliff. The nests are rude structures
formed of dry twigs and sticks, bound together by means of a peculiar kind
of kelp for which the shags may be observed diving in the sea, sometimes
in four fathoms of water. The harrier (Circus goaldi) hovers about this

breeding-place and makes an occasional attempt to carry off a young bh-d
from the nest by boldly attackmg it ; whereupon numbers of the old birds

sally forth with loud guttural cries and chase the intruder to a considerable
distance.

Captain Mair, who has often visited tliis " shaggery," says :
" It is

very amusing to watch the old birds feeding the young ones. With a slow
flapping of its ample wings the parent bird comes in from her fishmg
excursion, her capacious throat distended with food. There is much excite-

ment in the nest on her approach. The young birds open wide their

mandibles, and thrusting her beak down the throat of her offspring, the

careful mother empties the contents of her pouch right into the httle one's

crop. All this time the deHghted recipient is swaying its body to and fro,

vibrating its flippers and uttermg a perpetual scream of joy."

At the Eurima Eocks in the Bay of Plenty, six miles fi-om the shore,

where some three or fom- hundi-ed shags congregate every year to refit

then: nests in the tall pohutukawa trees, the birds are almost exclusively of

this species.

Mair

ANDUE, Stej-fh.—Black Sliag.

But he distinguishes from this ^hat he terms the ^*Lar^e Brown Pdvcr

* (IJrans. N.Z. Inst.," Vn., page 225.
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Shag," the mapo or matapo of the Maoris. He describes this bird as

*' brown all over with a yellow tiuge on the throat," aud says that it

frequents lakes and the upper courses of rivers and is never met with on
the sea coast. A colony of them, numboriug about a dozen individuals

(exclusively of this kind) breed every year in a kahikatea forest near the

shores of Lake Eotorua.

Apteryx australis, Shau'.Sontlx Island Kiwi,

Comparatively few specimens of this bird are now brought in by collectors

in the South Island, whereas the supply of Apteryx oiveni is undiminished.

Apteryx mantelli, BartL—^oxilx Island Kiwi.

The natives whom I found camping at the foot of the Kaimanawa range

m March last assm-ed me that the kiwi was still very plentiful there.

About a fortniglit before the date of my visit (or end of February) they

captured a female with a well-grown young one in a hollow log. It may be
inferred therefrom that this species commences nesting about the beginnhig

of January. As the natives agree that there is never more than one young
bhd in the nest, it seems probable that the kiwi breeds twice durhig the

season.

Art. XXI.

—

On the Disappearance of the KorimaJco (Anthornis melanura)

from the Xonh Island, By Walter L. Bullee, C.M.G., Sc.D.

lEead before the Wellington Philosophical Society, 22nd September, 1877.]

In my "History of the Bmls of New Zealand," in treating of this

bird I made the following statement, which was afterwards challenged by

Captain Hutton, in a communication to " The Ibis :"

—

" This species, formerly very plentiful in every part of the countrj^

appears to be rapidly dying out. From some districts, where a few years

ago it was the commonest bird, it has now entirely vanished. In the

Waikato it is comparatively scarce ; on the East Coast it is only rarely met

with ; and from the woods north of Auckland it has disappeared altogether.

In my journeys through the Kaix^ara district eighteen years ago, I found

this bird excessively abundant everywhere ; and on the banks of the

Wairoa the bush fahly swarmed with them. Dr, Hector, who passed over

the same ground in 1866, assures m.e that he scarcely ever met with it

;

and a valued correspondent, writing fi'om "Whangarei (about eighty miles

north of Auckland), says :
—

' In 1859 this bird was very abundant, in 1860

it was less numerous, in 1862 it was extremely rare, and from 1863 to

18G6 I never saw but one individual. It now seems to be entirely extinct

in this district.
> M a1
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Captain Hutton, in the communication referred to,* suggested that the

mm
inhabited by Maoris, to which the obvious reply was that the extensive
wooded district lying between Whangarei and the North Cape is not
inhabited by Maoris at aU. Dr. Hector, who made a geological survey of
that district in 18G8, did not meet with a single korimako, whereas formerly
these birds existed there by thousands. My remarks on the present
scarcity of the species were intended to refer principaUy to the North
Island, but even m the South, as I have akeady pointed out ("Trans.
N.Z. Inst.," vol. IX., p. 330), it is far less plentifid than it formerly was.
Doubtless it is only a question of a few years, and the sweet notes of this
native songster wHl cease to be heard in the gi-ove, and natm-ahsts, when
compeUed to admit the fact, wdl be left to speculate and argue as to the
causes of its extinction.

My observations as to the extreme rarity of this species in the North
Island, where in former years it was the commonest of the perchers, are
confirmed by Captam Man-, who informs me that during the last eight
years he has never met with it at all, except on the Island of Mokoia (a
place of some historic interest ha the Eotorua Lake, about COO acresm extent), and in a tract of manuka bush covering about a thousand
acres of land at the foot of Mount Edgecumbe. In both of these localities
it is still very plentiful.

In 18G8, Captain Hutton found the korimako abundant on Great Barrier
Island, althougli even then scarce on the main-land ;+ and in 1871 Major
Man: met with it on the Eurima Eocks and on ^Tiale Island, in the Bay of
Plenty, places about five miles apart. He records the dehght with which
he again listened to its sweet note, and adds, " the Maoris think that it is
he sole survivor of the race, and that it flies backwards and forwards
between these islands." +

Although I have travelled a good deal through the forests of the interior
smce my return from Europe m 1874, I have positively never met with a
smgle example of this bird on the main-land

; but during a storm-bound visit
to the island of Kapiti, in AprH last. I was charmed immediately on landm^
to hear the musical notes of the bell-bird again, and to meet with it in every
dn-ection among the stunted karaka groves that clothe the western slopes of
the island. In the course of an afternoon I saw a score or more of them
witiam a very Hmited area, and on a second and more extended visit on thefoUowmg day I found them eqxx^Wy numerous. I met with

• See '• Ibis," January, 1874. f " Trans. N.Z. Inst.," I., p. I6i

X " Trans. N.Z. Inst." V., p. 152.
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The facts 'I have mentioned are interesting as furnishincr anothertJ "'^ X^.X^X^^XX.Xi^

illustration of the observed natural law, that expiring races of animals and
plants linger longest and find their last refuge on sea-girt islands of hmited
extent.

Aet. XXII.

—

Further descriptive Notes of the Hiiia
f Heteraloclia acutirostiis.)

By Walter L. Buller, C.M.G., Sc.D.

Plate V.

IRead before the Wellington Philosophical Society, 11th Novemher, 1877.]

Heteealocha AcuTiEosTRis, BuUe}:—"Birds of New Zealand," pp. 63-68,

To the full account wliicli I have already puhhshed of this rare species,

I wish to add the following notes :

—

/' It bird in havin

with a brownii

little gloss on the surface. Under tail-coverts tipped with white, and the

terminal wliite bar on the tail washed with rufous-yellow—especially in the

basal portion. Wattles small and pale-coloured. Bill only slightly ciu'ved,

as represented in fig. 1.

In another specimen in my possession, apparently a year older, the tail-

coverts are without the margin, tlie white on the tail-feathers is purer, and
the bill is perceptibly longer, with a darkened tip.

Young male.—In comparing a specimen received at the same time with

the above, the same general remarks apply, except that the under tail-

coverts are not tipped with white at all, while the soft feathers on the lower

part of the abdomen are largely tipped with pale rufous and white. The
pale rufous wash on the tail-bar is likewise more conspicuous. The bill

presents the outhne shown in fig. 2.

For ]3urposes of comparison I have reproduced in the accompanying

plate (fig. 8) my former di-awing of the bill in the fuUy-develoj^ed female.

Fig. 4 represents a curious deformity, if it may be so called, in a specimen

which recently passed through my hands. The lower mandible having

been at some time accidentally broken off, the upper mandible had con-

siderably overgrown it, becomhig somewhat thickened beyond the point of

friction.
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Art. XXIII.

—

On the Eyg of the Huia (Heteralocha acutirostris). By
Walter L. Bulleb, C.M.G., Sc.D.

-^

[Read hefore the Wellington Philosophical Society, 12th January, 1878.]

In a paper read before tins Society last year,* I described, as a great

novelty, tlie egg of the liuia, from a speciraen (containing a well-developed

embryo) obtained by Mikaera in the Wainuiomata bush. The same native

brought in to me this season another huia's egg obtained in the same
locality. It differs so much in appearance from the one in the Colonial

Museum as to create a doubt at first sight of their identity. Mikaera,

however, stoutly affirms that he is right ; and on proceeding to blow the egg
I found the shell extremely thin and fragile, agreeing in this respect with

the one abeady described. The present spechnen is more elliptical in form,

measuring 1-8 inches in length by 1-1 in its widest diameter. It is of a very
dehcate stone-grey, inclining to greyish-white, without any markings except

at the larger end, where there are, chiefly on one side, some scattered

rounded spots and dots of dark purple-grey and brown. Towards the small
end there are some obsolete specks, but over the greater portion of its

surface the shell is quite plain.

The egg when brought to me was perfectly fresh, and the native declares
that he took it from the ovary of the bird just as it was ready for extrusion.

This may perhaps account, in some measure, for the extreme dehcacy of the
shell, which fractured under the gentlest handling in blowing, as well also

• for the absence of markings. I see no reason to doubt the authenticity of
the specimen, for any one who has taken the trouble to examine and
compare the eggs of the common house-sparrow will be aware how much
the eggs of some species differ from each other in this respect, even those
taken fi-om the same nest ; and we have no sufficient data at present for

determining the extent of variability in the eggs of this rare form.
Mikaera brought this specimen to me on or about the 11th October.

The egg previously described, which was apparently within a day or two
of hatching, was obtained about the 20th October. These dates will there-
fore give approximately the period of incubation.

The Museum specimen (which I am permitted to exhibit this evening for
comparison) measures 1-45 by 1-05 inches, and is of a pale stone-grey,
ii-regularly stained, freckled, and speckled with purphsh-grey, the markings
in some places running into dark wavy lines.

• (t Trans. N.Z. Inst.," Vin., p. 192.
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I

Aet /
of brevi'pennate Rails. By "Walter L. Buller, C.M.G., Sc.D,, F.L.S*

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society ^ 12th January, 1878.]

A1.TH0UGH as a group tlie limits of the genus Ocydromus are sufficiently -well

defined, considerable difficulty lias been experienced in determining the

species. Every naturalist who has studied the subject appears to have

arrived at some different conclusion as to the number of constant forms

;

and where the variances as to size and plumage are so well maintained it is

difficult to avoid drawing specific distinctions. If, however, it can be shown
that all these extreme forms graduate in a series, or, in other words, run
into one another, it becomes impossible to find any fixed aberrant characters.

Without professing to be able yet to place the matter beyond aU dispute,

I venture to think that the series of specimens which I have the honour

to cxliibit this evening affords pretty strong evidence that several of the

so-called species in the South Island must be united under the name of

Ocydromus anslralis.

In my ''Birds of New Zealand," I admitted only three well-ascertained

species as inhabiting New Zealand—namely, 0. earU, O. austraJis, and O.

fuscvs. I mentioned in the introduction to that work that, although Dr.

Finsch recognized a fourth (0, tro(/lodt/tes, Gmeh), I was unable to draw

any specific lino. Nevertheless, I pointed out very fully, in my account

of the South Island wood-hen, the great variation both as to size and

markings which that species exhibits, especially among birds from

different localities.

Captain Hutton, in an article on the New Zealand Wood-hens, read

before this Society"^' in September, 1873, agi'eed with Dr. Finsch in

admitting 0. troglochjtes, and added two more species of his own under the

names of 0. hectori and 0. finschi. He further described a "variety or

immature " example of this last-named species, which he suggests may
"possibly be identical with GaUirallus hrachypterits, Lafr."

Dr. Finsch, in a paper f written the year following, professes to identify

Ocydromus troglodytes with the 0. australis of my text, page 170, but not

the plate; of 0. hectori he remarks, "I consider this a good species after

having compared a typical specimen;" and of O. fmcld he says that,

having examined the type, he considers it a good species, although not

without some suspicion that it may prove to be a variety of 0. fuscus. He
confuses Ocydromus australis, Sparrm., with the well-known O. earli; and

with respect to the latter in Hutton's list, he makes the following singular

statement:—"Dr. Buller, in his great work, unfortunately does not mention

« u Trans. N.Z. Inst.," VH., p. 110. t
*' Traus. N.Z. lu&fc.," VH., p. 226.
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the typical specimeu of 0. earli, Gray, and not having compared it myself,

I am unable to make out whether the true earli is, indeed, the bright

cinnamon-red hkd as Captain Hntton and I believe, or whether it is the

same as 0. australis, jfigured under the name of earli by Dr. BuUer."*

Captain Hutton, on the other hand, writes me :
—" I am sure that you are

right about the identification of 0. earli, and I don't understand how Finsch

thinks otherwise."!

Baron A. von Hligel, who has lately been on a scientific tour through

.anthe colonies, writes thus in "The Ibis "J:
have got a very fair collection—some 300 specimens already. Ocydromm I

have, of course, gone in for, and have a lot of notes about it. I don^t

beheve in more than three good species— 0. austraUs (with endless

varieties), 0. fuscus, and 0, earli. The last two are difdcult to i^rocure,

although I shall doubtless get a series of the latter m the North Island
;

but of O. australis one could get a shipload in a very short time, I have
got a splendid series, showing every age from embryo to adult, and varieties

to perfection."

It will be seen, therefore, that the Baron, who comes to the subject

with a totally unprejudiced mind, adopts my published di\dsion of the

species in a very positive manner.

If, on further investigation, it should be found necessary to add a fourth

species, this must be Ocydromus hrachyj)terus, Lafresnaye ; for Dr. Finsch,

who appears to have examined the type specimen, affirms distinctly §

that it is the same as Button's hectori; and Captain Hutton himself

admits that this is 'Wery probable."|j This is of course the bu'd referred to

at page 171 of my '' Birds ofNew Zealand" in the following passage :—'*Dr.

Hector informs me that on all the high mountains of the Otago province

he met with a 'cream-coloured variety,' conspicuously marked and very
readily distinguishable from the common bhd. Mr. Buchanan confirms this

observation, and states that on the Black Peak, at an elevation of 6,000 feet,

he found this light-coloured variety very abundant, but none of the other

bii'ds
;
the former indeed were so numerous as to prevent his getting any

sleep
. '

'

It seems unfortunate that in obedience to the law of priority In nomen-
clature, we must sink a name, very fittingly bestowed, in favour of brachyp-
teriis, which expresses no distinguishing specific character, being equally
appropriate to all the forms of Ocydromus.

m n Trans. N.Z. Inst.," VH., p. 231. f lb., IX., p. 330.

; " The Ibis," July, 1875, p. 393. § " Trans. N.Z. Inst.," Vni, p 202.

II
"Trans. X.Z. Inst.," IX., p. 330.
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This is tlie North Island species, very distinct in character from the

others and exhibiting only a slight degree of individual variation. It is

admirably figm-ed by Keulemans, and a full description of it, in all stages, is

given in my ''Bii'ds of New Zealand '*
(pp. 165, 166),

OcYDROMus AUSTRALis, Spavrm.

This species has never been met with in the North Island as an
indigenous bird, although of late years it has been successfully acclimatized

by Sir George Grey at Kawau.

The tendency of this bird to vary, in a very remarkable degree, has
occasioned much difficulty in discriminating the form.

In my published account of 0. australis'^ I made the following observa-

tions on this point:—*' Examples from different locahties exliibit so much
variety in size and plumage as to suggest the existence of another closely

allied species. Mr. Potts says that when he was ' camping in one of the

gorges of the Eangitata a very striking variety used to visit his tent

constantly
; the individuals of either sex were above the average size ; the

general colour of the plumage light gi'eyish-brown, the feathers barred or
marked with shades of dark brown ; the rump, and in some instances the
tips of the primaries, rich chestnut; throat and cheeks grey.' * * *

My brother, Mr. John BuUer, assiu*es me that he mvariably found the
alpme bkd considerably larger than those inhabitmg the plains and of a
much lighter colour. A specimen brought by Mr. Henry Travers from the
interior of the Marlborough province has the general plumage of a yellowish-

buff colour, very obscurely marked aud spotted with brown ; and amono-
those obtained by Sir George Grey in the Otago hills for the purpose
of stocking the Kawau Island, I observed that one (ai)parently a youn^-

bird) had similar plumage, although it was more distinctly banded on
the sides and flanks. Sir George Grey informed me that these birds were
taken by himself at an elevation of 6,000 feet, where they were found con-

cealed under the tussocks or hidmg among the loose rocks, the assistance

of a dog being required to dislodge them." I fm-ther described a specimen
in my own collection in which the whole of the upper surface is light fulvous

shaded with brown, each feather having a sub-temiinal spot of that colour •

the primaries and secondaries are dark rufous-broT\TL barred with black

and the soft overlapping feathers are fulvous, stained more or less with

rufous and barred with black in their middle portion, margined and spotted

towards the end with cream-yellow ; the thi'oat, fore-neck, and breast pale

cinereous brown, mixed with fulvous on the crop ; the lower parts dull

* (( Birds of N.Z.," pp. 170-173,
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cinereous brown, fasciated on the sides and flanks with narrow markings

of fulvous.

After fully describing the ordinary plumage of the adult male, I stated

that the female was smaller, with darker plumage and duller coloured legs
;

and that in immature birds the tints of the plumage generally are lighter,

the transverse markings are less distinct, and the colours of the bill and

legs are paler ; the irides are dark brown ; there is less rufous on the

head and often considerably more of the cinereous grey colour on the

breast and abdomen.

OcYDEOMus Fijscus, Dubiis.—Kelp-lieu.

An apparently adult female specimen of this bird in the Canterbury

Museum (obtained at Preservation Inlet) has the general plumage brownish-

black ; throat dark grey mixed with smoky-brown ; the plumage of the

fore-neck, lower hind-neck, and ui>per surface of wings presenting dull

streaky marks of rufous, each feather being nregularly touched with this

on each web ; tail-feathers black ; under coverts obscurely marked with

rufous. On the under face of one of the primaries (an old feather which

came out on being handled) there are obsolete rufous bars; and the

scattered new feathers appearing on the upper surface of the body are

almost entirely black ; bill, bright reddish-brown at the base, horn-grey

towards the tips of both mandibles ; legs and feet reddish-brown.

It may be inferred from this state of plumage that the tendency of this

species is to darken towards maturity. I have not yet had an opportunity

of examining a first year's bird, but, judging by analogy, I think Captain

/'

dnsch

Dr. Finsch himself f expressed the suspicion that one was a variety of

the other.

OCYDROMUS SYLVESTRIS, SclateV.

This is a very distinct species mhabiting Lord Howe Island. There
were too livmg examples in the Gardens of the Zoological Society when I

last visited them in 1873.

OCYDROMUS LAFRESXAYANUS, Ven\ Ct DeS MuTS.

This form is pecuhar to Xew Caledonia. The Zoological Society received

a live specimen from Dr. Geo. Bennett in June, 18G9, and another from the

same donor in May, 1873.

* <( Trans. N.Z, Inst.," IX, p. 331. f
'' Trang. KZ. I^3t.," VH, p. 232.
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Akt. XXY.—Notice of the Occurrence of the Shy Alhatros (Diomedea cauta)

in the North Island. Bv Walter L. Bulleh, C.M.G., Sc.D., F.L.S.

{Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, 22nd September, 1877.]

In a paper on New Zealand Ornithology which I had the honjur of
reading before this Society in September, 1876, I mentioned, ou- the
authority of Captain Hutton, that a specimen of the shy albatros (Diutnedea

cauta) had been obtained at Blueskin Bay in Otago, thus adding a sixth

species to the list of albatroses inhabiting our seas. I have now much
pleasure in exhibiting another specimen of this fine bird, which was captured
on the beach near the Wellington pilot station on the 12th July, and
brought to me ahve by Mr. James A. Capper of Molesworth Street. The
fishermen by whom it was caught informed him that it had apparently been
shot at sea and allowed to float ashore, the right wing being completely
disabled, but that they had nevertheless considerable trouble in overtaking

it before it reached the water.

This example proved on dissection to be a female, and as I have not
before had an opportunity of examining this rare species in a fresh state, I

think it is deskable to place on record in cm- "Transactions" a full

description of it.

Fern. ad.—Fronte et vertice ciuerascenti-albis : pileo coUoque totis

pulchre cmereo lavatis : regione ante- et super-oculari cinerascenti-nigris •

dorso et iuterscapulio cum ala tota cinerascenti-nigris : uropygio, supra-

caudalibus albis : remigibus brunnescenti-nigris, scapis ad basin flavicanti-

albidis, secundariis versus apicem brunnescente tinctis : cauda saturate

argentcscenti-cinorea, scapis albidis : subtus puiv albus : subalaribus albis,

plumis exterioribus uigricautibus : iride laete vinascenti-brunnea: pedibus
sordide cornco-albicautibus, tarsis saturatioribus : rostro cyanesceuti-

corneo, ad apicem sordide nigro, culmiiie medialiter et gonyde obscure

flavicantibus, ad basin conspicue nigro margiiiatis : margiue ad basin

maudibul^ ]a3te flava.

Adult Female.—The wliole of the head and neck delicate pearl-gi-ey,

shading off ahnost to white on the crown and forehead ; lores and a luie

oyer each eye greyish-black, shadhig off below into the pearl-grey; back and
upper surface of mngs greyish-brown ; rump, taU-coverts, and the whole of

the under parts pure white, softly blending with the grey on the lower

foreneck; quills brownish-black, the shafts whitish horn-colour towards the

base, the longer secondaries tinged with sepia-brown ; tail-feathers dark

silvery-grey, with white shafts, and paler on the under-surface ; lining of

wings white, some of the feathers towards the edge of the wing greyish-

black ; irides rich vinous brown ; feet dull fleshy white, the tarsi darker

;

Bl
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o

bill bluish liorn-coloiir, lighter and tinged with yellow along the cnlmen,

and also on the under surface of the lower mandible ; the sides of the unguis

or hooked extremity, as well as the terminal expansion of the lower

mandible, dull black ; the upper mandible margined at the base with a

nai'row black band which broadens on the ridge and extends along the

groove on each side to the nostrils ; base of lower mandible fringed on

each side with a membrane of a bright yellow colour, bordered behind

with black, and forming a very distinguishing feature in this species.

Total length 2 feet 11 inches; extent of wings 7 feet 7 inches; from

carpal flexure to the tip 22-5 inches; tail 9 ; bill, following the curvature of

upper mandible, 6-3; length of lower mandible 5; tarsus 3-25; middle toe

and claw 5'7.

The species was first described by Mr. Gould in the ''Proceedings of

the Zoological Society" (Part ^TLII., p. 177), and named by him the shy

albatros, in allusion to its cautious habits when on the win^r. In his

" Birds of Australia " he gives the following account of it

:

** I first saw this species of albatros off the south coast of Tasmania, and
had frequent opportunities of observing it during my stay in Eechercho

Bay, at the southern entrance of D'Entrecasteaux Channel, where I was
wind-bound for nearly a fortnight. Unlike other albatroses it was most diffi-

cult to procure, for it seldom approached our ship sufficiently near for a

successful shot. I succeeded, however, in shooting several examples while

they were flying round the bay in which we had taken shelter. It is not usual

for albatroses to approach the land or enter a secluded bay like that of

Becherche, and I attribute this deviation from the ordinary habits to the

temptation presented by the vast quantities of fat and otlier remains of

whales floating about, the locality being one of the principal whaling-stations

on the coast of Tasmania. I have no doubt likewise that it was breeding

on the Mewstone and other isolated rocks in the neighbourhood, as the

plumage of some of the specimens I procured indicated that they had
lately been engaged in the task of incubation.

'* It is a large and powerful bhd, the male being scarcely a third less in

size than the D. exulans ; is rapid and vigorous on the wing, and takes

immense sweeps over the surface of the ocean. It ^\^11 be interesting to

extent of the range of this species. A head in the possession oflearn

Will

Hope, but I beheve this was by no means certain. When fully adult the

sexes differ but httle in colour ; the female may, however, at all times be

distinguished by her diminutive size, and the young by the bill being

clouded with dark grey. Besides bomg larger than the three succeeding

species (namely, D, cnlminata, D, cMororJiyncha, and P. melanoj^hrus, to
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which and the present the generic appellation of Thahmarche has been
given), the beautiful grey on the sides of the mandibles and the yellow

marlv at the base of the lower mandible, will at all times distinguish this

bird from the other members of the genus. The stomachs of those I

obtained m Eccherche Bay contained blubber, the remains of large fish,

barnacles, and other crustaceans."

Art. XXVI.— Ort the Addition of the Tted-tailed Tropic Bird (Pha}ton

rubricauda) to the Avifauna of New Zealand. By Walter L. Buller,

C.M.G., ScD., F.L.S.

[Bead before the Wellington Philosophical Soicety, I2th January, 1878.]

In the list of the Birds of New Zealand compiled by Mr. G. E. Gray and
luiblished in '' The Ibis" of July 18G2, the Eed-taHcd Tropic bird is included

among the species of PelecanidcE, the habitat assigned being Norfolk and
Nepean Islands. On the publication of my Essay on the Ornithology of

New Zealand (1865), in the absence of any positive evidence of its occur-

rence in our seas, I decided to omit this bird from our list of species, and it

has been rigidly excluded since.

The fine specimen of the bird, however, which I have the pleasure of

exhibitmg to-night, and w^hich was shot off the *' Three Kings" by Mr.

Henry Mair, and the further information which I have been able to collect

respecting it will fairly establish the right of this species to a place in our

avifauna.

The bu*d is well-known to the Ngapuhi tribe at the north, under the

name of Amokura, and they set a high value on the long red tail-feathers

which they exchange with the southern tribes for greenstone. Almost

every year, after the prevalence of easterly gales, some specimens are
V

washed ashore (generally dead) at the North Cape or in Spirits Bay. The

natives of that district go out systematically to hunt for them at these

periods. Owing to their rarity these plumes are more prized than those of

the huia or kotuku, and in one instance a valuable slab of pounamu was

given by a Hawke Bay chief in exchange for three feathers, one of which

is now in the possession of the Manawatu natives.

The allusion is to thi^ bird in the love-song of the fairies, commencing

—

Kiatia taku rangi

Te kapu o te amokura, etc.

Come, deck my liead

With amokura plumes.
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Mr. Gould, who has figured the si^ecies vnth his usual skill in " The
Birds of AustraHa," states that it "is very generally dispersed over the
temperate and warmer latitudes of the Indian Ocean and the South Seas,
where it often hovers round ships and occasionally alights on their rigging.
During the mouths of August and Scptemher it reth-es to various islands for

the piu-pose of breeding ; among other places selected for the performance
of this^ duty are Norfolk Island off the east coast of Australia, and Kaine
Islets in Torres Straits, from both of which locahties I possess specimens
of the bird and its eggs." He states further that the young birds for the
first year are very different fi-om the adults, being of a silky-white without
the beautiful roseate blush (so conspicuous in the specimen now exhibited),
with the whole of the upper surface broadly barred with black, and with the
black of the shafts of the primaries expanded into a spatulate form at the
tips of the feathers.

Mr. Macgfflivray, who obtained several on Eaine Islet in the month of
June, gives the foUowmg account :—" Upon one occasion three were
observed performing sweepmg flights over and about the island, and soon
afterwards one of them alighted. Keeping my eye upon the spot, I ran up
and found a male bird in a hole under the low shelving margin of theO '-"^«^c>
island bordering the beach, and succeeded in capturing it after a short
scuffle, during which it snapped at me with its beak, and uttered a loud,
harsh, and oft-repeated croak. It makes no nest but deposits its two eggs
on the bare floor of the hole, and both sexes assist in the task of incubation.
It usually returns from sea about noon, soarmg high in the air and wheeling
round in chcles before alighting. The eggs are blotched and speckled with
browmsh-red on a pale reddish-grey ground, and are two mches three-
eighths long by one inch four-eighths-and-a-half broad. The contents of the
stomach consisted of beaks of cuttle-fish. The only outward sexual differ-
ence that I could detect consists m the more decided roseate blush upon the
plumage of the male, especially on the back ; but this varies slightly in
mtensity m different inchviduals of the same sex, and fades considerably in
a preserved skin."

Abt. IXVIL—Xotice of a new Variety of Tuatara Lizard (Sphcnodon)/>o/n
East Cape MamJ. By Walter L. Buller, C.M.G., Sc.D., F.L.S.

IRead before the WeUinjton FJulosophical Society, llth November, 1877.]

DuEixG a recent visit to Napier I saw in the possession of Mr. John White
a live tuatara, which he had obtained from the natives more than a year
ago as a chiefs gift, and which one of hi*s sons had succeeded in completely
domesticating.
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At the first glance at this lizard I observed that it was very different

from ordinary examples, and on a closer exammation it appeared to me, if

not a distinct species, a sufficiently well-marked variety to deserve special
notice in our ** Transactions."

It is comparatively short and thick-set in form, and presents a remark-
able depression in the occipital region. The dorsal spines (twenty in
number) are very minute ; those along the neck are larger, and number
fourteen. The caudal spmes are much thicker and dark coloured, all the
former being pure white. The tail, which has been broken off at some
period, is reproduced in the usual thickened form and m darker colours.

The measurements are :

—

Total length along tlie dorsal line .

.

.

.

. . 14-5 inches
From chin to vent

1} vent to end of tail

8 ,,

6'25 „
The general colour is olivaceous-brown ; sides of the body ruddy yellow

with a flesh-coloured or -pinkish hue, varied, spotted, and marked witholive^
green and greyish-brown

; on each side of the nape, large h-rcgular ashy-
white spots washed with yellow. The olive-green is brightest on the back
and toes

;
and on the lower part of the former, on each side of the spme,

there are h-regular markings of ashy white. Throat bright ashy gi'ey, with
longitudinal series of minute white spots. On each side of the neck there is

a broad crescent-shaped mark of olive-brown which encircles the pale-
coloured throat. Under parts generally uniform pale grey; under surface
of feet greenish-white. Colours -darker on the (reproduced) tail. Claws
horn-colour. Irides as in the ordinary form.

As will be seen fi'om the above description, this remarkable example
approaches more nearly, in the general character of its markings, to Sphenodon
gihiiheri than to S. punctatiim, although it is sufficiently distmct in appear-
ance from both. It may turn out of course to be a merely accidental

variety; but Mr. White states from recollection that another specimen
iun-

exactly similar to this one.

This Hzard has become perfectly tame, and appears to recognize its

young keeper's voice. It greedily devours blue-bottle flies, caterpillars and
insects of all sorts, and also feeds on fresh meat minced up. In the early

part of December last it commenced to cast its skin, and it then became
restless, making every endeavour to get undergi-ound. About the 1st

January the old skin was completely thrown off, the colours of the new one

and

he has had an oj^portunlty of comj)aring notes with the natives.

Island,

it after
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Art, XXVIII.

—

Notes on tJie Physiolofpj and Anatomy of the Tuatara

(Splienodou giintheri). By A. K. Newman, M.B,, M.E.C.P.

[Read hcjore the Wellington Fhilosophical Society, 22nd Septemher^ 1877.]

Various early explorers either saw or heard of the tuatara, and many were

their wonderful stories. A Mr. French eclipsed all others by describing a

tuatara ten feet long, which he believed was (juite harmless, Polack, whose

work on New Zealand was published in the year 1838, speaks of it as a large

and harmless reptile. Thomson, Shortland, Colenso, and others also made
a few remarks on it. In the year 1812 Dr. Gray called it Hatteria punctata,

and classed it as a distinct genus of the family A(/aniidce. Three years later

Professcr Owen named it Uhynclioceplialus, discovered that its vertebrae were

ami)hicoelous, and that its skull was unlike that of other lizards. In the

year 1867 Professor Giinther published a very elaborate monograi:)h on the

tuatara in the ** Transactions of the Koyal Society." Dr. Knox criticized*

this paper, and very briefly described certain characteristics which he had
discovered from dissections made some years previously. Professors Huxley

and Mivart have carefully described the peculiar position and form of the

hyoid arches. Dr. Buller has written three articles on the natm-al history

of this strange animahf

Nomenclature.

The early travellers in New Zealand thought it was a member of the

Iijuanid(B. Dr. Gray called it Hatteria jmnctata ; Owen changed it to Ehyn-

clwcephalus ; Mivart and Huxley call it SpJienodon; Giinther adopts the word

Hatteria. The Maoris called it ruatara, tuatara, or tuatete. In the ''Leaf

from the Natural History of New Zealand," the Eev. Eichard Taylor says:

—

^'Euatara, a lizard, eighteen inches long (guana), chiefly found on small

islands. Tuatara, great fringed lizard (Hatteria punctata), now only found

on the oflf-shore islets, the pigs having eaten them on the main-land. The

word tuatara signifies 'having spines.' Tuatete guana synonymous with

tuatara." Mr. Colenso says tuatara and tuatete are not synonymous ; the

tuatete was not eaten. It was also called kaweu in the Taranaki dialect.

Three species of Sphenodon^ unlike in form and colour, have been

Buller

with

spots.

BuUer, not at all black, with much green an

(3.) Sphenodon gi'mtheii, Buller, still Hghter.

* (i Trans. N.Z. Inst." H., 17.

t
•' Ti-aiis. N.Z. Inst.," HI., 9 ; IX., S29 ; ante Art. XXYH.
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The dark form is found in the North ; the intermediate at East Cape
Island

; and the lightest form in the South.

Sphenodon punctatum was the form so elahorately described by Dr.
Giinther. The other species has not been anatomically examined.

Classification of Sphenodon.
At present the position of the Sphenodon in the Sanropsida is not yet

quite certainly known. To meet the difficulty Dr. Giinther proposes the
following division of recent Eeptiha :

I. Squamata. II. Loucata. HI. Cataphracta.

He divides the Squamata into Ophidia, LaccrtiUa, Bhynchocephalia. If
external characters alone were considered, he says it would most resemble
Agamida, of which genus Professor Peters thinks it merely an aberrant form.
Professor Seeley talks of Lacertia, Wujnchocephalia, and Crocodilia. In his
" Forms of Life," Eolleston talks of it as a "low Hzard."

Huxley divides the Lacertilia into various groups :—I. Pterygoid and
quadrate bones united. H. Pterygoid and quadrate bones disunited.
Class I. he divides into A., a columella and mter-orbital septum; and
subdivides it into those with amphicoelous and those mth proccelous
vertebrae—A'to»ocra«za amphicaihus and Kionocrania procehr. Those with
amphicffilous vertebr© are again divided into Acrodont or Pleurodont, and
Thecodont. There are three Orders : Acrodont or Pleurodont AcaJahota,

PJujnchocephalia, and Homeosauria.

Eelationship ivith extinct Beptilia.

So far as is yet known the relationship between the Sphenodon and
extmct reptiles is of great interest. Lyell mites :*—" The Hyderapedon
was afterwards discovered in beds of about the same age (upper trias or
keuper) in the neighbourhood of Warwick and also m South Devon, and
remains of the same genus have been found in Central Italy and Southern
Africa, in rocks believed to be of triassic age. It has been shown by
Professor Huxley to be allied to the living Sphenodon of New Zealand, The
recent discovery of a livmg samian in New Zealand so closely allied to this

supposed extuict division of the Lacertilia seems to afford an illustration of
a principle pointed out by Mr. Darwin of the smwival in insulated tracts,

after many changes in physical geogi-aphy, of orders of which the congeners
have become extinct on continents where they have been exposed to the

severer competition of a larger progressive fauna." Professor Huxley also

discovered that the extinct lizards of the triassic age, viz., Bhjnchosaurus
and the Hyderapcdon, were both closely alHed to this Sphenodon. Still

more recently, in Illinois, certain fossil reptilia have been foimd which
possess a feature common alike to the Archeyosaurus, stegocephalic batra-

« II Student's Elements of Geology," 3-19.
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cliians and the Sphenochn, viz., a longitudinal axial perforation of the
vertebra).

Professor Seeley, in a series of most elaborate essays, comi->ares the
bones of many living and extinct reptiles with each other. He finds that
" The abdominal ribs of Hatteria are like those of Plesiosaurus, and in one
species (for two species seem to me to be figured by Dr. Giinthor) the
medium V-shaped bone is overlapped by a sphce from a bone external to it.

In another species this is replaced by a joint, and the external piece has a
squamous expansion on the middle of its anterior and posterior margin,
unlike anything seen in Plesiosaurus. But, as in Plesiosaurus, other bones
are introduced between these elements, so as to make the abdominal ribs
nearly twice as many as the costal ribs."* He compares Ichthyosaurus and
SphenoJun thus :—- The apparatus of infracostal ribs seems capable of
bemg moved away mth equal entirety in both groups, owing to the union
of some of the elements by overlap."! Giinthcr thmks it most like the
Rhynchosaurus of the new red sandstone of Shropshu-e.

Habitat.

Until the last few years tuataras abounded in certain parts of the South
Island, especially on the banks of the Waimakarhi river. About thirty
years ago four were caught on Mount Victoria, near Wellmgton

; one on
Somes Island in V/ellington harbour ; and two by Mr. Mason, in the
Hutt Valley; and in 18G4 several were caught at Makara. They frequent
the sandy banks of rivers, and hide beneath fallen trees. They abound on
the Eurima Eocks, and on other islets in or near the Bay of Plenty, on
Motiti, and East Cape Island. Many were found on the Brothers Bock's in
Cook Strait during the recent erection of the lighthouse, but arc now almost,
if not quite, exterminated by cmiosity-hunters. On the large islands none
exist. Bush fires, wild pigs, dogs and cats, reptUe-eating Maori tribes, and
the advance of civiHzation have swept away aU of these strange creatures
except the few which hafest the tops of inaccessible rocky islets. Only one
of the islets forming the Brothers group, in Cook Strait, was inhabited by
them

:
this one was covered with loose sand and shingle, in which tho

tuatara burrowed holes. The other two uninhabited islets are merely bare
hard rocks, affording neither food nor shelter.

Habits.

_

Tuataras grow very slowly
;

young specimens have apparently not
increased m size dming a whole year. A fuU-grown specimen must bemany years old. One is known to have lived out two generations of men.
luataras, like most reptiles, are very sluggish in thek habits. They sleep
^^^^^^^l^^o^reatev^^ day, coming out of theh- holes at night for

• JouT. Linn. Soc, Xn., 33L Ti^^T^i^m
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food. They sleep mucli and very soundly, rec[uiring to be much disturbed
or pulled about ere they slowly waken. They are timid, much frightened
by noises, and will run into their holes or to the nearest shelter or°crouch
motionless at sight of a man. They are very fond of water, hldng to lie

full length in it during great part of tlie day. One of mine laid°soveral
eggs in the water. They fight viciously, and bite hard. A skeleton in the
Museum shows an old fracture of the mandible, with some displacement
and callus, the result of a fight. Tuataras will live for months without
eating, and then suddenly eat heartily every day.

Tuataras, Ukc young crocodiles, will not eat flies or other insects that
are still, or meat lying at the bottom of the cage ; but if the flies or beetles
run about or the meat is moved they will quickly seize it. Like young

'

crocodiles too, they will not bite when caught. When eating, their jaws are
moved straight up, no rotatory motion existing. Tuataras are perfectly
silent. When caught between a man's fingers, then- ribs being tightly
squeezed, they utter sounds which are really groans, and even these sounds
are uttered only when in great pain. When washed with soap and water
the skin colours become very bright and distinct.

Tuataras lay their eggs in holes in the sand when wild, but when captive
on the bare earth or in the water m their troughs. Like the common
English lizards (Lacerta viridis) they lay eight or ten eggs at a time ; they
are about two-thirds of an inch in length, covered with a thick material
containing a variable amount of lime. None of the eggs laid in captivity
have yet been hatched. Mr. Bm-tou told me that four tuataras laid eleven
eggs in one night, but one of mine laid hers at intervals of several days.

Mr. Darwin, in his learned and fascinating work on "Sexual Selection,"

describes the arts and graces and appearances whereby male lizards woo
their mates. The male tuataras have no special strongly-marked tints no
special personal attractions ; and, unlike the males of several other species

of lizards, are not much, if at all, bigger than the females. The absence
of special sexual attributes is due perhaps to the fact that the tuatara,

unlike other lizards, has no penis, therefore probably small sexual passions,

and but Uttle rivalry. The males are so like the females that they have not

yet been distinguished with certainty. Dr. Giinther, noticing the presence

of a crest of dorsal spines and of long, slender, acute-pointed claws,

thought that tuataras did not burrow. Tuataras not only mfest the holes

dug by the mutton-bird, but burrow others for themselves.

They burrow in the loose sand and pebbles on the banks of rivers or on
islets. Captive tuataras are constantly burrowing ; they dig the claws of

their fore-paws into the soil, sometimes usmg the right and left paws
alternately, at others using one for a long while ; they fling the soil far

cl
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"behind tliem, just as a dog does when scratching out a rat-hole. Gilnther

oLjects to the behef that they burrowed, because he says theu- fore-limbs

ai-e slender
; but the skeletons iu the Colonial Museum show that they are

not very slender, and are certainly strong enough and stout enough to be
used for burrowing iu loose soil. The long sharp claws too are admirably
adapted for penetratmg deep into loose sand or light loam. The claws are
sharply carved out on their posterior aspects. They soon become blunted
when used against the wooden or tin walls of a cage. The dorsal spines
are no hindrance when entering holes, because they are very soft, beuig
easily bent on themselves or pressed down on one or other side.

Locomotio?i.

Dr. Gilnther elaborately described the abdominal ribs, and, speculating
on their use, inferred that their special function was " to assist in locomo-
tion." He thought that by being approximated these ribs would assist the
animal in crawling over rocks, especially as to each of the ribs (twenty-five
or twenty-six m number) was attached a row of scales, the ends of which,
he thought, were tHted up, thus causing a roughened abdominal surface,
which would also help the animal. "When dissecth

to me that the amount of approximation between the ribs must be
infinitesimal, and therefore these ribs could not be subservient to the
special function of assistmg in locomotion. I therefore carefully studied
the motions of living tuataras, to ascertain which view was correct.

Tuataras are very lazy in aU their movements, and even when frightened
they move very slowly. Then- usual pace is a very slow crawl, the abdomen
and tail trailing on the ground. The femora are articulated at right-angles

'

with the pelvis, and the tibiae and fibia3 at right-angles to the femora °this mode
of articulation causes a great strain on the muscles of the posterior limbs,
therefore when at rest the trunk rests on the ground. I tried many experi-
ments with mine and narrowly watched their movements. When driven
fast, or when chasing prey, they ahva^js lift the wJwle trunk of the ground, it
does not touch at any spot. This rapid gait is very " wobblmg," somethmg
like a man swimming sideways. After running three or four yards they
grow weary and stop. They cannot jump the smallest obstacle, their hmbs
bemg too feeble. In ordinary crawling they propel themselves by means of
then- hmbs alone, and the abdominal ribs take no part ha these movements,
though trunk and tail rest on the gi-ound. The abdominal ribs are not used
durmg either slow or rapid movements, the limbs doing all the work- the

and
drag

durmg more rapid but very brief movements are powerful enough to
lift the body and great part of the long heavy tail off the ground.

If a tuatara be lying with its abdomen across the edge of a plate
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or the ridge of a stone it cauuot wriggle itself off unless it uses its limbs.
The trunk is short and these twenty-five or more ribs are very close

together, the limbs not being far apart; they are bound together by
large quantities of strong fibrous tissue, the amount of movement be-

tween each rib is very small, and when lifted off the ground and
twisting its body about, the ventral plates do not have their roughened
posterior edges tilted up by approximation of these ribs, I think that the

abdominal ribs i)lay no part in locomotion ; whether the reptile crawls
or runs or climbs up rocks the ribs are powerless, and afford the limbs no
help. I am of opinion that the ribs are useful not to assist the limbs, but
to act as a broad, strong, abdominal sole. Any one who has dissected a
female tuatara with its eggs filling the whole abdomen, and has noticed the

enormous size of these eggs, would be convinced that the abdominal ribs

vrould be of the greatest use to the animal by supporting and protecting

them from injury, A tuatara carries ten large eggs, all about the same size

and weight, any two of these weigh as much as the whole of the other tho-

racic abdominal and pelvic viscera. These eggs he in two parallel rows,

extending from the cloaca, almost to the farther end of the thorax, they he
on these ribs, which support them, for the ligaments which attach the ovi-

ducts to the spine are thin and long. By this means the unusual weight is

well distributed over the body. When crawling over the edges of sharp stones

the ribs would protect the eggs and other viscera ; with the true ribs and
vertebr^B they form a strong, compact and yet mobile case.

Griinther also says the sharp claws '' show that in a normal state they

cannot be much used in dragging the heavy body or even in burrowing,"

but this is a statement founded on a misconceptionof their mode of progres-

sion. The tuatara walks on its pes and manus and not on its digits and
claws. It is plantigrade not digitigrade, as indeed might easily be learnt

from examination of the skin and its scales which cover those parts. When
the animal is at rest the long nails keep the digits off the ground, and almost

essure

the

If^

Of great interest is the subject of tail reproduction in tuataras. Pro-

fessor Huxley says that ''In many LacertUia (Lacertm vjuancc geckos) the

caudal vertebrae have a very singular structure, the middle of each being

traversed by a thin unossified transverse septum. The vertebra usually

breaks with readiness through the plane of the septum, and when such

lizards are seized by the tail that aj^pendage is pretty certain to part at

weak points." Eaiox discovered that this curious feature

in
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vertebrse wiU not be reproduced. Giintlier thinks that the tails of Hattena
are less easily broken than those of other Hzards, because its external

structures are less distinctly divided into segments or verticelli and
strengthened by a thick layer of strong subcutaneous tissue :—" The
epiphysial line passing through the middle and behind the transverse

process, this line corresponds to the external vertical furrow between two
verticelh." Knox, after carefully dissecting a specimen of Naiiltmus greyi,

writes " that the separation not only occurred at a particular part of the

spine, but presented an obstacle to its regeneration which appeared to me,
and still appears, impossible. I found the divided or separated surface

finely dove-tailed, the one (proximal extremity of the skin) presenting no

din

sjTnm

wedge-shaped processes projected beyond tlie skin of the tail. These eight

processes were entire and not caused by a tearing process, but were
arranged in pairs

:

Dorsal margin 1 pair\

Abdominal „ .. 1 ^, I Total, 8 pieces."

Lateral ., .

.

2 I

"As," he continues, "I attentively observed the separation of the tail, I

found that a delicate white cord was gradually leaving a canal in the tail

portion. This I recognized to be the medulla spinalis, and necessarily

rendered, in my behef, the power of reproduction still less possible."

In a young tuatarathat I possessed similar conditions obtained; the

processes were the caudal muscles, primordial, confluent at the base, and
afterwards dividing into eight processes with tendinous endings. Contrary
to what obtained in Knox's Naultimis, the processes were attached to the

trunk and not to the tail portion. The processes were bare because the

skin had retracted. Evidently the muscles had given way at the point of

insertion into a vertebra. The muscles were arranged in a whorl. As in

Kn
I

apprehend that different forms of violence would give rise to different forms
of fracture, and that though that through the epiphysial line might be by
far the most common, yet it need not always occur. That the tails do
occasionally fall off because of excessive. muscular action is shovra by the
fact that lizards drop their tails when gi-eatly frightened. On the other

tiire

aU

Cuvier wrote that the tails of certain lizards are reproduced, but
This corresponds with what is found in the

without

tuatara and yaultinus. The tails of the tuatara are divided into numerous
joints, the skin between each Joint being like that of the
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joint itself is covered with mucli tliiuner skin and less tougli tissue, and it

is at a joint that the tail breaks. The tail bends only at the joints, the

inter-simces being rigid. The new tail is smooth, has no joints, is com-

posed internally of cartilage, **like that of the lowest fishes," and by its

external appearance can be at once distinguished from the older portion.

In support of Knox's belief that owing to the dragging away of the medulla

spinaKs the tail would not be reproduced, I may cite the fact that experiments

have shown that certain lizards which reproduce their tails will not do so

if a red-hot wire be passed some distance up the vertebral canal thereby

destroying the core. . .

The tail may be fractured at almost any point ;. if at a distant point the

animal soon recovers, but if near the pelvis it very frequently dies. In my
full-grown tuatara the tail broke between the vertebj-'^e ; repair began by

rounding of the broken end with compaction of cicatricial tissue. No
scales were formed on the new part or new vertebrae in it.

Abdominal ribs.

In addition to a number of vertebral ribs, the tuatara has twenty-five

or twenty-six (Glinther) abdominal ribs (Knox's had twenty-five, mine

twenty-five). They are double the number of the spinal ribs. To about

the middle of each abdominal rib the spinal rib is attached, thus \ / ,

forming a broad flat sole to support the viscera internally, and externally to

protect it fi'om injury. Glinther considers '' this system of bones is similar

to but essentially different fi-om that observed in crocodiles and some

lizards fChameleon, Polijchrus, etc.), known as abdominal ribs or abdominal

sternum, and considered to be the ossified inscri2:)tiones tendinae of the

abdominal muscles.*' Glinther also says, that '* in no saurian, so far as

we know at present, have they any relation to the external integuments."

Knox thought they were dermal, and Eolleston calls them *'parostotic

ossifications of the subcutaneous fibrous mesh." This opinion must be

incorrect, for they lie imbedded hi the rectus abdominis muscle. An
examination of skeletons will incontestably prove that they are not dermal

or exoskeletal but endoskeletal.

Tuataras breathe slowly. As the abdomen and thorax are tightly bound

in by abdominal ribs, the abdomen and thorax do not change their form,

the vertebral ribs alone moving during respiration. If a tuatara be watched

while breathing, it will be seen that the greatest amoimt of motion is at the

junction of the vertebral and abdominal ribs. The lungs (merely thm bags)

run nearly the whole length of the thoracic and abdominal cavities. The

tuatara inspires, its throat swells largely, then the capacious lungs. The

;nn

of half-a^minuto, ere expiration occurs. the
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skull, with its two bars and additional bones, the pharyngeal cavity is

enormously enlarged. When the tuatara inspires it greatly "depresses the
hyoid and trachea, thereby still more enlargmg the pharyngeal cavity. By
this means the tuatara inhales a large quantity of air, fiUing the lungs,
mouth, trachea, and the large pharyngeal canity. This pecuhar mode°of •

resph-ing by depressing the hyoid bone (which with its cornea is very
large) enables the tuatara to mhale sufficient an- to allow it to remain under
water for hours without commg to the surface to breathe. The quantity of
air in the lungs, trachea, mouth, and distended pharynx amounts to several
cubic mches, which is sufficient to sustain life for some time in a small and
cold-blooded rej)tile.

r

Tuataras swim freely—sometimes with only the nostrils above water, at
others swimming as freely and weU under it. As tuataras are found usuaUy
on isles, or on the banks of rivers, it may be that they find part of then:
food in the water. The Ichthyosaurus and Plesiosaurus marmc reptiha had
abdominal ribs, and the former amphicoelian vertebra? like the Sphenodon.

Dissection of Female Tuataras.

Total length, IG inches, of which 8 J inches were tail. Dorsal spines
beginnmg at the occiput stretch along the back to the end of the tail

;

between the scapulae five or six are wantmg, and about three over the
sacrum. Those on the neck and trunk are flattened laterally, blade-like,
and acuminated

; they are quite soft, and many are not erect. The caudal
spines are attached one to each section of the verticellated taU. About the
middle of the tail, instead of being flattened laterally they are prismoidal,
being much wider at the base and not so sharp. As the tail sections
dwindle so also do the spines till they can scarcely be said to exist. This
tuatara has ten cervical spines, then an interval between the shoulders,
then fifteen dorsal, an interval over the sacrum, and forty-one caudal spines.
In Lojjhocalotes interruptus the spmes, as in Sphenodon, reach from the head
to end of tad, and are also mterrupted between the scapula and over the
sacrum. So also in Tiaris iuherculata ; in this Uzard there is on each side a
row of secondary spines. In Sphenodon, as m certain other lizards where
the spmes are absent between the scapula, thek place is occupied by a large
black patch of skin ; some spines are also black. The skin of Sphoiodonia
marked by several ridges which reach from head to tail, runnhig parallel
with the dorsal crest. One ridge extends along the trunk from the fore to
the

Two ridges beginning at the end of the rounded snout run backwards

givm
appearance to the form of the head. In many places the epithelial cells are
accumulated, forming small spines which ii-regularly crown some of these
ikin „
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At the under surface of the jaw are small white scales, some partiaHy
others fully formed

; they partially overlap each other, as do shingles on a
house roof. At the throat they are more largely and fully developed, and
are of irregular shape, usually with many straight sides and rounded edges.
Gradually these scales become arranged in parallel rows, the posterior edge
of the front row overlapping the anterior edges of Lack ridge. On the'
abdomen these plates are much larger and more regular in shape (parallelo-
grams) and are arranged in rows, each row bemg closely bound by its

anterior edge to an abdominal rib. About an inch fi-om the transverse vent
they become smaUcr, more irregular in shape, and the ends of the rows bend
round, so that at the vent the rows are iudistmct. Behind the vent they are
small, but soon grow larger, and then rows of straight-sided plates almost
encircle the taO. These tail plates are longer and narrower, though as
regularly placed as those on the abdomen. Under the throat the skin lianas

rrr

No sign of ears.
.
Nostrils, two smaU holes almost hidden by lateral

cranial skin ridges. These holes look upwards. A needle passed into them
passes downwards and forwards—not backwards.

Mouth 1-2 inches long, quite straight.

Fore Hmbs shorter than tlie hind ones. Pes and manus have each five
digits armed with sharp nails, curved like the teeth of a rodent. PoUux
short and thick. HaUux slender and widely separated from other digits.
Both pes and manus are large and covered on the under surface with small
white scales.

To the exhaustive description of the abdommal ribs given by Giinther I
cannot add anything, except a remark on a pecuharity which he noticed in
one specimen. He examined six specimens and in one he found " a very

anomaly as regards the union of the three bones" of which the
abdominal ribs consist

;
they were united by joints." This peculiarity existed

only in the alternate ribs. This did not obtain in either of my specimens
which belonged to a different species. It is therefore probably a variation]
and not a mark of a distinct species.

Dentition.

Dr. Giinther described specimens in all of which there were in each
premaxillary bone a pair of incisors, far larger than any of the other teeth.
These teeth were confluent at the base, and in old specimens when the cones
were worn do^TO, the incisor appeared as if a single tooth, resembling a ro-
dent's incisor.

specimen
there were in each premaxilla three teeth, all confluent at the base; the other
specimen had but two cones. This newly discovered cone is nearer the
middle line than the others. It is far smaUer, slenderer, and sharper, and
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^v^ould very soon Le worn down. It looks like a mere rudiment. In
lun

other absent. The ouc in which it was absent was not, I think, an old
specimen

; its teeth are in good order and very little, if at all, worn. This
therefore cannot be a specific distinction. Drs. Gilnther and Knox disagree
in the number of teeth assigned to each maxUla and palate, but this arises

from the fact that Dr. Knox considers several of them complex teeth, while
Dr. Gilnther counts each cone as a distinct tooth. Giinther says there are
about eighteen teeth in each maxilla which Knox counts as six. 1 counted
sixteen in mine and thu'teeu on each palate. Of the latter the largest and
strongest were in the middle. The teeth of the maxilla press the food
between the parallel rows of teeth, maxillary and palatine, and enter the
groove between them. Thus the three sets of teeth are differently sharpened

;

the mandibular teeth have both inner and outer sides ground by the others,
while the maxillary are sharpened on their mner and the palatine on their
outer faces.

which the anterior were very small. In the mandible nineteen, a canine and
incisors, two in number, and confluent at the base. The teeth in mandible
and maxilla near the incisors are very small, and are soon worn away or
gi-ound very small. In the other specimen was an additional meisor.

The muscles which move the lower jaw are very short, tliick, and
powerful.

. The crushing force of the jaws is very great.

The tongue is thick and rough, the glottis a long narrow slit, with
closely-meotmg raised edges. On forcibly opening the mouth of a living
specimen the tonsils appear very large.

The posterior nares, two slits in the roof of the mouth, are situated just

bones.
,xm

Thorax, Ahdomen, and Pelvis.

racm
peritoneum is attached to the ribs where a diaphragm might bo expected.
The peritoneum is a delicate membrane, m some parts colourless and trans-
parent, in others darker. The peritoneum is almost black in and near the
pelvis, but in many parts is much hghter, in some being of a greenish-
brown tint. The peritoneum lines the whole of the trunk cavity, and gives
off vai'ious large processes which attach the different organs to the spine

;

of these the largest are those which attach the rows of eggs to the spine!
The processes attached to the oviducts are black, but the mysontery is
transparent. The processes are half-an-inch in breadth, allowing the rows
of eggs to rest on the abdominal walls. In the mysentery are long grey
bodies, corpora adiposa.
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The liver is a most curiously elaboratod body. It consists of tliiu

right and left lobes, and a part at right angles to these. The right lobe is

thin with very irregular margins about one-and-a-half inches long. The
left lobe stretches for half-an-inch to the left, at right angles to the central

and spinal lobes. The left lobe is thin; its free portion terminates by
shooting forwards a large portion. At the junction of the right and left

lobes is an extremely irregular lobular body projecting backwards to the

spine, and attached to the vertebral column by thin lateral ligaments.

That portion of the liver which is nearest to the pelvis is attached to the

pelvis by a long and strong ligament formed of peritoneum.

The liver is of a speckled yellow and slate colour. Giinther says the

bridge between the two portions of the liver crosses the lower surface of the

posterior part of the stomach. His specimens were all males. In mine
the eggs pushed backwards the stomach and the Hver forwards, thus widely

separating them. In my first specimen, in which the eggs were very large,

the Hver was much smaller than the other, and flattened against the

abdominal ribs by the eggs.

Gall-bladder would hold a small pea ; it contained a very small quantity

of glairy fluid and some coagulated yellow material. Its w^alls are composed

of thick white dense tissue ; its duct is very short, and its walls thick. The
branches of the portal vein are easily seen. The pharyngeal cavity is very

large and very irregular in shape : its walls are thin. On the lower side

it is closely attached to the trachea, by the depression of which the

cavity is enlarged. The oesophagus is wide ; its coats thicken near the

opening into the stomach, and many rugose folds appear. Stomach small,

with thick walls, passes almost insensibly into duoderum and small intestine,

which are very short. The small intestine, with but two slight turns, runs

straight down the abdomen to the cloaca. Longitudinal folds of the walls

project into the cavity, beginning in the oesophagus, and contiuue through

the stomach nearly down to the pelvis. The ileum and jejunum were filled

with soft greenish material. The stomach is long and narrow, except where

the longitudinal folds occur its surface is smooth.

Heart small, base very broad, apex very pointed. No sign externally

of division into ventricles. The cavity is remarkably small, situated quite

at the base and not extending near to the apex: there is but one cavity,

there being no dividing material. The tissue of the ventricles is paler and

smoother than that of the aiiricles, which is firmer, of a dark-red colour,

and appears more cellular when divided. The ventricle is slightly over-

lapped at the base by the amricles. The light is larger than the left amicle.

The heart is invested by a firm, closely-adhering pericardium.

d1
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The long straight trachea, whose rings only partially surround it,

divides into two short hronchi, each of which ends in a large cavity. The
lungs are two long thin sacs, with partly transparent walls. The walls have
on their inner face a few villous-like projections. There is in each lung this

one large cavity, therefore the bronchi do not divide or subdivide as in the

higher animals. Each lung is one-and-three-quarter inches in length, each
lies in close contact with the stomach. No thymus or thyroid.

Female Generative Organs,

In the first tuatara the whole of the abdomen and pelvis was filled with
two parallel rows of eggs. There were five eggs in each row. All were
about the same size, and appeared in the same stage of development. One
was deep in the pelvis, and this seemed a trifle larger than the others. Its

end too was sharper, and it was longer than the others : it was evidently

being moulded ere being extruded, just as is the head of the human foetus.

These eggs were five-eighths of an inch in length, with their thin ends
pointing towards the cloaca, and extended from the heart to the pelvis.

They present a most curious appearance. All the other organs seemed
squeezed and pushed aside by them. The space occupied by two eggs
is equal to that occupied by the other abdominal viscera. The oviducts,

firm white tubes, with constrictions dividing each Qgg from the others.

Each oviduct is attached by a long, thin, black process of peritoneum
to the spine ; but this is long enough to

abdominal ribs.

In the space between these ligaments lies the spinal lobe of the liver.

Each egg is covered with a thick dense membrane, composed of closely-

allow

lin

lying in thii
membrane. Each egg consisted of an oily-looking fluid, and
a large dense yellow portion. In the eggs kept in spii^its this

coagulated and granular. In the other specimen, where the eggs were far

less developed, the dense internal portion alone was visible. The ovaries

are two thin flattened bodies, attached by peritoneums to the ribs near the
junction of abdomen and thorax. Each ovary contained grea urn
very small eggs, flattened by pressm-e against each other.

Bladder, large hollow viscus, extending half-an-inch above the pelvis,

and opening into the cloaca. Giinther says that the males have no
" intromittent copulatory organ.'* Most LacertUians have a double or bifid

penis
; the geckos have none. On account of the absence of a penis and

a membrana tympani, Professor Peters proposes to class them with Agamidcs.

the

exactly to the females.
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Muscles of hind limhs,

Musculus agitator caudae, also called ileoperoneal, very long aud thin,

arises from tLe sacrum, passing behind the posterior border of the ilium runs

down the outer and posterior aspect of the leg, and is inserted by a tendinous

expansion into the outer and upper part of the fibula. In its course

it covers in the great ischiatic nerve from its escape behind the ilium till it

pierces the gastrocnemius and soleus. It draws the limb backwards.

Extensor quadiiceps cruris should be called triceps not q^uadriceps, for it

arises by three heads. The long head arises from the whole of the outer

surface of the ilium, occupying the space which in men is occupied by the

glutaei ; it grows bxilky and passes down the outside of the thigh to join the

other heads. The short head arises from the whole of the outside of the

femur just below the insertion of the M. pectineus. The third head arises

from the ilio-pubic suture, and near the knee joins the other heads, from

which it is at first widely separated. The musculus pectineus divides the

last two heads. The slender head arises close to the origins of the gracilis

and sartorius. The three heads converge to be inserted by a very broad

and strong fascia and ligament into the upper surface of the tibia. Tlie

ilio-pubic head draws the limb forward.

There is a muscle which Giinther calls pectineus, but which Mivart

and Sanders, in Menopoma, call psoas and iliacus. I think it should be

called iliacus. Giinther "calls a wholly different muscle iliacus internus.

I know not why, for it is an external muscle, corresponding in size to

glutaeus medius. A muscle arises from the inner surface of the cartilaginous

edge of the uncinate process of the pubis, and passes on over the edge of

the ihum, to be inserted into the fascia lata, in the same manner as the

tensor vaginae femoris. Below this small muscle is the one which Giinther
^

calls pectineus ; it is large and springs from the whole of the ventral surface

of the pubis and ilium, crosses the ilio-pubic crest, lies close to the aceta-

bulum, and is inserted by a broad tendon mto the middle-thh'd of the outer

surface of the femur. It also arises from the ilio-pubic ridge. It draws

the leg forward and rotates it outwards : it is very powerful. This muscle

and the preceding one are sej>arated from the bladder and cloaca by peri-

toneum. In some lizards this muscle arises by four heads. In PlatyilactyJus

japonicus Sanders found the muscle which I have called tensor vaginae

femoris.

Musculus gracilis arises from the uncinate process of the pubis, anterior

to origin of the long head of extensor cruris, runs down the inside of thigh

alongside the head of the biceps, and is insei-tcd into posterior and upper

part of the tibia. It antagonizes the biceps.

A broad thick sheet of muscle arises from the symphysis ossium pubis et
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iscliii, and uncinate process and anterior border of the pubis. It is closely
connected witli the gracilis. In Iguana Mivart calls this broad sheet
sartorius

;
Sanders, in PlatydacUihis, calls the broad sheet sartorius, and

the slender gracihs. The fibres of tliis broad mass converge and pass
down the inner side of the thigh to be inserted into the posterior part of
the tibia just below the head. Giinther calls this sheet a prolongation of
the M. obli(iuus abdominis externus.

A strong broad ligament reaches from the uncinate pubic process to the
symphysis ossium ischii. From the under-surface of this ligament, about its
midcUe-thu-d, arises a narrow muscle which is inserted mto the middle of
posterior surface of the femur. It adducts the leg. It is probably biceps
femoris

;
but the distinctions of some of these muscles are difficult to make

ouL The semi-tendinosus and semi-membranosus (?) arise from the tuber
ischn and by a branch from two or more caudal vertebra), and are inserted
into the tibia. These muscles flex the limb, or if that be fixed assist in
moving the tail.

^

M. obturator externus arises broadly ixom whole outer face of pubis and
ischium, hes in contact with the pubis and ischium, closely covers in much
of the hip-jomt, and is inserted by a flattened tendon into inner tuberosity
of the femur and digital fossa.

Obturator internus arises from ramus and body of pubis, from symphysis
pubis, and from uncinate process of pubis, from outer surface of tuber
ischn and ramus ischii, and from membrane lining obturator foramen.
Ischio-caudal arises by a narrow tendon from the tuber ischii, and is attached
to the h^mapophyses of six or seven caudal vertebra. Internally, it lies
agamst itsjellow of the other side, the arms lying between them near their
origins. Externally, both are covered by the femoro-caudal, which arises
from «ie sides of the ha)mapophyses of several vertebra

; the thickest fibres
arise from the vertebr.^ nearest the sacrum; these form a round thick mass.The insertion is very curious. The broad thin layer of fibres coming from
the more distant vertebra unite to form a strong glisteniug tendon which
passes under the ischio-caudal ligament to the inside of the upper end of
the femur. About one-third of an inch from this insertion it gives off a
very delicate long branch, which i-uns down the whole length of the femurm close proximity to the great ischiatic nerve, which it very closely
resembles

;
it traverses the popliteal space, and is inserted into the back ofthe fibula. The long slender tendon helps to flex the leg upon the thi^hand acts also on the popliteal fascia. The other tendon would draw the lee;

backward or move the tail. Giinther tbink« \^. ^^..ia „i , „ ,. f
outwards

;
bu this perhaps is not the case, because the tendon at insertion

grasps
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M, iliaeus (a muscle so called by Giinther) arises from the "whole of the

asceuding outer surface of the ilium, directly covers in the hip-joint, and is

inserted by a broad fleshy baud into the posterior and hinder aspect of the

femur. Its origin is hidden by the long head of the exteusor cruris, and is

separated by the very strong fascia. This muscle resembles in position,

origin, and insertion the glutaius in man.

Quadi-atus femoris arises from the border and side of the tuber ischii,

and is inserted into the digital fossa. It is a small muscle, about one

quarter the size of the obturator externus. Gemelli and pyi'iformis are

represented by a small mass of muscle coming from the ventral surface and
posterior edge of the vertical ilium, and inserted into the head of the femur
just below the capsular ligament.

Acetabulum.

Length of cavity half as long again as the breadth ; lower border

straight, upper curved. Capsular ligament very strong, lined by synovial

membrane. It embraces the edges of the acetabulum, and is especially

thickened on the upper part by a ligament corresponding to the ligameutum
teres in man. This ligament is inseparable fi-om the capsule; the latter is

also specially thick anteriorly. The acetabulum faces directly outwards

and slightly backwards. Acetabulum shallow, very slight lip, dislocation

would easily occur but for the cartilage round the edge, the capsular

Ugament, and the muscles which lie in contact with and materitiUy strengthen

it. The obturator foramen is long and oval, fiUcd by a membrane, wdiich

is pierced by the obturator nerves and vessels.

Fascia,

Fascia lata of the thigh is attached to the j^elvic rim and superior

external border of the ischium ; here it is strong and thick and covers the

whole of the outer side of the thigh and ends in a broad aponeurosis which
closely envelopes the knee joint. It receives the insertion of the tensor

vaginse femoris. The fascia is very intimately connected with the lonf^head

of the extensor crm-is, much resembUng relationship between the human
glutoaus maximus and fascia lata. A very strong fascia closely binds the

caudal muscles.

The great ischiatic nerve passes out behind the ilium, gives oflf mnnerous
•branches and runs down the popHteal space, in the lower part of which it

divides into several branches just j)rior to entering the sural muscles. It is

covered in by the musculus agitator caudae, to which it supplies a branch.

?//

The

ginous scapula and passes directly downwards to be inserted into the middle

of outer side of humerus, its tendinous portion passing between the triceps
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and coraco-brachialis. The supra-spinatus, teres and infra-spinatus form a
broad mass arising from the scapula, and, stiU continuing a broad mass, pass
over tbe shoulder joint to the outer and upper part of the humerus.

The serratus magnus arises from the fourth and fifth ribs, and from the
hffimapophyses passes forward to the posterior border of the cartHaginous
and bony part of the scapula. The more numerous and powerful fibres are
inserted into the bony portion. The subscapularis large thick muscle takes
its origin from the inner surface of the bony and cartilaginous scapula and
is inserted into the humerus. No rhomboidei (Giinther). The biceps
brachii arises by one head from the scapula and humerus, by the other from
the surface and margiia of the cartHaginous coracoid ; opposite the shoulder
it narrows into a thm tendon, and over this the tendon of the pectorahs-
major plays freely

; becoming fleshy agam it travels do^m the arm, its
tendon of insertion piercing the flexor and extensor muscles of the fore-arm
and reachmg the ulna. The coraco-brachiaKs arises from the coracoid, and is

inserted down the whole length of the humerus as far as the external
condyle,

with
junction

epicoraco-
humeral. In Iguana Mivart describes a siuular muscle. The triceps arises

by only two heads, one attached to the constricted part of the scapula, the
other a long fleshy sHp coracoid. They join, and forming one muscle are
attached all down the posterior surface of the humerus and into the
olecranon.

Throat muscles.

A broad strong sheet of fascia arising from the cIa^dcle passes forward,
covering in the under surface of the neck and becoming attached along the
whole length of the inner surfaces of the mandibles, becoming much thinner
near their junction, and is connected by loose ceUular tissue with the deeper
muscles. The mylo-hyoid is weU developed ; it stretches from mandible to
mandible. The sterno-cleido-mastoid arises fleshy from the whole of the
clavicle, passes forwards and upwards to be inserted into the mastoid and
parietals. It may easily be divided into several portions looking like
distinct muscles. By two heads the omo-hyoid arises, one fi-om the outer
end of clavicle, the other from the mner. In Igua^ia this muscle arises by
one broad head. It wends inwards to the mesial line and passes upwai-ds
to be inserted into the laryngeal cartHage. It is separated by ceUular tissue
from its feUow-muscle, and internaUy is closely connected with the trachea.
TJ^ _ Til ^ w 9 m

hyoid. The
and

their junction. The stylo-hyoid arises from the mastoid
and ends m a remarkably long tendon, which curves round the posterior
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border of tlie jaw, lying in a groove in the cerato-mandibular, is closely held

to the long hyoid horn, and is inserted beneath the omo- and sterno-hyoid.

The digastricus arises from the posterior border of the mastoid, slopes

downwards and backwards to be inserted into the posterior angle of the

mandible. It hides the insertion of the stemo-cleido-mastoid and other

cervical muscles. It is a very strong muscle opening the mouth.

The skeleton has been so ably and so exhaustively described by Dr.

Giinther, that any further description would be mere repetition. In a short

paper at a future date, I hope to describe the arteries, nerves and brain.

The hyoid bone with its cornua, attachments, and the light it throws on the

origin of the human auditory ossicles has been fully described by Mivart

and Huxley.

Art. XXIX.

—

Disappearance of the Small Birds of New Zealand.

By D. 0. Wilson.

[Bead before the Auckland Institute, 22nd October^ 1877.]

Amongst the many changes which pass almost unnoticed by the majority,

one much to be deplored goes on around us daily, which promises to deprive

our forests of one of their chief attractions. I aUude to the destruction of

its smaller feathered inhabitants, amongst which unfortunately are num-
bered our singing birds.

In detailing the cause of this destruction it may be well to give a short

description of the bii'ds which are disappearing, together with some idea of

their habits, as also those of their destroyer, the rat. This animal sails in

ships all over the world, an unwelcome passenger, and makes its way ashore

on every land. Its first proceeding is to kill and eat the aboriginal rat of

the country, which it then takes possession of and colonizes.

The country from which this rat first sprung is supposed to be India or

Persia. We are accustomed to caU it the Norway rat, probably from the

accidental circumstance of its coming first from that country to England;

but the Germans caU it the *' wandering rat," and it is said to have made
its appearance in different European countries almost at the same time.

The native species was a small black animal, and much prized by the

natives as an article of diet. Their method of capture was to construct a

pit wider at the bottom than the top ; then strew some roasted hinau berries

over the floor, and place a log to serve the rats as a ladder. After a night

or two, when the rats had got accustomed to being fed in this manner, the

log was removed. The rats, unable to resist the savoury smell of their
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favourite food, jumped boldly down. On seeking to return they were pre-

vented by the overhanging sides of the pit, and in the morning the Maori

hunter found them safely trapped. These pits may still be seen on remote

ranges ; they formed a fruitful subject for dispute ; and a common claim

made by a native in the present Land Courts is, that his ancestors hunted

rats over the part under discussion.

But the Maori species seems to have been a vegetarian, and with him

we have no more to do. Our rat on the other hand apjpears to have but

little choice in the article of diet, eating indiscriminately berries and fruit,

fish, flesh, offal, and carrion ; eggs they have a special predilection for, and
w

some amusing stories are related of their clever theft and adroit removal of

these delicacies, under circumstances of unusual difficulty.

They are expert climbers, and any old bushman must have witnessed

the celerity with which they run along a small twig or supplejack ; in fact,

they appear quite as much at home amongst the tree-tops as in the sewers

of London or Paris. In. the bush their numbers are prodigious ; and if a

party remain at a camp long, they become very bold and troublesome,

causing sometimes thoughts of being eaten alive by them, which fate is said

to have actually overtaken men in the sewers of Paris. With those tastes,

then, coupled with then* enterprising disposition and ferocious habits, it can

be readily imagined how, after the slaughter of their Maori brethren, they

should dhect their attention to robbing birds' nests and eating the young.

After thus noticing the rats we now come to the birds, which have

suffered most from then* ravages ; and it is a significant circumstance that,

while some birds below a certain size have almost entkely disappeared,

the larger ones seem to remain as plentiful as ever ; and those of middle

size, such as the kokako and tui, although diminished in number, still

continue to enliven the forests mth their song. This fact points to a

defence of their nests, made by the larger bhds with success, but doubtful

in the case of the middle-sized ones, and depending on the boldness of the

rat ; while it would be almost hopeless in the case of the smaller ones.

Amongst the bhds which are becoming scarce, the first we shall notice

is the kokako, a brown bird somewhat larger than a tui, with a bluish

tinge about the head and tln^oat ; it has a long-drawn note, somewhat nasal,

but very melodious withal, and which harmonized well with a full chorus of

bkds ; but this is now seldom heard.

The appearance of the tui must be so familiar to all as to need no

further notice than a simple mention of the fact, that their numbers are

sadly thinned within the last twenty yeats.

Amongst the birds which have altogether disappeared, we must include

the bell-bit^d' (korimako) and robin (pitoitoi). The former seemed to be
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the first victims, and tlieir disappearance dates some fifteen years back,
since wliicli time it lias been a rare sight indeed to see one ; this loss is

much to be regretted, as the bcll-bii-d was by far the best songster of the
New Zealand forests.

The robin was a small brown bird of peculiarly gentle aspect and
tame disposition, resembling in fact his Enghsh namesake in everything
except colour. The disappearance of these birds began nearly about the
same time as the bell-bii-cl, and now the rising generation will scarcely
ever have seen a single mdividual of the species.

It is somewhat singular, however, that while these and other birds have
become extinct in this part of the island, some of the smaller kinds have
suffered apparently but very Httle diminution ; and with a reference to
these we will conclude the chapter.

Most notable amongst the survivors are the fan-taU or fly-catcher, and
the riroriro. No other bird forces itself so much on the attention of
the dweller in the bush as the fan-tail. They haunt about a camp and
find an easy subsistence on the flics which there congregate, darting
about with outspread tail in pursuit of their prey, and giving vent to their
feelings in a sharp, petulant note.

On resuming the occupation of an old whare at times, some of these
little creatures will pay an early visit to those whom they evidently look
upon as old friends and benefactors, and on such occasions they will plainly
testify their satisfaction at a renewal of the intimacy.

The riroriro, which corresponds to the old country
grey bii'd of unpretending appearance, but, like many unassumhig indivi-

duals of our own species, they belie their looks, possessing a more than
usual share of sagacity and instinct. Thek- nest is shaped like a pear, with
a door in the side sheltered by a small veranda-like projection, and the
natives aver that this nest is built so that the door is always turned in the

opposite to the prevailing wind of that year. Finding a nest then
in the spring, with the hole faced to the north, a season of southerly winds
and conseciuent fine weather may be predicted, and rice versa.

It is said that the severity of a winter in North America may be
predicted by the quantity of nuts found in the hoard of a squh-rel, and
similar instances of prophetic sagacity might be multiphed ; in fact, instmct
taken by itself is utterly beyond our comprehension, and cannot be
accounted for by any effort of human reason. There is no doubt, however,
that the bird is weather-wise beyond the common, and a well-known Maori
song alludes to it thus :—" The ru'oriro sings, it is a sign of the approaching
summer." This peculiarity I can vouch for myself; on many occasions my

wren

direction

these

El
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always followed either by spring or else a long continuance of fine weather.

It is possible that tlie fact of these birds' nests being hung to sprays so

slender that they will not bear the weight of even a rat, may account for their

survival, but certain it is they have suffered very little. Whether the spread

of cats will affect the birds or rats most remains to be seen ; but judging

from the change produced in this neighbourhood, it would appear that the

rats suffer severely from their natural enemies, and whereas they swarm in

thousands throughout some parts of the bush, in other localities food may
bo left for weeks and remain iiutouchod. This phenomenon has only been

noticeable of late years, and pohits to the establishment of cats at different

parts of the forest*

Before concluding this paper I would briefly notice the action of the

Acclimatization Society in introducing useful birds, and it seems hard that

a body of men who spend so much time in trying to benefit theii- country,

should be held up to the execration of their felloAV- colonists. The circum-

stances in which country settlers are i^laced must be allowed, however, to

be very peculiar, and the irascible tone of the sufferers whose letters may
be seen weekly is caused by the following facts,—the sparrows and yellow-

hammers which are now devastatiag the young grain crops, etc, have not

yet become accustomed to the country, nor has the habit of feeding on grain

which they learnt on the passage out left them ; it may even be handed down
from the parent birds to their young.

Again, grain-producing farmers here are few, scarcely more than one

out of six, and these unlucky waghts perhaps live in isolated spots, sur-

rounded by large wastes or forests, where their feathered enemies breed

unmolested, the birds are not evenly spread over the country, but moving

about in waves, and always most numerous on thek fi'ont, A single farmer

may thus have to feed a number of bkds which in the old country would

have been distributed amongst a hundred, and their ravages scarcely felt.

I am, however, confident that like thistles, blight, and many another scare,

this of the birds will pass away also, and much good result from their

introduction ; caterpillars and other insects have caused more loss than can

ever be inflicted by birds, so let us hope that settlers will look past the little

inconveniences of the present.
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Art. XXX.

—

On two new Fishes. By F. E. Clarke,

Plate. VI.

[Read before the Westland Institute, V2th December, 1877,]

Before proceeding with the descriptions of the new species of fishes I have

the honour to hring under your notice this evening, a few remarks may not

be out of phxce.

Situated as we are on such a comparatively barren and exposed coast-

line, many perhaps will be astonished to hear that the opportunities for

collecting the rarities of pelagic life are much more frequent than might

be expected. Our exposed position at once accounts for this ; as a gale or

strong wind from almost any of the western points of the compass sends

home a heavy sea to our beaches, and, in all such cases, although a ''heavy

blow " to some of the beach residents, affords dehglit to the c:l!ector ; thus

again proving the old adage, ** 'Tis an ill wind that blows nobody any

good."

The fish I purpose first describing belongs to a genus exceedingly rare,

and up to the present has been found (after violent storms) in a few isolated

situations in the Mediterranean and Atlantic only. The number of species

(inclusive of our own) is five, and the individuals met with might almost be

numbered on oiir fingers. More common genera of the family to which

they belong, such as Scoj^ehis, ManroUciis, and Gonostoma^ and with them

Cyttus ahbreviatuSy Hector,*—a fish the t^^pical specimen of which was dredged

up during the " Challenger" expedition off the coast of New Zealand from

the great depth of 400 fathoms—are cast up on our coast more or less by

every gale which sends a south-west sea home. And here let me digress,

and perhaps infringe on one of Captain Turnbuirs specialities, " the cur-

rents." The continuous set of current from south-west up the coast has

not been as prevalent lately as four or five years back. Then the occurrence

of the purely pelagic fishes—Crustaceans and Hijdrozoa—was much more

frequent. Of late years the dkection of wind has averaged more noiih

round by east, than south round by west, thus retarding the *'set," and

driving any waifs and strays on surface cuiTents from the coast. Only at

intervals has the **set" regained its former constancy with strong south-

westers, and we have again our casual flotsam.

The fish secondly described forms anew genus in the family of Pediculati

and is truly " a king among kings " in a class of fishes containing some of

the most grotesque forms in nature. The probable use of the tentacular

appendage as an attractive lure, is beyond conjecture, as the habits of an

* "Trans. X.Z. Inst.," VIL, p. 247, and IX, p. 405.
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allied fisli (tlie angler), wliich is supplied witli a far less complicated attach-

ment, have been closely studied and proved it to be " a fish which angles for

fish," with a natural rod, line, and bait, and with certainly as deadly a

Walton

relegate its captives.

I take this opportunity, too, of acknowledging with thanks the kindness

of Mr. Appel, V.S., of this town, to whom this last fish was sent by its

collector, and who has kindly allowed me to figure and describe it.

ARGYROPELECUS INTERMEDIUS, sp. nov.
D. 1-7 ; P. 7 ; V. 6, single ; A. 7; C. 24.

The height of the body equals length, and is less than the distance

between gill-covers and root of caudal ; the length of head is contained

three times in distance from end of chm to root of caudal ; tail very slender
;

abrupt termmation of body midway between tip of snout and end of caudal

fin (expanded) ; osseous dorsal plate with one double and four (last very

minute) spinous processes imbedded in its substance
;
pectoral fin barely

reaches to ventral ; orbit of eye oblong, pupil on summit ; eyes approach

very close together on top of head; posterior margin of pr^eoperculum

almost borders hind part of orbit, descends in straight Hne and terminates

in a double spme, the superior cm-ving upwards, inferior continuing in

direction followed by margin; prominent spine at posterior corner of

mandibles ; spine on chin, pointing directly forwards ; spine over temporals

;

spine on throat, before commencement of serrature ; serrature terminates

in double pubic spme, the inferior portion of which is curved and barbed,

presenting a very formidable armature though on so small a scale ; no
appearance of adipose fin; commencement of soft dorsal fin midway
between snout and end of tail

; pectoral and caudal fins well developed ; one
ventral fin only, placed in median line of body above pubic spine ; four

luminous spots on lower side of tail before commencement of caudal fin

;

six over and partly behind anal fin, and three immediately in front of same,

black skin; long luminous streak on lower abrupt
termination of body above pubic spine ; along lower sides of body a superior
row of spots, ten m number, to base of pectoral fin, and an inferior series,

thirteen in number, terminatmg in vertical with posterior limb of prreoper-

culum, each spot in the above two rows being in mtervals between ribs, which
are very prominent, giving a striate appearance to body ; under margin of gill-

covers, and on throat before pectorals, a series of four spots ; single series

of reciurved conical teeth, minute at angles of gape on upper jaw, large
towards centre of upper and lower jaws ; tongue thick and fleshy ; sides of
body, cheeks and throat covered with silvery pigment ; back, top of ' ead,

and tail bare
;
back dark-purplish brown ; tail flesh-coloured wit rk

with

v
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mottled band above, and a series of luminous spots before caudal and over

anal fins; eyes, iris dark blue, pupil black; fins almost immaculate.

Total length

Total depth

Length of body

Longest diameter of eye

Shortest do.

Length of head

do.

« •

Distance from posterior margin of gill-covers to end of tail

Inches.

1-22

0-60

0-60

0-14

0-10

0-34

0-70

Specimen was collected on beach, Hokitika, 28th October, 1877, after

heavy gales ; other fishes obtained at same time belonged to genera Cyttus,

MauroUcus, Gonostomus and Scopeliis, and a pelagic crustacean, Phronima

novce-zeaIandi(€.'^

Family, Pedicidati.

Nov. genus, ^gceonichthys.

Head and body excessively large, broad, and depressed ; tail very sliort

;

mouth exceedingly wide and vertical ; supra-orbital bones produced into

heavy ridges, divergent posteriorly, covered with the common skin and

terminating in a small strong spine directed upwards ; between ridges a

deep groove in which is situated over head a compound aj^pendage capable

of movement in an almost universal manner and with a thick, pear-shaped,

muscular base, bony shaft, surmounted with a semispherical capsular gland,

from the back and upper margin of which arise one simple, one double-

branched and two compound-branched fleshy tentacles, terminating at free

ends of branches in white shining vermiform tips ; the front of the capsular

gland is covered with a silvery or nacreous integument with aperture in

centre connected mth interior and surrounded with a black ring ; body and

tail armed with broad-based conical spines ending in fine points ; one short

dorsal and short anal each terminating close to caudal and placed far back
;

pectorals small and but imperfectly pediculated ; teeth in both jaws very

numerous, in various rows, and of uneciual lengths, they are slightly

recurved, flat, sharp-pointed with cutting edges, moving freely in socket

when pressed in direction of interior of mouth but perfectly rigid in opposite

du-ection ; the teeth in pharynx short and recurved, and in clusters on

branchiostef^als
;
gill openings in axillae and partly on under surface of body.

Habitat—Seas of New Zealand.

iEGCEONICHTHYS
D. 5 ; P. 17 ; A. 4 ; C. 8.

Spines more numerous on ventral surface than on sides or back
; inside

the mouth at the back of the teeth (upper and lower jaws) is a black tough

fleshy flap extending from one side to the other ; tongue immensely broad,
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tliick, and fleshy; cavity of mouth enormous ; the intestine must be very

short and digestion capable of being carried on within the mouth itself, as

hn
and soft ; fina and fin-rays thick and fleshy ; eyes verj

the common skin ; nostrils small tubular ; cheeks soHd.

Total length

with

Inches,

12-5

Greatest breadth (immediately before pectorals) . . .

,

6-7

Width of mouth . . , , . . . , . . . .

.

4'o

Diameter of eye . . , . , . , . . . , . .

.

0*27

2-0

2-3

.. 1-5

1-5

12
2-2

Height of dorsal

Length „

Height of anal

Length

„ of pectoral

„ caudal

Bony shaft ofcompound appendage and outside of capsular gland covered

with minute striate-based spines; chin solid, scj^uare, and projecting,

Inchea.

Height of shaft of appendage • • . , .

.

, , . . 2*0

Diameter of capsular gland

Length of longest tentacle

0-4

3-0

Ground colour grepsh, mottled with light and splashed with dark brown
;

appendage brown, mottled with darker, tentacles dark brown with white

tips. Eye, iris grey, pupil black. Fins greyish.

Art. XXXI.

—

Notes on Eegalecus pacificus, a new Species of

/ Haast

Plate VII.

[Bead lefore the Philosophical Institute of Canterhurij, loth Becemher^ 1876.]

iUm

momni
frost-fish had been found on the beach near the hotel, to which it had been

brought, and that she would be very glad if I would come and inspect it.

The next morning I proceeded there, and found the specimen in question,

with a few minor exceptions, in a splendid state of preseryation ; and as

that lady has kindly presented it to the Museum, I am not only able to ojBfer

a description of this remarkable fish, but my friend Dr. L. Powell, F.L.S.,

has drawing

remarks on its anatomy and on the results of a microscopical examination

of its so-called scales.
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On measurement I found this beautiful fish to he 12 feet 5 inches long,

having an average breadth of 13-5 inches and a thickness of 3'5 inches.

The whole skin is covered with a coating looking as if it consisted of frosted

silver, and -which adheres to the fingers very easily. The brilliancy of this

silvery aj^pearance is still more prominently brought out by numerous

tubercles which stand above the skin, and by a number of irregular black

lines and spots in the anterior portion of the body.

If we add to this the fine metallic iridescence of the head, which

possesses at the same time a crest of bright red spines on the top, it is not

too much to say that the form and colouring of this species make it the

most beautiful fish ever obtained on the coasts of New Zealand*

The capture of these greatly compressed, sword-like, deep-sea fishes

occurring at such long intervals, and of which so little is known, has

always excited the curiosity of the public and the deep interest of the

naturalist ; and cases when specimens of this genus were secm-ed in

England and on the continent of Europe were generally noted in the

publications of the day.

On examining the literature dealing with this genus, I find that this

specimen is new to science, and I therefore propose to describe it here

under the specific name of Eegalecus pacijicus. It is very different from the

FiegaUcus described by Mr. W. T. L. Travers, which towards the middle of

October, 1860, was stranded on the beach near the entrance of Nelson

harbour, as ''from the lower lip of that specimen depended a large number

of rigid slender barbules about sixteen inches long and of a brilliant red

colour.
'*'''

The description given in that standard work proves that very little is

known of these occasional visitors from the deep seas, as there are six

species enumerated, of which most have been described from single and

generally mutilated specimens only.

REGALECUS PACIFICUS, Haast.

B. 6 D. 9 P. 12
22 3

The length of the head is 7 '75 inches, and height bchmd the eye G*75

iuches, consequently the length of the head is one-nineteenth of the total.

The height of the body is

—

2 feet from snout ., .. .. .. .. 13'2o inches

3 „ 9 inclies from snout 13-75

4 „ 11 „ „ „ at anus 1325
JT

?l

after which it tapers gi'adually to the tail.

3 feet from tail

1 M 9f »t

9-50 „

6-2o „
\

« Crunther's Catalogue of Acanthopterj^gian Fishes, Brit. Mu3., m., 307.
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Consequently tlie greatest lieiglit of the body to the length is nearly one

eleventh. The greatest thickness of the body along the Hne of the vertebrte,

3 feet G inches from the snout, is 3-5 inches, gradually it increases to

4 inches at 4 feet 2 inches from the snout, a thickness it sustains for 4 feet

more, after which it gradually diminishes till 3 feet 6 inches from the tail

it has dwindled to 2*25 inches. The ventral edge of the body is broader

than the dorsal one. Colour generally silvery, with a tinge of lavender.

"When the fine silvery coating is still attached, the tuberculated bands look

hghter than those on which the tubercles are very minute. On the other

hand, when this coating is rubbed off alike, the smooth bands look the

lightest. In the latter case the tuberculated bands appear steel-coloured,

on which the tubercles stand prominently with a silvery white lustre. On

both sides are a number of blackish irregular stripes and blots, mostly

elongate in the anterior portion, gradually decreasing and ceasing near the

anus. The whole skin is also covered with dark rings, mostly of a round

form, inclosing a lighter space. They are generally 1*5 inch in diameter

and stand about one inch from each other.

Snout truncated with a very protractile upper jaw and a vertical cleft

of the mouth. No teeth. The eye, which has a somewhat oval form, the

lar<^est diameter being in the horizontal direction, is 1*25 inch broad, or a

little more than ^ of the length of the head. The horizontal diameter of

the pupil is '52 inch. The three operculums, the supra-orbital, suborbital,

and prefrontal, as well as the remarkable maxillary bones, possess a

radiated structure on their surface, which is covered with a very thin skin,

breaking with the least touch.

The frontal and nasal bones are smooth and covered with skin of a dark

steel colour, showing the same h-idescence as the former.

The cheeks, the supra-scapular and temporal bones are covered with

tuberculated skhi which has also the same dark bluish colour as the rest of

the head.

The dorsal fin consists of two portions, of which the first nine spines

form a crest. These spines enlarge at their termination to a lobe, as

shown by the two only perfect ones when the fish was obtained ; they cover

a space of 2-5 inches. The first of these spines is broken off at 3 inches

from the base ; it is the stoutest of the whole series.

No. 2 is considerably thinner and 7 inches long. It is one of the

complete ones. The next three spines (3, 4, and 5) were all broken off at

4 to 6 inches and were nearly as thick as the first. From here they get

thinner, the thickness of the seventh haviag only the thickness of the

second. This spine which is entu^e, is 7'75 inches long, and has, like the

second, a lobe at its termination. The eighth is still thinner and broken
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off one iucb from its base, and there is only a fragment of the ninth, which
is not thicker than one of the rays of the dorsal fin proper. All of these

spines which have minute hooks dii-ected upwards on their anterior and
posterior edges are united with each other by a small membrane about -45

inch high. They had, like the two ventral rays, a red colour, very bright

in then- upper portion when the fish was first obtained, which, however,
gradually faded to a dull light pink.

A quarter of an inch behind the last spine the dorsal fin proper begins,

consisting of a great number of slender rays, which do not project beyond
the margin of the thin membrane by which they are united. These rays
stand at a distance of three-ciuarters of an inch from each other. At the
begmning they ai-e about one inch high, gradually increasing in length, till

about one foot from the begmning of this dorsal fin they stand 2-5 inches
high, continuing so to within 3 feet from the end of the tail ; they after this

gradually get smaller, till 5-5 inches from the end of the tail, they cease
altogether. Here at the termination the last four rays stand not only above
the membrane, but they are also thicker than all the preceding ones. The
pectoral fin is one inch broad at the base ; 2-5 inches high along the first

ray. It also had a reddish hue, but not so bright as the crest and the

ventral rays.

In a straight line below the hind edge of the pectoral fin stands a single

strong ventral ray on both sides, of which, however, only 3 inches are

preserved, the rest being broken off.

I was informed by the finder that it had been at least 15 inches long,

but he did not observe any enlargement at the termination. I believe that,

when the fish was first seen, the anterior portion of this remarkable

ventral ray with the lobe had been already broken off dming the efforts the

fish made to regain the sea.

Tail without any caudal fin, being formed by a number of spines, gettino-

gradually thinner and tending to a point.

Anal vent 4 feet 1 inch behind the ventral spines.

The lateral hne is formed by a number of elongated smooth scales, which
lie in a groove. It starts from the posterior end of the supraorbital,

gradually descending, so that at the anus it is situated only 3-5 inches

above it. Four longitudinal ridges which are cut off obliquely by the lateral

line extend along the whole length of the body, they are covered with small

round tubercles and are about three-quarters of an inch broad, the space

between them having nearly the same breadth. This space is also covered

with tubercles, which, however, are very minute. Below the latter the

intermuscular septa are situated. The skin below the lateral line is almost

smooth for about an inch, after which the tubercles ax)pear again, getting
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tliey bccomo very large and t^'gU raised, i^ossessiiig in the i:)osterior half a

small hook turned backwards.

Postscript, 22nd December, 1877.—The following account taken from a

New Zealand newspaper about the middle of July, 1877, shows that another

specimen of Begalecus has been w^ashcd ashore on the west coast of this

island. From the short description in that paragraph it appears that the

fish in (question is either a specimen of Eef/alecus jmcificus^ or at least belongs

to a nearly allied species, the main difference being that the first portion of

the dorsal fin in the west coast specimen has ten sx>ines instead of nine as

in the former. It is also interesting to observe that each of the two strong

ventral rays was two feet long, but no data are given from which we can

conclude that they were intact:—'^An extraordinary fish was picked up on
the Little Waimangaroa beach, Karamea District, by Mr, Alexander

McDonald, on Tuesday last, of which the following description is furnished

by the Westport Times :—Length, 14 feet i inches
;
girth, 2 feet 7 inches

;

one dorsal fin extending from head to tail ; from the top of the head there

extended ten feelers, each one foot in length, and two similar appendages,

about two feet in length, grew underneath the jaw, resembing in appearance

the feelers of a lobster ; on each side of the head there was one small fin,

and the gills of the fish resemble those of a turbot ; the body was of a

bright silvery hue and covered with fine scales, the shape of the body being

more flat than round ; the eyes resembled those of a cod-fish. When
found it bad only recently been stranded, as it was not c[uite dead. Tbis is

probably some large species of frost-fisb."

Aet. XXXII.—O/i the Habits of the New Zealand Gnnjlhig.

By J. EuTLAND.

[Read before the Otago Instittite, 5fh June, 1877.]

Heaeing tbat very little is positively known of tbe babits of tbe New Zealand
grayling, I bave collected information from various quarters, wbicb.togetber
witb tbe results of my own observations, I now communicate.

My attention was first dkected to tbe grayling in 1853. Being tben
resident in tbe Waimea (Nelson) I was informed tbat during tbe winter
moutbs large numbers of tbese fisb came into a small brook wbicb ran close
to my bouse. Tbis brook, about tbirty feet wide, after draining part of tbe
flat busb land of Waimea Soutb, emptied itseK into tbe Waiti. a tributary
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of tlie Waimea river. Except where it passed tlirougli largo swamps iu

the hush it consisted of a series of deep pools and shallow rapids, and was

everywhere overshadowed either hy the forest trees or with flax and Veronica

bushes. In June I saw the first grayling; they came in shoals, evidently

intent on making up stream,—a mixed lot of fish, the smallest from six to

seven mches, the largest about twelve inches in length. A mill-dam a little

higher up than where I lived prevented their progress for some days, and

gave me an opportunity of capturing a great many.

I noticed that both the large and small fish contained roe, and that they

had a peculiar habit of congregating in the deep water, pacldng themselves

close together near the bottom. When disturbed they scattered, but in a

few minutes again collected on the exact spot from whence they had moved.

In July or August I saw a few straggling fish, apparently making down
stream, but I failed to get any at that time.

On two occasions during autumn I saw grayling in the larger rivers of

the Waimea, once in the Waiti near its junction with the Waimea, and
once in an overflow of the latter about two miles from the sea. On both

occasions the fish were in shoals, but swimming apart, not huddled together

as in the brook.

Now tiu-ning to the Wairau river (Marlborough), which is in every way
similar to the Waimea river, except in being larger and draining a much
less wooded country, I find the grayling here with precisely the same
habits. tributary

winter months cart-loads of these fish were formerly taken, I liave collected

information. The appearing and disappearhig at the same time of year,

the crowding together at the bottom of deep shady pools, and the bulk of

the fish being full of roe, correspond with my own observations in the

Waunea. From this I think we may safely conclude that in this portion

of the island the grayling during the winter leaves the large open rivers

and enters the small sheltered streams for the purpose of spawning. But
from whence do they come to reach those streams ? From the sea or the

upper waters of the large rivers ? From the Maitai river (Nelson) I have
collected information which I think may answer the question.

Mr. G. Smith, who resides on the banks of that stream five miles out

of Nelson informs me that the grayling make their appearance in February,
always comhig up the river in shoals. They remain till the middle or end
of winter and then enth-ely disappear. Dmdng the last three years they

have become very scarce, which he attributes to the introduction of the

trout. writes,—" I
grayhn

fresh water, in large (Quantities, and as much as fom* miles higher up. always
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in slioals. spawn. I have fished

at the mouth of the same river at all seasons in the salt water and caught
lots of so-called herrings, which are, I believe, a kmd of mullet, but never

caught a single grayHug at any time. They remam about a month, and
then not one to be seen higher or lower."

Notwithstanding this negative evidence obtained from Mr. Norgrove, I am
^till inclined to think that tlie grayling does resort to the sea. When I

consider the small size and nature of the Maitai river, I cannot otherwise

account for their disapi^earance during a portion of the year. From its source

in Landtrap Gully to its mouth is a straight line for from seven to eight miles,

running over a rocky floor the greater portion of that distance. How could

immense numbers of fish such as were formerly found conceal themselves,

and again, wdiere are the small fish ? No one seems ever to have seen
graylmg less than six mches in length, nor have the large fish been seen
except in shoals.

From a still smaller stream, the Waitohi, in Picton, where grayling
have been taken, I endeavoured to procure mformation, but could not get

such as I could rely on. It is impossible to observe their habits in the
large rivers, such as the Wairau, Pelorus, or Waimea, owing to their rising

amongst inaccessible mountams, but wherever they have been seen it has
been in shoals always making up stream.

The sea-mullet ascends the Pelorus river during very warm weather,
five or six miles above the tide-way. On one occasion in the autumn m
a net set for them I caught some grayling which seemed to have been
swmiming along with the mullet. In this river they do not enter any of

the small back streams but confine themselves to the Eai Valley branch
and the main stream. This may be owmg to the river being surrounded
with bush from its mouth to its source. They can therefore find shelter

wherever they go.

Such is the information I am able to furnish. It leaves the (question,

ing some light on then habits.

unanswered

Art Supphmentanj Description of Species or Varieties of
phani (Lepidoptera rhopalocera) iuhaUthuj A^eit- Zealand.

W
vni

[Uead before the Thilosopldcal Institute of Canterbimj, 2nd August, 1877.]

Lx the last volume of our " Transactions " * will be fomid some " Brief
observations on the genus Chrysoplmnus , as represented in New Zealand,"

• ii. Traus. N.Z. Inst.," IX, 460.
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am
reasonable ground for treating several of the New Zealand forms of Chnjso-

2>hani as distinct species or varieties.

Not Laving had time to complete the coloured drawings intended to

illustrate the several forms, I promised to prepare such drawings and to

give a full description in a future paper, and I now fulfil that promise.

The several letters—A, B, C, D, E, F and G—used in my former paper

to indicate the different forms, will he now used to indicate the like.

Chrysophanus saltjstius, Fah.

B.Male: Primaries.—Bvoad; costa slightly rounded towards the apex

and considerably so at the base ; hind margin uniformly convex.

Upper side.—Fulgid golden-copper, dusky at the base ; the dusky shade

not extending to thejliscoidal dots ; two black dots before the middle, the

one being in the discoidal cell and the other between the medial and anal

nervures
; a black quadrate patch on the false nervure closing the discoidal

cell
; beyond the middle and midway between the quadrate patch and the

submarginal band, a curved and rather narrow black band disrupted by the

intersection of the nervures ; a submarginal black macular band, the

maculre more or less confluent; hhad margin bordered with black; the

border and submarginal band contiguous towards the anal angle, and con-

fluent towards the apex where they expand and form a broad termination

on the costa ; nervures slightly bordered and in some individuals slightly

irrorated with black ; cilia pale fulvous.

Under side.—Luteous; the base, costa, hind margin, and apex, pale dull

yellow blending with the luteous ; the discoidal black dots and quadrate

patch as on the upper side, the latter formed of two confluent spots, the

first band beyond the patch represented by seven (occasionally eight)

roundish black s^^ots, and the spot between the externo-medial and sub-

externo-medial nervures being (in some individuals) blotched outwardly,

and the two between the subexterno-medial and anal nervures being

didymous ; the macule of the submarginal band diminish in size from the

anal angle towards the apex where they become obsolete; ciUa pinkish-

orange.

Secondaries: Upper side.—^Fulgid golden-copper, dusky at the base and

inner margin ; a dusky dot in the discoidal cell towards the base ; a black

patch closing the discoidal cell, midway between which and the submarginal

band is a rather narrow irregular curved black macular band ; the maculas

of the latter band sagittate ; hind margin bordered with black, the black

border and submarginal band being confluent towards the anterior margin

;

cilia pale fulvous.
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Under side.—Saffron or cadmium-yellow ; the macixl^e of the upper side

being repeated, but very obscure ; cilia pinkish-orange.

A. Female.—Similar to the male, except that on the upper side of the

•wmgs the nervures are more irrorated with black, the basal shade extending

to the discoidal dots, the dark bands broader (the sub-marginal bands
especially so), and the maculae thereof more imited, the macule of the

sub-marginal band having pale-violet lunular pupils very distinct on the

secondary and less so on the primary wing, the lunules becoming obsolete as

they approach the costa of the primary wing. In some individuals the

violet lunules are more or less obsolete or entu-ely absent.

The figures B and A respectively represent the upper side of the male
and the upper side of the female—B representing the body and right wings
of the male, and A the left wuags of the female. Fi^

under side.

Expanse of wings—1 inch 2 lines.

Hab. New Zealand.

Time of appearance : December to March.

Frequents grassy jplaces, particularly sunny banks; seems to be
distributed over most parts of the South Island, for I have met with it in

all localities I have visited. I cannot say with certainty if it is found in

the North Island. Mr, Butler, of the British Museum, informs me that the

female was described by Fabricius as salustius, and by Doubleday as edna,

and consequently the Fabrician name salustias, being the earlier, will

take precedence. Neither Fabricius nor Doubleday mention the violet

pupils of the maculae of the sub-marginal band; but possibly the pupils

were absent in the specimens they described, for some individuals in my
possession have the pupils nearly obsolete.

There is an error in the printing of my former paper,* which materially

lessens the force of the passage. The word copula should be in the place of
** company."

C. MATJi, Fei^eday,

C. Male.—I can add but little to what I have ^\-i-itten in my former
paper as to the distmctive characters of this form, but that the secondary
wmes
other forms, with the exception perhaps of form E (male), the secondaries
of which have nearly the same angle ; the macule of the sub-marginal
band are more separated than in the other forms, the two between the sub-

externo-medial and subinterno-medial nervures of the primaries and the

three nearest the anal angle of the secondary wings being very conspicuous
and somewhat rounded, the others being more or less obsolete in different"^ ^-^—

^

" ^^'^^^^ -*
. B^M u^ym

* Loc, cit , 4C1, line 23.
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individuals. In some individuals the maculae of the band beyond the
F

middle on the upper side of the primary "^dngs are obsolete, the under side

of the "wings of some examples is nearly similar in colour to the under side

of the wings of C. saJustiuSj but in general the yellow is more sordid and

the markings of the secondaries more distinct (as shown on PL VIII,

fig. 1).

Fig. C. represents the upper side of the male and fig. 1 the under side

:im

all males.

Exp.—1 inch 3 lines.

Hab. "Wellington and Hawke Bay.

Time of appearance : February (and probably in spring).

Taken flying in open clearing in bush.

C. FEREDAYi, Bates.

D. Male and Female.—Mr, Bates' description/' and the observations in

my previous paper, sufficiently indicate the distinctive characters of this

form. Fig. D. represents the upper side of the male and fig. 3 the imder-

side.

Exp,—1 inch 3 lines.

Hab. Mount Torlesse Station and Kaiapoi, Canterbury.

Time of appearance : December to March.

C. EAXJPAILVHA, n. s/?.

E. Male,—The following may be added to the description contained in

my former paper :

—

Pnmaries.—Narrower than in any of the other forms ; costa very

slightly concave beyond the middle, rounded towards the tip and ahrujDtly

60 at the base. Hind margin much more obliq[ue than in any of the other

forms, and slightly concave near the anal angle.

Upper side.—Fulgid copper, but not so bright and glistening as C.

sahistiusov C. maid; dusky at the base; the discoidal dots, quadi-ate patch,

and bands black ; bauds narrow and maculae small, but not so much so as

in C. mam; the sub-marginal band very broad towards the costa, and,

conjoined with the border of the hind margin forms a broad dark tip
;

nervures black, and more narrow than in the other forms ; cilia dark

fulvous.

Underside.—Disc luteous, the base and along the costa fuscous, and also

a fuscous border on the hind margin ; very broad at the apex, and narrow

towards the anal angle; the discoidal dots, quadrate patch, and sub-

marginal band represented as in the other forms, but the maculag less

rnn Tided : cilia ninkish-brown.
^^if

• " Ent, Mo. Mag.," IV., 53,
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Secondaries.—Anal ande rectanofular.qA^ J.WV^U«J^^j_j

Upper side.—Same colour as upper, side of primaries; dark markings,

similar to those of form B., biit less distinct, and the dark border and

sub-marginal band not confluent to^^ards the anterior margin ; cilia dark

fulvous.

Under side.—Fuscous ; the markings of the upper side repeated, but very

indistinct ; each macula of the sub-marginal band bears a pale lunule, and

has also a pale outward margin ; cilia pinkish-brown.

Fig. E. represents the upper side of the male and %. 4 the under side.

Exp.—1 inch 3*5 lines.

Hab. Kaianoi Bush, Canterburv.

mi

uncommon

before the bush was destroyed. I know of no other locality where it has

been seen or taken.

(?) G. EAIJPAEAHA.

F. Female.'—This, as stated in my former paper, I believe to be the

female of form B.

Exp.—1 inch 4 lines.

Hah. One specimen taken at KaiapoiBush and one at Fendalltown, near

Christchurch.

Time of appearance : January.

0. EOLnEXARUM, White.

Q.—I have two or three varieties, and am not quite clear as to which

Mr. Butler's description, in his ** Catalogue of Lepidoptera of New Zealand,*'

p. 3, refers. The figures 8 and 9 in plate at the end of his catalogue most

nearly agree w^ith the variety found (or formerly found, for I have not seen

it for some years past) within the city of Christchui'ch, on some flat sandy

waste ground. Mr. Butler, referring to the figures, states, ** the bands and

spots on the under- surface of secondaries have been made altogether too

dark," which is not the case with the Christchurch specimens, the latter

being generally darker than shown in Mr. Butler's figure, though some

individuals are not quite so dark.

The varieties appear to be due to locality, as the individuals of each

locality vary but little.

There are three localities where I have taken this insect, namely, Christ-

church; Drayton Station, on the plains near Mount Hutt ; spurs of mountains

near Castle Hill Station ; and the top of the Mount Hutt range—all in

the Canterbury province.
r

The distinctive characters of the varieties may be better understood by

the following tabular axTangement,
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If the Mouut Hutt or the Castle Hill form is a distmct species, as it

possibly may be proved to be, I propose for it the name of Tama, after

a traditionary Maori chief of that name ; and should it be held to be a
variety only, the name will serve to distinguish it as the mountain form.

The individuals of the Mount Hutt and Castle Hill form were taken in

places where Bonatia novcB-zcalandtcc grows, and seeing them hovering about

and settling upon patches of that plant in a manner indicathig the deposit

of their eggs, I carefully searched the plants, and succeeded in finding one
larva, of which I made a coloured drawing and wrote out a description.

The description has unfortunately been mislaid, but the drawing, a copy of

which accompanies this paper, I have preserved. From the drawing and
from recollection, I give the following description of the larva :

Onisciform
; pubescent

;
pale green ; dorsal line consisting of a dark

purpHsh-brown conical spot on the fourth and following segments, the apex
of each cone pointing towards the head and joining the base of the

preceding one at the joint of the segment, the cones margined with white

;

outside and round the white is a margin of dull red ; on the side a row of

pale pinkish obhque stripes, blended on the lower side with dull red; the red

extending thence to below the spiracles, except on the posterior side of each
segment, where a green colour intervenes and is blended with the red ; the

angles formed by the oblique stripes are shaded with a dark colour. On
the second segment is a dorsal diamond-shaped dark purplish-brown spot,

with a longitudinal streak of white in its centre. I kept the larva for

:un

imago, but, after being apparently full-fed and retreating to the root of the

food-plant, it died, without assuming the pupa state. One egg, which I

also found at the same time, did not produce a larva.

Fig, a represents the larva magnified ; fc, head front segments, also

magnified ; and c, the natural size.

The larva is so characteristic of the genus that there can be httle doubt
it would have produced a specimen of the Castle Hill form, had it Hved
and passed through its changes to maturity. I know of no other insect to

mm
fact.
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Art. XXXIV.

—

Description of new Genera and Species of Psychidae.

By E. W- Fereday, C-M.E.S.L.

Plate IX.

[Read hefore the Philosophical Lutitute of Ganterhury, Gth Decevibcr^ 1877.]

LioTHULAj n.g.

[From Xeiog " smootli," and dv\a£, " a case."]

Male.—Head small; head and thorax pilose; proboscis none; palpi

obsolete; antenna) as long as the thorax, bipectinate, the branches very

long towards the base, from whence to beyond the middle the branches

abmptly decrease in length, and thence gradually decrease to the tip ; body

robust; abdomen extending more than half its length beyond the hind

wing ; stout near the thorax and tapering thence to the tip ; legs slender

;

femora and tibiae pilose ; fore-wings diaphanous, thickly clothed with scales,

narrow, nearly straight along the costa, slightly rounded at the tips, hind

margin very oblique ; discoidal cell closed by a transverse angular nervurc,

the angle of which projects inwards ; median nervure emitting four branches,

the branches nearly ec[uidistant from each other, the second springing from

the first at the point of junction of the transverse nervure. Between the

median nervure and the inner margin are two nervures which unite in the

disc and form one nervure from thence to the hind margin ; discoidal

cell divided longitudinally by two rather indistinct veins ; hind-wings with

discoidal cell closed by a transverse irregular nervure and divided

longitudinally by a forked vein; median nervure emitting four branches,

the first of which springs from the second at about one-thhd of the length

of the latter, which is abruptly curved at its base ; the second branch about

twice further from the thu'd than from the first.

Female.—Apterous.

' I cannot, from authorities at hand, find a description of any genus of

this family entirely applicable to this insect. The nearest appears to be

the genus Meiuray described in the Catalogue of Lepidoptera in the British

Museum.

'Liothida omnivoray n.s-

Male.—Fuliginous.

Expanse of wings—l-l'S lines.

Length of body—8 lines.

HflJ.—Canterbury, New Zealand, especially in the neighbourhood of

Cliristchurch.

Fig. A represents the male perfect insect. Larva varying from light

to dark dull brown, mottled with dirty white, sometimes with a ninkish
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I

sliacTe. Head and three first segments retractile. The cases of full-fed

larvse vary in size from 1-^ to 3^ inches, long, narrow, and taj)ering,

colour varying from light to dark gi*ey, generally smooth but sometimes

ornamented "with x^ieces of twig or leaves laid on longitudinally in somewhat

regular order, inside thickly lined with fine brown silk. Tlie case is

exceedingly tough. I have tested its strength and found that fracture takes

place at 32 lbs. The larva is found feeding on all kinds of trees and shrubs,
F

both evergreen and deciduous, not even rejecting the common laurel, and I

have named the insect omnivora on that account. I noticed it first on

willow trees, when I came to the colony in 1862. Willow, wattle, and

coniferous trees appear to afford a particularly favourite food. The cases

found on the willow and wattle are generally smooth and plain, but those

on the coniferous trees are frequently embossed with small pieces of twig

and foliage laid on longitudinally in an order that seems to indicate design.

Until fully grown the larva moves about with the case from leaf to leaf

feeding with its anterior segments and j)i^okgs extruded. Attached to the

interior of the mouth of the case are silken threads which the larva, when

disturbed, di'aws so as to close the orifice. The larva before assuming the

pupa state fixes the case by repeated bindings of silk round a twig, as

shown in plate IX., on firmly attaching it to the trunk of the tree. The

larva whilst feeding suspends tlie case by a thread. The case is very small

at first, the larva commencing to form it soon after birth ; and, as the larva"

increases in size, so is the case enlarged, the larva adding to it fi'om time

to time as a mason builds a chimney. Fig. 1 represents a case fixed to

a twig of willow with the pupa skin extruded; fig- 4, a case containing a

partly-grown larva as suspeaded when at rest.

Notwithstanding the secuiity afforded by the case, a dipterous insect

(somewhat resembling a common bluebottle-fly, but not larger than a

common house-fly) is very destructive to the larva. I have found as many

as nine out of every ten cases filled with the cocoons of the fly. The fly

(fig. 2) is represented at rest on the case.

I find the cases have become much less common in my garden than

formerly, which I attribute to the increase of birds.

Fig. 3 represents a portion of the branch of a larch fir, with a case of

this insect attached. The silk wound round the branch prevented the

return of the sap, and caused an extraordinary swelling of the upper part

of the branch. It was found by Mr. James Townsend, at Christchurch.

Orophora, n.g.

[From 6po(j>)} " thatch," and ^opelv *' to bear," alluding to the case being covered

with pieces of grass in the manner of thatch.]

]!^ale.—Body stout, extremely lanate ; head small, not prominent; palpi
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obsolete
; antenuse rather longer than tlie tliorax, ciliated, tapering to the

tips ; abdomen not extending beyond the hind-wings ; fore-legs longer than

the others, slender, almost bare ; wings broad, diaphanous, thinly covered

with hah-s; fore-wings slightly concave along the costa, hardly obhqne
along the hmd margin, rounded at the anal angle ; discoidal cell closed by
a transverse anjrular nervurp. thfi a.nfrla of wTii^li nvm'a^f.Q in-nfov^G • mo/li'Q-n

nervure

bend in the second at the junction of the transverse nervure, the second

about a thh-d further from the third than from the first. Between the

median nervure and inner margin are two nervures which unite in the

from thence to the hind-mardn. Of these twonervure

nervures the one farthest from the hind-margin is hardly visible towards

the base. Hind-wings with discoidal cell closed by a transverse angular

nervure, and divided by a vein springing from the angle of the transverse

nervure enu

from the second at about a third of the length of the latter, which is

abruptly angulated at its base ; the second branch more than half further

from the third than from the first.

Female.—Apterous.

Not finding its generic characters entirely agree with any of the

descriptions in the British Museum catalogue, I have described a new genus
for this insect as above.

OropJiora toumatou, n.s.

found

Ma?^.—Ochreous grey ; the long hairs on the body and base of the

wings tinged with pale ochreous.

Expanse of wings—12'5 lines.

Length of body—5 lines.

Hab.—Canterbury plains.

Fig. B. represents the male perfect insect.

Larva.—I have never seen the larva when full-fed. Its case measures in

length about sixteen lines
; the exterior covered with pieces of stems of grass,

from a line to five Hues in length, laid on longitudinally and in the manner
of thatch ; the interior thickly hned with fine silk. The cases are found

(DiscaHa toumatou)

shrub

growing

e cases on Viscaria toumatou^ growing

Waimakaiiii. on thfi nanfpr'hnvTr T>\a^^

and I did not find any case m its earlier stage before the larva had fed up
and changed to the pupa state.
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Fig. 5 represents a larva case of this iusect affixed to a twig of Discaria

. toumatou (fig. G).

I have never met with any of these iusects on the wmg ; all my speci-

mens have been hrecl from cases.

Art. XXXY,—On the Bidterfies of New Zeala?uL By Arthur G. Butler,

F.L.S., &c. Communicated by John D. Enys, F.G.S.

Plate XII.

[Bead before the Wellington Philosophical Society^ 12th Jamiaryj 1878.]

Of the fourteen species of Ehopalocerous Lepidoptera hitherto recorded as

unq^uestionably occurring in New Zealand, exactly one half appear to be

endemic forms; of the remaining seven , six are probably of Australian

origin, or at any rate are common to Austraha and New Zealand, whilst

the remaining species is of American origin.

In the present paper it is proposed, where necessary, to give the

synonymy of each of the species, with a short description and with one or

more figures ; so that by reference to this little memoir the collector may
be enabled to recognize without difficulty any New Zealand species which

he may obtain.

Lepidoptera.

Section Rhopahcera,

The term Ehopalocera, as applied exclusively to the butterflies, is a mere
convenience, and does not (as has been falsely stated by some lepidopterists)

express any constant distinction between butterflies and moths; indeed

these groups are only to be distinguished by family characters, such as the

structure and habits of the larvse, the form and economy of the pup^, and
the habits, form of venation, or other structural peculiarities of the ima^-o *

the same characters do not hold good as distinctive marks throuc^hout the

wr

permitted to rest peacefully among the moths.

group

Butterflies therefore are not all ''club-horned,'* some have clubs, some
have filiform antennse, some have monihform and subserrated antenna. lu
the Ilespenidcd alone you have any amount of variation of structure clubs,

hooks, whips, spoons ; all mdicating a mere generic distinction and not
differing from the same organs in such families as the SphingidcB, Carieriidm,

and A(jarhtid(F.. The term FJwpaJocera therefore is used to indicate the five

highest families of the Lepidoptera—the Nymphalidw, the ErycinidcB, the

Lycmiid<B, the PapilionidcBy and the Hespeiiidce.
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As the entomologists of Australia and New Zealand do not seem

thorouglily to comx:)rehend wliy tlie Nymphalidce (and not the Pa}yilionid(F)

are now placed at the head of the butterflies, we shall here quote from Mr-

Bates's admkahle paper in the Journal of Entomology for 1864, and they

will then see that this renowned lepidopterist has arranged the five families

in a perfectly gradational and natural series. He has not followed Linnaeus

in choosing the Pajnliomdm io commence with because they are big, and

the Hesperiidce to conclude with because they are little, but he has studied

the structure of each family from the larval to the perfect condition.^

^^ Family 1. Nympiiai.id.e. Front legs imperfect in both sexes; in the

female wanting the tarsal claws ; in the male the fore tarsi quite rudimentary,

consisting of one or two spineless joints. Pupa suspended freely by the

tail.

N a. Lower disco-cellular nervulc of the hind wing perfect.

Subfamily 1. Danaince, Larvae smooth, with fleshy j)rocesses. Fore-wing

submedian nervure of the imago double at its origin. (This subfamily

includes the greater part of the Ileliconidcs of authors).

Subfamily 2. Satyrince. Larvse with bifid tails, spineless. Palpi of the

imago generally compressed and fiinged with long hair- scales.

Subfamily 3, Bra$soUn<e. Larvae generally with bifid tails, spineless.

Hind wing of the imago furnished with a prediscoidal cell.

Subfamily 4. Acvcsin(e. Larv£e studded with branched spines. Palpi of

wi

Subfamily 5. Hi Palpi

of the imago clothed with fine scales, and hairy in front.

h. Lower discocellular nervule, at least of the hind wmg, more or less

atrophied.

Subfamily 6, Kymphalince.

Family 2. ERYCiNm.^. Si: the

anterior tarsi consisting only of one or two joints and spineless.

Subfamily 1. Lihytliadn . Pupa suspended freely by the tail.

Subfamily 2. Stalaclttince. Pupa secured rigidly by the tail in an in-

clined position without girdle.

Subfamily 8. Eryciniuije. Pupa recumbent on a leaf or other object,

and secured by the tail and a girdle across the middle.

Family 3. LYC^Nm.E. Six perfect legs in female; four in male; the

anterior tarsi wanting one or both of the tarsal claws, but densely spined

beneath. Pupa secured by the tail and a girdle across the middle.

Family 4. Papilionidje. Six perfect legs in both sexes. Pupa secured

Am

1877,pp. C9-80.
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hy the tail and a girdle across tlie middle. (The true Papiliones have a
leaf-hke appendage to the fore tibioB—a character which approximates the
family to the He.speruIiB and moths.

Subfamily 1. Pievince. Abdominal margin of the hind wing not curved
inwards.

Subfamily 2. PajHlionincr. Abdominal mars:in of the hind winix curviner

inwards.

Familij 5. IIesperid.e. Six perfect legs in both sexes; hind tibicne, with
few exceptions, having two pairs of spurs. Pupa secured by many threads,

or enclosed in a slight cocoon."*

Excepting that a few sub-families have been added, this arrangement
remains in its entu-ety, and is the basis of the classification adopted by all

the rising generation of European lepidopterists.

The butterflies of New Zealand are at present restricted to three of the

five families—.Y^w/^/ta^eW^, Lijccenulce, and Papilionida.

Family Nymphalidae, Westwood
Tliis group is represented in New Zealand Ly three subfamilies—

Danainw, Satyrince^^ and XymjihalvKe.

Subfamily Danain.^, Bates.

Danais, LatreiUe,
1. Danais archippns.

Papllio archippus, Fabricius, Spec. Ins., p. 55, n. 243 (1781).

''Alis repandis falvis venis margineque albo punctato nigris : auticis

maculis apieis fulvis : habitat in America MGridionali/'f—Fair.
I have not thought it necessary to quote the full synonymy of this

introduced species : if required, it will all be found in Kirby's '* Synonymic
Catalogue.'*

Mr. Charles V. EUey, in his '' Third Annual Report of the noxious,
beneficial, and other Insects of the State of Missouri," gives the following

interesting account of the habits and earlier stages of this beautiful butterfly

(pp. 144-8). ** The species feeds upon most of the

weed or silk-weed (AsdepiasJ, and also upon dogbane (Apoajmnn), according

to some authors. It shows a wonderful dishlce, however, to the poke
milk-weed (Asdepias phjtolaccoides), and I was surprised to find that larvie

furnished with this plant would wander about their breeding-cages day after

day, and would eventually die rather than touch it, though they would
eagerly commence devouring the leaves of either A. tuherosa, eitrassavica,

cornuti, or purpurascens^ as soon as offered to them.

diff.

Journal of Entomology, No. X., pp. 176-7 (1864).

t Wlienever Fabricius was doubtful as to whether a species wa;

or South America, he seems to have put it down as South,

Hi
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" The butterflies hibernate, though whether auy but the impregnated

females survive until the milk-weeds commence to grow, is not definitely

ascertained. They commence depositing eggs hi the latitude of St. Louis

during the fore part of May. Some of the earliest developed butterflies

from these eggs begin to appear about the middle of June, and others

continue to appear for several weeks. These lay eggs again, and the butter-

flies abound a second time in October. Thus there ai'e two broods each

year, and though the first brood of larvae are hatched more uniformly and

within a more limited time than the second, the two broods yet connect by

late individuals of the first and early individuals of the second, and the

caterpillars may be found at almost any time from May to October, but are

especially abundant during late summer and early fall.

" The egg is invariably deposited on the under side of a leaf, and is conical

and delicately reticulate with longitudinal ribs, and fine transverse strise.

It is yellowish when first deposited, but becomes grey as the embryo within

developes.

*' In about five days after deposition the egg hatches, and the young

larva as soon as hatched usually turns round and devours its egg-shell; a

custom very prevalent with young caterpillars. At this stage it differs

considerably from the mature larva; it is perfectly cylindrical, about 0*12

inch long and much of a thickness throughout. The head is jet-black and

polished; the colour of the body is pale greenish-white, with the anterior

and posterior horns showing as mere black conical points, and with two

transverse-oval Wack warts, nearer together, on the first joint. It is

covered with minute black bristles, arising from still more minute warts,

six on the back, and placed four in a row on the anterior portion, and one

each side on the posterior portion of each joint ; and three on each side, one

in the middle of the joint, and two which are substigmatal, i)osteriorly.

There is a sub-triangular black spot on the anal flap, the legs are alternately

black and white, and the stigmata are made plainly visible by a pale shade

surrounding them.

*' When the young worm is three or four days old, a dusky band appears

across the middle of each joint, and by the fifth or sixth day it spins a

carpet of silk upon the leaf, and prepares for its first moult. After the first

moult the anterior horns are as long as the thoracic legs, the posterior ones

being somewhat shorter ; the characteristic black stripes show quite

distinctly, but the white and yellow stripes more faintly. After this it

undergoes but slight change in appearance, except that the colours become

brighter and that at each successive moult the horns become relatively
M

longer. them
short, as the worms frequently acquire theu' full growth within three WQeks

from hatching.
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uniler side of whatever object it may.be resting upon, and after entangliug

tliG hooks of its hind legs iu this silk it lets go the hold of its other legs and

hangs down, wdth the head and anterior joints of the body curved. In this

position it hangs for about twenty-four hours, during which the fluids of

the body naturally gravitate towards the upturned joints, until the latter

become so swollen that at last, by a little effort on the part of the larva,

the skin bursts along the back behind the head. Through the rent thus

made the anterior portion of the pupa is protruded, and by constant

stretching and contracting the larval skin is slipped and crowded backwards

until there is but a small shrivelled mass gathered around the tail. Now
comes the critical period—the culminating )3oint.

"The soft and supple chrysalis, yet showing the elongate larval form
with distinct traces of its prolegs, hangs heavily from the shrunken skin.

From this skin it is to be extricated and firmly attached to the silk outside.

It has neither legs nor arms, and we should sui^pose that it would inevitably

fall while endeavouring to accomplish this object. But the task is performed
with the utmost surety, though appearing so perilous to us. The supple

and contractile joints of the abdomen are made to subserve the purpose of

legs, and by suddenly graspmg the shrunken larval skin between the folds

of two of these joints as wdth a pair of pincers, the chrysalis disengages the

tip of its body and hangs for a moment suspended. Then with a few
earnest, vigorous, jerking movements it succeeds in sticking the horny point

of its tail into the silk, and firmly fastening it by means of a rasp of minute
claws with which that point is furnished. Sometimes severe effort is needed
before the point is properly fastened, and the chrysalis frequently has to

climb by stretching the two joints above those by which it is suspended, and
clinging hold of the shrivelled skm further up. The moment the pomt is

fastened the chrysalis commences, by a series of violent jerkings and
whii'Hngs, to dislodge the larval skin, after which it rests from its efforts and
gradually contracts and hardens.

chrv

The really active work lasts but a few

to go through with it successfully. The
i as it hangs pendent from some old

fence-board or fi-om the under side of an Asdepias leaf, it reminds one of

some large ear-drop ; but, though the jeweller could successfully imitate

the form, he might well despair of ever producing the clear pale-green and
the ivory-black and golden marks which so characterize it.

*^ This chrysalis state lasts but a short time, as is the case with all those

which are known to suspend themselves nakedly by the tail. At the end
of about the tenth day the dark colours of the future butterfly begin to

an
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bursts open near tlie Lead, and the new-born butterfly gradually extricates

un

object, allows its moist, thickened, and contracted wings to hang listlessly

from the body."

There has been much discussion as to how and when this Danais was

introduced into the Austrahan region : the evidence seems to us to he in

favour of its accidental introduction by man : * it has spread rapidly into

most of the South Pacific Islands and is now gradually establishing itself

in Papua
; if its food-plants are to be obtained throughout the Moluccas

and Malaysia, there seems to be no reason why it should not extend its

range into India or even over the whole of the old world ; oddly enough
several examples have recently tui-ned up in the British Isles.

2. Percnodaimon j)luto.

Erebia pluto, Fereday.

ibfamily Satyein^, Bi

Percnodaimon, Butler.

XII
Oreina (?) othello, Fereday, Trans. N.Z. Inst., Yni., pp. 302-4, pi. IX. (187C)

XIII

2Iale.~I)ark bronzy brown, shghtly deeper in tint towards the outer
margin

; primaries with a paler subapical area, upon which are four white-
pupilled large black ocelh ; the first three coalescent, their pupils forming a
triaugle, the fourth immediately below them

; wmgs below altogether paler
and of a greyer tint, a fifth small ocellus on first median interspace of
primaries

; secondaries with the discal area irrorated with grey, so as to
indicate a transverse irregular median Ime, and a rather wide outer border

;

body black
; expanse of wings, 1 inch 11 lines,

FemaIe.~L&rger and altogether darker than the male, a mmute addi-
tional subcostal oceUus in primaries ; expanse of wings 2 inches 1 line.

Argyrophenga, Doubledav.

8. Argyrophenija antipodum.

Hist.. XVI
(1845)

;
Gen. Dmrn. Lepid., pi. 63, fig. 6 (1851) ; Butler, Erebus and Ter-

ror, Lep., pi. 8, figs. 4-7 (1874).

Male.—Doxli greyish-brown, paler at base ; the disc of each wing covered
by a large patch of fawn-colour, that of primaries enclosing a large rounded
black subcostal bipupQlated spot, that of secondaries crossed by three
smaUer unipupiUated black spots ; fringe of prhnaries tawny, of second-
anes grey; body blackish; head, collar, and tegul^ clothed with testaceous

• See. however, Mr. W. L. Distant's paper, (Trans. Ent. Soc, London. 1877. p. 93.
et sej.)

*^
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and grey liair
;
primaries below witli the costal and basal areas greyish

;

discal area tawny, with sub -apical spot as above, bounded externally by a

reddish-brown streak which becomes black at the external angle ; costa and
apical area sandy-yellowish ; two subcostal internervular streaks and the

outer margin shining silver ; fringe ferruginous ; secondaries sandy-yellow

the veins pale yellow
; the whole of the internervular folds represented by

well-defined shining silver streaks ; a discoidal streak, and the outer margin
also silver ; costal margin white ; fringe grey ; body below grey, legs

Un
Fmnale,—Altogeth

whitish
; wings below whitish ; the discal area orange, becoming very pale

towards costa; markings as in the male, but less defined; expanse of

wings, 1 inch 8-10 lines.

Subfamily, NYiiPHALiN.E, Bates.

Pyrameis, Hiilner.

4. Pyrameis kersJiaiciL PI. XII., Fig. 1,

Cynthia kershawii, M'Coj, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., lY., vol. 1, p. 76 (1868).

Pyrameis cardui, var. P. kershawii, Butler. Erebus and Terror, Lep., p. 29 (1874).

Primaries above brown at the base; the central area fleshy-pink

clouded with fulvous, crossed by an hregular oblique black belt, a spot of

the latter divided off by a slender oblique line of the ground colour within

the discoidal cell ; apical area and outer border broadly black ; a post-

discoidal obhque trifid white patch, followed by an arched series of four

white spots, the uppermost bifid, the lowermost largest and rounded • an
indistinct sub-marginal series of hnear white markings from above the

second median branch to the costa ; fringe white, interrupted by black at

the termmations of the nervures ; secondaries brown ; the end of the cell

and the disc flesh-coloui*, clouded mth fulvous ; the costa and apex black
;

four blue-centred discal black spots ; a sub-marginal series of five fusiform

black spots, end to end; a marginal series of larger sub-conical black spots
;

fringe as in primaries ; body brown. Primaries below with the base to the

middle of the cell rosy ; the end of the cell white, bounded externally by a

trifid black bar ; the apical area varied with oHve-brown and silvery-giey
;

the whole wing clearer and brighter than above; secondaries white, clouded

own

al thh'd of discoidal cell white ; five discal ocelli

;

jst with bifid lilac centres, the first small with the

iris broad and white internally, the thhd and fourth medium-sized with

blue centres; outer border testaceous, edged with black, bounded internally

by a sub-marginal white stripe, in fr^ont of which are two interrupted

lines fill

wings, 2 inches 6 Imes
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6. Pyrameis ilea,

Papilio (n.g.) itea, Fabriciug, Syst. Ent., p. 498, n. 238 (1775) ; Donovan, Ins.

New Holland, pi. 26, f. 1, (1805.)

Vanessa itea, Godart, Enc. Meth., IX., p. 321, n. 57 (1819) ; White in Taylor's

New Zealand, pi. 2, figs. 2, 2 (1855).

Bassaris itea, HiLbner, Samml. Esot., Schmett. (1816-2-i).

Fyrameis itea, Doublcday, Gen. Diurn. Lepid., p. 202 (1819).

Primaries above witli the basal third golden-brown becoming tawny on

its external margin, bounded by a broad oblique central yellow band crossed

by the costal and median nervures and the first median branch, its inner

edge limited internally within the cell by a transverse tapermg black line

;

external area fi-om the band to the outer margin black ; a trifid yellow

oblique spot beyond the cell ; a bifid subcostal spot, and a spot above the

third median branch, white; indications of two grejish lunulated sub-

marginal lines
;
fringe between the veins white ; secondaries bright chestnut-

red, becoming golden-brown at the base and along the inner margin, the

costal area, apex, and outer margin, black ; four small rounded discal black

spots, the two outermost pupilled with lilac ; a lilac subanal streak, and
behind it a longer streak of the ground-colour, both parallel to the outer

margin
;

fringe as in primaries ; abdominal area gi-eyish-brown ; body
chiefly golden-brown ; head and prothorax greyish ; dorsum olivaceous.

Primaries below black, greyish at apex ; sub-basal area bright chestnut-

red, bounded by three black spots, two transverse and divergent within the

cell, the thu-d diffusely ovate below it ; basal area dark grey, iiTorated with
sulphur-yellow within the cell; costal area on basal area black, crossed by
numerous pale sulphur-yellow Imes ; central band sulphur-yeEow, externally

more angular than above ; an annular blue marking at the end of the cell,

followed by a sub-angulated tapering transverse pale yellow streak ; two
sub-apical white spots as above, and between them indications of two

d in black, with reddish centres spotted with black ; outer
marguial border greyish, almost white on lower discoidal and second median
interspaces, and intersected throughout by a blackish line ; fringe as above

;

secondaries oUve-brown, banded and spotted with black and dark brown^
the markings in the ceU and near the base- outlined with whitish ; the
abdominal area and outer border irrorated with greyish and lilacine ; five
more or less complete discal ocelh, hke those between the sub-apical spots
of the primaries

;
body sordid whitish, the pectus clothed with dense coar;

grey hair ; expanse of wings, 2 inches 4 lines.

;lin

se

6. Pi/rameis gonerilla.

Faj)iUo (n.g.) gonerilla, Fabricius, Syst. Ent., p. 498, n. 237 (1775) ; Donovan,
Ins. New HoUand, pi. 25, fig. 2 (1805).

Vanesm gonerilla. White in Taylor's New Zealand, pi. 2, fig. 1 (1855).
Pajpilio generilla (sic), Fabricius, Mant. Ins., p. 44, n. 437 (1787).
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Basal third of the wings above brown, external two-thirds blue-black;

primaries crossed by a nearly central angulated oblique scarlet belt which

does not reach the inner niai-gin; a trifid transverse white spot beyond the

end of the cell, followed by a series of six spots, the fifth large, the first,

second, and fifth white internally, otherwise all blue; fringes grepsh;

secondaries with the whole centre of the disc scarlet, crossed by four oval

blue-pupilled black spots in pahs, the inner pair nearest to the outer

margin ; body brown ; abdomen pale at the sides.

Primaries below brown at base, apex, and outer border, the red belt of

the upper side becoming white towards costa and yellow upon the costa,

sharply cut, excavated in front, angulated from the second median branch,

its lower extremity continued internally but abruptly interrupted by a

rounded black spot below the first median branch ; a large black patch

over the end of the cell enclosing a violet annular marking followed by a

whitish arched belt ; the succeeding white spots as above but no blue spots
;

two indications of ocelli as in P. ilea; a sub-marginal bluish-grey belt,

bounded externally by a black streak from the lower radial to the external

angle ; secondaries olive-brown varied with darker brown, slaty-grey and

whity-brown, and crossed by blackish lines indicating bands ; abdominal

and external areas ii-rorated with white ; a discal lunulated lilacine line,

bisinuated between each two ner\Trres; five discal brown ocelli outlined

with black, with reddish centres irrorated with lilacine, the two lowermost

ones best defined; body below yellowish, the pectus clothed with dense

woolly grey hair; ex^^anse of whags 2 inches 8 lines.

Diadema, Boisduvah

7. Diadema nerina.

Female.—Pa^ilio nerina, Fabricius, Sjst. Ent,, p. 509, n. 277 (1775) ; Donovan,

Ins. New Holland, rl- 27, fig. 1 (1805).

Faj)iUo iphigenia, Cramer, Tap, Exot., 1, pL LXVn., figs, D, E. (1779).

Var. PapiUo proserpina, Cramer, Tap. Esot., 3, pL CCXYIIL, figs, C, D, (1782).

Male?—Paj^a/o auge, Cramer, Pap. Exot., 2, pi. CXC, figs. A, B, (1779).

Male.—Ahove black-hrown, fringes ^^hite-varied; primaries with a large

oval white-centred shining blue patch across the discoidal and thhd median

veins ; an oblique trifid sxib-apical w^hite spot ; secondaries with a large

central white-centred shining blue patch ; body above blackish-brown, head

and prothorax white-spotted; wings below red-brown, basal area of primaries

ferruginous ; basal half of costa black spotted with white ; four black-edged

sub-costal white spots ; an oblique sub-apical white band ; external angle

broadly dark brown; a discal series of white spots and a double sub-

marginal series of w^hitish spots ; fringe white-varied ; secondaries with the

base of costa and anal area ferruj:jinous ; a diffused central transverse white
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band; a discal series of white spots and a double series of lunated sub-

marginal whitish spots ; body below red-brown spotted with white, palpi

and inner edge of femora white ; expanse of wings, 8 inches 9 Hnes.

Female.—Ahoye black-brown, fringes white-varied
;
primaries with a

more or less extended tawny patch upon and above the internal border ; an
obUque whitish band beyond the cell, more or less divided into five

elongated spots, the uppermost (upon the costal area) tinted with lilacine

;

a sub-apical whitish spot, from which a series of small rounded spots

extends across the disc ; a double sub-marginal series of interrupted

lunulated whitish spots ; secondaries crossed by a broad whitish patch
bordered with tawny or pale blue ; a sub-marginal series of spots as in

the primaries
; wmgs and body below much as in the male but redder,

with the white markings better defined ; expanse of wings, 3 inches 9 lines.

The range of this species is pecuhar : it occurs in Java, AustraHa, New
Guinea, and the Loyalty Islands. In Samoa a small representative occurs,*

of which Mr. Whitmee has recently brought home a good series exhibiting

scarcely any variation.

Dr. Semper, m his paper " Auf der Insel Yap gesammelte Schmetterlinge
und deren Verwandluugsgeschichte," says that the larva is similarly

marked in Yap, Ebon, and the Samoa Islands, lives long after it is adult,

and then becomes a pupa very abruptly. The pup® hang suspended every-
where on trees, old stones, etc., and change after twelve days. Breed in
November. It is probable that the habits of the larva of typical D. nenna
would be similar to that of Samoa.

Dr. Schmeltz, in his paper "Ueber Polynesische Lepidoptcra," expresses
the belief that the whole of the " species" (Alien) of this section of Diadema
are varieties

;
his views respecting many of the forms recently characterized

as species, show a similar tendency to lumping constant local forms which
it is melancholy to contemplate

; many of his conclusions respectmg South
Pacific species appear to be based upon an examination of series of alhed
forms from the Philippines.

Family Lycsenidae, Butler.

This family is now separated into two subfamUies—the Lycanines and
the Theclincs, to the former of which the whole of the New Zealand forms
are referable.

Subfamily Lyc^nid^, Stephens.

Lycffina, Fabricius.

8. Lyccena phcebe. PI. XII., figs. 2 and 3.

Lyc<sna pJiahe, Murray, Ent. Mo. Mag., 1873, p. 107.

* D. otahdtcB, Felder,
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Male,—Wings above dull lilacine blue with a dull brown border, widest

towards the apices of the wings ; fringe and costal area of primaries, from

the base to beyond the end of the cell, silvery-greyish ; body brown, the

thorax bluish-blaclv ; wings below x>ale greyish stone-colour ; a discal series

of whitish-bordered pale-brown spots, angulated upon the secondaries; a

sub-naarginal scries of pale brown spots, lunulate on primaries and sagittate

on secondaries, bounded internally by a white border, and enclosing an

almost marginal series of triangular pale brown spots ; a brown marginal

line ; fringes whitish ; body below whitish ; expanse of wings, 1 inch 2

lines.

This species seems to occur more or less commonly throughout Australia

and the islands of the South Pacific; it is probably the male of L. ahuliis

of Herrich-Schiiffer (described in the Stettin Zeitung for 1869), but this

point requires confirmation.

9- Lyccena oxleyi.

Lyccsna oxieyi, Felder, Eeise der Novara, Lep., IL, p. 280, pi. 35, fig. 6 (1865)-

Male,—"Wings above lilacine blue, rather brighter in tint than in the

preceding species
;

primaries with the apex and outer border rather

broadly shining dark brown ; secondaries with the costal area broadly and

the outer margin narrowly brown ; fringes of all the wings white, spotted

with brown at the terminations of the veins ; body black, the head, tegula?,

and sides of thorax clothed with grey hairs ; wings below grej-ish-brown

;

primaries glossy, irrorated towards the base of costal area with whitish

scales ; a black litura indicatmg the discocellulars, a discal oblique series of

semi-chcular black spots, angulated towards the costa ; a double sub-

marginal series of blackish spots, encircled by white scales ; fidnge as above
;

secondaries crossed by two irregular series of black spots, the inner series

near the base comi30sed of three or four small spots, the outer series

angulated, very irregular, and composed of about eight larger spots ; the

whole basal area to the second series of spots hrorated "vvith white scales

;

outer border irrorated with white with traces of sub-marginal spots ; fringe

as above; palpi, abdomen, and legs below white, pectus grey; expanse of

^ings 1 inch 1 line.

The measurements of this and the preceding species are taken fi-om

Mr. Enys' specimens.
Chiysophanus, Hiibner.

.10. Chiysophaiius holdenariim.

Lyccena holdenarum, White, Proc. Ent. Soc. Ser. 3, 1, p. 26 (1862).

Ch}-ysophanus holdenanim, Butler, Zool. Erebus and Terror, Ins. Lep., p. 29,

n. 8; pi. 8, figs. 8,9 (1874).

wn, shot with ghstening purple

ordered internally with black

il
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second ill-defined sub-marginal series not reaching the apices ; outer margin

broadly dark brown
;
primaries with a black spot towards the end of the

discoidal cell and a second at the end of the cell ; between and beyond these

three or four ill-defined orange spots ; secondaries with a black spot at the

end of the cell, bordered internally with orange more or less distinctly
;

beyond it a series of more or less defi.ned black spots, bordered externally

with orange ; body above blackish, crest grey
;
palpi white ; wings below

altogether paler
;
primaries pale tawny, the borders grey ; two spots in the

cell (the inner one sometimes obsolete), one at the end of the cell, and a

curved discal series, black, indistinctly white-edged ; a sub-marginal ill-

defined series of greyish ocelloid spots ; secondaries pale testaceous, a

broad band across the centre of the wings, two sub-basal discoidal spots

and a sub-marginal series silver-grey, white-edged ; body below white
;

expanse of wings 10 lines.

Female.—Wings above without the purple shot, excepting a more or less

strongly-defined sub-marginal line of spots ; orange spots larger, sometimes

paler, and covering the whole basal area of the wings; body as in the male

;

expanse of wings 1 inch 1 line.

This species seems to vary a good deal, more especially in the female

sex.

11. Chrysophanus salustius, Fab.

Male.—Vfings above bright shining fulvous ; veins and margins black
;

base irrorated with olivaceous; discocellulars, a discal series of spots, and

a sub-marginal series, black
;
primaries with a small spot in the cell, and

usually a second below it, black ; inner or abdominal area of secondaries

and body olivaceous ; thorax blackish
;
primaries below pale tawny, with

the costal and external borders generally sulphur-yellow, sometimes

greyish ; inner border whitish or greyish ; interno-median area grejdsh

towards the base ; sub-marginal black spots obsolescent ; remaining black

spots considerably larger than above ; secondaries sulphur-yellow or sordid

stramineous; the spots arranged as above, but greyish instead of black;

body below sulphur-yellow ; expanse of wings 1 inch 4-5 lines.

Female,—Generally paler than the male, the basal area dusky; the black

spots above united into bands, below with the ground-colour paler than in

the male, the spots usually smaller ; expanse of wings 1 inch 3 Hues.

12. Chrysophanus enysiL PL XII, figs. 4, 5, 6.

Chrysophanus enysii, Butler, Ent. Mo, Mag., XIII, p. 153 (1876),

Male.—Aho\e very like C. sahistius. Female.—Wings bright fulvous;

veins black
; a rather broad dark brown external border ; an equally

broad transverse sigmoidal discal band; base densely irrorated with
black; primaries with a smaU round snot m the cell, a slmn^v inf^mr..
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median spot, and au oblong discocellular spot, black; secondaries with

a dark brown discocellular spot; several fulvous spots on the external

border near the anal angle ; wings below much paler
;
primaries deep

ochreous
; costal area dull sulphur-yellow ; outer border brownish,

paler towards apex, bordered within, towards the external angle, by black

sjDots; discal band replaced by a row of blackish sj)ots ; basal spots

smaller and narrower than above ; secondaries stramineous, changing

towards the base to sulphur-yellow ; outer border pale clay-brown ; an

irregular narrow discal band, a sub-costal spot, the discocellulars, aud a

spot on the interno-median area, all pale clay-brown ; body above olivaceous,

the prothorax slightly fulvous ; head blackish, with the margins of the eyes

and sides of the palpi white ; body below whitish ; expanse of wings 1 inch

8 lines.

Female.—Considerably darker, the intervals between the bands reduced

to golden-orange spots, the bands and veins being deep chocolate-brown;

basal scaling more golden; wings below brighter, the secondaries crossed

by a broad, sharply-elbowed reddish-brown band, which tapers to the

abdominal margin ; an ill-defined series of conical sub-marginal spots, of

the same colour, with pale lilacine centres ; body above much brighter than

in the male ; below tinted with rosy ; expanse of wings 1 inch 3^ lines.

Male and Female, North Island.

13. Chrysophamis feredaiji^ PI. XII, figs. 7, 8, 9.

Chrysophanus feredayU Bates, Ent. Mo. Mag,, IV., p. 53 (1867.)

Extremely like C, salustius above, bxit with the black spots of the male

and the bands of the female usually rather broader ; below with the outer

border of the primaries and the whole ground-colour of the secondaries

brown, the black spots rather smaller ; expanse of wings, 1 inch 4 lines.

Family Papilionidae, - Leach.

Subfamily Pieein^, Swainson.

CatopsiUa, Hiibner.

14. CatopsiUa catilia.

Female.—Pop iZfo catilla, Cramer, Pap. Exot., 3, pL 229, figs. D, E, (1781),

Male and Female,

—

Callldryas catilla, Butler, Lep. Esot., p. 24, pL IX, figs.

7-10, (1869) ; Monogr. CaUid., p. 3, n, 3, pL 1, figs. 7-10 (1873).

Male.

—

Pajnlio Jillaria, Cramer, Pap. Exot.; 4, pi. 339, figs. A, B, (1782). .

Male.

—

Fapilio titania, Fabricius, Ent. Syst. SuppL, p. 28 (1798).

Var. Callidryas phlegeus^ Wallace, Traua, Ent, Soc. London, 4, 3rd Ser., part

3, p. 401 (1867).

Sub-sp., Female.

—

Fapilio pomona, Fabricius, Ent. Syst., 3, p. 213, n. 66o (1792).

Male,—Above witli basal ai'ea sulpliur-yellow ; the external area wbite

and slightly thickened ; the apex, and sometimes two or three spots termi-

nating the nervures towards the apex, black-brown ; below whitish-sericeous,
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witli rosy outer margin ; tlio primaries with silver-centred rosy discocelliilar

spot, and three or four oblijuely-placed strioles betv^een tli3 median and

discoidal branches ; secondaries with two connected silver- centred rosy spots

at the end of the cell, and six to seven discal lunules forming an arc round

them ; expanse of wings, 3 inches 1 line.

Female,—Above typically bright sulphur-yellow, sometimes (and gene-

rally in the Australian region) pale sulphur-yellow, almost white; the

primaries with a broad dentated, sometimes interrupted, marginal border

;

a more or less defined waved striolate discal band and discoccUular spot,

all blachish ; secondaries usually with orange-tinted external border, the

veins terminating in blackish dots ; below golden-yellow, the outer border

slightly deeper colom-ed, a rusty irregular patch (sometimes obsolete)

terminating the cells of both wings and enclosing two connected silver-

centred ocelloid spots
;
primaries with a rust-reddish discal interrupted

angulated band; secondaries with three black-centred orange lunules on

the median and interno-median interspaces ; expanse of wings, 3 inches 2

lines.

Although this species ranges from Silhet to Queensland, but little is

known of its habits. Captain Lang states that it freq[uents CatJiartocarpus

fistula.

Doubtful Species.

Subfamily Daxain.e,

Hamadryas, BoisduvaL

15. Ilamadnjas zoiliis.

Papllio zoilHS, Fabricms, Syst, Ent., p. 480, n. 1G3 (1775).

" Alls integerrimis, atris ; anticis maculis tribus, porticis disco, albis

;

habitat in Nova 'Rol\andiL''~Fahricius.

The wings are black, becoming brown towards the base ; the primaries

have three sordid whitish spots, and the secondaries have the whole central

area of the wings white.

We have never seen an example of this species from New Zealand, but
in Dieffenbach it is noted as belonging to the Lepidopterous fauna : as the

species seems to freq[ueut gloomy brushwood, it may have been overlooked
by recent exx^lorers.

Aet. XXXVI.

—

Notes on the MetamorpJwsis and Development of one of our
large Butterfiies (Danais bercnice), or a closely-allied Species.

By W. CoLENso, F.L.S.

[Read before the HawJcc Bay Philosophical Institute, 13th August, 1877.]

On the 25th January, 1876, IVIr. Huntley, of Meeanee (a member of tliis

society), sent me some insect larvae, apparently of a butterfly, in a box. In
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the letter wliich accompanied them, Mr, Huntley says :—''I send you some
caterpillars gathered from ' cotton plauts ' in a neighbouring garden, grown
from seed sown about two years ago. My attention was first drawn to

them yesterday by a lady in the garden, she having gathered at least forty

of them on her cherished row of ' cotton plants.' The most extraordinary

thing seems to be that, although they made a large quantity of vegetable

debris (more than a silk-worm), the leaves of the * cotton plants ' show no
signs of having been eaten ; and, further, there is nothing in the neidibour-

hood of the said plants upon which the caterpillars could possibly feed.

These I send you I gathered myself from the plants—breaking off the twigs

on which the caterpillars were clinging without disturbing them. I send

also with them the important parts of the plant from which they were
gathered. I shall be glad to know whether the caterpillars will eat what is

in the box."

Unfortunately, when I received the box on the followmg day, the 26th,

there was scarcely a vestige of vegetable matter remaining in it, save the

woody fibrous parts of the small branches or twigs, and the ends (petioles)

of a few hard leaf stalks, with a very small bit of a green capsule having
the remains of soft spines, somewhat resembling that of a young one of

Datura stramonium; and also a large amount of '* vegetable debris'' (fa?ces).

Of the four larvae, however, three were aHve and very active, apparently

ravenously hungry. I immediately procured them leaves of various plants,

both indigenous and exotic—f/*;<r., sow thistle (Sonchus oleraceus), ngaio

(Myoijorum Icetum), Cape gooseberry (Phjsallsj, Arthropodium cirrhatum,

DodoTKBa viscosa, Entelea arborescens, Coprosma lucida, Veronica (species),

Acacia (species), Geranium, roses, laurustinus, laburnum, flowering currant,

Cordyline, and of clovers and grasses ; but nothing I offered suited them
they would not eat.

These larvae appeared to be of gregarious habit ; two of them were
much larger than then* companion, the thu^d, being about two inches long,

and of pretty uniform thickness throughout, each having six fore-legs (verte)

and eight hiud ones ; the body smooth, transversely and alternately striped

or banded with bright yellow lilac and white, each having in all eleven yellow
stripes, while on each side of the yellow stripe was (1) white, (2) narrow
lUac line, (3) white, (4) broad lilac band nearly a line in width, (5) white,

(6) narrow lilac line, (7) white, (8) yeUow ; so that between each of the
eleven yehow transverse bands, were seven other bands and hues of lilac

and white, which were clearly distmguishable when the animal stretched
itseK out in crawling

; the feet and beUy of the larv^ were of a dark-blue
almost a blue-blackish colour ; the head was regularly striped across with
lilac and white

;
it had two antennae or horns near its anterior end, which

were also bluish-black and nine lines long, cyHndrical, soft and flexible -
it
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had also two spinous processes near its tail, •which were three lines long

and soft. The larvse were all very active, and kept incessantly moving

their long flexible antennae, or feelers, in all directions ; in this respect

more resembling those of a wasp or hornet, or some irascible perfect insect.

On the 27th January, the biggest larva (No, 1) commenced spinning a

Mnd of fine web, by which it suspended itseK by the tail only, and with no

silky band around its body, in a box with a glass top, in which I kept them.

The second large one (No. 2) did the same on the following day, January

28th, while the small one (No. 3), which I saw was not fully matured (and

was apparently passing an uncomfortable kind of life, through its not

having any proper food), did not enter into its pupa state until the 31st of

January, or early on the 1st of February-

No. 1 emerged from its pupa state on the 15th of February; No. 2 on

February 16th; and No. 3 on February 18th, being also imperfectly

developed and of smaller size ; so that 19-20 days is the time taken for its

transformation, from its entering into the pupa state and its emerging a

perfect insect.

The pupa was an elegant object, being 10-11 lines long and 6 lines wide

(at its widest part), smooth, and of a jiale pea-green colour, somewhat resem-

bling in outline a small acorn in its cup, the stem of the cup (or calyx)

being the produced point and the web by which it was suspended. Around

the lower part of the pupa (as hanging) was a row of small circular dots, of

a pale gold colour, ha^ing a metallic ghstening appearance ; while around

the pupa in its widest part, and standing out a httle from it, was a ridged

crest or band, porcated towards the edge, which was crenulated ; this,

above,, had also that metallic ghstening appearance, while underneath, and

seen hoxa below, it was intensely black.

The accompanying wood-cut represents (a) the

pupa, natural size, and (h) the ridged band, seen

from below, magnified.

I have not unfrequently seen an ear-ring of green-

stone worn by the Maoris of exactly the same hue of

green as these pupsB.

But, if I was pleased with the elegant and unique

appearance of the chrysalis, I was much more so with

what I unexpectedly saw afterwards. I had watched

them pretty narrowly, and when I foujid that No. 1 had quitted its pupa
state on the 15th February, I watched No. 2 closely, and on the day after

(the 16th) I was rewarded and gratified in seeing the perfect insect break

forth into active life I I gazed with astonishment, and was almost spell-

bound—^rivetted, as it were, forhaK-an-hour ; and never have I seen a more
interesting living gorgeous spectacle—one which I can never for<jet.
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It broke through its pupa case at the top part, near the head and back of
the imago, the case (in every instance) sphtting longitudinally for two-thirds
of its length into three segments, and then the insect moved its legs a little

and got out of its prison, and held fast. At this time it appeared almost
wingless, or with two tiny transversely-folded, squeezed-up plaits (like

pigmy epaulettes) on its shoulders. These soon began to move, to descend,

growing larger, and progressing downwards in an astonishing manner
soft, damp, limp, and wavy, their colours prismatically ghstening hke silk

velvet, and at first falling in graceful folds, plaits, and rumples, without the
least approach to stiffness. As its wings were mysteriously and silently

grew

natural size, but not at first.

growm
fast—evolvmg from nothmg ! by some occult hidden power. It was not,
for mstance, like water (a spring) welling forth fi-om a mountain's side over
green moss, for there was the hidden quantity or mass—here there was
nothing behind, and yet it evolved and grew !

win
attamed to their full size, after which they very soon stiffened, and became
riorid.

'kin

but, sic transit! the surpassing glory—that gorgeous pristine excellence
which had so spell-bound me, was, as an object, gone for ever—never,
however, to be forgotten while memory remains.

I have seen, at various times, many plants and flowers unfoldin
opening, bursting forth into bloom and beauty—have watched the evolution
of some of our elegant tiny ferns, the rapid growth and change of some
fungi, and the wonderful and beautiful bhth of the ephemeral day-lily,

when it unrolls its gorgeous petals to the morning sun ; but all that I have
seen of that description pales and fades before this—the birth, the amazingly
rapid growth, and the beautiful and mysterious development of this butterfly.

Words
" A thing of beauty is a joy for ever. 11

About four years ago, I heard from one of our members (Mr, Meinertz-

Waimar On
nin

than once seen in my travels in New Zealand many years before. Shortly
after that I saw a pah of them flying here on the hiU-side, at Napier •

other specimens were also caught much about the same time, one, or more
of which are now m the Museum of the Athenseum in this town. And Mr.
Meinertzhagen, and subsequently Mr. Huntley, found fi-om the Maoris
that they knew the insect well.
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W Waimarama
butterfly, in Yol. VI. of tlie " Transactions of the N.Z. Institute." In that

paper Mr. Fereday mentions two species (or varieties) D. eripjms and D.

arcldi^ims, specimens of both being in the Canterbiuy Museum. The
former, B. erippiis, having been sent from Melbourne

; the latter, D.

arcTiippus, from San Francisco. Mr. Fereday doubts our New Zealand
butterfly being distinct from D. erippiis ; at the same time be prefers gi\ing

it tbe specific name of beremce—v,^liich has superseded that of erijjpus in

some published catalogues.

Mr. Fereday fiu-ther says, that Mr. Nairn, of Poureerere, had found
some larvae of this insect on plants. of Gomplwcarpus ovata growing in his

garden. It is not at all unlikely that the '' cotton plants," whence Mr.
Huntley obtamed his specimens, were a species of Gomphocarpus, from the

scrap of a spinous capsule, or follicle, I found remaining in the box ; but
the leaves were long and lanceolate, as I subsequently found from Mr.
Huntley. I know several species of Gomphocarpxis, but none bearing the

specific name of ovata.

From a portion of a newspaper lately received fi-'om a friend, I find that

our butterfly, or a species very nearly allied to it, was represented, in two
very fair characteristic cuts, in the ** Australian Sketcher," of July 12,

1873, under the name of Danais archippus, on the authority of Professor

McCoy of Melbourne, where it had been lately captured, who says it is

found very commonly in America from Canada to Brazil ; but only of late

Queensland

Wales

I venture, however, to doubt our insect being identical with the Aus-

trahan one, as therein represented and described; there seems a sli^^ht

difference in its markings, and a still greater one in its colour. Those
diflTerences, however, may be only sexual ones. Should it hereafter prove,

on full examination and comparison of specimens of both sexes, to be

distinct from both the AustraJian and American insects, I trust it will

have, and retain, the name of Danais novm-z€alandi<B.
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Art. XXXVII.

—

On a new Species of Trapdoor Spider from Xew Zealand,

By the Eev. 0, P. Ca:mbrtdge, A.M., C.M.Z,S., Hon. Member N.Z. Inst.

Plate X.

[Read before the Otago In^tituU, Wi October, 1877.]

In the year 1874 I received from Capt. Hutton an adult female example of*

Nemesia (found at Oamaru), but upon which, owing to its damaged condition,

no reliable opinion could be formed. In the following year Capt. Hutton

again forwarded me several females of the same species, from the same

locality, with some particulars respecting their habits and nests observed

by Mr. E. Gillies, and the welcome information that that gentleman

purposed to record his numerous observations in a paper to be read before

the Otago Institute. These specimens were also much damaged before they

reached me, but, so far as they aflforded means of determination, I w^as at

first inclined to think that they comprised two very nearly allied, but

probably distinct, species. In another bottle of various spiders, received at

the same time and from the same locality, there was an adnh male example

(in excellent condition) of a Xewesia, which I have but little doubt is the

male sex of the species to which the females that accompanied it belong.

More recently still, Capt. Hutton has kindly sent me eight or nine adult

females and numerous immature ones (mostly in good condition), upon the

several nests of which Mr. Gillies' long and interesting 2)ai>er has been

published,! I have come to the conclusion, after long and rejpeated exam-

inations and comparisons with each other, that, in spite of a considerable

difference in size, all these examples (received at the various times mentioned

above) belong to one and the same species, upon which I beg to confer the

name of its discoverer, and to call it Nemesia giUiesii,

From Mr. Gillies' paper (I.e., p. 225) I understand that the nest

—

No. 1, pi. viii. (I.e.)—is supposed to have belonged to .one of the female

examples first sent to me by Capt. Hutton. Tliis nest is of a decidedly

different type from all the rest, having a branch issuing from near the

middle, and furnished not only with a door to the main tube, but with an

inner door or valve at the entrance to the branch. All the other nests are,

although slightly varied in some characters, of one type^ consisting of a

* The spiders referred to in this paper are very nearly allied to, and perhaps identical

with, the genus Pholenon (L. Koch. Die Arachniden Australiens, p. 471, pi. xssvi., fig,

dt changed to ArhanitiSt 1. c, p. 491). The distinction, however, from Nemesia consists

cliiefly, if not wholly, in the denticulation of the tarsal claws, and seems scarcely

important enough to reLjuii-e the formation of a distinct genus ; especially as in the

present species (which is quite a different one from that described by Dr. Koch) the

denticulation of the tarsal claws of the female differs from that of the male.

t
'* Tians. N.Z. Inst," YIIL, pp. 222-262, pi. Ti.-Tiii.

Kl
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single tube with an outer door (of the wafer kind). One uest (fig. 6, pi.

wi
and from its position and character I feel Kttle douht that, at first, it formed
part of the main tube, but owing to some cause or "other—perhaps from
filling or choking up—it became useless, and then the spider contuiued its

nest in another direction. I have had an instance of this, not long since,

_ it, and, more
recently still, in several found at Blosworth, and also others fi-om Hamp-
stead near London.

It appears that the only example of the douhle-door branched type of nesl

mi
of his servants. I am, therefore, inchned to believe that there has been a
mistake in regard to its having been the nest belonging to one of the female
spiders sent to me by Captain Button ; for aU of these spiders are certainly
identical with those found in nests of the other type identified by Mr.
Gillies himself, and received since from Captain Button. In absence of
the clearest proof to the contrary, I take it that the different types of nest
furnish decided characters of conclusive specific value. This, at least, is

the result of the long and careful observations made in the south of France
by the late Mr. Moggridge, all of whose materials, both spiders and nests,
are in my possession, and have been the subject of repeated consideration
and examination.

From Mr. Gilhes' remarks (I.e., p. 226), he does not appear to have
seen any nest with a true cork-door. All those found in New Zealand, as
yet, are evidently of the ivafer-lid kind ; hds of this kmd vary a good deal
in their thiclmess, but cannot be mistaken for a moment for the true cork-
lid, which fits into the openmg of the tube as into a socket; while the
wafer-hd shuts upon or over the opening ; although in some species there
is a portion of the middle of the lid which may enter slightly into the
orifice.

^Yith regard to the enlargements in the nest, I do not think this of specific

« There seems to be some little confusion, however, here in Mr. GUHes' paper.

5-10.

lines 3-9, from top of page, with p. 227. lines

From a letter received from Mr. Gillies since this paper was printed, I nnderstand
that the confusion aUuded to was occasioned by the misprint (p. 227, line 6 from the top)
of a figure 1 mstead of 6. This does not, however, remove my conviction that I have
not yet seen the spider by which the nest delineated in fig. 1, pi. ^ii, ^.^3 constructed
Jlr. Gillies tells me that some of the spiders captured by him were sent to Paris and
others to Dr. Filhol

;
it is therefore possible that among these may have been themaker of the nest alluded to, as well as the e::ample with a " peculiarly lar<^e and broad

cephalo-thorax." See Mr. GiUies' paper, p. 225. and r.. nl«..L..-„„ I A ° ^"^™
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peculi Mr. Gillies

lias i^roliably found out their true significance—that is, as receptacles for

the egg cocoons. Perhaps the swelling of the egg cocoon, as the eggs

advanced towards maturity, may, in some instances, have tended to increase

the enlargement.

In making these observations on the nests of New Zealand trapdoor

spiders, I have not had any examples of the nests before me ; but from Mr.

Gilhes* paper, I conclude that he has had evidence of one nest only (ph

viii., fig. 1) of the double-door branched wafer-lid type, all the rest being

singh-door unbranclied wafer-lid nests ; the latter, however, presenting some
small variations in curvature, and in the enlargement of a portion to receive

the (^gQ cocoon. All the spiders received by myself, I conclude, from their

structural and special characters, to be, as before observed, of one species

only, which varies cliiefly in size; the varieties of depth, continuity, and
confluence of markings not being of specific value. The real maker of the

nest (fig. 1, pi. viii.,) I conclude, therefore, to be yet undetermined. This

is a point for future research, and upon which I think Mr. GilHes may be

able to find further evidence.

Should Mr. Gillies kindly honour me with any more materials, I would

ask for the nests, and the spiders found in them, to be in every histance

carefully labelled and kept separate from all others.* It is most probable

that there are several species of trai:)door spiders in New Zealand. Mr.

GilHes speaks of one with a ''pecuharly large and broad cephalo-thorax "

(1. c, p. 225). No such example w^as contained among those sent to me;
but this character (unless produced by an accidental crush) would certainly

be of specific value, in spite of the most exact similarity of the nest to that

of others ; for at present I take it, that although a different type of nest is

conclusively specific in its value, yet all nests of exactly the same type are

not necessarily so, since spiders of even different genera (Cteniza and

; —viz., unbranched siwjle-door corkAid.

and to these, I beheve, I may add a species of another genus Idiops

(I. ST/riaciiSj Cambr.) as also a fabricator of a nest of this type.

di£f.

shown

sought. So far as I am aware, the males of trapdoor spiders are not

* The spiders last; sent to me by Capt. Hutton were indeed carefully separated and
labelled, with notes on the labels, referring to the numbers of the nests in Mr. Gillies*

paper
; but owing to the fracture of several of the larger bottles, the whole package was

BO soaked in spirit, that some of the labels had come off, and the writing on others was
quite megible. A single number written on a small piece of parchment, and placed inside

:un

:hmi
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always found in a tubular nest, but frequently in holes, crevices of banks,

walls, mounds of rubbish and stones, as well as under logs of wood, and

beneath loose bark, sometimes also in dark out-buildings, and often wander-

ing about at night.

The following is a detailed description of one of the si:)iders last received

from Captain Hutton, and belonging to one (though, fi'om the cause men-

tioned in a note to p. 283, it is uncertain to which) of the nests figured by Mr.

Gillies. I have selected it out of the eight or nine examples received as a

type of the species, from its medium size, as well as because in its colours

and markings it is intermediate between the darkest and most confluently

marked, and the Ughtest and least confluent specimens. To this description

I have also added one of the male spider, which (as before observed) I

consider to be that sex of the species to which the female spider described

belongs ; and I beg to return my best thanks both to Mr. Gillies and Capt.

Ilutton for their kindness in sending me the materials for these observations

and descriptions.

[P.S.—A point is mentioned in Mr. Gillies's paper (pp. 251-253) upon

which I have, as yet, made no remark, chiefly because it is at present to

me, as it is also to him, quite inexplicable—I allude to the nests which have

been found covered and hermetically sealed up on the outside with clay or

soil, and yet with the spider alive inside. Subsequent observations made
by Mr. Gillies confirm the fact of this extraordinary seahng-up, which he
attributes to the male spider. But for Mr. Gillies having suspected and
searched in vain for a second tube with another external opening, I should

have suggested this as a solution of the mystery.]

Family Ther.vphosides.

Genus Nemesia, Latr.

Neynesia f/iUiesii, sp. nov.

Adult Female.—LQugth, from 7 to 16 lines, exclusive of the falces. Tlie

lengtli of the example descriLed below is intermediate between these two
extremes—12 lines. The cephalo-thorax is of an oblong oval form, truncated

imi r one.

The thoracic portion is rather depressed, but the caput is elevated and
tolerably well rounded above. The nonnal grooves and indentations are

strong, especially the one which marks the junction of the caput and thorax.

The ocular area is of a transverse oval form, slightly elevated and rouaded •

there are a few erect black bristles on this part, a single line of the same
along the middle of the caput, and some stronger curved ones on the clypeus

immediately in front of the ocular area ; one in particular being much longer
than the rest, more tapering, and somewhat sinuous.

The colour of the cephalo-thorax is dark yellow-brown, tliicklv clothed
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with coarse aclpressecl dull sandy-grey x^uLescence, tlio ocular area being

almost all black. The eyes are eight in number, seated on a slight oval

eminence close to the fore extremity of the caput, and forming a transverse

rectangular figure, -wiiose longitudinal is rather less than half its transverse

diameter. They are rather unequal in size. The four largest form the

four corners of the quadrangle, those at its anterior corners being the

larger ; the two next in size are seated in a transverse line in the centre of

the quadrangle ; and close to the inner side of each posterior eye, but not

quite contiguous to it, is another of a yellowish-white colour and flattened

form, contrasting strongly with the dark hue of the rest.

The legs are strong, rather short, of a brownish-yeUow colour, and

furnished with hairs, bristles, and spines. The latter a^re most numerous,

though shortest and most robust, on the metatarsi and tarsi of the third

and fourth pairs—those on the third pair bemg on the upper and lower

sides, while they are underneath only on the fourth pair ; the spines on the

first and second pairs are beneath the tibi^ and metatarsi, and are longer

and less strong than those of the two hinder pairs. The genual joints of

the thhd pair are furnished with short strong spines, but the number does

not appear to be constant—varying from three to (in one example) eight,

and sometimes differing, by one or so, on the opposite sides of the same

spider; no example, however, out of twelve adults examined, is entirely

without spines on this joint ; the tibi^ also of the third pair have a single

short strong spine on the outer sides. In one specimen, however, (that of

which the genual joint had ciylit spines) the tibiiB had twoy in another with

seven on the genua, the tibiae had three; and in another there were three on

the genua with two on the tibi^. The tarsi terminate with three strong,

curved claws, those of the superior pair are the strongest, and are furnished,

BO far as I could ascertain, with three teeth on the under side of the hinder

portion, near the middle; the central tooth being much longer and stronger

than the one above and below it, but the denticulation of these claws seems

to vary a little on the different legs. The tarsi and metatarsi of the first

and second pau's are furnished beneath with a broad and comj^act scoi)uIa.

The relative length of the legs is 4, 1, 2, 3. HhQ palpi are short and strong,

similar in colour to the legs, furnished with hairs and bristles, and a few

lon^ tapering spines beneath the radial joint; the digital joint has a broad

compact scopula beneath its whole length, and terminates with a single

curved

3 falces

with

sandy-grey hairs mixed with strong dark liairs and bristles, and -with

group of short strong spines on the upper side of then: fore extremity.
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The maxilla; are strong, slightly curved, divergcut, and cylindrical in

form, furnished with bristles and hairs, and a group of very short deep red-

brown tooth-hke spines at their hinder extremity, just above the labium.

The labium is short, convex in front, of an oval form, broadly trimcated

at its apex ; it is of a red-brown colour, the apex being of a yellow hue.
The sternum is somewhat, oblong, broader behind than m front ; the fore

extremity being deeply indented for the reception of the labium, and the
hinder extremity obtusely pointed, the surface is strongly convex, hairy,

and covered with very minute tubercular granulations.

The abdomen is large, hairy (the colour of the haks being sandy-gi-ey,

mixed with others of a darker hue), of an oval form, very convex above, of

a dull yellow colour, marked on the upper side with transverse curved black,

more or less broken stripes, which run down over each side. These stripes

are composed of more or less confluent black spots, and are, some of them,
broken off in the middle, leaving an hidistinct longitudinal central duU
yeUow band. On the fore half of the abdomen the stripes are more con-
fluent than on the hmder half ; the under side has an hregular strongly

mi
at its fore extremity. The spmners are four m number, short and strong

;

those of the superior pair are three-jointed and upturned ; the basal jouit

being much the longest and strongest. The genital aperture consists merely
of two strong transverse contiguous labia. In one or two eynmnlps +,lio

with

some small variety in the extent and clearness of the transverse stripes in
different examples. In very yomig specimens the stripes are shnply rows
of spots. Notwithstanding the great difference of size, I cannot find any
other rehable specific variation iii either of the twelve adults, and numerous
immatur

Adult male.—Length (exclusive of the falces) 6i lines ; the only example
examined of this sex is of a generaUy lighter and clearer yeUow ground
colour than the female, and the fore part of the caput is narrower, giving
the cephalo-thorax a more regularly oval form ; the normal grooves and
furrows (especially those which mark the union of the caput and thorax) are
strongly marked with reddish-brown

; the caput also has two longitudinal,
nearly parallel, brown lines, running from the eyes to the thoracic junction,
where the other markings also converge, and give the cephalo-thorax a
radiated appearance. The cephalo-thorax is clothed with dull, sandy-grey
adpressed hah-s, and there are some erect bristles on the caput similar to
those of the female.

The relative size and position of the eyes is the same as in the female,
although rather more cIosrIv D-vnnno/7 fr.n-r.+i.^,.
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The hf/s are longer, but their general armature is similar. The tai'sal

claws, however, are quite differently denticulated, four small teeth on the

under side of the anterior half being followed by two much longer cm-ved

ones and another small one. The tibiae of the first pah' are also pro-

imi

the inner side, two nearly black protuberances, of which the hinder one is

much the largest and rather of a curved form ; the extremities of these

protuberances are slightly denticulated, and the metatarsi of the same pair

of legs are curved in a sinuous form. The paljn are rather long, and the

radial joint is abnormally large and tumid, being of a nearly oval form

;

rather underneath on the outer side is a strong ridge-like protuberance,

armed with numerous short tooth-hke black spines ; and immediately in

front of this is a corresponding depression, of which the upper edge is

furnished with some very minute black denticular spines ; the digital joint

is not very large ; its margins are dark red-brown and somewhat corneous,

and its fore extremity is strongly emarginate, with a largish lobe on the

inner side and some strongish spines and bristles. The palpal organs con-

sist of a nearly globular but rather flattened corneous lobe prolonged i]ito a

long curved tapering process, whose extreme point is rather twisted but not

very sharp. When at rest, this process extends backwards, reaching to

about two-thirds of the length of the radial joint, the point however having

a strong outward du'ection. The abdomen is small, of a narrow oval form

but strongly convex above ; its markings are similar to those of the female,

'nun

abdomen has a more sjpotty a^jpearance.

(with

Captain Hutton, in 1875, in some bottles of various other spiders, labelled

same

two females mentioned.

Desceiption of Plate X.

Fig. 1- Nemesia gilUesH (female) : «, spider a little enlarged; c, ditto in

profile; rf, eyes from behind; it, extremity of tarsus of right leo- of

fourth pair of legs from outer side, showing tarsal claws ; Z, natural

length of spider.

Fig. 2. Nemesia gilliesii (male): 6, spider enlarged; g^ cephalo-thorax

and falces in profile
; /, right palpus from outer side ; in, extremity

of tarsus of right leg of fourth pair of legs from outer side, shomn^^

the tarsal claws ; h, natural length of spider.
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Art, XXXVIII.—S^cont? Note on tie Maori Rat,

By Prof. F. "W. Hutton.

[Bead hefore the Otago Institute, 7th August, 1877.]

Last

im in a cave, alono: with

Beiigcr. This specimen consists of the skeleton nearly complete, and the

diied sldn with a few haii's on it, A comparison of its skull with those

from Shag Point, descrihed in my former paper ''' left no douLt as to its

being the true Maori rat, so that I am now able to add a httle more to our

knowledge of this animal. The following are the principal dimensions

:

Inches.

Length of the skull 1-34

snout to root of tail . • . . . . 4.00 (about)

• • . •„ of tail

„ of hind foot '87

4*75 (perhaps rather more)

There are thirty caudal vertebrae, but one or two at the end may be wanting.

The hair on the belly is whitish, that on the back and sides mouse-grey,

but all the colours may have been bleached. It will be seen that the

measurements and colour correspond very well with a small specimen o*

the black rat (Mas rat I us,J

Art. XXXIX.

—

Notes on the New Zealand Myriopoda in the Otago Museum,

By Prof. F. W. Hutton.

Plate XI.

\^Eead hefore the Otago Institute, 5th June, 1877.]

Cermatia smithii^ Newport. Ann. Nat. Hist. XIII., p. 96.

Hab. Auckland.

Henicops impressus, sp. nov.

Head broadly ovate, narrowed towards the front, with an elevated

margin behind, and an impressed curved transverse line, convex backward,

on the top before the eyes ; space between the antennae concave. Dental

lamina with eight acute teeth. Antennae tomentose, with 34-80 joints.

Segments 15 (without the head), alternately large and small; but the small

segment between the 7th and 8th, and between the 14th and 15th, absent

;

each segment with a raised margin. Above olive-brown, generally more or

less mai'bled with black; legs pale bluish; feet yeUow. Under surface of

* " Trans. N.Z. Inst.," IX., p. 348.
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head and region of anus reddish. Some scattered hau's on the legs.

Length, -6 inch,

Hab. Dunedin and Queenstown,

It is astonishing with what rapidity this creature runs.

Connocephahis violaceus, Newport. Linn. Trans., XIX., p. 421.

Hah. WeUington,

I have not seen any species of Cormocephalas from the South Ishind.

Himantarium ferniaineus, sp. nov. Fiff. 1.

Head suh-c^uadrato, longer than broad ; anterior margin slightly convex,

sides nearly straight, posterior margin straight. Antennae approximated,

moniliform, finely pnbescent. Body composed of about 110 segments,

which retain nearly the same breadth throughout. Basal article of the

last pair of legs deeply and coarsely punctate, both above and below. Prae-

aual scale rather attonnated behind, and with a straight margin. Entirely

pale red; antennae rather lighter. Legs smooth. Length, 4-3 inches.

Breadth, *1 inch.

Hab. Wellington and Inch Clutlia.

One specimen has abnormal antennse of only 12 joints, and the 10th

and 11th joints are vasiform.

Himantarium morbosus, sp. nov. Fig. 2.

Head elongate, convex on the sides ; anterior margin sinuated, posterior

straight; its length equal to about twice its breadth. Antenna? approxi-

mated, moniliform, hairy. Body composed of about 40 segments. Basal

article of the last pair of legs smooth above, pimctured below. Pra)-anal

segment rather longer than broad. Pr^e-anal scale rounded. Pale reddish-

yellow; head and antennae ferruginous. Legs hairy. Length, 1*85 inch.

Breadth, '07 inch near the head, tapering posteriorly.

Hab. Wellington and Dunedin.

lulus (Spirostreptus) antijwdarum, liie^lfori; Bieff. N.Z., II., p. 270. Fig. 3.

Head smooth, emarginate anteriorly, deei)ly excavated behind the

antennae. Antennre of seven joints, the last very small, the third rather

longer than the second, the 4th, 5th, and Gth snbeciual, vasiform, con-

tracted at the base ; all the joints from the 3rd tomentose. Eye-patch

sub-eUiptical, eyes in three rows of 8, 7, and 6 respectively. Segments 54.

The first rounded in front, with the lateral points blunt. Latero-posterior

portion of each segment with fine distant obhq^ue stri^, which are more

distinct on the anterior portion of the body than on the posterior, and are

very indistinct in tlie young. Remainder of segments smooth, with a

shallow pore at each side, Pr^e-anj^l segment rounded. Variable in colour
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from pale to dark brown, with the segments sometimes uniform, sometimes

darker in front. Legs yellowish. Length, 1*3 inch.

Hah. Wellington, Dunedin, Clyde, Preservation Inlet.

A very common sj^ecies. When put into alcohol it stains it a dark

purple,

lulus (Spirostrepius) striatus, sp. nov.

Head smooth, emarginate anteriorly. Antennse tomentose, 7-jointed,

the 2nd the longest, the 3rd to the 6th sub-equal- Segments 47, the

posterior half of each with fine distant longitudinal stride on the dorsal

and lateral surfaces; anterior portion smooth. Lateral margin of first

segment rounded. Prre-anal segment terminating in a slightly obtuse

rounded point, not passing the anal valves. Upper surface brown, paler

below. Length, '4 inch.

Hah. Dunedin.

lulus herardij Walck. (Gervais, Apteres, IV., p, 333), is a very different

species, which I have never seen.

Polydesmiis (Oxyurus) serratusy sp. nov.

Antennse tomentose, 7-jouited; the 2nd and 3rd equal, and longer than

4th and 5th, the 7th very small. Top of the head pentagonal; face

with a few scattered hairs, smooth. Segments smooth, the sides of each

produced into a strong keel, which extends backward on each side in an

acute curved angle. Pras-anal segment terminating in a blunt point, with

scattered white hairs; the inferior semicircular slightly toothed. Dkty
white, with a more or less distinct brown dorsal stripe; under surface

white. Length, '4 inch.

Hab. Dunedin.

the

(Oxyurus)

Ant

4th, which are subequal. Segments 18 or 19, the same as in the last, but

the angles on each side spring more suddenly from the posterior margin,

Pra)-anal plates as in the last. Dark reddish-brown. Length, '65 inch.

Hub, Queenstown.

Named after Mr. J. S. Worthhigton, of Queenstown.

Fohjdcsmus (SlronyylosomaJ gcrvami, Lucas, Hist. Anim. Artie, Apt.,

p. 525; Gervais, Apteres, IV., p. 118. Fig. 4.

Hab. Dunedin, Preservation Inlet.

New Zealand specimens agree so well with the description of this Aus-
tralian and Tasmanian species, that I have no hesitation in conslderhig

it as tire same. P. novartB, Humbert and Sauttare (Yerhandl. Zool. Bot.

Gesellsch. in Wien, 1869, p. 689), ia very closely allied, ifnot identical with
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it. It is very common about Dancdin, wliere we fiucl not only specimens

resembling the type in colour, but also a variety of a pale rose-red, marbled

with white, and with white legs. The specimens from Preservation Inlet

are entirely blacldsh-brown.

The length is about an inch, and the number of segments is 19, not

including the head and anus. It has 29 pairs of legs, the 2iid, 3rd, and

4th segments having only one pair. The 2nd and 3rd joints of the antennas

are equal and longer than the 4th, 5th, and 6th.

Polydesmus ( Strongylosoma) viacrocephala^ sp. nov.

Antennas 7-joiuted, all finely pubescent ; 4th and 5th the shortest-

First segment smaller than the head ; lateral margins rounded. Segments

smooth, very slightly keeled on each side. Pras-anal segment terminating

in a blunt point without any hairs ; the inferior semi- circular with a

longitudinal keel. White with pale brown spots and vermiculations.

Length, "6 inch.

Hah. Dunedin.

Craspedosoma trisetosa, sp. nov. Fig. 5.

Antennae 7-jointed, reaching back to the 7th segment ; the first and

last joints short, the 3rd longest. Eye-j)atch pyriform; eyes in four rows,

of 6, 6, 5, and 4 respectively. Segments 32, finely granulated on the

back, and with a dei:)ressed longitudinal Une down the centre ; the lateral

marf]^ins straight. Each segment with three long bristles on each side,

springing from tubercles, of which the lowest is the largest, and the highest

the smallest. Antennae and legs with short hairs. Head yellowish, with a

dark band between the antennae. Eyes and antennae dark brown. Segments

blackish-brown, each with oblique bands of olive before and behind the

setiferous papillae. Legs pale yellow, marked with dark brown on the last

two or three joints. Occasionally it is brown, marbled with olive. Length

1 inch.

Hab. Dunedin.

Sphcerothei'ium leiosomiis, sp. nov. Fig, 6.

Head sparingly, coarsely, irregularly punctured, with a deep central

transverse depression at the posterior margin, and a few short bristles in

front. Antennae slightly setose, six-jointed ; the last joint cylindrical,

roimded at the tip. Nuchal plate smooth, but uneven, with a slight central

depression in front, and an anterior marginal ridge. Dorsal plates covered

with very fine shallow punctures. First dorsal segment with a distinct

lateral marginal ridge. Last dorsal segment arched, slightly compressed,

its margin enthe and not ridged. Litermediate segments with the lateral

extremities broad, rounded in front and rectangular behind ; with a rou*^h
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triangular excavation at the anterior lateral angle. The tenth and eleventh

segments broader than those before them. Black, shining, more or less

marbled with dark testaceous. Length, -75 inch. Breadth, -4 inch. Width

of head, '2 inch. Depth of head -12 inch.

Hah. Dunedin.

This si)ecies differs fi'om S. delacjji (White, Ann. Nat. Hist., 8 Ser., III.,

p. 40G), which I have not seen, in its colour, in not being attenuated

posteriorly, and in the head being much broader and shorter. In other

respects the two are very similar.

Appexdix.

As Humbert and Saussure's x'>*'ipei'j in which the MjTiopoda taken from

New Zealand by the Novara Expedition are described, is not very accessible

in New Zealand, I subjoin their descriptions.

Polydesmus (Oxyurus) haastii.

Fusco-niger, corpore anticc attenuato, plus minus granulato ; carinis

retrorsum uncinatis, poris lateralibus ; dorso antico valde arcuato, dein

minus convexo ; metazonites sulco obsoleto partitis, pone snlcum serie

transversa arcolarum sex ornatis. Fem., long. 25 mill. ; larg, 4 mill.
+

Hal). Auckland, "Waikato Eiver.

Pohjdesmxis (StronyyIosomaJ novarce.

Fusco-castaneus, l^evis, nitidus ; carinis pedibusq[ue flavidis; primo

segmento antice valde arcuato, lobis lateralibus antice sulco marginali

;

segmento sccundo cingulum efficiente, utrinque quadratim sccto, margins

reflcxo, carinam elongatum linearem efficiente ; carinis reliquis in media

corporis sitis, crassiusculis, postice subangulatis, sed non pro-

ductis; poris lateralibus; segmento prac-anali apice in processum lamcl-

larem et obtusum producto ; metazonites sulco profundo transvcrsali

partitis. Long., 18 mill. ; larg., 2-5 mill.

Hab. Auckland.

Polydesmus (Icosidesmus) hochstetten.

Albidus, depressus, nitidus ; corpore antice et postice atteuuato ; an-

tennis gi-acihbus, elongatis, articulis 2^ et 3° longioribus
;
primo segmento

semi-orbiculari, anguUs rotundatis, segmentis 2-4 minutis, tertio minore
;

metazonites transversis, utrinque rotundatis, margine postico crasso, carinis

parum prominuHs
; tuberis nuUis

;
poris minimis, superis, marginalibus

;

segmento pric-anali minuto, trigonali, lamina pr^-anali trapizma. Long.,
20 mill; larg., 2-7 milL

Hab. Auckland.

altitudino
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Explanation of Plate XI.

Fig. 1. Hlmantidtum ferriiguieus

„ 2, Himantidium viorhosiis

„ 3. lulus anti^odarum

„ 4. Folydesmxis gcrvaisii

„ 5. Craspedosoma trisetosa

J, 6. S^hocrofherium leiosomus

a anterior extremity
b posterior extremity

a anterior extremity
h posterior extremity

a profile of anterior end
b extremity of antenna

a profile of anterior end
b profile of posterior end

a anterior end from aTjove

b profile of anterior end

a profile

b head, nuclial plate and first

segment from the front

c last two dorsal segments
from behind.

Art. XL.

—

Contributions to the Conchology of New Zealand.

By Prof. F. W. Hutton.

[Read before the Otago Institute, dtJi October^ 1877.]

lanthina tricolor, Eecve ; Couch. Ic, fig. 23.

Specimens liave been sent me from tlie North Island hy Mr. T. Kirk.

Trophon duhius, Hutton; Jour, de Conch., 1877.

Ovato-fusiform, thick; whorls seven, convex, rudely sphally ribbed, those

of the spire whorls transversely ribbed. Aperture oval ; canal very short,

not bent, and rounded anteriorly. "Covered with a greenish-brown persistent

epidermis. Interior dark purple ; canal and anterior portion of columella

whitish. L. -7
; B. -4.

Hab, Auckland—Mr. T. F. Cheeseman,

Fusm spiralis, Adams ; P.Z.S.

F, pensum, Hutton ; Cat. Mar. Moll,

Fusus incisiis, Gould.

Gould gives the habitat as uncertain, " probably New Zealand," I have

seen no specimens.

** SheU of medium size and moderate thickness, of an elongated ovate

form, of a cinereous brown colour, everywhere encircled with narrow, deeply

impressed stria? of a more decided brown colour than the interspaces, about

ten on the penultimate whorl. The apical whorls have also eight or nine

longitudinal imdulations. "Whorls six or seven, convex, the last two-thirds

the length of the shell, tapering about equally each way; siphonal beak

short, a little recurved. Aperture one half the length of the shell, narrow,

enboval ! outer Un reirularlv arcuate, crenulated bv the impressed lines.
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and deeply sulcata mtliin
;

pillar lip nearly straight, a little contorted,

smooth, pnrplish-brown ; whole interior livid brown ; axis, li inch ;
breadth,

finch" (Gould).

Neptuncsa zealandicus^ Quoy and Gaimard.

F. australis, Hutton ; Cat. Mar. Moll, (not of Quoy).

Nepiuma caudata, Quoy and Gaimard.

F, mandarirms, Hutton ; Cat, Mar. MoU.

Eiithria inartensiamis, Hutton ; Jour, de Conch., 1877.

F. littorinoides ; Cat. Mar. MoU (not of Eeeve»)

Drillia hucJianani, Hutton ; Cat. Tertiary Moll, of N.Z., p. 4.

Eecent specimens haye been sent from Auckland by Mr. T. F. Cheese-

man.

Drillia cJieesemani, Hutton ; Jour, de Conch,, 1877.

Ovato-fusiform. Spire acute, of nine whorls. Wliorls rather angled,

suture well marked. Spire whorls smooth in front, obliquely striated

behind ; body whorl equal to or rather longer than the spire ; a smooth

band at the sinus, behind which it is obliquely striated, and in front

spirally ribbed ; the interstices finely transversely striated. Nine or ten

ribs on the outer lip in front of the smooth band. Canal very short. Pale

brown. L. '75.; B. -35.

Hal). Auckland—Mr. T. F. Cheeseman.

(An

p. 492), in which case my name will have to give way to it.

Plcurotoma antipodum, Smith ; Ann. Nat. Hist., 1877, p. 491.

I have seen no specimens.

•Byillia luaorum, Smith ; Ann. Nat. Hist., 1877, p. 497.

I have seen no specimens.

DajjJinella cancellata, Hutton; Jour, de Conch., 1877.

Fusiform, thin, finely cancellated ; spire acute ; apertui'C oblong, slightly

channelled in front, and with a slight posterior sinus. Yellowish-white,

slightly blotched with brown.

Hah. Auckland—Mr. T. F. Cheeseman. L. "5. ; B. '2.

Fohjtropa retiaria, Hutton ; Jour, de Conch,, 1877.

Ovato-fusiform. Whorls keeled, spirally ribbed; four or five ribs on the

body whorl in front of the keel, and one small rib behind it. Eibs crossed

at regular intervals by transverse plications, dividing the surface of the shell

into squares. The whole shell covered by delicate transverse foliations.

Aperture oval; columella rounded. Canal short, slightly bent. Greyish-

white ; interior purple. L. '9
; B. '5.

Hab. Auckland—Mr. T. F. Cheeseman.
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Polytropa hiconica, Hutton; Jour, de Concli., 1877.

Small, broadly fusiform. Sj^ire short, acute. Body whorl inflated

posteriorly, and narrowed anteriorly; spirally riLbed, and slightly trans-

versely plicated. Whitish, tessellated with dark brown on the ribs ; interior

dark jpi-n^phsh-brown, toothed with white on the right lip. L. '4; B. '28.

Hah. North Island—Mr. T. Kkk.

Pyrene flexuosa, Hutton; Jour, de Conch., 1877-

Fusiform ; spke acute, conical, as long as the aperture, smooth ; whorls

six. Inner hp smooth, outer striated mternally, slightly thickened in the

middle. White, with longitudinal flexuous streaks of pale brown. L. '28
;

B. -1.

Hah. Auckland—Mr. T. F. Cheeseman.

Lunatia australis, Hutton ; Jour, de Conch. , 1877.

Globose, smooth, whorls 3J ; suture well marked, but not excavated;

umbilicus rather narrow, without any groove. Inner lip with a callus.

Bro"\yn or grey. L. '3
; B. -3.

Hah, Auckland—Mr. T. F. Cheeseman.

Philipjna lutea, Lamarck.

Dead specimens have been collected at Matakana by Mr. Mathews.

Rissoajlamulataj Hutton; Jour, de Conch., 1877,

Smooth ; red, generally with oblic][ue white rays. Whorls, 6 or 6 J.

L. -25.

Hah, Auckland—Mr. T. F, Cheeseman.

Tyocliita iiovm-zealandi^^ Lesson ; Voy. Coquille, IL, p. 395.

T. maculata, Quoy and Gaimard.

Trochita senium, Lesson; Voy. CoquiUe, JI., p. 395.

T. tenuis, Gray.

Crypta monoxyJa, Lesson; Voy. Coc^uille, IL, p. 391.

C. contorta, Quoy and Gaimard.

Trochus (PoJydonta) acinosus, Gould.

This is tlie same as P. tubcrcidata^ Gray.

Clancuhis vanegatus, Adams.

I have received a smgle dead specunen from Auckland.

EucJielus bellus, Hutton.

Mr

Cheeseman.

Diloma corrosa^ Adams ; P.Z.S.

I have specimens from Dunedin h^
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TrocJtocolea constricta, Lamarck.

I have specimens from Auckland, sent by Mr. T. F. Cheeseman.

TrocJiocolea mimeiica^ Hiitton; Jour, cle Concli., 1877.

PerforateiL Inner lip tliin, slightly expanded over the always open

umbilicus. Purple, with obliciuc, slightly waved white lines. Columella

more or less stained with green, L. '5
; B. -6.

Hah. Auckland—Mr. T. F. Cheeseman,

Gibbida phimhea^ Hutton ; Jour, de Conch., 1877.

G. nitlda, Cat. Mar. Moll; not of Adams, which is Chrysostoma in€ons;piciia

of the Cat. Mar. MoUusca.

Gihhda oppressa^ Hutton ; Joui\ de Conch., 1877.

Whorls flattened posteriorly, and more or less keeled. Closely spirally

ribbed, the ribs rounded but rather rough. Axis sub-perforated ; aperture

sub-rhomboidal. Dark purplish-black. L. -23
; B. '25,

Hah. Auckland—Mr. T. F. Cheeseman.

TrocJius ( Cantharidus) texturatus, Gould.

This is the same as C. purpuratus, Martyn.

TrocJiUS (Cantliaridus) jucunduSj Gould.

I have seen no specunens of this species.

" Shell small solid, low conical, composed of about six conical whorls,

with a slight Ycrtical portion at base ; the whole ghxUed with fine, imiform,

beaded hnes, the alternate ones being generally smaller, sometimes even

not beaded, and the two basal ones surrounding the vertical portion being

larf^er; base a little convex, similarly sculptui'ed with about twelve con-

centric lines gradually diminishing from the centre to the circumference
;

the umbilical region colourless, not perforated, and with a groove-hke

impression beside the columella; ax:)erture rhomboidal-orbiculate; columella

arcuate, smooth, lip simple. Colours arranged in radiating flamulcs,

alternately white, strawberry-red, and pale flesh-colour, gradually shaded

into each other ; on the base the dark or light red are distributed along

the granules in a somewhat articulate manner ; nacreous beneath. Axis

I inch ; diameter f inch." (Gould).¥

Trochus (Margarita) pupilluSj Gould.

I have collected what I take to be this species in Otago.

Gadinia 7iivea, Hutton; Jour, de Conch., 1877.

.

Irregularly oval, white; with about forty sharp radiating ridges, crossed

by concentric lines of growth. L. 'B ; B. '7-

Hah. Otago.

n
This is the same as Tecttirafragilis, Chemn.
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Patella redimicnhtm ^ 'Rc^(^\e,

P. 2>ottsi, Hutton ; Cat. Mar. Moll.

Patella stellansy Quoy and Gaimard.
r

P. octoradiata, Hutton ; Cat. Mar. Moll.

Patella liictiiosaj GoxilJ^

Tliia is the same as P. denticuJuta^ Martyu.

Patella aryyrojms, Lesson ; Voy. Coijuille, II., p, 419.

P. decora, Piiilippi.

Patella phoUdota, Lesson ; Voy. Cocjuille, II. p. 420.

N. argentea, Cat. Mar. Moll. ; not of Quoy.

Patella aruentea, Quoy and Gaimard.

27. earli. Cat. Mar. Moll. ; not of Eeeve.

Siphonaria oUiquata^ Eeeve.

S, diemenensis, Cat. Mar. Moll. ; not of Quoy.

SipJtonaria iucidta, Gould,

This appears to me to be S. zealandica, Quoy and Gaimard.

Siphonaria diemenensis^ Quoy and Gaimard,

S. denticxdata, Cat. Mar. Moll. ; not of Quoy.

Siphonaria Iceviuscida^ De Blainville.

S, fxiniculata. Cat. Mar. Moll.

MarinidaJjlJioli, Hutton; Jour, de Conch., 1877.

Ovato-oLlong, smooth, spiro short ; inner lip with three plaits, the

posterior of which is much the largest, and "the anterior the smallest. Outer

lip without plaits. Pale purplish-brown, plaits white. L. -35
; B. -2.

Hab. Auckland—Mr. T, F. Cheeseman ; Massacre Bay—Dr. H. Filhol.

Leuconia ohsoleta, Hutton; Jour, de Conch., 1877.

Small, thin, semitransparent. White with a thin brownish epidermis.

Whorls four, very finely spirally striated in young shells. Columella rather

flattened, anterior plait of the mner lip almost obsolete. L. -1.

Hab. Auckland—Mr. T. F. Cheeseman.

Corbula haastiana, Hutton; Jour, de Conch., 1877.

Sub-trigonal, very inequivalve, covered with a brown epidermis.

Bounded posteriorly, obsoletely keeled anteriorly. Eight valve very finely

striated; the left deeply grooved; ventral

Yellowish-white. H. -4
; L. -4.

marsin

Hab. Lyttelton—Dr. J. von Haast.

Myodora plana, Eeeve ; Conch. Ic, fig- 3.

31. hrevh. Cat. Mar. MoU. ; Bot ol Stiitclibury.
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Mactra dehita, GoiilcL

This is the same aa Standella ovata, Gray.

Mactra ritdts, Hiittou ; Cat. Tertiary Moll, of N.Z., p. 19

'/'

Welling

Psammohia affinis, Eeeve.

P. zoiialls. Cat. Mar. Moll. ; not of Lamarck.

Tellina suborata, Sowerby.

T. lintea, Hutton ; Cat. Mar. Moll.

Capsclla radiata, Desliayes ; P.Z.S., 1854, ]>. 348,

PsammoMa affinis. Cat. Mar. Moll. ; not of Eeeve.

Mesodesma lata, Deshaj^es,

M, elongata, Cat. Mar. Moll, ; not of Quoy.

MesoJesma sjyissa^ Eeeve,

M. cimeata. Cat. Mar. Moll ; not of Lamarck.

Venus calcarea, Gould.

Probably a worn specimen of O. yatei. Gray.

Diplodoiita striata, Hxitton; Jour, do ConcL., 1877.

Lnchia novo-zealandice, Eeeve ; not L. zealandlca, Gray.

Lvcina inculta, Gould.

This is the same as Bqdodonta zealandica, Gray.

Crassatella olcsa, Adams; P.Z.S., 1852, p. 90.

Gonldia imhella, Hutton ; Cat. Mar. Moll.

Mijtihts latus^ Chemnitz.

M, smaragdiiiu?. Cat. Mar. Moll; not of Chemnitz.

2IodioIa JJuviatilis, Hutton; Jour, de Conch\, 1877.
Af. securis, Cat. Mar. Moll ; not of Lamarck.

I have specimens from the neigbbourbood of Dunedin.

Avicula lurida, Gould.

Dr. von Martens appears to have made a mistake in putting tbis species
into our list. ^ Mr. Gould says tbat it comes from Fiji.

Avicula glabra, Gould.

Avicula fucata, Gould.

I liave seen no specimens of either of these species, and believe the
locality to be wrong.

Pinna senticosa^ Gould,

This is the same as P. zealandica, Gray.

Xiicula sulcata, Adams, P.Z.S.

N, consobrina, Cat. Mar, Moll ; not of Adams
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Leda concinna^ Adams, P.Z.S.

L, australiSf Cat* Mar. Moll ; not of Quoy.
h

Pecten aicstralis, SowerLy.

Hah. Foveaux Straits—Mr. G. Traill.

Lima aiigulata, Sowerby.

Hab. North Island—Mr, T, Kirk.

Lima japonica^ Adams.

L. huUata, Cat. Mar. Moll ; not of Born.

Ostrea chiloensis, Sowerby.

0. virginica, Cat, Mar. Moll ; not of Lamarck.

Ostrea glomerata^ Gould.

O. mordaXy Cat. Mar. Moll ; not of Gould.

Ostrea reniformis, Sowerby (?).

The rocli-oyster of Dunedin.

Art, XLI. a Marine Spider fo

By C. H. Eobson.

[Read before the Wellington PJiilosophical Society, 24:tJi Fehmary^ 1877.J

My attention was first directed to our numerous spiders by an interesting

account of the trap-door spider by Mr. E. Grillies.* After lia\ing read the

paper above quoted, I began to collect specimens of such spiders as were to

be found about Cape Campbell, more with the hope of finding some of the

trap-door variety than of discovering a new one.

Soon after this one of my boys told me that, while playing on the ca^^e

at low water, he had seen a spider in one of the tidal pools. Never having

heard of the existence of a sea-sjuder, I thought he must have made a

mistake; and I was more disposed to think so when I began to consider

that, even if a spider could live in the sea, he could not do so without food,

and he would not find any flies or beetles there. I may here remark, that

up to the present time I have not been able to discover what these spiders

do Uve on. But to return to my boy's discovery.

On going to see what it was, I found a veritable spider quite at home

under the water, and having a nest in an old Lithodomus hole, of which

the rocks about here are full. All the spiders of this kiud which we have

found have had nests in these holes, and always under water at all times of

the tide. Over the mouth of the hole the spider spins a close web, which

• Trans. N.Z. Inst., VIH., Art. XXXI.
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when finished looks Hke a thin film of isinglass, and is water-proof; and

behind this film is the nest and egg-sac, which last is of various shapes and

contains a large number of eggs.

When the spider is disturbed it goes to the bottom of the pool, and if a

small stick or straw is extended to it it at once gets ready for a fight,

advancing its long and powerful mandibles for that purpose. The strength

and formidable nature of these is well shown in the illustration which

accompanies this paper, and for which I

am indebted to Mr. A. Hamilton, who is

also a member of the Society.

"When a small fish is placed in a bottle

of water with one of these spiders, the

latter will attack at once, driving its long

sharp falces into the fish near the head and

killing it instantly. Each spider seems to

live in solitary state, and it is, I believe, an

exceedingly pugnacious little animal ; but I have not had the time or

opportunity for studying its habits closely, and regret not being able to

give more information respecting it.

Each spider seems to be of two colours, the ccphalo-thorax being a red-

brown and the abdomen of a greenish hue, these colom's becoming more

distinct when the spider is placed in spirits.

[KoTE BY Dr. Hectou.—This spider is aUied to the genus Aryyvonctra,

of which A. aquatka, the water-spider of Britain, is a well-known species.

It differs from the generic characters given for that in the position of the

ocelli, which are of equal size, eight in number, and arranged in divergent

pairs. I can find no record of a species of water-spider inhabiting the sea,

and, as Mr. Eobson points out, it is difficult to conceive what can be its

prey, unless it be insects that accidentally float on the surface. The water-

spider builds its nest and hatches its young under water, constructing a

diving-bell which it keeps supplied with air by bubbles entangled by the

hairs which cover the abdomen and enclosed by the legs. For this species

I propose the name Aryyronetra marina.]
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Art. XLII,—Description 0/ Trap-door Spiders' Xestsfrom California andfrom

Western Australia in tJie Christchureh Museum. By. E. Gillies, F.L.S.

Plate XIII.

lEead before the Otago Institute, 9th Octoler, 1877.]

In November last, when in Cliristcliurcli, I Lad the opi:)ortuuity, through

the Idndness of Dr. Haast, of cxammiug four trap-door spiders' nests from

Cahfornia and two from AVestern Austraha, which are deposited in the

Canterbury Museum, and which I was informed have never been examined

or described. Each nest or trap-door has special features of its own which

I wiU point out afterwards, but there is a very marked distinction between

the Californian nests and the Western Austrahan, and between each of them

and our New^ Zealand species. The Californian nests have all thick doors

bevelled at the edge, and fitting tight into the mouth—the outside of the

level and coincident with the surface around—they are, in

fact, true " cork nests." The South Australian ones have the mouths of the

nests raised above the surface around; they are really on little hillocks or

protuberances of the ground and have the trap-door fitting on to the top of

the'^mouth as a cap overlapping all round and raised in the centre hke

miniature tea or coffee-pots with lids to them. A reference to my paper on

the New Zealand species* will show that they are quite difierentfrom either

of these types. In that paper I stated that I was inclined to think the

distinctions laid down by Moggridge between cork nests and wafer nests

did not hold good so far as theOamaru species is concerned. My examina-

tion of these nests has revealed to me that what Moaai'id^re referred to as
fc.O-'-'^O

cork nests was something quite different probably from what I understood.

The distinction between cork nests and wafer nests rests mainly on the

thickness of the door, and as he gives no measurements as a guide, I fell

into the mistake of thinking that the extremes of the thicknesses would be

within reasonable limits as compared with the size of the nest, and hence I

said that " doors of aU degrees of thickness are to be found and that this

distinction does not hold good." I find now that these Californian nests

have then* doors so excessively thick in proportion to then- size as at once

to justify the distinction of cork nests, and therefore that our New Zealand

species, with all their varying thicknesses of door, are aU wafer nests.

These foreign nests, now about to be described, are also very much shorter

than those of our New Zealand species, and in this they approach more

nearly to the Jamaica nest in our own museum, and described at the end of

my paper mentioned above. It is behoved that the ultimate classification

• Trans. N.Z. Inst., Yin., Art. XXXI.
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of trap-door spiders will depend largely on the type of nest which they

construct. It is therefore of much more importance than might at first

appear, to have full and correct descriptions of nests, and this must he my
apology for the somewhat minute detail which I shall now enter upon. In
a question where the principles of classification are still undetermined, it is

oh\dously impossihle to say what is of value and what is not. It is, how-

ever, greatly to he regretted that, as in the case of our Jamaica nest, the

ingenious constructors of the nests, now about to he described, have been

lost, or destroyed by insects, and heuce it is now impossible to connect these

nests with any particular species of trap-door spider.

Nests from California.

No. i is in soil of red volcanic clay or loam, and there is no herbage of

any sort about it. The clod contains the whole nest complete and is only

4i inches deep, so that the nest is only that depth, and, therefore, very

much shorter in proportion than any of our New Zealand nests. The nest

(fig. 1) is slightly tortuous, but contains no enlargement, and this is

different also from most of our New Zealand ones. It is lined throughout with

a tough lining, and partakes more of the character of a pouch or sack than a

tuhe, and in this approaches nearer to the Jamaica nest in our own museum.
In shape it is oval, the short axis of the oval being across from the hinge

area to the front or lip of the trap-door. But it is in the shape and forma-

tion of the trap-door that this nest differs most essentially from our New
Zealand nests. It is thicker next the hinge than at the front, the relative

ikn
ry. It is thickened from the under side,

and not on the top or outside as in other nests, and the hinge is a continua-

tion of the Immg of the nest (fig. 2) extended over the upper or outside

lining of the trap-door which is parallel with the surface ground. This is

important, as it goes to show that there has been no enlargement of the nest

from time to time. In our species, and in those described by Moggridge,

the thickening and tiling of the trap-door has evidently arisen from the

spider widening its hole and adding on a new and enlarged trap-door on the

under surface, the hinge being always attached to the new and enlarged

trap-door. But in this case no such process has been followed—in fact,

there is rather evidence of the opposite, for half-an-inch in front of the

mouth of the nest, the remains of part of this or of another nest is seen

sticking through the soil. It is possible, however, that the original top of

the nest may have been removed and that this is an entu-ely new one. The
lid is concave on both surfaces, and the edge is bevelled so as to fit close

into a corresponding countersinking in the mouth of the nest hko a cork or

plug. The hinge is unusually long and straight, being nine-tenths of an inch
long, whilst the extreme width of the trap-door is onlv one and one-tenth of
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an inch and forms a straight segment across one side of the oval (fig, 3).

The hinge has no spring in it, but the material may have lost its elasticity,

though from the shape of it I don't think it ever had any spring. The trap-

door req[uii-Gs some force to open it from the closeness with which it fits

into the mouth of the nest, but once it is opened it easily remains open.

This trap -door bears very plainly the markings or punctures alluded to by
Moggridge and Gosse and referred to in my former paper. On the under
side of the lid in front there are four distinct sets of markings iu the centre

of the free edge of the lip (fig. 4). There are two sets of four holes or slits,

each in the centre separated by a wider space of about a line, and then
other two sets, one on each side separated from the others by a wider space

of about a line, and forming a row of more minute holes for about a quarter

of an inch on each side of about a dozen placed iiTeguIarly. AVhatever
these markings are, and the general symmetry of them is peculiar, they are

certainly not air-holes as suggested by Gosse, for the holes do not
penetrate through the Kd. The lining of the trap-door is very tough, and
the outside is covered only with red loam corresponding with the soil

surrounding.

No. 5 is a sod SJ inches deep with only the uj^per part of a nest and the
trap-door complete. What there is of the nest is nearly straight or has only
a sHght bend. The lid is flat on the upper side (fig. 5), and is thicker at

the hinge than at the free edge, the proportion being four-tenths of an inch
and two-tenths. The thickening, as in' the last case, is entirely on the
under side, and the hinge is attached to the upper or outer lining of the
trap-door. The free edge is markedly bevelled, being quite sharp at the edge,

then concave, and then convex all round (fig. 6.) The mouth of the nest

is counter-sunk for two-tenths of an inch in width and four-tenths deep,

corresponding exactly to the edge of the trap-door so as to receive it

accm-ately hke a valve. The outer side is coated with plants and when
shut falls into the counter-sinking about two-tenths of an inch below the

surface, but this may be caused by the di-ying up and shrinking of the

material. The under side is covered not so much with close woven cloth

as with innumerable coarse threads of spider web, easily distinguishable by
the naked eye, and there are no markings whatever on it. As in the last

case the hinge is unusually long, and forms a straight segment across the

round of the trap-door; but the great peculiarity of this nest, and one
which distinguishes it fi'om any I have ever seen, or that has ever been

described, is that it is not hinged all the way across at the hinge area, but
has two hinges (fig. 7), one at each extremity of the hinge area, separated

by an unattached part between them. These hinges are very tough, and
are respectively two-tenths and three-tenths of an inch wide. The back
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part of the lid on the under side is protuberant, as shown in fig, 7, at the

part that is unhinged, and it is there the lid is thickest. There is, too, an

indent into the side of the lip of the nest opposite this protuberance on the

lid, and into which it fits as shown m fig. 8 (which represents mouth of

nest with the door off) causing the lid, when shut down, to lock, as it were,

like a dove-tail, so that in order to open it again you have to insert a knife

between the trap-door and the mouth of the nest. This trap-door with its

hinges, locking apparatus, and counter-sinking is, I think, one of the most

marvellous mechanical arranorements that I have ever come across in

nature. No one can attentively examine this ingenious contrivance without

being impressed with the fact that here in one of what we are accustomed

to call the lowest class of animals, we have something wondrously akin to

the inventive faculty in man. But this paper is one of facts and not specu-

lations, and so I must forbear. As in the previous instance there is no

spring in the hinges, so that the trap-door remains open when left open.

Though the outside appearance of the trap-door represents the segment of

an oval, still the contour of the hole inside below the counter- sinking is

nearly circular as shown ha fig. 8.

Nos. 3 and 4.—The other two Californian nests are in the same character
r

of (Ground as the i^receding, and are of the same shape, and have the same

description of hinge as No. 1, only they are both of smaller size. They are

both thickened on the under side and bevelled on the edges like the others.

No. 3 though hinged across has a protuberaace slightly developed on the

under side of the lid in the centre of the hinge area the same as No. 2,

suggesting the idea that possibly the two hinges in that nest may have been

caused by the locking effect of the protuberance as it is increased in size,

but there is no evidence of unfinished or wraggled edges in No. 2 mdicative

of the separation having been effected by such a wearing process. On the

under side of the hd of Nt). 4 on the free edge there are two distinct holes

or claw marks exactly in front, but they do not penetrate through the lid.

Both nests are lined with very tough web, are tortuous, but have no

enlar*:::ement.

/
These two nests (which were presented by His Excellency Governor

Weld) differ enthely from the Californian. They are raised above the surface

of the groimd, and the lid fits on to the mouth of the nest like a cap,

overlaps somewhat all round, and is thickened entu'ely on the outside.

They are also smaller in size than the Cahfornian.

Nest No. 1 is almost circular (fig. 9: a trap-door closed; b small nest

without lid); across the mouth outside it measures six-tenths of an inch,

whilst the lid fitting over it measures seven-tenths ; across the mouth inside
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it measures foiir-and-a-Lialf-tenths, and tlie space or riug between the iuside

and outside is bevelled slightly. The inside of the lid or trap -door is level,

or nearly so, with the hinge, the thickening being entirely on the upper or

outside of the lid. The outside edge of the lid is thin and overlaps the

outside month of the nest like a fringe, the portion of the under side of the
n

hd which corresponds to the bevelled or counter-sunk part of the mouth of

the nest being dei^ressed a little (fig. 11). The centre of the under side of

the lid fitting on to the actual hole in the mouth of the nest protrudes a

little into the nest, the whole arrangement being exactly the same as a

water-tight valve covered with leather. The lid is therefore not a cork one,

and does not go into the mouth of the nest at all, being large, but fits like

a cap or Scotch bonnet. Nor, on the other hand, can it be said to belong to

the other or wafer type of lid, as though it thins to an edge all round it

thickens to the centre very symmetrically till it is at least two-tenths of an

inch thick at the thickest part. The outside contoiu' of the lid is rounded

off, but at least four or five old lids can be detected, giving it a tiled appear-

ance like an oyster (fig. 10). The hinge, which is large for the size of the

nest (four-tenths of an inch) is attached to the outside edge of the bevelled

part of the mouth of the nest (fig. 12). The inside of the lid and nest is

covered with tough lining ; . the outside of the lid has simply the soil

cemented together by threads, forming a thin covering, and remains of some

mosses or lichens are still visible on it. The mouth of the nest and the lid

is raised half-an-inch above the surrounding ground, and another smaller
F

nest three-tenths of an inch wide, and also raised above the ground, is in
w

the same sod witliiu an incli of it. The lid, however, of the small one is

gone, and the whole sod is only an inch and a-half deep, so that there is only

a portion of the nest, and nothing can he said as to its former length.

Nest No. 2 is of the same type as No. 1, the outside of the mouth hemg

six-tenths across, inside four-and-a-half tenths, whilst the lid is seven-

tenths. The mouth is raised above the groimd, the lining being very tough

and thick, and overlaps the ground a little, causing the appearance of a

bevelled mouth. The lid is fiat below, and overlaps the mouth sUghtly,

formin<» a friuf^e. There is a depression all round the inside of the lid
O ^"- "'"O

where it fits on to the mouth of the nest (fig. 13). The lid is thickened

entirely on the outside, but, in contrast to the other, is as thick at the edges

as elsewhere (fig. 14, front view), gi\-ing it a very odd but finished appear-

ance. At the hinge area it is a little thinner than elsewhere (fig. 15, side

view). The hinge is attached to the outer edge of the hning of the mouth,

and is large for the size of the nest, being five-and-a-half-tenths. It differs

from all others that I have seen in this : that it does not follow the

round of the mouth, but is extended out at each edge beyond the chrcle

n1
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like tlie ears of a scallop shell (fig. 16, nest open), Tlic outside of tlie lid lias

no tilirg, but is formel of soil cemented together, and has remains of lichens

on it (fig. 17, vertical view). The hd fits tight as a flap, and has no
markings on its under side. The soil of this sod is a light brown loam

;

and an odd pecuharity in this nest is, that a space for the nest and for the
Ud has evidently been excavated (fig. 15) out of the sod or soil so as to allow
of the lid opening back, which it does freely without spring, and remams
open.

Art. XLIII.

By E. Gillies, F.L.S.

3/

[Read before the Otago Institute, 11th Se^temher, 1877.]

The writings of Darwin and others have, made us famihar with the theory
of natural selection, and given a new impetus and a definite meanhig to the
investigation of biological phenomena which previously were looked upon
as isolated unrelated facts. Amidst all the turmoil and strife which the
enunciation of this hypothesis provoked, perhaps there was nothing which
excited less dispute than the assigning of the passing away of ancient
races, and their being supplanted by new and more vigorous species, to the
principle of the survival of the fittest, and there was no class of facts more
freely and frankly admitted as sucb, than those which in such countries as
Australia, South America, etc., demonstrate that the indigenous species
have very quickly retired before and been supplanted by foreign introduced
forms. It may, therefore, seem almo.st superfluous to supplement these facts
in any way. But I am inclmed to think that most people are not sufficiently

impressed with them, and hence fail to grasp their meaning. At any rate
I am (iiiite sure that to those who have seen and observed similar i^heno-
mena, these changes appeal with a cogency which, to the ordinary reader is

a-wautiug. The forms

are not the forms which peopled and clothed our hills and valleys, woods and
plains, even a quarter of a century ago. The change, though rapid, and in
some cases complete, has been silent and continuous, and hence has escaped
observation, and it is only by casting the memoiy back to what was the
state of matters years ago that we reahze how much the conditions of things
have changed. Hence it is, too, that a detailed and exact record of such
changes is impossible, and that we even now find a difficulty in obtainmg
such reliable data as is desirable for our purpose. Were it possible to

inni:
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care could be taken so to conduct observations as to ensure results wliicli

could be tabulated with all the accuracy of numerical x^recision. But in

the nature of the case this is impossible. "We have changes going on now

under our notice. Old forms gradually passing away, and new ones coming

on the scene in their place, but who is to foretell what is doomed and what

is to endure ? No doubt much maybe done and is doing with a view to the

future. But the irrecallable past is gone without the data being preserved

which now we wish we had, and it only remains for us to save the shreds

and patches which linger in the memories of old settlers. These must

necessarily be imperfect, but, as the only thing left to us, may not wholly

be valueless, and to the younger generation growing up amidst the new

order of things cannot be entirely without interest. It may be, too, that

the following few scraps culled from my own experience and memory may

be the means of inciting others possessed of fuller and better materials to

put them on record in a simple form for what they are worth. "Who knows,

if this hint is acted upon, but we may yet have a record of the past of our

fauna and flora as complete as I am r[uite certain it would be starthng in

comi)arison with the present.

I shall first refer to changes in our fauna, and, as the most practical

and direct way of doing so, shall relate some facts connected with some that

have passed or almost passed away—beginning with insects, then referring

to a few birds, and then to the only mammals existing as wild in my
memory; referring at the same time to some new forms that have been

introduced and are now prevalent everywhere. I shall then pass on to

such marked cases in the flora of the country as have come under my own

notice, treating them in the same way. I shall then, if I have time, discuss

some of the causes which have operated in producing the results referred to,

and try to indicate in what directions our observations and efforts should be

directed in futm-e.
^

One of the greatest insect pests in Otago twenty-five years ago was what

was called the common blow-fly—a large blue-bottle fly. It swarmed

everywhere, and people now-a-days will hardly believe the trouble and

annoyance which it gave to the early settlers. No woollen material could

safely be left lying at rest for even a few minutes without running the risk

of having the small white "eggs of this fly deposited in large numbers and

fixed in the fibres of the material by the glutinous envelope surromiding

them. A working man took off his blue serge shkt and threw it do-^n

carelessly (and every man in those days was a working man and wore a

blue shirt), in a very short time when he went to pick it up he would

discover to his annoyance and disgust that it was fly-blown, and not very

long after he would find it a crawling mass of maggots. If in his fear of the
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maggot ytage he precipitately proceeded to get rid of the eggs, he -^'Ould

soou discover that he had only succeeded in making matters ten times

worse, for in his vain endeavom's to rub or scrape off the eggs he was sure

to hurst most of them, the cuter skin of which thereby became indehbly

ghied into the material, presenting for ever after the disgusting appearance

of a dirty -white blotch or stain on the garment. Experience soon taught

the early settlers that the only effectual mode of remedjang the evil was to

wrap up the garment till the eggs were hatched out into the larval stage,

when a smart shake of the outspread garment at once freed it from all trace of

the nuisance. The evil was always worst in warm damp Aveather, but it was

not confined to such days, nor to woollen materials lying at rest in the open

air. For a long time it was absolutely necessary and commonly practised

to wraj) up all woollen materials in close calico bags—even the very blankets

on beds had to be rolled up and wraj^ped in calico soon after the night's

repose, and it was rare in those days to see blankets that had not been

disfigured by the dioagreeable stains alluded to, for once the eggs were burst

there was no washing out of the mark afterwards.

I am indebted to W. D. Murison, Esq., editor of the ** Daily Times,"

for the following note on this subject, and subsequent ones on other fauna,

which I shaU read in their several places :
— *' It was common to take the

blankets from the bed in the morning, if the weather was fine, and hang

them over a rope. They would not then be ' blown,' as there were no

folds."

I remember on one occasion going on a fishing excursion to the Silver

Stream, for in those days everybody was possessed with the fond belief that

New Zealand would beat the world for fishing or shooting, or, for the

matter of that, for any other natural production to be found in any countrj''

on the face of the globe—one of our infantile illusions long since got rid of.

It was a warm damp night, on which, according to all orthodox rules of the

piscatorial art, we ought to liavo had x"»lenty of sport. But a drizzling rain

and empty baskets sent us home in the early morning only for me to

discover that my fine waterproof mohair overcoat, recently brought from

home and looked upon as an invaluable companion in a land of few

accommodation-houses and no umbrellas, was one mass of maggots every-

where. My inexperience made me disgustedly pitch it on the dung-heap,

from whence it never reappeared, at any rate as a coat. Another instance :

My father bought a property and run in the Tokomairlro district in 1852.

Tliere was no possibility then of taking any wheeled vehicle from Danedin,

and hence all goods and provisions were shipped in small coasting craft

and sent round by sea to the Taieri mouth and landed at the head of the

"Waihola Lake. For in those primitive days it was officially impressed upon
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all intending emigrants tliat the fine natural waterways wliicli traversed the
n

Otago block were kind disj)ensations of Providence for the special benefit of

the Free Chiu'ch settlement not accorded to the rival Church settlement in

Canterbury, and which effectually i)recluded the necessity for such expensive

new-fangled contrivances as railways. It is true that shipments of flour or

goods generally have been known to be detained for months at the Heads

waiting a fair wind; but time was not of much value then, and if settlers

could not get their things, they had just to do without. Well, on one

occasion we (my brothers and I) heard tliat the boat had been round and

landed a lot of flour, sugar, etc., for us at the head of the lake. It so

happened that it had been very wet weather, and the rivers and creeks were

flooded to such an extent that it was impossible to bring home such com-

modities on the sledge without great loss ; so one of us went down to the

lake with a large woollen waggon-cover, exactly the same as those used by

carriers in the old country. With this large new cover the goods were all

securely protected from rain at least, for from rats there was no escape.

Unfortunately the wet weather contmued, and from the long rough herbage

that everywhere covered the country the water was retained, so that it

was six weeks before the creeks became sufficiently low to bring these

goods home. You may judge of our annoyance and disgust when we went

for them to find the large woollen cover one mass of rottenness crawlhig

\ai]x maggots which had eaten away yards of it, and reduced it all to a .

useless mass of rags. So common and prevalent were these blow-flies that

uo damp or greasy surface was safe from them, even though not wooUen. I

Lave seen an iron crowbar that had been grasped by a greasy hand fly-

blo"ttii in a very short time. As for mutton or beef it could scarcely be

placed steaming on the table before these pests would attack it, and it was

rare in the summer time that you used your knife and fork without having

to remove from the crevices of perfectly fresh and wholesome meat the

small living larvae of these flies. Many of you may think that this was bad

housewifery, or that I am greatly exaggerating, but it is not so. A story

used to be told of an old lady at Clutha, who in her endeavours to keep

cooked meat free of these pests, adopted the plan of putting it into a very

large tin kettle, but she soon found out it was of no use, for, as she said,

** the nasty things just ganged down the spout."

Mr. C. H. Street tells me that on one occasion, many years ago, he

was out pig- hunting at the back of Warex:)a bush along with a gentleman

now holding a high judicial position in the north, and that being unable

to carry the j)ig which they had Idlled and disembowelled, they were com-

pelled to drag it along some distance on the fern and grass. On looking

back some one hundi*ed yards they were astonished to see the broad track

J-"

*
T
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formed by tlieir dragging tlic carcass literally black with millions of blow-

flies, and not one on any other part of the ground or herbage/' Mr,

Mnrison remarks:—''Camp ovens were almost the only hiding-place for

cooked meat which were secure from the attacks of the blow-fly."

No person now can have any conception how numerous and unavoid-

able these universal pests were. One strange and most fortunate thing

was that these flies never attacked or laid theh eggs in the wool, or any

part of the living sheep. In Britain a similar fly is a terrible scourge to

the flock-master, producing the fatal disease known as maggots or blow-fly,

which will run through a flock in a short time, sometimes before it is

noticed. It is easy to conceive what the result would have been here with

sheep roaming over the face of the rough country for months often un-

shepherded. Sheep farming would have been an impossibihty. But never

in these years nor since, have I ever come across or heard of a genuine case

of maggot running through a flock. Mr. Murison says:—'' Sheep that were

* cast ' were soon attacked by the blow-fly, but these were the only cases I

think." Now we may almost say that the blow-fly has disappeared. Its

place in nature has been taken up by the smaller common house-fly, Mvsca

dowestica, a more annoying insect to a sleepy man in a hot summer day, but

not at all so disgusting. In the days I have been speaking of there were no

house-flies, but gradually they appeared, first in Dunedin, and were much

talked about, then step by step, season after season, they extended in an

ever widening circle till they overspread the whole province, entirely

supplanting, by the inexorable law of the survival of the fittest, the genuine

old-identity blow-fly.

Another insect pest which was very prevalent twenty-five years ago,

and has now all but disappeared everywhere, was the mosquito, Culex acer.

The mosquito was unkno"s\7i in Great Britain, and all our ideas with

reference to it are associated with hot tropical climates, so that it may

appear to many of you almost startling to say that, in the early days of

Otago, the mosquito was a great nuisance in the summer time. Still it is

true, they were met with everywhere, though certain situations and locahties

were more notorious than others for their depredations. These were mostly

low-lying situations near bush or swamps, but the tormenting pests were

not by any means confined to such locahties. During the summers of '52

and '53 I lived at the Waikari, near Dunedin, elevated some 600 feet above

the level of the sea, and I well remember the dense clouds of mosquitos that

used to congregate towards the ceilings of the rooms in the evening after

the lamps were ht. They never were bad for biting there, the principal

annoyance being the singing noise, which constantly kept one in nervous

dread of an impending onslaught. But in the Taieri Plain the settlers did
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not escape so easily, and dire tales of unrest and suffering were constantly
recounted by hapless wiglits who had to spend a night anywhere on the
great Taieri swamp, as it was termed in those days. There was a totara-
bark house in the bush at the Taieri village, known as Milne's accom-
modation-house, that was noted far and wide for mosquitos ; and amidst
the wondrous tales of adventure and discomfort which every traveller in
those days had to teU, the nocturnal sufferings endiu-ed, and the expedients
tried, to escape from the mosquitos at Milne's accommodation-house, always
bore a prominent part. The Tokomairiro Plain, on the other hand, was
never considered bad for mosciuitos, though up near the bush there were
always plenty of them. The Molyneux Island, on the other hand, was
notoriously bad ; but it must bo borne in mmd that m those days this
Ultima Thule of the Otago block was classic ground for all the wHd tales
of hau'-breadth escapes, privations, and adveutui-es that could possibly
fall to the lot of a New Zealand colonist. But you must not suppose
that I wish you to think the tales about mosquitos were 'mythical. I
will come to actual facts within my o^ti experience and observation. In
the years 1856-8, before the country was settled, I was engaged as a
government officer sui-veymg the Waihopai, New Eiver, and °Mataura
Plains trigonometrically, and of course hved entirely in tents. The
mosquitos were, I can assure you, anything but myths, especially on
the New River. On retiring to our tents in the evening, we tried to
get rid of them by burning green branches, cow-dung, or anythmg that
would make a dense smoke to drive them out, and then quicldy and
carefully closing up the ciu-tain of the tent eudeavoxu'ed to pop off to sleep
before they made good their entrance agam. But, alas ! we soon found
that the chances of success were small mdced, for those that had fallen
stupefied to the ground with the smoke soon revived, and the first noise of
aV B* A.4A h _

i

chorus from all those that had been secreted about the blankets and fern
forming our beds, who aU sallied forth with bloodthirsty energy to revenge
the retreat of their fellows upon the now prostrate and passive foe. Then
if "tired nature's sweet restorer ". had not already "paid his ready visit

''

good-bye to " balmy sleep." So intolerable and incessant was the nuisance
that at last I hit upon a plan which completely baffled them, and I could
go to sleep with myriads buzzing round me and awake in the morning
unharmed. For the benefit of all ti-aveUers, I must tell you what it was.
In the first place I wrapped myself round m an opossum rug with the
skinny side out. This they could not penetrate through, for it is a fact
that they ^rill penetrate through ordinary blankets. For the protection of
my head and face, which, of course, had to be outside the vug, and were fb^
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most vulnerable points, I took a piece of stiff drawing-paper and bent it over

my bead iii tbe form of tlie old scoop-bonnets of our grandmotbers. I then

took a large piece of mosquito netting, and put it all over my head and face,

and tied it firmly round my nock below the level of where the opossum rug

was tucked in. In this way the netting did not inconvenience me in

breathing, and was kept sufficiently far off my face to prevent my enemies

stinging through it. For two summers I constantly lay down to sleep with

this paraphernalia on my head, and I can assure you if you had looked m
on me you would have thought me a very comical sight, but what matter

about that, it secured me repose. Not so, however, my poor men, who had

no mosquito netting. Many a night when I have hax)pened to awake have

I heard thorn tumbling about in the adjoining tent swearing at those

mosquitos. And in the morning, to see them turn out haggard and weary,

with perhaps an eye almost closed up or cheek swollen to undue propor-

tions with the onslaught made on them during the night, I confess it

requh-ed a harder nature than mine to refrain from pitying them. Though

I must say they always made light of it, but then, in the early days, there

was a rgmance in everything which made men glory in difficulties and

discomforts, and even make fun of hunger and risk of Hfo. I remember one

season on the New Eivcr I had a new chum, fresh landed from the ship, as a

chainman. That man was such a martyr to mosquitosthat he always slept

during the whole summer with all his clothes on liim even to his very boots.

He suffered so much that I would have discharged him had it not been that

he was a first-class hand. Extraordinary though this may appear to you,

it can be verified, for the man is alive to this day, and can be found as a

successful settler not far from Invercargill.

It may seem almost ridiculous for me to tell you that fleas, Pidex

in Hans, were much more numerous in the early days of the settlement than

they are now, for you will be sure at once to jump to the conclusion that

that was owing to the necessarily semi-savage habits of the first settlers and

to their contact with the Maoris. No doubt, as better houses were built

and more civilized habits became possible, these insect pests had not the

same chance as before, but this does not account for all the change. The

Maoris, too, with their pigs and their dogs can, m other parts of New

Zealand, account for a great deal of what was m those days, the special

characteristic of New Zealand, but inasmuch as there never were many

Maoris here, and they were hardly or ever employed or kept about the

settlers' premises, this cause had practically no existence here. And yet,

go where you liked, in town or country, the fleas were masters of the situa-

tion, and were more talked about than even the Crimean war. The whole

face of the country was covered everywhere with a dense impenetrable
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thicket of herbage, principally fern, tutu, and flax, and before this was
burnt you could not lie down or go amongst it anywhere without being
covered with fleas. Great differences of opinion used to exist as to whether
these fleas were the true genuine flea (Pulex initans), and there is no doubt
they were not so active nor so bloodthirsty and irritating as their brethren,

which infested all domiciles alike. About these latter there was no room
for doubt, for there was no kck of energy about them, and no difl'erence in

then- bloodthirsty predatory habits. I remember, on one occasion, camping

West O
energetic wakefulness following on a day of weary travel on foot witli a
heavy swag, killing hunctreds of them in our blankets when we turned out
in the morning. More than once I have seen, on entering a hut that had
been shut up for a few hours, one's white moleskin trousers become gradually
blacker and blacker with the innumerable fleas that swarmed on to the white
object on the floor. The same kind friend to whom I have already alluded,

sends me the following on this subject:— *' In confirmation of what you say
about the fleas, I may state that in the summer of 185G-57 I was one of

several occupants of a bark hut on an island in the Molyneux Eiver. The
floor of the hut was the greyish-blue sand which is everywhere to be seen
on the banks of the river, and it formed an excellent harbour for the fleas,

which were exceedingly abundant and y^i-j troublesome. On one occasion,

being cook for the day, I became so ii-ritated by their bites when I was
working before the fire that I took off my canvas trousers, tm-ned them out-

side in and ran my two thumb nails along the lining, destroying all that did
not jump away. The tally of slaughtered ones was seventy -six, but many
more than that must have escaped. An hour after my anathemas were once
more both loud and deep." I could recall many circumstances to prove
how extremely prevalent the fleas then were, but it would extend this paper
to an undue length, and I beheve it is q^uite unnecessary, as the fact will

not be questioned. After the rough herbage, especially the fern, was burnt
once or twice this insect pest almost disappeared, or at any rate became
confined to its legitimate purpose in nature, that of a punishment for the
want of cleanly household habits. I am not aware that anything else has
taken the place occupied by this insect in the economy of nature, but its

extinction (or reduction rather within proper hounds) has been brou^^ht

about not by competition with other forms, but by the agency of fire.

The Aphis lanifera, or American blight on apple trees, is an insect which
was quite unknown here for many years after the settlers had gardens ; but
when it first appeared, which I think must have been about fifteen or
twenty years ago, it spread everywhere with most marvellous rapidity.

So also did another insect of the same kind, which attacked the larrre

ol
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and
not previously known in the country.

But blow-flies, mosquitos, and fleas Tvere not the only insect nuisances

which the early settlers had to endure. For pertinacity and genuine

sanguinary annoyance I think I wdll back the Ne^v Zealand sand-fly against

them all. Near the beach, especially a sandy beach, or on the edge of a

bush, these insects swarmed in millions; and in warm close weather, just

before rain, their attacks were most ferocious and venomous. They were

considered very good indicators of the weather, for settlers used to say, '' It

will be rain to-day, for the sand-flies are biting!" So numerous and
ferocious were they, that even Captain Cook specially refers to them as

being peculiarly harassing during his visit to Dusky Bay in this province.

He says (p. 331) :
" The most miscluGvous animals here are the small black

sand-flies, which are very numerous and so troublesome that they exceed

everything of the kind I ever met with. Wherever they bite they cause a

swelling, and such an iutolerable itching that it is not possible to refrain

from scratching, which at last brings on ulcers like the small-pox." And
in a book of such dry ofl&cial details as the ''New Zealand Pilot," p. 261, it

is stated :—" The sand-flies noticed by Cook are of a most virulent kind, and
it was with great difficulty that the necessary astronomical observations on
shore could be made by the officers of H.M.S. "Acheron," who were

freq[uently compelled to take refuge from their torments among the thick

foHage a short distance from the beach, where, strange to say, they do

not penetrate ; these plagues invariably left the vessel at dusk, and did

not reappear until the following daylight." This refers to some of the

West Coast Sounds, where no doubt they are still numerous ; but many
times in other parts of the province, when observing important trigono-

metrical stations with a theodolite, and conseq^uently unable to defend

myself, I have seen my hands and face one mass of blood from the

inveterate attacks of these insects. Now, you will scarcely ever hear of the

sand-fly, and no doubt many new colonists don't know what it is. My belief

provmce

drier

the almost total disappearance of the sand-fly—a result certainly not to be
regretted.

Passing on to birds : the parrakeet, Plati/cercits novcs-zealandice, still lives

amongst us and enlivens the bush with its "twitter-twitter" and with its

beautiful green plumage and rounded head, but as compared with the

numbers which swanned in every bush in the early days, it may be said to

be almost extinct. To say that they were continually to be seen in flocks

of hundreds eives von a vfirv faint i/lfia nf tliA ovfvomo -nr-axr^Tn^^^ ^f +T,;a
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bird eveiywLere. Early settlers whose cultivations were in tlie busli (and
almost all cultivation in the early days was confined to bush clearing) had
always the greatest difficulty in savmg their crops of wheat. For this Hvely
roguish little bird defied all scarecrows, and even shooting them was found
to be an endless and exi)ensive job, for, though a few might be killed at a
shot, the flock just rose and settled down again immediately a few yards
off. I have known patches of wheat rendered utterly valueless by this now
harmless bird; so rare and scarce have they become that I notice that

country settlers near bush now have (juite a warm side to the httle green
parrakeet and often make household pets of them.

^

The kaka (Nestor meridionalis), too, is a parrot that has almost passed
away. In the early days they were always abundant everywhere, and were
constantly shot for the pot by the settlers. At certain seasons they hved
on the black pine-berries, and their presence on any tree could always be
detected by the cracking of the stones of the berries overhead and the falling

of the broken shells, even though the usually noisy screeching kaka was
sitting close and still. In such a cn.sfi if wa^ fl.lmnsf. nlwo-tra nnacH.in +r.

secure as many as you wanted, even though there was only one on the tree

or in sight, for all you had to do was so to fire as only to wound the first

one, when he would set up such a screeching and cawmg as would soon
assemble all the kakas for miles round, when you could knock over as many
as you wanted. Though always obtainable, the kaka was more plentiful at
certain times than others, but whether he migrated or not, or where he
migrated to, I know not. It was a general belief amongst early settlers

that the kaka did migrate—it was thought to the woods on the west
coast—but no authentic information was ever obtained that I have heard
of. Some years they appeared m the settled parts of the provmce in
flocks positively of hundreds. One year especially I remember (I think
it must have been 1855 or 1856), they came in such numbers as to

to a plague. Nor did they confine themselves to the
amount

ywh^

on the ridges of houses, you would see them perched in rows as close as
they could sit. I have seen them sitting on a post-and-rail fence in
the Tokomairii-o Plam so close together, that new arrivals had to fight
for perchiug-room, and by shooting along the line of a fence you could
knock over half-a-dozen at a shot. The destruction which they caused that
year to stacks and to thatched houses, tearing them open with their power-
ful bills, was something enormous. I remember settlers used to discuss
how they were to protect tlieir property against this serious pest, which it

was beUeved would mcrease every year as the area of gram culture
extended. that

y>M
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almost no takas, and they Lave never been so numerous since. I have

often tried to account for this sudden increase and as sudden decrease, but

have only succeeded in maldng guesses which were dismissed almost as soon

as discussed. On the east coast of the provmee it may be said this parrot

has all but disappeared now ; I have not seen one alive for years. Mr,

Mm-ison writes me :—** The beginning of 1861 was the greatest season for

kakas I ever knew. I was then li\ing in the Waikouaiti district, and for a

time the birds became ^uite a pest to the settlers. They have not made
their appearance in numbers since."

The beautiful New Zealand pigeon (Carpopharja novcs-zealandice) is a bird

which we must all regret Has almost passed away. It is rare, indeed, to

see it anywhere even in places which used to be its favourite haunt. The
patches of low evergreen bush in which the fuchsia tree flourishes, near

w

Dunedin and along the seaboard, were the places where the pigeon loved to

dwell, and where they could always
_ be obtained in the early daya. No

settler then need ever want for a rich supper, and the poor pigeons were
slaughtered somewhat indiscriminately. It used to be a common recipe

amongst early settlers, that it took fourteen pigeons and one kaka parrot to

make good soup. After makmg every allowance, however, for this whole-

sale slaughter, I am inchued to think that it does not wholly account for

the almost total disapperaance of the pigeon. Naturahsts are aware that

though the order Colimhce is cosmopoUtan in its range, yet the Austrahan
region is richer in it than any other zoological area in the world, possessing

nearly double the genera and species of any other region. This is accounted
for by the fact that it is, to a large extent, an msular region, and has no

^

monkeys or other arboreal quadrupeds which feed largely on eggs or young
bu-ds, the pigeon being a bird that builds a rude exposed nest, and whose
young remain defenceless for a long time. This, I thmk, gives us the key
to the disappearance of our pigeon, viz., that it is to the gi-eat increase in

domestic and wild cats that we are indebted in a large measure for the

change.

The quail (Coturnix novce-zealandicB) is another native bird, extremely

plentiful in the open grass lands in the early days, but now so rare as to be

valuable as a museum specimen. It is really difficult now to realize how
plentiful these birds were. You could not walk far in the country, especially

if you had a dog at yom- foot, without raising one here and another there.

Dogs seemed to take to hunting them naturally, and made sad havoc
amongst them, for they could not at any time fly far. Shepherds and
flockmasters found it a very difficult thing to train young sheep-dogs
aright, for in spite of no end of thrashing, when a young dog was sent out

after sheep the temptation was too great for him, and " he would go
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after these quaUs." Colonel Wakefield, in his official report to the directors

of the New Zealand Company upon this part of New Zealand before the
settlers arrived, gives special proinhieuce to the fact that " (quails are

plentiful over aU the downs and in the plains adjoining and would be more
so hut for the hawks and kites. Hereafter it will become the business of
the Scottish sportsman to give rewards for their destruction." But a more
relentless foe than even the dogs or hawks and kites was at hand to sweep
away the New Zealand quail. The tremendous conflagrations, which every-
where overspread the country for years after the first settlers came, pretty
nearly annihilated the quail. There was no escape for it, for it could only
fly a short distance, whilst the rapidity and extent of these grand prairie
fires left no chance of escape. This result was not noticed or perhaps
thought of at the time, but when the short herbage began to reclothe the
face of nature it was soon discovered that the quail had disappeared. I
doubt very much if it could have survived in the now bare shelterless aspect
of the country, and I question, too, whether such imported birds as the

;nn

more shelter is provided, and I am quite sure if the AccHmatization Society

limi

indiscriminate destruction of these bkds which is now apparently legally

carried on.

The native ducks of various sorts have not by any means sufi'ered so
severely as many other forms, but even they are not at all so plentiful as
they were in the early days. One instance will suffice to show this : In
the early days, if a person had to make the journey between the Bluff and
Invercargill on foot—and it was only on foot that he could make it then
he would have to ford a tidal creek known as Duck Creek. If the tide was
in when he came to it, ho would have to wade pretty well up to his cliin

and of course with his clothes tied in a bundle on his head. It was a com-
mon and notorious thing to warn travellers in such circumstances always
to carry a short stick with them in crossing this creek to ward off the ducks
which were so numerous and so bold as to be troublesome. Of coiirse I do
not vouch for the statement that they did attack people ; they certainly did
not attack me, and I had occasion often to cross ; but, though an exaggera-

curr

value to us, that it could never have been originated unless the ducks
existed there in immense numbers and were peculiarly tame. I have
myself come across scores of nests of the grey duck {Anas superdlivsa),
containmg generaUy about a dozen eggs, amongst the tussock grass that
then waved luxuriantly over the Southland plains. It is a rare thing now
for anyone to find a grey duck's nest. Two years ago I found one hi the
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gorge of the Awamoko Eiver perched high up on a ledge on the face of a

rocky precipice, where in the early days they never would be found.

Most of the birds I have referred to are shy and wild, and it is possible

may have been driven back from the settled districts into the wilder and

more uninhabited parts, though I do not think so. But the weka, or wood-

hen {pcydromus australu), is a bold bird, and is extremely tame, delighting

to haunt the envh^ons of a camp and pick up refuse of all sorts about human

habitations. It is rare indeed now to see its dignified stride or the odd

sedate meditative nod of its head near a settler's dwelling, even in the

country; whereas, even in Dunedin and its neighbourhood in the early

days, no sooner did the evening shadows begin to close in than the peaceful

calm which always set in after the habitual blow of a New Zealand day

sure

brake and bushy dell. The lonely traveller then, camping out at the side

of a bush, after having lit his fire and put on his billy, could always

nn

without the bother of fire-arms, knocking them over by means of a stick

with a red rag on the end of it. But, alas ! fire and dogs have done

their work all too effectually, and it looks very Uke as if the weka will soon

be a bii'd of the past. Mr. Murison says;—''Wood-hens, I am told by a

friend, are at present very plentiful in South Canterbury, where he says

they will prove for some time a serious drawback to the successful

acclimatization of the pheasant and partridge/* He further says ;

*' The pukeko or swamp-tm^key was unknown in the interior twenty

years ago, and to the best of my belief was not then seen beyond ten miles

inland. About 18G2 it made its appearance among the swamps of the

Maniototo Plains, and since then it has spread rapidly throughout the

adjoining districts."

The rapidity with which certain introduced species of bhds have spread

over the country and increased in countless numbers is something mar-

vellous. alis) was quite unkn

years after the first settlers came, and now it swarms wherever there is a

numbers

coun the

introduced by the Acclimatization Society have also increased in a most

wonderful ratio. It is only necessary

in the neighbourhood of bush, to convince you of this.

(Fringilla ccelebsj

As to mammals, Captain Cook, in his Second Voyage, states (p. 380)

:

four davs after we arrived in Pickersgill

animal
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tliree

all, however, agreed

the size of a cat with short legs and of mouse-colour ; one of the seamen, and
he who had the best view of it, said it had a bushy tail and was the most
like a jackall of auy animal he knew. The most probable conjecture is, that

it is of a new species; be tliis as it may, ice are now certain tliat this country

is not so destitute of quadrupeds as was once thought." Nothing answerable

to this animal has since been discovered, and the only mammals existing

in this part of New Zealand when the settlers arrived were the rat, the wild

pig, and the wild dog. The first of these—the rat (Mas decuman us) was
met with everywhere in great numbers. It was not confined to the neigh-

bourhood of the settlements—Maori or whaling—but wherever you pitched

your camp away in the wilderness, where never human foot before trod,

there rats were found as abundant as near the settlers' homes. I remember
distinctly on one occasion riding after a mob of cattle on a flat in the Taieri

Plain neai- Otohiro in the year 1852, and seeing the rats running here and
there in all du-ections from the horse's feet. Wlien a new settler settled

anywhere alone, the rats for a time were a perfect pest to him. They stole

everything portable from him even to his candle-moulds, but after a time

they became less and less numerous, and though they never disappeared

wholly, yet nowhere in the country do rats swarm as they did in the early

days. For years I was accustomed to camp out in new country miles away
from any human being, but there were always plenty of rats. On account

of the dampness of the soil we used to make our fern or grass beds, if

possible, on a bottom layer of dry branches, and we got so accustomed to

the rats that we never felt inconvenienced by feeling tliem rimning below

ua through the branches or even over the top of us as we lay in bed. So
tame were they that when the candle was lit in the tent they would come
peering in at the door or under the curtain looking at you straight in the

would only go when you shiedand

they On more than one

with

their throat—we supposed for the sake of the warmth. There has been a

great deal of discussion as to whether the rat of those days was the same
species as the rat of to-day, or was what has been called the Maori rat. It

mi

thought of it as the same as the home rat, but always spoke of it as the

native rat, and there is no doubt the rat of those days was not so ferocious

in his habits nor so timid and wild as the rat that abounds now. My own
different

any
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The gradual disappearance of the rat was aecompauied l)y the appear-

ance and gradual increase of the mouse {Mus mmcuJus) and it was a common
saying that the mice were driving the rats out. It is quite certain that

there were no mice in Otago in 1852, but a year or perhaps two years after

they were noticed in Dunedin first, having probably been imported in

merchandise or in boxes. They increased rapidly and soon spread into the

Taieri. Their further progress was marked by distinct stages. For a long

tune they seemed to he stopped by the Taieri Kiver, as there were plenty so

far, but none beyond. After a time they were heard of at Waihola and
they then quickly overran the Tokomairiro Plain to the river—then stopped

for a short time, when they appeared all over the district to the Clutha

Eiver. It was a considerable time hefore they were known of across that

large stream, and for some time longer before the Molyneux Island was
touched by them. A good story used to be told in those days about a

certain merchant who imported in a vessel called the ''Titan '' a lot of mouse-
traps, but as there were no mice in the country the traps lay on his shelves

decidedly bad stock, of use only for small wits to joke about. However, in

about one or two years after the mice appeared, and the traps being the

only ones in the market sold readily at a premium. Ill natured people used

to say that havmg imported the traps the mice were afterwards brought m
order to sell them, but my own belief is that it was only another instance

of a far-seeing individual forecasting the wants and necessities of a new
country, and providing for them long hefore any one else would ever think

of them ! At any rate the story is worth recording now as eiddeuce that

mice were not here before the date I have named above.

It must strike many of you as starthng to say that only thirty years ago
the flaxy hills and hollows which are now covered by the city of Dunedin
were the regular hunting grounds of the Maoris and whalers resident at the

heads for the wild pig (Stis scrofa.) And there are plenty of old settlers

still amongst us who have hunted and caught vrild pigs within the city

boundaries. Even four-and-twenty years ago I have hunted them not far

from the Half-way Bush. I remember on one occasion a large party of us

HiU

pigs, young and old. 'untry

herds of scores at a time, but they soon disappeared whenever the country

became settled. I have had in my possession, and seen in the possession

of settlers the tusks of very old boars that must have lived for many years

where they were obtained, showing clearly that the pigs were not merely

wild but genuine old

Maori pigs. In fact the long pointed snout, long

colomrs of the true wild pig showed them to be quite a different breed from
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the settlers' imi^orted pig. Tlieii- flesh, too, tasted quite different from
pork, being more Hke veuison than anything else. But pig-hunting, the

New Zealand sport of sports, has long become only a tradition of the past.

So, too, the wild dog (Canis familians) is now unknown. For some
years after the settlers arrived hero the wild dog was the terror of the flock-

master, and the object of his inveterate hostility. Tlie damage sustained

by many settlers was very great, and rewards were offered and paid for the

destruction of this predatory animal. It was not always or habitually that

the wild dog attacked the flc ks, for even where there were numbers of

them weeks would go past without the loss of any sheep, and this shows
that they must have had other means of subsistence which they depended
principally upon, and which they must, indeed, have cntu-ely depended
upon before the introduction of sheep by the settlers into the country. But
when the peculiar wail or howl of the wild dog was heard in the still night

air, a sound which I cannot describe to you, but having something pecuharly
weird and unearthly about it, quite different from the howl of any ortliuary

dog, and one which once heard by you could never be forgotten, then the

shepherds with then: dogs and guns had to turn out and save the defenceless

flock. Most exciting accounts were sometimes told of the huntmg of these

wild dogs, for it was a curious fact that, as a rule, they ran from any tame
dog, and that tame dogs, as a rule, would follow and attack them with all

then- masters' antipathy. Of course there were exceptions; where, for

instance, a wild dog happened to be, as sometimes was the case, a pig dog
of the bull-terrier breed gone wild from the Maori or whaling settlements.

But the bulk of the wild dogs were not domestic animals gone wild, but the
true old Maori wild dog. I know that this statement will be questioned by
many who have never believed that there were genuine old-identity wild
dogs in New Zealand before Em-opeans brought them here, even though
Captain Cook, in his first voyage to New Zealand, p. 184, states :—"In this

country there are no quadrupeds but dogs and rats, at least we saw no other,

and the rats are so scarce that many of us never saw them. The do^s live

with the people who breed them for no other purpose than to eat ; there
might indeed be quadrupeds that we did not see ; but this is not probable
because the chief pride of the natives with respect to their dress is in the
skins and hair of such animals as they have, and we never saw the skin of
any animal about them, but those of dogs and birds." But the fact of their

:im

Wyn
preserved now in the British Museum, and the skin of one of them in the
Colonial Museum, and by the fact of the finding of the remauis of a dog
in Taranaki some nineteen feet below the smface, as detailed in a paper by

Pl
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Dr. Hector iu tlio last volume of the " Transactions." And all these

specimens agree pretty well in their general characters and " are nnlike any

other of the laany breeds of dog with which we are familiar." At any rate,

whatever their breed, there is no donbt that they were invariably the first

and most pressing danger whicli the squatter had to encounter in going out

beyond the lines of settlement and taking up new country, into whatever

part of the province he happened to go. Now the wild dog is certainly

extinct.

But though now saved from this scourge, the runholder has to do battle

with a more serious though less ferocious enemy. Itis a matter of notoriety

the rapidity and universality with which the rabbit (Lepus cunicidm) has

overspread the province, and the tremendous loss which it is now entailing

upon many runholdcrs. Not many years ago there were no rabbits known

as wild in the province, and you have only to look to various official

documents, including the Ecport of a Special Commission, appointed by

Government to advise on the subject, to be satisfied to what a serious extent

they have multiplied. These documents contain full and ample mformation

on the subject, and render it unnecessary for me here to do anything more

than merely refer to this as one of the most extensive changes that has

taken x>^ace in our fauna.

I cannot, however, refrain from expressing an opinion, which I have

mentioned more than once before at our meetings, that if our settlers were

a little more careful in protecting the weka or native wood-hen, Ocydroinus

auHtralts, they would find in it one of the most effectual checks to the undue

increase of the rabbit, mainly, of course, by its entering the breeding

burrows and destroying the young.

At the beginning of this paper I proposed to pass on now to the con-

sideration of some marked changes in the flora of the province which have

been specially observed by me, and then to have discussed some of the

general questions involved in the facts put before you with a view to the

elucidation of the lines along which our observations in future ought to be

directed, but my narrative has taken more of a popular character than I at

first intended, and has already extended to such an undue length that I

must leave these for some future time.

Appendix.

Note on the Wild Bog. By W. D. Murison,

It was in the early part of 1858 that I first learned that wild dogs existed

in numbers in the interior. I had previously heard of losses of sheej^ from

dogs on the few runs then taken up on the coast, but it was never clearly

known that these T»rere occasioned by the animal whicli we afterwards knew
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as tlie *' wild dog." In 1858 my brotlier audi took up country in tlieManio-

toto Plains, and decided upon stocking it with slieep as soon as possible.

. We selected the Shag Valley as the route by which to approach the intorior,

and it took us several months to form a track before our bullock dray could

reach the plains. The furthest back settler at that time was Mr. Charles

Hopkinson, whose station was on the spot at Waihcmo upon which Colonel

Kitchener's house is now built. 1h\ Hopkinson, who had visited the plains,

was of opinion that the wild dogs would be found to be very troublesome to

the sheep, and he advised us to get kangaroo dogs for the purpose of keeping

them down. These we were fortunate enough to obtain, and they proved

of infinite service to us as hunters. In the spring of 1858 we encountered

the first wild dog when camped at the Swinburn on the east side of the

Maniototo Plains. He was soon brought down by the kangaroos, one of

which had tasted dingo blood in Australia, This particular wild dog was

yellow in colour, and so was the second we killed, but the bulk of those

ultimately destroyed by us were black and white, showing a marked mixture

of the collie. The yellow dogs looked like a distinct breed. They were low

set with short prick ears, broad forehead, sharp snout, and bushy tail.

Indeed, those acquainted with* the dingo j>rofessed to see little difl'erence

between that animal and the New Zealand yellow wild dog. It may be

remarked, however, that most of the other dogs we killed, although variously
r

coloured, possessed nearly all the other characteristics of the yellow dog.

The wild dog, of course, at once proved himself to be the natural enemy

of the sheep. Fortunately, however, during the two years which marked

tlieu' presence in the district, we sustained no very great loss from his

ravages. This was due partly to the constant watchfuhiess of the shepherds

and to the circumstance of the flocks being de-pastm^ed on comparatively

level country. The wild dogs were generally to be met with in twos or

threes ; they fed chiefly on quail, ground larks, young ducks, and

occasionally on pigs. On one occasion, when riding through the Ida-burn

Valley we came across four wild dogs baiting a sow and her litter of young

ones in a diy tussocky lagoon. To our annoyance, our own dogs joined in

the attack upon the sow, and the wild dogs got away ^^ithout our getting

one of them. We invariably found, however, when hunting the wild dog

on a scent that our kangaroos would leave it, if crossed by the fresh scent

of a ^ild pig.

That the yellow dog already inferred to is the remnant of a breed which

has existed in New Zealand, I think there can be no doubt. In addition to

the evidence which has ah-eady been brought to bear m proof of this

supposition, I may mention that, about twelve years ago, the jaw-bone of

a dog was found in an old Maori oven, some few hundred yards from our
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liomestead, at the foot of EougliriJge. The oven must have been pretty
old, as it was covered by about a foot of silt, and the boue in ctuestion was
amongst a quantity of moa bones, fragments of moa egg-sheU, and chert
flakes. This interesting rehc is now in the Colonial Museum at Wehington.

In conclusion, let me add that I have now before me an old note-book
containing a record of the dogs killed by our party in our pioneer days.
The entries were made at the time. In all we destroyed fifty-two, thirty-one
of which were males and twenty-one females. The first was killed at
Sunburn on the 28th September, 1858, the last on the banks of the Upper
Taieri on the 10th December, 18G0. By far the greater number were kiUcd
on the Roughridge side of the plains.

Art. TLIY.—The Dimedin Fish Supply. Ey P. Thomson.

[Head before the Otago Institute, 1th August, 1S77.J
J

In compliance with the request of the president and members of the Society,
when I read the former paper on the subject last August, I now lay before
you the result of my observations for the year ending 31st July last. I
may state that my information was obtained in the same way as previously,
by taking notes of the various fishes exposed for sale in town, in boats at
the jetties, enquiries at Port Chalmers, etc.

The local fishing trade may be represented as follows :—During the
year eight boats, employing twenty-four men, have been employed in the
fishing outside the Heads

; while twelve boats, employing twenty-four men,
Iiave been engaged m the seine fishing in Otago harbour and the adjoining
inlets. This is independent of Stewart Island, where a number of cutters
arc engaged in the trade.

The supply has been pretty steady aU through the year, though
occasionaUy, when a term, more or less long, of stormy weather occurred,
a scarcity would be felt. The Southland steamers often fetch to Dunedin a

iland. In
abound

the trade there
;
and only the other day a fine new boat of fourteen tons was

launched at Port Chalmers for the prosecution of the outside fishing trade.
The complamt of small fish has been made again and again. °Tliis is

particularly the case with flounders, which are brought to market of a
ridiculously small size. Very juvenile red cod are frequently caught by the
seiners in large quantities. Some regulation as to the size of fisl exposed
for sale ought to be speedily made, in order to prevent their complete
extermination. All under a certain size, on being caught, should be
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returned to the water. In talking this matter over with one of tlic dealers,

with a numhcr of specimens before us, a size of flounder was considered,

and in his opinion, in which I quite concurred, all below eight inches in

length from snout to tail should be rejected. Fish under this. size are

really not worth the trouble of cookmg. Comx)laints as to other fishes are

not so often made, even the red cod, though caught very small, being

available for table use in a smoked state.

This latter mode of preserving fish is pretty generally used both in

Dunedin and Port Chalmers, and large quantities of barracouta, ling, mold,

trumpeter, blue cod, and red cod are cured and sent up country and to

other towns for consumption. Some curing is also done in the southern

district. Tliis is a trade that is yet in its infancy, a very extensive market
lying open for occupation, both in this and other colonies. The herring is

cured extensively at Picton, and sold everywhere as bloaters ; and it must
be admitted they taste much like the real Yarmouth article. The mullet,

w^hich is common in Otago, and sometimes called herring, does not cure so

well, as it is generally very fat, and consequently does not keep.

The table given below contains the names of the fishes, and the number of

days they were in the market during the year, from 1st August, 1876 to the

31st July, 1877, both inclusive, with the number of days on which there

were no fish.

From the figures in the table it will be seen that the supply has been
much more steady and hberal than during last year. Tliis is in a measure
due to the pretty regular shipments sent up from the Bluff. One or two
welled boats have also been at work on the coasts adjacent to Otago Heads.
These welled boato bring in moki, trumpeter, and other fishes to the port,

and thus keep the market supplied with what used to be considered rare or

scarce fislies. With the exception of ling and sole, all the other items in

the table show a large increase on last year's returns.

There is one mode of fishmg which has as yet received hardly a fan- trial

in our waters. I refer to trawling—a method which is largely employed in

the seas adjacent to the British coasts. Some years ago a vessel was
brought over from Melbourne for the purpose, but the scheme was aban-

doned before a fair trial had been given to it. I am convinced that, were

this plan of catching fish properly gone about, a constant supply could be

sent in nearly every weather. Tlie vessels being welled could be kept

cruising about till a sufficient cargo was got together, when the port could

be run for, and the fish disposed of as requhed. A supply of soles in

particular could thus always be depended upon, and there is no doubt that

other ground-feeding fislies would be caught in quantity sufficient to make

the enterx^rise x)ay.
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It may not be out of place to give a few remarts upon the montlis,

incidents, weather, and so on.

August was characterized by stormy and irregular weather, which had

its effect in reducing the supj)ly of fish ; indeed, largo fish were out of the

market all the month. The only sort that were anything like constant

were floimders and mullet. Though the weather was so severe there were

no frost-fish brought to town. On the outer beaches they were not infre-

quentj though not so plentiful as usual. On four days there were no fish,

and for several days only a few small flounders were on sale.

During the early half of September stormy weather was the rule, and

fish exceedingly scarce; on several days none at all. On the 28th, some

very fine trumpeter were brought in from the coasts, of weight up to ten

pounds,

October was chai-acterized by better weather^ and the supply of fish was

pretty steady. The barracouta made their appearance on the 17th, thirteen

days earlier than last year, and were at once in large supply. Gaifish were

very plentiful about the middle of the month. The true butterfisli was

brought to market on one or two days.

November was an average month, and fish were fairly plentiful. Floun-

ders, however, were scarce all the month. On the 3rd and 28tb, several

salmon-trout were caught in the harbour.

There was a good deal of wet weather during December, and for a few

days at the beginning of th^ month fish were rather scarce, and many small

flounders sent to town. The season allowing,, a good many brown trout

were on sale.

Through January fish were abundant. On the 15tli several dozen of
+

kahawai were brought to market, two days earlier than last year. They

were said to have been plentiful outside the heads, but they were never

caught again. No king-fish were caught this year. The herring ( Clupea

sa/jajoj was brought to market in good quantity. Some specimens measured

eleven inches long, the average w^ere about nine inches long. On the 4th

three cutters sailed from port for Stewart Island, to follow the fishing trade

there, the produce to be sent to Dunedin.

February was a month of full supply, though the complaint of small

flounders was again common. On several days at the middle of the month

Clupea sagax was again in the market.

During March the town was well supplied. As a novelty a few white-

bait formed an item in the supply for some days.

April was a rather stormy month, and there was in conseq^uence a

scarcity for some days.

May saw the market pretty regularly supplied. A fair addition was
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made by regular shipments of mold, trumpeter, and blue cod by the steamer

from the Bluff, Seme fish -were in liberal supply.

During June fish were in steady and liberal supply, large fish

particularly so. The barracouta disappeared on the IGth, having been on

the coast since 17th October.

July has "witnessed a good supply of fish. Ling of large size were

plentiful, as were also red cod and mullet; a quantity of the cod were cured

by smoking. Trevally were also very j)lentiful for several days.

Eegarding tlie fishes themselves I give the following notes :

—

1. Groper.—Excei^ting during the month of July and August, this

excellent fish has been pretty constantly in the market. A few very large

individuals were brought to town,.weighing as high as fifty to sixty pounds,

but from twenty to thirty pounds is the average size. Was in themarket

altogether 159 days, as against 143 last year.

2. The kahawai v/as only in the market on one day, in January, when

upwards of forty were brought to town. They were said to bo plentiful

outside the Heads at the time, but they had all disappeared by next day.

No kingfish visited the coast this year.

8. Ling is present in the market more or less all the year round, save

about the autumn, when it is generally scarce. This is among the best of

our food fishes, and is sometimes of large size, up to twenty poimds. The

young of the ling are sometimes caught by the seiners, and are very pretty,

being curiously sj)otted. This fish was present 83 days and last year 109.

4, Barracouta were in large, though somewhat irregular supply, during

the season, which began on the 17th October, about a fortnight earlier than

usual. They were plentiful in the open water all along the coast. Were

in the market 123 days, for 106 during last year.

5. Frost-fish have been scarce until the middle of July, when dm'ing

some fine clear frosty weather, with a young moon, they were for a few

days quite plentiful, some of the shops having from three or four uj) to

twenty ; nearly seventy were caught in oue day at or near Purakanui. They

were brought to market on eleven days. Settlers along the seaboard to the

north have caught them pretty frequently. No further light has been

own o

6. Moki is now a much more regular visitor to our market than in former

years. Independent of the supply from otu- local fishermen, moki are

brought by the Southland steamers from the Bluff, to which they are

brought by the Stewart Island fishermen and shipped to Dunedin. This

fish was in the market 186 days, against 82 last year,

7. Trumpeter has also been in increased supply, principally from the

south. Was in the market on 51 days, 9 last year.

8. Blue cod has been pretty constantly in the market, coming also
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largely from Stewart Island. It is also to be had o£f auy of the rocky

points near the Ileads. "Was in the market 119 days, and 78 days last year.

very

Lut only occasionally brought to market.

10. Eed cod is perhaps the most plentiful of all our finny visitors, and

is caught in large numbers, both inside and outside the Heads. Both large

and small fish are cured by smoldng, and sold as Fiunan haddock, which

they resemble very much, but far too many small ones are caught. They

were in the market 211 days, against 111 for last year.

our

hardly be reckoned on as a regular food-fish.

12. The haddock is caught occasionally, but there are seldom more than

-un

13. Parrot-fish were in the market on about fourteen days during the

year

dlmer or san

market. It is not, however, very plentiful, and is irregular ; was in the

market 56 days, last year 34 days.

durin

sometimes present in the town harbour in immense shoals; was in the

market on 19 days last year, on 41 this year.

16. The true butterfish was caught several times during the year. It

must, however, be considered as a very rare fish in our waters.

17. The spotty, or butterfish of our local fishermen, has been very

plentiful this year, and has been brought to town in large numbers at times
;

was in the market 128 days, as against 34 for last year.

18. The herring or mullet is a very abundant fish in Otago harbour, and

furnishes very good sport with a rod and Hne. It varies in size from six to

fourteen inches in length. It is one of the best of our fishes, and was in the

market 233 days, for 159 last year.

19. The true herring was brought to market on one or two days durin

the summer. This is a migratory fish, and does not stay on the coast more

than a few days in the year, when it is present in immense shoals,

brought to town varied fi-om seven to eleven inches in length.

Tho

K Wh I think these

both

They are caught in one or two places in the harbour, at the mouth of the

Leith in PeHchet Bay, and in the steam basin.

21. That excellent fish the trevally was almost constantly in the market

during the year. About midsummer some very large specimens were on

and
a
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22. Flounders were in regular supply all the year. It is much to be
regretted that the fishermen will persist in sending so many small ones to
market, legislative interference will have to take place. But there would be
no need for it if fishermen would only use their common sense and reject all

below a certain size. The dealers would also help materially if they refused
to buy small fish. The flounder was in the market 261 days, for 201 last
year.

23. Soles are somewhat rare in our market, and are most plentiful in
spring. Two varieties appear to be caught here, differing but slightly from
each other

;
were thirty days in the market last year, and twenty°this year.

24. The skate is not often brought to market, but is not a scarce fish,
and as a food-fish has few superiors; was fifteen days in the market,
against thirteen last year.

i

Some odd fishes now and then turn up in the market, such as the
Maori chief, cat-fish, sHver-fish, etc.. but of these there is seldom more than
one at a time, and so I omitted them from the table. There is also the
common leather-jacket or pig-fish of our harbour (Agriopus hucopoecilusj
which is often caught, but very seldom offered for sale, though good eating.
One schnapper was caught late in the season.

In conclusion, I have only to add that a great deal of pain and trouble
have been used in order that the information may be as correct as possible

;

and when I state that the table is the result of nearly 4,000 entries, you will
see that I have gone vath some minuteness into my task.

During the year there were twenty-two days on which there were no
fish on sale

;
during last year there were thirty-two such days.
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Aet. XLY.—Notes on the Whales of the New Zealand Seas*

By James Hector, C.M.G., M.D., F.E.S,

Plates XVI. and XVII.

^ {Read before the Wellington PhilosopJncal Society^ 12th January, 1878.]

Ha\ing lately Lad an opportunity of examining various type specimens of

our Cetaceans in the European museums, and of consulting important books

of reference on this branch of om* zoology, especially the magnificent work

of Professors Van Beneden and Gervais,* I am enabled to offer a few

critical notes on some of the species in continuation of my former papers to

the Society,! and in anticix^ation of a complete review of the species now
described from New Zealand, showing the present state of our knowledge

on this subject.

1. Neobal^na marginata.

Neobalcena marginata. Gray; Supp. Cat. Seals and Wliales, p. 41; Hector,

Trans. N.Z. Inst., II., 26, (skull) ; V., pi. 6 (ear-bones) ; YII., 251, pi.

17 (external form and complete skeleton).

This species having by one anthor;]: been treated as a synonj-m of

Euhalcena australuj or the black whale, I have compared the skeletons of

young individuals, as I presume that, from its small size, it has been taken

for the young of the latter species.

Only three examples of Neohalcena are known :

—

a. The original type from Kawau Island, presented to the Colonial

Museum by Sir George Grey, and of which only the skull was preserved,

measuring 57 § inches in length. This is the largest specimen yet met

with, and the proportionate length of the animal would be 20 feet.

h. A complete skeleton 14 feet 6 inches long, obtained jjby Mr, Charles

Traill on Stewart Island, and now in the British Museum, and of which

the skuU measures 41 inches.

c. Skull of a very young individual in the Auckland Museum, measuring

35 iuches.lf

iim

elongated form, fine texture, and yellow colour with a black margin, and

the other details of the skull and form of the ear-bones also agixe closely,

exhibiting onlv differences of srrowth.

* Ost^'ograpliie des Cetacfis vivants et fossiles : 4to., with atlas of plates, folio, Paris.

13 parts published.

IX

J A, W. Scott, M.A., Mammalia, recent and extinct—Section Piknata. Sydney,

§ Trans. N.Z. Inst., H., 26.
\\
Trans. N.Z. Inst., YH., 2o3.

% Trans. N.Z. Inst., YH., 251.
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With the last-meutioued specimen I was aUe to compare the skull of a
young calf of Euhalccna australis, tlie complete skeleton being in tlie College

of Surgeons Museum, London, and 12 feet in total length, the skull measur-
ing 36 mches, and the difference in the cranial characters of the two species

is fouud to be quite as obvious as in the more fully developed skulls. " The
general outlhie of the two skulls at once distinguishes them. In Neohalctna
the greatest width is across the hinder border which is also concave in

outHne, owing to the projection backwards and outwards of the exoccipitals

and squamosals, whereas in FuhaUna the gi-eatest width is across the
orbital plates of the frontals, so that the posterior half of the skull is convex
in outline.

In Neobalcsna the skull is less arched, the length being four times the
height of the arch between the glenoid processes and the tip of the beak, and

_ median ridge extending
forwards for half the total length of the skull j but in the young Euhalccna
the height is equal to two-fifths the length, and the supra-occipital has a

skull

.

fourth

It is obvious that even at the earliest age these crania present marked
differences, while the divergence exhibited in the other osteological cha-
racters is stm more striking. Thus comparmg the complete skeleton of
Neohalcena, U feet 6 inches in length, with Euhalcena, we have

Neobalana. Euhalccna.
Cervicals .. •.. ..7 ., .. ..7
Dorsals 15

liumbars 6

15

12
Caudals (with chevrons) . . 6 10

,, (without chevTona) 10 15

44 69
In NeohaUna tlie scapula is nearly twice as wide as high with strong

coracoid and acromion processes, almost as m Dalmioptera. In Eubalcena,
on the contrary, the scapula is high and narrow and with only one feeble
process

aUy
the quality and proportional dimensions of the baleen, XeohaJcena has some

(2I)jsticete)

unlikely that it may. be a species abounding in the unexplored seas of far
southern latitudes, where it may attain to a large size, only stra-^lers
occasionaUy reaching to the latitude of New Zealand and Austraha. InThese
saas the normal representative of the Bal^nidc^ is Eulala-ua australis, just as

northern hemisphere Eubalc^na Uacayen

Mysticete of the
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Arctic regions. If sucli be tlie case it will have an interesting bearing on

the distribution of the Cetacoa, that the forms of temperate latitudes

(Euhal(jdna) should j)resent less divergent characters than the Arctic and

Antarctic representative forms.

2. EUEAL^TEXA AUSTRALIS.

Bal(tna aiistraltSj Desmoxilins ; Diet. Class. H.N., II., 161,

Bal<ena antij^odarum^ Gray; Dieffenbacb's N.Z., 11., 183; v. Bcneden and

Gervais, Ostcog., 35.

Caperea antipodaruniy Gray; Cat, S. and W., 101.

Hunterius tcinminckii, Gray; I.e. 98.

Macleayius australiensis, Gray; Trans. N.Z. Inst,, VI., 90,

FAihalmna anstralis, Gray ; Cat. S. and W., 91 (as a Cape si^ecies); Hector,

Trans. N.Z, Inst., V,, 156 (as a New Zealand species).

Examination of the t}^e specimens of the foregoing species, into which

the common black whales of the southern seas have been divided, confirms

the view that there are no sufficient grounds for their separation, and that

they should be combined under the name first given to Cuvier's *' Baleine

da Cap J"

At the same time I adopt Gray's separation of the genera Balcena and

EvbaJceua as necessary on account of the great difference in the form of the

skull, in the number of ribs, and the C[uaHty and size of the baleen. Thus

in Balcena the head is one-third of the entire length of the animal, and the

maxillarics are enormously produced, so that they are three-fourths of the

length of the skull.

In Euhaldna the head forms one-fourth of the length, and the beak is

only two-thirds the length of the skull.

The number of vertebrae compare as follows :

—

Balcena, Euhahena,

Cervicals . . .

.

. . 7 . . . . . . 7

Dorsals 13 15

Lumbars 10 10

Caudals 23 27

Although the fine skeleton of Balaina wysticetus in the Brussels Museum
shows a rudimentary fourteenth rib on the left side, the number of dorsal

vertebrae in that species never exceeds thirteen, while fifteen is the constant

number present in Eubalmia.

Balcena antipodarum was the name given by Gray to a whale of which

only a sketch was preserved, taken by Major Heaphy, V.C., from a specimen

stranded in Jackson Bay, Tory Channel, in 1839,* and the same name has

been given to a fine skeleton in the Museum at Paris, obtained in Akaroa

Harbour by Captain Berard and Dr. Arnoux of the French corvette '*Le

Bhin." The Icn^rth of this skeleton is 45 feet, the skull bein^ 13 feet, and

* Dieffenbach's New Zealand, I., 44
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in the same museum is the type specimen of Euhalc^na australis, from the

Cape of Good Hope, -v^-hich is 49 feet in length, the skull measuring 14i

feet. In both skeletons the number of dorsal and lumbar vertebra is the

same, but in the former only nine caudal vertebrae have chevron bones and

twelve are without, while in Balcena australis thirteen have chevron bones and

there are twelve without, thus having four more caudal segments than in

the New Zealand specimen ; but as the few other divergent characters of the

.mi

that the above difference is due to the imperfection of the shorter skeleton,

some of the chevron bones and terminal ossicles having been lost.

The other differences are stated by Van Beneden and Gcrvais to be

as follows :
—"^

The mandible has a smaller coronoid process but has a better developed

articular surface iu B, australis, and the superior maxillary bone is stronger,

and the temporal bone notably more massive. In J5. antipodarum the beak

is a little more curved. There is also a slight difference in the size of

the arm bones, and the acromion process of the scapula, present in i>*

mistralis, is represented only by a tubercle or ridge in the other skeleton.

This latter character cannot, however, be considered as impor-

tant, for in the same museum is the skeleton of another whale (Megaptera

lalandii) in which the scapulae of the opposite sides differ in this respect.

After examining the skeletons referred to, and being familiar with the

variations presented among the bones of the same species scattered about

the whaling stations on the New Zealand coast, I do not attach much

importance to these distinctions, but at the same time it must be noted that

in the skeleton of a black whale obtained on the coast of Canterbury by Dr.

von Haast, and now mounted in the British Museum as the tyx^c of Macleayius

australimsis, G-ray, the total number of vertebrae is also 54. The strong

curvature which has been given to the vertebral column in mounting this

fine skeleton, gives it, at first sight, a very different aspect from the Paris

specimens, but closer examination proves it to agree closely in all charac-

mi

din

on the Otago coast, has been mounted by Professor Hutton, and he informs

seOTaents

The smaller number of vertebrae thus appears constant in the only

three complete skeletons of the New Zealand Euhalt^na which are available
;

whereas in the skeleton of the Cape Eubalcefia, of Avhich there are two in

Paris, old and younpf, one youner at Leyden, and one. also voun^. in the

* Loc. cit.j p. 63.
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College of Surgeons Museum, London, the number varies from 56 to 59.

But Cuvier's original description of the Cape whale gives the number
of vertebrsB as 49, with 14 chevron bones;* and it is probable that the

number of rudimentary tail bones is unimportant, as they are very likely

overlooked in some cases, and left enclosed in the tough caudal integu-

ment when the skeleton is being stripped.

As the whalers only recognize one kind of bhack whale, which is com-
mon throughout all southern seas, and there is no difference in habits,

food, or distribution in latitude observable among them, it does not seem
necessary in the x>resent state of our knowledge that the New Zealand and
the Cape species should be considered as different.

Note.—27tli Feb. Since writing the above, I have had an opportunity of visiting the
Otago Museum, and I find that the skeleton of E. australis above referred to is evidently

incomplete, and that the number of vei-tebra) is not to be taken as a reliable character.

Total length

Length of skull

Width, orbital

„ exoccipital

Measubements. Ft. In,

• • • • • • 29 1

•• •• • to
» • • • • 5 6

>• •• •• 2G
Height of arch of skull ,

.

.

,

34
The vertebral column as mounted consists of—Cervical, 7; dorsal, 15; lumbar, 10;

and caudal, 22 ; but the latter region is imperfect, and is partially restored artificially.

The condition of the cervical region is interesting. The first to the fifth segments
are united by the spinous processes and laminte ; and the third and fourth, on the left

side only, by the tips of the inferior lateral processes. Otherwise the vertebra) are
distinct.

Only 14 pairs of ribs have been mounted, but, as they are not in relative position
the number is probably also erroneous, and should, from the appearance of the vertebree

be 15 on each side.

Only a few of the chevrons are present, but, to judge from the presence of facets for

their attachment to the centra, they were 13 in number, being attached from the 33rd to
the 46th vertebra. The 89th to the 45th have the lateral processes perforated, but the
characters of the caudal region are not reliable.

The scapula agrees with that of E. australis in the Paris Museum, and not with E
mi

sum

but of much larger dimensions, which agree in then* characters with the foregoino-,

3. Megaptera lalaxdii.

Megaptera lalandii, Fischer; v. Beneden and Gervais, Osteog., 133.

Poescopia lalandii, Gray ; Cat. S. and W., 126,

Megaptera novcB-zealandice, Gray, Cat- S. and W., 128; Hector, Trans. N.Z.
Inst., V. 156, Vn,, 255.

Although the humpback is the most common whale round our coasts, a
complete skeleton of a New Zealand specimen is still a desideratum. From

* Gray, Cat. S- and W., p. 92.

\
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the comparison of the skulls described in my former paper, one of which is

now in the British Museum and the other in the Colonial Museum, with the

tj-pe from the Cape of Good Hope in the Paris Museum, which is described

and partly figured by Van Beneden and" Gcrvais, I feel no hesitation in

identifying the New Zealand humpback with that from the Capo,

4. Physalus australis*

Physains amtralls, Desmoulius ; Diet. Class. H.N., II., ICG.

Balcenoptera australis, Gray; Zool. Er. and Terr., pi. 51,

Sihhaldius antarcticiis, Gray; Cat. S. and W., 381.

Bal^no;ptera antarctica, v. Beneden and Gervais, Osteog., 234.

2 Physalus grayi, McCoy ; Zool. and Palseont, of Victoria, p. 4.

? Sibhaldius sxilphureus, Cope; Proc. Phil. Acad., 18G9, 20.

Stenohalana xantliogasteYy Gray; Auu. and Mag. N.H., 1874, 305.

Physalus australls, Hector ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., V., 157, YII., 257.

The complete skeleton, seventy feet in length, of the great sonthern rorciual

described in my former paper- has now been mounted in the Colonial

Museum, and there are no osteological characters by which it can be
distinguished fi'om the gi^eat northern rorqual (Physalus antiquorum, Gray,
or Balcenoptera mnsculus, Van Beneden and Gervais) of which I have
examined skeletons in the museums at London, Edinburgh, and Turin,

In its external characters, and especially in having a small dorsal lobe

situated far back, mstead of the high erect fin so characteristic of the

northern PJnjsalus, it resembles the broad-nosed fin-whale (Physalus sihbaldU)

figured by Turner,! but the short pectoral limbs, the form of the skull,

and the number of vertebras, 64,+ its fifteen ribs and great size readily dis-

tinguish it from the genus Sihhaldius of the ror(iuals, which have 56
vertebrae and fom-teen ribs and expanded maxillaries.

As there is no other complete skeleton of the southern rorqual yet
described, and the various species above quoted from the South Seas and
the Pacific Ocean have been founded on very fragmentary evidence, I think
it better to combme them under the name by which the razorback was first

recognized in the south.

The specimen in the Melbom-ne Museum, quoted from Professor McCoy,
appears to be the same, but it is not yet fully described, the chief point of
difference noted bemg that it has 16 and not 15 ribs, which is the number
in other skeletons of the species.

Sihhaldius sulphureus, Cope, is only named from descriptions and draw-
ings, and I have suggested it as probably the same as the southern species,
on account of the resemblance of a. sl^-plpfrir* tT7li;/.i-, t ^i.j.^,- ^;i • o„„

* Trans. N.Z. Inst., 1875, YH., 257. f Trans. B. Soc. Ed., XXVL, 107.

X By an oversight the numl>er of vertebra; was formerly given as 57, the seven
«ervical3 not having been included. *' Trans, N.Z. Inst.." VII., 259
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Francisco, and wliich I liave reason to tliink was tliat of the wlialc referred to
m Professor Cope's descrix^tion ; but only a very cursory examination could
be made of this skeleton while I was paching it for transmission to the
British Museum, where it is now deposited.

5.

—

Balenopteka HUTTONI.

Balisnoptera hiittoni, Gray ; Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., XIII., 150.

Physalus antarcticus, Button
; Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., XIII., 31G.

This is the pike whale of the southern seas and is hardly distinguish-
able from the northern Balcemptera rostrata. The genus BaIa;}iopicra is
here restricted to the smaU rorquals, which have less than 50 vertebra} and
11 pairs of ribs. The type of B. huttoni is in the British Museum, but was
not mounted when I examined it. The second and third cervicals show
marks of adhesion, and specimens of these vertebrie ha the Colonial Museum
are as firmly anchylosed as in B. rostrata.

6. PirysEXEE maceocephalus, Linn.
Catodon australis, Gray ; Cat. S. and W., 206; Hector, Trans. N.Z. Inst., V., 158.
Meganeuron hrefftii, Gray; Cat. S. and W., 387.

Catodon colneti, Gray ; Cat. Cetac. B.M., 52.

I'hyseter jiohjcyphus, Q. and G. ; Uran. Mamm., t. 12.

The sperm whale is ubiquitous in warm seas and occasionally roams into
high temperate latitudes. It is represented m almost e-

fragmentary or comiolete skeletons presentmg variations due to age, bu"t

there appears to be no ground for distmguishmg more than one species
which has the name originally given by Liunaus.

ery

7. KoGIA BKEVICEPS.

Blainville

Kogia hreviceps, Gray ; Cat. B. M. Cetacea, 1850, p. 53.

Yl
Euphijsetes grayi, Macleay ; Gray, Supp. Cat. S. and W., 392,

Kogia macleayi, Gray; Cat. S. and W., 218,

Krefft

YI
Amer, Nat,, IV

This very remarkable and diminutive form of the PhyseteridtB has pro-
bably a similar range to the' sperm whale, but only one mstance is recorded

Professor Gill describes a speciraennortli

from Mazatlan on the coast of Mexico, which is prohahly the same sj^ecies.

Austraha
and New Zealand, and there does not appear to be any reason for making
several disthict species, as the only complete skeletons agree in all

essential characters.

r1
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8, Beraedius AKKUxn, Duvernoy,

Plate XYI.

An adult male of the porpoise whale was cai:)tiired in tlie entrance to

Wellington Harbour on 12th January, 1877, and the complete skeleton has

since heen mounted in the museum.

The condition of the terminal epiphyses of the vertehras and limb bones

mature

lum

which Prof. Flower has made the subject of a most exhaustive and masterly

memoir.I The external form of this whale is shown in the accompanying

outhne sketch (plate XVI.) which was made by careful measurement. The

colour was black with a purple hue, except a naiTow band along the belly,

which was grey. The muzzle, flippers, and tail lobes were intensely black.

The snout was flattened above and the lower jaw projected two inches beyond

the upper, which was received into firm fleshy lips. The mterior of the

mouth was of a dark slate colour. The teeth did not penetrate the gums,

nor could thek position be discovered till deep incisions were made.

The blow-hole was on the vertex of the head directly over the eye, with

a rounded protuberance in front. The flippers were stout and rigid, and

there were no axillary folds of skin to indicate gi'eat freedom of motion.

The form of the body was cylindrical and of nearly uniform size between

the flippers and the vent. The dorsal fin, which commenced over the vent,

was thick and rigid with a thin rounded edge. The tail lobes were broad

and powerful.
Ft. In.

Tital length 27 6

Extreme girth at middle 15

Snout to eye 2 H
Snout to l>low-hole 3 6

Length of gape 1 8

Anterior border of flipper • . . , , . 2 7

Snout to root of flipper • • . , ,

.

5 2

Snout to dorsal fin 18

Length of base of dorsal fin 2

Height of dorsal fin 10

Espanse of caudal flukes 6 3

The skeleton agrees in most of the details with that described hy Prof.

Flower, The teeth are two on each side near the tip of the lower jaw, the

anterior being the larger, and agreeing in form with the single tooth fonnd on

each side of tbe jaw of the specimen captured at the same place in Jannary,

18704 The skull of tliat specimen is in the museum, and agrees in every

* Trans. N,Z. Inst., 11., 190. f Trans. ZooL Soc, VIII., 203.

1 Trans. N.Z. Inst., HI., 129.
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respect with tlie one under consideration, so that there is no doubt that the

presence or absence or relative position of the rudimentary teeth in the

ziphioid whales is a matter of no specific value, contrary to the assertion

of Dr. von Haast.*

The three first cervicals only are anchylosed, as described by Prof.

Flower, but the neural arches of the posterior cervicals are complete and
not open, which is one point of difference between the two skeletons.

The total number of vertebra is 47, or one less than in the College of

Surgeons specimen, and yet extreme care was taken to secure the whole of

the small tail bones. There is also a slight difference in the number of

vertebrae in the regions of the spinal column, as described by Prof. Flower,

from the skeleton now in the Colonial Museum, thus :—
Flower. Col. Mas.

Cervicals .. .. 7

Dorsals .. .. 10 f

Lnmbars .. .. 12

Caudals with facets for chevrons 12

Tail proper -

.

.

.

7

•

•

7

10

13

10

7

Only the six last chevron bones were present, being attached to the

36th-42nd vertebrae, and although the four preceding vertebrae, 31st-

3oth, have distinct hsemal facets, none of the corresponding bony arches

were present. It is useful to note such discrepancies, as showing the

amount of individual variation which may exist in the same species.

The number of phalanges in the digits of the manus, which Prof. Flower
suggests were imperfect in his specimen, are in my specimen I.-l, II.-6,

III.-5, IV.-4, V.-B.

9. Mesoplobon hecxori.

Meso])lodon hectori, Gray ; Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., VIIL, 117.

Plate XVII.

It is very doubtful if this species should be separated from M. soicerhyi,

De Blainville, which seems to be subject to great variation in the position

and development of the mandibular teeth, the length and basal width of the

beak of the skuU, and the presence or absence of a meso-rostral callosity.

There appear, however, to be two extreme forms in the New Zealand seas,

one representing the type of M. sowerbyij of which the skull in the Canter-

bury Museum, which I formerly described as a variety of M. hectori.l is

probably an instance ; but a still more extreme form in the same direction

of development is found in a skull in the Otago ]\Iuseum, of which I am

* Trans. N.Z. Inst., IX., 455.

t Twelve thoracic vertebrae are mentioned in the text, though elsewhere descrihed as

ten, I.e., p, 226.

t Trans. N.Z. Inst., V., 168.



able to give a figure (plate XVII.) from a i3liotograph wliicli I liad taken by

permission of Prof. Hutton. The other group, of which the type of M.

hectori is an extreme though very young example, represents the forms

similar to M, eurojimis of the northern seas.

These extreme forms are separated, but with many intermediate exami)les,

chiefly on account of the position and size of the tooth in the mandible, a

character to which I think too much importance has been attached, as no

two specimens yet obtained agree perfectly in this respect.

The complete skeleton of an adult male of M, hectori which I obtained

in Lyall Bay, near Wellmgton, in January, 1875,* agreed perfectly with,

those parts which had been preserved by the late Dr, Knox of the type of

the species fi-cm Tetai Bay, Porhua Harbour, but in this second case the

teeth were situated several inches from the tip of the mandible, while in the

type they w^ere at the extreme tip, though still lateral and not terminal as

Again, in the very young specimen of which I obtained only the lower

jaw from Kaikoura, the teeth were opposite the hinder edge of the

symphysis4
Dr. von Haast has lately described under a new genus Oidodon^ three

specimens obtained by Mr. Hood in the Chatham Islands of a Mesojdodon^

which has a row of small teeth in the upper jaw, in a position corres-

ponding to the shallow emargination of the upper part of the ramus of the

mandible of the Otago Museum skull (a. fig. 1, pi. XVII). No anatomical

description of Oulodon has yet been published, and as the characters of the

skulls figured and described by Dr. von Haast were concealed by the dried

integument, its exact affinity to the other species of Mesojdodon cannot be

detected ; but, while the longest of the skulls (No. 1) has the mandible

produced to three thnes the width between the articulations (computed from

the orbital width which is given by Dr. von Haast) and the teeth at 'onc-

thhd the length of the mandible from the tip, in both of which characters

it agahi agrees with the Otago Museum skull, the shorter skull (No. 3) has

the length of the mandible only twice the articular width, and the tooth at

one-fourth the length of the mandible from the tip, thus approaching M.
hcctoH in its proportions.

The presence of rudimentary teeth in the upper jaw of Mesoplodon is

certainly a most interesting discovery, but the animals have so seldom been

examined iu the flesh that it may not prove to be of uncommon occurrence,

although it has escaped the notice of all naturahsts prior to Dr. von Haast.

* Trans. N.Z. Inst,, VH., 2C2. f Trans. N.Z. Inst., m., pi. 14, 15.

\ Trans. N.Z. Inst., VI., pi. 15a. § Trans. N.Z.Inst., IX., Art. LVI.
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Similar teeth iu the gum of the ripper jaw have, however, beeu

previously recorded for the closely-allied Ziphius cavlrostris ; hut, as

Professor Tui-ner remarks in describing a skull of this species found

in Shetland, *' such teeth are quite rudimentary and functionless, and

the presence or absence of such aborted organs ought no more to form the

basis for establishing a specific difference, than should the entu'e absence

of teeth both in the upper and lower jaw of the Shetland cranium be a

reason for regarding it as a distinct species."^

10. Mesoplodon layardi.

DoUcJiodon layardi, Gray ; Cat. S. and W., 353 ; Hector, Tr. N.Z. Inst., V., 166.
u

Dolichodoii traversi, Gray; Trans. N.Z. Inst., V,, 96.

Meso]}lodon layardi^ Flower; Nature, VII., 368,

Mesoplodon Jloiceri, v. Haast ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., IX., 442.

Only five or six examx>les of tliis curious and generally supposed

abnormal form of ziphioid have yet been met with, and of these I have seen

four, (1) a lower jaw from the Cape of Good Hope, collected by the Chal-

lenger Expedition, (2) a lower jaw I have already described from the

Chatham Islands,! (3) the complete skeleton in the Canterbury Museum, a

very comj)lete anatomical description of which has been given by Dr. von

Haast, J and (4) the skeleton in the Sydney Museum, VN^hich has been made
the type of a new sx^ecies, Mesoplodon gilntheri, Krefft, but which Professor

Flower considers to belong to the species now under review.

In the last s^^ecimen the teeth are not so fully developed into the wonderful

strap-shaped arches as in the type, but they are evidently intermediate in

thek form between it and the triangular tooth of J/. soiverlyL This skeleton

has not been yet described, I believe, but Mr. Scott states
||

that he has

compared it with the di-awings of the skeleton of M. sowerhyi given by Van
Bcneden and Gervais, and cannot detect any essential difference of structure

between them. The other species I have seen, although each has received

a different specific name, are only distinguished by a slight divergence in

the form of the mandible, and the manner in which the large abnormal

tooth or rather task has been bent or worn, which characters are obviously

due to individual variation.

The skeleton described by Dr. von Haast is of a matm^e and probably

an aged animal, and as the other specimens that have large tusks corres-

pond in size, and the osteology in most points agrees with other Mesoplo-

donts, it is not improbable that it may be only the aged condition of some

species ah-eady known from immature individuals. Di'. von Haast states

• Trans. Eoy, See. Edin., XXYI., 769.

t Trans. N.Z. Institute, V., 166. { Trans. N.Z. Inst., IX., Art

Natiire, YIL, 368. |1 Mamm. Recent and Extinct, p. 116
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that it is the only ziphioid whale that has three cervical vertehrsB anchylosed
and four separate ;* but Berardius has this character, and the two skeletons

of M, hectori differed in this respect, one having two and the other four

vertebrae anchylosed.

Although it is most probable that the hypertrophy of the teeth hi this

species is only analogous to the overgrown tusks occasionally met with in

wild boars, it may be as well for the present to treat it as a character of

specific value until further information is obtained about this whale in its

earlier stages of growth.

As an aid to the comparison of the various forms comprised in this most
puzzling genus Mesoplodon, I have compiled the following table of measure-
ments from the various sources at command :

—

Length, of stull

99

JI

»l

»»

of cranium

of beak

of mandible

of symphyses

G, H.

15-0 19-0

24-5 25-5 19-0 25-5 .

.

13-0 13-5

Frontal width « •

Distance of tootlifrom
tip of mandible .

.

7-0

12

5-2

12-5

8-0 3-0

60

9-5

1-0

G-0

11-0

37-0?

l-i-5

22-5

34-0 310

35-0?

13-5

21-5

24*0? 41-7

30-0

14-0

4-0

ll'O 14*0

11-0? 10-0?

• *

120

11-0 10-5

12-0

10-0

90

150

19-0

5-0?

9-5

15-7

26-0

34-7

8-0

15-0

fr.Q 8-7

320

10-0

15-0?

11-5

A.

—

Mcsoj^lodon soicerhyi, Van Beneden.

B.— M. earopmus. Van Beneden.

C. Museum
J1 Lyall Bay,

93

E.—Skull in Canterbury Museum, no n:

F.—Skull in Otago Museum (PL XVII).

G,

—

Oulodorij No. I,, v. Haast,

H.

L
91

99

No. n.,

No. in.

99

99

In these the total length has been estimated from
the other proportions.

K»

—

Mesoplodon Jloiceri, Haast.

L. M. layardi Chatham Islands, Colonial Museum. Breadth computed from dis-
tances between articular surfaces.

11. ZiPHius cAViEosTRis, Ciivier.

Epiodon chatkamiends, Hector ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., V., 1G4.

Epiodon nov<B-zealandl<e, v. Haast ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., IX., 430.

Dr, von Haast has given an elaborate descrix^tion of tlie second complete
skeleton of this whale yet obtained, tlie first, winch is in the museum at

Loc, cit,^ 446.
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Bueuos Ayres, Laving beeu described in detail by Burmeister as Epiodon

australe.

In European museums this whale is only represented by slaills, the

individual specimens of which have generally been distinguished by specific

'wn

din

distinctions are only founded on changes and developments of the meso-

ethmoid cartilage, which with increasing age becomes ossified and swollen

into different shapes, while at the same time the bony processes surrounding

the proe-nasal fossa also undergo change of form ; but these differences he
considers do not exceed the range of individual variation which is often

met with in comparing a series of crania of the same species of animal.

He further shows that the geographical range of ZipMus cavirostris,

including all known forms, is equal to that of the sperm whale, of which
one species only is now generally admitted to exist.

The specific distinction made by Dr, von Haast between the Chatham
Island and New Zealand specimens is founded on little more than the form
of the teeth, which in the latter specimen, now in the Canterbury Museum,
I have f:>rmerly pointed out had become absorbed,! only the fangs being left,

while in the slightly smaller and probably younger specimen from the

Chatham Islands the teeth were still large and serviceable,
:f

but such
degeneration of the dental apparatus with advancing years is surely not to

be taken as a character of specific value.

un

an accident to the

and Burmeister is the presence of one pair of ribs less in the New
Zealand skeleton ; but this is so violent a departure from the number
obtaining in a so closely allied, even if not an identical species, and from
the number found in all other ziphioids except Ili/peroodon, that it should,

I think, be attributed to individual abnormahty or

preparation.

One important feature in Burmeister*s description has not been alluded

to by Dr. von Haast, namely, the presence not only of the large terminal

mandibular teeth, but also thh'ty small teeth in the gum of the mandible and
twenty-five on each side in the gum of the upper jaw. As the Buenos Ayres

specimen was quite yoimg, measuring only 13 feet in length, whereas

the Canterbury specimen was adult, and measm-ed 29 feet, the absence

of the fimctionless teeth in the latter was probably due to the difference

of age. This is clearly opposed to the generic value attributed to such
organs in the case of Oidodon.

Trans

din., XXVI., 759.

{ Trans. N.Z. Inst., Y., pi. 4 and 5.
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Art. XLVI.—On Grasses. By S, M. Curl, M.D.

lEead before the Wellington Philosophical Society, Ist September, 1877.]

I HAD the honour on a former occasion of laying before the Wellington

Philosophical Society the results of some of my ohservatious on those

grasses and fodder-plants that, from experiment in acclimatization, gro^'th

and culture, and after chemical analysis, grazing of cattle and horses,

and folding of sheep upon them, had been found to be valuable for the

grazier and farmer to introduce into their fields and pastures, with the

object of making them far more productive than they are at present with

the grasses and clovers usually sown.

It is well known that there is a great scarcity of grass in the pastures

during the dryness of summer, and also in a cold or wet winter ; my
experiments have proved to me there were exotic grasses that would supply

this deficiency, and clothe the pastures at all times with abimdant and
nutritious herbage. In addition to the grasses already mentioned in my
former paper, I now desire to give you the results of fm-ther experiments

upon other new grasses not hitherto cultivated by farmers and pastoralists

in New Zealand. It is probable that for a considerable period pastoral

pursuits will be more profitable to many of those who come to invest their

capital in New Zealand than the growing of cereals.

That the profitable return to individuals and the money introduced into

the colony for the wool, tallow and other produce may be the greatest in

proportion to the quantity of land occupied by the sheep, cattle, etc., it

behoves the pastoralist to make two blades of grass grow where one grew
before, and also that these two blades shall be of a more nutritive kind than

the one was. within and without

likely to increase, the pastorahst must make up his mind to grow not only

the best and most fattening grasses, but sow such a variety of them that he

will be able to keep the largest number of stock upon his land both summer
winter graziers

'wn

for other reasons will be able to carry on the cixltivation of cereals

conjoined with the production of meat, wool, etc., in a rotation of agi-i-

cultm'al operations, it follows that those farmers will find it best to grow
the most suitable grasses upon thek fields during the time the live-stock

si
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are feeding thcremi, so that these cattle may in the shortest time be ready
for the market. But the operations of these graziers and farmers will

* I I ( -1 • • _ _ _

owin

grasses. To the grazier permanency will be a great recommendation in the
grasses

fattening and nutritions, yet he will only require them to be annuals and
biennials, so that they may not occupy his land more than one or two years
after sowing.

But these are not all the conditions necessary in the selection and
sowing of grasses, it is requisite to choose those that will best suit the
kuid of soil, its topographical situation, annual state of moisture, chemical
constituents, and many other circumstances. A grass may be very valuable
when planted on one piece of ground, and nearly worthless when planted
upon another. The grazier or farmer is often surprised that a grass or
clover he has seen extolled in books, etc., will not grow upon his land, or if

It manages to keep itself alive wiU bear but Httle herbage, and that little will

grass
very good of itself, but in the struggle for existence some more vigorous

overgrow

destroy the doob, or any weaker growing grass near it. Therefore it is
necessary that before any grass or clover is sown, these various conditions
and many others must be taken into account and attended to, that the best
results may follow. For there is all the difference between keeping a sheep
to the acre, or ten, or even more, or one head of large cattle to every five
acres, or one or two bullocks to every acre, and to fatten them by the time*'— ire twenty-four or thirty months old. It is no use pm'chasing valuable
short-horn cattle, or Lincoln or Leicester sheep, if the pastures are not what
they ought to be by the grass growing vigorously and with its chemical
constituents properly combined, thus producmg the largest amount of
nutritious food, for, as Mr. BakeweU said, "It is the feeding more than the

they

idin^

The pastures may even look green, but the stock may not thrive and
upon the chemist testing the grasses his analysis may show that the
minerals and organic elements are not normaUy proportioned. But,
farther, while one grass will fail to feed, or wHl not even grow, another
species m the same place will thrive and bear abundant herbage, and both
noimsh and fatten stock.

We have lately seen wonder expressed at the rye and other grasses
affected witla the ergot fmigus ( Secale cornutumj and that stock fed thereon
suffer. This is apparently a great mystery to some, but none to the

^
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scientist, as lie knows that "wlienever a jplaut is growing in au unhealthy

condition, it is liable to the attaclis of disease, and becomes the host and

snpporter of parasites.

In experimenting with grasses and fodder plants, it is therefore necessary

not only to intr<Kluce them from distant countries where they are in-

digenous, and acclimatize them, but, after they are acclimatized, to grow

them upon various kinds of soil, and under different conditions; the soil of

the experimental beds must represent these soils and conditions, or the

experiments are worthless. The soils must vary between a light sandy

mould, sandy loam, stiff loam, friable clay, stiff clay, calcareous sands and

marl, and must be drained and undrained. The experiments must be

carried on during summer and winter, and the resulting herbage must be

weighed, measured, and chemically analyzed during the first three years of

the experiments, and then fed off by live stock pastured thereon for definite

periods, according to the results desired to be tested, and this for not less

than three years, as the first year's feeding power is often different from the

subseq^uent second, and third years. The grasses have after this to be

allowed to seed, and this seed then to be sown with twelve or more vigorous

grasses and clovers, and if these do not smother them they are able to take

their places among grasses for permanent pastures. If they do not stand

this test their merits are known, and they can be placed in the position

they ought to hold as fodder or temporary grasses.

For these and many other reasons I find it very difficult to predict what

any grass will really be until actual experiment in growth and testing has

revealed its qualities. Amongst the hundreds of grasses I have grown from

many parts of the world, I am never able to say with certainty, until after

years of continued experiment, what a grass will be worth in permanent or

temporary pasture ; some that are very poor for the first few years imj^rove

with each year after they have been jplanted out permanently among the

mixed grasses and grazed over, whilst others cannot stand against more

vigorous grasses, or the grazing and trampling of stock, or they are not

able to send their roots far enough for them to obtain a fresh supply of

elements, after they have been located some time in the pastures.

Thus the so-called perennial rye will bear feeding down for two, three,

or four years, according to the seed or choice of soil and amount of stocking,

and then will lose its normal chemical elements and get weaker and

diseased until it will die out, and be replaced after a few years—more or

less—according to ch'cumstances, by Holcus lanatits, or by weeds, or if the

ground is undi'ained when it dies out, rushes will take its place, or as it

requires for its healthy growth lime and potash salts, sheep feeding it off

constantly will gi-adually remove in their wool and bones these elements

;
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it gets diseased and attacked with ergot (Fuccinia uredo), etc., and will be
replaced by other plants in its struggle for existence.

One other condition that must be noticed, and a very important one, is

the poiiod of rest during which tha plant caases to grow above <jroimd, and
either remains with only small growth in any part, or nearly quiescent, or
m other species commences vigorous root action and extends under ground,

.
this being regulated by the decreasing or increasing temperature, height of
ground water, by which wo understand the meansummer and winter water,
level or height of moisture in the soil. The above and below soil changes
of growth taking place in different grasses dependmg upon their species,
original habitat, etc., at various seasons of the year in this island, either in
the spring, summer, autumn, or winter, and all other thmgs being equal,
this growth above gi-ound wOl determine at which season a grass is most to
bo depended upon by the graziers and farmers in this colony.

TJie Panicum spectabile, which wiU be growing vigorously from October
to Apnl, will die down in the winter and only maintam a weak root-action
until sprmg, while the Bromus uniohides will grow as fast above ground in
the wmter as in spring, and not so rapidly during the summer and autumn.
The Anthoxanthum odoratum grows all the winter, spring, and autumn, and
IS a good feedmg grass during those seasons.

The Elymus coudensatus grows fastest during the spring and autumn,
contmmng to grow, though less vigorously, iu wmter and summer.

The Stenotaphrum rjlahrum, so-caUed buffalo gi-ass, and Cynodon dactylon
or doob grass, grow best during the hottest and driest weather here, and
whilst the Cahfornian alfalfa with irrigation will make enormous growth
during the summer, the Chilian alfalfa grows on also m the autumn and
"Winter.

Tlie Tn/oUmn ,;pen> makes its principal growth iu the spring; the
Uh,un rerenne gets wealer after the first three or four years ; while the

fv'^"'"s pratenm becomes a much better glass m permanent pastures
after this period

;
and although here on swamps and peat bogs many of the

English pasture grasses will not thrive, the A,r,Mis s,o!o,u/.ra there grows

mT\ l.\ "
"'^'' "^ ""=" *«"^- '^^ 'I^P places, makmg

yaJe, .niAMIe. „uUefM,„„. and some others will giw on nearly

tit ' etl
"""'

""'""'" ^'^ """^ ""'^^ grasses in preference i any

The Daclylls c^spitosa is said by some authorities (but of this I cannotspeak frona personal experience at present) to grow belt in swamps by7e
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sea
;
and I know the Ilulcus lajiatiis will grow on most soils, liovrever stiff

or wet tliey may be, as well as the Plantago lanceolata.

Tlie Cijnosaras cristattis will make a permanent pasture for sheep on the

di-iest and poorest gravelly downs, and be greatly assisted by the Pentzia

vinjata, or Cape-sheep bush ; whilst the Onohryclm sativa will only grow
profitably for feeding on soils containing a considerable proportion of lime

;

while upon lands shaded by wood or overgrown by trees several Poas will

grow well, as will also the Panicum decom])ositum, Arundmella nepalensis,

and other kinds. The white clover will grow and ripen its seed where bees
and other insects can be found. In this colony, the red or TrifoUum jiratense

finds very few insects capable of carrying pollen grain to fertihze it, as the
humble bee that fertilizes it in England we have not here

; yet sometimes I
have had a patch of this clover with perfectly fertile seeds, and though I am
not yet able to say positively what insects are the fertilizing agents, I am
incKned at present to think it is the ant that does it—but I hope soon to

learn more of this from test experiments now going on. And again, while
many of the grasses and clovers will cease to fatten sheep and produce
disease in them if they eat them when their young growth is first com-
mencing in si3rmg, Phleum pretense will stop the diarrhoea produced, and will

,nn

ihin

other seasons, it should be more sown than it is at present. So well do the

Canadian and North American farmers and gi-aziers know its worth, that

they sowitjvery largely, and often to the exclusion of the LoUums, for sheep

and cattle pastui'e.

Another genus of grasses very valuable for permanent pasture are the

fescues—Festuca gujantea, F. elatior, F. pratensis, F. rubra, F. duriusaila
r

and many others of these valuable grasses are in this chmate growing
vigorously, and yieldmg herbage in the winter when the so-called perennial

rye is nearly dormant. These fescues, senduig their roots deex)ly down, find

elements to assist then- healthy growth when other grasses are attacked by
fungus and other diseases ; and the instincts of sheep and cattle will cause

them to crop these grasses in certain seasons instead of any others.

Among the red clovers for permanent pastures in this colony, none are

better than the TrifoUum pratcnse perennej or cow-grass, as it not only

continues to grow year after year when it has been sown, and produces a
large amount of herbage, but it very frequently has its seeds fertile, and
sows itself down if not too closely cropped in the autumn. In a small

paddock in which I had it sown some years since with many other kinds of

grasses, plants of it are to be found far distant from the x>lace in wliich it

was originally sown, and each year I observe an increasing quantity of

plants.
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The Californian variety of lucerne or Californian alfalfa, which has
during the past two years been much written upon in the various agricul-
tural journals, is a very useful plant, as it will grow a very large and
abundant crop of herbage either for fodder or making into hay, or for
grazing upon with periods of rest between the grazings. It forms much
larger roots than the other lucernes, and is m several other respects
different

;
it is well worthy of culture by the graziers and farmers. The

plan that I have pursued with it is to aUow my cows or bullocks to feed
upon it for two weeks, then take them out and place sheep on it for two
weeks to eat it close to the ground; then remove them, and leave the alfalfa
to grow for a month, and then follow this course again ; and for the two
weeks I allow five large cattle or twenty sheep to the acre. It re^uh-es to
be giwn m different enclosiures to pursue this system, so that while the
stock are feeduig in one enclosure the other is at rest and able to grow again.

Another plant, caUed the prickly comfrey, has recently been recom-

I plant. It was introduced into notice in 1811,
and at that time recommended for fattening stock, but passed out of notice,
and has since been revived. Of the several comfreys, Symphytum asperri^
mum is the one now most in favour. As soon as I noticed the renewal of
mterest in it, I ordered plants from France and elsewhere, and, having
obtained them, have now placed them under test culture ; but the time is

too short to be able to give any details as to then- worth or capabilities in
this colony.

'ilin

Agrostis argentea. grass of great merit, grows

yieldin

f

a fair proportion of nutritive herbage, seeding freely if aUowed to do so. It
IS readily eaten by stock, holds its own amongst other grasses, and is a
valuable grass with mixed permanent grasses on runs or pastures

AntJdstiria australis.-The seed of this widely-spread Australian grass I
obtained from Tasmania, the seed came up late in the spring ; it sent up ^

seed-heads which were three-and-a-half feet in height. It was cut for seed
about the latter end of December ; it contnau.ed to grow dm-ing the summer
and autumn, until the fi-osts of winter became severe, when it remained
^ath only small giwth dm-ing the remaining months, tiU spring weather
started it mto fresh growth, when it grew weU, yielding much herbage to
the stock grazmg upon it. It possesses elements well fitted for the growth
and development of sheep and cattle, and is a good grass for permanent
pasture, but is better for not being too heavHy stocked

Acena argentea.-A permanent pasture grass growing an abundance of
fohage during the autumn, winter, and spring, but somewhat less durin-
the dry smnmer weather

;
it contains a large amount of nutritive and
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fattening material. It does not readily ripen fertile seeds but forms plenty
of empty glumes. It is a good grass for permanent pasture.

AruntUnella nepalensis.— This excellent summer grass commences its

growth in the first warm sprmg weather, and continues to increase during
the whole summer, formmg in this cUmate a dense mat of foUage, which
grows as fast as it is cut or eaten down, continuing its growth until the
coldness of winter stops it. It is especially in this latitude a summer grass,

hut valuahle for its rapid growth at that season, and thrives on high dry
land.

Alkali grass of British Columhia.—A most valuable perennial hardy grass,
grows well during the winter, spring, and autumn in this island, and is a
very useful grass, well worth introduction into the permanent pastures here,

Agrostis n^ira.—Procured from the United States, an excellent permanent
grass, grows from early spring to a late period of the winter, sending up
dehcate, short, thick hcrhage, filling up spaces amongst other mixed grasses

;

spreads more by seeding than hy its creeping stolons ; in this differing from
many others of its genus.

Andropogon annulatus.—Thi^ is here both a summer and autumn grass

;

it does not grow fast here during the winter, but at the period of its greatest
growth sends up an abundance of herhage ; it is an excellent pasture grass.

Cliloris truncata.—K perennial grass of good quahty for summer pasture,
growing freely during the spring, summer, and autumn months ; it does
little dm-ing the winter here, so must be relied upon for its herbage durin^
the hot, dry summer season, when the stock hke it much. It fattens them,
and if not too closely cropped down, it seeds and spreads freely.

Chloris divaricata.—This is here principally a summer grass, but grows
very late into the autumn

; it is useful at all seasons of the year, ripens its

seed well and sows itself down, thus spreading and filling up vacant places.

Chloris ventricosa.—This like the preceding grass grows in the dry and
hot weather, i:)roducing a fair c^uantity of feed which the stock are fond of
as they leave many others for them,

DactyUs glaucescens.—In appearance this grass much resembles the com-
mon cocksfoot or orchard grass except in its bluer colour. It also

much later into the winter than the cocksfoot, and is a better grass for

supplying winter feed ; it also contains more starch and sugar elements in
its foliage than the other species of that genus. It is a very useful grass
for permanent pasture.

Eragrostis elegam.—Although an annual, is a useful grass for those
who only want a gi*ass of this character, as it sends up an abundant
nutritious herhage through the spring, summer, and autumn.

grows

Helopu 'iinig gi-ass
; grows
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all summer during the driest weather, much relished by the stock, aud a

very desirable grass for permanent pasture, bears a great q^uantity of seed,

and as it lays many of its stems along the ground that escape the grazing

of the stock, it thus increases and spreads. It is very nutritious and

fattening, and well worthy of a place in pastures.

Panicum deeomjwsitnm.—A fast-growing abundant grass, grows well

under trees, forms a thick sole, and during summer is a rapidly increasing

plant, able to ripen seed in large quantities through all the autumn : grows

firom spring to late autumn.

Panicxivi orizynuin.—A quick-growing grass, much to be recommended if

quite closely kept fed down, but it must not bo allowed to form seed-heads,

as the long awns upon its seed might injure the cattle ; if closely cropped

would be very useful, as its abundant leaves contain a large amoimt of

nutritive elements.

Pennisetimi italicunu—This, although an annual, will be found very use-

ful by the farmer for one of the grasses for a rotation crop ; it bears an
abundance of very fattening fohage, which is three feet high ; it forms large

;kin

ledily

Pmnisetum glancum.~ls also an annual, and distinguished from the pro-

ceding by its glaucous colour, taller herbage, and later growth ; in the

viorour

sown by farmers and others who only require an annual grass ; it may be
very closely, qmckly growin

rrPaspahun distichum.~K useful gi-ass to sow in damp places or alon

the banks of water-coiu'ses. It yields an abundance of nutritious herbage
durmg the warm weather that stock much approve of. It is a very superior

grass, and should be widely sown in permanent pasture, more especially on
damp lands or swampy meadows.

Paspalum littorale.—A very good grass for sandy lands aloi

and is there one of the best feeding grasses.

Paspalum dilatatum. ure

abundance of herbage, it fattens stock quickly as they are fond of it ; it

naixed grasses

sown in permanent pasture.

The preceding are a few grasses and fodder plants selected fi-om my notes

upon many hundreds of such plants as I have introduced, acclimatized, and
experimented with during the past eighteen years, and although there is a
great temptation to add largely to the numher ahove descrihed, yet a fear of

the

this occasion, causes me to limit the

-
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mentioned, for although I feel the greatest interest in procunng, acclima-
tizing, cultivating, experimenting with, and testing aU oLtainahle grasses.
fodder plants, all Muds of edible plants, fruits of every kind; timher and
other trees, in fact, every kind of economic and useful plant, yet to others
who are not so enthusiastic, a very long hst and description of grasses and
fodder plants at one sitting would only be tiresome. Yet to the farmers and
graziers the subject of adding more to the present grasses and plants those
that will increase the feeding and fattening powers of their lands must be
one of importance, and it would be almost impossible for many of them to
obtain from various parts of the world the many hundx-eds of grasses and
test them for themselves.

As the Government of this colony have not thought it desirable to have
an acclimatization ground or botanic garden, in which a proper set of ex-
penments could be carried out upon the grasses and other economic plants.

plants. We
im

various nursery and seedsmen in Eui-ope, America, and elsewhere, or obtain
hem from friends engaged in simHar pursuits, and had it not been for the
kindness of Baron von Mueller. Dr. Schomburgh. Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Way,
Mr. Phillips, and other botanists and experimentalists, it would have been
almost impossible to have obtained many of the very valuable Austrahan
grass seeds and test them here. The same remark appHes to European and
Asiatic plants and seeds, as the nursery and seedsmen cannot or TsdU not
execute the orders sent, the seeds often not being in their stock for sale.mi -I* />ii --V «.

Wl

in listenmg to a description of some of the grasses which'have proved them-
selves to be very useful for what they are recommended, as addin- to the

will

graziers

colonists, and all connected with this country who may be concerned in the
growth and development of the trade in wool, meat, and other produce of
the sheep and cattle here pastured.

Art. XLVII Notes on the Fertilization of

By T. F. Cheeseman, F.L.S.

[Read before the AucTxland Institute, 28th May, 1877.]

The remarkahle sensitiveness of the upper part of the style of Ghssosti,jma
elatinoides does not appear to have been previously noticed. As the facts of
the case, though simple enou-h, are yet peculiar, and may perhaps possess

Tl
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some little interest for tliose naturalists engaged in the study of the varied

iWl

notes on the subject.

lili

Glossostigma elatinoides is a small, crcei)ing, intricately branched moss-

ponds, often gTowiug cntii'ely submerged. The flowers, which are axillary

on short pedimcles, are very minute, hardly exceeding i inch in diameter.

The corolla has a short tube and five nearly equal spreadmg lobes ; the two
upper, however, are rather smaller and more closely united than the lower.

mm
the cellular tissue throughout is unusually lax. The stamens are four in

number, two long and two short, the anthers being approximated in pau-s,

cue above the other, as in so many of the ScrophidarineiB. The style is

about the same length as the corolla. At the base it is nearly cylindrical,

and very slender, but above the middle it expands into a broad and thin

spoon-shai^ed lamina, the anterior surface of which is quite smooth and
plane, but the back covered with delicate clavate papilla pointing upwards
towards the sammit of the style.

On examming a recently expanded flower, it will be observed that the

broad end of the style is abruptly doubled over towards the front of the
flower, thus covering the stamens and entirely concealing them from view.

If the point of a needle, or stiff bristle, be uiserted into the corolla, and the
front of the stigma lightly touched, it at once springs up and uncovers the
stamens, moving back to the upper lip of the flower, to which it becomes
so closely applied that it is difficidt to distinguish it from the corolla

without the use of a lens. After a short time the style gradually moves
inwards, and ultimately bends over the stamens as at first. With the view
of ascertammg the time which elapses before the stigma resumes its normal
position, I made the following experiment. At 9 a.m. I touched the
stigmas of seven flowers, causing them to uncover the stamens and occupy
then: position at the back of the flower. At 9-12 one of the styles had
commenced to move inwards; at 9-15 all had advanced a considerable
distance; at 9-20 five out of the seven covered the anthers as closely as at
first; at 9-25 the whole of the seven had resumed their original position.
Further experiment also showed that the stigmas may be repeatedly touched^
but always retam theh- sensitiveness until the flower commences to ^vither!

It cannot be doubted that this ii-ritability of the style is connected with
the fertiHzation of the plant—in fact, that it is solely a contrivance to
secure cross-fertilization possibly so arranged that if the flower is not visited
by insects self-fertilization is not prevented.

.
Let an insect crawl into the

flower, or let a larger one insert its proboscis; it would be difficult for either
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to avoid touching the upper pai*t of the style, which would then move back

and expose the anthers. On retiring, the insect would iu all probability dust

itself over with pollen, but it would not by this effect the fertilization of the

flower, as the stigma would then be closely applied to the upper lip of the

corolla,—entkely out of its path. But let the same insect visit a second

flower, and it is then every way likely that some of tbe pollen would be

rubbed ofi' by the stigma, which as we have seen, would be naturally

touched on the first entrance of an insect. I have not been able to syste-

matically watch the flowers so as to ascertain what species are instrumental

iu transferring the pollen, but I have twice observed small Diptera engaged

sucking the flowers. Several of these I caught, and found grains of

pollen on the foreheads of some of them. The common red ant is often

found crawling over the plant, and I have seen one emerge from a flower

with the front of its head thickly covered with yellow pollen, thus proving

that this species may play no unimportant part in the fertilization of the

plant. Their visits would not, however, be so beneficial as those of wij

insects, which would be more likely to bring pollen from distinct plants,

and thus effect a more advantageous cross.

Late in autumn the plants are usually covered with capsules, so

that, if fertilization is chiefly performed by insects, they certainly fulfil

then- duties in an effectual manner. In old flowers that have been seldom

visited it often happens that pollen drops from the anther-cells on to the

face of the style bent down just below ; and I perhaps too hastily concluded

that self-fertilization would thus inevitably take ]}\ace if from any reason

the flowers were not visited by insects. I did not, until almost too late in

the season, j)ay sufl6.cient attention to the difference existing between the

two surfaces of the expanded portion of the style; and I am now inclined

to beheve that only one is stigmatiferous—the posterior one, or that tuixicd

to the back of the flower when the style is erect, and to the front when it

is ciurved over the stamens. Certainly this surface alone possesses well-

developed stigmatic papillae, and on it alone have I been able to.observe the

development and intrusion of the pollen-tubes. If this view is correct,

self-fertilization would be almost, if not altogether, impossible.

The movements of the style in Glossostigma form the most curious

example of irritability in the female reproductive organs of plants that I

am acc[uainted with, excepting that produced by a slight touch on the

gynostemium of Stt/Udium. The closing together of the two arms of the

style in Minudus and aUied genera is analogous ; but in the case of these

plants the movement is rarely through a greater angle than 60° or 70°, and

is usually much less ; while in Glossostigma the point of the style moves

through an arc of at least 130°. On referring to the description given by
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Mr. Bentbam in his "Flora Australieusis" of PqjUdum and Microcarpwa,

two genera closely allied to Gloswsthjma, I fiud that tlie style is described

as " short, dilated into abroad spathulate lamina curved over the stamens,"

being almost the same language made use of in describing the pistil of

Glossostigma, It would be interesting to know whether these two genera

possess the singular irritability now noticed.

XLYIII '/

By T. F. Cheeseiian, F.L.S.

[Read before the Auckland Institute, 19th Novemher, 1877.]

During an excursion made in January last for the purpose of examinhig the

vegetation of the district between the Waipa River and Eaglan, I was greatly

interested by collecting an evidently undescribed species of Polt/jwdiuin at
r

aa altitude of about 2,000 feet on tlie Pirongia Moimtaiii. A few days

later, the same plant TS^as gathered on the summit of the isolated mountain

Karioi, between Eaglan and Aotea. As in ail probability it will be foiuid

that the species extends from these two loeaUtics southwards through the

httle known Upper Waipa and Mokau districts, and perhaps even still

fm'ther south, I have thought it adAisable to draw uj* a brief account of its

distinguishing characters in order tliat the attention of collectors in other

parts of the colony may be directed to it. I will not, however, confer a

the o

specunens

(riujmatodes)

with

large tawny ovate-lanceolate spreading scales. Stipes 6-12 mches long,

quite glabrous, erect, smooth, and glossy. Frond dark green, 1-2 feet in

length, 8-12 inches broad, in the upper part cut, down to within a short

distance of the rachis, into numerous hnear acuminate entire lobes ; sub-

pinnate below. Lobes varying in number from 5-14 on a side, 4-8 inches

long, usually about \ inch wide, lower ones often narrowed towards their

bases. In large specimens it often happens that the lower lobes are free

to the main rachis, so that the frond might be described as pinnate in the

lower half. Texture sub-coriaceous, or sometimes almost papyraceous
;

both sides quite glabrous ; main veins indistinct, areolae rather large, with

included free veinlets. Sori rather small, in a single row, nearer the

margin than the midrib, slightly immersed.
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Hab. Pirongia Siountaiu, uot uucommou above 2,200 feet alt. ; Karioi

Mountain, near tlie summit of the liiglaest peaks, alt. 2,300 feet.

From tLe above description it will be seen tliat the species is closely

allied to the variable and widely distributed P. billardien, but from all the
forms of this plant it can readily be distinguished by the rhizome being
densely clothed with shaggy spreading scales entirely different in appearance
fi-om the closely ai)pressed squamae with which the rhizome of P. billardicri

is furnished. It is also a larger i^laut, the fronds being often over 2 feet

in height
;

the lobes are far more numerous and much narrower ; the
venation is more indistinct, the texture thinner, and the sori smaller. In
addition, I failed to observe any tendency to the polymorphism of the fronds
so well marked in both P. billareUeri and its near aUy P. jnistulatum. All
the plants seen had theh- fronds uniformly lobcd in a pinnate manner as
described above, and simple-fronded specimens could not be found. I
should perhaps mention that the ordinary forms of P. billardieri and P.
pustulatiun were abundant in the same locaHty ; indeed, the three plants
could be seen growing side by side.

Note.—22nd December, 1877. Since writing the above I have been
mformed that a new Polijpodium has been recently discovered by Mr. H.
C. Field in the forest country to the west of Euapehu. Not havmg seen
specimens I am unable to state positively that Mr. Field's plant is the same
as mine, but from the description given to me I have but httle doubt that
the two are identical.

An Note on a branched Nikau Tree. By S. Pekcy Smith.

Plate XV.

{Read before the Auckland Institute, 22nd October, 1877.]

The following short note has reference to a uikau palm, which in its manner
of growth presents some features of an abnormal character. It was dis-

owm
o Wl

district that I had an opportunity of seeing tliis vegetable curiosity.

(Arecasapida)
of New Zealand, with its smooth cylindrical stem encii-cled with equal rings
of annual growth, and surmounted with a luxuriant crown of wide-spreadmf^
leaves. The stem is nearly always quite straight without branch or knot
or bend in it to spoil its symmetry. The subject of this note, however, has
eleven separate and distinct branches gi-owing fi-om one parent .stem, most
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of wMch separate from the main trunk at about five feet from the ground
and after rising some ten feet higher some of them divide again into other

branches.

The tree itself is about nine inches in diameter at the ground, and about

six inches just before it divides, the branches being fi-om three to four

inches each in diameter. The total height of the tree is about thirty feet,

and each branch is crowned with a fine head of luxuriant leaves, forming

altogether a most beautiful object. The forest around contains hundreds
of ordinary nihaus with single stems, but none with any sign of branches.

There was no fruit on the tree, though others in the vicinity were in

beaiing
; this may not, however, be owing to any barrenness in it, for it is

ilm It would be rather

interestmg to ascertain whether the seeds of this particular tree would
produce branched ofifspring like itself.

Smce seeing this tree I have made inquiries of several old bushmen and
others with a view of eliciting whether they had ever seen or heard of the

like before, and with one exception have been answered in the negative.

In this case my informant stated that he had seen a deformed specimen
which had divided into two branches—the cause of which he attributed to

accident—such as the falHng of a tree into its head, by which it would
become divided but still have sufficient vitality to recover the blow. I do
not attempt to assign any cause why this tree differs from its fellows, but
simply brmg the matter before the Society as an example of a marked
deviation from a general form of vegetable life. The accompanying sketch

(pi. XV.), coined from a rough one taken on the ground, will give a much
better idea of the tree than any description I can give.

Aet. L.—Xotes on Ferns. By T. H. Potts.

IRead before the Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, 6th December, 1877.]

The

ferns, trusting they may be of some interest, as habitats are given not
mentioned in " Hooker's Handbook." One cannot fail to notice the great
changes that are daily taking place in the natural aspect of the country.
More especially is this the case in forest lands, where a vast amount of
timber has been used up or destroyed within the past ten years. Ten years
ago is about the date of Dr. Hooker's most valuable Handbook of the New
Zealand Flora. In abundant
islands" is a constantly-recurring plu-ase as applied to ferns. This
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expression would be found no longer applicable in many parts of the

country.

AUophila coleusoi, Hook.

Perhaps the hardiest of our tree-fern group, it may be found in

mountainous districts, sometimes in very exposed places on the outskirts of

bush, at an altitude of from 2,000 feet to 3,000 feet. Trunk often absent

or prostrate, exposed or covered with soil, from two to four feet long

Where fronds have been exposed to the rigour of severe winters, they

assume a rich cinnamon hue. Malvern Hills ; near mountain tops on

Banks Peninsula. ^

Hyi

On rocks or trees, in thick masses in bushy gullies, west of Mount

Somers ; also plentiful on Banks Peninsula.

HtjyjienophyUum javanicinn^ Spreng.

This filmy fern flourishes near waterfalls, often in a bed of moss

together with Pohjpodium grammitidis. Its habit is tufted, more so than is

usually the case with HymenopJiyllacece. In rocky gullies near the Eakaia

Gorge; also westerly as far as the Havelock Eiver, at about 2,200 feet

above the sea.

Hijme)i02)liyllum maUnyiiy Mett.

One of the nearest habitats of this very jpeculiar fern is amongst the

ranges of Banks Peninsula. As, under our present system of the adminis-

tration of lands, the i)eninsula forests will probably be exterminated at no

distant date, perhaps the following notes may be worth recording.

This fern usually occupies a dry place on a decaying lirub or trunk of a

tree, at a distance of several feet from the ground. We have found it on

Podocarims totara, Libocedrus doniana^ etc., etc. From the similarity of

its varying tmts and shades of greens, greys, and browns, it may be easily

mistaken for a patch of lichens. We have not met with it carrying its fronds

erect, as described in Hooker's "Handbook." Its pendent fronds form

thick imbricated masses ; its thick woolly tomentum enables it to catch and

retain moisture gathered from mountain fogs and mists ; its rough rhizome

creeps amongst and through the ragged strips of soft bark, and even

penetrates the bark itself. The young frond, where it shoots fr'om the

rhizome, has at the swollen base of the stipe a dense patch of hafr or

scales ; the stipe itself is sparsely sprinkled with pale brown hairs. Just

below the rachis the tomentum is dense, as it is indeed over every part of

the frond. The growing frond soon loses its crozier state, uncurling into

a lunate form; colour huffish, changing to greyish-green with a silvery

glint ; the terminal divisions with the sori orange-brown. Some of the

lower pinnae are darkish-green above, reddish-brown beneath. With the
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aid of a good glass, tlie stellate tomentiim that so closely envelopes this
singular plant presents a most curious and interesting appearance. AVe

H
Ehizome slender, creeping, rough, fulvous, with a few scattered tawny

scales, or hairy. Stipe, base gibbous, tomentose, long, slender, 2-3 inches
long

;
upper portion immediately below the rachis densely tomentose.

Fronds pendent, narrow-oblong, 2-6 inches long, 1-U inches broad,
bi- tri- or quadripinnatifid

; covered above and beneath with a close
tomentum; upper surface grej-ish-green to buff, duU reddish-bro^oi
beneath. Divisions long, narrow, almost terete ; sori terminal on the
segments, clothed with shaggy hairs, rather dark buffish-brown : the whole

stiff

Synop

H.
In

" Handbook of the New Zealand Flora" it was grouped with Tnchomanes.
Tricliomanes venosum, Br.

On the rhizome of Todm hymenoj^hylloides ; on the stems of troe-fer^.,
such as Ilemitelia smitMi, Dichonia squarrosa ; in the bushes of Banks
Penmsula, including the Port Hills.

Cystopieris frayilis, Bern.
On grassy terraces near the gorge of the Eakaia river ; in Mount Guy

valley in the Upper Ashburton district ; Eiver Havelock, Upper Ean-itata •

on the lower spurs of Mount Herbert, Banks Peninsula. Altitude of
habitat varymg from 500 feet to about 2,500 feet.

AdiaiUum dlaphanum, Blume (?).

In the gorge of the Eakaia river the writer collected an Adiantum which
IS probably A. diaphannm. It differs somewhat from the diagnosis "iven in
Hooker's and Baker's - Synopsis Fihcum." Should it prove to be A
diaphannm, this subalpme habitat is worth recording. The rock from
whence it was taken is about 900 feet above sea-level. Stipe slender
poHshed, blackish, 3-4 inches long. Frond-4-6 inches Ion- 1-U
inches broad; simply pinnate, rarely with one feeble branch^'at the
base; pinnules i-1 inch broad, J-i inch deep; lower margin decurved;
upper and outer line cuneate, texture thm, surface on both sides naked,
bori few, not contiguous.

Pellcea falcata, Br.
Amongst dry rocks, in bushy ravines, on slopes of Dun Mountain,

Nelson. '

Lomaria duplicata, Potts.

specimens
was
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judged to be a variety of L. procera. A plant the writer lias under cultiva-

tion has nine fronds (barren and fertile) exhibiting the peculiar habit from

which it was named.

L, patersoni^ Spreng,

Near springs or rills in gullies and outskirts of bush on Banlcs Penin-

sula
; in similar positions in the Malvern Hills it may bo found growing in

the greatest luxuriance, fronds giving a measurement of above 3 feet in

length.

In

Asplenium trii^homanes, Linn.

spurs of Mount Herbert.

J^

The finest form of this elegant fern that has fallen under the writer's

notice was obtained amongst sheltering rocks in the dry bays of Lake
Ellesmere.

A. falcation, Lam.
Fine specimens on Podocarpus spicata, near Akaroa.

Aspidium aculeatum^ Swartz.

Often found growing as a parasite, most fre(][uently on aged specimens

of Griselinia littoralis (broadleaf) in the bush, lying high on Banks
Peninsula.

Gymnogramma Jeptophjlla, Desv.

Abundant about the rocks in Port Cooper up to the head of the harbour.

This delicate fern can be cultivated with little trouble ; it is produced freely

wherever the seed has been permitted to ripen ; in crevices amongst moist

rocks or stones it soon becomes established.

Gymno(jramme aJpina^ sp. nov.

Rhizome dark brown, stout, ascending, clothed with brown scales.

Fronds silvery-green above, oblong, naiTOw, 1-3 inches long, half inch

broad
;
pinnate, densely villous, soft, thick in substance. Stipe silvery-

green or brownish, tufted, stout or slender, densely villous. Pinn^

pctioled, except the last thi*ee, in pairs or alternate, deltoid or cuneate, with

two or three blunt irregular-shaped lobes, both sides densely villous, veins

flabellate; sori ovate, numerous, covering a large portion of the under-

surface of pinnae.

A hardy perennial, growing in crevices of rocks on steep facings of the

Southern Alps at an elevation of some 3,000 feet. In this habitat it with-

stands the rigours of winter, the severity of which is quite unknown to the

dwellers near the coast. It is probably the most densely villous of all the New
Zealand Filices ; in its soft woolly texture and silvery-grey colours it bears

close resemblance to several plants of our alpine flora. Compared with G,
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jjcsoi, it laclvs tlie membranous texture of that rare fern, the fronds are

cromTed, the pinnae far less distant ; the writer names it provisionally G.
alpina, as appropriate from its habitat.

It was collected by Mr. Gray in the Upper Ashburton district.

In

Nothochltena distans, Br.

further than North Island, on basaltic rocks, on the authority of Colenso.
The writer has obtained it in abundance on the cliffs and rocks about Port
Cooper

;
on the rocks that wall in the creek in Church Bay it is plentiful,

un

Art. LI. turalized Plants of Part Xicho,

District. By T. Kikk, F.L.S.

[Read before the Wellington PhilosopJncal Society, 12th January, 1878.]

One of the most interesting branches of scientific investigation is the dis-

placement or replacement of plants and animals which we know is now in
progress over nearly all parts of the earth's surface. In islands and conti-

nents where man has not taken up his permanent abode, the process is slow
but none the less certain

; seeds of plants from other latitudes, wafted by the
waves, germinate on the shore, and findmg a suitable habitat, are gradually
diffused through the ulterior ; other seeds, or possibly fragments of plants
themselves, are borne by birds, even by insects, orm some rare cases carried
by winds

;
seeds of plants from more distant regions may be accidentally

thrown overboard from passing ships, or the sailor lauding to inter his dead
shipmate, leaves behind him the northern chickweed, or the broad-leaved
plantain, which so habitually foUows the track of the pioneers of civihzation
that the North American Indians have poetically termed it the " footstep of
the whites." It is easy to realize how by these and simHar noiseless agencies",
material changes may be producedm the aspect of the flora of an uninhabited

of centuries. But with the advent of man other forces
acting in the same direction are brought into operation partly by design and
partly by accident, so that for a time these changes are accelerated in a
constantly increasing ratio, and the work of centuries is compressed into a
decade. The forest is destroyed, the vegetation of the plain is changed, or

course

'mix

tlirou

Vigour much of the original vegetation. In more distant situations sheep and
iding closely upon the
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speedily destroy the undergrowth, admitting the light and air. These in their

tui-n act unfavourably on the larger vegetation which has attained its

growth in a dark damp atmosphere, and the injurious agency gradually

extends over a constantly widening area. But in this colony it rarely

happens that the process of displacement passes into complete replacement

;

it rarely or never results in the extirpation of indigenous species, although

it greatly reduces the number of individuals. The admission of air and
light, while unfavourable to certain plants, tends to increase the vigour of

others, which exhibit a luxuriant growth they had never before displayed,

and at length a turning-pomt is reached, the invaders lose a portion of

then- vigour and become less encroaching, while the indigenous plants find

the struggle less severe and gradually recover a portion of their lost

ground, the result being the gradual amalgamation of those kinds best

adapted to hold their own in the struggle for existence with the introduced

forms, and the restriction of those less favourably adapted to habitats which
afford them special advantages. This, in brief, is a statement of the

phenomena now in progress throughout the colony ; but at present we are

not in a position fully to appreciate several of its bearings.

It can scarcely be expected that those who were familiar with the general

features of the vegetation of New Zealand before they were modified or

changed by the progress of settlement will at once accept the statement I

have given as correct. They have witnessed the steady onset of axe and
fire, the unceasing advance of cattle and sheep, and they have been so

impressed with the almost total extinction of many striking plants over

areas where they were formerly abundant, as to have lost sight of the

tenacity with which plants in general maintain their existence even under

unfavourable conditions, of the surprising power of adaptation which

they often exhibit under changed circumstances, and are led to the

conclusion that sooner or later the majority of our native plants

must inevitably become extinct. I can only share in this fear to a

limited extent, and could almost count upon my fingers the particular

plants for which such a danger is most to be feared. In no part

of the world has agiiculture been carried to a higher pitch of perfec-

tion than in the British Islands ; in no part have the open lands been

more completely brought under cultivation; yet we know that under

these adverse cii'cumstances not more than two or three species, at most,

have become extinct, although many have become extremely rare, and only

maintain themselves in situations offering peculiar advantages. The

Killarney fern, Tricliomanes radicans, Sw., has often been reported aa

extinct, yet scarcely a year passes without some new station being disco-

vered, or some of the old stations proving reproductive. Af^pleninni
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germanicKm^ Weiss, affords anotlier instance of tlic tenacity with •wLicli

l^lants maintain their existence under the most nnfavourable conditions.

Adlantinn cajdllus-veneris, L., Woodsia ilvensisj Br., W. Jujperlorea, Br.,

NepJirodiwn cristatum,, Eich., are similar examples. Not only have the

plants here named to endure the changed conditions brought about by

agricultural and pastoral occupations, but they have suffered largely from

the ravages of vulgar curiosity-hunters, who value a thing only for its

rarity, and sometimes strive to render the habitat of a rare plant unj^roduc-

tive, in order to enhance the value of the specimens in their possession
;

and from the mania for fern-coUccting, which for years past has been a

fashionable pursuit in Britain, as well as from the more legitimate but far

less destructive indents of botanists, they may therefore be taken as extreme

cases.

Numerous flowering plants exemplifying the same tenacity of existence

under unfavourable conditions, and the power of adapting themselves to

changed circumstances, might be named, but I will only state that during

a detailed examination of the flora of the Auckland Isthmus and North

Shore, extending over ten years, I failed to obtain the slightest evidence

that a single species had become extinct, yet the district sustains a popula-

tion of about 25,000 souls, on an area of 43,000 acres, less than half the

extent of many sheep runs in the South Island. It is one of the oldest

settled districts in the colony, and agriculture is in a more advanced state

than in many other places ; the only remains of forest are the few small

patches of bush at the mouths of gulhes between Takapuna and Lucas
Creek, all traversed by cattle, while the open lands not actually under

cultivation have been subjected to repeated burnings. Yet under these

unfavourable conditions this small area, no part of which is above 650 feet

in altitude, contains 440 species of ph^nogamic i^lants and ferns, rei->resent-

ing 78 natural orders out of 91 under which these plants are arranged

thoughout the colony, and giving an average of six species to the square

mile. Moreover, this area is shared by 300 naturalized species, of which
nearly two-thirds are as much at home as the natives of the soil. It is

needless to offer farther statements in support of my conclusion.

This paper is intended simj^ as a contribution to our knowledge of the

distribution of naturahzed x)lants in the colony and comprises an enumera-
tion of the species observed by the writer in the Welhngton district, with a
few others for which the authority is stated in each case» It must not,

however, be taken as exhaustive, since, without doubt, the list would be
considerably increased by a careful examination of the more distant parts
of the Wairarapa, the Upper Rangitikei, the country between Marton and
Wanganui, and between Wanganui and the southern boundary of Taranaki,
with all of which I am nersonallv iinnrnnainfAfl
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In a future paper I pm^poso discussing in detail tLe position of natu-

ralized plants with regard to the indigenous flora and their general effect

on the progress of the colony, hut for the present confine myself to a few

remarhs on certain species which exhihit features of special interest in this

district.

I may, however, point out that the gradual decrease in the numher of

species as we travel southwards, which to a certain extent characterizes the

indigenous flora, is exhihited also hy our naturalized flora. Comparing the

naturalized plants of this district with those of Aucldand, we find the pro-

portion to he less than 1-25 to 2, Auckland having fully 400 naturalized

species, Wellington under 250. Making a fair estimate for the numher of

species yet to he collected in the unvisited portions of this district, it can

scarcely he expected that the total will exceed 300 ; and it may he added

that the decrease is more strongly marked as we go further south.

It does not appear that this increasing paucity of species is solely due

to a lower temperature. The peach ripens its fruit as thoroughly ahout

Wellington as in any part of Auckland
;
yet while a constant succession of

young trees is produced in the northern district, they are so few ahout

Wellincrton that, excent in nponlinrlv fnvrmrnWp dtnnf.inns, tliA nlnnt. (\c\(^^.

not increase when left to itself. diffi

a still higher degree : it would stand a much better chance of Becoming

permanently naturalized in Auckland than in Wellington ; while the fig,

which never flourishes here except under cultivation, in Auckland, even

when utterly neglected, holds its ground and increases by suckers, although

rarely by seeds, which in all probabiUty are seldom formed owing to the

absence of insects capable of effecting its fertilization. Similar remarks

apply to the vine, the Cape gooseberry, and other garden plants, whether

producing edible fruits or otherwise ; but, on the other hand, the Kentish

cherry and garden gooseberry increase with great rapidity when left undis-

turbed—the cherry both by suckers and seeds, the gooseberry by seeds and

the rooting of the lower branches—so that a single wild plant sometimes

forms a bush several feet in diameter.

Bannnculus rqiens, L.

Abundant in wet places, ditches, etc, ; more plentiful than in any other

part of the colony.

i?. parriforusy L,

This sj^ccies is becoming injurious in fields and cultivations, from its

great abundance and densely tufted habit, which is quite unknown in Europe.

It must not be confounded with the var. australis, which is indigenous.

Glaitclnm lutrum, L.

Widely diffused on shingly beaches, and from itb remarkable liabit
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producing a singular effect, ^uite unlike that of any native plants. I am
indebted to Dr. Hector for information as to its introduction.

MattMola sinuata, Br.

A welcome addition to our naturalized plants, but confined to the

remarliable locality of Castle Rock, on the steep faces of which it is plentiful

enough. Its estaWishment in this singular habitat can only be accounted

sown

Lepidium ruderale, L.

This Crucifer appears to be spreading through all temperate regions

;

sheep and cattle are evidently the chief agents in its diffusion, although its

minute seeds are often carried great distances by the wmd. It is especially

abundant about sheep camps in the "Wairarapa and other districts.

Eaphanus sativus, L.

Most travellers by the Hutt road must have noticed the profusion of the

garden radish on soil disturbed during the construction of the railway. In
all probability it will gradually diminish in quantity, although at present it

maintains its ground.

Lychnis coronaiia, L.

The white leaves and bright red flowers of this i^lant produce a singular
effect in locahties where it is abundant, as in Porirua Valley, etc., etc.

Silene noctifiora, L.

This plant appears to be confined to the locality mentioned, where,
however, it is tolerably plentiful, and has apparently been estabUshed for

some years. I am quite at a loss to account for its introduction.

Hypericum androscemmn, L.

Unusually abundant at Ohariu, and flourishing with the greatest luxuri-

ance on the borders of forest to which cattle have access.

Conium maculatum, L.

This deadly plant was more plentiful about WeUmgton tln-ee or four
years ago than it is at the present time. Its extension has been greatly
restricted by building operations.

Rosa ruliginosay L.

The sweet-briar spreads with remarkable rapidity, occasionally forming
dense thickets and causing much trouble in pastoral lands. Its fi-uit is

injury

action of the gastric juice.

the

In

Dipsacus sylvestrisy L.

iki.

afifords a marked contrast to surrounding plants. It has not been observed
in any olLer disliict.
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Carditus marianus^ Ga?rtn.

From its great abundance and imposing aspect, the *' blessed thistle
"

is perhaps the most characteristic of the naturalized x)lants of Wellij

The loose nature of the soil of the hill-sides is highly favourable to the

germination of its seeds, so that the plant spreads with great rapidity,

forming iu the spring large broad masses of bold green foliage with milk-

white veins
; these are succeeded by its great branched stems three to five

feet in height, terminated by the large flower-heads with then: recurved

involucral spines and purple florets. Its autumn state of ragged decay is

less pleasant to contemplate, and the winter winds and rains gradually

accumulate fragments of dead stems in lai'ge (Quantities which do not finally

disappear for some months.

In Auckland, where a dense sward of grass is soon formed, single

specimens of this plant have been known for the past fifteen years ; but,

although they seeded freely, the seeds had no opportunity of germinating,

so that the thistle did not spread. A remarkable exception to this rule

occurred during the formation of the Onehunga railw^ay, where a few seeds

fell on disturbed soil, grew up and flowered. The railway works being

suspended, the plant increased rapidly, and spread wherever it could find

disturbed soil. It would be interesting to learn whether it is still able to

maintain itself in the locality.

Cryptostemma caleiidulacea, Br.

The Cape weed, which is plentiful in Auckland, is with us confined to

the vicinity of Wanganui, wiiere it is spreading rapidly.

Xanihium spinosum, L.

This (from a wool-grower's point of view) unwelcome intruder is

apparently confined to the single locality named in the list, but may be

expected to occur not unfreq^itently in the Wanganui and Patea districts,

It is the ** Bathurst burr" of the Australian colonists. It is worth while to

remark that although this plant has been known in Auckland for the last

fourteen or fifteen years, it has done little more than maintain its existence,

and can scarcely be said to be injurious. -The evils anticipated when it was
first observed have not been realized in the slightest degree.

Verbascum thapsus, L.

The "hag taper" is more abundant in this vicinity than elsewhere,

doubtless from the same cause that conduces so largely to the spread of the

*' blessed thistle." Its peculiar habit and woolly leaves aflford a marked

and not unwelcome contrast to the surrounding vegetation.

Verbena officinalis^ L.

This ancient *' plant of power" exhibits a luxuriance and profusion

altogether unknown in Europe, and, from its usurpmg the place of nutritious

grasses in several localities, is causing direct injiuy.
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Ilumcx pidcherf L.

The fidclle-dock occurs in great abundance on the formation of new

streets, etc., especially m the Te Aro side of the city, but soon becomes

comparatively rare. It seems probable that it was one of the earliest plants

naturalized here, but that it partially died out, its buried seeds retaining

their vitality.

Sisyiinchium chilmse. Hook

A pleasing addition to our naturalized flora, abundant on the hills about

Wellington and other places. Apparently restricted to this district.

Iris pseudacorus, L.

The yellow flag or French lily is another welcome addition, probably

Waiwetu

Io7'lif(

Fiorin grass : a useful addition to our naturalized economic plants, from

its affording a supply of herbage early and late in the season on cold clay

soils.

Ghjceria fiuitans^ Br.

A valuable grass spreading rapidly in wet places, and affording a large

supply of nutritious herbage, especially grateful to horses. The seeds form

a large part of the food of the trout in Europe, and in seasons of scarcity

have been gi'ound and made into bread.

Briza maxima^ L.

An elegant grass abundantly naturahzed on the hills about Wellington,

but of trivial economic value. Dr, Curl, to my great surprise, advocates its

cultivation, but its brief period of duration completely deprives it of value to

the agriculturist.

This and the two preceding species are more abundant about Wellington

than in any other locality in the colony,

Leptiirus, sp.

A remarkable plant naturalized on shingly beaches, and distinguished

by its flattened rachis, I have not been able to identify it with any species

of which I possess descriptions, bvxt can hardly doubt its being of exotic

origin,

Anthistiria australis, Br.

In 1874 I observed the kangaroo grass growing on sandy soil in the

Lower Eangitikei, and subsequently ascertained that it had been sown in

the vicinity some years before, and was sux:)posed to have died out ; recently

it was pointed out to me on Mount Victoria by one of the students of

Wellington College. It is a valuable and nutritious grass, but cannot be

expected to maintain its ground unless allowed to seed freely.
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Catalogue of Naturalized Plants

Observed in the Vicinity of Port Xicholson and other Localities

in the WelUwjtoti Provincial Di>>trict.

Note.—Those species not observed elsewhere in New Zealand are distinguished by
an asterisk.

EaNUNCULACExE.

rinvtmcuhts sceleratm, L. Au anonymous writer in the ** Educational

Gazette," vol. I., p. 83, states that this species is found on

the Porirua road, I have not seen Wellington specimens.

acris^ L. Kaiwarawara, etc.

repens^ L. Common in most j)laces.

hdbosKs, L. Ivaiwarawara.

"^'Mrsiftiis, Curtis. Old Porhua read—''Educational Gazette/'

I., p. 83, anonymous; R. Lulbosns, L., is probably mis-

taken for this species, "SYhich I have not seen in the colony.

parvijhrKs, L. The typical form is common about Welhngton,

Otald, Hutt YaUey, Wairarai)a, etc. ; it is easily distin-

guished from IL atistralis, Br., by its comparatively robust

habit.

mnncatus^ L. Specimens supposed to have been collected

near Wellington are in the herbarium of the Colonial

Museum.

-''philunotis^ Eetz. Evans Bay, Hutt Valley, Otaki.

''' Aqnihjjia vtth/aris, L. Ohariu; a garden outcast.

Papaverace.e.

* Glaiicium lutenm, L. 8hingly shores of Port Nicholson ; Lyall Bay
;

Island Bay ; Matara ; East Coast to Cape Palliser ; sup-

posed to have been introduced in the packing material of

the patent slip machinery.

Eschscholtzia californica^ Cham. By the sea, near Castle Point,

Fumariace.^.

Fumaria muralis, Sonder. Common in cultivated land about Wellington

;

Wairarapa, etc. ; Wanganui-

officinalis, L. WeUiugton ; less frequent than the preceding

species

Crucifer.^.

'•' Matthiola sinuata, Br. Castle Bock.

Cheiranthus cheiri, L. Wellington, etc. ; a garden outcast.

Nasturtium ojfidnale^ Br.

var. siifoliam. Abundant.

Barharea prcscox^ Br^ Wellington, etc.

vl
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Sisywhnmn officinale, L. Abundant,

Brassica oleracea^ L.

7iapiis, L.

rajm, L.

Sinapis vif/ra, L.

arveyisis, L.

Ali/ssiim7}iantiinum,L. Miramar ; Pitone.

Coehleana armorada, L. A gartlea outcast.

Cap.tclla httrsa-2)astons, DC. Commou.
Senehiera coronojms, Poiret.

6\ (?/Ji/wa, Persoon. Spreading rapidly, aud apparently more permanent
in its hold than S. coronopvs.

Lepulium rvderale, L. Abimdant, widely diffused by slieep.

naphamts sativus, L. Abundant in many places, especially on the railway
line between Kaiwarawara and Pitone.

Kesebace^.

* Beseda hiteola, L. On sand-hills below the block-house, Wanganui.

VlOLACE^.

Viola odoraia, L. Ohariu
; possibly planted.

tricolor, L. An occasional outcast from gardens.'

/3. arvensis. Cultivated land, etc.

Vitis vinifa^a, L. Occasionally found near the sites of abandoned home-
steads.

Caryophylle.^ .

^iJene quiuquevulnera, L. Wellington ; Hutt ; East Coast; Wairarapa

;

Lower Eangitikei ; Wanganui, etc.

noctiflora, L. Karori Eoad : Wellin
* Lychnis coronana, L. Karori Road; Porirua Valley ; etc.
Cerastluni glomera'mn, ThuilL

tnviale,

Stellaria media. With.

Arenaria serpyllifolia
, L. Near Wellington

; East Coast.
Sayina apetala, L. Mount Victoria ; Mii^amar ; Hutt, etc.

procmnbens, L. Common about Wellington : Eimutaka
Waira

ensis Wellington; Wairarapa
Spergiilaria rubra, St. HHaire, Thorndon : Miramar
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Polycarpon iefraphylhnn^ L. Common throngliout tlie district. A remark-

able variety forming liemisplierical masses of deep green

foliage, leaves always opposite, and solitary axillary cymes,

with less conspicuous bracts than in tlie ordinary form, is

abundant on tlie sands near Capo Palliser.

Hypericineje.

Hypericum mulrosccmuiji, L, Happy Valley ; Karori ; Oliariu ; etc.

pe7'foratiun^ L. Karori; Porirua ; "Wairarapa; etc.

hnvvfusntrnj L. Near Castle Point.

Malvace^.

Malva rotundifolia, L. Wellington ; Wairarapa, etc. ; Foxton ; Wanganui.

Lavatera arhorea, L. An occasional garden escape.

LiNEiE.

Linam iisitatissimwHy L. Near an old ford of the Euamabunga, Haura-

rangahau, plentiful ; Wairarapa.

Gekaniace.e.

^Geranium rohertianum^ L* Tinakori Hill; Kaiwarawara.

Pelargonium quercifoUum^ Alton, A garden escape,

Erodium cicutarium, L.

var. triviale

\3i.i\ pilosum. Wellington; East Coast; Wairai'apa; Wanganui.

Sapindace^.

Melianthus

man
Leguminos-e.

Ulex europceuSy L.

Cytisus scopariuSj Link. Common about Wellington and other places.

hirsutiis, L. (?) Karori, Wairarapa, Wanganui, and other places.

Occasionally planted for garden fences, etc.

Medicayo sativa^ L. An agricultural escape, but, except on calcareous soils,

appears to die out in a few years.

lupulina, L.

denticulata, Willd. The black and toothed medicks are alike

frequent throughout the district ; the first is a valuable

fodder plant ; the toothed medick is useful in spring, but

its twisted, burr-like legumes are anathematized by the

wool-grower.

maculata^ Sibth. Near Wellington.

Melilotus officinalis^ L.

arvensiSi WaUroth.
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'•"Tri/oUum incarnatum, L, Pomua—//. D, Kirk!

medium, L.

'^striatum, L. Kilbiriiie

—

H. B. Kirk!

glomeratum, L. Mount Victoria.

repensy L.

procxmhens, L. Near Wellington; Wairarapa ; East Coast;
Wanganui.

minus, Sm.

resupinatum, L. Mount Victoria

—

II, B. Kirk!
Lotus corniailatusy L. Near Castle Point.

Bobinia iiseudacacia, Willd. A mere garden or plantation escape, increasing

rapidly by suckers -where undisturbed.

Vicia tetraapenna, Moencli.

var. gracilis. Kaiwai'awara

—

H. B. Kirk

!

hirsiitUy Koch.

sativay L.

augusti/olia, Eoth.

'^La'Jnjnis grandiflontSy L. A garden escape, near the Hutfc.

odoratusy L. Karori-road, etc.

EOSACE.E.

AmygdaLus persicUy L,

Brimus ceramSy L. The peach and cherry are often found on the sites of
abandoned homesteads, but do little more than maintain
the position m which they were placed by man.

Rahas discolory Weihe and Nees.

radisy Weihe. Happy Valley ; Ohariu ; etc., etc.

idt^usy L.

Fragaria vesca, L.

Potentilla reptans, L. Tiaakori Road ; a garden weed.
Alchemilla arvensis (L.) Lyall Bay—//. B. Kirk.

Poteriiim sanguisorha (L.) Hills near Castle Point.

Accena ovina, L. Moimt Victoria, etc. Porirua

—

J.
Rosa rnl/iginosa, L.

canina, L.

var. sarmenfacea. Near Wellington ; very rare,

midtifiora Thunb. Taita ; Upper Hutt ; etc., etc.

Saxifrages,

Rihes grosmlaria, L. Not mifrequent in forests—Makara ; Ohariu
; Waira-

rapa—probably origiuatmg from seeds carried by bir-ds.
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Onagkakie.e.

(Enothera stricta, L, Wairarapa; Wanganui.

LYTHRACEiE.

Lxjihnun htjssoptfoUaf L. Wellington; East Coast; Wakarapa; Marten;

"Wanganui, etc.

Umbelltfer.e.
J

Conium maculatimiy L. Te Aro.

Apium graveolens, L, An occasional garden escape ; soon dying out.

Fetroselinum sativum^ Hoffm.

Fcenicidum vulgare, Gaertn,

Pastinaca sativa, L,

DaiicHS carota, L. The parsley, fennel, parsnip, and carrot are common

garden escapes; the fennel, and in some cases parsley, are

increasing.

CAPRIFOLIACEiE

,

Samhuciis nigra^ L.

^Leycesteria formosa^ WaUroth. Karori ; Pakuratahi. A garden escape,

which, if left undisturhed, would increase rapidly. A large

patch formerly existed on the site of the new reservoh.

EuEucE.1:.

Galium aparine, L.

SherarcUa arve)mSj L.

Valeriane^-

Centranthus ruber^ DC. Wellington ; Karori ; AVairarapa.

DlPSACE^.

^^Dipsacus syhestns, L. On the hills between the Tinakori-road and Kai-

warawara ; Makara Valley ; Porhua Valley.

Scahiosa atropurpurea, L. Karori; Wairarapa. A garden escape.

Composite,

Centanrea soUtitialU, L. Evans Bay; East Coast ; Foxton.
r

Carduiis lanceolatus, L.

marianns, Gaertner. One of the commonest plants about Welling-

ton ; Wairarapa, etc. ; comparatively rare.

arvensisy Curtis. Miramar—J. Buchanan. Probably extirpated.

Eiigeron canadense, L, The Hutt; Belmont, etc. ; East Coast. Not nearly

so abundant as in Auckland.

Bellis peremiiSf L.

Anthemis arvensis^ L. East Coast, etc.
M

hi

cotuhty L. Karori, etc.

AcJiillea millefolium^ L.

•
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Matricaria inodoray L.

parthenium, L.

Chrysanthmnmn segetumy L.

leucaniheiniiWy L.

Artemisia absintJiium, L. Porirua.

Senecio vulgaris^ L.

sylvaticus, L. Wanganui,

scandens, L. A garden escape. Karori and other places
Cryptostemma calendulacea, Br. Wanganui.
Lapsana communis, L.

Arnoseris pusilla, G^rtn. East Coast, etc.

CicJiorium intybus, L. Near Greytown,

Hypoch(sris glabra, L. Common about Wellington, etc.

radicata, L.

Helminthia ecMoides^ Gaertn,

Thrincia liirta^ Rotli,

Apargia aiitumnalisy Willd.

Taraxacum officinahj Wiggers.

Crepis virens, L.

Sonchus aspei\ Hoffm.

XantMuvi sjnnosum, L. At the foot of the Paikakariki

Campanulace.e.

" Campanula trachelium, L, A garden escape ; Ohariu,

HiU

Apocyne^.

. Vinca major, L. Taita ; Upper Hutt ; Waii'arapa, etc.

Gkntiane^.

Erythrcsa centaurium, Pers. Makara ; Porirua ; Wairarapa.

BoRRAGINE.E.

Borrayo officinalis, L. A garden escape. Johnsonville.
Myosotis striguhsa, Eehf. Wellington ; East Coast ; Wairarapa

SOLANE^.

Solanmn tuberosum^, L.

indieurn, L-

Physalis peruviana, L.

Nicotiana tabacum, L.

Lycitim barbarum, L. Upper Hutt; East Coast.

SCROPHULARINE^.

Verbascmn thapsits, L.

blattaria, L.
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Mimulus hdeiiSj L. Abundant in swampy or moist places about Wellington

;

Karori : Oliariu ; Wairarapa.

nwschatus, L. Kahumingi ; East Coast.

Digitalis piayurea, L. Oliariu.

Veronica agrestis^ L. Not unfrequent in cultivated laud. Makara ; Te

Ore, etc.

biixlaumiiy Ten. Karori-road; East Coast.

arveitsis, L.

serjiyllijolia ^ L.

Labiate.

Mentha dentata^ L, Horokiwi Yalley.

viridis^lj. Karori; Kaiwarawara; Oharia ; Wairarapa,

Stachys arvensisj L. Common in cultivated ground.

jmhistris, L. Wanganui.

* Nepeta glechoma^ Bentli. Wanganui.

Marriibium vidgare, L. Foxton; AVairarapa, etc.

Prunella vulgaris, L.

* Lainiiun purpnreum , L. Cultivated ground. Wanganui.

Verbenaoe^. •

Verbena officinalis, L. Porirua ; Pakuratalii ; Wairarapa.

Pkimulace.^.

AnagalUs arvensis, L.

Plantagine.e.

Plantago major, L.

inedia, L. A single specimen observed near the outlet of Adelaide-

road drain, Te Aro beach.

—

J. Buchanan.

^varia, E. Br. This plant has for several years maintained a

struggling existence in Boulcott-street, Wellington, but

appears doomed to speedy extinction from the progress of

street improvements.

lanceolata, L.

coronopusy L. Te Aro beach ;
Kilbirnie.

POLYGONE^.

Pohjgomim perncaria, L. Near Wellington.—J. Buchanan !

convoholus, L. Cultivated land. Te Ore.

Piumex ohtusifoliuSy L.

ptdcher, L. WeUin

"^mantimns, L. The '* golden dock *' is stated, on anonymous

authority in the "Educational Gazette," I., p. 46 (1874),
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to occur at Pipitea Point, I cannot but think erroneously,

as so conspicuous a plant would, of necessity, liave

attracted the attention of local botanists,

"^paJustjis, Sm. Pipitea Point

—

J. BncJianan! (1872) ; now extinct.

crispus, L.

sanguineus, L. Te Aro, etc.

/3. viridis.

conglomeratus, Murr. Pipitea Point.

—

Anonymous in '* Educational

Gazette," I., p. 146. It is prohablethat starved specimens

of B. viridis have been mistaken for this.

acetosellaj L.

AMARANTHACEiE

.

Amaranthus lUtum, L. A fugitive weed in gardens ; rare. Wellington.

Chenopodiace^ .

Beta c7/c/a,- Auct. Hutt-road.

Chenopodium aJhum^ L.

viride, L.

murale, L,

AtMplex angustifolia, Sm.

erecta, Huds.
" deltoidea, Bab. Te Aro ; Evans Bay.

EUPH0EEIACE.E.

FAipliorhia helioscopia, L. Cultivated land ; Pitone, etc.

pepluSy L.

lathyris, L. A garden escape. The Hutt.
F

Urtice^e.

Urtica iirens, L. Foot of Paikakariki Hill.

dioica, L. Near Wellington.

Ficus cancay L. Occasionally found on the sites of abandoned gardens.

Cannabine^.

^^Humulus lupuluSf L. Happy Valley; near Porirua, etc.
4

IrideJE

.

I<i^ynnc1iium chilense^ Hook. Hills about WelHngton.

7m yermanica^ L.

susiana, L, Not unfrequent on the sites of abandoned homesteads, etc.

"^ pseiulacorusy L. The Hutt.

Amakyllide^.
-r

Agave aniericana, L. Near deserted homesteads, etc.

Aroide.e.

Richardia africana, Kunth. The Hutt ; probably planted.
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Asparagus officinalis, L. Solitary plants are sometimes fouucl originating

from seed carried by birds; near Elliandallali ; Te Ore.

It can scarcely be exx^ected to maintain its position, except

perchance in maritime localities.

GrASriNE^

,

Digitaria sanguinalis, Scop. Near Castle Point.

Phleivn pratense^ L.

Phalaris canariemis^ L.

arundinacea, L., /3. picta. By a tributary of the Waiwetu
;
probably

l)lanted.

Anthoxanthum odoratum, L.

Agrostis canina^ L.

alba^ L.

/3. stolonifera.

Gastridium lendigerum^ Gaud. Mii'amar

—

J, Buchanan,

Polgpogon vionspeliensis, Desf. Evans Bay ; Miramar, etc.

Lagurus ovatas, L. Miramar—J. Buchanan. I have not seen specimens.

Psamma arenarla, E. and S. Extensively planted at Miramar, but does

not increase by seed.

Cgnodon dactylon, Pers. Formerly at Te Aro Beach, near the site now

occupied by the kerosene store; Castle Point.

Aira cargophyllea^ L.

Avena sativa^ L.

Arrhenatherum avenacenm, Beauv. Kaiwarawara, etc.

Holciis lanatus, L.

niollisj L.

Vactylis glomerata^ L.

Poa annua, L.

pratensiSy L.

trivialis, L. Frequent about Wellington and other places.

Glyceriafluitans,Bv, WelUngton, abundant ; Karori ; Makara, etc. ; Hutt

Valley ; less frequent in the Wairarapa.

Briza minor ^ L.

maxima^ L, Plentiful about Wellington, Evans Bay, etc.

Festuca sciuroides, Both.

Bromiis sterilis, L.

mollis, L.

racemosus, L. Pollhill Gully, etc.

coynmutattis , Schrad.

arvensis, L. Miramar

—

J. Buchanan. I have not seen specimens.

unioloides, Humb. wX
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Cyiwsunis cristatus, L. More generally naturalized in the Wellington district

tlian any other.

Tiiticum sativum^ L.

Loliwn perenjie, L.

itaUcum^ A. Braun.

temtilentwn, L.

y3. arvense. East Coast and Wairarapa.

^Lepturus, sp. Common on shingly beaches from Cape Palliser to Lowry
Bay, and from Cape Terawiti to Mkamar.

Hordeum vuhjarCy L,

murinuin, L. Common near tlie sea ; rare inland.

Anthistiria aiistralis Br. Lower Eangitikei ; Mount Victoria.

Note.—Streptachne ramosmima, Trin., discovered by Mr. Travers in tlie

South Island, occurs in a naturaUzed condition at Miramar.
Panicum. imbecille, Trin., occurs in an indigenous condition in the

northern part of this island, and has become naturalized in the

botanic gardens.

Art. hll.—On the New Zealand Species of Phyllocladus.

By T. KiEK, r.L.S.

IRead before the Wellinjton Philosophical Society, llth November, 1877.]

With the exception of the kauri the celery-leaved pines are the most
attractive members of our indigenous conifer£B ; then- striking appearance
at once arrests the attention of the planter, while the singular structure of

their foliaceous appendages gives them special interest in the eyes of the
botanist. Only five species are known, three of which are found in New
Zealand, in many locahties forming a marked feature in the vegetation. Of
the remaining species one is confined to the lofty mountains of Borneo,
another which is closely allied to, if not identical with, the New Zealand P.
alpina, is found m Tasmania, and, I believe, also in New Caledonia.

The species vary from dwarf alpine shrubs as P. alpina to handsome
trees as P. tnchomanoides , seventy feet in height, with a trunk from two to
three feet in diameter, and affording timber of great strength and durability.
AU

P.
glauca is invariably dioecious, P. inchomamides mvariably moncecious, P
alpina must be considered monoecious also, but there is reason to believe
that this species shows a tendency to assume a dioecious character ; this,

however, has not been proved,
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True leaves are only produced iu tlie young state ; tliey disappear before

the plant attains its third year; rudimentary scale-like leaves, from the

axils of which the broad foHaceous organs are produced, are developed on

the branches, hut soon fall off. The broad fern-like fohaceous expansions,

which take the place of true leaves, are by some termed **cladodia," by

others " phyllodia," according to the point of view from which they may be

regarded, whether as consisting of abortive flattened branches when the

former term is applied, or of a flattened and expanded petiole, or of coherent

leaves, or of an expanded combination of leaves and petiole—to either of

which the term phyllodia is applied. As, however, these organs develope

flower-buds, a process of which true leaves are incapable, it is evident that

they cannot be regarded merely as connate leaves, or any modification of

leaves and petioles, so that the term cladodia is most closely applicable.

The cladodia are thick and coriaceous, more or less rhomboid iu shape,

•with the upper margin more or less toothed, lobed, or erose ; the lateral

veins radiate from a central vein outwards, so that the organ bears a

general resemblance to the pinnule of a large species of Adiantian. In

P. glauca and P. trichomanoides the cladodia are arranged distichously on a

rachis consisting of a pecuHarly modified branch, and present the appear-

ance of an ordinary pinnate leaf with alternate leaflets, forming in fact

pinnate cladodia, the greater portion of which fall off when the lateral

expansions have performed their function. But in P, tricJiomanoides during

autumn or early spring a whorl of new cladodia is developed at the apex

of an old rachis, the lateral cladodes of which soon after drop off and the

rachis becomes a permanent branch. In the spring, male amenta are

produced at the apex of a branch and surrounded by a whorl of cladodia

with the lateral expansions gi-eatly reduced in size and carrying female

cones. This arrangement, however, is liable to several unimportant

modifications. In P. glauca the process is somewhat different; a terminal

rachis becomes elongated and thickened, assuming the character of a true

branch ; in the following spring the axis is slightly elongated and densely

clothed with recurved rudimentary leaves sm-mounted by a whorl of large

cladodia, which carry female flowers instead of lateral cladodia in the lower

part of the rachis.

The female flowers are an-anged in amenta, wliich are one-flowered in

P. tricJiomanoides, two- to four-flowered in P. alpina, and from ten- to twenty-

flowered in P. glauca. Each ovule is imbedded between two modified leaves,

which become thickened and fleshy as the fruit approaches maturity, and iu

P. glauca at length woody. In that species the numerous nuts are arranged

in slightly interrupted spirals, and in all the species the nuts are much

compressed, and have the lower pai't invested by an arillode, which is most

conspicuously developed in P. alpina.
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No diagnosis of P. ylauca Las yet been publisliecl in the colony, althougli

its discovery was announced in the first volume of our '* Transactions."*

A short time x^reviously it had been described in France from young culti-

vated si^ecimens supposed to have been obtained in Tasmania or raised from

Tasmanian seed. I now give a diagnosis drawn from fresh specimens, and

have added new descriptions of the other indigenous species, embodying all

the information I have been able to obtain respecting them.

Phi/Uocladns glaiica.

Camera, Coniferes, p. 502 ; Gordon, Pinetum, p. 140 ; Henk. and Hoclist., Nadelholz,

p. 173.

FhijUocladiis tricJiomanoides, Don; /3. glauca, DC, Prodromus, XVI., part ii.,

p. 498.

A dioecious tree, 20-40 feet high, trimk 12-18 inches in diameter,

branches stouTi
;
young leaves linear, glaucous beneath, crowded ; scale

leaves deciduous, recurved; cladodia distichous on a rachis 5-12 inches

long; mi

branches, each developing a whorl of cladodia somewhat smaller than the

original. Lateral cladodia glaucous when young, exceedingly coriaceous,

rhomboid, or obliquely ovate-cuueate, deeply toothed or lobed; teeth

obtuse. Flowers : male—amenta numerous, 10-20 at the tips of a branch,

on stout 'radiating peduncles, including the peduncles about two inches

long ; scales obtuse ; female—amenta distichous, shortly peduncled, 4-6

on each side of the lower part of a rachis ; ovoid, half-an-inch long ; nuts

10-20, much compressed.

Hab. North Island: Maungatawhiri—i?. Mair ! Great Omaha (1865),

Great Barrier Island (1867), Cape Colville, Thames Gold Field—T. K.;

Wairoa (East)— TT^. J. Palmer.

This species ascends from the sea level to 2,800 feet, attaining its

largest dimensions in sheltered localities at the higher levels.

This is the toa-toa of the Maoris noiih of the Waitemata, but accord-

ing to Colenso, the East Coast natives south of the Thames apply that

name to the next species. Settlers in the South Island often apply it to P.

alpina^

Although this species is glaucous in the young state, the specific name
is not so appropriate as it would be to P. a1j)ina.

The large size of the cladodia and the many-seeded fruit at once dis-

tinguish this fine species from its congeners ; to these marted distinctive

features may be added its dioecious character and long peduncled male

cattins, which are more numerous than in either P. trichomanoides or P.

alpina. The female catkins are not borne on the margins of cladodia, but

* Trans- N.Z. Inst., I., p. 149.
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on short peduncles whicli occupy tlieii- place and are confined to the lower

part of the rachis. The nuts are arranged in slightly interrupted spirals.

The young leaves disappear about the second Or third year. The mature

plant bears some resemblance to the ginko, Salishuria acUantifolia.

Pliyllocladus trichomanoides.

Don in Lamb. Pin., ed. 2, App.; Eich., Con., p. 129, t. 3 ; A. Cunn., Prodr.; Hook.,

lo. Plant., t. 549, 550, 551; Endl., Conif., p. 225 ; Hook, fil., Fl. N.Z., I., 235

Handbook, p. 952 ; Carr., Conif., p. 419 ; Gord., Pin., p. 142 ; Pari, in DC.

Prodromus, XVI., pt. 11., p. 498.

P. rlwmboidalis, A. Rich., Fl. Nov. ZeL, p. 363. (not of C. L. Eicli.)

A monoecious tree GO feet high or more, trunk 2-3 feet in diameter,

branches whorled, branchlets slender
;
young leaves linear, crowded, scale

leaves acuminate, rachides 1-3 m. long, whorled, cladodia distichous, coria-

ceous, lobed or toothed, lobes truncate, erose. Fl.: male—amenta in

terminal fascicuh of from 5 to 10, shortly pedicelled, scales acuminate
;

female—amenta solitary on the margin of cladodia, which are often reduced

to mere peduncles, one-flowered, cup fleshy, nut much compressed.

Hab. North Island. Frefjueut in forests from the North Cape to Lake

Taiipo ; less frequent southwards.

South Island : Mr. Travers informs me that this species occurs in the

Maitai Yalley, Nelson, where it attains the height of forty feet. I have not

seen South Island specimens.

This species ranges from the sea-level to 2,500 feet.

It is the tanckaha of the northern natives, and, according to Coleuso,

the toa-toa of the natives south of the Thames.

It is easily distmguished by its slender twiggy branches and single seeded

fruit. It is the loftiest of all the celery pines, in some cases attaining the

height of seventy feet, and affording a timber of great strength and durability,

capable of being worked with the greatest ease. The bark is valued for

tannmg and yields a black dye which has long been utihzed by the natives.

The young leaves disappear the second year, and their transition to

uppermost

.nn

an inch in length with the lateral segments deeply laciniate or pinnatifid,

but immediately above these others of larger dimensions are quickly pro-

duced, three to four inches in length, with the lateral segments acute and

deeply laciniated, membranous, and glaucous beneath. These gradually

pass into cladodia, which do not become coriaceous imtil the plant developes

its second or third whorl of branches.

.- 4. ^r i-u^ v,,;i,^;T,rr fiSi-il-icrs nf ntaffo.* Mr. Blair states that

•Trans. N.Z. Inst., IX., p. 163.
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this species is common " at higli altitudes ontlie west coast, but rare on the
east coast of Otago," and that "it grows to a height of from fifty to sixty
feet, with a straight clear trunk two to three feet in diameter for two-
thirds of the distance." He adds, " A few trees are to be met with m the
vicinity of Dunedin," etc. Unless Mr. Blau- has been led astray by the
native name tanekaha being misapphed to P. alpina, it is difdcult to
account for this error, as the present species does not occur in Otago, and
P. alpina, although plentiful in the district mentioned by him, is usually
httle more than a bushy shrub, and never attams dimensions at all

approaching those of P. trichomanoides.

Phyllocladus aJ^nna.

Hook, f., Fl. N.Z., I., p. 235, t. 53—Handbook, p. 260 ; Cart., Conif., p. 501 ; Gord.,
Pin., p. 139; Henk. and Hoclist., Nadelholz, p. 373.

P. trichomanoides, Don, var. aljpina
; Pari, in DC. Prodi-omus, X"\T:., pi. 11., p. 499.

A monrecious shrub or small tree, 5-20 feet high; branches numerous,
short, stout; cladodia crowded glaucous, very coriaceous, varying greatly
in size—half an inch to an inch in length,—cuneate, or linear rhomboid,
or linear oblong, almost entire or variously lobed or toothed, margin
erose. Fl.

:
male—in terminal fasciculi of 3-5 smaU, shortly peduncled

catkins
;
female—on the margins of reduced cladodia or at the base of

others
;
ovules two to four ; cup fleshy, and largely compressed.

Hab. North Island
:
Euahine Mountains—(7o?(?«so ; Tongarho—PiWifi//.

South Island
:
Common on the mountains ; sea level near Hokitika,

etc.,—r.iT. Ascends to 5,000 feet near Nelson (according to Bidivill.)

The settlers in the South Island term this plant ' indifferently tanekaha
and toa-toa.

EasUy distinguished by its bushy habit, its crowded simple cladodia
and 3-4-seeded fruit; the nuts are inverted, with a membranous ariUode
which is developed considerably above the margin of the fleshy cup.

The trunks of this species are used for levers by bushmen on the „...
Coast, but are rarely of sufficient dimensions to be valued for other purposes,
except perhaps as fencing rails, for which theh: strength and durabihty
would be weU adapted. In the Handbook of the NJZ. Flora the trunk is
said to be "sometimes two feet in diameter." I do not remember to have
seen a specimen more than one-third of that size, and Mr. Buchanan mforms
me that his experience is the same.

The young state of this plant closely resembles that of P. yUaca, but
the first formed cladodia are shorter, broader, and more coriaceous in all
stages

;
it is easily distinguished from that species and from P tricho-

manoidesMi I have no doubt that it will ultimately prove identical with the
Tasmanian P. rhomhoidalis, Eich., (P. aspleniifoUa, Lab.), for although

West
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specimens from alpine habitats look very different to that plant, fruited

specimens from low levels are uudistinguishable. I have not had the

ikins of

are longer and more slender than those of our plant.

Art. LIII.—A revised Arrangement of the New Zealand Species of Dacry-
dium, tvith Descrijytions of new Species. By T. Eiek, F.L.S.

Plates XVIII.~XX.

[Read before the Wellington FhilosopJdcal Society, 2nd February, 1877.]
I

AMoxasr the Protean plants of New Zealand few genera are in a more
unsatisfactory condition than Dacrydium. The unisexual character of the

species, the difficulty of procuring good flowering and fruiting specimens
from the same individuals, and the local and difficult habitats of several

forms, have led to great perplexity, through the combination of distinct

species and a want of precision in the hmitation of those admitted. It is

hoped that the present paper will tend to remove these difficulties, although

it must not be looked upon as final, since we may fahly expect that other

wiU districts of the central

mi

portion of the North Island and the south-western portion of the South.

Although my attention has been specially directed to this genus for the

last ten years, it was not until the commencement of last year that I was
able to solve the difficulties by which it was surrounded, and to lay down

ation for the recognized species with descriptions of

others new to science. I am pleased to say that Sir Joseph Hooker and
myself have independently arrived at the same conclusions, except with

regard to a single species, and I take the opportunity of expressing my
thanks to him for his valued notes, and for the opportunity so kuadly

afforded me of comparing several of the original specimens of Bidwill,

Lyall, Colenso, and Hector, with my own collections.

The New Zealand species form two natural groups—the first distin-

guished by the young plants 'possessing terete spreading leaves which pass

by very gradual transition, sometimes extending over a number of years,

into the abbreviated and closely imbricated condition, characteristic of the

matm-e state. "With one exception all the snecies of this en-oiiT> ar^ ^liamp-

>litary

In

which for the most part pass abruptly into the quadrifariously imbricated

intermediate
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rare, and when i^rocluced are merely tlie linear leaves diminished in size. In
some specimens of D. kirldi there is reason to believe that this transition is

In D. hidivillii thismitil

change is effected by the end of the second or thkd year at most, although
occasionally branches exliibiting the eai-ly form of leaf are produced on the
trunk and primary lunbs of old specimens. D. colensoi requires an inter-

mediate period, and on old specimens of its most robust mountain form the
early leaf state is rarely seen. The members of this group exhibit a strong
tendency to produce aggregated fruit which attams its maximum in D.
kirkii.

The species vary greatly m habit and dimensions. D. laxifolium is

perhaps the most diminutive pine known
;
pigmy specimens may be covered

by a crown-piece. D. hidwillii is a dwarf, often prostrate, slnub. D. cupres-

sinum is commonly 80 feet high or more, with a trunk 2-4 feet m diameter,
and weeping branches. D. colemoi is a smaU tree with short trunk and
heavy round head. D. MrJdi is a noble species, 60-80 feet high, with
conical head and peeixHar aspect from the lower spreading branches having
leaves resembling those of a Picea, while the upper fastigiate branches have
abbreviated cypress-like foliage.

Several species are of great importance fi'om their economic value. D.
cupressmmn, the rimu or red puae, yields the greatest portion of the
marketable timber produced in the South Island. It is of great value for
aU inside work, and is largely used for buildmg pm-poses, but, although of
great strength, is not durable when exposed. It is largely used hT the
manufacture of furnitiu-e. D. ivestlandicum, the

pme, is of gi-eat durability, probably owkg to the large quantity of oily and
resinous matter which it contains. It is expc

considerable extent, and fetches a higher price in the Wcstland markets
than any other timber except kam-i. D. intermedium, the yellow silver pine,
is considered still more durable, and is highly valued on the west coast of
the South Island. D. colensoi, the yellow pme or tar-wood of the Otago
settlers, is another species of great durabHity, although of rather small
dimensions. D. kirkU, the manoao of the North Island, affords perhaps the
most durable timber of aU : small trunks the thickness of a man's arm,
used as palisades m a Maori pa known to have been constructed nmety
years ago, are said to be still perfectly sound and good. This species was
sufficiently plentiful on the Great Barrier Island to admit of its conversion
a few years ago, and the timber was placed in the Auckland market under

Westland

Westlaud

supply has ceased»

owing
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Key to the Species.

A. Leaves of young plants, terete, spreading, passing into tlie mature

imbricating state by gradual transitions. Nuts solitary (except in D.

ivestlandicuni)^ not compressed,

1. Brancheia pendulous, mature leaves imbricating all round.

D. cnpresminm.

2. Branches erect, mature leaves triangular, 4-fariously imbricating.

D. intermedium.

3. Branches erect, dioecious ; nuts 1-3. J). westlandirunK

4. Branches prostrate, struggling, monoecious. D. laAfoliam.

B. Leaves of young plants linear, flat, abruptly changing into the mature

state; nuts 1-5, compressed.

5. Erect, recumbent, or prostrate, leaves of young plants sessile ; nuts

1-2. Z). bidivilUi.

6. Erect, young leaves shortly petioled ; nuts 1-2
; mature leaves

imbricatin D. colensoi.

7. Erect, young leaves shortly petioled ; nuts 1-5 ; mature leaves sub-

cylindrical. D. klrkiL

1. Dacrydium cupressinum.

Solander in Forst. Plantis. Escul., p. 80: ProJr., p. 92; Don in Lamb. Pin., edit.

1, p. 93, t. 41 ; Rich., Conif., p. 16, t. 2, f. 3 ; A. Rich., Fl. Nov. Zel., p. 361

;

A. Cunn., Prodr. in Ann. Nat. Hist., I., p. 214 ; Endl., Con., p. 225 ; Hook, f..

Flora of New Zeal., L, p. 233 : Handbook of N.Z. FL, p. 258; Carr., Conif.,

p. 486 ; De CaudoUe, Prodr., X^T:., pars 2, p. 494,

Thalamia cupressina^ Spreng., Syst. Yeg., 3, p. 890.

A dioecious tree GO-80 feet liigh or more, trunk 3-5 feet iu diameter,

bark scaling, branches pendulous, pale gi-een ; leaves of young plants terete,

lax, ascending, on older branches shorter, trigonous decurrent, imbricating

all round, \ inch long; on mature branches shorter, subulate, curved,

densely imbricating, -^ inch long ; male catkins not seen ; nuts on the

tips of curved branchlets, solitary, ovoid, \ inch long, not comxu-essed;

involucral cups rarely fleshy.

Hab, Throughout New Zealand, ascending to 2,000 feet.

A handsome tree, affording valuable although not durable timber.

Yoxmg trees up to 25 feet high, "sslien not too crowded, form objects of

exquisite beauty. Their pyramidal or conical habit, and their long slender

pendulous pale gi'een branches, present an aspect totally difierent from that

of any other native tree. In old specimens the pyramidal habit has dis-

appeared, the branches are spreading, the pendulous branchlets short, and

the leaves more closely imbricated, so that although the aspect is still

unique in the New Zealand forest, much of the elegance and grace of the

early state is lost, xl
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This species is most abundant on the west coast of the South Island,

where it often forms a large proportion of the forests, hut it attains its

largest dimensions in the deep forests of the North Island.

It should be remarked that the recurved fertile branchlets are really

_erect, the branches on 'which they are borne being pendulous. Occasionally

tips.

droopin

This species is tlie rimu of the Maoris and the red pine of the settlers.

2. Vacrydium intennedium^ n. s.
w

A handsome dicEcious tree 40 feet high or more ; trimk, 1-2 feet in

diameter ; wood yellowish-red ; leaves of young plants laxly crowded,
terete, patent or erecto-patent, J inch long, gradually becoming closely

liar ovate, obtuse, keeled. Male catkins short,imbricated,
, ....

\ V

mmovoid, terminal. Nuts te

hooke(i apiculus and faint strise ; not compressed.

Hab. North Island : 'Hirakimata, Great Barrier Island ; Cape Colville

Peninsula, and Thames Gold-field to Te Aroha, 1,500-2,500 feet; Tonga-
rno—Grqce in Herb. Mus. Col. ! '

South Island: Dun Mountain, Nelson (collector's name not attached.)

Herb. Mus. Col. ! West Coast : Greymouth to Okarita (and probably south-

wards to Martin Bay.)

In the mature state the leaves resemble those of slender forms of D.
colensoi^ to which Sir Joseph Hooker is inclined to refer it- it is however
separated from that species by the terete leaves of the young state and the

.
uncompressed nut ; the branches are less fastigiate than those of Z). hid-

willii, and less spreading than those of D. voJemoi. The slender branches
of young plants are slightly flexuous, and have some resemblance to

those of Podocarpus clacnjdioides, but are much larger ; these are replaced by
others similar to those of D. cupressinum, but stouter, which gradually

diminish in size and ynden into the broadly imbricating appressed state

characteristic of the fruiting branches.

The "West Coast plant is identified m the absence of fruit ; the early leaves

,
are more generally patent than is the case in northern specimens, the

mature branches less strict, and the leaves less broadly keeled, differences

•which are probably due to situation alone ; in both, the mature leaves are

attached by broad bases. It was chiefly this character which led to its

being considered an erect tree-form of D. laxifolium, in my account of the
Botany of the Thames, Gold Field.*

* Trans. N.Z. Inst., H., p. 95.
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Tliis species is the yellow silver piiie of Westland, wliere it is highly

• valued for its durability. It is occasionally utilized on the Thames Gold-

field. I

V

r

Plate XX. Dacrydium intermedium.

1. Sterile brancli and leaves natural size.
w

. 2. Fertile branchlet enlarged.

3. Longitudinal section of nut enlarged.
*

3. Dac7'ydutm westlixndicum.

T. Kirk, MS. ;lTook. fil., Icones Plantarum, t. 1218.

A dioecious tree 40-50 feet high, trunt 1^-2^ feet in diameter, bark

whitish, branches slender. " Leaves of seedling plants terete, of early

branches sub-terete, or trigonous, or subulate, decurrent, erecto-patent,

compressed, J-^ inch long. Fruiting branchlets very slender, -^V^rs- ^^^^^

in diameter; leaves rigid, broadly triangular, compressed, carinate, slightly
w

imbricate, obtuse, Male catkins terminal, solitary, oblong, x^^~~ru i^^^h long.

Nuts (iminature) solitary, or 1-3, xVtV ^^^ long, .obtuse, not" compressed.

' North Island : Whangaroa

—

Hector!; Great Barrier Island

—

J. Spring-

all and T. Kirk (1871).

South Island : Greymouth to Okarita (in all probability extending

'northward to the mouth of the BuUer and southwards to Martin Bay)
;

not observed further inland than the Aliaura plain.
J

In the young state this species closely resembles the preceding, but the

leaves are slightly trigonous ; the minute leaves of the fruiting branches,

and the small obtuse nuts, which are usually two in number, distinguish the

mature state from all other members of this section. The w^ood is white,

dense, and extremely durable.
'

^

My first knowledge of this plant was from dried specimens in the young

state received from Dr. Hector in 1869, and collected by him at Whangaroa.

in I87I, Mr. Springall and myself collected young plants on one of the

hi<T^h ransres in the interior of the Great Barrier Island, but owing to the

approach of night w^e were unable to search for trees. It was only on

visiting the west coast pf the South Island in January, 1877, that I was

able to identify the young state of the northern plant with the present

species, which, although long valued for the durability of its timber, and

forming an article of export under the name of Westland pine, or white
b

silver pine, had not Come under the observation of botanists*

The early leaves have some ;resemblance to those of Podocarjnis dacry-

dioides^ but the plant is stouter, with longer and flexuous branches.

Plate XVIII. Dacrydium xcestlandicum^ T. Kirk.

Sterile branclilet.

1, » »j enlarged.

2. Fertile branchlet, enlarged,

3- Nucule, enlarged.

^
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4, Dacri/diiim laxij'olium.

Hook, fil., Loud. Journ. of Bot., IV., p. 143; Icones Plant., 815; Flora Nov. Zel.,

I., p. 234
; Handbook of N.Z. Fl., p. 259 ; Garr., Conif., p. 487.

A weak prostrate slirub, witli trailing stems. Moncecioixs ; branches
few, straggling, 3-15 inches long. Leaves on young plants, Huear, curved,

spreading, |-i inch long, gradually diminishing in size to yV i^^ch, when
they become slightly thickened and obtuse, at length laxlv imbricated all

round the branches, broadly ovate, keeled, -^^^ inch long. Male catkms
terminal on short branchlets, ^-J inch long, solitary elliptic, anthers 2.

Female flowers solitary, terminal ; nut conical, with a minute hooked
apiculus. luvolucral cup usually di-y, sometimes dilated, fleshy, red.

a. Ilehilis.—Branches few, straggling
; leaves rarely imbricating.

(i. comi^ac^.—Branches numerous, short, strict; leaves imbricating;

plant forming a compact mass.

• North Island : a. Euahine Eange—Co?t!/jso ; Tongariro—^itZiii/Z I

Colenso, liccior

!

South Island : a. Nelson mountains—L'n/H;t7Z; Black Hills, Canterbury,
4,000 ieei—Sinclair and Haast ! ; high ground between Kumara and
Marsden, Westland—T. Kirk; Upper Waimakariri and Arthur's Pass,

2,000-3,000 feet—J". D. Ent/s and T.K.; mouutams above Lake Harris
T.K.

; Ot^go—Hector and^ Buchanan,
ft. Otago—J. Buchanan, Herb.

Mus. Col. ! ; mountains above Lake Harris

—

T.K.

The most diminutive pine known ; fruiting specimens are sometimes
only two inches high, usually from six inches to ten. South Island speci-

mens are usually more or less glaucous, and rather more robust than those
from Tongariro,'co]lected by Dr, Plector. The latter moreover are destitute

of imbricated leaves. In southern specimens both forms of leaf may be
found on the same branch, and cases of reversion are not uncommon.
When the involucral cup is fleshy, the fruit bears a great resemblance to

that of Podocarpus dacnjdiouhs.

ft. conwacta appears a totaUv diff<

typ

In his sketch of the botany of Otago, Mr. Buchanan remarks :—" This
(D. laxifolium) is a very doubtful species, being difficult to distinguish from
Z). co7t'/isoi,"—an opinion in wliich I cannot concur. To me it appears a
most distmct plant, easily recognized in all stages. The difficulty expe-

nu
with

r

5. Dacrydium hidicillii^ n.s.

Hook, fil., in litt-

A dioecious slirub, erect, spreading, or prostrate. Leaves on young
plants linear, obtuse, crowded, sessile, flat, ascending, \-\ inch long ; on
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fruiting branches 4-farious, imbricated, coriaceous, triangular, keeled,

obtuse, Male catkins slender, terminal solitary, antliers two, connective,

obtuse. Nuts solitary or in twos, striate, compressed, keeled, obtuse
;

involucral cup sometimes resinous.

a. erecta.—Erect, main branches pyramidal or conical ; linear flat

leaves obscm-ely costate, fruiting branchlets very slender ; male catkins

produced in profusion,

/3. redinata.—Prostrate or reclinate, linear leaves with evident costa;

fruiting branches stouter.

North Island : I have no certain knowledge of the occurrence of either

form in this island, although there ia reason to believe that var. a. occurs

at Tongarh'O, and is probably not uncommon on the Euahine and other

mountains.

South Island : a. 'Nehon—Bidwill in Herb. Hook ! Eoto Iti 2,000 feet,

Square Town—r.E". ; Canterbury

—

Sinclair and Haast ; between Grey-

mouth and Okarita, Westland—TJiT. ; Dusky Bay, Ot^go—Hector in Herb.

Hook! /3. Dun Mountain, Nelson—Herb, Mus. CoL (but without col-

lector's name) ; flats by the Thomas Eiver, Upper Waimakiriri,'Bealey Gorge,

and Lake Misery, 2,000-3,000 feet—J. D. Enys and T. Kirk; West Coast

of Ottigo—Hector.

This species is distinguished from its allies by its dwarf stature and
sessile Hnear leaves, which are attached by broad bases. It varies con-

r

siderably in habit and in the size of the quadrifarious leaves.

In var. a, the Imear flat leaves, so far as my observations extend, are

never found on plants more than six inches high ; when dry, they are of a

pale brown colour ; those of var. /3. of a reddish-black.

A number of remarkable specimens of var. /5. occur on flats by the

Thomas river, where they form hemispherical clumps 2-5 feet high and
10-20 feet in diameter ; there are also densely crowded rings of young

V

plants with open centres of similar diameter. In the oldest specimens the

trunk is found to branch at the surface of the ground, the main branches

being prostrate, from 5-10 feet in length and 5-6 inches in diameter,

rooting at their extremities. When the trunk is injured, or when 'it decays,

the branches gradually die away, leaving their rooted tips to form a ring

of young plants, but usually erect secondary branches are given off along

their entire length, and a compact clump is formed. In this form the

linear leaves are seldom seen except on seedlings, rarely small branches

bearing leaves of the early type are given off from bare places in the main

arms. Plants of similar habit were observed in the Waimakariri, but not

nearly so well developed, owing to the crowded vegetation by which they

were surrounded. The ordinai-y form of this vaiiety has reclinate or

spreading branches.
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At present the distribution of this species is imperfectly known from
its hav^g been confused with D, colemoi, A resinous plant, which must
probably be referred here, is said to be plentiful in the Massacre Bay
district. V

6. Dacrydiimi colensoi.

Hook., Icon, Plant., t. 548 ; Hook, fil., Fl. Nov. Zel., I„ p. 234 : Handbook N.Z. Fl.,

p. 952 ; Endl., Conif., p. 226 ; De Cand., Prodr., 16, pars 2, p, 495.

FodocarpusC?) biformis, Hook., Icon. VUnt^t. 5i4:.

A dioecious tree 20-40 feet high, bark whitish, trunk 1-2 feet in

diameter; leaves on early branches i-inch long, Imear flat, obtuse, costate,

spreadmg
;
on upx^er branches (luadrifariously unbricated, short, triangular,

or OTate oblong, stoutly keeled, obtuse, ^VtV inch long. " Male catkins

terminal, sohtary sessile ; anthers 4-6
; connective obtuse ; nnt small op a

horizontal resinous cup-shaped disk." .
'

North Island : Tongaru-o and Euahine Eanges

—

Colehso.-

South Island: Nelson mountains, 5,000-6,000 feet {?)—Bidwill ; Can-
terbury, 2,000-4,000 feet—Haasi; Arthur's Pass, 3,000 feet—2\£. ; Otago,
8,000 ieeir—Hector and Buchanan; descends to below 1,000 feet near
Dunedin—r.^.

din

kn
which range fi.-om ^^VtV inch in diameter ; in the ; more robust forms
detached specimens may easily be mistaken for Verquica tetragona or V.
li/copodioides. It differs fi-om the preceding species in the arrangement of
the branchlets, which are crowded at the ends of the branches and resemble
an obtuse-topped kiu^ of corymb. Not having had the good fortune to
coUect specimens in 'flower or fruit, I am unable to say if the nut is

invariably solitary but suspect that it is not. From all forms of D. lid-

willU it is distinguished by the larger petioled Imear leaves, as weU as the
greater size and peculiar habit just described. According to Bidwill it

occurs at the altitude ..of 6,000 feet oft the Nelson Mountains, but I fear the
height is over-estimated by 2,000 feet.

This species is the yellow pine or tar-wood of the Otago settlers ; the
wood is yellowish, dense, and durable, but can only be obtained in short
lengths.

7. Dacdrydium kirkii.

F. Muell. m De Cand. Prodr., vol. XYL, pars 2, p. 495 ; Hook, f., Icon. Plant.,
t. 1,219.

A dioecious tree, 40-80 feet high, 2-4 feet m diameter. Leaves of
sterfle branches 1-lJ mch long, i inch wide, Unear, flat, sub-acute, shortly
petioled, erecto-patent, coriaceous, shuimg, crowded or scattered, costa and

itinct : margins branches
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sub-cylindrical, closely imbricated, broadly rhomboidal, carinate, obtuse,

with a membranous margin on the upper edge. Male catkins broadly
ovate, ^ inch long, terminal,' solitary. Female terminal, involucral scales

apiculate. Nuts 2-5 compressed, oval, obtuse, furrowed.

North Island : Whangaroa—iJ^c^or, T. K. ; Cape BiBii—Cohnso ;

Whangarei—i?. Mair ! ; Hokianga, Upper Wairoa, and Great Barrier

Island—r. Kirh; Titirangi—T. F. Cheeseman.

A noble species, nearest to D. colensoi, but differing in the pyramidal
or conical habit, in the large size of the lower leaves, the sub -cylindrical

branches and aggregated nuts. The lower branches, sometimes to the

height of 40 feet, are clothed with large linear leaves, giving the tree the

appearance of a Picea, which is increased by its habit of growth. The
lower branches are spreading, the upper fastigiate, and repeatedly dichoto-

mously branched, with the branehlets forming semi-flabellate masses at

the extremities. As in D. hididllii and D. colensoi, the chauge from the

spreading linear leaf state to the mature imbricated condition is most
abrupt

; in some specimens the tips of the lower branches exhibit appressed

im

large hnear leaves, the intermixture of dimorphic foHage without inter-

mediate forms presenting a singular and attractive appearance. The nuts
are produced in greater abundance than those of any other New Zealand
species, and often have their receptacles lined with a singular orange-

coloured alveola. The nuts destitute of this Uning are usually of less size.

The petioles of the flat Hnear leaves have a curious half twist.

This species is the manoao of the northern natives ; its timber is of a

reddish colour and of extreme durability.

I first collected this liaudsome species on the Great Barrier Island in

1867, and subsequently, under Dr. Hector's instruction, examined the

Whangaroa habitat "where he had previously discovered it. In papers on

Northern Plants, and on the Botany of the Great Barrier Island, published

in the first volume of ** Transactions of the N. Z. Institute,"* I expressed a

decided opinion as to its specific distinctness, but at that time I had not

see» D. colensoi, and in deference to the opinion of Dr. Hector and Mr.

Buchanan, who considered it a lowland form of that species, I refrained

from giving a formal description. It was, however, published by the late

Professor Pai'latore the following year, under its present name in De
CandoUe's **Prodromus." It is, perhaps, the most strongly marted of all

the New Zealand species. '

Plate XIX. Dacrydium JcirJciL

1, Sterile branch and leaves. 3. Female catkin enlarged.

" ' 2. Tertiie Lranch enlarged; 4. Nuts enlarged.

Vol. I, pp. 141, 148.
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Notice of the Occurrence of a Variety of Zostera nana, Both, in

New Zealand. By T. Kibk, F.L.8.
m

IBead before the Wellington PhilosOjpMcal Society^ 12th January, 1878.]

Until -^itliin the last twenty years few groups of plants Lave received less

attention tlian the Marine Phanerogams, all the known species of which

belong to the Monocotyleclonous Orders Bydrocharidaceco nui Naiadacece. A
complete list by Dr. Aschcrson, of Berlin, appeared in 1874 in Neumayer's
" Anleituug in "Wissenschaftlichen Beobachtungen auf Eeisen," containing

twenty-six species arranged under eight genera.'-^ The earhest record of

any species having been found in New Zealand bears date so recently as

18G7, when a Zostera, found in a flowerless condition in many places m the

colony, was recorded in the ''Handbook of the New Zealand Flora" as

Zostera marina, L.—a species of wide distribution in the northern hemis-

phere—but the identity of our plant must be considered uncertain in the

absence of flowers. I have now to record the discovery, in a flowering

condition, of a second species, which, notwithstanding a slight departure

from the normal characters, I identify with Zostera nana, Both, and of

which the following is a description.

Zostera nana, Both, var. muelleri.

Z, muellerii Irmisch.

Stem creeping, rather stout for the size of the plant, clothed with the

dead bases of old leaves. Leaves linear, 3-6 inches long, iV-xV ^^^^ wide,
m

with about six nerves on each side of a midrib formed of two nerves in

contact for their whole length, margin thickened ; spathes 1-4, including

the leafy portion 2-3 inches long, peduncles short, flattened; spadix rarely

exceeding f inch in length with inflexed membranous appendages on the

margins ; anthers about six on each side, ovules four ; stigmas frequently

exserted. Fruit faintly furrowed when mature.

Hah. North Island— Port Nicholson; on mud flats exposed at low

water.

Om- plant differs from the typical form in its more robust stem, clothed

with the persistent bases of old leaves, leaves somewhat crowded and

narrower, in the short, flattened peduncles, and in the rather larger fruit

which agrees with the type in being faintly striated.

ally

identified w
deep water.

Kot including Buppia and those forms of Zannichellia and Potamogeton found in

ealt-water lagoons.
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According to Dr. Ascliersoii, tlie typical form Z, nana has a wide
distribution, occurriug at the Canary Islands, Mediterranean, North Coast
of Sicily, Smyrna, Black Sea, Caspian Sea, Portugal, Spain, France,
British Islands, Holland, Denmark, Holstein, Ja-pan, Cape of Good Hope,
Port Natal, Nossi Beh.

Var. vmelhri has been collected on the coasts of Chili, South and East
Australia, Tasmania, and New Zealand.

Zostera tasmanica, G. v. Martens, is said to occur in New Zealand, hut I

do not know by whom collected. The plant intended is probably that

referred to in the early part of this paper as Z, marina ; but in any case the

identification cannot be considered satisfactory in the absence of flowers,

closely resembles in habit.

plant

Art. lj\\—yotice of the Occurrence of Juncus glaucus, L., in New Zealand.

By T. KiKK, F.L.S.

[Read before the Otago Institute, 17th January, 1878.]

In company with Captain J. Campbell-Walker I had the pleasure of

discovering this interesting addition to our flora by the road-side between
Hokitika and Boss, within a mile of the left bank of the Hokitika river. I

T

had not time to make a detailed examination of the locality, but Mr.
ShiUitoe, who kindly went over it at my request, informs me that the plant

occm-s plentifully over a considerable area.

Juncus glaucus bears some resemblance to J. communis, Meyer, but is

distinguished by its hard texture, interrupted pith, and glaucous striate

se<rments

in length
; the capsule is mucronate.

droop

specimens.

In J. communis, var. hexawjularis, the pith is sometimes slightly inter-

rupted, but never to so great an extent as in J. glaucus, from which it may
always be distinguished by the retuse capsule.

In all probability Juncus glaucus is not unfreq[uent on the west coast of

the South Island. It is singular that this species, as well as J. lamprocarpus,

Ehrhart, should not have been observed earher. The latter species is

abundant in the Hokitika district, extending southward to the Bluff and
northward to Port Nicholson, but is not found on the eastern side of either

island. In Taranaki and Auckland it is replaced by Juncus holoschcenus

.

Thunb, Yl
?**
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The South Island is much richer in Juncece than has hitherto been
supposed. In addition to the species now mentioned, Juncus capillaceus,

Hook, f., previously known only in a single habitat in Hawke Bay, has

m
Kirk in the Amuri. In short, with the exception of

J. antarcticus, Hook, f., restricted to the mountain tops of Campbell Island,

and the northern J. Iwloschcenus , all the New Zealand species are found in

what may be termed the middle portion of the South Island—the old

may fairly expect that other species wiU be discovered.

We

Akt. LVI.—DescnjJtion of a 7ieiv S2:)ecies of HymenopLyllum.
By T. Kirk, F.L.S.

Plate XXL—B.
[Bead before the Wellington Philosophical Society, 1st December, 1877.]

Humenophyllum montan um.

EnizoME slender, wiry, creeping ; fronds few, 2-3 inches long, glabrous,
linear oblong or oblong lanceolate, bipiunatifid ; stipes about 1 uach long,

winged nearly to the base ; rachis flexuous, winged, pinna in from 5-8
pairs, mostly alternate, spreading, about one-third of an inch long, cut
nearly to the rachis hito 2-4 spreading, linear, forked or bilobate segments.
Involucres terminatmg the segments, small, oval, 2-lipped nearly to the
base ; lips deeply toothed or jagged ; receptacle included.

This mteresting addition to our flora was discovered on mountams at
the head of Lake Wakatipu by Mrs. Mason, of Queenstown, to whose
kindness I am indebted for specimens.

In habit our plant closely resembles Trichomanes humile, but the frond
is broader at the base, the pinnae more divided and spreading. It has
affinities yfiihH. javaideum, Spreng., and might possibly be overlooked as a
stunted condition of that species but for its different habit. In addition to
the larger and more highly divided frond, H. javankum is distinguished

from the present species by its rounded havolucres and crisped wings and
segments. H. montanum is distinguished from other New Zealand species
by its narrow mvolucres with deeply toothed or jagged tips ; it is of mem-
branous texture and of a dull green hue.

In old specimens the segments are slightly constricted immediately
below the base of the involucre.

Plate XXI.—B.
1. HymenojahijUum montanum, natural size.

2. Fertile pinnse, magnified.
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1

Art. LYII.—On Hymenophyllum villosnm, Colenso. By T. Kirk, F.L.S.

[Read before the Wellington PliilosopMcal Society, 12th January, 1878.]

This small species has long been a source of perplexity to fern collectors

in this colony, by the majority of whom it has been mistaken for Hymeno-
phyllum ciUatiun, Swartz, a species of wide distribution, but only known
in New Zealand from specimens collected in the Nelson district by Mr.
Travers. H. villosum was originally discovered by Mr. Colenso in 1842,
and described by him in the London Journal of Botany for 1844. Sir

William J. Hooker, in " Species Filicum," referred it to H. pohjantlws,
ft.

sanguinolentum, a view which has been adopted by Sir Joseph D. Hooker in

his "Flora Nov£e-ZelandiaB " and "Handbook of the New Zealand Flora."
It must, however, be regarded as a distinct species, having a wide siibalpine

and alpiue range in New Zealand, although I am not aware of its occur-

rence elsewhere. I am glad to say that Mr. Baker, who has kindly
compared my South Island specimens with those originally sent to Kew by
Mr. Colenso, agrees with me as to its specific validity.

HymenophjUum villosum.

Colenso in Loudon Journal of Botany, voL IH., p. 35 : Tasmanian Philosophical

Journal, vol. II,, p. 185.

Ehizome wiry, creeping. Stipes 1-2 inches long, narrowly wmged or

wingless, villous
; frond 2-5 inches high, 1-2 inches broad, opaque, of a dull

brownish-green; broadly ovate, or ovate-acuminate, tripinnate, villous;

main rachis 1-3 inches long, narrowly -uanged, flexuose, villous; primary
and secondary pinnae deltoid ; tertiary pinn^ twice or thrice divided into

narrow linear forked segments. Sori terminal and axillary, free, orbicular,

broader than the segments, 2-valved to the base : valves entire.

Hah. On rocks and trees in moist situations.

North Island: Euatahuna

—

W. Colenso, 18-12; summit of Tarawera
(amongst moss), 4,000 feet—T. K.

South Island : Mountains of the Amuri, Nelson, 3,000-4,000 feet

r. K. ; mountains above Broken River, Canterbury—J. Z). Enys ! ; Upper
Waimakariri and Arthur's Pass, 2,000-3,000 feet—J. D. Enys and T. Kirk;

Ashburton—T. H. Potts ! ; the Eouteburn and mountains above Lake Harris,

Otago, 4,000 feet—T. A'.

I have seen specimens from other parts of the South Island, but am
ignorant of the precise localities in which they were collected. In all

probabiUty our plant is common throughout the colony at elevations above
the highest limit of H, polyanthos^ although but rarely occurring below.

The fronds of our plant are more highly divided than those of any other

New Zealand species, and present, especially in small specimens, a peculiav
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crowded appearauce, caused by tlie overlapping of the pinnc-e and segments.
In small specimens the racliis and stipes are often winged nearly to the
base

;
in the circiuate state the fronds are densely clothed with ferruginous

hairs
;
fronds are occasionally found with the lowest pinna undeveloped, as

in H. multifidum. In its most luxuriant state H. viUosum is quadripinnate,
and in habit resembles the European Trichomanes radicans, Swartz, when
growing in moist situations.

The affinities of our plant 'are with H. i>ohjanthos, Swartz, and H.
demhsnm, Swartz

; from the former it differs in possessing longer and
narrower segments and terminal orbicular sori; it may readily be dis-

tinguished from the latter by its small size and orbicular involucres, which
have entire lips and are broader than the segments. In colour, texture,
and the presence of hairs, it approaches H. scabmm, A. Eich., and in the
position of the sori and their relative breadth as compared with the seg-
ments, it resembles H. javanicum, Spreng. From all the species here named,
except H. scahnim, it is distinguished by its vHlous character.

Mr. Colenso describes the involucres as "ovate, * * pedicelled."
I find these characters only in small and imperfectly fruited specimens; the
apparent pedicels are simnlv contrafff..! RPfrr,-.or.fc,

Art. LYin.—On Lindsaya viridis, Colenso. By T. Kiek, F.L.S.

[Read before the Otago Institute, llth January, 1878.]

This elegant fern was originally discovered at Mangarewa, in 1842, by
Mr. Colenso, and described by him as Undscea viridis three years later,' but
owing to its having been referred to L. trichomanoidcs by Sir W. J. Hooter,
in 184G, it is only after the lapse of thirty years that its specific vaHdity
has become recognized in Europe, although it is separated from its nearest
allies by strongly marked differential characters. Without doubt this long
neglect is in part owing to the rarity of the plant itself, for, although
occurring in both islands, it is remarkably local, and for the most part its

habitats are far apart. The few New Zealand botanists who have collected
it are unanimous in their opinion as to its specific validity.

In the first edition of " Synopsis Filicum," published in 1868, Mr. Baker
separated our plant from L. trichomanoides and united it with the' Australian
L.microphijUa, Swartz, but two years ago was led to reconsider the question
through Wanganui specimens transmitted to Kew by Mr. H. C. Field, under
the idea that it was still considered a form of L. trichomanoides. Mr.' Baker
aloptecl the view hold by bota-ists in the colony and published our plant as
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a distinct sx^ecies, under its original name, evidently without being aware

that it ^vas described by Mr- Colenso thirty years ago. I have, therefore,

the greater pleasure in appending a description of the species, for the nso

of local botanists, that it affords me the opportunity of presenting the claims

of its discoverer in their proper light.

Lindsaya viridis

Lindsaya viridis.

Colenso, Filices Novjb Novao Zelandi^, p. 14 (18-45) ; Taamanian Journal, II.,

p. 174.

Lindsaya riridisy Colenso.

J. G-. Baker in Journal of Botany (new series), IV., p. 108.

Lindsaya trichomanoideSy Dryander (in part).

Hook., Species Filicum, I., p. 218 ; Hook, fil., Fl. Nov. ZeL, H., p. 20: Hand-

book N.Z. Flora^ p. 359-

Lindsaya micropliylla^ Swartz (in part).

J. G. Baker in Synopsis Filicum, edits. 1 and 2, p. 110.

Fronds tufted, 6-12 inches long, 1 inch wide, inemhranous,hright green,

stipes 1-3 inches, triquetrous, channelled, shining, naked except a tuft of

linear bro^vn scales at the base, frond lanceolate, or lanceolate acuminate,

bi- or tri-pinnate, rachis flexuous
;
^nnnse ascending, alternate, 1-1^ inch

long, obliquely lanceolate, or rhomboid lanceolate
;
pinnules simple or

deeply lobed, or cut to the base into 2-4 linear cuneate segments, margins

truncate, erose, about a line deep and twice as broad ; veins indistinct,

simple or rarely branched.

Hah, On wet roots.

North Island : Port Fitzroy, Grreat Barrier Island, plentiful about

waterfalls

—

Mr. Sprinyall ! Manukau Harbour, dripping rocks at the Huia

Creek, and waterfalls between the Huia and the sea

—

T.K. Te Whau
T.K, Mau^arewa—Mr. Colenso. Wanganui Kiver—H, C. Field!j_,«.-^,,..* *-^ # . ^^^^l^.»ly^ , I vv.^Q

South Island: Nelson, under high rocks in a deep ravine, Massacre

Bay

—

Lyall. Canterbury

—

Sinclair and Haast', Hokitika— IF. H, Tipler

!

West coast of Ota^ro—J. Buchanan.

The Nelson and Canterbury habitats are stated by Mr. Baker in the

''Journal of Botany,*' on the authority of specimens in the Kew herbarium.

I have reason to believe that the supposed Canterbury specimens were

collected by Dr. Sinclair at the Huia, and accidentally misplaced, so that

the habitat in question requires confirmation.

Our plant attains its greatest luxm-iance on vertical di'ipping rocks where

the fronds grow at a right angle to the face of the rock, and are narrower

and more rigid than when gromng on a horizontal surface. In the latter

situation the fronds are radiating and drooping at the tips, with the pinn^

somewhat spreading, so that the frond is relatively wider. The finest
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growing

Creek
;
some of the fronds are fully sixteen inches long, but not quite so

wide as shorter fronds of more lax habit grown on a horizontal surface at

Port Fitzroj. In some places where it has the advantage of a continuous

sun
day, but with little appreciable eJBfect on its delicate texture.

In
u

from its narrow sori, which are never wider than twice their depth, and do
not extend to the lateral margins of the segments. Mr. Baker points out
that " the anterior valve is a continuation of the lamina, while the posterior

valve is membranous, both alike incised."

The affinities of Lindsaya viridis are with L. tricJwm amides, Dryand.,
and L. microphylla, Swartz. The former differs from cm- plant in its

creeping, chaffy rhizomes, broadly ovate coriaceous fronds, s^jreading, usually
opposite pinn^, and fan-shaped segments with branched veins; it is confined
to forests, and extends from the North Cape to Dusky Bay. L. microphylla
is confined to temperate Australia, and is distinguished from L. viridis by
its larger size, more distant pinnte, and the sori forming a continuous
marginal line, the width being more than twice the depth. L. viridis is

endemic in Xew Zealand. L. trichomamides is found also m Tasmania,
New South Wales, and Fiji.

Art. LIX.—0;i Nephrodium decompositum, Br., and N. glabellum,

A. Cunii. By T. Kirk, F.L.S.

[Read before the Wellington Philoso^ldcal Society, 1st Decemler, 1877.]

In the " Hand-book of the New Zealand Flora" these plants are considered
identical

;
in the " Flora Novc^-Zelandiae," the second is described as a variety

of the first. They are, however, so easily recognized at sight that a singular
nu

their being considered specifically distinct. I purpose, therefore, briefly to
examine the differential characteristics of the two plants.

In Y. decompositum the rhizome is elongated, slender, more or less clothed
with chaffy scales and the distant bases of old fronds; it is frequently
branched and extensively creeping so that the plant often forms patches
several yards in diameter. Fronds erect, solitary, distant, never tufted or
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springing from the apex of the rhizome, usually from 12-24 inches

in height. Stipes from half to two-thirds the length of the entire

frond, clothed with scattered cha% scales and fine pubescence, angular,

channelled ; the frond is from 7-10 inches wide with the apex elongated

and the lowest pair of secondary pinnae much developed, so that its

general outline is pentangular acuminate ; bi- or tri-pinnate, membranous,
villous or pubescent; rachis slender ; lowest pair of pinna9 much the largest,

6-7 inches long, 3-4 inches wide, obhquely deltoid ; upper pinnules lanceo-

late, pinnate, or deeply pinnatifid, ultimate segments ovate or rhomboid
ovate with acutely toothed lobes. Sori attached nearer the marsm of the

segment than the midrib.
F

In iV. ylaheUum the rhizome is short, stout, densely clothed with

Fronds from 4-6 in number, tufted,

o

"Wiry bases of old fronds, tmbranched.

springing from the apex of the rhizome and usually of less size than those

of iV. decompositiim. Stipes always more than liaK the length of the entire

frond, scaly at the base, naked above, reddish, channelled, fi'om 7-] inches
long, 6-9 inches wide, deltoid, acuminate, twice or thrice pinnate, shghtly

coriaceous, glossy
; lowest paii' of pinnae 4-5 inches long, 2-3 inches wide,

less obliquely deltoid than in N.decompositum, wiili the basal pinnules much
less developed, and rachis more prominently winged ; segments pinnate or
deeply pinnatifid, with the basal lobes overlapping so as to form a con-
nected line on each side of the rachis of the lowest pinn^ ; lobes obtusely

toothed, veins prominent. Sori equi-distant between the margin of the
segment and the midrib.

While freely admitting the close resemblance in the cutting and in the
general outline of these plants, the essential differences indicated appear to

me sufficient to warrant these plants being considered specifically distinct,

but it is necessary to offer a few remarks on thek nomenclature, which is

somewhat confused, the specific name '' glaheUum'' having been applied to

both.

The earliest description of either is that of X decompositum, by E.
Brown, in his ''Prodromus Florse Novfe Hollandise," p. 149 (1810). The
next is that of .Y. ylahellum, by Allan Cunningham, in Hooker's '* Com-
panion to the Botanical Magazine," II., p. 367, and which is clearly the

plant to which the name is now applied.

In the under

Brown's plant is described and figured as var. a. glalellum^ X, glabellnm,

Cunn. Although corrected by Sir \V. J. Hooker, in '' Species Filicum,"

r^., p. 146, owing to the wide circulation of ** Flora Novae-Z elandiae " the

error has become generally circulated, and caused much confusion,

especially in this colony.
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The follo^Ying is the syuonomy of each so far as known to me :

NepJirodiiwi decompositum.

Hooker fil., Fl. Tasmaniae, IT., p. 149; Brown, Prodromus Nov. Hell., p. 149;

Baker, Synopsis Filicum, p. 281; Hook, f., Handbook N.Z. Fl., p. 378.

N. decomposittim, a. glahellum, Hook. fil,. Fl. Nov. ZeL, U., p. 39, t. 79 (not of

Cunningham).

N, decompositum, a. macropliyUum, Hook., Sp. Filicum, lY., p. 146.

N. pentangularum, Colenso, Filices Nov£e Novae-Zelandiae, p. 9 (1845).

Aspidhim decompositurriy Spreng., Syst. Veg., IV., p. 109 ; Mueller, Fragmenta

Phytographise Australise, V., p. 136.

Aspidium microsoram. End!., Flora Norfolk Island, p. 9,

A, shepkerdi, Kunze, Linnsa, XXHI., p. 259,

A. acttminata^ Lowe, Filices, p.— . t. 11.

Hab. New Zealand, common on the hanks of riyers.

Austraha, Tasmania, Norfolk Island.

yephrodimn ylahellum,

A. Cunningliam, Comp. Bot. Mag., n.> p. 367 ; Metten. Aspid., p. 69.

Nephrodhim decompositinn, [S.pnhescenSf Hook, f., Fl. Nov. Zel., H., p. 39.

N. decompositum, /?. micropliylliun, Hook., Sp. Filicum, IV., 146.

Lastrea davalloides, Brack., Filices U.S. Exploring Expedition, p. 202.

Hah. New Zealand, common in forests.

Australia, Tahiti, Fiji Islands,

Art. LX.—On the Botany of the Bluff Hill. By T. Kibk, F.L.S.

IRead he/ore the Otago Institute^ llth January, 1878.]

The isolated hill which guards the entrance to the Bluff Harhour has long

been supposed to exhibit features of special interest to the botanist, but no

one has even imagined that it possessed a rich or varied flora. It was

therefore with no little surprise that I found it vying with the North Cape

in botanical riches, which, although of a less showy character, were not

less attractive.

My examination of the locality was restricted to some portion of the

forest beyond the pilot station, and to parts of the hill within reach during

a rambling ascent from the town to the flagstaff.

The Bluff Hill is a Httle under 900 feet in height, and rather less than

two miles in diameter at its greatest width ; its base is washed by the sea,

except on the side which connects it with the promontory of which it forms

the termination. It consists chiefly of syenite and clay-slates, the latter

in many cases neaiiy vertical. The hoUows and sides of the watercourses
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on the exposed portiou are occupied by patches of swamp, but much of the

surface vegetation has been destroyed by repeated burnings, so that at first

sight it appears about as imfavourable a locality for rare plants as could

well be imagined.

Its southern face is covered with forest, bearing a general resemblance

to the Seaward forest; but diflfering in the reduced proportion of matai and
4

iron-wood, and in the diminished luxuriance caused by exposure, elevation,

and soil.

The chief timber trees are the kamai (Weinmannla racemosajj rimu

(Dacrydiam cupressinumjy mho ( Podocarpus ferruyinca)^ and iron-wood

(Metrosideros lucidaj ; of these the kamai is the most abundant; many
specimens rival in size and luxuriance the finest to be seen in the Seaward

forest, although iu most cases they are of less dimensions.

A dense growth of Olearia nitida^ Veronica ellijitica^ Anatotelia fraticosa

and other shrubs is found at the sea margin, and gives shelter to a number

of ferns and herbaceous plants, the most noteworthy of the former being

Lomaria dura, which, like its near ally L, hanksiij never grows far out of

reach of the sea spray. On the outskirts of the forest the trees are much
shorn and stunted by the wind : the largest trees occur in the hollows and

sheltered places, stiU ser\iceable timber is found near the summit.

Although the yield of timber per acre is very small when compared w^ith

the best parts of the sheltered forest on the downs, it would be more

durable in quality.

A few cattle have access to the forest, but no great amount of injury has

resulted from this cause at present. In all directions young trees were

plentiful, from seedlings upwards, showing that a continuous process of

renewal is taking place.

The underwood and the herbaceous vegetation exhibited the greatest

luxuriance of growth ; some of the leaves of the tataramoa (Rnhus australis)

were the largest I ever saw. Chiloglottis cornuta, an orchidaceous plant

growing iu several localities from Omaha to the Chatham and Auckland

Islands, but remarkably local, exhibited a stout, robust habit quite new

to me. JnncKs nova-zelandica attains an extraordinary size, and exhibits

a marked contrast to the ordinary specimens found on the open side of

the hill. In sheltered x>laces near the summit Cyathodes acerosa assumes

a free growing luxmiant habit not frequent even in the north, and, with its

profuse display of white and red fruit, presents a most attractive appearance.

This remarkably luxuriant growth of the shrubby and hei'baceous vegetation

was evident wherever shelter could be obtained from the direct action of the

wind, and must be chiefly attributed to the great amount of moisture con-

stantly present in the atmosphere, and which is prevented fi'om becoming

injurious by the frequent high winds, zX
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Ascending tlie hill direct from the town, but diverging widely from the

beaten track, the first plant collected of special interest was Juncus lamjyro-

carpus, a recent addition to our flora. Stunted specimens of Carpha alpina

were observed at less than twenty yards above the sea-level. Graliola nana
occurred in several spots, and on swampy ground Drosera spathulata was
abundant. On a patch of peaty soil at no great elevation the rarest of the

New Zealand sun-dews, Drosera pijgmcBa, occurred sparingly. It is a minute
plant, not more than half an inch across, and from its grey tinge may easily

be passed over. It was originally discovered by Mr. Colenso at Cape Maria
van Diemen nearly foi-ty years ago, and hitherto has not been observed
elsewhere in the colony, although m Tasmania and Australia it has a wide
distribution in littoral situations. There can be no doubt that its minute
size and insignificant appearance have caused it to be overlooked in New
Zealand.

The alpine Carex cataractce was observed at a low elevation associated

with the white-flowered Mimulus radlcans and small plants of Schcenus

axillaris, not previously recorded from the South Island. Ihjdrocohjle

muscosa and Eleochads graciUima were found in swampy situations. Thehj-

z/f,

bifolia, fiaUixene parvijl\

its attractive waxy flowers and fruit covered the surface, in some places

intermixed with HerpoUHon 7wv^^zelamUw. A new species of Hahrarjis,

adily

m
]\farshy

spots were occupied by Oreobulus pumilio with the characteristic mountain
plant Ci/athoiles empetrifc

Tsohpis cariilaf/inea, a species of remarkably local distribution, occurred in

one or two places, and a small species, doubtfully referred to I. flidtans for

the present, was found in plashy spots near the summit.
The limited time at my command only allowed me to examme the

restricted portions of the Bluff Hill already mentioned, but the results of
my investigation warrant the inference that one-fourth of the entire

phaenogamic and fern flora of the colony may be collected here by a
investigator—an unusually high proportion to be found on such

a small area and imder many unfavourable conditions.

dilicrent

The adjacent Seaward forest is not nearly so rich in species as the Bluflf

HiU although its general growth is more luxuriant. This wealth of species
the latter locality

greater
winds and to th
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Only twenty-three species of naturalized plants were collected—a paucity
wliicla contrasts strongly with their abundance in the North Island. None
of the species observed call for special remark.

The following are the most interesting of the indigenous species:

Melicytus lanceolafus, Hook. f. Long supposed to be peculiar to the north,
but is now found throughout the colony, although often local.

Drosera pyfjmaia, DC. A minute rosixlate plant with numerous filiform

one-flowered scapes, and a silvery cone in the centre, covering a hyberuat-
ing bud. The cone is formed by the mterlaced, laciuiate, scarious stipules.

The apparent distribution of this plant in New Zealand is most peculiar
a smgle habitat at the north-western extremity of the colony and another
in the extreme south.

T

Halorayis uniflora, T. Kirk. On peaty gi-ound below the summit.
Stylidium subulatum, Hook. f. Plentiful on peaty ground just below the

summit
:

one or two x^lants were observed at less than twenty yards above
sea-level.

Ki Beyond the Pilot Station,

Caladenia bifoUa, Hook. f. In the forest and on peaty ground near the
summit

; leaves varying greatly in size and shape.

Chilogluttis comuta, Hook. f. Abundant in the forest and of lar^e size.

Pmsophyllum nudum, Hook. f. Open places near the summit.
Juncus lamprocarjnis, Eluh.

Isolepis carUlaginea, Br.

Lomaria dura, Moore.

Abundant in wooded rocky places by the sea.

c

Catalogue of Plmnoyamic Plants awl Ferns observed on the Blnjf Hill,

1st Januartj^ 1877.

Note.—Naturalized plants are marked with an asterisk.

Hanunculace.1:.
Clematis hexasepala, Hook, f,

Banunculus hirtus, Banks and Sol.

rivularisy Banks aud Sol.

Magnouace^.
Drinii/s colorata, Raoul.

Cruoifer^.
Nasturtium palustre, DC.
Cardamine hirsiita, L.

VlOLARIE^.
Viola cunniwjhamii^ Hook. f.

Melicytus ramijlorus, Forst.
lanceolatus, Hook. f.

P1TTOSPORE.E.
Stellaria parviflora, Banks and Sol

* media. With.
Colubanthus hillardieri, FenzL
* Sagina procumheus^ L,
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HYPEEICINE^

.

Hypericum japonicum^ Tliunb.

Aristotelia racemosa, Hook. f.

Geraniace^.
Geranium dissectum, L., var, carolini-

annm,
inicroplvjllum^ Hook. f.

sessilifiorum., Car.

violle^ L.

COBIARIE^.

Coriaria ruscifolia, L.

LeGUMINOSjE.
* Ulex enrop(£us^ L.

"^Trifoliuvi repms, L.
* minus, Sm.

B0SACE.5:.

Euhns audraVts, Forst.

Potentilla anserina^ L.

Accena sanguisorhcSy Valil.

Saxifrages,
Carpodetus serratus, Forst.

Weinmannia racemosa, Forst-

Ceassulace^.
Tillcea moschata, DC*

Droseraces.
Drosera pygmceay DC.

spathulata, Labill.

hinaiay Labill.

HALORAGEiE.
Haloragls aJata, Jacq.

depressa. Hook. f.

unijlora, T. Kirk.

micranthaj Br.

Myriophyllum pedunculatum, Hook. f.

Gunnrra monoica^ Eaoul.

Myrtace.e.
heptosperwuvi scopariaw., Forst.

Metrosideros lucida, Menzies.

hypencifoliay A. Cunn.

0^'agrarie^.

Fuchsia excoriicaia, L, fil.

colcnsoif Hook. f.

Kpilobium alsinoides, A. Cunn.
tetrayomim, L.

Glossostiyma elatinoides, A. Cunn.

XJmbellifers .

Hydrocotyle asiaticaj L.
americana, L.
muscosaj Br.

Umbellifer^.-—continued.

Hydrocotyde moschata, Forst.

microphylla, A. Cunn.

Crantzia Uneata, Nuttall.

Apium JiUfonne, Hook.
Oreomyrrhis colensoi, Hook. f.

Araliaces.
Panax simplex, Forst.

edgerleyi. Hook. f.

crassi/olium , Dene, and Planch

Corner.
GriseUnia littoralis, Eaoul.

Eubiace^.
Coprosma rotundifolia, A. Cunn.

divaricata, A. Cunn.
tenuicaidis, Hook. f.

fcetidissima, Forst.

Nertera depressa, Banks and Sol.

Galium umbrosum, Forst.

Asperula perpusilla, Hook, f.

Composite.
Olearianitida, Hook. f.

Celmisia longifolia, Cass.

Lagenophora forsteri, DC.
petiolata, Hook f.

* Bellis perennis, L.

variety.

^ Anthemis arvensis, L.

Cotula coronopifoliay L.
dioica, Hook. f.

Cassinia vauvilliersii, Hook. f.

Gnaphalium bellidioides. Hook. f.

triaerve, Forst.

Jilicaxde, Hook, f-

luteo-album, L-
involucratuvi, Forst.

collinum, Labill.

Microseris forsteri, Hook. f.

^ Hypocharis radicata, L.

Taraxacum dens-leonis, Desf. The in-

digenous and naturalized forms

are both found.

Sonchus oleraceus, L.

Stylidie^.

Stylidium suhulatum, Hook. f.

CAMPANTTXACEiE.

Wahlenbergia gracilis^ A. Rich.

Pratia angulata^ Hook. f.

{ Selliera radicans^ Car,

Mitchen, flowered
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Erice^.
Gaultlieria rupestriSy Br.

Cyathodes acerosa^ Br.

enipetrifolia ^ Hook. f.

Leiicopofjon fraseHy A. Cunn.
Dracophyllum xirvilleanuw^ A. Eich

Myrsine^.
Myrsine xmillei^ A. DO.

Primulace^.
* Anagallis arvensis^ L.
Samolus repens^ Pers,

Apocyne^.
Parsonsia alhiflora^ Eaoiil.

w

Gentiane^.
Gentiana saxosa^ Forst.

CoNVOLVULACEiB.

Convolvolus tugiiriorum, Forst.

Dichondra repevs^ Forst.

/3. hrevifolia,

SCROPHULARINE^.
Mimulus radicaus, Hook. f.

Gratiola nana^ Bentliam.
Veronica salicifolia, Hook. f.

elliptica, Forst.

Labiat;e.

Mentha cunninghamiiy Bentli.

Plantagine^.
* Plantago major ^ L.

* lanceolata^ L.

"^raoxdliy Dec.

Paronychie^.
Scleranthus hiflorus^ Hook. f.

POLYGONE^.
Polygonum aviculare, L.
MuhlenbecJda complexa^ Meisn.

Humex Jlexuosus^ Forst.

neglectus, T. Kirk.
* vbidis, Sibth.
* acetosella^ L.

ThymeLE.E.

Pimelea prostrata^ Vahl.

CoNIFER^f:.

Podocarpus ferruginea^ Don.
Dacrydium cupressinum^ Sol.

Orchide^.
Gastrodia cunninghamiij Hook. f.

Caladenia bifolia, Hook. f.

Pterostylis banksii, Br.

Chilqglottis cornuta^ Hook. i.

longifolia^ Forst.

Orchide^.—continued.

Thelymitra unijlora, Hook. f.

PrasopJiyllion nudiim^ Hook. f.

pumilum^ Hook. f. (?)

Specimens imperfect.

Ieide^.

*/m germanica^ L.

Lihertia ixioide^y Sprang.

NAIABE-^

.

Triglochin triandruynj Mich,

Potaviogeton ^^natans,^* L.

LiLIACEiE.

Rhipogomnn scandens, Forst.

Callixene parvijlora, Hook. f.

Dianella intermedia, Endl.

Astelia grandis, Hook. f.

Hcrpolh-ion novce-zelandice. Hook. f.

JuNCE^E.

Jiincus aiistralis. Hook. f.

communis, E. Meyer.

/3. hexasepalus.

lamprocarpus, Ehrli.

var.

lufoniuSy L.
novcB-zelaridim, Hook. f.

Lnzxda campestriSy DC, var. congesta,

Eestiace^.
Leptocarpus simplex, A. Eich.

Cyperace^.
Schoemis axillaris, Hook. f.

Carpha alpina, Br.

Eleocharis acuta, 'Bv., var. platyUpis.

gracillima. Hook. f.

Isolepis nodosa, Br.

proli/er, Br.

riparia, Br.

cartilaginea, Br,

fiuitans, Br. (?)

Specimens imperfect, and identi-

fication consequently uncertain.

Lepidosperma ietragona, Labill.

Oreoholus pumilio, Br.

Uncinia ausiralis, Pers.

rupestris, Eaoul.

banksii, Boott.

Carex virgata, Sol.

/3. secta,

ternana, Forst.

lucida, Boott.

cataracts, Br.

brevicnlmiSy Br.

trifiday Cavanilles.
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^ AntJioxantJiiim odoratum, L.

Ilierochloe redo lens ^ Br.

Agrosds a^miday Br,

quady^eta^ Br.

conspicuaj Forst.

Dichelachne crinita. Hook. f.

Danthonia semi-annularis y Br.
* Holcus mollis, L,
"^ Aira caryophyllea, L.
Poa breviyJwnis, Hook. f.

* annua^ L.
^prateitsis^ L.

aiistralis, Br., var. l(ti'is,

colensoif Hook, f,

"^ Loliuni perenne, L.

FiLICES.

Gleichenla circinata, Swart^, /3. hecis-

tophylla.

Hemitelia smithii^ Hook. f.

Dicksonia sqnarrosa, Swartz,

antarctica, Br., var. fibrosa,

Hynienoiihyllum tunhridyense, Sm.
rariim^ Br.

dilaiatum, Swartz.

polyanthos, Swartz,

var. sangidnolentum.

FiLXCES.

—

continued.

Hij
scahrumy A. Rich.

JJabeUatum, Labill

Hypolepis Unidfolia, Bernla.

Pleris aquilina L,, var. esculenta.

scabenda^ A. Eich.

incisa, Thunb.
Lomaria j^rocera, Spreng.

y?

Willd
alpina, Spreng.
dura, Moore.
banksiij Hook f.

Asplenium obtusatum, Forst., vai'. lyalUL

falcatuni. Lam.
bulbiferum, Forst.

flaccidunij Forst.

Aspidium aculeatuWj Swartz, var. ves-

titam.
Willd

Nephi'odimn hispiduMy Hook.
Polypodlum rnynlosuvi, Labill.

billardien, Br.

LYCOPODIACEiE,

Tmesipteris forsteri^ Endl.

LXI )ntribulions to the Botany of Otayo, By T

[Read before the Otago Institute^ VJth January ^ 1878.]

mtion of three or

Kirk

or four species mentioned to indicate an

extension of their range of distribution, the following i)lants have not been

enumerated in any previous contribution to our knowledge of the flora of

Otago/^ Most of them were observed during hasty visits to portions of the

district in the winter of 1874 and the summer of 1876-7, both under

circumstances which prevented my paying more than cursory attention to

purely botanical subjects. A few species are mentioned on the authority of

the " Handbook of the New Zealand Flora," and others on the authority of

• For a Sketch of the Botany of Otago, by J. Buchanan, see Trans. N.Z. last.,

I., p. 22. On Plants collected near Invercargill, by J. S- Webb, V., p. 360. Notes on

Otago Plants, by G. M. Thomson, IX., p. 538,

See also Contributions to New Zealand Botany, by W. Lauder Lindsay, M,D., etc.

;

London, 1868.
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specimens commmiicated by Mr. D. Petrie and Mr. G. M. Thomson, to
wliom I have great pleasure in expressing my thanks.

The chief interest of the following hst consists in the corrected views it
affords of the relative proportion of Ghuniferce, especially of the cyperaceous
section, to other phnsnogams in the south; the Graminece are increased one-
fourth and the Cyperacccs nearly doubled as compared with Mr. Buchanan's
Catalogue, m which the latter form less than one-twentieth of the entire
number of flowering plants, a striking contrast to the ordinary proportionm the North Island which is one-tenth. The present list shows that the
actual proportion in Otago is one-thkteenth, and that the small disparity
which really exists is chiefly due to the deficiency in Cladlum and Schcem,,,
which, although abundant in the north, are represented in Otago by a smgle

fonne On the other hand all the New
Zealand Carices are found in Otago with the exception of C. chJorantha, Br.
C. colensoi, Hook, f., and C. steJhdata, Good. ; the last two will certainly be'
found withm the district, but tlie first is restricted to the North Island
where it is very local.

I hope to consider the chief points of interest in the distribution of
Otago plants in a future paper.

It is a subject for regret that we know so Httle of the flora of Stewart
Island and the Snares, which exliibit features of great importance. Little
as we know of both, the flora of Stewart Island shows a connection between
the peculiar plants of the south-west coast of Otago on one side, and those
of the Chatham Islands on the other-while that of the Snares shows
a connection with the Auckland Islands and the Chathams, apparently
more close than that with the nearest portion of the main land. I ventm-e
to suggest to the members of the Otago Institute the propriety of makmg
arrangements for the systematic investigation of the flora and fauna of
these httle known portions of their district.

Eanunculace^.

Clematis hexasepala, DC. Blufl' Harbom-.

qfoliata, Buch. Waitaki Valley—^. Buchanan.
Baniinaihis hirtus—Bskults and Sol.

(3. siipinus. Valley of the Dart.

ternatifolim, T. Kirk. R. trilobatus, " Trans. N.Z.I.," p. 547.

not of Kit. Cathn Eiver.

nanus, Hook. Otago-,7. Buchanan! D. Petrie I Above Lake
Harris—r.^.
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Crucifer^.

Lepidium incisuni, Banks and Sol. A doubtful plant, with numerous slender,

prostrate leaflets, branched stems referred to this species

for the present. First observed by Mr. Petrie. Cape

TVliybrow.

VlOLARIE^.

Melicijtits micranthus, Hook. f. Near Dunedin.

TlLACE^

.

Aristotelia '' erectay'' Buch. Lake district; Wyndham. 800-1,200 feet—J.

Buchanan, I have not seen specimens of this plant.

Stackhousie^.

StaekJiousia minima^ Hook. f. Waipori

—

D. Petrie!

r

LsGUMlNOSiE,

Carmiclicslia munroi, Hook, f. Near Cromwell

—

Captain J. Campbell- Walker

;

Cardi'ona Valley

—

T. K, Fruiting specimens only.

pilosa^ CoL Mr. Petrie has sent Otago specimens aj^parently

belonging to this species, but without locaHty,

jlagelUformis, Col. A remarkable plant, which may possibly

prove to be a form of this species, was obtained in the

Cardrona Valley. It was characterized by long flexuous

branches, numerous trifoliolate leaves with deeply-notched

leaflets, and large fruit fully | inch in length, with a long

straight beak.

EoSACEiE.

Accena glabra^ Buch. Valley of the Dart.

A, inermis, Hook. f. Lake Wakatipu; Valley of the Dart, etc.; Lake

Hawea.

A. depressa^ T, Kirk. Cardrona Valley ; Lake Hawea.

DsOSERACE.E.

Drosera pygmaa^ DO. Bluff Hill.

Halorage^.

Haloragis unijlora, T. Kirk. Bluff Hill. iJ". tenuisshna of Mr. Thomson's

list (not of T. Kirk) must be refeiTed here.

Myriophyllum pedunciilatum, Hook. f. Bluff HiU—T. Kirk ; Stewart

Island

—

G. M. Thomson!

OXAGRAEIEiE-

Fuchsia colensoi^ Hook. f. Oamaru; Bluff Harbour.
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Umeellifer.e.

Potoa liaasii, Hook, t Mouutaius above Lake Harris, 4,000 feet.

Oreomijrrim colensoi\ Hook. f. Bluff Harbour.

LiguBticum Jilifoliam^ Hook. f. Mountains above Lake Harris.

intermedium, Hook. f. Cliasland's Mistake— jD. Petrie

!

Corner.

Grhelinia lucida, Forster. Dusky Bay, Chalky B^y— Handbook ; Catlin

River

—

Lindsay.

LORANTHACE^.

Loranthus decussatus, T, Kirk. Valley of the Dart.

EUBIACE-E.

Coprofima serrulata, Hook. f. Mountains above Lake Harris.

repens, Hook. f. Mountains above Lake Harris.

CoMPOSITiE.

Olearia angustifolia. Hook. f. Stewart Island—Ha// (/iooA- Y.Z. Flora.

hjaUii, Hook. f. Living plants apparently beloughig to this fine

species have been obtained from the Snares by Captain

Johnson and presented to the Botanic Gardens, Welling-

ton. They vary considerably in the size and shape of the

leaves, and in the marginal toothing, some leaves having

the doubly serrate margin of O. colensoi, while others on

the same plant are almost crenate, or obscurely toothed.

Cehnhia discolor, Hook. f. Mountains above Lake Harris.

'verbasci/oUa, Hook. f. Horse Ranges—J". 6\ fi^ebh !

spectabilis, Hook, f. Above Lake Harris ; Cardrona Itange.

belUdioides, Hook. f. Near Lake Harris.

i/landuJosa, Hook. f. With the above.

ivalkeriy T. Kirk. Mountains above Lake Harris*

Brachijcome odorata. Hook. f. A doubtful plant, characterized by its flaccid

membranous leaves, scapes leafy at the base, is referred to

this species for the present. Cape Whybrow

—

T, K.; near

Dunedin

—

D. Petrie! Stewart Island

—

G. M. Thomson!

pimiata, Hook. f. Stewart Island

—

Handbook.

Cotula minor, Hook. f. The Bluff and other places.

Raoulia munroi, Hook f. Near Dunedin

—

Dr. Lindsay, J. Buchanan !

petriensis, T. Kii*k. Mount St. Bathans— Z). Petrie!

Senecio robusla, J. Buch* Mount Eglinton—J. 21o)'ton ! mountains above

Lake Harris

—

T. K. ; mountains near the Greenstone—J,

Buchanan.

a2
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Stylidie^,

StyUdium stihulatum, Hook. f. The Bluff Hill—T. K. ; Flagstaff Hill,

Dunedin—J, Buchanan.

Campanulace^.

Pratia angulata, Hook, f., var. arenaria, Catlin Eiver.

Erice^,

ArcTieria traversUi Hook, f., var. aiistralis. Common on the west coast of

Otago

—

Handbook.

B0RAGINE.E,

Myosotidiiun nohilej Hook. On the Snares, ahundant; leaves sometimes

2 feet in diameter

—

H. Armstrong; Cruise of the Amherst,

1868. See '' Trans. N.Z. Inst.," H,, p, 176.

SoLANE.*;.

Solammi nigrum^ Linn. Lake Hawea.

ScROPHULARINE.E,

Graiiola nana.Benih. The Bluff Hill—T. ^. ; McEae's Diggings—1>. P^mV/

GlosHostigvra elatinoides, Benth. The Bluff Harbour.

Veronica pimeleoides. Hook, f. Waitaki

—

J, Kidd.

macraniha, Hook. f. Mountains above Lake Harris.

canescens, T. Kirk. Oamaru—J. Buchanan!

Euphrasia repenSy Hook. f. Bluff Island

—

Handbook.

Plantagine^.

rianlago spathulatay Hook. f. Near Invereargill—J. 5. Webb !

brow fill, Eapin. Mountains above Lake Harris. The Otago plant

is nearly glabrous, and in several respects approaches the

Auckland Island form, figured on table 43 ** Flora Antarc-

tica," I., more closely than specimens from any other

locahty,

Chenopomaceje.

Chenopodium detestans^ Kirk. Cultivated land near the outlet of Lake

Ti'anaka.

iiriplex patula^ L. Whyb
Salsola kali, L. Ida Valley—D. Petrie! The Otago plant is less robust

tlian the AustraUan form naturalized on the banks of the

Waitemata, and, from its occurrence in company with

Chenopodium pusilluni in this remarkable inland locality,

must be considered indigenous. Both plants are usually

found

exhausted brine springs
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POLYGONE^.

Rjimej^ neglectus, T. Kirk, West Coast of Ofcago—/. Buchanan I Bluff

Harbour—T.Z.

Thymele^.

Pimelea virgata^ Vahl. A remarkable form, white, with a dense covering of

silky hairs on the leaves, is plentiful on the Cardrona

range.

hjallii, Hook. f. Descends to the sea-level at Chasland's Mistake

D. Petrie

!

Santalace^.

Exocarpus hidwillii, Hook. 1 Bed of the Waitaki

—

Handbook.

CUPULIFER^.

Fagm cliffonioides, Hook. f. Valley of the Dart. The s^^ray of this species

more closely resembles that of the European beech, F.

syhatica, than the other New Zealand species.

CONIFEE^.

Libocedrus bidwillii. Hook. f. Near Dunedm, etc. This is doubtless the

L, doniana of Mr. Buchanan's Catalogue of Otago' Plants.

Dacrydiiun hidwillii^ Hook. f.

a.

West Coast of Otaeo

—

Dr. Hector!

Orchide^.

Chihglottis cornuta, Hook, f. The Bluff HilL

Prasophyllum pumilwn, Hook. f. Several imperfect specimens collected on
the Bluff Hill appear identical with this species.

nudum, Hook. f. Mountains above Lake Harris; the Bluff

Hill, etc.

Naiades.

WebbPotaniogeton oblongus, Vu'. Near Invercargill

P. pectinaiiis, L. Waihola Lake.

LlLIACE^.

Astelia grandis, B.ook.L This is in part the A. n^nosa of Mr. Buchanan's

Catalogue.

[A. hanksii, A. Cunn. Plants in the Dunedin Botanic Garden are said to

have been found on " chffs, near Dunedin/' but the alleged

habitat is extremely improbable and requires examination.]

JtJNCE^.

Juncus laniprocarpusy Ehr. Plentiful about Invercargill ; Bluff.

/3. Ditches near Kew railway btation.
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Cyperace^..

Schoenvs axillaris, Hook f. The Bluff HilL

Eleocharis sphacelata, Br. Bluff Island

—

Lyall, " Handbook/' This habitat

rec[uhes confirmation ; the nearest authenticated habitat is

in the Taupo country—fully 600 miles distant,

acuta, Br,, var, platylepis, E, (jracilis of Mr, Buchanan's list,

and of FL N.Z,, not of Brown.

gracillima, Hook. f. Bluff Harbour, etc.
w

Isohpis cartilaf/inca, Br. The Bluff Hill.

jluitansy E, Br. Imperfect specimens from the Bluff Hill appear to

be identical with this si)ecies.

Gahnia aeiifoUa, Hook. f. Lake Wakatipu, etc.

Lepidosperma tetragona, Labill. Bluff Harbour.

Unciuia sinclahii, Boott. Valley of the Dart.

australis, Pers, Lake Wakatipu, etc.

rupestris, Eaoul. Bluff Harbour.
w

Jiliformis, Boott. Eouteburn.

bankaii, Boott. Bluff Harbour.

Carex pyrenaica, Wahl., var. Mountains of Otago

—

J. Buchanan.

acicularis, Boott. Wet rocks on the ascent to Lake Harris.

inversa, Br. VaUey of the Dart.

ilebilis, M. S. Mountains above Lake Harris.

virgata, Sol., yar. secta. Oamaru.

appressa^ Br. Milford Sound

—

Dr. Hector,

subdola, Boott. Lake Wakatipu, etc.

brevicuhnisy Br. The Bluff Hill.

needana, Endl. Catlin Eiver.

dissita, Soland. Catlin Eiver.

GRAiUNEjE,

Microlcena stipoides, Br. In a single locahty near Oamaru—perhaps a

recent mtroduction. It is, however, certainly native to

Westland.

avenacea, Hook. f. Lake Wakatipu.

Apera arunJinacea, Hook. f. Water of Leith, etc.

Agrostis canina, L., var. subidata. Lake Wanaka, etc.

hillardieri^ Br. Cape Whybrow.

Arundo ^^fuloida,'' Buch. Mataura Eiver—.7. Buchanan.

Danthonia Jlavescens, Hook. f. Southland.

Glyceria stricta^ Hook. f. Moeraki, and other places on the east coast

;

Dunedin, etc.

Poa imbecilla, Forst. Balclutha, etc*

F^uca littoralis^ Br. Near Cape AVhybrow.
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FiLICES.

AlsophiJa colensoij Hook. f. Hills about Dunedin ; Lake Wakatipu ; Catlin

Eiver ; Seafield Bush. Trunk sometimes 7 feet liigli.

Hymenophylluni monianuni^ T. Kirk. Mountains above Lake Wakatipu

—

Mrs. Mason I

viUosnm^ Col. Eouteburne; mountains above Lake Harris.

DavaUia fosteri^ Carruth. Dusky Bay

—

Forster. ** Synopsis Filicum/' edit.

2, This species is only known from Forster's original

specimen in the British Museum.

Lindsaya viridis, Col. West Coast—J". Buchanan.

Lomaria dura, Moore. West Coast Sounds—J. D. Enys ! Cathu Eiver

Z>. Purdie and P. Thompson! Bluff Hill—T. Kirk. In

situations exposed to the spray of the sea.

Lycopodiace^.

Lycopodtum laterale^ Bi'own. Stewart Island

—

Mrs. Pearson!

Corrigenda.

Panax lessoniij DO. Said to occur on the west coast of Otago, but it is to

be feared that some mistake has been made. The plant

appears to be confined to the Auckland district.

Pimelea urviUeana, A. Eich. Mentioned in Mr. Buchanan's hst, but I

greatly fear that some other species has been mistaken for

it.

Potamogeton lieterophyllus, Schreber. Included in the lists of Mr. Buchanan

and Dr. Lindsay, but must be expunged as it is not a New
Zealand plant. Young states of the so-called '^P. natans"'

which developes copious submerged leaves have been mis-

taken for it throughout the colony.

Vichelachne stipoides^ Hook. f. Included in Mr. Buchanan's list, but the

precise locality forgotten. It is a northern plant finding

its southern boundary at the East Cape, and is, at best, of

extremely improbable occurrence in any part of the South
r

Island-

Lornaria pnmila^ Eaoul. Mr. Buchanan informs me that he mistook a

small form of L. mewhranacea, Colenso, for this species. It

isj however, not unlikely to occur on the west coast.
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The folio-wing species may be expected to occur in the district, and should

be carefully sought for

;

Olearia forsten, Hook. f.

Cehnisia vrunroiy Hook. f.

Lobelia ancepSy Thunh.

Dacrydium ivestlandicum^ T. Kii'k

Cordyline hanksii^ Hook. f.

Astelia linearis^ Hook. f.

Phormiuvi colensoi^ Hook. f.

Cladium glomeratum^ Br.

junceum, Br.

Gaknia hectori, T. Kirk.

ehenocarpa, Hook, f,

rigida, T. Kirk.

Uncinia Uptostachyay Eaoul.

Carex colensoiy Boott.

stellulata, Good.

Spinifex Jiirsutus^ Labill.

Zoysia pttngens^ Willd.

Bronius arenarkiSf Labill.

Naturalized Plants *

EANUNCULACEiE.

Ranunculus bulbosuSy L. Oamaru, etc.

Papavebace^.

EschscTioltzia cali/ornica^ Cham. Shingly shores of Lake Hawea

FmiAMACE^.

Fumaria muralis, Sond. Dunedin, etc.

Crucifer^.

Barbareaprcecox^Bx. Dunedin; Livercargill ; Moeraki.

SisymhHum officinale, L.

Capsella bursa-pastoris^ DO.
Senebiera coronopus, Pou'et,

Lepid

didyma, Persoon.

ruderale, L. Common by roadsides, etc. This is probably the

L. campestre of Mr. Thomson's list, a species only found in

cultivated land.

sniithii, Hook. Eoadsides, Bendigo.

CaryophylLEiE.

Dianthits barbalus, L. the

Silene quinqueiulnera, L. Not unfrequent
;
probably the 5. gallica of Mr*

Thomson's list.

Stellaria graminea^ L. Otago—D. Petrie !

pyllifoliay L. Otago D, Petrie.

Sagitia procumbens, L. InvercargiU ; Bluff Harbour
Polycarpon tetraphyllum, L. Oamaru.
Spergula arvensis, L.

Sde Trans. N.Z. Inst., toI. YTE,
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Malvace^.

Malva rotundifoUa, L,

Lavatera arborea, L. Oamai'u.

GEEANUCEiE.

Erodium cicutarium^ L.

Leguminos^.

Medicago denticulata, Willd, Dunedin ; Moeraki.

Melilotus officinalis^ L.

Trifolixan prociimhens^ L,

Vicia hirsuta^ Koch. Oamaru, etc.

sativa, L.

angu&tifolia^ Koth.

Rosace.^.

Accena ovina^ A. Cxmn. Otago

—

G. ill. Thomson !

UMBELLirEK-^.

Fceniculum vidgare^ Gsertu. Dunedin, etc.

Composite.

Madia sativa, DO. About three miles from Balclutha, by the

road. Our plant is the 21. viscosa, Car.

Ayithenm arvensis, L.

Matricaria inodoraj L.

Senecio si/Jvaticus, L. Cardrona Valley ; near Queenstown.

Lapsana communis^ L.

Hypochmris radicata^ L.

Helminthia echioideSy Gsertu.

Thrincia hirta, L.

Gentians^.

Erythrcea centaurium, Pers. Oamaru.

POLEMONIAGE.E.

Collomia grandijlora, Daug. Queenstown ; Cardrona.

Navarretia squarrosa^ Hook, and Arn. In profusion by the coach-road

between Elbow and Kingstown ; between Queenstown and

Mataura-

Lake Hawea.

BoEAGn^E.E.

Myosotis strigulosa^ Reich. Otago—P. M. Petrie!

SOLANE^.

Lycium harbariim^ L. Balclutha ; Invercargill, etc
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SCROPHUIiARINE^

.

Verbasciim thapsuSy L.

Mimulus luteus, L. Dunedin ; Invercargill, etc,

moschatns, Daug. Hills above Water of Leitli, Dunedin ; between

Elbow and Lowther, etc.

Veronica arveiisisj L.

agrestis, L.
4

hiixhaumii^ Ten. Near Balclutha.

Bartsia viscosa^ L. Otago

—

G. M, Thomson!

VERBENACEiE.

Verbena officinalis, L. Balclutha ; Mataura, etc.

IlABlATE.E.

StacJii/s arvensis, L,

Marrubium vulgare, L.

Pnmella vulyaris.'L. Mr. Tliomsou informs me that this is ih^Ajuga reptans

of his list of naturalized plants.

PoLYGONEiE.

Riunex vindisj Sibth.

obtusi/oliusy L.

Chenopodiace^ .

Chenopodium album, L.

viride, L.

botnjs, L. Otago

—

D. Petrie!

Atriplex angustifoUa, Huds. Cardrona, etc.

erecta, Sm. Otago—D. Petrie !

HYDEOCHARIBE^

.

Anachans canadensis, Planch. Professor Coughtrey informed me that he

had seen a fragment of this plknt floating in water near

Cromwell.

Iride^.

Iris germanica, L. Bluff Harbour.

GEA^IINEiE.

Phalaris canariensis, L.

Agrostis alba, L., /3. stolonifera.

Aira caryophyllea, L.

Briza minor, L.

Cynosuriis cristatus, L. Palmerston.

Festuca sciuroides, Roth. Horse Ranges ; Palmerston, etc
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^ +

ractvnosus, Pavl. Diiaetlin, etc.

timoloides, Humb.

Loliiun temulenium^ L.
F

Hordeam murinam, L. Duuedia ; Invercargill etc.

Art. LXTT.— Xotes on three dried Specimens of Matai (Podocarpus spicata.

By T. Kirk, F.L.S.

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, ith Augu.^t, 1877.]

These specimous were handed to me for examination by Captain J.

Cam])bell-Walker, F.E.G.S., who received them from A. P. Seymour,

Esq., M.H.R.

1. Pclorus Vallei/,—'' JjtivgQ tree over 4 feet diameter; sapwood i inch.
r

Difference between heart and sap clearly marked. Cut down March 20th,

gathered April 12th. No fruit on it. This timber is very hard, heavy, and

durable in ground,—the best of its class. I would use it for posts without

hesitation."

This specimen was taken from a mature pistillate tree and exhibits

numerous young fruit. The durability of the timber is due to its maturity,

as evidenced by the large size and small quantity of sap.

2. Localiti/ nut stated.—" Wood very pale red ; 3 inches of sap ;
line

between heart and sap not at all distinctly marked; tree 18 niches

diameter ; cut xipril 1st ; fruit on it sparsely scattered. This wood is very

inferior; prey to large white grubs; gathered April 12th, 1877."

Taken from a young (pistillate) tree as shown by the comparatively

small diameter and large proportion of indeterminate sap-wood, amounting

to one-third of the enthe diameter, so that the inferiority of the timber is

easily accounted for.

ilatai timber of all ages is liable to the attacks of larvte, more especially

when cut during the growing season
;
young timber to a greater degree

than old.

3. Peloms Valley.—" Three feet diameter ; cut about April 1st
;
timber

red, not very dark ; sap 2^ inches thick ;
difference between sap and heart

not well marked. This in my opinion is inferior. I would not use it for

posts. Gathered April 12th. No fruit on tree."

The specimen was taken from a stammate tree, the timber of which,

judging from the large amount of indeterminate sap-wood, was not well

matured. In respect of durabiHty the timber of this tree would prove

intermediate between Nos. 1 £^nd 2, but nearer the first.

b2
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Of course the opinions here given ai^e based merely upon the foliage

mi
possibly be modified on an examination of the timber.

As a general rule small matai, say under 2 feet in diameter, must not

be expected to prove of great durability, except perhaps when grown in

rocty soils.

The relative durability of timber produced by different trees of the same
kind, depends upon two j)rimary causes—age, which gives maturity, and the

conditions of growth so far as they conduce to lignification or otherwise.

It is a common idea amongst bushmen, that in matai, as in other New
Zealand pines which produce the staminate and pistillate inflorescence

upon separate trees, one form alone affords valuable timber, but unhappily

they never agree as to which form produces the durable timber and which
the worthless. As a matter of fact there is no evidence to show that either

form is more valuable than tlie other, nor at present is there evidence to

warrant the conclusion that any variety of matai affords more valuable

timber than another: all the differences to which attention has yet been

di-awn may be shown to arise from the degree of maturity, conditions of

growth, time of falling, seasoning, or some other cause capable of easy

determination when the facts of the case are clearly ascertained.

Aet. LXIII,—Notice uf the Discovery of Mouoclea forsteri, Hook., in New
Zealand. By T. Kirk, F.L.S.

[Read before the Wellington Philosophical Society, 2nd February, 1878.]

In "Mora Novfe-Zelandiae " and "The Handbook of the New Zealand
Flora," a plant of general distribution in this country is doubtfully

described, in the absence of fruit, as Diimortiera hirsuta, Nees, the speci-

mens apparently differing from that plant only in their larger size.

Fruiting specimens recently obtained near Wellington show that it is the

long-lost Monuclea forsteri, Hook.* ( Anthoceros umvalcis, G.E. Forst., MS.),
all our knowledge of which was obtained from Forster's original specimens,

and we were even destitute of exact information as to the locality in which
it was collected.

Monoclea is a monotypic genus, and with Cahhnjnm forms a section of

Hepaticcs characterized by the solitary unilocular sporangium destitute of

a columella, and having the elaters carried away with the spores.

• Musci Exotici, II., p. 174,
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The thick, fleshy, iiTegularly-lobed and imbricated fronds of this

common plant are so well known to every New Zealand botanist as

to need no description. Fructification springing from cavities in the sub-

stance of the frond, tumid on the under surface, and opening by slits on

the upper surface near the margin. Peduncles 1-3 in each cavity, 1-li

inch long, succulent, white or yellowish, the base of each surrounded by a

dehcate, stipitate, tubular perianth |-^ inch long, with a two-lobed mouth,

the lobes jagged or rarely lacerate, not extending beyond tlie cavity.

Peduncle consisting of two separate tubes closely fitting one within the

other. Capsule oblong-cylindrical, coriaceous, faintly striated, sub-erect

or inclined, dehiscing longitudinally, at length expanding into an oblong

flattened valve coarsely striated within. Columella 0. Slaters and spores

forming a densely matted dark-brown mass ; elaters vermiform, with

intersecting spiral bands ; spores globose, minutely punctate.

The capsule is at first erect, but becomes inclined or even horizontal in

dehiscence.

Our plant is freq[uently found growing in situations where it must be

submerged for the greater part of the year ; in places of this kind its fronds

are perfectly flat and less coriaceous than in the usual state.

The fruiting condition appears to be remarkably local ; my specimens

were obtained firom the head of a gully running into the Kaiwarawara.

Mr. Buchanan has collected fruiting specimens at Wainuiomata ; these are

the only instances of its being found in fruit, since its discovery, most pro-

bably in the South Island, byForster more than a century ago. It appears

to fruit only dm-ing the sprmg months, October and November.

Abt* LKIV.^Descriptions of New Plants. By T. Kirk, F.L.S.

[Bead before the Wellington Philosophical Society^ 2nd Fehruaty, 1878.]

Umbellifer^ .

Pozoa i^alUda.

Glabrous, rhizome stout creeping, with crowded rosulate leaves at the apex

and giving off scions. Leaver ^-f inch in diameter, 3-foholate, leaflets

sessile, cuneate or obovate-cuneate, 3-6-lobed at the tips, coriaceous,

shining, pale green
;
petioles 1-3 inches long, stipules lacerate. Peduncles

shorter than the leaves bearing a single terminal umbel, or with two or

more umbels each successively given off from the one next below it;

umbels with a petioled ti-ipartite or lobed leaf at tlie base, 4-8-flowei-ed
;
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flowers ou slender pedicels i incli long; iiivolucres of about six simple

uiemLraiious obtuse leaves. Fruit, pale,
-j-V

inch long, carpels not rounded

at the back.

South Iblaud : Nelson—Roto Iti ; Amuri ; Lake Guyon. Canterbury

—

Pukunui Creek.—Altitude, 2,000-3,000 feet.

Specimens without locality or collector's name are in the herbarium of

the Colonial Museum.

This species has been confused by collectors with P. tnfoUolata, of

which Professor Oliver considers it a vtiriety,—an opinion with wdiich I

cannot agree, its closest affinity being with P. roughii and P. hydrocotyloides.

It is easily recognized in all stages by its pale green shining foliage, and

never forms the densely-matted patches so characteristic of P. hydrocoty-

loldt'S, from which it is farther distinguished by its less coriaceous leaves,

proliferous umbels, and pedicellate flowers. It is distinguished from P.

roughii by the ternate leaflets, few flovrered umbels, fruit shorter than the

pedicels, and carpels not rounded at the back,

A single specimen in my possession has the peduncles branched with a

single pedunculate umbel in the fork of each.

KUBIACE^.

Coprosma arhorea.

A tree 20-25 feet high
; trunk 8-12 inches in diameter ; wood

yellow
;
branches ascending

; leaves ovate-spathulate, coriaceous, red^

dish below, gradually narrowed into a winged petiole shorter than the

blade, veins distinct. Male flowers densely capitate, sessile, axillary or

terminal; calyx narrow, deei3ly 4-5 -cleft, minutely ciliated; corolla bell-

shaped, 4-5-cleft ; lobes broad, obtuse. Female flowers in 4-5-flowered

fascicles ; calyx 4-5-lobed, lobes obtuse, noi

spreading

the

apex, white, translucent.

North Island.—From Mongonui southwards to the head of the Hauraki
Gulf. Abundant on Waiheke Island,

with
spathulata'^ to which it is closely allied, and from which it is distinguished

• I append an amended description of C. spathulata, A, Cunn. A sparingly-branclied

shrub 2-6 feet Ligh ; branches spreading or straggling; leaves distant, orbicular.

spafcliulate, emarginate or obcordate, abruptly narrowed into the winged petiole, blade
longer or shorter than the petiole, coriaceous, veins obscure, Male flowers in 2-3-

flowered fascicles ; calyx 4-5-lobed; corolla funnel-shaped, 4-5-partite divided for about
half its length

; lobes narrow. Female—calyx bell-shaped, 4-5-cleft; corolla 4-5-partit6»

divided for less than half its length ; segments narrow ; style J-| inch long. Fruit ovoid,

solitai-y, shortly peduncled, black, shining, crowned by the limb of the calyx.
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by its arboreal habit, numerous asceuding braucixes "which are puberulous

at the tips, the blade of the leaf always longer than the petiole, and never

orbicular or obcordate ; the densely aggregated flowers, never solitary ; the

bell-shaped deeply-divided corolla, shorter style, and crowded fruit.

The fruit when ripe is white and translucent, but soon becomes dis-

coloured from decay. In the fruiting state this plant has some resemblance

to Myrsine axistralis. It is much the largest species of the genus.

CyPERACE^.

ScJicenus vacillans.

Culms simple, 9-18 inches long, flaccid, tufted, leafy, compressed;

Leaves alternate, ascending, 2-3 inches long, -^V inch broad, linear acute.

Spikelets 1-4 axillary, on scabrid pedicels J-J inch long, dark brown ;
1-2-

flowered; glumes 4-6 narrow lanceolate, keel scabrid; stamens 3, bristles

8. Nuts small, whitish, slightly trigonous, not polished; stigmas 2 or 3.

North Island.—Deep gullies at the source of the Matai Eiver, Moimt

Wynyard.

This species is closely allied to S. axillaris^ Br., but is easily recognized

by its large size, longer flaccid leaves, clustered lanceolate spikelets and

narrow glumes. It has not been observed elsewhere.

/
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Aex. LXV.—On certain of the Mineral Waters of New Zealand.

By W, Skey, Analyst to the Geological Survey Department.

IRead before the Wellington F kilosopJiicat Society, 12th January, 1878.

j

At the instance of Dr. Hector I take n^ the subject of this paper, but all I

think necessary to do at present in this matter is to collate from our

several museum and laboratory reports statements of all the analytical

results which I have obtained upon these "svaters, and to compare them

with those of the celebrated European waters which ours resemble, stating

at the same time their therapeutic properties, either as deduced from their

composition, or such as to my knowledge have actually been discovered

by direct observation.

The arrangement of these waters here will necessarily be a geographical

one, for I find that to present them in anything like a chemical order, that

is, classified according to their composition, would entail upon me a far

greater expenditure of labour and time than I can well spare, as several

compendious tables would in such case have to be re-cast,— in fact,

completely broken up, owing to their arrangement being geographical,

dominantly so at least. The task of presenting our mineral waters in

chemical order I therefore leave for some future time, when the whole or

the greater number of them shall have been analyzed.

There is this to be said in favour of the geographical arrangement I

propose, viz., that it will enable anyone to gather at a glance the nature

of all the waters of any particular district which have been reported on by

the Geological Survey Department,

It will be observed that several of the analytical results I shall describe

are very meagre, but I have decided to enter all that has been accomplished

in the Colonial Laboratory upon these mineral waters, as a httle informa-

tion even regarding any water may be valuable, and suffice for one's wants

until opportunities occur for making it fuller.

The following is a list of the localities whence the mineral waters

described in this paper were obtained :

—

1. Onetapu Desert, Auckland ...

2. Mahurangi, Auckland

8. Bay of Islands, Auckland ...

« •

» • f t f

Lab. No.

151

156

520
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Lab, No.

14044. Puriri, Auckland
^

5a and 6. Waiwera, Auckland , 1322,1820

16606. Aorangi, Auckland ...

7. Rangitaika Eiver, Bay of Plenty

8. AVhite Island

«*• *#« •«•

••• ••• ••*

« • • • •

187

232

1524

1859i/i^

11 and 11a. Taupo, Anckland 1406 1/12, 1500

12. Spring near lake on west side of Waikato Eiver ... 252

9. Waimangeao, Bay of Plenty

10. Eotorua, Auckland •• ••• «•• 9^9 •«

13. Wallingford, Wellington

14. Paliua, Wellington ...

• * A

« • - • t

56

1211, 1907

15. Northern boundary of Wellington 1567

< « • U 916. Akitio, Wellington

17. Hanmer Plains, Nelson

18. Lake Sumner, Canterbury ...

19. Gibson Station, Southland ...

I *

•»• a«« »»

• « * •

• • * « •

1758

500

1495

1668

1. Aluminous Water.

The first specimen is from Wangaebu Eiver, Onetapu Desert, in the

Auckland provincial district, and was contributed by Mr. Mair on 13th

January, 1868. It is persistently turbid, and has a very sour taste. The

quantity of fixed matters present in one gallon of it are 456 grains, and

then- composition is mainly that of common alum. A large quantity of

magnesium and ferrous chloride is also present.

2. Mahuram/i Water.

From the springs near Mahurangi, Auckland provincial district, three

samples were collected by Mr. Justice Gillies in January, 1868 :

—

a. Cold spring, contains 74-0 grains of solid matter per gallon.

b. Hot spring, „ 140-4

c. Hottest spring, „ 141-6

»» >> J> »J M

tl 99 9» »* ))

The solid residues of a and b when analyzed proved to consist mainly

of sodic and magnesium chlorides. None, however, of these samples were

fully analyzed for want of material.

the

temperature of 110"^ Fahr. at the time he obtained these samples; and

that he ''believed that many of our Aucldand residents had derived much
good from bathmg in these springs /or the purpose of curiny rheimatismJ''^

3. Acidulous Water.

An acidulous mineral water from the hot springs at the Bay of Islands,
^T " '[^

* Trana. N.Z. Inst., I., p. 71.
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contributed by Mr. Hugh Carleton on the 8th June, 18G9, has a weakly

acid reaction. It has a strong odour of sulphuretted hydrogen, and is

slightly turbid from the presence of liberated sulphur. A shght sediment

had formed in it, which was separated from the portion analyzed.

The following is the amoimt and composition of the soluble matters

contained in one gallon of it :

Protoxide of iron

Lime

Magnesia

Silica

Sulphuric acid

Hydrochloric acid

Sulphuretted hydrogen

Fixed alkalies .

.

V •

« •

t »

• •

• % • «

» •

t •

¥ •

Ammonia « •

Organic matter .

• •

• •

2-28

5-97

115

310

13 GO

66-91

traces

41-66

traces

It

134-62

This water is evidently an acidulous one, and is a moderately strong

chalybeate. I have not heard of its being medically tested, but it certainly

should possess some therapeutic virtue.

A deposit formed by these s^^rings has been also examined ; it is a

chocolate-coloured substance possessed of moderate coherence, and is

spangled throughout with minute crystals of sulphur ; reaction strongly

acid.

ArPEoxiMATB Analysis.

Sulphur

Siliceous matter

Soluble salts and acids

83-37

16*33

•30

m

100-00

The soluble part when analyzed proved to be composed as follows

:

Sulphate of alumina

99 iron V •

Sulphate of lime "with a little sulphate of magnesia

Free hydrochloric acid .

.

„ sulphuric acid . • . • • •

Alkaline sulphates and loss • • . •

« »

02-43

traces

27-60

traces

11-32

8-65

• * 100 00

We
4. Alkaline Water.

arrive at a water of a different kind from any of the

ding. It is an alkaline mineral water, and great interest in it was

c2
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taken hy the local press at the time of its collection. It is from a spring at

Hikutaia, Puriri, provincial district of Auckland ; collected and contributed

by ^Ir, Eobert Kelly, on whose property it is situated, and was received at

the laboratory on January 5, 1873. Waters of this kind are chemically

distinguished by their more or less caustic taste, which they owe to the

large quantity of fixed carbonated alkalies (prmcipally of soda) that they

contain.

They used medically for the cure of gravel, kidney diseases, gout,

acidity of stomach, etc.

The value of this water medicinally, as alleged by the Maoris, is no
r

doubt due to the large amount of carbonate of soda which it contains, as

iodine only exists in very small quantity, and I have not succeeded in

determuiing the presence of any other substance known to possess (as a

component of mineral waters) specially medical qualities.

In the annexed analysis the comjjosition of the fixed matters present in

one gallon of this water is stated in giams

:

Soda

Potash
F

Lime

Magnesia

Iron

SiUcic acid

Sulphuric acid

CarLouic acid

Phosphoric acid

Chlorine with iodine traces

199010

2-587

11-088

8008

traces

2-772

2-903

300-438

a httle

13-313

540-119

These constituents permit of being arranged as follows

Chloride of eodium

Iodide of magnesium

Sulphate of soda

„ potash

Carhonate of iron

Bi-carbonate of lime

•

• • • •

• •

»»

9i

9t

magnesia

3pda

rthia

Silica

Phosphoric acid

21-938

traces

•940

4-938

traces

28-506

25-625

452-393

traces

2-772

not determined

637-112
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It should be stated here that the amount of carbonic acid given in the

above analysis is merely computed, sufficient of it being taken to make up

all the substances in union with it to bi-carbonates. Besides the acid

necessary for this, there is a considerable quantity present in a free state

;

indeed, the water is, I believe, described as effervescing strongly when

escftping from the spring.

This water is clear and sparkling, caustic as before observed, and has a

specific gravity of 1006-46 at 60° Fahr.

Exposed to the atmosphere a crystalUne precipitate formed, consisting

principally of carbonate of hme, the following being its approximate com-

position :

r

Carbonate of lime

„ magnesia

Iron oxide • •

» « • • • •

• •

81-21

18-79

traces

100-00

I append an excellent and very elaborate description wliicli lias been

published of this mineral spring :

"About a mile and a-half from Say's, there may be seen an interesting

mineral spring, which will well repay a visit. As we are not aware that it

has ever been described, we devoted some time to its examination. On

approaching the spring from Say's, a white, somewhat elevated patch

strikes the eye. At a distance of half a mile it is very conspicuous in the

surrounding fern and swampy land, and looks not unlike a deposit of guano

as seen sometimes on the coast. Turning aside to inspect, a few yards

through the fern on the left-hand side of the track, we found ourselves on a

hard, whitish, oval-shaped mound of calcareous matter, about fifty feet in

length and thirty-five feet wide, and of generally level surface. The

western end of the ellipse slopes gently away to some low, boggy land,

green with raupo, toetoe, and convolvulus. The other end is level with

the harder and higher ferny surface of a low, flat spur from the neighbour-

ing ranges, and at this end is an oval-shaped hole, about six feet by five,

and three-and-a-half feet deep, but contracting regularly downwards like a

ftmnel. The bottom is a mere tube of about three inches in diameter,

down which a stick was thrust to a depth of eight feet from the surface.

This hole is full of cold, clear, bubbling water, which overflows by a gutter

about two inches deep and three inches wide, sunk in the hard crust of the

mound and coursing outwards to its western extremity, where the small rill

of water loses itself in the swamx* below. Bubbles of gas continuously

ascend in three or four columns from the bottom of the hole, and burst on

the surface in rapid succession. The water has the pleasant, brisk, and
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alkaliue taste of soda-water, and lias evidently built up, by its continuous
depositions of the calcareous matter which it holds in solution, the whole of
the white-crusted mound which surrounds the pool.

"It may assist the imagmatiou of the reader if he fancy a painter's
palette, magnified to a diameter of fifty feet and placed on a low piece of
New Zealand swamp and fern. The palette will represent the white moimd
formed by the calcareous incrustation, the thumb-hole, the bubbhng sprmg.

palette is the gutter by which the overflow escapes.

mi

lands—the principal

mu
is soluble in water, has a caustic taste, and is found only during dry
weather as a recent white efflorescence caused by exposure to the air, or as
httle starry groups of crystals in the water of the gutter (soda ?). The-
water is highly charged with carbonic acid gas—as much as five ounces by
measure of this gas having been obtained from a soda-water bottle full of
the water. That both water and carbonic acid gas (otherwise ' foul air

'

or ' choke-damp ') exist deep in the earth's crust, is a fact well-known to
every miner on the Thames. Deeper still than our mhies have penetrated,
what water there is must be under a great pressure, and thus rendered
capable of absorbing a very large quantity of the gas. When thus super-
charged with gas, it has the faculty of dissolving carbonate of lime in
considerable quantity, and if it comes in contact with that substance under-
gi-ound will rapidly take it into solution. Suppose now the water, charged
to excess with carbonic acid gas, and thereby holding carbonate of lime in
solution, to force its w^iy to the surface of the ground : The pressure is

taken off; the gas escapes bubbling at the spring; and since the hme can no
longer be held dissolved, it deposits itself wherever the decarbonized water
runs from its fountain. Such a deposit is formed in New Zealand around
many a less fascinating spring than that of Puriri, and we have found at

own
travertine of Europe. Three other little bubbling springs were fou^

the immediate vicmity, all very small, and not one having any zone of
incrustation.

" UntU a proper chemical analysis shall have been made, it is impossible
to form an opinion of the value of this spring as a medicinal agent. That
its mineral, gaseous, and other constituents possess some valuable proper-
ties, I should think there can be little doubt ; and when these are better
known it is possible that the medical men of the Thames and elsewhere
may be not unwilling to recommend its use to their patients in certain

ma
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5. The Waiwera Hot Springs.

These springs, now deservedly in sucli repute, were sampled for the

Laboratory here so far hack as January 2Gth, 1873, by Mr, Hardy; and

this sample (a) ^xaB about that time analyzed, i

result being as follows, stated in grains per gallon :

Organic matter .

.

Chloride of sodium

the

»j
potassium

Carbonate 'of lime

»j magnesia

Sulphate of lime

SiUca

1-70

112-32

1-46

•82

•41

•73

2-70

120-14

This water as received was clear, and with a slight alkaline reaction.

Since this analysis was made quite a large supply of this water has been

presented by His Excellency the Marquis of Normanby, and upon this

fb) a fall analysis has been made. It is considerably more saline, as will

be seen, than the former sample, so much so that it manifests a distinctly

saline taste when applied to the palate. In other respects, however, it

possesses similar characters.

The quantity of fixed matter present in a gallon of it is 219'-195 grains,

divisible as follows :

Chloride of sodium

>>

))

,, potassium

„ lithium

Iodide of magnesium

Sul^jhate of soda

Bi-carhonate of soda

•

*

• *

.

«

• *

>?

)i

Alumina

Silica

„ lime

,, magnesia

„ iron

• •

•

116-715

'091

traces

traces

•383

87-513

10-G02

-95i

•683

traces

2-464

219-495

Puriri
r

cial district, but is only of about half its strength. It compares most nearly

with the famous continental Ti\iters of Vichy in France and Fachingen in

Nassau, both of which are largely used medicinally.

I find that Dr. J. Carey has given a testimonial to IMr. K. Graham, of

Ancliland, in favour of this water, which is to the following effect

:

n Ha\mg
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observed during my stay at Waiwera the good effects produced by the use of

the water, both by drinking and bathing, I am convinced of its efficacy in

many disorders, more especially in rheumatism, scrofula, and gout."

6. A sample of Waterfrom Aorangin

This water was despatched here by the late Sir Donald McLean, for

the purpose, I believe, of having an opinion as to whether it is a mineral

water in the popular sense of the term. The characters of it are—colour,

pale yellow ; tasteless ; odourless ; weakly sahne.

The following is the composition of the solid matters therein, calculated

in grains per gallon

:

Chloride of sodium

Sulphate of soda .

Carbonate of soda

T?

J>

n

lime

magnesia

iron

Silica

Organic matter

1-87

1-08

1-81

1-76

•81
4

•94

1-56

3-92

13-75

The carbonates are calculated as neutral or mono-carbonates, but there

is a considerable quantity of carbonic acid present in the water beyond

what is required for this.

From this it appears that the* water can hardly be a mineral one, and if

it has therapeutic qualities at all, they must be of a very feeble kind* Date

of receipt, December 12, 1874.

Water averred to he of a

spring near Eangitaiki

found

hydrogen,

performed

of a faintly sour and styptic taste, with the odour of sulphuretted

The quantity was too small to admit of a complete analysis being

quantity

grams

and earthy silicates.

chiefly

mineral

u:e, and the oi

Curetted hydr Assuming this to be the substance producing the

ated, the fact of the water becoming innocuous on

be explained by the circumstance that this eras

would soon remove itself or oxidize to an innocuous compound.

Water from White

Was collected by the Survey As received it was colourless and
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transparent. A slight sediment had formed which mainly consisted of

gypsum in crystalline forms. Its specific gravity is 1'088 at 60° Fah-, and

gall

which is made up as follows

Sulphate of iron (proto)

w

>»

M

M

n

soda

potash

lime

magnesia

alumina

Chloride of alumina (ses^ui)

Siliceous matter

Hydrochloric acid, free

1059

658

275

235

60

80

1703

21

9547

13,638

This is therefore shown to he a highly saline water, and charged with

free acid to such an extent as iu all prohabihty will render it useless for

medical purposes.

A full description of the mode of occurrence of this water and the

geological structure of White Island have been given by Dr. Hector.*

9. Acidulous Mineral Water.

The water of a small lake—^Waimangeao—^near Patauki, Mount Edge-

combe, is considered to be of a poisonous nature, owing to the fact that

birds freq[uently fall into it when attempting to fly across.

The

an

1873.

Characters as follows—Clear and tasteless and of a weak acid reaction.

A red deposit had formed consisting of iron oxides, combined with organic

matter. The water separated from this deposit yielded 11*084 grains of

sohd matter per gallon, and it contained a large quantity of carbonic acid

besides to which its acidity is due. These sohd matters had the following

composition approximately

:

Organic matter . • .

.

. •

Alkaline chlorides mth carbonates and traces of sulpiatea

Bulphate of lime and magnesia .

.

Silica .

.

. •

Iron oxides .. •• •* ««

2-956

4-928

246

2.954

traces

11-084

Trans. N.Z. InBt., IH., 278.
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From tliis analysis, etc., it appears the water itself is iniaocuous as a

beverage, but is heavily charged with a gas which is poisonous when

inhaled, and which, as it escapes, poisons the air above, hence the effect of

this air on birds immersed in it.

" 10. Mhieral WateYs of the Tioiorua District,

A very interesting 'series of waters has now to be described. They

were obtained from the famous geysers and hot water springs of Rotorua by

Captain Mau', At the suggestion of His Excellency the Marquis of Normanby,

and are reported on in the ^* New Zealand -Gazette " of the 3rd May last.

These waters are fifteen in number, and, as will bo seen, while they are

generally characterized by the highly sUicebus nature of their saline matter,

they divide as to their medicinal qualities into two classes.

In the following account of the results obtained, I copy the temj)erature

of the several springs to which they refer, as also the physical description of

these springs, from the notes of Major Mair, which w^ere attached to the

schedule forwarded with the water.

The quantitative results are stated in grains i>er gallon. -

'So. (1)—Is the water from Te Tarata, or the spring wdiich forms the

great white terrace of Rotomahana. This is a true geyser, having a large

crater-shaped basin 90 feet in diameter, the lip of which is about 70 feet

above the level of the lake.

This basin is emptied by an explosive effort, which throw^s the water to

a height of 40 feet, emptying the basin, which again fills up rapidly. The

water trickles over the ledges of the terrace, depositing fresh layers of

siliceous sinter as it cools in its progress to the lake. The water in the

basin has a deep azure blue colour, and a temperature of 210° Fah.

As received at the laboratory, it was faintly turbid, but without any

havin

Analysis

Silicate of soda

Mono-silicate of lime

»»

jt

magnesia

uron

Sulplaate of potash

99 soda

Chloride of potassium

9» Bodium

Phosphate of alumina

Lithia

• *

« *

68-48

1-62

•53

•51

7-84

2-87

62-61

traces

>>

144-46

All but soda are mono-silicates, the little excess of silica, 7'66, is included in the

soda-silicate.
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Xo. (2)—From Ta-pui Te Koutu, three-quarters of a mile from Ohine-

mutu, a large pool, GO to 80 feet deep. The usual temperature of the

water in this pool is from 90"" to 100'', with westerly or southerly whuls
;

but if the wind changes to N. or E., the water rises four feet in level, and

the temperature increases to 180'', with a strong outflow. Thick masses of

slimy Confervoid plants line the bottom of the pool. As received, the water

was clear and colourless, with an alkahne reaction.

Analysis

Silicate of soda .

.

Mouo-silicate of lime

79

>1

magnesia

iron

Sulphate of soda

Chloride of potassium « »

1» sodium

Pliospliate of alumina

• •

«

«

32-12

162

•40

•67

7-06

•97

29-94

traces

72-78

Excess of silica over what is required to pass these bases as mono-silicates is 5-55.

Xo, (3)—From Tnri-kore or Whakarewarewa, 2f miles from Ohine-

rautu. The sample was taken from a waterfall which drams from a large

pond 300 yards long, the reservoir of a nnmber of boiling springs that are

in continual activity. The temperature of this fall is from 9G° to 120°. The

water is of a dirty brown colour, and is in great repute among the Maoris

for the cure of all cutaneous diseases. As received, it was clear and

colourless, with a faintly acid reaction, which changes to alkaliue on boiling

the water.

Silicate of soda

t>

91

>>

lime

niaguesia

irou

Sulphate of soda

Chloride of potassium

i» sodium

Phosphate of alumina

Analysis,

• #

1632

1-Cl

114

•39

13-17

1-21

53-61

traces

87-78

jN^o. (4)—From Kuirua, in the native village of Oliinemutu, on the shore

of Eotorua Lake, where a strong stream flows from a number of hot springs

which cover an extent of about 30 acres. This has a temperature of from

136° to 15G°, and is so soft that clothes can be washed in it without the use

d2
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of soap. It deposited a white flocculent sediment in the bottles, leaving the

water clear, with a faint yellow tint, and an alkaline reaction.

Aualysi

Mono-silicate of soda

»»

II

95

lime *

magnesia

iron

Sulphate of soda

Chloride of potassium

i» sodium • •

Phosphate of alumina

Silica, free

2-57

•34

•12

31

10-31

2-08

45-70

traces

18-42

79-85

.Vo, (5,)—From Koroteoteo, or the '' Oil Bath," at Whakarewarewa.

—

This is a strong boiling stream, the recorded temperature being 214^ from

two springs, one of which, surrounded by beautiful sulphur incrustations,

throws a powerful jet to a height of 20 feet. The water is distinctly alkaline,

or slightly caustic, which is probably the reason for it being termed an **oiI

bath/'

Mmo-silicate of soda

»>

»»

i»

lime

matinesia

iron

Sulphate of soda

Chloride of potassium

»>

99

sodium

lithium

Sihca, free

Phosphate of alumina

AnaIts

2-08

3-16

•76

•85

7-49

1-46

66-34

traces

22-40

traces

104-54

Xo. (C),—Otukapuarangi, the '^pink terrace" of Rotomahana. This ter-

race has been built up round a gi-eat circular pool 180 feet m diameter, from

which there is a strong outflow of clear bright water, having a temperature

of 204° to 208^, and depositing siliceous smter of a delicate pink tint in

large quantities. As received, the water was faintly acid, changing to

alkaline when boiled.

Analysis

Silicate of lime • • • *

11 magnesia

Chloride of potassium »

•

W 9 t t # •

1-91

1-16

1-05
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Chloride of sodium

Sulphate of lime

5> soda

Alumina as phosphate

Silica, free

Lon oxides

Analybis.

—

coutniued

T •

• •

• *

93-55

10-96

I'Ol

•54

43-95

traces

154-13

No. (7.) Mannpirua, ou tlie S.E. shore of Rotoiti, a LeautifuUy clear

pool 20 feet in diameter, lia\iag a temperature of 107*^ to 110°, at tlie foot of

a high pumice cliff on the shore of the lake. The water is clear, ^Yith a

bluish tinge, harsh to the touch, and deposits suli3hur. This pool has a

strong outflow of 40 to 50 gallons per minute, and is reported to have great

cm'ative properties.

Mono-silicate of lime
Analysis

.

* m m •

»5

»f

magnesia

iron • 4

Sulphate of soda .

.

•

fl lime

Chloride of potassium • «

)9
sodium

Silica, uncomhined • *

lol

•77

•99

11-50

2-43

•47

6-25

8-53

32-45

No. (8.)—-From Te Kauwhanga, li miles from Ohinemutu, a i)owerful

sulphur hath, having a temperature of 204''. The water as received was

clear and colourless, with a distinct acid reaction, and evolving an offensive

odour; it deposited a brownish sediment on being boiled. This bath is

reputed to have great curative properties, and is known to tourists as the

'* Pam-ldller."

Sulphate of potash
Analysis

>?
soda « ¥

Chloride of sodium

calcium

j»

11

magnesmm

iron

Phosphate of alumina

Silica

Hydrochloric acid

Sulphuretted hydrogen

• «

• *

2-96

34-37

69-16

3-33

1-27

•25

traces

1609

7-60

201

12704
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Xo. (9).—Cameron's Bath, situated in the same locality as No. 6. It is

a muddy pool, 20 feet in diameter, having a temperature of 109° to 11 5"^,

but kept in a state of ebullition by a powerful escape of gas, which causes

faintncss when inhaled. The j)ool has no outflow, and the water is a dirty

chocolate colour. As received, the water had a persistent acid reaction and

offensive odour ; it had deposited a siliceous sediment in large (quantities.

Analysis

Sulphate of potash

>»

II

n

ii

it

soda • •

alumina

lime .

.

magnesia

• «

iron

Phosphate of ahimina

Sulphuric acid, free

Hydrochloric acid, free

Sulphuretted hydrogen

Silica

•94

33-47

traces

2-11

1-14

1-20

traces

7G'79

7-28

•41

7-01

130*35

Xo. (10).—From Perekari, 1^ miles from Ohinemutu. Temperature of

water 130^ to 150°. A hoiling pool in a sand- spit near the lake, in which

the water is discoloured, and has a very offensive smell. As received, it

was clear and colourless, with a strong acid reaction ; it had deposited a

great deal of sediment, which consists of nearly pure silica.

Analysis.

Sulphate of soda

it

11

n

»)

alumina

lime

magnesia

iron

Chloride of potassium

Phosphate of alumina

Hydrochloric acid, free

Silica * 9

• «

26-75

traces

2-45

1-86

•76

•63

traces

5-38

18*17

56-00

Xo. (11).—From Te Kau^vhanga mud bath, 1^ miles from Ohinemutu.

A thick, brown, muddy water, covered with an oily slime, and having a

temperature of 80° to 100°. When received, it had deposited a heavy

muddy sediment, and had a persistent acid reaction, and an offensive

odour.
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Analysis,

Sulphate of potash

Boda

alumina

lime

• # • «

11

11

« «

t1

11

n

« «

magnesia

iron

» * •

• •

Phosphate of alumina

Sulphuric acicl, free

Hj'drochloric acid, free
r

Sulphuretted hydrogen

* ft

ft ft

ft «

ft «

Silioa ft «

•77

23-71

1-46

2 04

1G2

1-47

traces

7-GO

7-66

319
13-86

63-38

No. (12).—From Arild-liapakapa, 2 miles from Oliinemntu, a small

with
It deposits

sulphur, aud is snrrounded by a great mimber of other baths and mud

volcanoes. It is reported to have powerful curative properties. It was

colourless as received, with a heavy deposit of silica, and an acid reaction,

which was permanent at its boiling point.

Analysis

Sulphate of potash

soda

alumina

lime

magnesia

non

Phosphate of alumina

Sulphuric acid, free

Hydrochloric acid, free

Silica

V «

• ft

ft *

• •

•38

12-51

•68

221

1-20

315

traces

13-95

2-62

18-15

54-94

2^0. (13).—Sulphur Bay Spring, on the edge of Lake Eotorua, formed

by innumerable small jets forced up through sand, having a disagreeable

odour This bath is reported to have

'a powerful action on the skm, owing no doubt to the large quantity of

sulphuric acid it contains. As received, it was colourless, with a sUght

flaky sediment.
Analysis-

Sulphate of potash

„ soda

lime

• *

»i

II
magnesia

• •
•07

8-37

2-50

•93
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Sulphate of alumiua

91 iron

Phosphate of alumina

Sulphuric acid, free

Hydrochloric acid, free

Silica

Sulphuretted hydrogen

Analysis

—

continued.

¥ «

• ft

traces

2-68

traces

18-02

•86

10-08

I'Ol

44-52

^ No. (14).—From Ti Kute, the *' Great Spring/' 10^ miles from Oliine-

mutu, a pool three-quarters of an acre in extent, having a temperature

varying from 100^ to 212^ in various parts. It boils fmiously, and dense

volumes of steam are continually rising from it. The water is of a muddy
brown colour, and contains a large proportion of sulphuretted hydrogen,

and is reported to he wonderfully efficacious m cases of rheumatism and

cutaneous disease.

Sulphate of potash

soda

alumina

lime

magnesia

iron

»

Phosphoric acid

Sulphuric acid, fi*ee

Hydrochloric acid, fi'ee

Sulphuretted hydrogen

Analysis.

Sihca

•59

12-66

11-22

I'd

•69

1-73

traces

•77

1-63

5-74

12-40

48-44

No. (15).—From Te Mimi, Okaliahi, a waterfall having a temperature

of 90° to 112^. It drains from the preceding (No. 14), and only differs fi'om

it in being more dilute, and having a larger proportion of sulphuric acid,

and less sulphuretted hydrogen.

Analysis.

>»

Sulphate of potash

soda

alumiua

lime

magnesia

iron

j»

1)

91

Jt

Phosphate of alumina

Sulphuric acid, free

•13

4-78

traces

2-04

•93

•23

traces

12-48
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Analysis

—

continued.

Hydrochloric acid, free

Sulphuretted hydrogen

Silica .

.

» •

» 9

• • • ft

3-82

412

29-51

I give below in a tabular form the respective quantities of tlie several

substances found to be present in a gallon of each of these waters ;—

No.

1

2

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

n
12
13

14
15

Tempera
ture.

Silica.
Iroii Alu-

Deg. Fah.
210-214
90-180
96-120

13(>-15G

214
201-203
107-110
204

109-115
130-150
80-100
IGO

100-212
90-100
90-112

Oxide, luina.
liirae.

39-31
20-18
13-63

2009
25-72
45-66
10-31

16-09

7-01

18-17

13-86

1815
10-08
12-40

412

•30

•30

-20

•10

•46
*

•40

•14

•54

•30

70
1-49

1-27

•82

•10

•02

•01

•01

•07

-54

•06

*

-04

•38

•20

4-91
•05

•77

77
•77

16
1-24

5-54

1-41

1-68

•SI
1-01

-84

91
1-03

•83

•84

Mag-
nesia.

Soda.

21
12

45
07
30
46
31
62
38
62
'54

43
31
'23

31

67-10
32-37

39-84
30-01

39-47

5001
8-33

46-36
14-61

12-59

10-35
5-46

3-94
5-53

2-09

Pot-
usli.

1-Sl

-61

-SI

1-31

•91

-66

•30

1-60

•51

.39
•42

16
:04

•32

•07

*

-5 Sul-
3 phuric

Acid.

* 4-42

3-98
1

1

7-59
1

5-81
* 4^22

6-33

7-91
* 20-72

98-72
18-16

25-44
i

25-44
1 2604
1 19-49
1

1

1

17-22

Chlo-
rine.

Sul- '

pbur- Total
etted Con-
Hydro- tents.
gen.

39-36

18-63

33-18

28-72

40-96

57-27
4-01

46-72

7 08
6-21

7-45

2-53

84
1-50

3-72

* •

• a

201
•41

> •

3-19

1-01

5-74

•98

153-30
76-97

96-48

86-34

113-28
166-47
33-04
135-94

130-07
57-49
63-17

54-77
44-56
51-86
29-50

KoTE.—Tlie phosphoric acid present is omitted from this table, but appears in the detailed
accoujit of these waters.

* Traces.

None of tbein in tlieir natural state gave any indication of tlie presence

of either iodine or bromine, nor were any such indications observed for

those waters w^hich, for more rigorous testing, I evaporated to a small bulk.

The waters I thus treated especially for these elements are Nos. 1-6 and

10-14, and as they represent all the kinds of waters of this series, I thhik

it may be safely concluded that these substances are either absent, or, if

present, are in quantities so small that they will not exercise any appreciable

effect upon any one using these waters.

The metal lithium was found in waters Nos. 2, 7, and 9, but only in

such small quantity as not to be readily detected, except spectroscopically.

As this is a substance having active medical properties, even when

administered in small quantities, if continuously, it is often an important

matter that its presence in any mineral water should be known to those who

use it.

A perusal of these analytical results will show that the waters in question

belonor to two distinct classes—the alkaline and acidulous.
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The alkaline oues differ from tlioso of this class which have been already

described m being silicated instead of carbonated. They are, in fact,

eminently siliccons waters comparing with the hot spring water of Iceland

;

any carbonic acid which may have been present in the water when situated

at a great depth, being eliminated therefrom as it reached the surface, in

conseG[uence of the superior affinity of silicic acid for alkaline bases at

elevated temperature and low pressure.

This substitution of silicic for carbonic acid will only affect the waters

for therapeutic purposes where they depend in part or wholly for their

desired effect upon the presence of carbonic acid. When the alkaline

character of the water, however, is alone to be regarded, I do not see why

these silicated waters of ours should not (when of about the same strength)

be quite as usefal as those alkaline waters of the European spas in which the

alkalies are combined with carbonic acid, and when neither iodine nor

lithium are present to any notable extent. The waters of this kind are

Nos. 1-6.

The waters of the other class—the acidulous—are also remarkable as

being those from which carbonic acid has been wholly eliminated ; but in

this case a so-called mineral acid, hydrochloric or sulphuric acid, is the

substituting one in place of silicic acid as in the waters of the former class.

Silicic acid is, however, generally present, but in a free state as a hydrate,

all the silica which is entered in the analytical results of these waters being

of the kind known as soluble silica. The waters of this class are Nos.

8-15. Certain of these are hepatic, some strongly so, that is, they contain

sulphuretted hydrogen in quantity, and it is only the waters of this kind

which it would be safe as yet to look upon as having useful medicinal

qualities to a remarkable degree.

These waters are Nos. 8, 9, 11, and 13-15, or those of Kauwhanga,

Cameron's Bath, Te Kauwhanga, Sulphur Bay Sprhig, Ti kute, and Te

minii, Okakahi, respectively.

These waters should prove efficacious in cases of rheumatism and skin

diseases. The more palatable ones will of course be those which are the

least acidic.

I cannot find that these waters strictly compare with any of those
j^

afforded by the European spas; the free hydrochloric or sulphuric acid

present in them clearly separating them therefrom.

11.

—

Tanpo Mineral Waters.

I now have to describe a series of twelve waters from various hot springs

in the provincial district of Napier, which were presented to this department

in Jime, 1873, by Dr. W« I. Spencer.
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Only two of these interesting waters have as yet been fully analyzed,

tliey are *Nos. (11) and (12) ; the former, from the Hot Springs of Tarawera,

contains a considerable quantity of free hydrochloric acid, its princij^al

constituent being sodic-chloride.

The other water (No, 12) is from Parkes' Spring, Taupo, and is the

most saline water of this series ; it contains, besides, much silica.

Both waters are rich in iodine.

Subjoined are the results of these analyses, stated in grains per gallon.

Tahawkra,
>;o. 11.

Pakkks* Spring,
No. 1'2.

n

Chlorine, with bromine traces

m

40-497 56-076
'714 1-012

2-150 2-156

OlilCll ta «« « •• •• •« 2-221 16-7o2
traces *35-751

•621 • •

1-049 V 9

2-036 1-994

•492 •613

3-681 6-675

46-495 80-710

traces traces

1

T

1

• • « •

99*956 200-739

* The carbonic acid in No. 12 is that wluch is in a combined form; there is, besides, a

quantity of this acid in a free state.

It will he gathered from these results that the Tarawera water is dis-

tinctly an aluminous one, that is, it contains alum in some quantity, and is

fairly rich in iodine. It has but few representatives in Europe, One of

these is the Labassere (Hautes Pyrenees) which is drunk for bronchial and

laryngeal catarrh. The strength of this water, however, is only about one

third that of ours.

The other water, that from Parkes' Spring, Taupo, is of very much the

same character as that from the Waiwera Hot Springs, but is far richer in

iodine ; it bears a great resemblance to the mineral water of Luhatschowitz,

in Moravia, which is useful in chronic bronchial catan-h, especially if com-

bined with scrofulous complaints, and in congested liver and hemorrhoids

arising from sedentary habits.

The samples from the other springs have been examined so far that

their general character has been ascertained. The results will be found in

the table given on the next page, computed in grains j)er gallon.

It should be stated that all these samj^les of mineral waters gave

evidence of the presence of sulphiu-etted hydrogen, but as they were

enclosed in corked bottles, the quantity of this gas naturally existing in

them could not be ascertained, organic matters, such as cork, being able

E9
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to.generate sulpliuretted hydrogen from aqueous solutions of the sulphates

"when in contact with them—a circumstance I note here especially for the

guidance of collectors of mineral waters for analysis.

-

1

Salts
soluble in

Salts
soluble in

No.
water.
Princi-
pally

alkaline

,
acids.
Pri 11 ci-

I

pally
' sulphate

Silica.
Total

of Salts.
Loss by
ignition. Physical character. Beaction.

1

chlorides. of lime.

5-28 •74 7-86 13-88 i 3-47 pale yellow, clear faintly acid.

2 13-88 4-31 9-25 27-44 3-08 colourless, clear 11

3 3-85 1-69 2-94 8-48 1-54
>> tj tt

4 13807 4-21 10-03 152-31 3-09
*f > It *^

5 6472 1-63 ISol 84-86 12-97 yello"w, turbid 11

6 8-13
1

9-24 15-75 33-12 1-52 colourless, clear sligbtly acid.

7 2412 3-84 28-51 56-47 3-24
»» It 91

8 127-62 9-62 6-25 143-49 4-61
>t ij

neutral.

9 616 308 12-33 21-57 4-65 pale yellow slightly acid.

10 309 1

4-62 6-10 13-81 3 08 colourless, turbid 11

11 • • • * 2-22 99-95 a B „ clear very acid.

12 • * • lC-75 200-73 • •
1

1

1

It It faintly acid.

In tlie following schedule tlie localities of these waters are stated, together

with certain interesting particulars respecting them which have been fur-

nished by Dr. Spencer. The general character of each, as deduced fi'om

the foregoing table, is also given :

—

No. (1).—Otumuheka Spring; collected 1st March, 1873; a sihceous

water, more than half its solid matter being silica ; the remaining portion

is principally chloride of sodium with a notable quantity of iodides.

No, (2).—From same locality ; collected same time as above, and is also

a siliceous water, but although it contains a larger proportion of alkaline

chlorides than this water, it gives but slight indications of iodine.

No. (3).—From the Otumuheka Stream. This stream has a temperature

of 78^ Fahr., and forms bathing places at Lake Taupo. It is a very similar

kind of water to No. (1), and, like it, is rich in iodine.

No. (4),—From the Euahine Hot Springs, on ground belonging to Mr.

Locke. These springs have a temperature as high as 190° Fahr. They

are eminently saline, the principal constituent being chloride of sodium,

and appear by comparative tests to be the richest in iodine of any of this

series of waters ; collected 1st May, 1873.

No. (5).—From the baths of Orakeikorako. As received this was very

turbid and high coloured. It did not lose its turbidity when allowed to be

at rest for a long time. It is highly charged with saline matters, princi-

pally alkaline chlorides, and it gives a very distinct reaction of iodine.

The organic matter is high in this water.

No. (6).—From a bath named after Mr, McMurray. Is a siliceous

water, comparatively poor in chlorides, but rich in iodides.
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No. (7).—From tlie alum caves at Oralceikorako, collected 1st May, 1873.

Differs from any of the preceding -n-a'ters in coutaining a large quantity of

siiliihate of lime. It gives evidence of possessing only traces of iodine.

i\ro, (8).—From tlie Crow's Nest, collected 1st May, 1873. Temperatm-e

of spring 179° Falir., similar to No. (4). Quantity of iodine present is very

minute, but still can he detected in it as unconcentrated.

7^0. (9).—From Waipalialii. Forms a pool 50 by 30 yards, tlie native

name of wliicli is Konekeneke. It Las a rocky bottom and forms a fine

swimming batli. Temperature of water varies from 98° to 120°; collected

1st May, 1873. This is a siliceous water, from which iodine appears to be

absent ; at least this element could not be detected in it when concentrated

to one-fifth of its origmal bulk.

No. (10),—From a hot spring on the Orauui block uk

Forms a bathing place 15 by 10 feet. A cold water creek and hot springs

issue from its enclosing rocks at side and bottom. This resembles the spring

water of a slate country except that it is largely charged with iodine ;
col-

lected 1st May, 1873.

From the above tables and schedule it will be seen that we have several

kinds of mineral waters here, both hot and cold, within no great distance of

each other, which is a circumstance likely to be of considerable advantage

to many who may desire to use mineral waters for their health.

It is to be observed that while there is this difference in the constitution

of their saline constituents they nearly all contain iodine in sufficient

amount to impart to them very decided therapeutic properties. This sub-

stance, it may be stated, has been proved to be very efficacious when exter-

nally applied in cases of cutaneous eruptions.

I should state that so far back as July, in 1871, 1 partially analyzed a

water (contributed by Mr. Murray Gibbs) from Haweraroa, Tarawera

district, but whether taken from the same spring as No. (11) was, or from a

hot spring at all, I have no information. However, it is essentially an

acidic water like No. (11). As received it was opalescent, of a weak reddish-

blue colour, and had an odour of sulphuretted hydrogen. . This opalescence

is due to the presence of hydrated silica, which m a mmutely divided or

throughout

The

Water

A water collected by Dr. Hector, from Burton's Taipo, is strongly

hepatic. Besides the sulphuretted hydrogen which gives it this quahty, it

contams the other characteristic substances—arsenic and iodine—both
^

however, in small quantity. It is sUghtly acid, but acquu-es a strong

and persistent alkaline reaction when evaporated to a small bulk.
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In obtaining these data, I unfortunately exhausted my stock of this

water.

12. Water from spring on west side of

A water from a hot spring near a lake on the west side of "Waikato

Eiver, Auckland, contributed by Mr. Justice Gillies, 23rd September,

18G8, is clear, of a decided alkaline reaction, contains 47'04 grains of fixed

matters to the gallon consisting princij)ally of alkaline chlorides, the

remainder being chiefly silicate and sulphate of lime with alkaline car-

bonates. There was not sufficient of this sample to allow of a complete

analysis of these fixed matters.

The following is Captain Hutton's description of this spring—** It was

about four miles from Lake Wangape in the Waikato. There were several hot

springs close together, but this was the largest of them being fifteen yards

long by five yards broad, and it was very deep ; the water was so hot that it

was impossible to bear the hand in it for more than a second, and on one

occasion when he was in company with others, having caught a pig for

dinner, they fastened it with flax and threw it into the spring, and on taking

it out it was perfectly scalded and they had no difficulty in scraping the

hau- off; the temperature of the sj)ring was from 1G0° to 200^ Fahr. at the

very least. The water itself was almost tasteless ; he had drunk it himself.

He thought it was the carbonate of sodium which gave it an alkaline re-

action. What its effects would be as a mineral spring he could not say; but

it was easy of access ; was very prettily situated, and was not more than 50

miles from Auckland, and he trusted that some day it would be called into

use.*'^^

\gford Mineral Watei

The first water which I have to notice, as coming. from the provin-
F

cial district of "Welhngton, is one from "Wallmgford ; contributed 15th

June, 1866. As only a few ounces of it were at my disposal, I have only

been able to determine its character and the projportion of the saline

matter contained therem. It is famtly acid ; has a pure strong saline taste,

turbid The

total quantity of fixed salts present in a gallon of it is 826 grains. They are

mainly composed of alkaline and earthy clilorides. There are present also

traces of certain bromides and iodides.

Dr. Grace subsequently handed in a water from about the same IdcaUty'

as the above. L-mer is the richer in iodin

14. Mineral Water oj Pahna,

a. This is from a spring on Mrs. Sutherland's run, and is remarkable

for the quantity of iodides and the comparative j)aucity of sulphates therein.

• Trans, N,Z. Inst., I., p. 71, ed. I.
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The first time that this character of the water was eheitecl was in May,

1872, when I had a small phial of it presented to me by Mr. Douglas

McLean, and in my official report thereon I stated that it gave a good

reaction of iodine to the proper tests even when unconcentrated, a proof of

the richness of any water in iodine, and that by chromatic tests it was

ascertained the quantity of this clement present in a gallon of the water

would not be less than one grain. Further, I urgently requested a

sufficiency of this water, to allow of a complete analysis being made upon it,

and this I was promised; but the difficulties attending the transport of

bulky parcels from these springs here for several years prevented this

promise bemg fulfilled until April 16, 1877, when a large keg of this water

(hj was delivered here by Mr. Alex. Sutherland, and I was then enabled to

make a very full analysis of it, and note with considerable exactitude its

general properties. It proved to be a clear and strongly sahue water charac-

terized by the presence therein of a very large proportion of sodic chloride,

and an amount of iodine unusual for natural water, a considerable portion of

which is very singularly in a free state. It manifests very distinct alkahne

reaction, even at common temperatures and when unconcentrated. Lithia

appears to be absent, at least I could not detect it, even spcctroscoj)ically,

in the spirituous extract of the salts contained in half a gallon of the water.

The total quantity of matter which I have determined in one gallon of it

is 1474-090 grains, the constitution of which I have made out as follows :

—

CLloride of sodium

„ potassium

„ magnesium

,, calcium

Iodide of magnesium .

Bromide of magnesium

Suli^hate of lime

Phosphate of alumina

„ iron

• «

• •

* «

1» lime

Bi'Carbonate of lime

Silica

Iodine, free .

.

«

• •

1303-329

•501

34-960

120885

•582

traces

3-026

'641

traces

•430

6-451

1-696

1-595

1474-096

Total quantity of iodiiie to the gallon (free and combined) 2-127 grains.

Tliis water appears to be therefore a strongly cUorinated one, nnusually

din

miique The last circuna-

stauce has induced me to request a farther sample of the water, to be taken

under especial nrecautions to avoid the introduction of aJivthinor into it
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which would liberate this element. I may state here that I have not yet

heard of the existence of free (native) iodine being authoritatively announced.

This water comes under the sub-class alkaline chlorinated water, and

therefore resembles those of "Wiesbaden, Kreuznach, and Aix-la-chapelle

of the continental waters, and those of Cheltenham, Harrowgate, and

It is, however, remarkable for its

i

Leamington of the English ones.

generally sui^erior strength over the English water of this class, and there-

fore should manifest medical effects in a corresponding proportion when

properly tested.

15. Mineral Water from northern boundary of Wellington.

Another water of the same class as the above, but one considerably less

iodised, is that from a mineral spring occurring about the Wellington

boundary of the run of Mr. Douglas McLean. Its characters are as

follows :—Somewhat turbid, has a decidedly saline taste, and is feebly

alkaline to test paper. Its principal constituent is chloride of sodium ; it

differs from sea-water, however, in containing a notable quantity of car-

bonate of soda ; also in giving a very distinct reaction of iodine to the

proper tests for tbis substance, even when these are applied to the water as

unconcentrated. The following results of its analysis are expressed in

grains per gallon :

—

Soda

Potash

Lime

Magnesia

Lithia

Iron oxides .

.

Silica

Chlorine

Sulphuric acid

Carbonic acid

Iodine and bromine

• #

219-310

2*833

2-219

7-158

traces

1-481

6-418

240-362

•715

18-444

traces

498 -940

These results allow of being expressed in the following manner :

Chloride of sodium

Chloride of potassium

Iodides and bromides

Sulphate of soda

Carbonate of soda

99

»5

magnesia

ft

lime

iron

Silica

• *

392-594

4-448

not estimated

1-269

18-604

15-031

3-961

2-386

6-418

444-711

• •

•
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This water, it will be observed, contains a notable quantity of carbonate

of iron, a fact wliicli confers upon it the additional character of a chalybeate,

and therefore that of a tonic.

16. Aldtio Acidulous Mineral Water,

This is the last water of the Welhngton series I have to describe. The

sample as received from Mi\ Douglas McLean was very turbid, quite taste-

less, and colourless when clarified. It is largely charged with free carbonic

acid, and gives no reaction of iodine with the starch test when its salts are

greatly concentrated.

The following are the results obtained by its analysis computed ingrains

per gallon

:

• •Silica

lion and alumina

Lime

Magnesia

Soda mth a little potash

Chlorine

Snlphuric acid •

.

Carbonic acid, combined

* •

4-15

•93

13-U

2-32

4-68

1-84

102

9-57

37-65

Tills water is therefore eminently a carbonated one containing lime as

the principal basic substance of its salts.

It is decidedly chalybeatie and is very much of the same character as

the water of Pyrmont (Waldeck) and Eecoaro (Venetia).

17- Xelson.

The Hot Springs, Hamner Plains, Nelson, were sampled by Mr. Vs\ T. L.

Travers for the Laboratory, 5th April, 18G9. The water is transparent,

colourless, and tasteless, but decidedly alkaline to test paper even in its

normal state. A flocculent precipitate had settled, principally silica,

which amounted to 2' 11 grains per gallon. The total of fixed matters

present was 86-4 grains per gallon. Of this 2*88 grains were silica, the

remainder being principally alkaline chlorides and carbonates.

18. Canterhury,

The water of certain thermal springs at the head of Lake Sumner,

provincial district of Canterbiu-y, has been partially examined, and with

results :—Eeaction faintly acid, colourless, and nearly trans-

parent ; total quantity of fixed matter present to the gallon 18-516 grains,

which j)rincipally consist of alkaline clilorides. Contributor—Dr. Haast

;

date of receii^t, 8th October, 1873.

'Wing

* Not sufficient water to allow of its determination.
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F

. This water, therefore, appears of such a character that we can hardly

expect it to have any marked therapeutic quahtics. Though fi'om a thermal

spring I (question the propriety of designating it as a mineral water, that is,
r

in any special sense of the term.
V

19. Southland.

A water from Mr. Edmund Gibson's home station, Southland provincial

district, was collected in January, 1875, by Mr. Charles Traill, who states

that it is deemed a specific for diarrhoea. It is feebly but distinctly

alkaline, is quite clear, and tasteless. Submitted to a partial analysis, it

afforded me a quantity of fixed salts, equal to 18-516 grains to the

gallon, and 7'5 grains of volatile substances (organic matter principally),

. the rest being ammoniacal salts. There was not sufficient saline matter

afforded me to allow of their nature being exactly ascertained, but I

observed a considerable quantity of ferric salts present in it ; the bulk of

these matters were, however, alkaline chlorides and carbonates. It will

be observed that the organic matter is very high in amount, and it is to

some astringent principle of this that I am inclined to attribute its potency

as a specific for the ailment above-mentioned.

Tlie comparisons with European waters given in this paper are founded

on the information afforded in Mr. P. Squire's Companion to the British

Pharmacopoeia.

Art. LXVI.—On the Uesnlt of an E.vamination of certain of

f<

William

inead before the Wellington Philosophical Societij, 12thJanuanj, 1878.]

In June last I had to estimate the proportion in which cobalt existed in a

variety of manganese ore from New Caledonia, known as asbolite. This

one, though physically differing in no respect from several of our manganese

ores, afforded me no less than 7-2 per cent of cobalt, a proportion which

gives the mineral a considerable market value, cobalt being a comparatively

rare metal, and one which is now in much request.

In consideration of this, therefore, I deemed it highly necessary that an
r

especial examination should be made for small quantities of this metal in

those of our manganese ores which compare most closely with this from New
Caledonia, for it appeared to me as not at all improbable that a little cobalt

might have escaped detoetion by analytical processes, the purpose of which

had been merely to determine the fundamental character of the ore, and in

such a case an opportunity might have been lost for guiding mining opera-
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tions to the working of any payable cobaltic vein wliicli sucli feebly

cobaltic ore may indicate. I accordingly tested a number of our ores most

likely for cobalt very rigorously, but I am sorry to bave to inform you that

tbe results obtained were in every case entirely negative. I do not uiguu to

be understood by this as affirming the non-existence of cobalt in all these

cases, but only that I could not find it by any ordinary course of analysis,

and in conseq^uence if it is present it can only be so in quantity so minute

as to be of no indicatory value when found.

But although such is the character of my results I make no apology for

bringing them under your notice, as I am under the impression that you

will think it a serviceable act to make public in this way the fact that certain

of our ores—greatly resembling the cobaltic ore, asbolite—are not cobaltic,

and do not indicate the existence of such an ore in the neighbourhood they

are in.

Those I have tested are from Wellington, Nelson, Marlborough, and

Auckland.

All these are essentially hydrous oxides of manganese with vax-ying pro-

portions of iron oxide.

It will be very interesting for us to know the matrix of the New Cale-

donian ore and the geological character of the formation in which it occurs.

I observe that the ore contains a little chromate of iron (crystaUine), a fact

which would seem to indicate that it occurs in some serpentine rock.

Art. LXYII.—On the Solulilitif of Calcic Carbonate in Solutions of the

Alkalifie Chlorides. By W, Skey, Analyst to the Geological Survey

Department.

[Read before the Wellington PhilosopJncal Society, 12th January ^ 1878.J

A SHOET time ago I had, in the course of my professional duties, to ascer-

tain the reason why a rapid formation of sediment occurred within a

locomotive boiler at Oamaru, the supply for which had been a hard water,

upon which Clarke's softening process was applied before use.

This rapid formation of sediment is a very serious matter, and it was

suggested to me that the process in c[uestion had not been properly worked

m this case. A careful examination, however, of the lime-water used to

soften the water, of the sediment, and of the water in its normal state,

clearly showed me that no char^re of this natnre could be sustained.
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The water proved to be not only a hard water in the sense of being very

calcareous, but highly chlorinated too,—that is, one containing an alkaUne

chloride in quantity, and this fact viewed in conjunction with that of the

imperfect operation of Clarke's process upon it led me to suspect that

these chlorides can exercise a very decided solvent effect upon mono-

carbonate of lime. That they have this effect was clearly shown by an

investigation I carried out, and the result of which I now beg to lay before

you as follows. First let me give an analysis of the hard water :

Chloride of sodium

Sulphate of soda .

„ magnesia

Bi-carbonate of magnesia

„ lime

Silica . . • • •

• • • «

# •

2017

1-67

4-30

4-01

10*82

3-65

44-62

On behalf of any here who may have forgotten the mode in which

Clarke's softenmg process effects what is desired of it, I will shortly describe

it, as it is necessary to remember it in order that the bearing of the

several statements to be made here may be fully apprehended.

This process then consists in applying lime-water to the water to be

softened, by which all the lime existing therein in the form of bi-carbonate

is brought into that of the mono-carbonate, and this compound being far

less soluble in water than the original one, is in greater part precipitated.

The full meaning of the effects I proceed to state will now be readily

gathered.

1-—A saturated aqueous solution of sodic chloride was mixed in equal

volume with a strong solution of bi-carbonate of lime, and Clarke's soften-

ing fluid was added thereto in varying quantities until quite in excess. The
liquid remained quite clear, and no precipitate formed in twenty-four hours.

2.—The same effects followed when either potassic or calcic chloride,

potassic nitrate or sodic carbonate were substituted for the sodic chloride

in experiment No. 1.

3.—The Oamaru hard water was mixed with sodic chloride at the rate

of one pound to the gallon ; the filtered solution when treated with Hme-

water in small or large quantity remained quite clear.

4.—Tlie same water was charged with a slight excess of lime-water

alone (sodic chloride being this time omitted) when an abundant preci-

pitate formed. This precipitate, when analyzed and the results computed

in grains per gallon upon the water taken, gave as follows :

lime

magnesia

»

« » • % m

21-75

•81

22-56
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5.—Solid carbonate of lime (as limestone) having been placed in contact

for twenty-four liours with a cold aciueous solution of an alkaline chloride

was found to he dissolved to a far greater extent than it would have been

by the same volume of inire water, and further, the saline solution of lime

thus made rajoidly deposited a very considerable portion of this earth Avhen

heated to about 180° Fahr, Carbonate of soda was found to have the same

effect upon limestone as sodic chloride.

The results of the first two experiments clearly show the solvent effects

of strong solutions of several saline substances upon bi-carbonate of lime as

newly made. The results of experiments Nos, 3 and 4 show that a naturally

hard water wdien charged to only a comparatively small extent with sodic

chloride refuses to part with any of its lime when treated with Clarke's

process; they show further a certain extent to which this retention of lime

may occur, a matter which will be fully considered shortly.

The results of the last experiment are confirmatory of much which has

been stated before, by demonstrating the fact that cold aqueous solutions of

an alkaline chloride or carbonate can dissolve the solid carbonate of lime, and

that high temperatures are inimical to the retention of the dissolved earth

by such solutions, Wliere necessary the solutions were boiled prior to use

in order to expel any carbonic acid present-

I should state here that the common test for lime—oxalate of ammonia

could not be successfully used in examining for lime in experiment No. 5,

as oxalate of lime is also very sensibly soluble in salts generally ; this

manifested itself to me very early in these experiments, by the fact that

water containing a trace of sodic carbonate but otherwise pure, after being

boiled with limestone and treated with this oxalate, afforded no reaction

of lime, although this body was proved to be .present in quantity sufficient

with This

salt is, indeed, very similar to the bi-carbonate in respect to solubility

in saline solutions.

Of all the salts tested for a solvent property of this kind the fixed alkaline

carbonates appear to possess it to the largest extent.

The greater solvency of calcic carbonate in cold solutions of certain salts

is an interesting fact and one about w^iich the following particulars should

be given. The finely powdered calcic carbonate w^as digested with a solution

of the salt (first previously boiled for twenty-four hours) at a common tem-

perature in a vessel closed from the air. The solution rapidly filtered off,

affording a very perceptible precipitate when treated with oxalate of ammonia,

and a still greater precipitate when slightly warmed. Another portion of

the calcic carbonate was digested for the same time in hot solution of the

alkaline carbonate, but the liquor gave no precipitate with oxalate of
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ammonia, showing very clearly that these saline solutions are more powerful
solvents in this respect when used cold.

V

The exact quantity of calcic carbonate which a solution of any one of

these salts of a certain strength can dissolve has not yet been ascertained,

un
sodic chloride in this respect. Thus it appeared by it that the highly

calcareous Oamaru water, when charged with sodic chloride at the rate of

one pound per gallon, does not afford any calcareous precipitate when sub-

mitted to Clarke's process. Now the total quantity of calcareous precipitate

afforded me by this process as apphed to the water in its normal state was
no less than 21-75 grains to the gallon. Clearly then this quantity of

calcareous matter (calcic carbonate) is retained by this water in a soluble

form, showing a certain minwmm capacity of the sodic chloride in this

respect, a computation which may, however, be found to fall far short of

that which represents its actual capacity when this shall be properly tested.

In conclusion, I would submit to you that these results show

:

1st. That Clarke's softening process cannot be advantageously applied

to hard water containing alkaline salts in quantity imusually large for such

waters.

2nd. That sea-water, containing as it does a very large quantity of these

salts, has a considerable solvent power upon every limestone formation with

which it is in contact; a fact which should, I conceive, be taken into account

by geologists in connection with the erosion of these rocks by sea-water.

3rd. That the actual quantity of calcic carbonate present in one gallon

of average sea-w^ater may be considerably more than that which is now
customarily assigned to it—viz., three grains to the gallon, as this quantity

is merely got by a computation in which the solvency of. the compound in

pure water is taken as a guide; it is obvious, however, that an addition

should be made to this, so that the quantity dissolved by the salts of

tliis water may be included in the estimate.

Art. LXVIII.—0)? the Degree of Soluhility of certain Earthy Carbonates in

pure Water. By W. Skey, Analyst to the Geological Survey Depart-

ment.

[Read before the Wellington Fhilosophical Society, 12th January, 1878.]

The degree to which certaua earthy carbonates are held to be soluble in

pure water by those chemists who have studied this matter, is so variously

and so divergently stated by them that, practically, we cannot rightly
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consider tliis (][uestion to be settled, at any rate not authoritatively so ; thus

the degree of solubility of calcic carbonate in pure water, as assigned by

Fresenius, is one part in 10,601 parts of water, and by Bloxham, one part in

35,000 parts, while one in about 23,000 parts is generally taken as the

datum wherewith to compute the q^uantity of this compound present in sea-

water, or about three grains per gallon-

Now these statements are, as you perceive, of a very conflicting

character, and upon coupling the knowledge of this fact with that of the

very decided solvent effects of many alkaline salts upon calcic carbonate (as

shown in my last paper to this Society,* I became impressed with an

idea that in the case of the earthy carbonates generally those results

upon which the higher ratios of solubility were based had been vitiated by
' the action of one or more of such salts in the test liquid used, a certain

quantity of the carbonate tested being dissolved thereby, which, added

to that capable of being dissolved by pure water, raised the quantity

dissolved to one proportionately greater than that proper to assign to such

carbonates.

Under this impression I investigated the matter for myself, and whether

my hypothesis be right or not, it was soon ascertained beyond doubt that

these higher ratios are wholly erroneous, and not only this, but that even

in most cases the lower ones are greatly over-stated.

The actual results of this investigation, together with the method used

therein, I will now proceed to state as succinctly as possible.

First, then, as to the method :

—

I make up a solution of the earth, the carbonate of which is to be tested,

to a certain strength, as a chloride, also a very weak solution of car-

bonate of soda or of lithia. Both solutions are boiled for a long time to

expel any free carbonic acid present, and afterwards allowed to cool to a

common temperature. The solution of earthy chloride I then dilute with

freshly distilled water applied successively in small and measured quantities,

until the last portion sampled therefrom when mixed with the carbonate

manifests but the faintest cloudy appearance (indicating a precipitate of

carbonate) when viewed in a large bulk and after the lapse of a considerable

time.

Now it is obvious that so long as the slightest cloud is formed under

these circumstances, the whole of the earthy carbonate which is produced

by the interaction of the salts used is not dissolved, a minute quantity being

thrown out of solution, and so by computing the quantity of earthy

carbonate present in a certain volume of the liquid we have an approximate

estimate of the solubility in water of the earthy carbonate with which we

* Vide Art. LXVII.
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are operating—an estimate wliich, tliongh still overstating the degree of this

sohTbiHty, does so to such an insignificant extent that the excess need not

be taken into account for practical j)urposes.

I should state that in testing the solubihty of calcic carbonate I use lithic

carbonate for the precipitant, as the salts of lithia have far less solvent

power over the calcic carbonate than those of soda have ; with strontia

carbonate the reverse seenas to hold.

Operating in this manner I got results which assign the ratios by weight

of the solubility of the earthy carbonates in water as follows :

Calcic carbonate .

.

.

.

.

.

, . 1 part in 75,000 parts

Strontia carbonate .

.

.

.

. . 1 „ 300,000

Baryta carbonate . . ' .'.
.

.

. . 1 „ 18,000

>»

If

Calcic carbonate therefore appears to be soluble iu water at a little under

gram

fore assigned to it. The correctness of the rate of solubility of the strontia

carbonate as given by Bineau is thus confirmed, while that of the baryta

compound appears to be under one-fourth of that popularily assigned to it.

Art. LXIX.—On the Presence of Nickel in the Auckland District.

By J. A. Pond.

[Bead before the AiicUand Institute, 23rd Jiily, 1877.]

In bringing this subject before the Listitute, I have not done so with the

intention of chronicling any valuable discovery, but simply to bring before

the members the fact that we have the metal nickel existing in several parts

of the province
; nor can I lay claim to being the first to note the presence

of this metal in New Zealand, as I find in the annual report on the Colonial

Museum and Laboratory for 1876, Mr. Skey mentions its presence in troUite

obtained in the geological survey of ihe Parenga Eiver and Fox Glacier,

Westland, by Mr, S. H. Cox.

My first acquaintance with the nickel of this province was on receipt of

some stone from Mahurangi, about two years suice, said to contain silver.

This, however, was not present, but on further examination I found that

the stone contained either nickel or cobalt, but the small amount at my
disposal prevented my deciding in reference to these two metals* On receipt

of a larger portion I succeeded in isolating nickel, but finding it in too small

a quantity for commercial value, I did not pursue the matter further. A
few months since I obtained some more stone of a similar character from

the Kaipara, and found tliis to be a serpentine which also yielded nickel.
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now made a careful research m all specimens to hand lu which there were

iudicatious of this metal, and having made a quantitative examination, I

herewith append it. The amount obtained is small, in no instance realizing

one per cent., but the consciousness of its presence in the district will

perhaps induce some of the settlers to more carefully note the mineral lodes

in their neighbourhood, probably with the result of the discovery of larger

quantities of the metal in question. The following are the localities where

found, and the percentage in which it is present.
4

1. Loose stones obtained at Mahurangi, apparently of serpentine rock,

and composed of silicate of magnesia, in which nickel is present in small

and variable amounts.

2. Portions of a large rock-mass of serpentine outcropping in the

direction of the Hotea from Mahurangi ; in this I have found the largest

amount of nickel, it being present to the extent of -49 per cent.

3. Serpentine obtained from a small stream near the North Manukau,

Head in which nickel realized -47 per cent.
L

4. Calcite fi*om Matakohe, stained in a peculiar manner with the

hydrated silicate of nickel ; the stone attached to the calcite is of the char-

acter mentioned in No. 1,

5. Hard greenstone from Papakura Valley, giving a trace of copper and

nickel to the extent of -26 per cent.

6. Green unctuous clay from Waipu of a very peculiar character. In

this I anticipated a larger pro^^ortion of nickel, but was disappointed, it

being present only to the amount of -11 per cent. The colour of this clay

is due, as in most of the other instances named, to protoxide of hon.

7. Foliated serpentine from Coromandel, in which there is a trace of

nickel present.

The probability of this metal existing in larger quantities is, I think,

very great, as but little time or attention has been devoted to the work of
h

prospecting for other than the precious metals, and it is only through a

careful examination of all minerals found that we can hope to have any

success in the research. Respecting the probabilities of nickel being

found in payable amounts, I would note that the deposits m New Caledonia

of a sihcate of this metal which have lately come into such notoriety are

found in crevices in the serpentine rocks, and, as I have ah-eady remarked,

my two largest results have been from serpentine ; nor is it peculiar to this

part of the world that it should be so situated, as Dana mentions several

instances in which nickel is found in this rock. The efforts of a thorough

research in the district between Mahurangi and Whangarei, through to the

West Coast, may be well repaid should a body of stone containing a low

percentage even be found, as in America ore containing only three per
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cent, of nickel is miiiecl with j)rofit ; while at Frieberg, in Saxony, even a

much lower percentage is thought well worth the expense of recovery.

I cannot allow this short note to close without a few words upon a metal

frequently accompanying nickel : I allude to cobalt. In the instances

which I have already mentioned I did not find a trace of this metal, though

I have succeeded in discovering it in this district in four distinct places in

the shape of asbolite, the highest percentage yet found being 2-42 per cent.,

and this entirely free fi'om nickel. I hope in the coming summer to still

further investigate these deposits and bring the matter again before the

Institute. With respect to the successful manipulation and refining of

these minerals for commercial purposes in New Zealand, I am afraid very

little can be done until we have sulphuric acid manufactured in the colony,

as the importation of this article entirely excludes all chances of successful

competition with the home refiners, and in consequence ores which might

be utilized with profit must lie idly by awaiting the time when, from the

cheap production of acid and its concomitant products, there may be a

possibility of extending our manufactures and utilizing some of the raw

material which the colony possesses.

Art. LXX. ^ft

By G, Black.

lEead before the Auckland Institute, 20th August, 1877.1

I EXHIBIT samples of the hme deposit which lately formed in the pumps
and upon the timbers of the United Pumping Association shaft ; the slab

was broken off one of the timber frames in the shaft at a depth of 540 feet

from the surface. I will briefly give a few details of its mode of occurrence.

This incrustation was first observed when the shaft was about 530 feet

deep ; in sinking at that depth a large body of quartz had been cut thi^ough,

and when the strata upon which the quartz was lying was cut into, a great

change took place; the water formerly was acidulous, it now became

alkahne, and it was highly chai-ged with carbonate of Hme, which it held in

solution and i)recipitated as it came in contact with the carbonic acid gas in

the shaft. This deposit formed remarkably fast, and did not continue

regular, some weeks it would form more in thickness than it did in others.

The average thickness it formed on the buckets of the pumps was about a

quarter of an inch in a week; it w^ould coat a pick handle or drill in twelve

hours, and this was a great source of annoyance to the men working in

the bottom of the shaft, as the pick and hammer handles e-ot coated with
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worn

were actually working with tools encased in stone. At tliis time it also

formed in the Hues of the skin on the men's hands and arms, and took a

great deal of cleaning and rnbhing to get rid of.

It speedily hegan to act upon the working of the pumps, and casti]ig3

had to be got specially constructed to disconnect the pump bucket from the

rods below, as it would not come up the column, and as time went on the

column had to be chipped the whole length inside to keep the water space

clear; this was done by slinging five or six men at a time on to a rope and

lowering them down into the column, which they chipped witli chisel-

pointed hammers. This operation would take about three days, but it wa

not all performed at the same time, one part of the column would be done

when we had to change a bucket, and another part was done at next

changing of bucket, and so on, and by this means the lift was kept clear.

The twenty-five inch lift was cleared its entire length by this means

three different times, and the working barrel at the ends of the stroke had

to be chipped fortnightly.

The deposit was very u'regular while forming, with regard to hardness.

Sometimes it would form hard, sometimes soft ; when it did form soft there

was alwavs more of it : sometimes it would form three-eighths of an inch

in a week; when so, for two or three hours after the bucket came to the

surface the incrustation was quite' soft, but it hardened very soon on

exposure to the atmosphere.

There is a peculiarity in the deposit, viz.,—it always forms in layers,

and these layers change colour without any apparent cause—one layer

may be white, the next one red, and it would keep changuig in shade from

pure white to a dark brown. •

AVhere the water was hottest the deposit 'was most, and in some parts of

the workings, on the thermometer being held in the stream as it issues

fi-om the rock, it will rise to lOS"^ Fahr. ; 100° is quite usual.

Since the crosscuts have been driven on both sides of the shaft the

deposit has ceased forming in the pumps, and it now forms on the sides of

the di'ives. The drives north and south for a distance of 300 feet on both

sides of the shaft being now all coated with it, it also forms in the shoots in

which the water is conveyed after it leaves the pumps on the sm^face. This

deposit is not like what is formed below, being quite soft and having more

of an earthy appearance.

There is an old shoot on the surface not now in use, along which a small

quantity of water has been running ; this shoot is about eight inches square

inside and it has completely filled up with deposit during the last two
+

months.
g2
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As may be readily imagined it was a great source of trouble and expense

to keep the pumps at work while the incrustation was formmg inside them,

and now that it has ceased formmg there, I hope we shall never have a

repetition of it. I have sent this slab thinking it may find a place in the

Museum.

Note.—Specimens of this incrustation were sent to the Colonial Laboratory

in 187 5
J
and reported on as follows :

*'No. 1753 is an ircrustation taken from the cylinder of that large pump
used at the Thames diggings for draining the lower levels of certain claims

there adjoining the beach. It appeared to have incrusted a portion of this

cylmder evenly over to a thickness of about one-quarter of an inch, and is

very hard, also impervious to water, and presents to the naked eye an amor-

phoiis appearance, except on its inner side, this being, on the other hand,

manifestly semi-crystalline ; and besides is interspersed, though somewhat

rarely, with crystals of iron pyrites. The pyrites is in all probability how-

ever, merely a mechanical deposit.

" The annexed results of an analysis made of a portion of this in-

crustation she w it to be essentially carbonate of lime. As it has certainly

been deposited in this form from some solution of it, and as the solvent for

it in this case has most probably been water charged under a considerable
4-

pressure with carbonic acid it would appear' that this incrustation has been

induced by the escape of carbonic acid, caused by reducing the pressure and

therefore the capacity of the water for carbonic acid by the action of the

pump, resulting of course in a lowering of its solvent power for carbonate of

lime :

<

Analysis, *

*' Carbonate of lime .

,

Carbonate of magnesia

Iron oxides, with alumina

Siliceous matters, insoluble in weak acid

Soluble silica

Water «

Alkalies, sulphur, etc

• s

85-91

•84

6-69

2-18

-44

2-17

1-74

100-00" Eo.
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Art. LXXI.—Remarks as to the Cause of the Warmer Climate uhich existed in

high Northern Latitudes during former Geological Periods.

By W. T. L. Teavers, F.L.S,

[Read before the Wellington PJiilosophical Society, IBth Augiutj 1877-1

Although nearly all modern geologists have been willing to admit that tlie

phenomena of volcanos and earthquakes must he directly connected with

the passage of heat from the interior to the surface of our glohe, they have

at the same time been mdisposed to allow that this internal heat could have

had any influence, even during the remotest geological times, upon the

climatic conditions which affect the existence of life» Indeed, Sh Charles

Lyell, who may he taken to have been the exponent of the views of the

most advanced geologists of the 'day, more than once expressly denied

the existence of any such influence, and sought otherwise to explain the

remarkable fact that, within the arctic regions, where the present climatic

conditions are almost opposed to the existence of terrestrial life at all, there

occurred, in past geological times, a flora as rich as that which now occupies

the hottest parts of the tropics.

It will, unquestionably, appear presumptuous in me to attempt to refute

the opinions of Sir Charles Lyell and those who have followed him upon

this point, but the recent investigations of physicists have led me to doubt

whether those opinions are altogether tenable. Indeed, I think I shall be

able to show that many of the facts mentioned by Sir Charles Lyell himself

are only consistent with the proposition that the climatic conditions suitable

to the maintenance of a luxuriant flora in arctic latitudes during early

geological times were chiefly due to heat radiated from the interior of our

globe*

In order that my line of argument may be understood I must, in the

first place, call attention to the received opmions of all leading physicists as

to the original condition of the material of our globe. Now, whatever doubts

might formerly have been entertained as to the existence of nebulous matter,

these doubts have been set at rest by the use of the sj^ectrum analysis, and

the beautiful theory propounded by Laplace in regard to the formation of

our planetary system, has thus received a very strong confirmation. His

the

our
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and wliicli revolved round its centre of gravity during the process of conden-

sation. That, from time to time, extensive rings of this nebulous matter

were left by th^5 central condensing mass at x^oints in the cii'cumference

where the centrifugal and gravitating forces became exactly balanced, and

that these rings, still chculating round the central nucleus, broke up into

masses which became endued with a motion of rotation and assumed a

spheroidal form. These masses, acting in the same manner as the parent

mass, and abandoning similar rings of outlying matter, led to the formation

of the satellites of the various x)i'incipal planets. During this process of con-

densation, which, of course, took place in obedience to the all-pervading law

of gravitation, the motion of the condensing particles of which each j)laiiet

was composed, was converted into heat, and that to such a degree as would

result in the fusion of the whole into one mass. Meyer, indeed, remarks, in

a paper on Ceh.^tial Dynamics (as quoted by Nasmyth and Carpenter in

then' great work on the moon), that '' the Newtonian theory of gravitation,

whilst it enables us to determine, from its present form, the earth's state of

aggregation in ages past, at the same time points out to us a source of heat

powerful enough to produce such a state of aggregation,—powerful enough

to melt worlds; it teaches us to consider the molten state of a i^lan^t as the

result of the mechanical union of cosmicnl masses, and to derive the

radiation of the sun and the heat in the bowels of the earth from a common

origiu."

Sir Charles Lyell, however, though he did not dispute the opinions

of Laplace and others as to the effect of the condensation of cosmical

matter, appeared unwilling to admit the continued existence of internal

heat to the extent contended for by leading physicists, and inclined

rather to the opinion advanced by Poisson, *'that in cooling by radiation to

the medium which surrounded the earth, the parts which were first solidi-

fied sunk, and that by a double descending and ascending current the great

inequality was lessened, which would have taken place in a solid body

cooling from the surface/* I am here quoting directly from Poisson, and

not from Sir Charles' work, as I wish to show how completely at variance

Poisson' s ophiions are with the laws which govern heated matter passing

into the solid condition. Nasmyth and Carpenter point out, with special

reference to the opinions of Poisson and of those who held similar views,

** that fusible substances are (with a few exceptions) specifically heavier

whilst in their molten condition than in the solidified state, or, in other

words, that molten matter occupies less space, weight for weight, than the

same matter after it has passed from the melted to the solid condition/'

and they point to the remarkable facts, amongst others, that cold iron floats

upon molten iron, cold silver upon molten silver, cold t^lag upon molten
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slag, and a variety of other cases of the same kind, in order to show how

untenable are the propositions of Poisson and his followers, that if the globe

had ever passed from a lic[uid to a solid state, in consec[uence of the loss of

heat by radiation, the cooling and consolidation of the nucleus would have

begun at the earth's centre.

Now, assuming that the views of Poisson are untenable, and that the

cooling of the globe commenced at the surface, and extended towards the

centre, it is palpable that the loss of heat resulting from radiation must have

been greatest in the earlier periods of the earth's revolutions, and must have

decreased in proportion as the solidified crust extended in depth. But,

in our globe three different modes for the transmission of heat have been

distinguished, the first being periodic and affecting the temperature of the

crust according to the different positions of the sun and the seasons of the

year; the second, also due to the sun, namely, that a portion of the heat of

the sun which penetrates the crust in the equatorial regions moves through

the crust towards the poles, where it escapes into the atmosphere; the third

being derived from the secular cooling of the earth, and from the primitive

heat still being disengaged from the surface. This latter has for many ages

been very msignificant, OAving chiefly to the fact that it is interrupted in its

passage by an enormous thickness of sedimentary and other strata, which

are very had conductors of heat. Laplace has shown, by reference to

astronomical observations taken in the time of Hipparchus, that within the

last 2000 years no sensible contraction has taken place in the globe by

cooling, but it must be borne in mind that such a period as 2000 years, vast

as it may seem when taken in reference to ordinary historical events, is but

as a fleeting second in the eras which have passed since our globe was con-

densed into its original fluid mass, and that it is therefore highly improbable

that in so comparatively short a time any appreciable change in the length

of a day arising from such a cause, could have been ascertained.

There is, however, a matter of very considerable importance in connec-

tion with the present distribution of heat in the crust of the globe, to which

I must call your attention, namely, the periodic changes of temperature

occasioned on the earth's surftice by the sun's position and by meteorological

processes. Now, it has been asceiiained, by carefully conducted experi-

ments, that these changes are continued in the crust of the earth, though

to an inconsiderable depth, but that they are, nevertheless, such as even

now to pYprpisiP a vpi'v mavTv-ArT infliipn^ft on veoretation. and. indeed, on life

generally. ground

loss of heat in winter, is favourable to the growth of deep-rooted trees.

'' Points that lie at different depths on the same vertical line," says

Humboldt, " attain the maximum and minimum of impaitcd temperature
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at very different periods of time. The further they are reraoved from the

surface the smaller is this difference between the extremes. In the latitude

of our temi:)erate zone (between 48^ and 52^^) the stratum of iuTariable

temperature is at a depth of from 59 to G4 feet, and at haK that depth the

oscillations of the thermometer, from the influence of the seasons, scarcely

amount to half a degree. In tropical climates this invariable stratum is

only one foot below the surface, and this part has ingeniously been made

use of by Boursingault to obtain a convenient, and, as he believes, certain

determination of the mean temperature of the air of different places. The

mean temperature of the air, at a fixed point, or at a group of contiguous

points on the surface, is, to a certain degree, the fundamental element of

the climate and agricultural relations of a district, but the mean tempera-

ture of the whole surface is very different from that of the globe itself."

"We have no data for determining the depth at which the stratum of

invariable temperature lies within the arctic regions, but looking to the

increase which takes place between that at which it is found within the

tropics, and that at which it occurs some 20° further north, we may assume

it to lie at a depth of little under 200 feet in the former region. I am not

aware of the mean temperature of the air in the arctic regions, but it must

be so low as to be absolutely antagonistic to all but the most stunted and

hardy forms of vegetable life.

It mubt not be supposed, however, from what I have already said, that

the supposed gradual diminution of the primitive heat of the globe has not

been resorted to by geologists to account for alterations in climate. This is

not the case, but, unfortunately for the earlier propounders of the theory,

the condition of our knowledge did not afford them sufficient evidence in

support of it, and, indeed, it is only within the last few years that the
F

investigations of physicists have supplied grounds which would justify

the proposition. The authority of Sii' Charles Lyell, which was arrayed

against it, tended moreover, to check further investigation, but although

(as I before observed) I may be treated as presumptuous in endeavouring to

set up this theory in opposition to his views, I feel that recent discoveries

justify further discussion on the subject.

I now propose to consider briefly the nature of the surface conditions of

our globe after the condensation of the nebular matter had been completed.

We have in the present surface conditions of our own satellite, some evidence

of what that of our globe would have been but for the presence of a con-

trolling element, to which I shall hereafter allude. The researches of

Nasmyth and Carpenter on the moon, published in 1874, have given to the

world the clearest possible view of the present condition of her surface,

indicating, as that condition does in the most unmistakable manner, Its
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origin as a mass of diffused cosmical matter, condensed into a planetary

mass by the natural gravitation of its particles, such condensation resulting

in the generation of heat sufficient to reduce the whole mass to a molten

condition. But no sooner had this mass been completely formed, than it

began to cool at the surface, by the radiation of its heat into space, and the

surface must then have presented the peculiar aspect described by the

authors referred to, as that exhibited by the surface of a pot of molten metal

drawn from a melting furnace. But, as the process of cooling continued, a

definite thickness of the surface would pass from the fluid into the solid

condition, undergoing, whilst doing so, that expansion which is observed to

take place immediately upon solidification, and causing, by such expansion,

and the subsequent contraction which accompanies the cooling of a solid

^^^y? great UTegularities upon the surface of that globe. During this first

period the heat radiated would be sufficient to maintain, in a highly rarefied

state, all the elements of our atmosi^here, including aqueous vapour. But
when this cooling had proceeded until the heat of the surface of the crust

had been reduced to a point below the boiling point of water at the then

rate of atmosj)horic j>ressure, the aqueous vapour would be condensed upon

that surface in the form of water, which would gradually increase in

quantity until the cooling had proceeded far enough to admit of the existence

of life. We know that the divellent energies common to ordinary gaseous

bodies, are even more conspicuous in bodies which assume the gaseous form
at high temperatures. Thus water under the ordinary pressure of oiu*

atmosphere becomes thoroughly a gas only when heated to 212°, and retains

this gaseous form, within certain limits, above its boiling point. But below
212° the case is different, the elastic force of aqueous vapour (as steam is

more properly termed below 212^) rapidly diminishes, so that at 32° (the

freezing point of water) its elastic force is found to be scarcely equal to one-

fifth of an inch of mercury, and' a given volume to weigh only ^^-^ of

what steam ought to weigh, supposing water could exist as a perfectly

gaseous body at 32° under a pressure of 80 inches of mercury. Hence the

molecules of aqueous vapour at 32° must be five or six times farther apart

than in the perfectly gaseous form of steam, and so feeble in their repulsive

force that, even when thus separated, the aqueous molecules cannot be

approximated by slight increase of cold or of pressure without partial co-

alescence and the formation of water or ice. But we are told that the self-

repulsive force exerted by the molecules of water in the liquid and even in

the solid form, though feeble, is not anniliilated, and that hence, when the

atmosphere surrounding water or even ice is diy, the superficial molecules

of the water or ice assume their self-repulsive character, and fly off until

surrounding The
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can thus be held in solution in the atmosphere at any given temperature is

fixed and invariable. But the quantity has not been found to be at any

known temperature, and increases rapidly with increase of heat. Since,

however, the quantity of water which the air can hold in solution at any

temperature is fixed, it follows that when that temperature is reduced the

superfluous water must be yielded up and deposited in the liquid form, such

deposition, in the large scale of nature, usually constituting rain.

The question, however, naturally arises, whence has our globe derived

its large supply of water ? Now, this question has been fully considered by

Mr. W. Mattieu WilHams, in his admirable work '* The Fuel of the Sun/'

and I make no apology to you for giving the substance of what he says on

the subject almost in his own words. After pointing out his reasons for

believing in the existence of an infinite atmosphere, of which the atmosjihere

surrounding our j)lanet is but a denser portion, and after discussing the

difference of atmospheric pressure at the surface of the various bodies

constituthig our solar system, he asks whether w^e are to consider the water

which covers the lower valleys of the earth as planetary or atmospheric

matt3r ? Whether it is one of the special constituents of our globe or only a

portion of the general atmospheric matter which the earth's gravitation has

condensed round it? He then proceeds to discuss these questions by

reference to those known properties of water, to which I have already

alluded, which show that the position occupied by water on our own or any

other planet is entirely dex^endent on comparatively moderate variations of

temperature and pressure. *' If," as he observes, ''the temperature of the

earth were raised or the pressure diminished in a sufficient degree, the ^

whole of the water of the ocean w^ould rise from its present bed and take its

place in the atmosphere as one of its constituent gases, and would there

exist in a state corresponding to the carbonic acid of our actual atmosphere."

Indeed, after fully considering the matter, he comes to the conclusion,—

a

conclusion so fairly demonstrated as to be, in my opinion, irresistible, ^

**that the water upon our earth is but a portion of the matter which its

gravitation has collected from the all-pervading medium of the universe,"

and he adds that there is good reason to believe that gaseous water is one

of the most important constituents of that general atmospheric medium,

and probably constitutes a considerable percentage of the whole. He

further observes that the spectrum analysis has afforded the strongest

possible confirmatory evidence of an universal distribution of water, for

that, whether directed to the sun, to the stars, to the nebulae, or to

the luminous matter of comets or meteors, the general reply is, *' Water,

water, water everywhere ;" Professor Graham having even found occluded

hydrogen in meteoric stones that have reached the earth, Mr. Williams
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therefore says that '' he will assume that Wcifcer belongs to the atmosphere,

and, in the present order of things, should be found as a constituent of the

atmosphere of all the orbs of space ; the state of its existence, whether

solid, fluid, or gaseous, whether combuied as water, or separated into

its constituents of free hydrogen and free oxygen, being dependent on the

physical conditions to which it is subjected.'*

Now, it is scarcely necessary for me to remark that all life, as it is

known to us, is dependent upon the existence of water. This is a fact which

we learn from any elementary work on physiology, and we are, therefore,

justified in assuming that until water existed on our globe, at a temperature

not inconsistent with life, no life could be developed upon it. You have

before you on the table a series of specimens taken from the hot waters of

springs in the Eotomahana district, showmg, in oil probabihty, the very

highest temperatures compatible with the existence of living organisms, and

we may look back to a period counted, probably, by lunidreds of millions

of years, when such low forms of life were the only ones which were to be

found on the sm*face of our planet. And this brings me to the immediate

subject of this paper, namely, had the heat radiated from the interior of oiu:

globe, any effect upon climate during the earlier periods of life brought

under oiu' notice by the geological records ? I venture, for reasons which I

w^ill proceed to explain, to agree with the older ideas on the subject, in spite

of the positive ophiions expressed by Sir Charles Lyell.

It is clear that lon^^ before the surface conditions of our dobe were such

as to permit of the condensation of aqueous vapour upon it, it revolved

round the sun in the orbit which it now occupies, and that even then the

heat of its equatorial regions received a large increase from the latter body.

It will have been observed that the depth to which the surface is now
permanently heated by the rays of the sun diminishes with great rapidity as

we approach the equatorial regions, but there is no reason for supposing

that during the gi'adual cooling of the globe, the radiation of heat would,

even supposing the absence of any check due to the sun's rays, have been

gi-eater fi-om the equatorial regions than from the polar ones. The contrary

must, in effect, have been the case, and the polar regions of our globe were

doubtless the earliest to present surface conditions fitted to retain water

upon them. If this were so, then certainly Hfe must, in its earliest stages,

have had its origin in ai'ctic latitudes, gradually extending towards the

tropics as the sm-face of the latter regions became sufficiently cool to permit

water to accumulate there also. It will, of course, be understood that the

accumulation of water on our globe was very slow, and I cannot but think

that the arguments brought forward by Mr. Mattieu Williams, in the work
alluded to, as to the materials which constitute the fuel of the sun, apply

h2
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to the presence of water on our jtlauet. Our planet, in common with the
sun and the other members of the system, is moving through space at the

rate of four to five hundi-ed thousand miles a day, and must, if the

hypothesis of an iiniversal atmosphere be correct, to the extent of its

gravitation force, daily obtain fi-om this universal atmosphere a fresh

supply of water. Now this supply will be equal to that which can be
obtained from the contents of a cylinder of this atmosphere, the length
of which is fi-om four to five hundi-ed thousand miles by nearly eight
thousand m diameter.

This is an interesting question, mto which, however, it is unnecessary
for me to enter, even if I possessed the elements necessary for the calculation
of the probable quantity of water, if any, annually added to that upon our
globe from this source.

Let me now enquire how far geological evidence can be adduced in
support of the view that heat, radiated during the cooling of our globe,
affected climate during the earlier periods of life upon it.

In dealing with this subject I propose to accept what has been given to
us by Sii- Charles Lyell in his great work already alluded to, in regard to
the character of the life forms during past geological periods.

In the tenth and eleventh chapters of the tenth edition, pubHshed in

1867, the characters of the climate during the several periods extending
from times immediately anterior to the historical, up to the Silurian period,
IS very fully discussed, and the author commences by eommentmg upon the

endeavours
past geological changes by reference to causes now in action, pointing out
that one of those objections is founded on the former prevalence of climates
liotter than those now experienced in corresponding latitudes. I have before
observed, however, that Sir Charles entirely repudiated the idea that durmg
any portion of the time which has elapsed since life appeared on om- globe,
climate was affected by the heat radiated from the globe itself as the result
of the coolmg of its mass ; and his whole argument is founded upon the as-
sumption, that the changes which had evidently taken place were due to
other causes than the one refeiTed to.

I will not trouble you with references to times prior to the Pliocene
period. With regard to that period, however, and more especially to
its lower strata, in common with those of the Upper Miocene, we learn
that the fauna and flora of the whole of Central Europe afford unmis-
takable evidence of a climate approaching that which is now only ex-
perienced m sub-ti-opical regions ; and it is a matter of no small interest
to know that when the cHmate of Europe was sub-tropical, a stiU greater
heat prevaHed nearer the equator, as specially evidenced by the investiga-
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tions of Dr. Falconer, and Sir Proby Cautley, in the Sewalik Hills. Sii'

Charles remarks that these and other investigalious lead irresistibly to the
opinion that there was a much greater analogy in those ages than there is

now between the temperature of the West Iiulies in latitude 18° and that of
Europe in latitude 48°. But he also says, which is much more significant
for the purposes of my contention, that if we pass from the equatorial to the
arctic latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, we fiiul an assembla-e of fossH

(E
which Professor Heer detected the leaves, fruits, and sometimes flowers of
about 500 species of plants, in which he found a near resemblance to the
flora of the GaroHnas and other southern states of the American Union.
Of the Lower Miocene flora he says " that it has been traced from Italy
northwards to Devonshire, and even to Iceland. In these high latitudes,
however, the tropical and sub-tropical genera disappear, though the vine
and tulip-tree and some other forms indicate a temperature 15° to 20° Fahr.
warmer than that now belonging to the same countries," quoting Ileer and
Gaudin, " Climat du Pays Tertiare," pp. 174-207, iu supp°ort of his
statement.

Further on he says (still speaking of the Lower Miocene flora), "In
Spitzbergen, in latitude 78° 66' N., no less than ninety-five species of
plants are described by Heer, many of them agreeing specifically with North
Greenland fossils. In this flora we observe Taxodiiun of two species, a
hazel, poplar, alder, beech, plane-tree, hme fTilia), and a Potamoyeton,
which last mdicates a fresh-water formation, accumulated on the spot!
Such a vigorous growth of fossil trees, in a country within 12° of the pole,
where there are now scarcely any shrubs except a dwarf willow and a few
herbaceous and cryptogamous plants, most of the surface being covered
Rith snow and ice, is truly remarkable."

With regard to the Eocene fauna and flora of Central Europe, we learn
that it possesses species and genera having a great afiinity to Lower Miocene
forms, but departing further than these do from the modern European type,
and resembhng, in many respects, those of the tropical regions of India and
Austraha, and that, especially in the London clay of the Isle of Sheppey,
fossil fi'uits of the cocoa-nut, screw-pine, and custard-apple remind us of
the hottest parts of the globe. In the beginning of the eleventh chapter,
Su: Charles specially calls his reader's attention to the fact, that an
examination of the PUocene, Miocene, and Eocene strata, viewed suc-
cessively in the order of their higher antiquity, affords evidence of a
temperature continualhj iucremlii</ i.-i j'>ro/>artion as ue recede^ „..,
the glacial epoch. (The italics are mine.) Passing now to the secondary
formations generally, the same law as that ti-aced in the teitiaries is fuun*

further f
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to obtain, the peculiar reptilian famia which characterizes this period indi-

cating unmisfakably the existence of a warm temperature in the seas,

lakes, and rivers, whilst the flora supports tlie hypotheses of Heer,
Adolphe Brogniart, and others, that the climate of Europe, even within
izi at tJie x-ole, must have resembled that of the West Indies at the
present day.

I might repeat the same language with regard to the Triassic, Jurassic,

Carboniferous, Devonian and Silurian periods, all of which afford similar
evidence, but I prefer quoting the following general remarks on the subject,
with which Sir Charles Lyell concludes the eleventh chapter of his work :—
" The result, then, of our examination in this and the preceding chapter, of
the organic and inorganic evidence relating to the climate of successive
geological periods, is in favour of the opinion that a warmer temperature
generally prevailed in the northern hemisphere from the 30th parallel of
latitude to the pole than that now experienced. In the Pliocene era the
fauna and flora of Central Europe were sub-tropical, and a vegetation
resembling that now found' in Northern Europe extanded into the arctic
regions as far as they have boon yet explored, and probably reached the
pole itself. In the secondary or Mesozoic ages, the predominance of reptile
life, and the geueral character of the fossil types of the great class of
vertebrata, indicate a warm climate and an absence of frost between the
40th parallel of latitude and the pole, a large Ichthyosaurus having been
found in latitude 17° 16', and the general character of the MoUusca and
corals, as well. as of the plants, being in perfect accordance with the
inferences deduced from the fossil reptiles. If we carry back our retrospect
to the primarjv or Paleozoic ages, we find an assemblage of plants that
imply that a warm, humid, and equable climate extended in the Carboni-
ferous period uninterrupte.lly from the 30th parallel of latitude to within a
few degrees of the pole, or to northern regions where at present the severe
winter's frost and the aknost universal covering of snow, lasting for many
months, preclude the existence of a luxuriant vegetation. In r°ocks older
than the Carboniferous the evidence of plants, insects, and fish fails us ; but
the invertebrate fatma has such a resemblance to that of the latter primary
and the older secondary periods as to force us to believe that the climate of
the temperate and arctic regions was very analogous to that which generally
prevailed in these subsequent epochs."

As before observed, however. Sir Charles, and those who follow him,
decline to admit that heat radiated from the surface of our globe during its

secular cooling from an original heated condition, had any influence in
producing these observed differences in cHmate in the northern regions,
and attribute them finHt-Alv t.a tj!in/.Qc.c.iT-« «!.« ^ :„ n.- t , -i i.
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and water. It is certainly true that the Gulf Stream at present exercises a

cousidcrablc iuflueuce ou the chmate of the localities on which it impinges,

but this influence docs not produce, outside of tropical regions, such effects

as those which would be necessary in order to account for the existence in

arctic regions of plant forms of the classes above alluded to ; and it Is

scarcely possible to conceive any distribution of land and water which could

result in such effects, in the past, upon the climate of a part of the globe, the

present climatal conditions of which are admittedly almost opposed to the

existence of any vegetation whatsoever. But if we find that the polar

regions were those which were first fitted for the retention of water, we
may fairly assume that it is in those regions that we must search for the

first mdications of life on our globe, the temperature of those portions

which lie between the tropics, and for several degrees on each side of them,
being necessarily maintained for a much longer period at a heat too great
to permit water to lie upon the surface. It is curious in this connection

to observe that Sir Charles has given us maps (now shown to hivolve

serious fallacies) showing the relative distribution of land and water
which would be calculated to produce, in the xu'csent day, at all events,

the maximum of heat and cold on the surface of the

apphes to the former showing the bulk of land lying for about 45° on
each side of the ec^uator, and that w^hich apphes to the latter showing the

bulk of the land extending for a similar distance from each of the poles.

On the whole, therefore, I feel that there is some justification for believinf'

that the climate of the arctic and antarctic regions of our globe durin*''^ the

past geological epochs to which I have referred, was directly influenced by
heat radiated from it during its secular coohng from the condition of a
molten mass of aggregated cosmical matter, and that the first appearance
of life took place when portions of its surftice became sufiiciently cool to

admit of water resting upon it at a temperature not exceeding 120^ Fahr.

I do not apologize for bringing these views under your notice, as I a^n-ee

with ilr. Mattieu "Williams that it is fortunate for the human i-ace that men
who study pure science are so far raised by its moral influence above pre-

judice and personality, that their perception of truth is not obscured by the

medium through which it is conveyed, and that it is accepted as fi-ankly,

fairly, and courteously from the humblest outside student as though pre-

sented by the highest constituted authorities. If the views contained in this

paper have no soundness in them they w^ill be calmly refuted, or suffer

death from deserved neglect. If, on the other hand, they are at all sound
or suggestive, they will receive acceptance even from those whose pre-

conceptions may have been opposed to them.
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Art. LXXIL—Further Remarks as to the Cause of the Warmer Climate which

existed in high Northern Latitudes dming former Geological Epochs.
By W. T. L. Teavees, M.H.E., F.L.S.

[_Read hefore the Wellington Philosophical Society, Vlth November, 1877.]

It will be remembered that I had the honour of reading a paper before this
'

Society in August last, in which I ventured to urge that the w^armer climate
which unquestionably prevailed in high northern latitudes during former
geological periods, as evidenced by the character of their fauna and flora,

was chiefly due to the radiation of heat conducted from the interior to the
surface of our globe. Since then I have had an opportunity of studying
Mr. CroU's great work on " Climate and Time," in which that gentleman
expresses his dissent from all such theories, and endeavours to show
that the better climatal conditions in question were indirectly due to

changes in the eccentricity of the earth's orbit, resultmg in alternations of

cold and warm periods at irregular intervals, brought about through the
medium of heated ocean currents impelled towards high latitudes under the

operation of the trade winds. To those who have had the advantage of

studying Mr. Croll's work, it will, undoubtedly, appear presumptuous on"
my part to dispute the conclusions he has arrived at, and still more so to

maintain a proposition at "variance with his opinions, but I venture to think
that in his treatment of the question he has overlooked some points of
great importance with which I propose to deal in this paper. But before
alluding to those points let me caU your attention briefly to the views
which Mr. Croll propounds.

In the first place he calls attention to the changes which constantly take
place in the eccentricity of the earth's orbit, and points out that when this

eccentricity is at its superior limit (^-0721) the difference in the distance of

the earth from the sun when in the aphelion, as compared with the peri-

helion of its orbit, is upwards of 14,000,000 of miles, and that the amount
of heat received by the earth when in those two positions will be as 19 to

26. He next points out that if, according to the precession of the equinoxes,
winter should happen in the northern hemisphere when the earth was in
the aphelion of its orbit, at the time when the orbit was at its greatest
eccentricity the difference in the amount of direct heat received from the
sun would be sufficient to bring about a recurrence of the glacial epoch. On
the other hand he urges that if, under the same circumstances, winter were
to occur in the northern hemisphere when the earth was in the perihelion
of its orbit, the difference between winter and summer in the latitude of
England, at all events, would be almost annihilated, whilst extreme glacial
conditions would be transferred to southern latitudes.
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He further alleges, that iu the latter case the effect of the trade wiiuls

would be to impel the heated currents of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans
further towards the North Pole, thereh}^ causing the ice withm the arctic

regions to disappear, and so producing a climate sufficiently mild to admit
of the existence in those regions of a fauna and flora as rich and varied as

that which characterized them during any past geological period.

In the nineteenth chapter of his work he gives a diagi^am showing the

eccentricity of the earth's orhit for 3,000,000 of years in the past, and
1,000,000 of years to come, at periods of 50,000 years apart, and tables

showing those matters more in detail at intervals of 10,000 years. On
looking over the diagram it will be seen that there were three principal

periods in the past during which the eccentricity rose to a high value. It

is to one or other of the last two that Mr. CroU assigns the geological period

familiarly known as the glacial epoch, preferring, however, the later to the

earlier one for reasons into which he enters at some length.

The later period consisted of two separate maxima, the earlier one being

the greater of the two, and separated from the latter extreme by an interval

during which the eccentricity was considerably diminished although still

comparatively high, the whole period occupying 100,000 years, one-half of

which would represent the united length of the cold phases in each hemis-

phere. Now, assuming Mr. Croll's views to be correct, the glacial epoch

which was brought about by this condition of things would contumously

affect each hemisphere alternately for a i:)eriod of about 10,500 years, owing
to the precession of the equinoxes, But the operation must have been com-
plicated by the ch'cumstance that, during the 100,000 years in question, there

was a period of lesser eccentricity occupying some 30,000 years, during which
the intensity of the cold would have been diminished in each heniisi)here.

It will be observed therefore that, during the period referred to, the con-

ditions requisite, according to Mr. Croll's theory, for the production and
removal of glacial conditions in the northern hemisphere would have
occurred with varying intensity at alternating intervals of 10,500 years
about four times, owing to the precession of the equinoxes, or, in other
words, that the arctic circle would, at the intervals referred to, alternately

have enjoyed atmospheric conditions which would admit of the existence of
a luxuriant fauna and flora, or such as were utterly opposed to the existence
of any terrestrial hfe.

But a glance at Mr. CrolVs diagram will, I think, sufficiently show that,

whilst his theory may abundantly account for an extension of pre-existin

glaciated conditions in each hemisphere during peiiods of maximum eccen-
tricity, there is nothing in it to load to the conclusion that the polar ice has
ever been completely removed since its first formation in mass, w^hich, as I
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contend, could only have commenced when the temperature of the surface

of the ground within those regions had fallen permanently helow 32'' Fahr.

Since my former paper was read before this society, the May number of the

''Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society" has been received, and I

find that the same subject which was dealt with by me in my former paper

had been referred to by Professor Duncan, President of the Society, in his

anniversary addi-ess. He points out that in the science of geology ''strict

uniformitarianism is giving way to a school which insists upon the recog-

nition of a scientific cosmogony, which, attempts the study of the mutations

of the globe from the beginning, from the example of stellar and solar

changes, and which considers that the principal factors in terrestrial altera-

tions (the solar heat and the residual heat of the earth) are energies under-

going only a definite amount of reversible and more or less irreversible

transformation." And he adds that it follows, as a result of the investiga-

tions of this school, that "in the earlier geological ages, the extent and

rapidity of the successive changes were greater than in the modern example,

that the rigidity of the globe was less, that the internal heat and its expres-

sion in temperatm-e at the surface tvere greater, and that the meteorology

was such that the wear and tear of world-wide nature was larger in its

annual amount." Further on, in the same address, the learned Professor

remarks, "that it must be aclmowledged that a permanent increase of a few

degrees of the temperature of the waters would kill off many species, and

that the whole flora and fauna would cease to exist were the average heat

double what it now is; that the same result would follow a moderate

increase of the heat of the soil with regard to the plants ; and that if the

estimated amount of the heat radiated year by year, after conduction from

within, relates entirely or mainly to a former much greater annual average,

all being residual in its nature, the question of the possible lapse of time

since the surface was cool enough to permit of life arises, and has been ably

ument against absolute uniformitarianism."

I ought not to make these (quotations, however, without adding, that

Professor Duncan does not go deeply into the question in the aspect pre-

sented in my own paper, nor can I cite his address as being altogether in

support of my views ; but it was satisfactory to me to find that such a

speculation as that in which I ventured to indulge, was not altogether with-

out interest or foundation in connection with geology as a practical science.

My own views, put in concrete form, are these : That the ai'ctic and

antarctic regions were those which first presented climatal conditions

the

the

permanently liquid condition. That, as a consequence naturally following
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from the above proposition, the polar areas have become, in process of

time, the great refrigerators which have supplied the cold waters now
occupjdug the deeper parts of our oceans. That a warm climate was main-
tained in the polar regions—long after the heat conducted to the surface
from the interior of the globe had ceased to maintain the waters above 32°

by currents of the warm water which occupied the central parts of the
earth's surface ; but that, so soon as the surface of the land within the
polar areas had cooled sufficiently to enable snow to rest and accumulate

r ^^^

upon the surface of tlie ground during ordinary ^Yinters, cold began to gain
upon heat, and permit the formation and gradual accumulation of per-

manent ice. That ice once so formed in mass has never since been entirely

removed from extreme northern and southern latitudes, but has probably
extended from each towards the equator, under the operation of causes

upon which I offered no opinion, but which probably w^ere those so fully

discussed by Mr. CroU. To this extent I agree with Mr. GroU, but I think
he has overlooked, in connection with former chmatal conditions in high
latitudes, the enormous period of time which must have elapsed since the

gi-eat body of water which now occupies the surface of our globe had
accumulated upon it, and the effects which, during long ages, must have
been i)roduced by the passage into high latitudes of currents of water still

owing its warmth to heat conducted to the surface from the interior of our

globe, under the very impulses w^hich he himself has shown to exist. It

follows, moreover, that independently of the occasional extension of glacial

conditions into low^er latitudes, as suggested by Mr. Croll, there is reason

wi

degi'adation in temperature, owing to the continuing reh'igeration of the

waters of the ocean, imless, indeed, this has already reached a mean, and
that in the distant future the northern portions of the temperate regions may
become uninhabitable, except by races like the Laplanders or the Esqui-
maux. Mr. Croll objects that the quantity of heat conducted from the
interior to the sm-face of the globe is now utterly insignificant as an agent
in modifying or affecthag cHmate, but that it is still considerable cannot
be doubted. The following passage from Mr. Poulett Scrope's work on
Volcanos is in point on this matter

:

**In support of the hypothesis advanced at the close of th^ last

chapter, we have, in the first place, the well-known evidence of mines
and artesian wells to the fact that the temperature of the crust of the
globe increases everywhere in a very rapid ratio from the surface
downwards, varying from one degree in 50 to one degree in 108 feet of
vertical depth, and consequently that a large amount of heat is con-
tmually in course of outward transndssion from within tliis envelope

i2

*
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througli tLe superficial rocks, and the waters that permeate or cover

them, into surrounding space. Secondly, we have the phenomena of

volcanos, proving, as has been shown, that, besides this, another consider-

able amount of heat is continually effecting its outward escape—with less

regularity, but with equal constancy—by the exhaustion from within of

heated vapours and thermal waters, and the eruption of incandescent lavas.

The continuance of these phenomena, through every past age of the globe,

proves the accession of continual increments of caloric from great depths
within its interior to the mass of lava, or the material from which lava is

elaborated, that underhes the outer hardened and comparatively cool crust
;"

and he further remarks,—" That it would seem that the outward trans-

mission of internal heat by these two combined modes is insufficient for its

discharge as rapidly as it is supplied fi-om within, inasmuch as a third

collateral order of phenomena, the plutonic, attests the frequent expansion
only to be accomited for by increased temperature of extensive underlying
masses of matter."

I may, moreover, in conclusion, cite the following passage from Pro-
fessor Duncan's address, as possessmg interest in connection with my
papers. After remarking that we may readily believe m a universal

atmosphere whose tenuity is greatest between the great attracting bodies,

and referring to Mr. Mattieu Williams' views on this subject, he saj.,

"Eeasoiiing, then, by analogy, the earth should have had a higher

atmosphere, and probably more of it in the past, and this would be very
compensatory. A slightly greater atmospheric pressure would counteract
the greater possible rate of evaporation; and this compensation rather

adds to the probability of the theory. With more aqueous vapour and
a more energetic sun, sub-aerial denudation may have progressed far above
its present average rate. Moreover, the greater movable atmosphere
would absorb much of the heat of the hotter sun, and would modify
its action on the surface ; and, on the other hand, a greater diffusion of

equable temperature would prevail, and towards the poles there would he

prulomjed twilight. A greater rainfall and more rapid movement of the

lower zones of the atmosphere would result ; and as the supply of moisture

must have been greater, there is no reason why the local glacialization of

high mountain ranges should not have occurred. The improbability of the

occurrence of masses of ice on the sea-level, or for some thousands of feet above

it or at the poles, must, hotvever, be admitted." The italics are muae in the

good deal upon my views.

bear, as will
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Art. LXXIII.—On the Fonnatioa of detached Shingle Beaches.

By John Carruthers, M. Inst< C.E.

{Read before the Wellington Philosophical Socictij, 11th November^ 1877.]

The travel of sand and shingle along a sea coast is not due to any cunrents

which may obtain, but to the breaking of the waves on the beach. There is

very seldom a littoral current strong enough to carry shingle or sand along

with it, but where even a small wave breaks it has sufficient impetus to

move shingle.

If the wave breaks square to the coast the shingle is thrown directly

forward ; when the wave recedes it carries the shingle back with it to the

place it started from. In this case there is no travel of the shingle ; it is

thrown ashore and pulled back by the waves, time after time, over the same

course until it is ground down into sand or mud. If, however, the waves

break obhquely on the shore, the shingle is carried forward by the wave,

but when the latter recedes it does not travel on the same track by which it

rolled forward, but takes the line of quickest descent, which is at right angles

to the beach. The shingle thus travels in a zig-zag path moving gradually

along the shore in the direction of the waves. This causes a travelling

beach.

The travelling shingle will often refuse to follow a sudden indenta-

tion of the coast and goes straight across the bay, forming a detached

beach with a lagoon behind it. This may, I think, be explained in

this way : Waves travel less quickly in shallow water than in deep ; the

inner end of a long oblique wave being in shallower water than the outer

end is, therefore, checked as it approaches the shore and the wave takes a

curved form. At the point forming the beginning of the bay this action is of

course intensified, and the waves roll round the point in long curves which

tend more and more to become perpendicular to the coast line. The vary-

ing speed of the waves, due to the varying depths and the different distances

they have to travel, destroys the uniformity which obtained along the

straight part of the coast; the waves cease to be continuous billows; those

rolling on the Outside of the point strike those breaking on the inside on

the flank, and are tripped up and broken exactly as they would have been

on a solid shore. The shingle is then deposited, and a spit is formed

Btretcliing out into the bay. When the spit reaches deep water the process

becomes more simple ; the waves rolling into the bay beyond the spit being

in deep water do not break, but those striking the spit are broken and carry

on the shingle exactly as was done on the straight coast line. In this

manner the spit stretches at last quite across the bay, and becomes daily

/
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higher and wider as more shingle is thrown up it and over it by the waves.

An island lying off the coast on which there is a travelling beach also

causes the latter to detach itself from the shore. The* island forms a break-

water, and the shingle cannot pass across the still water behind it. It

therefore collects on the wmdward side until it reaches out to the island,

from the leeward side of which it continues its course as a detached beach.

Strong littoral currents and rivers entering the sea cause the waves to

break before they reach the shore. If there is any travelling shingle it will

be collected where the Avaves break, and will therefore form a detached

beach.

In short, given a source of supply of shingle or sand, such as a large

river or a cliff against which the sea beats, there will be a travelling beach

wherever the average direction of the waves is oblic|^ue to the shore on which

they break, and there will be a detached beach whenever, from any cause,

the waves, under similar conditions, break before they reach the shore.

The principal causes of this latter case are those above enumerated.

There are in New Zealand many examples of detached beaches. The

spit of sand which ends Cape Farewell is an example on a very large scale.

The source of supply is in this case the whole west coast of the South
r ^

Island with its many rivers. The debris formed by the denudation of the

land is driven northwards by the prevailing south-westerly seas which

break oblic[uely on the shore. At Cape Farewell the breaking of the waves

against one another instead of on the shore caused the sand to be thrown

down before reaching the shore on the east side of the Cape. The spit

began to form and is still forming. Eventually, Golden Bay will become a

lagoon if a sufficient supply of sand is kept up by the continued denudation

of the west sloj)e of the island.

Nelson Harbour is another case of a detached beach. The cliffs to the

north of the harbour are being cut down by the sea, and the material,

driven by the oblique north-westerly seas, which are here the most j^ower-

ful, crosses the indentation of the coast on which Nelson is situated ; the

earthy matter contained in the cliff is washed away leaving only the mass of

heavy boulders, which are all of the same material as those embedded in

the cliff from which the boulder bank is derived.

Lake Ellesmere is another fine example. The coast of Canterbuiy

consists of a travelling shingle beach on a scale of magnitude hardly

equalled in the world. The great Canterbury rivers are nothing but

mountain torrents on a magnified scale. They have their rise in ranges

formed of clay-slates of a very friable nature, and they convey to the sea

great quantities of shingle.
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The oblifiue south-easterly seas drive this shiugle to the northward,
spreadmg it along the Ninety-mile Beach.

The dhect cause of the detached beach at Ellesmere is the Eakaia
Eiver, the delta of which forms a projecting point from wliich the Ellesmere
beach starts on its detached course. Similar beaches have, no doubt, been
formed at different times near the mouths of all the gi-eat rivers of Canter-
bury, forming lagoons which have been gradually fiUed up by material
brought down from the mountams by the rivers, as Lake Ellesmere is now
being filled up.

Art. LXXIV.—Oh Gold in the Wellington Provincial District.

By J. C. Ceawford, F.G.S.

lEead before the Wellington Philosophical Societij, 2lst July, 1878.]

There are certain veins of quartz to be found in the rocks of the Tararua
and Eimutaka, that is to say of the mountains extending from Cook
Strait to the Mana-^atu, which are of a peculiar character, and I have
always had an idea that, if we were to find minerals hereabouts, these were
our true veinstones.

The results of analyses did not prove satisfactory, and I have allowed
the matter to sleep for a number of years. About two months ago, however,
I took a specimen of this quartz wliich had been lying on my mantel-piece
for some years, and sent it to a friend in Melbourne to see what they would
say to it in that city. I have received a reply, with analysis by Mr. Chap-
man, who is described as being " mineralogist and assayer to the

Victoria, and is deemed the best in the colony." It is as follows :-

Bank

'* Bank of Yictoria, Melbourne, 23rcl May, 1877.

**I have tested the quartz specimen left with me for assay, and find it to Le com-
posed of sulphate of irou. I hkewise assayed for gold, and from 1,000 grains got

hin

MAN

The resrdt seems highly satisfactory, and may lead to the opening
of numerous valuable mines, not only in this neighbourhood, but all about
the ranges as far as the Bay of Plenty, also in the Kaimanawa Eange,
and I think I may say in the eastern ranges of the South Island. Of
course we must not jump to the conclusion that because one specimen
from one locaKty has proved to be auriferous, we shall find the same result

in other localities, but there is strong reason to hope and to suppose that
this mav hp. tl-iA i^ncia
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limil

and in mode of occurrence, wherever they are found, except that in some
places the vein is only a few feet wide, whereas in others it may he thirty

or forty feet thick. If we find a similar result to that akeady obtained
from several diflFerent localities, we may then, I think, conclude that we
have valuable mmes in the district. I know a great many places in which
these veinstones are found, and will now nroceed to despribfi ihe^.m

and
in the dii-ection of the ranges—viz., about N.N.E. and S.S.W. The
western line intersects the upper part of the Otaki Eiver, and that of the

HiU, near Wellin

undefined

strike

in under discussion was found. There is

a reef of this stone on Smclair's ground in the upper part of the Wainuio-
mata, and there are indications of it about Drake's Elbow on the Eimutaka
road, all pointing to the general direction of this line.

The widest reef which I have seen is situated on the banks of the

aki Eiver. It is a long time since I haveWaiotauh

Uk
but I think I should be safe in calling it at least a chain wide.

In the upper part of the Hakatarewaha I found a reef about four
wide.

lin

the

to the valley of the latter river.

To reach the reefs of the Otaki Eiver cannot be an easy matter at this

time of year. It is difficult to give an exact idea of the distance to be

;mi

me to reach them. From the "Wairarap

Otaki

the
journey

to reach Otaki itself.

Wlien the base of tlie higher part of the ranges is reached, the Otaki

Eiver is found to fork. The main stream comes down from the northward,

"Waiotauh

hours

were the reefs in question, cropping out on the right bank of the river, and
itanding

typical of all the others
The quartz stands in lines of three or four

mullock undulating conformation, chain-like

f

I

i

f

i

h

V
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that lumps may often be broken off at the thinner parts, and appear in a
boiTlder-like form. The quantity of mullock separating the layers of quartz
ought, I suppose, to make the workmg of these reefs very easy.

Supposing the Otaki reefs to be gold-bearing the question of access
would be a serious consideration. There would not, I think, be any parti-
cular engineering difficulties in forming a road to them from Otaki, but it
would be a work of considerable outlay. I thmk it probable that a low
saddle might be found by which to reach them fiom the valley of the
Hakatarewaha.

I have not examined the valley of the Ohau, the next river to the
northward of the Otaki, but prospectors found a good deal of gold in the
terraces of that river, although not enough to pay.

The Otaki reefs ought of course to be traced if possible to the Ohau, and
it seems to me that the gold found in the terraces is strong corroborative
evidence of the auriferous character of the reefs, and also that the parti-
cular reefs about which I write are the true muaeral lodes of the district.

I wish it particularly to be borne in mmd that I found no signs of

Waiotauheru
in

Now that the Hakatarewaha is opened by a road, it would be compara-
tively easy to prospect that vaUey ; and I am inchned to think that if the
line of strike of the Otaki reefs were first obtained, and then followed hito
the Hakatarewaha, reefs in that valley would be soon picked up, if not
obvious without adopting this plan.

These reefs are naturally most easily found in sections of river banks,
and this mode of discovering them is the best in the upper parts of the
rivers. When, however, the rivers have spread out mto valleys, and have
formed large deposits of alluvium or of shingle, then they prove of little or
no assistance.

It would be advisable to examine the upper part of the Hutt Eiver, and
of its tributaries, to ascertain whether or not any reefs crop out there.

With regard to what I call the eastern Ime of reefs I cannot speak so
positively. I have foimd the stone about Orongorongo, and I am told that
it is found all the way up that vaUey. As I have said above, I have seen it

Wainuiomata Indiea-

Pakuratahi
Eimutaka saddle. The whole Ime requu-es further prospecting.

direction
Makara. A considerable quantity of gold has been found there, but the
reef has not yet been struck. If, however, the particular kuad of quartz
which I pomt out be carefully looked for, and if found m veins then
followed up, we may perhaps arrive at a satisfactory result after all.
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There Is every reason to suppose that this quartz may be found in the
Euahiue and all through the mountains as far as the Bay of Plenty. I
have seen specimens of it from the Kaimanawa Eange. I would suggest
that it should be looked for well within the ranges, and not only on the
outskirts or flanks. These, fi-om beuig more easily accessible, are no doubt
first examined.

The same remark mil apply to the eastern ranges of the South Island.

I think I have seen indications of this quartz some distance up from the
Hurunui Gorge, but it was a long time ago, and I cannot speak with
certainty. As the rocks of the eastern ranges of the South Island are of
similar character to those of this district, there is, prima facie, good reason
for investigation.

My impression is that this quartz will m no place be found rich in gold,

and, therefore, that the mines, if any, will not be subject to great fluctua-

tions in value, but that the stone, if payable, will make up in quantity for

what it lacks in quality. It is a quartz of such a peculiar character, with
its mullocky casing, that a miner once acquainted with it, would be sure to

recognize a vein of it at the first glance.

The reef of the Otaki River is by no means made up of a mass of solid

quartz. The mullock occupies perhaps as much space as the quartz, and
there are also slaty partings.

The reefs ought, also to be looked for up the valleys of the Wairarapa
rivers, and far up these valleys. The beds of these rivers will be hardly
accessible at this time of the year,' and some months may have to pass
before they can be searched. The localities are also very inaccessible,

supposing am-iferous quartz to be found there, but the plan should be to

find the quartz first, and then to contrive how to take a road to it. By the
Wairarapa rivers I mean those chiefly fi-om the Tauherenikau to the
Euamahunga inclusive. The Cape Palhser ranges should also be examined.

There is one defect in the composition of the stone which may be *^

an

with
The gold seems to

unpr
Victoria and elsewhere in the economical reduction of similar ores, and
hope that this defect may not prove an insm-mountable obstacle.
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Art. LXXV,—On the Occurrence of Gold in the Mackenzie Country , Canterbury.

By Alexander McKay, of the Geological Survey Department.

[Read before the WelUnjton rhllosojjhical Society, Ath Augiut, 1877.

j

It is noteworthy that above a certain i:)oiiit no workable deposits of alluvial

gold have hitherto been discovered in the valley of the Waitaki River, or in

any of the several rivers w^hich, n^aking junction near the south-eastern

corner of the Mackenzie Country, are thence in their further course known

as the Waitaki River.

If the abundance of quartz in a river bed be an indication of its

auriferous cliaracter, some of the western tributarfes of the Waitaki should

long ere now have been famed for their rich dex^osits of gold, but as yet the

finds have been few and of little value. Not that the district has been

neglected by in-ospectors, for, ever since the Lindis rush, gold in the Mac-

kenzie Country has been the di'eam of many a miner on the Otago gold-

fields
; and scarcely a year passes without another attempt being made to

discover payable gold in this district.

Further, on the breaking out of the West Coast goldfields a constant
F

stream of miners from the inland districts of Otago reached the Canterbury

Plains, and so the West Coast bv the shortest, but also the most difficult

route, leading through the Mackenzie Country. It w^as thus to be expected

that in a country where one class of indications were eminently favourable

a considerable amount of prospecting should be carried on.

The Coast was, hovrever, too powerful a magnet to be counteracted by

the simple chances of finding gold in a district where possibility was the

only inducement held out, and conse^juently we find that disapi^ointod

diggers returning from the West Coast were those who first apxjlied them-

selves to the x>rospectLng of the Mackenzie Country.

These, badly ec[uipx)ed for such an undertaking, and generally without

sufficient means, naturally could not devote much time to the work, and

therefore could not, under the circumstances, bring their hibours to a

satisfactory conclusion.

This resulted in their again seeking the goldfields of Otago, where the

favourable accounts carried by them induced others better prepared for the

work to join them, and so, in the favourable season, prospecting parties

made their way along most of the rivers and large creeks in the western

part of the district.

The severity of the winter months generally comx)elled the return of

these expeditions with no other results than a confirmed behef in the

auriferous character of the district ; the amoimt of gold obtained being

small
V

k3
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year was sure to bring several others across the Liudis Pass, oue or other

of which was certain to reach as far east as the Ben Ohou Eange, to the

west of Lake Pukaki, where the changing character of the river deposits

generally arrested them. It will thus be seen that, in the face of continued

non-success, i^rospccting was most persistently indulged in by numerous
independent parties, none of which, although circumstances may have

prevented their return, ever left without inteudiug to return.

The mere fact that there is much made ground (consisting of glacier

moraines, lake and river terraces) in the district, that the river beds

abound with quartz, or that gold in small quantities has been found, do

not fully account for the universal belief that paying deposits of alluvial

gold will be found. And, but for the existence amongst miners of a theory

upon this subject, prospecting would probably have been discontinued in

a few years after the opening of the West Coast G-oldficlds.

The theory alluded to is, that as the Mackenzie Country Hes to the west
of a line drawn from the central part of the Ofcago Goldfields to Hokitika
or Greymouth, the Mackenzie Country being to the west of this line, and
tlierefore lying directly between the Otago and Wcstland Goldfields, must
(the indications bemg favourable) be auriferous also ; and this belief alone

kop t many in the field who would otherwise have left before they did.

The above facts alone considered, the probable truth of the theory must
bo conceded, apart from the actual occurrence of gold in the district. But
if a map showing the geological structure of the district be examined, the

error to which the theory leads will bo at once apparent, although there are

important facts connected with this subject, the details of which do not

appear on any geological map which I have seen.

The boundary between the auriferous schists of Otago and Westland
does, indeed, follow the water-shed of the Waitaki Yalley, as shown by Dr.

Iltctor in his Geological ^lap of New Zealand, 1873 ; and, in a general

sense, no auriferous rocks have been shown to exist east of the main water-

shed in the provincial district of Canterbury, the non-auriferous character

of the rocks at once accounthig for the general scarcity of gold in the

alluviums of the district. But from the plan and section which I show, it

will be seen how much auriferous material may be brought down the rivers

with but an insignificant exposure at the surface of the rocks whence the

said materials are derived.

The summit of Mount Cook and its eastern slopes consist of slates and
taadstones which have not yet been proved auriferous, while to a consider-

able altitude on its western slopes auriferous rocks are foiind. This same
arrangement with some modification extends tlu-oughout the first forty

miles of the SOntllPTn r»nnt.innfitir.n nf +%rt ,i^«;„ ,., J.l,_ If
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rocks reaching, at high levels, to the axil line of the range, but th^

numerous streams flowing west and south from thence in valleys and

mountain gorges of gi*eat depth have in many cases removed the higher

rocks, and now bring down the waste of the underlying auriferous schists,

which, in the case of the Ahuriri Kiver, is carried to its junction with the

Waitaki, there being no lake, as in the other cases, to intercept it, or if

there ever has been, it has long since been filled i\]).

Thus there is a marked difference between the shingle now fiUuag the

river beds and that derived from the same geographical position before the

higher rocks had been removed; morainic accumidatlons, both lateral and

terminal, being remarkably deficient in auriferous material, as are the rivers

below the outfall of the lakes.

It will thus be seen that the locahties likely to yield gold in any quantity

are those rivers and creeks the sources of which cut deep into the auriferous

rocks, but this bemg the case it is often very difficult to find gold even then,

as the sources of the rivers are often nothing more than a tremendous

aggregation of fallen rocks, many of them exceeding the contents of this

room. There is scarcely an mtermediate condition between this state of

things and an open river bed, in which a hole cannot be sunk more than a

din

water.

Though gold is to be found in many creeks which do not expose the

schistose rocks, and from one of these the gold now shown was obtained,

as a rule it is otherwise. Its mode of occurrence was very peculiar, and
deserves some notice here. It comes from the first creek above Lake
Ohou, coming from the west, but gold in quantities more than a mere colour

is confined to about a mile of its course only. It is not surprising that

it should disappear in the flat shingle beds near the lake, but its remark-

able disappearance above a certain point as the creek is followed up remains
to be explained, as there are one or two small flats and terraces which are

quite as likely as thcrse in which the gold is found.

There are two explanations of this. One is that the gold is derived

destruct But
as this is not a solitary example of such action, why, I ask, is there no
gold at the same relative point in other cases. The other explanation

is that the gold is derived from the rocks of the neighbouring range which,
a httle above the occmTence of the gold, are composed of comparatively
loose conglomerates which might be the matrix of the gold. Another
solution might present itself, namely, that the gold is derived from a dvke
of igneous rock which here crosses the creek, and is exposed over a con-

siderable surface of the neighbouring range, but against this is the smooth
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water-worn cliaractcr of the gold, aud were it not that the conglomerates
above mentioned are of Palaeozoic age I should consider that it exists in the
^aid conglomerates as an alluvial gold.

Art. LXXVI.— 0/i the Belemnites found in Xeiv Zealand.
By pr. Hectoe, C.M.G., F.E.S., Director of the Geological Survey.

Plates XXII., XXIII.

[Read before the Wellington PhUosoiMcal Societi/, l-2th January, 1878.]

i of the true nature and function in the
animal economy of the singular fossHs comprised m the group Bdcmnitidm

im
hfe-development of successive epochs has been fully recognized. That they
were the internal supports of soft-bodied molluscs allied to the Sepia of the
present day is certain, but there is no organ strictly analogous to them to
be found m the structure of any living form of cephalopod. We are there-
fore Ignorant of the extent to which the variations in form m the fossil
belemnites were dependent on or correlated with important modifications in
the structure of the complete animal. Nevertheless these varieties are very
constant and characteristic of the particular geological formations in which
they are found, so that they afford most valuable indications to the strati-
graphist.

The Belemnitidce first appear in the liassic period, and survive to the
close of the cretaceous period. They are divided into two genera-LV/m-
mtella, which is confined to the chalk or upper cretaceous formations, and
Belemnites, which, with the exception of a single species (ia England at
least), IS confined to the formations below the chalk.

No representative of BeUmnitella, which is distinguished by a ventral
fissure

to the genus Belemnites.

the

cribed from other countries I reproduce the grouping of the species adopted
by Phillips, Mayer, and other writers on the subject, modifying it to
comprise the New Zealand forms.

1. Ac(ELi.-Club-shaped and laterally compressed, without dorsal or
ventral grooves, but with lateral furrows. (Liassic.)

2. GAsiEoc(ELi.-Cylindrical with a distinct ventral groove. (Jurassic.)
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3. NOTOCCELI. iphuncle
on dorsal aspect, and lateral fui^rows, h. Gasirosiphili : SuLcyliudrical,

with sipliiincle on ventral aspect, and short lateral grooves. (Lower
Cretaceous.)

Unless it be by certain forms in the liassic strata of the Hokanui and
Kaihiku ranges of Southland of which only the large phragmacones have
been preserved, the first of these groups has no species in New Zealand
representing the Clavati of Europe.

In the second group, which includes the sub-groups CanaUculati and
Hastati, there are several species found in the Putataka formation, both in

the North and South Islands.

The great majority of forms found in New Zealand belong to the third

group, but only to its second section, the first section, representing the

Dilatati of the European neocomian formations, not being present in our
collection. They are very common in the Amuri series, which is equivalent

to the lower greensand, and is remarkably rich in belemnites in a perfect

state of preservation, but they also survive to the horizon of the upper
greensand.

The New Zealand forms of this subdivision are characterized by the

absence of any ventral or dorsal grooves, by a variable form—being cylin-

drical, hastate, or depressed—by the constant presence of short lateral

grooves on the upper part of the guard, and the ventral position of the

siphuncle that traverses the septa of the phragmacone.

There are five well-marked varieties that might be considered as speci-

fically disthict were they not so intermixed iu the same strata. I have
referred these to M. Duval-Joave's subdivision Gaatrosiphiti oi the neocomian

belemnites, on account of the position of the siphuncle, which is probably

of more anatomical significance than the grooves^ on the external sui'face of

the guard; but in the European species a dorsal groove is always present,

whereas it is absent in all the belemnites I would associate in this group
from the lower cretaceous formations of India, Australia, and New Zealand.

Group I.—AccELi.

1. Belemnites otapiriensis, sp. nov.

PL XXII., fig L
Guard unknown, being only represented by a crushed mass having a

longitudinal fibrous structure. Phragmacone with from twenty to thh'ty

septa, slightly elliptical in form, outlme forming an angle of 15°. Siphuncle

marginal on the major transverse axis, the septa being inserted round the

aperture so as to form almost a continuous tube traversing the septa.

This belemnite ranges through the Otapiri sei-ies (hassic) down close to

the horizon of the Monolis bsds of the Wairoa series (triassic), and thouf^h
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it is not actuaUy fouud witli Monotis, it is associated with fossils that are

also common to the lower triassic formation. It is near to B. elongatus of

the lias of Britain.

Group II. GASTEOCffiLI.

A.—Canaliculati.

2. Belemnites aucklandicus, Hauer, Novara Exp., Geol., II., 29.

PI. XXII., fig. 2, a, b.

Waa

din

distiuaruishable

Britain.!

Occurs in dark-coloured marly sandstones of the Putataka series,

Waikato South Head, and also in similar strata in the Hokanui Eange,
Southland. In the latter case it occurs in the upper part of the Putataka
series, associated with Triyonia costata and other middle iurassic fossils.

3. Belemnites catlinensis, sp. nov.

PI. XXII., fig. 3, a, b.

Guard slender, sub-hastate from being constricted below the alveolus,

and widest at the distal third of its length, where the diameter is one-
twelfth of the total length and half the length of the alveolus. Phragma-
cone acute, forming an angle of 18^ with about 16 septa, eccentric, the
apex being nearer to the ventral margin; A wide groove extends along the
ventral surface from over the alveolijs, but disappears short of the apex.
In section the guard is slightly compressed. Total length of largest

specimen, six inches.

In dark-coloured a

and in the Hokanui Eange, where it is associated with Ammonites novce-

zeaJandicE.

fiisij

and to B. ijercu-di of India ;+ but if faint lateral vascular markings are to

bo considered as true furrows, as in that species, both this species and B.
aucklandicus must be classed with the group Hastati, in which case no
representative of the Canaliculati has yet been found in New Zealand.

4

B.—Hastati.

4. Belemnites hochsteUeri^ sp. nov.

(?) B. aucklandicus, var. minor, Hauer, Novara Esp., GeoL, II.

PI. XXII., fig. 4, a, &.

Guard symmetrical, cylindrical, short, with a sharp conical apex.
Diameter of guard one-eighth of the total len;Tth. Alveolus about one-

* PaLTon. Indie, 1873, p. 4. f Q. J- Geol. Soc, XXII
t Waagen, Pal. Ind., 1873. p. 13.
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fourth of the total length. Ventral siu'face of guard with a broad shallow

groove continued almost to the apex, and with distinct lateral furrows on
the lower third.

This species is easily recognized from B. aucldamlicns by the straight

central axis of the guard (which is also more slender), tlie tapering apex,

and the well-marked lateral furrows which are discernible in perfect

specimens.

From grey calcareous marls with Inoceramus haastii that overUe the

plant-beds of the Mataura series, Kawhia Harbour, and East Cape district

of the North Island. Upper Jm-assic.

Group in.—NoTocffiLi,

B.—Gastrosiphiti.

PI. XXIII., «-£.

6. Belemnites ausiralis, Phillips, Q. J. Geol. Soc, XXXVI., 259.

Belemnites lindsayi. Hector, N.Z. Geol. Rep., 1873-4, xiii.

Deep furrows on the dorsal angles of the lateral areas of the anterior

portion of the guard extending only shghtly beyond the depth of 'the

alveolar cavity. Angle of the phragmaeone from 20^ to 30^.

Guard sub-hastate, depressed, trigonal anteriorly, oval in section of

middle portion, and terminating in a blunt conical point, sometimes tuber-

culate at the apex. Length of guard twice that of the phragmaeone.

Occurs in the calcareous greensands of the Amuri series at Amuri Bluff

and Cape Campbell, and in the ui)per greensands overlying the brown coal

at Waipara, Green Island, Waitaki, and Mount Hamilton.

There is no doubt, I think, that this belemnite is the same species as

that described by the late Professor Phillips as a fossil fi'om Queensland,

but without any distinct locality or stratigraphical position being assigned

to it.

It is probably also identical with B. sechtsns, Blandford, fi*om the

Ootadoor group of the cretaceous formation of India.'''

"While this species maintains the above general characters with great

constancy, the large series of ^specimens which I am able to exhibit,

upwards of sixty in number, show a wonderful variety in the form and

proportions of the guard, even in specimens of similar size. Five distinct

forms may be described.

Va7\ a.—Lateral fiu-rows short, deep, and straight. Angle of phragma-

eone 32^. Guard slightly hastate, with a blunt apex. Alveolar cavity

nearly half the length of the guard.

Var. /3.—Lateral furrows long, shallow, and sinuous. Angle of the

phragmaeone 28*^. Guard fusiform, depressed on dorsal surface. Apex

* Pal. Ind., 1861, p. 5.
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rounded and perforate. Alveolar cayity one-fourth the total length of the

guard.

Tar. y.—Lateral furrows long and deei^, and curved to the dorsal aspect.

The length of the guard is five times that of the fifteen septa in the phrag-

macone. The form of the guard is hastate, owing to the expansion of the

alveolar walls and the tapering of the apex.

Yar. Z,—Guard sub-cylindrical, and constricted at the alveolus. Lateral

furrows short, and suddenly reflected to the dorsal aspect. Apex blunt,

with a terminal tubercle or knob. Length of alveolus one-fourth that of

guard.

Var. €.—Lateral furrows short, deep, and bent towards the ventral

aspect. Guard depressed on both dorsal and ventral surfaces. Apex sub-

conical. Angle of the phragmacohe 25^. Septa very close, numbering

25-30.

The series of sections exhibited illustrate the structure of this belemnite,

and especially dis^^lay the mode in which the central portion of the guard

fre(|uently exfoliates, casting from its interior a smooth fusiform body,

produced and slightly laminated in structure at the upper end, and blunt

with a mmute depression or perforation at the lower end. These form the

Acanthocomax of Miller, and have frequently been mistaken for sx^ines of

Cedaris. They are not formed, as has been suggested, by the abrasion or

weathering of the guard of the belemnite, but are due to its structural

arrangement, which, notwithstanding the appearance of radiating prisms in

the interior, really consists of concentric laminae arranged in fusiform layers

round the central axis. In some of the specimens the axis is seen to be an

open canal filled with the sand of the imbedding matrix. This canal seems

to be continuous with the sii^huncle that traverses the septa of the phrag-

macone, and to perforate or be a continuation of the conotheca, passing on

one side of the spherical pellet or nucleus that forms the apex of the

phragmacone.

None of the varieties into which I have sub-divided BeJemnites aiistralis

can

sand

.ding

grit

2. Aporrhais ornata beds.

3. Trigonia sulcata beds.

4. Belemnite beds.

5. Calcareous conglomerate.

6. "Wood sands.
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Belemnites first appear in tlie calcareous conglomerate, and constitute

the whole mass of the belemnite beds, almost to the exclusion of other

fossil forms, but they continue plentiful up to the black grit, in which they

become scarce.

The next bed above the black grit is the boulder sand or saurian bed,

and in this no belemnites have been found ; but they again appear in the

concretionary greensands, but are there represented only by the peculiar

forms which I have shown to result from the exfoliation of the perfect

guards, and no trace of a belemnite i^ossessing the upper part of its guard

or phragmacone has been discovered in any bed above the black grit. This

disappearance of the perfect belemnites in the upj>er greensand strata may

be, I think, accounted for by the gradual change in the nature of the matrix,

and the accession of the same unfavourable circumstances which led to the

extinction of the race.

Explanation of Plates.

Plaie XXII.

Pig. 1. Belemnites otapirlensis, sp. nov.

Fig. 2. Belemnites aiicklandicu>ij Hauer,

a. ventrcil, b, lateral aspect.

Fig. 3, Belemnites catluiensiSy sp. nov.

a. lateral, h. ventral aspect.

Fig. 4. Belemnites hochstetieri, sp. nov.

a. lateral, d. ventral aspect,

Plate XXIII.

Belemnites aitstrallst Phillips,

Var, a. a\ dorsal, a", lateral aspect.

a'", longitudinal section.

s\ transverse section of phragmacone,

s". do. of guard.

/3

s\ transverse section of phragmacone.

s". do. • of guard.

Var. y. c' ventral, c". lateral aspect.

c'". longitudinal section of alveolus.

Var. S. d'. ventral aspect, d". longitudinal section, showin

foliation of the central core, df'\ lateral aspect.

s\ transverse section of guard.

s". do. of phragmacone.

Var* f* c'. dorsal, e'\ lateral aspect,

e'". dorsal, €"'' .lateral, aspect, J«t?.

s'. transverse section of guard.

«". do. of phragmacone, juv.

l2
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Art. LXXVII.—Notes on some of the New Zealand Minerals belonr/ing to

the Otarjo Museum, Dunedin/' By A. Liversidge, Professor in the

University of Sydney ; conimunicatecl by Professor Hutton.

[Bead before the Otago Institute, 23rd October, 1877.]

Graphite.

\

—Nelson.

Compact, with lamellar and petaloidal structure ; requires purification

to render it of commercial value.

Graphite,—Yews Creek ; Wakatipu.
LameUar structure, impure, much contaminated with sesquioxide of

iron, which is prohably derived from the decomposition of iron pyrites.

Graphite.\—Dniistan, Otago.

Rather loose and friable ; impure. A sample from Clyde, Dunstan, was
. Mr

Water

Earthy matter

Carbon
• »

• • • • « •

« «

• •

3-5

51-1

45-4

100-0 (Skey).

Retinite, §—Dunstan.
In massive more or less roxmaed lumps; colour, shades of brown, ochre,

and grey, which are often mingled in irregular wavy streaks ; the external
surface is somewhat rough and pitted ; breaks with a well-marked large
conchoidal fi^acture

; brittle ; burns readily, with a smoky luminous flame,
evolving a somewhat aromatic odour ; heated in a closed tube, fuses, gives
oSf white fumes and furnishes a yellow distillate ; blackens on the continued
application of heat.

Carbon

Hydrogen

Oxygen

Ash

Analys

• •

« f

75-979

11-512

12-306

•203

100-000 (Liversidge).

nun
localities have already teen determined and reported on by the Geological Survey Depart-
ment of New Zealand, tlxe previous reports are cited for convenience of reference.-ED.

X Eep. Col. Mu3. and Lab., 1870, p. 14,

ExL

Exh
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Retinite.—Bay of Islands.

Found in coal. In colour, brown, almost black, by transmitted ligbt

the colour is a ricli amber brown. Fracture conclioidal, very brittle ; does

not fuse readily, burns with a luminous smoky flame, and leaves a very

small quantity of white ash.

Bitumen,—Poverty Bay.

The exterior surface is of a brown colour, within it is black ; bui^is with

a luminous smoky flame, emitting a bituminous odour; leaves a small

quantity of white ash ; breaks with conchoidal fracture ; very brittle

;

possesses bituminous odour.

Sulphur,—White Island.*

Massive, of a rich sulphur-yellow colour, with reddish tinge in parts, m
places the exterior surface is coated with white earthy matter; small

imperfect crystals of sulphur occur in the cavities ; contains traces of

selenium.
Analysis.

Sulphur

Impurity

*v •* « *^ 99-614

•386

103-000 (Liversidge).

The impurity consists principally of a white clay-like pipeclay.

A second sample yielded the following result

:

Analysis.

Sulphur

Foreign mntter

« • 99-554

•446

lOJ-000 (Liversidge).

Sulphur.—White Island.

Very similar to the former.

Sulphur.—White Island.

A loose friable variety of sulphur with a pale greenish tinge of colour.

Analysis.

Sulphur .. .. .. .- .- 98-888

Foreign matter 1112

lOO'OOO (Liversidge).

r

The foreign matter consists for the most ])art of pipeclay-like material.

Calcite.—Dunedin.

homhohedral

together in an amygdaloidal cavity-

Trails, N. Z. Inst., IIL, 278.
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Calcite.—DiinGclin.

' In rliomLohetlral crystals liuing au amygdaloiclal cavity. The termiual

group of rliombolieclral faces (arranged in groups of tlu^ee) have a bright

histre
;
but the faces of the prism or elongated rhombohedi'on have di-usy

and brown-coloured surfaces.

Calcite.—Chalky Inlet.
-

A cleavage rliomboliedron ; opaque white, but almost transparent in

parts.

Calcite.—MoeraM.

From a septarian
; of a yellow colour ; tlie under surface is studded

with dark brown-coloured spots, which are apparently imperfectly-developed

rhombohedral crystals. These spots are rich in iron and manganese.
Before the blow-pipe the yeUow colour- is changed to black; due to the

presence of iron. One side of the specimen is irregular, from the presence
of bold, but imperfectly-defined scalenohedral crystals.

Calcite.—Sunnyside, Dunedin.
Smoky, translucent crystals of calcite, made up of the rhombohedi-ou

combined with the scalenohedron. Associated with them are radiate groups
of acicular natrolite crystals.

Calcite.—Dunedin.

The crystals are small, fau-ly well-developed acute rhombohedra,
arranged together in a most beautiful little group ; the crystals are of a
pleasing brown colour, with drusy surfaces. The calcite crystals are seated

Hn On
the brown rosette of calcite is seated, m turn, a pretty little group of clear

an

Calcite.—Dunedin.

In pale yellow transparent rhombohedral crystals ; lining a cavity

Calcite,—Dunedin
.mil

Calcite.—Dunedin.

In small white rhombohedi-al crystals, seated on a pale broTvn- coloured
calcite, Immg an amygdaloidal cavity.

Calcite.—Dunedin.

tin

Group of fau-ly well-developed rhombohedral crystals
;

pale gi-eenish

Calcite.—Sunnyside, Dunedin
Small brown translucent crystals, consisting of the scalenohedi'on and

fuses easily to a clear glass, without intumescence.

with one of the zeolites. The zeohte
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Calcite.—Dimediu.

111 brown transparent crystals, made up of similar forms to the last.

Lustre vitreous. Associated with the calcite are radiate groups of natrolite

crystals, and both are seated upon a jpale blue-coloured film of a minutely

crystallized zeolite, which has some of the characters of gismondiue.

Calcite,—Dunedin.

In group of translucent pale green -coloured crystals, lining an amyg-

daloidal cavity.

Calcite,—Dunedin.

A group of bro^TO imperfectly-developed crystals.
'

Calcite.—Dunedin.

In radiate groups of small crystals, composed of the scalenohcdron and

rhombohedron combined ; well developed, althougii almost microscopic in

size.

Translucent ; lustre vitreous ; in amygdaloidal cavity. There is also

present in the specimen a cast or impression of a radiate group of acicular

arragonito crystals.

Calcite.—Dunedin.
4

A group of clear, transparent, and colourless crystals, with vitreous

lustre. The forms are flattened elongated rhombohedra, which penetrate

right across the cavity and abut against the opposite side.

Calcite.—Dunedin,

A radiated group of crystals consisting of the scalenohcdron and
rhombohedi'on combined.

ArrayoniteS^'—Dunedin

.

Filling amygdaloidal cavities in basalt.

Arragonite.—Caversham.

like prisms in an amvixdaloidal cavitv lined with
natrolite.

Arragonite.—Dmie^in.
In radiate rhombic prisms of a pale pink colour, with vitreous lustre.

The cavity is lined with small rhombohedral crystals of pale yellow calcite.

Arragonite,—Dunedin.
b _

Beautiful rosettes of pale j'ellow-coloured prisms with vitreous lustre.

The under portions are much charged with iron, and in consequence
present a brown colour. Presented by Captain Fraser.

Seleuite, i—Moerald.

A gypsum, [i.e., hydr
phate—Ca SO^, SH^O) ; roughly ciystallized ; valuable for the preparation

of various cements.

* Eep. N.Z. Exh., 1865. p. 437. f Eep. N.Z. Exli., 1865, p. 422, 437.
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Gypsum or Selenite,—Awamoko.

In

Gypsum,"^—^White Island.

Associated with sulphur in thin columnar crystals somewhat inter-

lacing ; opaque white ; somewhat fibrous in structure.

Gypsum,—"Wakatipu.

A white, opac[ue, mammillated incrusting mass, from a cave at Mr.

Nicholas', Lake Wakatipu*

Vivianite.\

A small rolled nodule of a dull blue colour, and earthy appearance

;

breaks with a flat conchoidal fracture; hardness= 3; streak pale blue;

almost entirely soluble in acid.

Analysis.

Hygroscopic moisture . . . . • • 3-017 or loss at 100° C.

Corabined water 21'425 by difference

Iron protoxide 28"177

»» sesquioxide 16*363 I Soluble in bydrochloric acid

Phosphoric acid .

.

,

.

.

.

. , 31'018

100*000 (Liversidge).

Quartz,—Hendon.

White vein quartz, with clear transparent crystals on one surface macle

of the hexagonal prism combined with the pyramid. {^ P, mP.)

Quartz.—Milford Sound.

Translucent white, much fissured, and in consequence almost gi'anular

in structure. u

Chalcedony.—Moeraki.

Massive ; bluish-grey colour ; translucent, with small quartz crystals in

the cavities.

Chalcedony,—Otepopo,

Mammillated ; translucent
;
grey with yellow patches.

Agate,—Mount Charles, Otago.

A mixture of grey chalcedony and quartz crystals stained with a little

hydrated sesquioxide of iron.

Flin t,—Moeraki.

Grey, with brown and dark blue-grey streaks, fissured; conchoidal

fracture
;
pitted on tlie weathered surface, which is grey in colour.

Chert,—Amm'i Bluff.

and

parts. Hardness with

• Trans, N.Z. Inst., Ill, 2bU. f Bep. N.Z, Exh., 1865, p. 436.
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Chert.—Wailiola.

Of the colour of yellow-ocbre; cavities lined with bluish-coloured c[uartz

and chalcedony ? The translucent grey portions, when heated in a closed

tube, decrepitate somewhat, give off water, a slight white sublimate and

fumes of sulphurous acid ; does not blacken ; the ochre-coloured portions

give oJEf water, a slight sublimate similar to the last is formed, and an

empyreumatic odour is evolved; the residue blackens (but finally burns to

a reddish-brown, due to the presence of iron oxide), and the condensed

water has a strongly alkaline reaction, all of which tend to indicate that

organic matter is present- The hai'dness of the ochre-coloured part is

greater than that of the grey portion, the former being about 6*5, and the

latter not more than about 5' 5.

The blue-grey portion appears to be a film of chalcedony (or hyalite)

im

Carnelian.—Goromandel.

Two specimens of reddish-brown carnelian or chalcedony, but wanting

purity of colom* and translucency.

Carnelian.—Goromandel.

Colourless, transparent carnelian.

Hardness only about 5*5. Heated in closed tube the specimen gives off

a trace of water, having an alkaline reaction, and evolves a faint empyreu-

matic odour ; conchoidal fracture with vitreous lustre.

Flint.—Tapanni.

A brown-coloured water-worn nodule, closely resembling the flint from

the chalk of England.
Flint.—Wangarei Heads.

Water-worn nodule, variegated grey and white colour, somewhat

fissured.

acids.

with

Chert.—Otaero.o

Of a pale green colour.

Chert.—Otago.

Possessing an impure lavender colour.

Jasper.—Clutha.

irw rn nodule, shced and pohshed ; of a pale green

colour, streaked with darker shades ; fissured, showing '* faults" which are

made plainly visible by the bands of darker colour.

Green Jasper.—iloeraki.

with reddish-brown streaks ; a httle chalcedony on one'o

surface. The green colour is mainly

also manganese present in small q^uantity. On heating in a
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closed tube it decrepitates slightly, blackens and gives off water having an

alkaline reaction ; there is also a slight empyreumatic odour evolved.

Pitch 0/>^J.—Dunstau.

Brown, variegated, light and dark shades. Hardness about 6, When
heated in closed tube gives off water, blackens and emits empyreumatic

odour; the condensed water has an acid reaction, and on evaporation

leaves a carbonaceous residue which blackens on ignition ; breaks with a

well-marked conchoidal fracture. Contains iron.
I

Opal Jasper,—Near Dunedin.

A prettily marked ornamental stone, the predominant colours bieng red-

brown, blue-grey, and opal-white. Hardness about 6.

Hyalite.—S^Qll HiU, Dunedin.

MammUlated, colourless ; opaque white in part, lining ca\dty in vesicular

grey trachyte.

Qtiartzite.

An altered or metamorphosed sandstone, containing fragment of fossil.

Siliceous Sinter.—Hot Springs, Waikato.

In stalactitic forms ; opaque white ; somewhat tender and friable ; when

heated in closed tube, gives off water having a neutral or but faintly

acid reaction, also emits a slight empyreumatic odour; cracks and breaks up

into small fragments. This deposit, in common with other similar ones,

does not consist of pure silica; but contains some alumina, iron, lime,

alkalies, etc.

Jasper.—Clutha, Dunstau.

Rolled nodule, dark reddish brown with veins of white quartz.

Jasper.—Clutha.

Very impure.

Hornblende.'^'—Lake McKerrow.

Massive ; cleavage planes fairly well marked.

Hornblende.—West Coast.

Massive ; large confused crystals
; greenish-black colour.

Hornblende.—Kakanui Mountains-

Fragment of a large crystal ; well-marked cleavage x)lanes ; black

Hornblende.—Dun Mountain,

ais hornblende," shows a ioi

with

Diallage.—Lake McKerrow.

Foliated and confused masses of crystals; colour green; lustre not well-

marked.

* Bep. N.Z. Exh., 1865, p. 438.
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Honihlende,—Dunedin.
Portion of an embedded crystal.

Diallage.— .am

In

HyperstJiene.—Wavp Point, Kaduku Eiver.

In small confused dark green-colom-ed crystals.

Chloritic ScJust.—Bee]^ Creek, Kakapo Lake.
Composed of green-coloured chlorite iu part, passing into fibrous, wavy,

and interlacing crystals of hornblende.

Olivine *—Dunedin.

Brown-coloured embedded grains, possessing a green shade; fragmentary
or imperfectly-developed crystals.

iff

Steatite.—Nelson.

Massive, with somewhat foliated structure
;
greenish in colour. Should

be of commercial value for the manufacture of gas-burners, the iJreparation
of French chalk, etc.f

Serpentine.—Windley
Massive

;
of a dull green colour ; translucent. This is the mineral

serpenthae, and not the rock which is known by that name.

Marmolite.X—Anita Bay.
A foHated form of serpentine, which resembles nephrite (the mineral

known as jade or greenstone, the pounamu of the Maoris) in
respects

; it is, however, at once distinguished by its softness.

some

colour

Mai-molite /§ (Steatite ?).

Pale green folia, on serpentine, containing hypersthene
; greasy feel •

hardness about 3-5
; rather brittle.

CAZoro^a?.—Presented*by Captain Fraser.

Of a yellowish-gi-een colour ; somewhat foliated cone-in-cone stinicture
;

sectHe
;

soft
; easily polished, even by rubbmg with the thumb ; adheres

sHghtly to tongue
: when immersed m water gives off ak-bubbles, and

becomes translucent.

with difficultv iu

jxnn

glassy slag.

Mica (Muscovite).—Charleston, West Coast.

;es
; brown with greenish shades and metallic

chromium, Eep. N.Z. Exh., p. 413. f Geol. Reports.
Esh., 1865, p. 412. S Eep. N.Z. Exh

u2
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Analysis

Silica

Iron sesquioxide .

.

Alumina

Potash

Lime

Magnesia

Undetermined constituents, water, soda, etc

45-007

4-138

37-144

10-049

-517

1-286

1-859

100-000 (Liversidge).

Presented by Mr. C. H. Hardy.

Mica,—Dusky Bay.

In medium-sized plates; brown in colour; associated witli (][uart2 and

a little decomposed garnet.

(Albite)'^—George Sound,

Fairly well-marked cleavage planes, white, small red stains on weathered

surface ; fuses more easily than orthoclase.

OrtJioclase.—Paterson Inlet.

Massive, presenting large cleavage planes, of the ordinary pale pink-

brown tint. Attached to one end of specimen is some graphic granite or

pegmatite.

Presented by Mr. Kinnear.

OrtJioclase,—Cooper Bay.

Similar to the last.

Presented by Mr. Kinnear.

OrlJioclase,—Cooper Bay.Urthoctase.—Cooper Bay.

Rolled specimens, contain embedded quartz crystals.

Granite,—Milford Sound

Labelled '*Uthia mica.j"

A mixture of white felspar and black mica. No lithia could be detected

in this specimen ; both the mica and felspar appeared to be free from it,

according to qualitative tests; therefore, to make doubly sm-e, the alkalies

in both the mica and the felspar were separated and again examined

for lithium, but with negative results.

Alkalies in the Mica,

Potash

Soda

» « 3-823

2-136

5-959 per cent. (Liversidge)

Eep. N.Z, Exh., 1865, 437.

mica occurs in marble at Tliomson Sound. Eep. N.Z. Exh
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The mica was not perfectly pure ; it was found difficult to separate it

completely from the other constituents of the rock; the difficulty was
mainly due to the smallness of the quantity at my disposal.

Alkalies in Felspar (Albite).

Potash 1-071

Soda . . 5-590

6-661 per cent. (Liversidge).

Sound
An embedded crystal (the rhombic dodecahedron) broken across. The

matrix is syenite, having the wa\7 foliated structure of gneiss. Imme-
diately around the garnet the hornblende is almost entirely absent, which
causes that part of the matrix to be much lighter in colour, and conse-

quently the garnet is shown up to much greater advantage.

It is highly probable that the hornblende and garnet are not very
dissunilar in chemical composition, and that when the rock underwent
metamorphism, and its constituents were free to re-arrange themselves,
the garnet '' nucleus/' or centre of crystalhzation, had the power to abstract
and build up certain of the rock constituents which would have other-

wise assumed the form of hornblende. Hence the probable reason of
the absence of hornblende in the immediate neighbourhood of the garnet.
It would be very interesting to put this suggestion to the proof by chemical
analysis, should additional specimens be obtainable.

Linmtone.'^—Crooked Arm, West Coast.—(Labelled '* Cipillmo.")

A white saccharoid limestone or marble, containing small crystals of

brown

known
it is marked by green-coloured streaks and veins.

This specimen cannot therefore be classified with it.

Analysis

Carbonic acid

alumina

Lime

Magnesia

Mica, silica, etc, msoluble in acid

nun

- . 38-284

« •

• «

9 4

1*253

48-269

'402

9-459

2-333

100-000 (Liversidge).

HalloysiteA—Water

a Httle black halloysite ; when immersed in water it gives oflf ah- bubbles

* Eeport West Coast Espeditiou, Otai^o Gazette^ 1863, 453,

t Eep. N.Z. Exh., 1865, 438.
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rapidly, accompanied by a singing sound ; falls to pieces, and becomes

translucent on the thin edges ; breaks with a conchoidal fracture ; adheres

strongly to the tongue
;

yields to the thumb nail and affords a shining

streak
;
possesses an earthy smell.

Schrotteiite /—Malvern Hills. (Labelled '' Finite.")

In rounded wax-hke masses, filHug the cavities of an amygdaloidal

trachyte (?) rock, and as a mammillated incrustation upon its surface ;

green, gi-ey, and "u^hite; hardness about 3'o ; streak white, rather tough;

breaks into more or less conchoidal flakes; translucent; waxy lustre.

Before the blow-pipe it becomes white and opaque, and much harder (thus

differing from the ordinary behaviour of both pmite and allophane), intu-

mesces slightly, and tinges the flame green ; affords deep blue when ignited

with cobalt nitrate
;
does not gelatinize with hydrochloric acid, but granular

silica is thrown down
;
gives off much water when heated in closed tubes.

Zeolites.*

Katrolite.—Sunnyside, Dunedin.

In radiated tufts of white aclcular crystals, and coating a hemispherical

concretion of ferruginous calcite.

Presented by Mr. D. Millar.

Natrolite.

In beautiful radiated tufts of acicular crystals.

Xatrolite,—Dunedin.

Natrolite,—Dunedin.

NatroUte.—Dunedin.

Associated with an incrustation of siderite or iron carbonate.

Natrolite.—Dunedin.

Compact form, exhibiting radiate structure ; lining amygdaloidal cavi-

ties in basalt.

Natrolite,—Dunedin.

Forming a thin investing coating on interior of amygdaloidal cavity.

Stilbite h—Dunedin.

In

of the zeolites. The form ajipears to be that of the rhombic prism capped

with the pyramid; this is a combhiation often assumed by stilbite, and in

mineral

they probably belong to the same species.

specimens completely.

analysis to be made without

*Eep. N.Z. Exh., 1865, p. 138
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In

Metalliferous Min-eeals.

Platimnn*—Southland.

un
to use any portion of it for cLomical examination ; and, moreover, Professor
Black lias publislied tlie results of Ins examination of a sample from tlie

Bluflf, wliich is apparently very similar to this specimen.
He states—"It consisted of fi-om 35 to 42 per cent, of platinum (black

or magnetic oxide of ii-on not estimated), and an aUoy of platinum,
osmium, and iridium."— T7f7<? Geology of Otago, p. 149.

Auriferous Quartz.—Taieii Goldficld.

From the prospectors' reef in a gully leading into Frazer's Gully.
Thickness of reef, 3 feet.

Contains visible gold.

Auriferous Quartz.—AdeMde Eeef, Taieri.

with

gold present.

But a small quantity of visible

if^

White

Auriferous Quartz.—Blacksmith's Gully.

Vein-quartz, containing visible gold ; from surface.

Auriferous QuaHz.—Bovenshx's Old Eeef, Skippers,
Of a bluish colour, rich in visible gold.

Four
iferous Quartz.—Nevis Eiver.

Auriferous Quartz.—Serpentine Eiver
Contains a small quantity of visible gold.

Auriferous Quartz.—Pleasant Eiver.

Contains visible gold, especially near the talcose vein.

Auriferous Quartz.—Adelaide Eeef.

Two specimens, containing but a small quantity of visible gold.

Auriferous Quartz.—Hendon Eeef.

Brownish-coloured homstone-like quartz, mai-ked -with grey streaks •

contains visible gold.

Auriferous Cement.—Tuapeka (fi-om the Blue Spur.)
A mass of quartz, schistose, and other pebbles, mixed with much water-

worn shotty gold, cemented together by a chloritic base.

Presented by Mr. Nichol.

• 4th Lab, Eep., 18G«, No. 486.
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Native Merc art/.—Tokomairiro.

In the form of minute globules, mainly more or less hidden away in the
crevices. The dark vems contain, in addition to mercury, both copper and
sulphur.

Citmahar/^—Waipori
In theform of rolled fragments, which show traces of crystalHzation in

the cavities, A very rich and highly valuable ore of mercury.

Cinnahar,—Bay of Islands.

Earthy and associated with petroleum.

Native Copper.—Moke Creek. Presented liv Mr Worthingt
EoUed nodule, somewhat cavernous, more or less coated with cuprite

(the red oxide) and malachite (hydrous green carbonate of copper) ; asso-

adherent

the veinstuff.

t—Dun Mountain.

this

with green carbonate of copper. When

Bornite.—Dunstan.
In mi

little common copper pyrites and green carbonate. One portion is from a
roUed nodule. This variety of copper pyrites, when pure, contains about

metallic

Chrysocolla.—Nelson

.

A specunen of the impure green hydrated silicate of copper.

Chalcopyrite.—Moke Creek.

The common variety of copper pyrites.

Mispichel.—Collingvvood, Nelson.

In small but fau-ly well-formed crystals. This mineral is an arsenical
sulphide of iron.

Antimonite.l— Union Jack Eeef, MuUocky Gully.
Massive crystallized sulpliide of antimony, associated with cervantite,

the yellow oxide of antimony, and some quartz.

TFai.l—Thames Goldfield.

An impure earthy form of manganese binoxide ; associated with quartz.

Wiodonite.
\\
—Dunstan.

A massive form of the sihcate of manganese, mixed with a little bm-
oxide of manganese. This mineral forms a very beautiful ornamental
stone when cut and poHshed.

• Eep. N. Z. Exh., 18C5, p. lU. f Aiid others, Eep. N. Z. Exh., p. 405.
^.Z. Exli.. p. 40

L

§ Geol. Eepoits, 1870. p. 87.
\\ Eep. N.Z. Exh., p. 413
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Scheelite/''—Blackburn.

A massive specimen of calcium tungstate in rolled nodules ; contains a

little quartz.

Scheelite.—Lake Wakatix3u,

Very much the same as the last.

Galena,—Tokomairiro.

This is the common ore of lead, a compound of lead and sulphur;
Dciated with quartz.

Presented by Mr. Gillies.

Galena.^—"Wangapeka.

EoUed nodule of quartz, containing veins of galena.

Associated with quartz.

Galena.—Nelson.

MagnetiteA—Dunstan.
A rolled nodule of the magnetic oxide of iron (Fe^ 0^), containing

quartz

.

Magnetite.—Maori Point, Sliotover.

Massive, with a granular structure. Stained witli gi-eeu carbonate of
copper

Magnetic Iron Sancl—Kwamoko Creek, Marawlienua Goldfield.

The specimen consists principally of rolled grains of magnetite and of
titaniferous iron

; associated with them are a few zircons (hyacinth) , a Httle
gold, brown hematite, a little quartz sand, and pieces of iron from tools.

Magnetite.—Nelson.

Massive, impure ; stained in places with green carbonate of corner
with

and soda.

Hematite.—Longwood Mountains
In small lamellar and gi^anulai- masses, embedded in quartz.

Red Hematite.—D'Urville

Massive ; of very good quality.

Red Hematite.—Horseshoe Bush.
A botryoidal concretion of sand, cemented together by red oxide of iron.

Brown Hematite.—Dunstan.

A hollow nodule of the variety of iron ore known as limonite. Of
very good quality

; when fairly pure this ore contains some 5^ per cent, of
metallic ii-on

; the red variety of hematite may contain as much as 70 per
cent.

;
and magnetite, which is the richest, may yield 72 per cent, of iron.

Exh t 5th Lab. Eep., 1870. No. 836.

Exh
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Metallic iron

Wlien cliemically i^ure, Brown Hematite contains ,.. 59'39

Eedi* j> jy j-uv^vA ,, ,,
70-03

M » j> Magnetite „ „ .,, 72-40

Hematite

Exhibiting

cent* of iron.

Labelled 65 per

Siderite.'^—Dunedin

Groups of small brown-coloured rliombohedral crystals of tlie carbonate

of iron ; tlie rliomboliedra are piled up into little columns. Lining cavity

in basalt.

Marjnesian Ironstone,—Clutlia.

A rolled nodule. Hardness about 6; tough; somewhat splintery

fracture. Contains some manganese. Effervesces slightly with boiling

hydrochloric acid.

. Dendritic Iron il/arA^'?j^5.—North-East Valley.

Presented by Mr. E. Hempseed.

Chromiie.—Moke Creek, Queenstown.

Of rich quality
;
granular in structure ; incrusted in part with chrome

ochre.

Chromite.—Dun Mountain.

Of rich quality
;
granular structure ; attached on one side is a little

serpentine.

Chromite.\—Milford Sound.

Eich quality ; a rolled nodule
; granular structure ; associated with a

little steatite.

Iron Pyrites,—Shotover.

In well-developed cubes, embedded in chlorite schist.

Iron Pyrites,—Maori Point, Wakatipu.

Li

Native silver.—Kawaru.
r

Small specimen ; tarnished with (Agg S) coating of sulphide.

N.B.—(Should have followed native platinum.)

Presented by Dr. Alexander.

Miscellaneous.

Qnartzite in Basalt,—Near Mount Livingstone.

An angular fragment of quartzite, embedded in a porphyritic basalt.

To determine whether tlie enclosed fragment consisted of pure silica,

following estimates were made :

—

Silica .. .. .. .. .. _ .. 85030
Sesquioxides of iron and alumina .

.

.

.

. . 4-878

Eep. N.Z. Exh., p. 136. f Eep. N.Z. Exh., p. 410.
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From wliich it will appear that the enclosed fragmeut cannot be regarded
as quartz but rather as quartzite ; it is probably a portion of some sedimen-
tary rock which has been metamorphosed by the action of the fluid basalt.

Taranakite.'*—Taranaki.
» ^

Akt. lxxviii.
yf a Rock Specimen /

the Junction between Granite and Slate. By Archibald Liversidge,
Professor of Geology and Mineralogy in the University of Sydney!
Communicated by Professor Hutton.

y

[-Read before the Otago Institute, 8th Novemler, 1877.]

I AM mdebted to the kindness of Capt. Hutton, F.G.S., Director of the
Museum, Dunedin, for an opportunity to examine this most interesting
specimen

;
although the dimensions of the specimen were originally only

about one and a-half inches by one and three-quarters, and perhaps one
inch m thickness, yet one-half of the specimen consisted of a fine-grained
greenish grey-coloured slate. whHe the remainmg portion was made up of a
neai-ly white gi-anite, possessing well-defined characteristics

; the crystals
of orthoclase felspar are faurly well-defined and exhibit comparatively larc^e
cleavage planes

;
the mica and quartz are also distmctly developed ; evln

in so smaU a fragment the granite does not merge so insensibly mto the
slate as we might naturaUy expect, but the two are joined along a com-
paratively weU-defined Hne of junction.

The foUowmg analytical results, which are each the mean of two
analyses, show the differences m the chemical composition between the
granite and slate portions of the specimen.

Analysis of the Granite.
Moisture driveu off at 105° C.

Silica .

.

Alumina

Iron sesqtiioxide

M protoxide .

Phosplioric acid

Manganese protoxide

Lime ,.

Magnesia

Potash

Soda ..

Carbonic acid .

.

Undetermined constit

Specific gravity =i 2-619,

.287

65-006

17-371

3-237

•872

absent

'393

2-145

•725

3-294

3-809

traces

1861

100-000

Eep. N.Z. Exh

n2
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Analysis of the Slate

Moisture driven off at 105° C.

Water lost at a rel heat

Silica

Alumina

Iron sesquioxido

,,
protoxide ••

Pliosphoric acid .

.

Manganese protoxide

Lime • • • •

Magnesia

Potash .

.

Soda • • • •

Carbonic acid .

.

Specific gravity = 2-7 13.

•475

3443

52-259

20-724

2-207

5-094

ahsent

1-727

2-984

4-199

4-353

3-072

traces

100-237

It will be at once observed that there is far less silica in the slaty portion

than in the granitic, and that the bases have undergone a corresponding

increase in their amounts ; this is most noticeable in the percentage of iron,

alumina, manganese, and magnesia. The increase in the proportions of the

bases present has been accompanied by a rise in the specific gravity of the

slaty portion.

Note.-This specimen was obtained by myself in Isthmus Sound, Preservation

Inlet. See ** Geology of Otago," Dunedin, 1875, p, 40.—F. W. H.

This was estimated by direct weighing in a calcium chloride drying-tube.
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NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE.

Ninth Annual Eepoet, 1876-7.

Since the last annual report; meetings of the Board were held on the

following dates :—19th Sei>temher, and 19th Decemher, 187G ; 17th May,

and 9th July, 1877,

the

January

Ly His Excellency the Governor—viz., the Hon. Mr. Waterhouse, the Hon*
Mr. Stafford, and Dr. Hector.

The elected Governors by the Incorporated Societies, in accordance with

clause 7, were Mr. J. C. Crawford, Mr. J. T. Thomson, and Mr. T. Kh-k.

Under Statute IV, of the Rules of the Institute, the under-mentioned

were elected honorary members of the New Zealand Institute : The Rev.

W. B. Clarke, M.A., F.E.S.; Professor Etheridge, F.E.S. : and Dr. S.

gren

3 roll of the Institute

Honorary members 25

Ordinary Members

Wellington Philosophical Society ... ... 224

Auckland Institute <• ••• ««• 285

Philosophical Institute of Canterbury ... ... 95

Otago Institute

Nelson Association

Westland Institute

#•• ••« »•#

•• ••• ••

«•• »• •«•

231

50

76

Hawke Bay Philosopliical Institute ... ... 69

Total • * 1,055

Copies of Vol. IX. have been as usual distributed to the members and

havin

been increased from 1,000 to 1,250 volumes to meet the increased demand.
The pubhcation of the volume for 1876 (IX.) was commenced in

owm
original articles, and also to the fact of an additional number of papers

being sent in when the volume was considerably advanced, it was not com-
pleted until the end cf May, 1877.
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The late date at which some papers reached the Editor also prevented
the thorough classification of the contents of the vohime ; and it would
greatly communications to the different

affihated societies were forwarded to the Manager of the Institute im
mediately after they have been read before the society.

^

It may be stated, in illustration of the necessity for such a practice
bemg adopted, that when the printing of Vol. IX. was begun the amount
of manuscript in hand would not have made more than 200 pages.

The ninth volume is the most voluminous of any hitherto issued, con-
taming no less than 96 articles, 30 plates, and 724 pages of letter-press.

As compared with last year's issue, the sections of the work are as
^ w

under :

Miscellaneous

Zoology ...

Botany

Chemistry

Geology ...

Proceedings

Appendix ...

1877.

•

• « •

• « V

• • •

316 pages. 179

173 „ 131

61 „ 81

7 „ 20

42 „ 89

62 „ 60

63 „ 21

1876.

»

)

724 471
The Transactions only were pubKshed in the first issue of bound

volumes. A second part, contaii

porated Societies, is now printed.

Incor

lytical

issued to members at cost price.

wiU

The foUowing volumes are now on hand :—Vol, I., second edition, 540;

VII
200

;
Vol. VIII, 28 ; and of Vol. IX., after distribution to members of the

Institute

accounts

£123 9s. 4d.

Institute

The progress reports of the various departments under the Manager are
also attached.

The Ubraiy of the Institute has received upwai-ds of 400 volumes by gift

during the past year.

Approved by the Board,

NoRiiANBY, President.

Ja:vies Hectok, Manager*

29th August, 1877.
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Museum,

From the 9tli July, 1870, to the present date, 14,500 visitors have

entered then- names in the hook kept in the Museum-hall for that purpose.

There have heen 41,159 specimens received into the Museum during

1876-77, 12,159 of vrhich are specimens collected hy officers of the Geolo-

gical Survey Staff.

Herbarium.—The Herbarium has undergone little change since last

report ; specimens of several local plants have heen added hy the depart-

ment, and a collection containing 40 specimens, of South Island species

has heen presented hy Captain Campbell-Walker, of the Forest Depart-

ment, through Mr. T. Kirk.

The presentation, referred to in last report, hy the Trustees of the

British Museum, arrived during the year in good condition, containing

ahout 28,000 species of European and otlier plants, hut, owing to the want
of a suitable x:)lace where they can be conveniently referred to, they still

remain unpacked.

In connection with the Herbarium Department, a collection of seeds

and products, including a large number of piue cones, have been arranged

in the north gallery of the Museum, classified in their natural orders and
named.

w

During the year about 50 plates have been hthographed, including the

illustrations for Voh IX, of the Transactions of the New Zealand Institute.

Sixty maps and sections have been prepared for the Geological Survey
Reports ; and the first part of a descriptive work on the Grasses of New
Zealand, containing 10 foUo plates and letter-press, has been prepared by
Mr. John Buchanan, F.L.S., Botanist and Draughtsman to the Geolo-

gical Survey Department.

Natural History Collections.—The show-cases ordered in London, and
those received from the Philadelphia Exhibition, have now been placed in

the Museum, and additional accommodation for the display of sjjecimens

lias been gained by the erection of wall cases round the whole extent of the

gallery. The contents of the Museum are now set out on a general jplan,

o rnn

from complete. It is intended that the central part of the hall should be

the

ound
floor, and botany in the gallery ; while the whole of the south vnng is

devoted to the collections made in the course of the geological survey of

the colony.

o wiU
the complete prospective arrangement, is in preparation.
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Mammalia,—No imx^ortant acTdition lias been made to this section of

tlie collections, only 34 new specimens having been received, from the

Smithsonian Institute, U.S. of America, A considerable number of skins

and skeletons received from England, and included in last year's retiun,

are still immounted.

The preparations of the Cetacea have been examined and rearranged,

and several large skeletons mounted, among them is that of the great

rorqual (SihhaldiusJ, the goose-beak whale (Berardius), the black-fish

(Globicephalm) y and the cow-fish (Tursio),

Birds,—235 skins have been received during the year, the largest

addition being a collection of 84 species obtained from the Cambridge

Museum as an exchange. The number of birds mounted and placed on

exhibition during the year is 400. The extensive collection of birds-eggs

has received an addition of 65 specimens, and a selection from it has been

classified and arranged in the Museum cases.

Fishes.—Convenient shelves have been erected for receiving the alcohoHc

preparations, and cases prepared for the stuffed specimens, but none of the

recent additions to this class, which comprise a very extensive selection of

European and American forms, have yet been removed from the tanks in

which they were received.

The New Zealand collection has received several interesting additions,

and now contains nearly all the known species.

The *' Descriptive Catalogue of the New Zealand Eishes," of which an

edition of 1,000 copies was pubhshed in 1872, is now out of print, and a new
and revised edition is in preparation.

Invenehrata.—The publication by the department since last report of

the *' Descriptive Catalogue of the Crustacea,'' by J. E. Miers, F.L.S., has

enabled the collection of this class to be classified and exhibited, but it is

very imperfect compared with the number of specimens attributed to the

New Zealand waters.

The MoUusca have been largely added to, chiefly by foreign collections

and by alcohohc preparations of the New Zealand species, a series of which
it is intended to collect for purposes of study.

The collection of Insects, both New Zealand and exotic forms, is steadily

increasmg, and arrangements are bcmg made for the pubhcation of cata-

logues which will embody recent researches on this subject, as at present
several eminent naturalists in England are engaged in classifying the
different orders of New Zealand insects, and pubHshing the results in
scientific periodicals.

^

Ethnological.—Vni^ex this heading there are 187 specunens entered,
being chiefly a coUection of celts and other stone implements and weanons
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presented by tlie Trustees of tlie British Museum, and by the Copenhagen
Museum through Captain Eowan.

Minerals.—620 specimens have been added, which number includes a
large series obtained in exchange fi-om the British Museum, and selected by
direction of Professor J. Storey Masldyne, F.E.S., in order to mate as
complete as possible the typical collection, which now contains representa-

tives of every important mineral species. A valuable series, comprising 109
species of ores and associated minerals from the Californian mining region,

was received from Mr. H. G. Hanks, which, with the large collection of
specimens brought by the Director from the Colorado and Utah regions,

afifords a very complete illustration of the metalliferous deposits of the
Western States.

PaUontology.—kmong the foreign collections in this section is a valu-
able donation from Mr. James Brogden, of a series of the Saurians from
Lyme Eegis, and the associated Triassic fossils.

For the purpose of comparison, casts of 300 of the best fossil specimens
in the European and American Museums were obtained throu^^h Professor
H. A. Ward.

Geolagical Sinref/ Collections.—Duving the present year a special exami-
nation has been made of the fossiliferous beds of the Waikato Heads, with
a view of determining their age and tracing their extent. A considerable
collection of fossils was made from the locahty, but the number of distmct
forms obtained is small.

An important collection was made from certain blue clay marls occur-
ring at the mouth of the Waikauau Creek, about fourteen miles south of

Waikato

m
abundant occurrence in them of Canlita planicostata, a well-marked Lower
Eocene fossil in Europe. '

Waite
mata beds as developed at Mercer, but the collections now obtamed from

pi

separation of these two necessary, the Mercer beds belonging to the chalk
marls.

ma
m addition to several smaller ones, and the evidence gained renders it

necessary to readjust the classification of the beds adopted by Captain
Hutton in his " Geoloffv of Ota^o." bis TrpliccnV group
same as Ms Pareora gi-oup

; while, on the other hand, many localities con-
sidered by him to belong to his Pareora formation, to his Trehssic forma-
tion, and the whole of his Ototara group, will, from the fossils, have to be

o'*
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distributed from the horizon of the greensands and Saurian beds, immediately

overlying the coal up to the grey marls, that closes the cretaceo-tertiary

series in this district.

" Collection|^ have also been made from many localities in the in-

terior in the district between the Manawatu Gorge and Napier, and

much valuable information gained for the proper arrangement of the beds

of tertiary age. The results obtained, which will be found in the Geological

Sui'vey Reports for the current year, show that the Scinde Island shell

limestones and underlying fossiliferous sands and gi-avels belong to the

horizon of the ^' tufaceous clays and lignitiferous deposits " of newer

pliocene age (see Eeference to Geological Map, 1873), while the Te Ante

and Manawatu Gorge Hmestones represent the Wanganui series ; the Taipos

or Hawke Bay series of the map being the equivalent of the Awamoa or

Pareora beds, which form the base of the Kanieri series in the South

Island. There is, therefore, no stratigraphical evidence of the existence of

the Ahuriri formation as proposed by Capt. Hutton, so that his later views

on the sabject, published in the Transactions of the New Zealand Institute

(Vol. IX., page 590), are confirmed so far as to exclude that term from

future geological classifications.

From Whangarei, collections were also made from the beds overlying

the coal, correlating these with the island sandstone horizon of the West

Coast. The occurrence of a second or lower limestone was also traced here,

replacing the coal in certain localities.

An examination of the country was made between Opotiki and the East

Cape, but the impracticable character of the country precluded the forward-

ing of collections from there. The work has gone to connect the geological

structure of this block of country with that previously surveyed between

Poverty Bay and the East Cape.

At the present time all the collections of fossils have been worked out

and the genera roughly determined, the further work of classifying these

for comparison and description being now in progress.

The following general Reports have been 2)rinted during the past year,

and will be shortly ready for issue:

Progress Report 1873-74, 104 pp., 15 plates and maps "^^

ff

>j

1874-76, 191 pp., 16

1876-77, 157 pp., 38

Metkokology.

55

>>

The stations at which observations are made are fourteen in number

viz., Mongonui, Auckland, Taranaki, Napier, Wanganui, Wellington, Nel-

son, Cape Campbell, Christchurch, Bealey, Holdtika, Dunedin, Queenstown,

and Wallacetown,

* Partly ptiblished and distributed in 1874*
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The monthly returns from these stations are forwarded to the Head
Office, and an abstract of the \Yhole prepared each month for x)ubHcation in

the Xeiv Zealand Gazette. The biennial Eeport for 1873-74 has been issued

in the pamphlet form, and the same Eeport for 1875-76 is being prepared.

The Results of Meteorological Observations taken at all the Stations in New
Zealand, for 1876, have been printed, and incorporated with the Registrar

General's Statistics for that year.

A monthly report is also furnished of the climate at six of the principal

stations, for pubhcation with the monthly vital statistics. A return, giving

the daily meteorological readings, with averages and remarks, for the Head
Office at Wellington, is printed monthly in the newspapers. The usual

abstract of the climate of New Zealand for 1876 has been supplied for Vol.

IX. of the Transactions of the New Zealand Institute.

ASTRONOOTCAL, TiHE BaLL ObSERVATORY.

The Observatory is in good order, the astronomical clock being now in

an excellent state of adjustment, with a steady rate. All the other instru-

ments are in good condition. Eatmg time is given to the shipping by the

starting clock and time -ball at least once a w^eek at Wellington, due notice

being given in the mornmg papers. Mean time is also transmitted to

Lyttelton
; but, as it is not by the automatic clock, the same accuracy

cannot be obtained.

The observations are, as hitherto, chiefly taken by the Yen. Archdeacon

Stock, B.A., assisted by Mr. J. Kebbell, who is a most skilful and

enthusiastic amateur.

The only extra work at the Observatory during the past year was the

search for the supposed intra-mercmial planet, which was made at the

request of the Astronomer Royal, and in which I had the cordial assistance

W
great

an occasion.

Laboratory.

following

Laboratoiy during the past year :

performed in the Colonial

v«v v«« *•• •«

1. Coals

2. Rocks and Minerals

3. Metals and Ores

4. Examination for Gold and Silver ... ... 31

Analyses,

22

22

38

5. "Waters

6. Miscellaneous

« •

• « «

23

32

Total • • • • • « 168
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A full account of these analyses will be found in the Annual Report on

the work performed m the Laboratory, pubhshed as a separate report.

James Hector, Manager.

Accounts of the New Zealand Institute fok 1876-77.

[Receipts.

£ «. d
Balance in hand, 19th Sep-

temher, 1876 .

.

Vote for 1876-77 .

.

Contributionfrom "Wellington

213 4 4

500

Philosophical Society .. 31 10

Sale of Volumes • « 15 15

£765 9 4

28th August, 1877.

Expendituee;

£ t. d.

Expenses of Printing Volume
IX 600 18 11

Expenses on accoimt of Index 28

Miscellaneous Items

Balance

13 6 1

123 9 4

£765 9 4

Abthur Stock, Hon. Treasurer.
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AVELLINGTON PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

FiEST Meeting. 21st July, 1877.

W. T. L, Travel's, M^H.E., F.L.S., President, in the chair.

New Manbers.—Cliavle^ O'NeiU, C.E. ; J. P. Maxwell, A.I.CE, ; Ebenezer
Fox; Edward Thorley Noakes; H. S. Mackellar; C- P, Knorpp, AJ.C.E.;
the Hon. W. D. H. BailUe, M.L.C.

1. The President, in opening the proceedings, apologized for the absence of Dr.
BuUer, who, in consequence of engagements in Napier, was unable to be present at that
meeting. He then proceeded to say that in hripging under the notice of the meeting the
papers which were to be read that evening, he would make a few remarks as to tha
progress made by the society during the past year. Having learned during the early part
of the week that Dr. Duller would be unable to attend, he had entertained hopes that he
should be able to put together a few notes of what had been accomplished by the society

una
him fi-om doing that which he had desired to do, and he had to trust to a few meagre
notes of what had been done during the last session, not only by this society, but by all

the Incorporated Societies in New Zealand. He then entered on the subjects of his
address, first referring to the very considerable assistance obtained through the labours
of the Geological Department for ascertaining the mineral resources of the colony, and
then alluding to the importance of the discoveries made in reference to the races which
bad inhabited New Zealand since the time when any record could be obtained of the
country. A work on the subject had been recently published, a copy of which would be
a valuable addition to the library of the Institute. He next referred to papers contri-
buted by different members of the society on a variety of subjects, and in his concluding
remarks said he was glad to observe a growing interest in scientific examinations.
He then briefly referred to the papers to be read that evening, which were of a very
interesting character.

2. On the motion of the Hon. Mr. ManteU, seconded by Gapt. Edwin, a vote of
thanks was given to Dr. Duller for the able manner in which he presided over the
meetings of the society as president during the past two yeai'S ; and also to Mr. Travers
for the address he had just given in opening the meeting,

3. " On Gold in the Wellington Provincial District/' by J. C- Crawford,
F.Gr.S, {Transactions^ p. 477.)

The Hon. Mr. ManteU, who read this paper for the author, said he would like some
explanation regarding the presence of sulphate of iron.

Dr. Hector stated that there must have been some mistake, probably iron bi-sulphide
wag meant. He reminded the society that a great deal had been done in prospecting the
country referred to by Mr. Crawford, and that in 1869 he (Dr. Hector) had communicated
to the society the results obtained. Eighteen analyses had been made of <iuartz
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specimens from reefs in tlie district ; of these only six had proved auriferous, varying

from mere traces up to ISdwts, per ton of gold, the richest being from Wainuiomata, the

same locahty from which Mr. Crawford's specimen had come. In his former communica-

tion he had -warned prospectors against the solid quartz reefs which traverse the sand-

stones and slate, as the gold at Makara and Terawiti appears to occur in jointed

films

Wave
1877," by J, F- Martin, of the Bay of Islands; communicated by Capt.

E. A. Ed^in, E.N.
ABSTEACT.

Patrick McAlister, of Manowara, in the Bay of Islands, tells me that he and his

brother loaded a boat last night (Thursday, 10th May) and pulled her up on the bank of

a creek for safety. On going to her at five o'clock this morning the creek and a mud-flat

that extends some distance from the shore was found to be quite dry ; the tide, however,

was a long distance above high water-mark. While waiting they heard a loud noise as

of thunder and saw a large wave approaching, whereupon they ran towards the house

calling upon the inmates to leave. The wave, however, reached the house as soon as

they did, and surrounded it to the depth of about a foot. After this the water quickly

subsided.

No such event had been noticed at Eussell, but Captain Farquhar, of the s.s. "Tona,''

said he had a similar experience this morning, at Waitangi, on the opposite side of this

bay. This morning he went ashore, the tide falling at the time. "Soon after landing a

large wave rushed in, and deposited the boat and a sailor, who had gone to put her

afloat, above high water-mark.

Mr. Thomas Joyce, of Pahia, reports extraordinary tides.

About midday I observed the water at the wharf fall over four feet in ten minutes,

and in about fifteen minutes afterwards it rose over six feet. The American whaler

" Gazelle," at anchor in twenty feet of water, was speedily aground, and soundings

showed only twelve feet of water alongside her. Several vessels at anchor were swinging

with their bows in opposite directions, while others were revolving in a circle.

There was nothing particular to note at high water, which occurred at 4 p.m., but at

8 p.m. the tide was high again.

Maoris from some of the islands in the bay tell me that at about 5 p.m. the water

rose over eight feet in as many minutes. It rushed in several times at intervals of about

trntU

Mr
Wairoa, and while there a huge wave suddenly swept both his boats into a paddock. The
water then rose and fell rapidly several times, but not so hin-h as before.

ding ground

,mi

during the day.

The general idea is that these disturbances resulted from a very heavy earthquake to

the eastward.

The author also records that on Sunday, 23rd July, 1876, at 10 p.m., the tide rose at

Bussell four feet above high-water mark within twenty minutes, follomng a heavy N.E.
gale.

llingt

he believed Dr. Hector had taken observations of the rise and fall. Some years ago a
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Similar wave was observed in New Zealand, after wliicli we had news of an earthaiiake in
America, and no doubt the wave on tlie lltli of last May was due to a like cause.

Dr. Hector said tlie tidal disturbance on the llth of May liad been observed on every
part of tlie New Zealand coast, and also in Australia in the same manner ; but not so
intensely as the waves of August, 18G8. The origin of the waves on that occasion was
clearly traced to a great volcanic disturbance near the west coast of South America, and
iu this instance a violent convulsion has also been reported from that quarter ^s havin"
occurred on the 10th of May. We have not the full particulars yet, but if this date is
correct the wave felt on our coast must have been due to a still earlier shock, perhaps
in some other place, as it was first noticed at 5 a.m. on the 11th, correspondmg to 1 p.m.
of the 10th on the South American coast. From this date must be subtracted about

imi

which would require that the shock should have taken place about 8 p.m. on the 9th.'
This tends to confirm the belief that there is a periodicity in earthquakes, and that they
occur independently at distant localities at nearly the same time. He observed that a
writer in the last received number of Nature notices this coincidence in reporting a sharp
earthquake at Comrie, in Scotland, on the 11th of May. At Napier, where the^'engiueer
of the harbour works, Mr. Weber, makes exact observations, the tides wore disturbed
from the 11th to the 19th. The position of Napier renders it peculiarly sensitive to
oceanic oscillations. Thus, on the 1st of May the highest tide ever e.xperienccd in Napier
washed over the shingle spit, and damaged the rails in front of the Court-house. This
phenomenon was, however, local, and was attributed only to a long continuance of south-
east wind. He called attention to a recent paper by Mr. Paissell, the Government
Astronomer at Sydney, which states that the slightest earth-shocks felt in New Zealand
are nearly always recorded on the tide-gauges in Sydney and Newcastle, and are most
unaccountably coincident with abnormal readings of one of the thermometers in the
Observatory.* If we had well-placed tide-gauges on the New Zealand coasts it is proba! le
the most interesting results would be obtained. Every addition to the observed facts
bearing on this subject would be valuable. The investigation of earthquakes would be
similar to that of the influence of sun spots recently examined by Professor Balfour
Stewart, m so far that the release of prodigious latent energies might depend on very
obscure and trivial exciting causes.

Mr. Carruthers said he did not consider it necessary to suppose that seventeen hours
must elapse before a tidal wave, due to the same cause as the South American earth-
quake, would reach New Zealand. He did not think the earthquake caused the wave,
but that both were due to the same cause. He thought earthquakes were locally
mtensified exhibitions of a great deep-seated movement of the floor of the ocean, and
tliat, if the floor were not in movement, an earthquake, however violent, would be unable
to propagate a wave for such a distance as from America to New Zealand. The intensified
action which so often shows itself m a part of South America he thought was due largely
-to the great bend made in the line of elevation of the Andes at this point, which had^the
effect of converting a deep-seated movement of the earth's crust into a violent crushing
of the surface.

transmission— J- — — _„ ^^^^o J.UJ. tiic iiauBuuasion oi a
wave across the Pacific Ocean was derived from olservatlon iu 1868, when the com-
motion of the sea extended not only to New Zealand and Australia, lut to Japan the
^^Qjiwiehlslands. and the Cape of Good Hope. He agreed that earthquakes were ^de-

• Trans. E. Soc, N.S.W., 1«76, p. 37.

p2
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spread phenomena locally intensified, but it is the strong local convulsion that originates

the oceanic waves. Such waves could not keep pace with a tremour propagated through

the solid floor of the ocean, which travels at six times greater speed. The ocean wave

once generated would take its own time.

Dr. Newman did not think we had yet sufficient data to decide on the subject. The

depth of the ocean should be considered. He could not agree with Mr. Carruthera that

earthquakes extended over so large an extent of the ocean bed.

The President said that the works of Darwin, Humboldt, and Mallett, on this subject,

would be found interesting. He agreed with Dr. Hector that we must look for reasons

outside our globe for such disturbances, such as sun-spots, influence of the moon, etc.

Before the close of the meeting, Dr. Hector drew attention to several exhibits on the

table, more especially to an albino of the New Zealand crow (Glaucopis ivilsoni), and to

a tui with brown plumage. A fine series of Crustacea from the Californian coast, and a

sslection of the more interesting fossils obtained during the past year by the Geological

Department, were also exhibited.

Second Meeting. itJi Anjust , 1877-

W. T. L, Travers, M.H.R., F.L.S., President, in the cliair.

New Members.—Joseph Joseph, Gordon Saxhy,

1- Dr. Hector drew attention to several interesting additions to the Museum, which

were arranged on the table. Among the moat important were a handsome bird from New

Guinea, the Goura victoritv; a collection of valuable old etchings presented by Mr.

William Swainson ; a petition to the Queen, dated 18-10, about which the Hon. Mr.

Juantell gave some interesting information ; a collection of New Zealand plants from the

Forests Department, which Mr. Kirk described ; iron-stones and fire-clays from Miranda

Redoubt, remarked upon by Mr. S. H. Cox; a specimen of patent building stone, two

Ive kakapos from Preservation Inlet, and some splendid specimens of copper ore,

dis:overed Ly Mr. Docherty in Dusky Bay, which Dr, Hector spoke very highly of as a

form of copper ore that frequently contained nickel.

2. Mr. Kirk called attention to a log of black maire, a species of olive, sent by Mr.

Elliotte, of the Pakuratahi, which, on account of its great hardness, is much used for

blocks and cogs in machinery, which fact was borne out by several present.

Mr. NichoU stated that he had used it in Nelson instead of brass in constructing

water-wheels.

The Hon. Mr. Mantel! stated that Mr. J* Kebbell had pronounced it superior, for

turning purposes, to boxwood ; he had himself in the old days engraved a heading for the

New Zealand Spectator out of this wood.

3. The President read a letter from a friend in Peru, which confirmed Dr. Hector's

estimate
,
given at last meeting, of 8 p.m. on 9th May as the tim3 -vshen the eaithquake

occurred at that place, in connection with the tidal wave which was observed in New
Zealand on the 11th May last

4. Dr. Hector read an interesting letter from Dr, Berggren, of Lund, regarding his

description of certain New Zealand plants, and giving a short account of his discoveries

relative to the development of the Azolla rtthra.

The President remarked that this plant grew very abundantly, and was a trouble-

some plant in watercourses throughout the colony.
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5. ''On the Reciprocity of the Seasons with tliose of the Northern

Hemisphere/' by S, G. Eawson; communicated by Capt. Edwin.

ABSTRACT.

The author said that for eight or ten years past ho had ohserved that the character

of the seasons in the North Island corresponded ^vith that of the previous season in

England, so that a wet summer in England vras followed up hy a wet one here, and a

fine harvest there was always succeeded by a good one here. This agreement of the

seasons with those of England appeared to be so certain that farmers in New Zealand

might learn when to sow early and when late wheat, and when to refrain altogether from

putting in wheat. The author, having this belief, had foretold an unusually dry and hot

summer for New Zealand.

Mr. Carruthers thought that even in New Zealand the seasons did not agree.

Dr. Hector said it would be necessary to fix upon the one place for comparison,

aa seasons were not uniform, a moist season on the East Coast being fretiuently a

diy season on the West Coast.

Dr. Newman considered that the seasons were afifected all over the world by sun-

spots.

6. *' On the Occurrence of Gold in the Mackenzie Country, Canterbury/*

by Alexander McKay, of the Geological Survey Department. ( Transactions,

p. 481.)

Dr. Hector added some interesting information regarding the occurrence of gold

generally in that district, and pointed out that Mr. McKay's observation, that the gold

and associated quartz were found only in the last-formed moraines and ailu\iums,

confirmed his theory that the retirement of the glaciers was chiefly due to the erosion

of the mountains.

7. *'Some Eemarks on the Plant called Prickly Comfrey (Symphjtum

asperrimum),'" by J. C. Crawford, F.G.S.

ABSTRACT.

The author mentions that the climate of New Zealand is more favourable to the

growth of forage plants than those of Great Britain and Australia. The stimulus of

necessity, however, produces better farming in coamtries which have greater difficulties of

soil and climate to contend with than in those where the conditions of growth are more

favourable; and he gives Scotland as an instance of the stimulus of necessity acting to

produce a higher class of farming than in its more favoured neighbour England ; so

the more severe climate of the South Island, and the necessity therefore of providmg

winter food for cattle, stimulates to better agriculture than in the North Island, where

the climate is milder. The author, having taken a glance at the fodder plants generally

grown, draws attention to the prickly comfrey (Symphytum asperrimum), a perennial

herbaceous plant belonging to the family of Anchusa^ or borage plant. This valuable

plant was introduced to Europe from the Caucasus of late years, and its pretensions are

that it is easy of culture, that it lasts for ever, that it is well relished by stock, which

thrive well upon it, that its medicinal effect is good, and that it far surpasses all other

forage plants in the q^uantity of produce. The author then 'proceeds to quote largely

from the Country Gentleman's Magazine of April, 1875, and from a pamphlet by Mr. A.

T. Holrovd, an old Wellington settler. From these it appears that this grass has been
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successfully cultivated in Ireland and in parts of England for some years—that it is

much relished by horses, etc., and yields, according to Mr. Christy, as much as 80-120
tons to the acre. It will grow upon dry soil even when poor and unsheltered. It must,
however, he tcpt free from weeds, and the ground must be well manured. This plant is

not to he confounded with Si/mpJujtum officinale, the common comfrey of Britain, which
is quite worthless. In addition to its other recommendations it is said to bo preventive
of fever, lung, and foot and mouth diseases. Mr. Holroyd's pamphlet is published by F.
Cnimiugham and Co., of Sydney, and xMessrs T. Christy and Co., of Fenchurch Street,
London, will supply plants.

Dr. Hector said that Mr.Ludlam, from enquiries in England, had thought it desirable
to send out root cuttings of this plant, which were on their way.

T

8. "Notes on tliree dried SiDecimens of Matai (Podocarpvs spicata)," by
T. Kirk, F.L.S. (Transactions, p. 417.)

These specimens were collected by Mr. Seymour, M.H.E., and the paper went to
show that the author did not consider there was yet evidence to prove more than one
kmd of this tree. xVlthough different in appearance, they were the same.

Mr. Seymour still thought there must be two kinds of this timber, on account of
difference in value, and he would endeavour to obtain further evidence to prove this. He
did n,i thiuk that age aloue could cause the difference, as supposed by Mr. Kirk.

A long discussion ensixed, in which Mr. Carruthers, Mr. Higginson, Mr. Coleman
Philhps, iind others took part, on the relative value of the white and yellow pine, most of
the speakers bearing testimony to the superiority of the yellow over the white ; Mr. Kirk,
however, believing that they were only different forms of the same tree, there being no
botanical difference by which they could be separated.

Dr. Hector hoped that they would soon have Mr. Kirk's promised paper on these
pines, and remarked that this discussion only showed how necessary it was to abandon

these trees.

founded

Third Meeting. 18/A Amjust, 1877.

W. T. L, Travel's, M.H.E., F.L.S., President, in the chair

Xew ^lemhers.—B. T. Chajtor, Eohert Govett.

armer
higli Xortliern Latitudes during former Geological Periods," by W. T. L.
Travers, F.L.S, {Transactions, p. 459.)

ABSTRACT.
* This paper was a review of the progress recently made in our knowledge of tho

subject, and especially the bearii^g of Nasmyth and- Carpenter's examination of the moon's
surface, and the work by Mattieu Williams on the " Fuel of the Sun." The author

* The author desires it to be stated that, since reading the above paper, he has
found that somewhat analogous views, with reference to the cause of the former warmer
chmate m Arctic latitudes, had been expressed by Ernst Haeckel.-rid. " History of
Creation,"' vol. I., chap. xiii.
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adopted the view that the gradual coudeusatiou of water ou the earth's surface conse-

quent ou the loss of its origiual cosmical heat, had produced the succcssiou of phenomena
resulting in the present distribution of life. That in consequence of the cooling having
taken place first in the polar regions, it was there that the higher and latest-formed
organisms must have first appeared. He adduced as proof of this the existence of
fossilized vegetation within the arctic regions which had almost a tropical character, and
other evidence that during successive geological epochs the changing character of the
fauna and flora in other regions showed that the climate had gradually become more and
more temperate.

Dr. Hector would only speak as regards the geological aspect of the author's paper.
The fact that the oldest rocks we know are either hydrated or formed by the action of
water as sediments, proved that our geological records did not carry us back to a time
when very high temperature prevailed. It was only therefore necessary to enquire into
the evidence of a minute secular cooling afforded by the succession and distribution of
animals and i>Iants during former epochs. He considered this evidence very unsatisfac-
tory, and not leading in the direction the author required. The former existence of
temperate plants in high latitudes took place at a very late period in the earth's history,
and long after some temperate regions had possessed a fauna and flora similar to that
at the present time. There had in fact been several repetitions of the, abnormal distri-
bution of animals and plants on which the author founded his argument, and con-
sequently of the climate

; so that these changes could hardly be referred to the progressive
cooling of the globe as a whole. The inferences made had chiefly been di-awn from late
tertiary strata

;
but in the case of New Zealand there was evidence that the same type of

vegetation had survived since the early part of the cretaceous era, a period twenty\imes
as great as that which had elapsed since the supposed sub-tropical fauna inhabited
Central Europe, or the temperate flora flourished in the arctic regions. From this it

was surely to be argued thcit the cause had not been one of universal operation.
Concerning the former arctic flora the real difiiculty was not the question of temperature
sO much as the absence of light in that region for six months of the year, if all other
conditions of the earth remained as at present, except a general higher surface tempera-
ture. Many speculations had been put forward on this subject ; one of the latest, by
John Evans, was that the earth was solid, with an oxydized crust, separated from 'the
central nucleus by a viscous layer of unequal thickness, in which chemical combination,
or, as it may be called, the ** rusting process," was still active. The elevation of mountain
masses by the fracture of the crust would act like weights on a gyroscope and lead to a
gradual displacement of the outer crust with reference to the axis of rotation of the
interior bulk of the earth, which astronomers required us to believe to be immovable.
He also pointed to recent researches of Professor Duncan regarding reef-building corals,'
which at the present time are confined to a narrow equatorial belt, but in eocene times
that belt appears to have had a distribution oblique to the present equator. If this were
estabiisbed it would offer a still greater difficulty in the way of accepting the ^iew that
the chaiiges in distribution of climate were due to the secular coohng of the earth
prime cause.

as a

Dr. Newman did not think there was any evidence of water in interstellar space
From spectroscopic observations and the analyses of meteorites, it had only been shown
that hydi'ogen existed. He thought that the order in which- metallic elements were
foimd in an oxydized state m the earth's crust was in favour of a theoiy of gradual
cooling.
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Mr. Kirk agi'eed with Dr. Hector regarding the difficulty in understanding how such

plants as Magnolia and the tulip tree could not only exist hut perfect their flowers and

fruit where light was abseut for six months of the year. The absence also of all forms of

low plant-life, which might naturally be expected under such circumstances, required

explanation.

Mr. Coi thought the author had overlooked the evidence of former glacial periods at

successive intervals as far back as the Devonian epoch, with intervening periods, during

which warmer conditions prevailed.

Mr. Martin Chapman said that, unless the oldest formations were proved to be

sedimentary, the presence of water in them would prove nothing, as water must infiltrate

the deepest rock we can reach. He thought the temperature at which plant-life could

exist had been understated, from his having collected organisms in the hot springs in

Hecla (Iceland), which had a very high temperature.

Mr. Carruthers thought that the paper was bo important that its discussion should

have been deferred. He thought it not yet proved that there was a central heat, and

certainly not that it could influence climate. The argument derived from increase of

temperature with depth in the earth's crust only proved a modified form of volcanic

action—in some places greater than in others. The greatest depths to which we reached

were the bottoms of the oceans, and there we found no evidence of a higher temperature,

but the reverse. In open oceans it might be argued that this was due to the removal of

the heat by currents ; but in the case of the Mediterranean, and also in Loch Ness, which

are deep holes without an outlet, excepting for the surface water, the temperature at the

bottom is the same as the average winter temperature of the air at the surface. In the

nebular theory heat had always been assumed as being the expanding force which was

gradually lost ; but this was not proved. Cosmical dust is not kept apart by heat, but by

the continuous motion of the particles. He thought the balance of evidence was against

the theory of central heat. If the earth had once been hotter it would have become

smaller in cooling, and its velocity of rotation would have increased ; but this was

contrary to fact, as the rotation had been retarded by about three hours since exact

observations were first made. "With regard to what had been said about the thickness

of the earth's crust, the existence of tides proved that it must be so great as to be

absolutely rigid- He considered it quite possible for plants to live in darkness if they

remained dormant, like geraniums which are placed in a dark cellar during the winter.

Mr. Travers, in reply, said he had not advanced any theory of his own, but merely

wished to direct attention to views that were gaining ground. He thought that when

geologists had studied the works to which he had referred, they would very much alter

their present opinions on the subject.

Owing to the late hoar at which the discussion terminated, several papers were held

over for next meeting.

Fourth Meeting. Isf September, 1877.

W. T. L. Travers, M.H.E., F.L.S., President, in the chair.

Xeiv Memhcra.—A. T. Magiunity, J. J, Cherrett.

Attention was drawn to several additions to the library, viz., publications on the

geolo«ic&l survey of the United States and other works received throufrh the Smithsonian
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Institute, further works on results of tlie NoTara expedition, and survey and weather

reports from the Koyal Society of New South "Wales,

1. '* On a peculiar Method of Arrow Propulsion as observed amongst

the Maoris," by Coleman Phillips. [Transactions, p. 97.)

The author illustrated the method described by a model.

The President, in inviting discussion on this paper, regretted that Mr. White had

not been able to attend the meeting, as he felt sure that that gentleman would have

afforded interesting information on the subject. Mr, White hoped to be able to deposit a

large collection of such weapons in the Museum.

Mr. Carruthera said the absence of the bow among the Maoris was certainly curious
;

but the same might be said of the Malay race, who were familiar with the smelting of

iron, while the Maoris tnew nothing of it. It was proof that in the migration of the

Maori race certain arts were lost.

Mr. Grace, who had been in New Zealand from his youth, said that the bow and

arrow was a common weapon in the interior with the Maori youths, and he believed that

it was originally used by the natives. It was, however, found by them to be an incon-

venient weapon in the bush, and hence their reason for adopting the plan mentioned by

Mr. Phillips. The Maoris scarcely ever threw a spear by hand ; they used the string

twisted round a fork in the spear. The notch mentioned by the author was new to him.

2. '' On Grasses," by S, M. Curl, M.D. {Transactions, p. 345.)

This was a continuation of a paper read before the Society last year by the same

author.*

The Hon. Mr. Holmes considered this a most important paper, as on the proper

cultivation of grasses would depend in a great measure the future prosperity of the

colony. At the present time a very small variety were grown, and not sufficient to last

throughout the year for pasture ; the principal grasses in use being the ryegrass {LoUuvi

perenne), cocksfoot {Dactylis glomerata), timothy {Phleum pratense), Dutch clover

{Trifolixim repens), red clover [Trifolinm pratense), and the cow-grass [TrifoUum viedium).

Of the latter the cow-grass was the most valuable. He beUeved that some of those

mentioned by Dr. Curl were among the best that could be introduced. He had himself

two consignments on their way to New Zealand, of about twenty-two different varieties,

that he believed would be of peculiar value to this country. If they proved successful, it

would make a vast improvement in the permanent pasture of the colony. With regard

to ergot, he did not consider it peculiar to the ryegrass, nor did its presence indicate any

falling off in the quality of the grass, and there is no reason why the grass should fail in

consequence of it. As an instance that nature had made provision for a great variety, it

might be mentioned that a square foot of ground that had not been broken up for years,

was found on examination to contain seventeen different varieties.

The President stated that the Canterbury Society had offered a prize for information

regarding ergot. But it seemed strange that the valuable information on this subject

afforded by Dr. Berggrenf should have been entirely overlooked. He thought that by

good draining ergot might be kept down ; excessive moisture was favourable to it. He

considered Dr. Curl's paper of great importance.

Tr t Trans, N.Z, lust., VH., 488.
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S. '*A System of Weights and Measures," by J. Carruthers, M, lust.

C.E. [Transactions, p. 155.)

The author proposed to change the radix of counting from 10 to 16, and to adopt

the latter numter as the radix for all vreights and measures.
4

\ Dr. Newman did not altogether ohject to the decimal system ; it was most useful in

some cases. He considered 12 a hetter number than 16.

It was resolved that the discussion of this paper should he postponed m order that

members might have an opportunity of studying it.

4. *' Further Eemarks upon Prickly Comfrey, with Description of a

mode of storing it and other Forage Plants," by J, 0. Crawford, F.G.S.

1 ABSTRACT.

In continuation of his former paper on Symphytum asperrimitni,* the author quotes

largely from an article in the "Gentleman's Magazine'' for March, 1877- From this it

appears that the prickly comfrey contains an unusually large percentage of nitrogen,

and is the earliest spring crop on the farm. When green food becomes abundant the

prickly comfrey should be regularly cut and stored in tanks or pits after the Algerian

custom, for use during droughts or winter. The successful experiments of several French

gentlemen are recorded. The pits are of stone or brick, in one case being 36 feet long

by 6 feet in breadth and width (but the deeper the pit the better is the forage owing to

the pressure) and a pit of that size will hold 40 tons of green maize mixed with about

one-fifth of its weight of rye-straw chaff. The fodder is trodden down in the pit, and,

after the top layer is sprinkled with salt, it is coyered with straw and planks weighted

down. It is necessary to examine the pits every day at first or the settling of the fodder

may cause cracks in the straw roof and admit the air. One gentleman builds his pits on

the slope of a hill to facilitate the escape of moisture. Another has found the sour keep

excellent food for oxen for five years past. In England too much salt was often

employed, which retarded fermentation. Opinions difer as to the degree of ripeness the

crop should be allowed to attain before being cut, but the leaves and flowers are never

allowed to become so dry as to drop off during transport. Crops cut in wet weather in

1876 and stored after being quickly cut up were found quite equal to that put up in dry

weather. It requires to remain in the pit at least six weeks before being consumed, and

some caution is necessary in feeding with it, as the presence of lactic acid in excess may
cause diarrhoea. The author says that soils generally in New Zealand require phosphate

F

of lime, and quotes an English authority, who advised, with regard to an Auckland soil,

the use of half-inch bones to supply phosphate, and the ploughing in of some leguminous
plant to supply nitrogen. The author concludes by saying that land for pasture should

be laid down rich, as few crops being taken off beforehand as possible, giving an

illustration of successful practice in Northumberland, and he thinks that the growth of

good forage plants will help towards this, because from their consumption manure would
be produced.

5, " On the Improvement of Wellington Harbour in providing addi-

Wharf Acconim

AESTEACT,

The author says the chief wind against which shelter is required is the wind varying

from N. to W.N.W., commonly called the north-west wind. In the original reclamation

* Ante, p. 523.
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as far as Mills' Fouiulry, this was carefully considered, and the author considers the line

then taken to have heen the hest that could be adopted. The wharf also was run out at

an acute angle to the breastwork for the same reason. The author considers that any

future improvements should be by buildhig wharves parallel to the present wharf, thus

increasiuf^'the amount of smooth water. Capt. Halliday proposes to make wharves at

right angles to the Qaeen's Wharf, and the author is not prepared to say that this would

not be an improvement on his plan. He condemns the proposal to reclaim land from

Mills' Foundry to the middle T of the wharf, as a lee-shore would thus be made, against

which it would-be dangerous for ships to lie, and consequently it will be found necessary

to construct another work to the northward to protect it. In the event of reclamation at

the Te Aro end of the town, the author thinks it should be borne in mind that it is

practically a wet dock at present, where small vessels can lie safely, and that it is more

important to give additional smooth water for vessels than more land for stores and

oflBces,

Fifth Meeting. 22nd September, 1877.

J. Carruthers, M. Inst. C,E., Vice-president, in the cliair.

New Members.—William Fit:

1. "Notes ou the Physiology and Anatomy of the Tuatara (Sphenodun

)
P. (Transactions, p. 222.)

The author did not confine his remarks to his written paper, which is of a technical

nature but gave a popular account of reptiles generally, showing their relations to other

forms. He exhibited a beautifully-prepared skeleton, lent by the Hon. Mr. Mantell from

the Museum, and also a live specimen.

Dr. Bailer was pleased that the author had given his remarks in so popular a form,

and he had listened to them with great interest. He had himself at a former meeting

given a description of this lizard. Dr. Giinther had published an elaborate description of

Sjihenodon punctatum, and now, with Dr. Newman's valuable paper on S. gUntheri, we

could compare the anatomy of both. He hoped to see the whole of Dr. Newman's paper

in the next volume of Transactions. He intended shortly to read a paper on a third

variety of this lizard which he thought might prove a distinct species.*

The author, in answer to a question by Mr. Buchanan regarding the growth of new

bones in lizards' tails when accidentally broken o3, said that the vertebra when broken

off never grew again, but merely an additional part without bone.

Mr. Carruthers difered from the author regarding the earlier forms of hfe, which he

considered were just as complete and perfect as at present.

2. "On a means of selecting the most durable Timber," by John

Buchanan. (Transactions, p. 190.)

Mr. Carruthers thought there would be some difficulty in procuring fair standard

specimens. He did not altogether agree with the author that the heaviest timbers wtre

the most durable. If cut at the proper season and heart-wood only used, nothing further

regarding the selection of our timbers would be needed. He saw no necessity for the

Vide ante, p. 220.

q2
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timber

not require them. New Zealand timber he thought not well suited for the purpose

owing to its density.

8. {4

the North Is]-.ua," by W. L. Buller, C.M.G., ScD. (T.

Mr. Govett asked if the author could explain why the bell-bird was disappearing so

rp'^idly.

The author ..plied t^mt the Maori theory was that it was being driven away by the

introduced bee, which Hved on the flowers that this bird liked, but he himself considered

that its dis£.ppea.ance was due to the rat. When the rat is kept down by the hawk birds

do not disappear.

Mr. Braithwaite considered that the wild cat had something to do with it-

Mr. Kirk did not think these birds were disappearing so rapidly as the author would

lead them to suppose. Westland. They

certainly were scarce in some parts of the North Island, but he had met with them

frequently on the Great and Little Barrier Islands, and in 1864 and 1865 they were

abundant at Omaha, but not so numerous of late. No doubt the rat was their chief

enemy

(Diomedea cautaj

the North Island," by Walter

actions y p, 217.)

The author exhibited specimens.

(Trans-

Sixth Meeting, llth November, 1877.
r

W. T. L. Travers, M.H.E., F.L.S., PresiJent, in the chair.

New Members.—B.. S. Fitzheihert, C A. Baker, Capt. Courtenay Kenny,

M.H.E.

Mr. J. C. Crawford was chosen to vote in the election of the Board of Governors for

the ensuing year, in accordance with clause 7 of the " New Zealand Institute Act."

The nomination for the election of honorary members of the New Zealand Institute

was made in accordance with statute lY.

1. '*0n the Formation of detached Shingle Beaches," hy John Car-

Inst. C.E. (Transaciions, p. 475.)

Mr
subject were new to him.

Mr. Travers said he had learned that Golden Bay had shallowed considerably within

the memory of colonists. This may be attributed to the destruction of forests, the

denudation of land generally, and to mining operations, which had loosened the earth.

It was then carried down by the rivers and deposited in comparatively still waters. He

was informed that the bay in places was shallowing so rapidly that where there was at

one time ten to twelve feet of water there is now only from four to five.

Mr. Toung made some remarks regarding the numerous bar harbours in Ne'W

Zealand.
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Dr. Newman asked how it was that in the case of boulder banks the larger stones

were found on the top of the beach and the smaller ones at the bottom. He gave

an instance of this, where the larger stones appeared to have been carried a distance of

twenty miles, whilst the smaller ones were to be found close to the water.

The author stated that this was easily explained. When an unusually large wave

came the big stones were thrown up on the beach, and the ebb flow was not sufficient to

take them back, whilst the little stones receded with the waves, and were ground still

smaller. Alluding again to the effect rivers had in creating beaches, he stated that Lake

EUesmere was being gradually filled up by the debris brought down by the Eiver Selwyn.

2. " On Nephrodium pentangularwit^'' by T. Kkk, F.L.S.

3. '' On tlie New Zealand Species of PhyUocladus,'' by T. Kirk, F.L.S.

{Transactions, p. 378.)

fSph

Walter (Transactions
J

p. 220.)

The author said that Dr. Newman agreed with him that it was probably & new

species, though it was just possible that it was an accidental divergence from a kind

previously discovered, and not a distinct variety. Still, he was informed by Mr.

White that he had seen another exactly similar in the possession of a Maori. Speaking

of the lizards in his possession, Dr. Buller stated that they had lived without food for

twelve months, and had fattened during that time. However, they had taken to food

three or four months ago, but they had not thriven so well since. One of the lizards he

found dead on the previous day, and some of the others did not appear in as good health

as formerly.

Dr. Newman said there was more interest attaching to this animal than to the moa

and others which had created a great deal of talk. It was the last of its race, and its

study would, in his opinion, throw a good deal of light upon much that was not now

clear, and would extend even to the organization of man, and prove the correctnesg of

theories which had been recently advanced,

6. "Further descriptive Notes of tlie Huia (Heterahcha acutirostris),''

by Walter L. Buller, C.M.G., ScD., F.L.S. (Transactions, p. 211.)

6. *'Furtlier Eeinarks as to the Cause of the Warmer Climate which

existed in high Northern Latitudes during former Geological Epochs, by

W. T. L. Travers, M.H.K., F.L.S. (Travsaciiom, p. 470.)

Mr. Carruthers differed from the general opinion held as to the internal heat of the

earth. It had never been proved that such heat existed/ People had simply inferred it

from the existence of volcanoes; but it wai? now placed beyond doubt that volcanoes had

no connection with the centre of the earth. As for the belief that mines got hotter as a

further depth was reached, that would only be the case in volcanic localities. If a shaft

were sunk in a place free from volcanic influences, he believed it would be found that the

earth got colder the further they descended, and at twenty or thirty miles it would

probably be found that there was a mass of ice.

After a few remarks from Mr. Travers, in reply to Mr. Young as to tl;^ eccentricities

of the eartVs orbit, the diacussiou closed.
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Proceedings,

A specimen of wrought iron work was esbiMted, representing a Fuchsia plant with

leaves and flowers, executed by Mr. Birley, of Auckland.

The Hon. Mr. Llantell stated that the same gentleman had also executed other

works of a rare nature in iron, and had deposited at the Museum a knife-blade, in the

centre of which there was an unburnt straw. The imitation of the fuchsia in flower was

a really artistic piece of work, and it was hard to imagine, looking at the perfection of

the flower and leaves, that it had been made of such a rigid material as iron. A detached

flower with leaves was handed round amongst the audience, the workmanship of which

was much admired.

Seventh Meeting, l$t Becemher, 1877.

J. CaiTutliers, M. Inst. C.E., Vice-president, in the chair.

xsew Member,—F. W- Eiemenschneider.

1. '' Notes on the Ornithology of New Zealand/' by Walter L. Buller,

C.M.G,, ScD., F.L.S. {Tramactions, p. 191.)

Specimens of all the species mentioned in the paper were exhibited to the meeting;

and among these was a young example of the plundering gull (Stercorarlus jparasiticus),

obtained in Wellington harbour in the early part of the present year.

Dr. Hector said that he had listened to the paper with very much interest, and

particularly the portion relating to the habits and migrations of the godwit. He was

glad that the author, not content with the laurels he had so well earned by the publica-

tion of his great work on " The Ends of New Zealand," continued to prosecute his

researches and to lay the results before the society in so interesting a manner.

Dr. Newman and Mr. Young took part in the discussion that followed.

Mr. Kirk stated that the knot-bird is found at the Waitemata river at times, which

seems to be the limit for many birds—the paradise duck, for instance.

2. " On Nephrodiiov decouqyosituw , Br., and N. glahellumy A. Cunn," by

T. Kirk, F.L.S. (Transactions, p. 398.)

3. '* Description of a new Species of Hymenophylluni^"' by T. Kii'k, F.L.S.

(Transactions, p. 894.)

In reply to Dr. Buller, the author stated that this was the nineteenth species of

HymenopkyUum now discovered in New Zealand.

Mr. Kirk pointed out that Trichomanes armstrongii of Baker, which he had collected

in the Waimakariri, Arthur's Pass, and near the sea-level at Hokitika, was a true

Hyvieno2)hyllum^ the involucre being distinctly two-valved and divided to the base when

mature. In some instances the involucres have the tips partially reflexed, resembling

those of H. bivalve, Swartz.

Plate XXI.A., 1 and 2. Hymenophyllum armstrongii. Kirk, nat. size; 3, fertile

pinna, enlarged ; 4 and 5, sori, greatly enlarged.

4. *' On the relative Ages of the Australian, Tasmanian, and New

Zealand Coal-fields," by James Hector, C.M.G., M.D., F.R.S.

The speaker's remarks were illustrated by diagrams and maps, and by a large

collection of fossils which he had obtained during a recent tour in the Australian

eolonies.
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ABSTRACT.

After describiug the extent and position of tlio various coal-fields at present worked,

he stated that from a comparison of the fossils he had arrived at the follomug results :

Cretaceous epoch : Chief Ne^Y Zealand coal ; wanting in Tasmania and Australia,

except, perhaps, in Queensland.

Jurassic epoch : Mataura series of New Zealand ; Cape Paterson coal-fields of Vic-

toria ; Clarence Eiver coal of New South Wales, and the coal-beds at Hobarton.

Liassic epoch : Clent Hill beds of New Zealand; wanting in Tasmania and Australia,

except Queensland.

Triassic epoch : Wairoa beds of New Zealand ; upper coal formation of New South

Wales ; wanting in Tasmania.

Permio-carboniferous : Eaihiku series of New Zealand ; lower coal formation of New
r

South Wales ; Mersey coal-fields of Tasmania.

This view of the relative ages of those formations had just received remarkable

confirmation by a late discovery ; Mr. McKay, of the Geological Survey Department, who

has recently been at work in the Canterbury Alps, having found plant-beds beneath the

Spirifer beds of Mount Potts that are full of the leaves of the Glossoptens—& fern very

characteristic of the upper and middle coal formations of New South Wales, and with

them beds of gi-aphite of considerable commercial value, which represents in an altered

form the Newcastle coal-seams. Along with these occur remams of Saurian reptiles of

immense size, of which large collections have been made. In conclusion, it was stated

that only a very small portion of the area, coloured on the map of New South Wales as

coal formation, contains Taluable coal-seams, and that they were not without drawbacks.

At Newcastle, where the principal coUieries are situated, the seams have to be worked

to an increasing depth by shafts, and reanire pumping. In the soiithern coal-field, the

coal is worked by adits into the face of the mountain, and lowered by steep inclines m

the same manner as our own Buller coal will be worked ; but it has to be shipped from

an exposed coast. The western district coal has all to be carried over the Blue Moun-

tains by a railway that ascends and descends by zigzags, that answer weU enough for

passengers and light traffic, but must be rather costly for transporting coal. Dr. Hector

stated that all he had seen increased his confidence in the value of our West Coast

coal-fields, both as regards the quaUty and extent of the coal and the facilities for

working them.

5. Dr. Hector described various recent additions to the Museum, which were ex-

hibited : (1.) Ventral spines of a species of Banks' oar-fish, Regalecus gladiu.^, recently

cast up on the Farewell Spit, and presented by Mr. H. L. Wilson. Unfortunately, the

whole of this rare species had not been procured, but a fuU-sized drawing was shown. It

is like the frost-fish, but thuteen feet long, and one foot deep, with a high crest over the

head, and the ventral fins reduced to two long rays or spines, which are elongated above

the body, and furnished with an oval expansion of membrane at the tip. The colours of

the fish are very bright and metallic. (2.) A specimen of the sea-trout (Salmo trutta),

caught with rod and artificial fly m the Tasmanian fish-ponds, was shown, and compared

with specimens at all stages of growth of the same fish reared in New Zealand. The

distinct manner in which the specific characters were preserved in them, and also in a

number of brown trout also exhibited, is opposed to the theorj- advanced by some that

the Tasmanian fish are being hybridized.

Some other mteresting fish were also exhibited, forming a small part of a large

collection presented by Mr. WilUam Macleay, F.L.S., of Sydney.
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An interesting series of gem sands from Mudgee and tlie diamond drift of Bingera

presented by Professor Liversiclge, and also specimens illustrating his discovery of the

formation of moss gold by the action of gentle heat on arsenical iron pyrites, together

with specimens of the recently found native hismuth and tin ore of Tasmania, "were also

exhibited.

Eighth Meeting. 12th January, 1878*

W. T. L. Travers, M.H.E., F.L.S., President, in tlie chair.

1. " Further Notes on the Ornithology of New Zealand/' by Walter L.

Buller, C.M.G., Sc.D., F.L.S. {Transactions, p. 201.)

2. '* On the Species forming the Genus Ocydromus, a peculiar Group of

brevi-pennate|Eails/' by Walter L. Buller, C.M.G., Sc.D., F.L.S. {Trans-

actions, p. 213.)

3. *' On the Egg of the Huia (Heteralocha acutirostris),'' by Walter L.

Buller, C.M.G., Sc.D., F.L.S. {Transactions, p. 212.)

4. " On the Addition of the Eed-tailed Tropic Bird ( Phceton rnbncauda)

to the Avifauna of New Zealand," by Walter L. Buller, C.M.G., Sc.D.,

F.L.S. {Transactions, j). 219.)

The President remarked that the hop plantations drew large numhers of the small

parroquet to certain localities. The sparrow on the contrary was useful in destroying

insects, as was also the introduced minah. He agreed with the author that the pukeko

were disappearing in some places. He thought it douhtful if the kakapo were plentiful

in the Kaimanawa Ranges, as, if it were so, we should have more specimens.

Dr. Hector thought the [Maoris did not go far into the hush at Kaimanawa. In 1869

when he explored those mountains he frequently heard the cry of the ki^d and observed

the tracks which are made by the kakapos at certain seasons when they assemble on the

bare grounds above the limits of the forests.

Mr. Chapman thought that a search for food had a good deal to do with finding

certain birds so plentiful in certain localities. He thought that the little Zosterops would

be destroyed by the sparrow.

5. "On Mill*s Fourth Fundamental Theorem respecting Capital," by

John Carruthers, M. Inst. C.E. {Transactions, p. 21.)

Dr. Kewman did not agree altogether with the author's views. Political economy

did not apply in the same way in all countries. It was a mistake to think that capital

was only useful when in use. He quite agreed with Mill's theory with the limitations

he puts on it. The author did not, iu his opinion, understand the value of passive

capital.

Mr. Young wished the discussion postponed, as he thought many objections might

be made to the author's views.

The author, in reply, said that political economy had nothing to do with countries.

It was a mathematical question and was either true or false ; the axioms must be proved.

He did not consider that anything had been said to show that he was incorrect in his

views.
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The President considered that it would be better to postpone the discusaion. From

what he gathered the paper went to show that the accumulation of wealth, unless

employed in doing good to all classes of the community, was misapplied.

6. "On Hymenophyllum villosum, Colenso," by T. Kirk, F.L.S.

(Transactions, p. 395.)

7. *' Notice of tlie OcciuTence of a Variety of Zostera nana^ Roth, in

New Zealand," by T. Kii'k, F.L.S. {^rransactions, p. 302.)

8. "On the Naturalized Plants of Port Nicholson and the Adjacent

District," by T, Kirk, F.L.S. {Transactions, p. 8G2.)

Dr. Hector remarted that in Sydney and Victoria the variegated thistle is cultivated

for feeding stock, where grass is scarce.

The following papers were taken as read :-

9. *' On the Belemnites found in New Zealand/' by James Hector,

C.M.Ct., M,D., F.R.S. [Transactions, p. 484,)

10. '' On the Mercurial Springs of the Bay of Islands/' by Dr. Hector,

Dh'ector of the Geological Survey.

ABSTRACT.

The author gives the result of a re-examination of the district in 187tt, and

contends that the brown decomposing sandstone, with lignite and carbonized vegetation

mentioned by Capt. Hutton as containing the deposits of mercury,* is only a local

tufaceoua deposit formed by the springs, which mechanically precipitate incoherent grains

of silica coloured with iron. An analysis of water from the springs made in 1869 f shows

that they are strongly acid and free from the soluble silica that forms the cement of the

deposits at Eotomahana.

The springs escape round the terminal end of a floe of grey scoriaceous lava that has

been ejected from a cone on the south shore of the Omapori Lake. This lava is quite

superficial, and rests on the denuded surface of indurated marlstones belonging probably

to the cretaceous seriea. Several streams take their rise from springs in the locality, and

there is a chain of lakes which, from their position and relative level, are like the streams

supplied by underground leakage from the lake, the level of the Omapori Lake being 748

feet, and that of the springs 030 feet above the sea.

The author considers that the thermal and mercurial q.ualities of the springs are not

due to any active volcanic influence, but to chemical decomposition which is taking

place in the under part of the lava floe, through wliich the waters are infiltrated.

11. On certain of the Mineral Waters of New Zealand," by WilHam

Skey, Analyst to the Geological Survey Department. (Trans., p. 423.)

12. " On the Kesult of an Examination of certain of our Manganese

Ores for Cobalt," by William Skey. (Transactions, p- 448.)

13. " On the Solubility of Calcic Carbonate in Solutions of the Alkaline

Chlorides," by Wilham Skey. (Transactions, p. 449.)

Trans. N,Z. Inst., m., 252. t Ante, p. 425.
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14. " On the Degree of Solubility of certain Earthy Carbonates in pure

Water/* by William Skey. (Transactions, p, 452.)

15. *'0n tlie Butterflies of New Zealatid," by Arthur Gardiner Butler,

F.L.S., etc. Communicated by John D. Enys, F.G.8. {Trans., p. 263.)

16. *' Xotes on the Whales of the New Zealand Seas/' by James Hector,

C.M.G., M.D., F.E.S. {Transactions, p. 331.)

r

Annual General Meeting. 2nd Fehruary, 1878.

W. T. L. Travers, M.H.E., F.L.S., President, in the chau-.

Minutes of last annual general meeting read and confirmed-

ABSTRACT REPORT OF COUNCIL,

During the year nine general meetings were held in the lecture-hall at the Colonial

Museum, which was kindly lent to the Society by the Governors of the New Zealand

Institute,

Forty-eight papers were read on the following subjects :—Geology, 8 ; Zoology, 13 ;

Botany, IS ; Chemistry, 4; Miscellaneous, 8.

The total number of members is 221, of whom 29 were elected during the year.

The Council record with regret the death of the following members :—Alfred

Ludlam, George Moore, and R. P. Orme, C.E.

The Society's Library has been added to durmg the year, and a catalogue is being

prepared for printing. Several donations to the library are acknowledged with thanks

fi'om the Philadelphia Exhibition Commissioners, Dr. Hector, H. Siegel, of Vienna, and

Professor Liversidge, Hon. Sec, of the Eoyal Society, N.S.W.
The Statement of Accounts shows that there is a balance to the credit of the Society

of £99 28. 2d., while a sum of £31 10a. (being one-sixth of the Society's income) has been

handed to the New Zealand Institute in compliance with the rules,

Election of Officers for 1878.

—

President—Thomas Kirk, F.L.S. ;

Vice-presidents— J. Carrutliers, M. lust. C.E., A. K. Ne^-man, M.B.,

M.E.C.P.; CoimcilSames Hector, C.M.G., M.D., F.E.S., J. C. Crawford,

F.G.S., W. T. L. Travers, F.L.S., Dr. Buller, C.M.G., F.L.S., C, Eons

Marten, F.M.S., F. W. A. Skae, M.D., F.E.C.S.E., Martin Cliapman

;

Auditor—Artliur Baker ; Secretary and Treasurer—E. B. Gore.

The following papers were taken as read:

1. "Ob Floods in Lake Districts and Flooded Elvers in general, with

M. Inst. C.E. {Transactions, p. 180.)

gginson

2. ''On Paper Currency, being a Eeply to a Paper by John Carruthers,

Inst

* Ante^ p. 24.
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ABSTRACT.
4

Mr, Mill defines wealth to be " all useful and agreeable things which possess

exchangeable yalue," and cajpital to be *'a stock previously accumulated of the products

of former labour." Mr. Carruthers proposes ** to define wealth to be 'everything in the

world which is useful or agi-eeable to man,' and capital the 'ownership of that wealth.'"

The author sees no reason to depart from Mr. Mill's definitions, and does not think Mr.

Carruthers' definition of capital any improvement upon that of Mr. Mill. There is

a sense in which nature's bounties may be converted into capitah By nature's bounties,

he means the rays of the sun, air, and water, and such-like things ; for example, the

owner of a piece of land by a running stream can at any time command a higher price

for his land than the owner of another piece, equally good in all other respects, which is

at a distance from water. Again, if the stream is of sufficient volume, especially if the

fall be considerable, the fortunate owner becomes possessed of an inexhaustible fund of

potential energy, which he may turn in various ways to his own iise and benefit, and

thereby convert it into capital. He can apply the energy of the stream to drive machinery,

and by that means save the expense of a steam-engine and the fuel necessary to drive it.

He can, if need be, irrigate his lands and increase the produce of his fields. Every

farmer knows the value of a situation on the sunny side of a hill. The farmer thus

situated is able to avail himself of the earliest rays of the sun, and of the concentration

of those rays at a later period of the day to promote vegetation. He in fact converts the

potential energy of the sun's heat into a means of growing crops, and thereby increasing

his income. He will be able to produce crops earher than, and superior in quahty

to his neighbour whose land lies on the other side of the mountain range, and who

receives the sun's rays later in the day and at a more acute angle.

The author then gives his reasons for disagreeing from Mr. Carruthers on two

or three points of importance. It is not a difficult matter to detect the fallacy that

by creating a paper currency we should be giving that which costs almost nothing for

the product of labour. This would be doing violence to a fundamental law. It is, in

fact, saying that we can give a penny for that which costs a pound. The error lies in

supposing that any power or authority, however great, can create a fictitious or artificial

value. This is sufficiently disproved by the fact that, wherever the experiment has been

tried, it has resulted in signal failure. The scheme of John Law, in France, in the

reign of Louis XV., is a case in point. But Law's scheme had one redeeming feature

as compared with the theory of Mr. Carruthers, inasmuch as his paper currency was

supposed to represent the possessions of the great landed proprietors.

The author gives other instances of attempts to set up a paper currency, notably the

case of the United States.

No le^al enactment can oven-ide an irniversal law. The idea of a paper standard of

currency is not a new one, as will be seen by what has been already advanced. There

have been visionaries without number who have talked the wildest nonsense on this

subject. Tet all enlightened nations have found it necessai-y to adopt metallic standards.

And these metals are adopted simply because they are scarce and costly. They represent

work and labour done, and they are a convenient medium of exchange because they are

scarce, and requhe the expenditure of energy to the value that they represent to obtain

them. Tens of thousands of men, with various mechanical appliances, are employed in

obtainmg the precious metals, and others are employed, skilled artizans, with costly

machinery, to refine them and coin them iiito money. If one buys an article for a pound,

r2
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and gives tlie vendor a sovereign, he gets value for value ; l»ut if tendered a piece

of paper, and told that it is worth a pound, he will probably dispute the dictum. The

case is different with a bank note, because the pubhc have confidence in the banker,

that he is able to pay specie to the amount specified on the note, upon demand.

The author then gives his reasons for disagreeing from others of Mr. Carruthers'

propositions. He says that Mr. Carruthers' argument appears to him to involve two

propositions, namely, 1st, " That no reed injury is done to the working classes by what

he may call the disturbance of the equilibrium of labour. 2nd. That benevolence invari-

ably defeats its end, and results in actual injury to the poor." With regard to the first

:

Political economists of this school pass too lightly over the important consec[uence3

which must ensue to a section of the labouring classes by the sudden cessation or

diminution of any of our national industries. They console themselves with the fact that

capital which is withdrawn from one branch of industry can be immediately employed in

another. And hence they say no harm is done to the working classes as a whole,

because if there is a fallhig off of work in one department of industry, there is a corres-

ponding increase in another. Hence it follows that any disturbance of an industry

consequent upon the withdrawal of capital, to be turned into another channel, results in

a real injury to the labourers and artizans thus deprived of their legitimate employment.

And any corresponding benefit conferred upon another section of labourers, will not

counterbalance the evil.

With regard to the second proposition : The author takes it for granted that it is

the duty of the State, or of the wealthy classes, to support those w^ho are in want. He does

not understand Mr, C^-ruthers to mean that he is opposed to charity in general, but

to that particular part of it dispensed by private indi\dduals. Were it so, he should

confront him with a very different hne of argument. Objection is taken by Mr. Car-

rathers to the rich man dispensing charity, because he gives away money that would

otherwise be used in the purchase of manufactured articles, and thereby robs the

poorer classes of a portion of their income. By a parity of reasoning, it can be shown

that, if there were no poor-rates, the rich man would have still more to spend. And if

there were no taxes at all he would have a still larger sum at his command. Thus we

come to the conclusion, that the poorer classes pay for the rich man's charity ; they pay

his poor-rates, and indeed all the taxes of the nation, and the rich man pays none at all

:

for it follows, as a natural consequence, that the charities, rates, and taxes paid by the

rich would, if they were not paid, go into the pockets of the poor—in fact, to a reductio

ad absurdum.

It is not stating the case fairly to say that ** The corn sent to feed the starving

milUons of India was taken from the labouring man's stock," It was simply an ordinary

commercial transaction, so far as the mere export of corn was concerned. Corn is grown

for sale, just the same as manufactured articles are produced for sale. If there is a

superabundance of corn in one part of the world and a scarcity in another, the current of

immediately And the case of India is no excep-

tion to the rule. We might as well say that the corn annually exported from the

Australian colonies and New Zealand to Europe, is taken from the poor man*s stock-

3. *' Notice of the Discovery of Monodea forsteri^ Hook., in New
Zealand," by T. Kirk, F.L.S. (Tramactions, p, 418.)

4r ** Descriptions ofnew Plants," hj T. Kirk, F.L.S. {Trans., p. 419.)
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5. *' A revised Arrangement of the New Zealand Species of Dacyi/fUuw,

with Descriptions of new Species," by T. Kirk, F.L.S. {Trans., p. 883.)

6. '' An Enumeration of recent Additions to tlie New Zealand Flora, with

critical and geographical Notes," by T. Kirk, F.L.S. (See Appendix.)

The retiring President then delivered the following Anniversary

ADDRESS.

It is my duty, on retiring from the office of President of this Society for the past

year, shortly to refer to its labours since the last annual address -was delivered, and I

can only regret that urgent business engagements and the limited time at my disposal

prior to my contemplated departure for Europe have prevented my doing such justice to

the subjects of those labours as they deserve. Unfortunately, too, my predecessor -vrag

uuable to deliver tlie usual address, and the Society was thus deprived of the advantage

of his review of the work done during his term of office, besides which he has necessarily
r

left the duty of doing so to less able hands.

A glance at the Transactions of the New Zealand Institute for the year ending May,
1877, will, I am happy to say, show that the interest taken in those classes of scientific

subjects which have ordinarily occupied the attention of members of this society, has in

no degree abated, for we find that of the miscellaneous essays 19 out of 29 were con-

tributed by members of this Society, of those on zoology 12 out of 38, on botany 12 out

of 15, on chemistry the whole, and on geology 5 out of 9, whilst several of the remaining
published papers are reprints from the contributions of foreign authors to the " Annals
and Magazine of Natural History," a fact which increases the proportion in which our

society contributed, during the year in question, to the Transactions of the Institute.

But it is not alone by the number of its contributed papers that our Society may be
considered as distinguished in its labours during the year now under review. Many of

these papers are of high scientific value and interest, not merely because the facts stated

in them have resulted from careful observation—a matter of primary importance in all

scientific work,—but because the conclusions deduced from those facts are thought out
and given in the spnit of sound philosophical enc[uiry.

Amongst the more important contributions I may instance those of Dr. Newman,
Mr. Bous Marten, Mr. Coleman Phillips, Dr. Hector, Dr. Buller, Mr. Kkk, Dr. Curl,

Mr. Thomson (the Surveyor-General), Mr. Buchanan, Mr. Skey, and Mr, A. McKay; and
although some of these papers open questions of a controversial character, there can be
little doubt of their respective values as additions to the common stock of scientific

knowledge.

As in the preceding year, so in the past one, our Society takes foremost rank in

contributions to the Transactions, for I find that it has contributed 8 miscellaneous
essays, 13 papers on zoology, 12 on botany, 3 on chemistry, and 8 on geology, whilst the
range of subjects is in no degree narrowed, and the treatment has been characterized by
the same amount of care and research.

It is, however, fair to observe in this connection that our Society has the advantage
of numbering amongst its members several gentlemen connected with the scientific staff
of the Government, who naturally enjoy far greater opportunities of observation than fall

to the lot of the majority of the members either of this or of the other societies affiliated

to the Institute. It caimot be denied, however, that in some parts of the colony such
opportunities as do occur are not taken advantage of, and thus many facts, which it
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recorded, would be valuable, by remaining unrecorded are lost to science. This is a

matter niucli to be regi-etted, more especially "when "we consider tbe remarkable position

wliicli New Zealand occupies as a field for scientific enr[uiry.

As you are doubtless a^Ya^e, the soundings taken by tlie *' Challenger " between

Australia and New Zealand during the late scientific voyage of that vessel, have shown

us that there is indeed between these two countries a very great gulf; for although it

appears that for some 250 miles to the westward of New Zealand the depth of the sea

increases slowly and is comparatively small, it also appears that, beyond that distance,

the depth increases with great rapidity, ultimately reaching 2,600 fathoms, or sufficient

to submerge the highest points of the Southern Alps. It is in no degree surprising,

therefore, that little analogy has been found to exist between the natural productions of

these two countries, for it has been found, for example, in the case of the Indo- and

Austro-Malayan divisions of the Malay Archipelago, that a comparatively small expanse of

deep water has been sufficient to account for immense diversities in natural productions,

even between places which correspond in their main physical and cliraatal conditions.

It is, moreover, well ascertained that the present distribution of life over the surface of

the globe is the result of the latest changes which have taken place upon that surface, and

it is therefore abundantly clear that, if New Zealand had ever been connected by land

with the Australian continent, it must have retained some of the peculiar types of life

which characterize that country. Singularly enough, the analogies of our fauna and flora

are far more with those of South America and the southern parts of Africa than with

those of Australia, indicating, indeed, a former land connection between these several

places, notwithstanding the enormous expanse of sea by which they are now separated.

I may here mention one very curious instance of this analogy. Amongst the more

remarkable insects of New Zealand is the Peripatus, a creature only found in decaying

wood, upon which it probably feeds, and which resembles an ordinary caterpillar in its

appearance. But this insect never passes to the pupa or imago stages, being oviparous

in the larval condition, and is absolutely incapable of i:>assing alive over even the smallest

space of salt-water. Now the same insect is found in Chili and at the Cape of Good

Hope, and in both cases under precisely the same conditions as in New Zealand. But

no such insect is found in any part of Australia or Tasmania. It will be remembered,

moreover, that the vegetation of the south-western coasts of Soixth America resembles,

in a remarkable degree, that of the western coasts of the South Island, so much so,

indeed, that Mr. Darwin's vivid and interesting description of the former might almost

be applied verhaiim to the latter district. The same differences exist between the

natural productions of Australia on the one hand, and of the islands immediately to the

northward of New Zealand (such as Norfolk Island and New Caledonia) on the other,

whilst considerable analogy exists between those of our islands and of the islands to the

northward.

But a careful consideration of our own fauna and flora leads to the further conclu-

sion that New Zealand has occupied an isolated position, as a zoological and botanical

province, for a vast period of time, and the circumstance that, until quite recently, it

was nnvisited by civilized man, and was therefore saved from a class of interferences

calculated to exercise a profound modifying influence upon its natural productions,

invests those productions with the very greatest interest in a scientific point of view. It

becomes our duty, under such circumstances, to exercise the utmost diligence in observa-

tion and in the collection of facts to be afterwards used in our attempts to solve the

problems which the character of our fauna and flora offer for solution.
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As a patent instance of the necessity for, and advantage of, careful observation , I

may call your attention to the controversy which, for some years past, \vas carried on

between -vn-iters in this colony as to the moa. Dr. von Haast, in a considerable number

of papers, and up to the very last, has contended that these birds were exterminated long

before the occupation of New Zealand by the present native race, assigning their destruc-

tion, indeed, to what he terms—in contradistinction, I i)i'esume, even to their immediate

predecessors in occupation—** a race of autochthones." Dr. von llaast has been sup-

ported in his contention by other writers of minor note, who, however, appear to have

had very little opportunities of obtaining correct information, but who—like the pro-

verbial far-off cow, which is always supposed to have long horns—might, in the mind of

persons at a distance, have been supposed to possess special means of knowledge.

On the other hand, Dr. Hector and other writers whose opportunities of observation

and of obtaining correct information were very large, always contended that the extinc-

tion of these great birds was a comparatively recent matter. It is fortunate that

evidence of a very conclusive character has been obtained, which has enabled the highest

authorities of the day to pronounce judgment upon the matter, which has been done

emphatically against Dr. von Haast's contention. This judgment is to be found in

Professor Owen's last paper on the Binornid(Ey in which he uses the following language :

'* As to the geological relations of the bones of the moas, reviewing the whole evidence, I

Concur with the learned Professor Igino Cocchi in referring Dlnornls crassus, D. elephan-

tojnis, D. giganteus (var. rohusUni)^ and D. ingens to the ' Periodo attuale,' which is

equivalent to the * neolithic' or 'recent period' of * Ethno-archteology.' ki the same

time I think that certain remains from the fluviatile deposits in the North Island,

representing the si:)ecies Dlnontis giganteus, D. ingens, D. struthioides^ and D, didiformis,

of a heavier and less recent character than the bones from the South Island, have come

from birds which lived in * post-pliocene,' or quaternary, or even earlier times. But all

the species seem to have existed and abounded when the present race of Maoris set foot

on New Zealand, and the final extirpation to have been of comparatively recent date."*

Upon another subject of equal, if not indeed of greater interest, a controversy is still

being carried on, but with comparatively little satisfactory material for the determina-

tion of the points at issue—I allude to the question of the origin of the present New
Zealanders and the date of theii- first arrival in these islands. I ventured to take part

in this discussion by reviewing the traditions collected and published by Sir George Grey,

in which a period of 600 years back is fixed as that of the arrival in these islands of the

first Maori immigrants. The object of my paper was to show that, although the tradi-

tions in question afford that class of testimony which traditions usually offer in support

of the assumption that the present race is descended from the union of immigrants from

the northward with people previously in occupation, they give (taken by themselves) no

assistance whatsoever in determining the date at which or the locality from which this

immigration took place. Upon this subject, also, we have Dr. von Haast and others on

the one side contending that the present race is of very recent introduction to these

islands, whilst persons well acquainted with Maori lore, supported by considerations

which are not touched by the learned doctor and his friends, are clearly of opinion that

the story of the Maori migration to these islands is a very old one indeed. My own

opinion is that we are as yet utterly wanting in the materials necessary for the deter-

mination of the question at issue, and that we ought to suspend all judgment upon it

until the traditions and history of the allied races in the other Pacific islands, with full

Trans. Zool. Soc, X., pt. iii., p. 185»
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notices of their habits and customs, have been collected and become available for pur-

poses of comparison. But it is obvious that the necessary materials for settling this

question will be incomplete, if we, on our side, neglect the opportunity, now rapidly

passing away, of putting upon record all that can be learnt upon the points at issue,

from the Maoris themselves, whose tohungas^ or chief priests, are in possession of much
lore bearing upon them.

In Dr. von Haast's recent address as President of the Philosophical Institute of

Canterbury (which will appear in the forthcoming volume of the Transactions),* that

learned gentleman discusses the antic[uity of certain raddle and charcoal marks upon
4

some limestone rocks in the Weka Pass, on the line of road between Canterbury and

Nelson, which (on the authority of one Matiaha Tira Morehu, a Maori residing at

Moeraki) he attributes to a race of people called Ngapuhi (whom he characterizes as

** somewhat mythical"), to whom Matiaha also attributes "the extinction of the moa and

the heaps of pipi shells found in the mountain ranges," on the ground, as to the latter

fact, that the supposed people were great travellers. Eut Dr. von Haast thinks he has

found out what would certainly be a point of great importance if correct in regard to

these so-called paintings, namely, that the "mythical Ngapuhi" were in the habit of

using "some oriental language" (previously identified by him as the '* Tamil,*' from

comparison of what he terms fragments of letters with the inscription on Mr. Colenso's

belli) for the purpose of describing the "^Tetchedly rude figures drawn on the rocks.

Except a very fair sketch of a hat (something like a bishop's hat) which, if it be intended

for a hat, speaks for itself, the figures certainly require explanation, but the learned

doctor's theory as to the origin of these soratchings would, if accepted, lead us to the

remarkable conclusion that *' a people sufficiently civilized to teach their children read-

ing and writing in some oriental language," and who used it to indicate the meaning of

the very rudest drawings upon a rock shelter, should have left no other trace of their

civilization, and should have been content to carry cockles for food, from the sea-shore

to the distant Southern Alps. I notice this remarkable portion of Dr. von Haast's

address in order to show how utterly indefensible it is to indulge in such speculations on

the bare authority of an illiterate Maori, descended no doubt from some Ngatikahungunu

migrant, whose knowledge of the South Island and its former inhabitants only dates

from the we3I-kuoA\'n migration of a part of that tribe, some 200 years ago.

It will be seen from the foregoing remarks, that problems of very great interest are

X:)resented to us for solution, and that the difficulty of solving them is in no degree

lessened by such ill-advised speculations as those to which I have referred. But let me

enq^uire further what we have to do. We have, in the first place, to perfect the classifica-

tion of our own fauna and flora—a work in which we are happily assisted by some of the

greatest living writers on natural history. We have then to determine the relations of

our fauna and flora to those of other countries—a work for which perfect materials will

not be attainable for many years. We have, moreover, to carry back our enquiries on

these points into past geological periods, in order to ascertain what relations the existing

natural productions of these islands bear to those of which the remains have been pre-

served to us in the great *' Stone Book" of Nature; and for all these purposes it is

essential that we should be unceasing in observation and careful in its record.

In order to illustrate the nature of the labours cast upon us, let me again refer to

the history of the great struthious birds which formerly roamed over the plains and open

places o£ these islands. The fact of their former existence has, as we know, been long

Art. lY. . t Trans. N.Z. Inst., IV., pi. 2a.
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established beyond doubt. Their extinction is also beyond doubt ; and it has now become
abundantly clear that that extinction took place in comparatively recent times. But
although TO have reason to believe that the Maoris ai-e possessed of full accounts of the
habits of these birds, and of their own modes of hunting and otherwise capturing them,
we have, as yet, collected only the most fragmentary portions of those accounts, and but
little even of what we have collected has been published. And we know absolutely

lun

whiclx can be identified as belonging to the Stnithiomdce, having yet been discovered
even in later tertiary formations, although those of the penguin have been found in the
upper chalk or older eocene rocks.

There is one especial point, too, in connection with these huge birds which merits
particular attention. The existing species of the Stnithionidce are peculiar to the
southern hemisphere, and, looking to New Zealand as an instance, it would not have
been surprising had we found many species in each of the several locahtiea which this
family now inhabits. And yet South America is the only one of those habitats which
affords more than one species—namely, tlie EJiea americana and the i?. darwinii, which
never associate together, and each of which is confined to a particular range of country,
Africa possesses only one species, the Struthio camelus ; Australia also one, the emeu or
Bwmahis iiovce-JwUanduv

; whilst the cassowary is confined to Java, Sumatra, Banda,
and the Moluccas. Another large struthious bird, the mooruk, the nearest living form of
the extinct moas, has been found in the Solomon group ; and, as you are no doubt aware,
the remains of a huge struthious biaJ, the ^pyornis, have been discovered in Madagascar,
but as yet, at all events, only the remains of one species have been obtained.

We have therefore this very remarkable fact presented for our observation in regard
to the extinct StrutJiionidce of New Zealand—that, within a comparatively small range,
a large number of different forms presenting apparent specific distinctions co-existed, and
must, looking to the ciixumstances in which their remains were obtained, have associated
together freely. I may here remark that Professor Owen does not subscribe to the
further generic subdivision of Binornis, as proposed by Dr. von Haast. He says :—*'Dr,
von Haast has followed liis ornithological countryman*s procedure in a further generic
subdivision of the BlnornitMd<je. Dinornls didlformid—the type of Eeichenbach's genus
Anomalopteryx (1850) Meiomis The Eurap'
tenjx of Von Haast (1874) is the Syomis of Eeichenhach (1850), both represented by
Binornis camavinm. * * These generifications of the accomplished author of the
' Handbuch der speciellen Ornithologie ' have not met with acceptance or favour at the
hands of subsequent systematists. Whether the parallel labours of Dr. von Haast will
be more fortunate remains to be seen."* It must, however, be noted as re^^ards Xew
Zealand that, except man, these huge birds had no enemy, and must have remained
completely undisturbed for a period quite sufficiently long to account for the formation
of the many apparent species whose remains have been discovered.

Another point of great interest presented to us, and already alluded to in this
address, is '' The whence of the Maori?" Upon this subject, as I have before observed,
many papers have appeared in the Transactions of the Institute, but the various writers
have as yet failed to solve the problem. Mr. Wallace, in his most valuable and
mteresting account of the natural history of the Malay Archipelago, has pointed out,
as the result of careful study and observation, that all the varieties of people which

* Trans. Zool. Soc, X., pt. iii., p. 174.
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mhabit that archipelago and Polynesia may be referred to au admixture of Mongo-

lian and Papuan elements. It was, as he mentions in an appendix to his ^York, at

one time thought the study of crania offered the only sure basis for the classification

of man, but he refers on this point to the fact, that an opinion is now beginning to

gain ground, that, for this special pin-pose, the study of crania is of very little value

—

an opinion boldly avowed by Professor Huxley, one of our greatest living ethnologists.

Ho further urges, that we are most likely to arrive at correct views as to the origin

of any particular section of the peoples in question by a careful study of their habits

and customs; and he has arrived at the following conclusions:—Firstly, that the

numerous intermediate forms of man which occur among the countless islands of

the Pacific were originally the produce of a mixture of some lighter-coloured Mongol

race with the dark Papuans ; secondly, that these intermediate races are not merely

the result of this mixture, but are, to some extent, truly intermediate or transitional

;

and lastly, that, although it is undoubtedly true that there are proofs of extensive

migi'ations amongst the Pacific islands, which have led to a community of language

from the Sandwich group to New Zealand, there is no evidence whatever of recent

migration from any surrounding country to Polynesia, since there is no people to be

found elsewhere sufficiently resembling the Polynesian race in their chief physical and

mental characteristics.

I might indicate many other and, indeed, far more important subjects which require

the attention of our scientific bodies, but I should weary you. It is sufficient to point

out that the development of the material resources of a country is intimately connected

with the progress of scientific enquiry amongst its people, and, therefore, how essential it

is that a taste for such enquiiy should be cultivated amongst us. In conclusion I may

venture to express a hope that no relaxation will take place in the efforts of those who

are engaged hi scientific research in this colony, and that their labours will be such, m
the future, as to deserve the hearty commendations which those in the past have received

from the highest authorities in Europe.

At the conclusion of the President's address, on the motion of Dr, Newman, a vote

of thanks was unanimously accorded to Mr. Travers for his addi'ess and for the able

manner in which he had presided over the Society during the past year.

On the motion of Dr. BuUer a vote of thanks was also given to Mr. A. Baker, who

had kindly undertaken the office of auditor to the Society for several years past,

A conversazione was then held in the Colonial Museum by permission of the Board

of Governors of the New Zealand Institute, at which about 400 members and their

friends, including His Excellency the Marquis of Normanby, G.C.M.G., were present.
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The President then delivered the following anniversary

ADDRESS.

In the first place T must thank you for the honour which you have conferred upon me
in electing me as your President for the current year. I am afraid that a Society insti-

tuted for the advancement of Art, Science, and Literature, has not shown itself artful by

such choice. Eegretting, both for your sakes and my own, that I possess no scientific

attainments, have no hterary tastes, and am devoted to no art, I can only promise that

by industry and attention to the objects of the Museum and Institute I will endeavour

to remedy these serious deficiencies. The means laid down by the rules of our Society

for the attainment of its ends, are a Museum, a Library, Lectures, and Meetings of

Members. I look upon the first in order of these as the most important, because the

most direct ; the impression on the brain is more positive, more accurate, more indelible

when conveyed by ocular inspection of a substance itself than by perusal of a written

description of it, or than by listening to a lecture upon it ; besides the visual conception

is the speediest mode of acquiring comprehension,—take, as an example, a specimen of a

stuffed bird, you look at it, and in an instant you acquire a knowledge of the size,

colours, and partly of the habits of the living bird,—turn to a book on ornithology, you

find the height, a description of the colours, wings, tails, claws, and oth.er particulars,

which you must put together for yourself, and then trust your imagination for the

appearance of the bh-d, unless there is a plate to hel|) you ; and even should there be

one, only compare the picture with the reality, and you will be struck with the advantage

possessed by the actuality over the best possible resemblance. So, too, more especially

of minerals, a look, a handling, and how much more you feel to know about thom, than

by a geological exegesis ; not that I am despising this latter, but only extolling the

former modes. Look at machinery ; how long would it take most of us to comprehend

the working, say, of a locomotive engine by studying a mere written account, or listening

to a descriptive discourse, even from the most accomplished of engineers ! True, accom-

panying drawings may assist you, and render that intelligible which other-n-ise would be

altogether beyond your powers, but how much more facile it appears when, examining for

yourself the complicated apparatus, you trace the supi)ly of water and coal, the genera-

tion of steam, the manner in which its power is controlled and directed, the multitude

of appliances by which the engineer regulates the speed and motion of his mighty

monster, and renders it subservient to his will, and although pure science must be

allotted to library or lectures, in most of its branches illustrations by experimental

apparatus are necessary to exemplify the various processes involved.

s2
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I need not recapitulate the sevei*al objects which onr Museum contains, for most of

you are familiar with these, but I wish to say a few words upon our deficiences.

We require to mate as perfect an assortment as can be got together of all descrip-

tions of implements, weapons, and manufactures of the Maori race and their South Sea

congeners—a task becoming more difficult every day. Students in ethnology will require

these things to guide them. As an instance of such use, I may mention that, looking the

other day at engravings of the sculpture on a temple at Palengue, in Central America, I

was forcibly struck by theh wonderful resemblance in feature and attitude to the well-

known Maori " heitiki."

We need a specimen of every kind of local animal, seeing, as we do, that many of

the indigenous species are rapidly becoming extinct, as the native dog and rat, both at

one time largely used for food; birds, too, are disappearing; quail, once plentiful, are no

more so; tuis and bell-birds rarely seen. All the natural productions of these islands

should be represented, both for our own instruction and for that of strangers, who,

visiting us, desire to carry away with them a knowledge of our resources. But, in

addition to objects of these classes, obtainable on the spot, there are other materials to

be sought elsewhere, which are as essential to us ail.

Many of us who can look back for fifty years must be filled with wonder at the

gigantic progress which has been made within that time in nearly every science which

conduces to the comfort and convenience of man ;—the invention of locomotives, ocean

steam navigation, electric telegraphy, photography, medical anaesthetics, are but a few

instances, IManyof these, tliough originated whilst we were in the mother country, have

been vastly improved and developed during our sojourn here ; and it is necessary, for the

education both of ourselves and children, unless we desire to drop behind in the march of

human advancement, that we should i^ossess models and scientific apparatus. Without

converting our building into a polytechnic, or attempting ourselves to become savans, we

must devote some little attention to these matters if we wish even to attain sufficient

knowledge to enjoy the perusal of a daily newspaper.

In other ways the world gets wiser. Are we to keap pace?

Let us turn to history. Most of us who have passed middle age must look back with

regret" upon the many hours wasted in our youtli in learning what was in those days termed

*' ancient history," but which patient research and scientific investigation has of late

largely relegated to the domain of m^th or fiction. How did ^ce study this history? Did

we start from any fixed or known point, and then trace downwards, by successive steps,

ascertained facts, and their deducible effects, age after age? No. We began, so to speak,

in the clouds: in Greek history—the migration of the Pelasgi or Deucalion's flood; in

Roman—Eomulus and Remus, with their wolf-mother, were taught us as dogmas which

it was heresy to disbelieve : and on these foundations were built up, by layers of con-

secutive fables, stories which passed for accounts of events.

The study of comparatively modern, or even contemporaneous history, is beset with

many difficulties, not the least being the danger of being misled by the colouring with

which political partizanship has tinged the authors' narratives ; but beyond this a sort of

semi-excusable nationalism prevails, which makes an Englishman prone to unduly

expatiate on those portions of his country's career which have been in his eyes more

especially glorious, passing by or palliating topics of a humiliating kind,—sends a

Scotchman to Wallace and Bannockburn, an imaginative Irishman to the Tuatha

Danaans, Firbolgs, and Halls of Tara. Only read the English, French, and Prussian

accounts of the battle of Waterloo : but for the recurrence of the same names of persons

and places, one could hardly beUeve that the three relations pertained to the one event I
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So also of ancient history, when, if not written for the purpose of advocating one or

another scheme of political government—democratic, oligarchic, or monarchic—it is

biassed by the patriotic feelings of the writer. Many, too, of the passages of these

authors have been palpably corrupted either by carelessness of transcribers or by wilful

alterations. Years of x^atient labour have been bestowed by learned men in endeavouring

to elucidate the readings of perplexing or contradictory paragraphs, with by no means
satisfactory results.

But sixty years have passed since the younger Niebuhr, not content with having

read nearly every written history, resolved to verify, as far as possible, the accounts of

the historiographers by a minute and critical examination of the ruins of buildhigs

mentioned, a survey of sites described in their works. He more especially devoted him-
self to Koman sources, and speedily came to the conclusion that much, if not all, the so-

called Koman history, prior to the first Punic War, was by no means trustworthy. Many
scholars, more or less convinced by Niebuhr's facts and arguments, treated Greek history

in a similar manner, the result being a rude shock to what had become an established

faith. After doubt came attempts at reconstruction; a more thorough research of all the

most world-renowned localities was organized; Dr. Young's and Champallion's attempts to

decipher Egyptian hieroglyphics, and partial success, led to many collaborate urs follow-

ing in their tracks ; Egyptian annals going back for thirty centuries before the Christian

era have been compiled, and though much may be doubted, these facts remain—con-
ferring more authenticity than the often retrauscribed manuscripts of early classic writers

•that in many instances the iuscrip!iions on stone or writing j on papyrus are of the

same antiquity as the events related, and have come down to us unaltered by succeeding

generations. Eut stone even has not always proved a permanent medium for conveying

records to posterity; in the Assyrian excavations of Eawlinson, Layard, Smith, and
others the earlier inscriptions or carvings on alabaster or stone have often been pai'tially

effaced. In some cases the stone dado round rooms has been reversed, and the same
material re-used to pourtray the triumphs or solemnities of a later dynasty. These

ancients, however, had discovered a material as durable even as stone, and easily worked,

for recording events or myths. Slabs of clay had characters incised upon them, were

then baked, and thus defied that great destroyer—fire. Thousands of broken tiles of

this kind, ruled into columns, and numbered on the back or bottom, have been exhimed
at Nineveh

; the fractures having been caused, partly by the fall of the building contain-

mg this library, partly by disintegration through moisture. The date of the manufacture
of these tablets has been fixed as commencing with the reign of Assur, about 1500

years B.C., and concluding with the reign of Assurhanipal, about 670 years B.C., say 230
years later than the Arnndelian marbles assign ^s the age of Homer and Hesiod. Many
of these later Assyrian tiles are not the originals, but copies of Chaldean or Babylonian
tiles of far greater antiquity, mentioning only kings reigning at this latter city at least

900 years antecedently. It appears that the Assyrian monai'chs besides committin'^ to

these clay tablets the annvals of their own respective reigns, caused copies to be made of

the tablets of other states for the royal library. This has been confirmed by the discovery

on still more ancient sites of pieces of tablets of earlier work narrating the same story.

Incredible labour has been bestowed upon putting together corresponding fragments of

these many thousand broken tablets (I believe no perfect one has been found yet)^ some
have been pai'tially completed, the cuneiform inscriptions interpreted, and amoii'^st

valuable discoveries, most wonderful corroborations of the Mosaic description of the
deluge and rescue in the ark distinctly made out.
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Mr. Smitli, our highest authority, helieves that a very early period may be allowed

to some of the Bahj^loniau tablets, but names Urukh, who reigued at Ur, about 2,000

B.C., as the eai'liest king to ^vhom any of the existing tablets can be attributed with any

Segree of confidence. We know that Abraham, according to the book of Genesis, came

originally from this same Ur, and that his vocation, according to Utiher's chronology, was

1,921 B.C., or, according to Josephus, 2,083. Is it possible that an account of the deluge

was brought from Chaldea by Abraham, handed down through his descendants to Moses,

and that the condensed narrative of Holy Writ can now be retraced to its original and
F

ampler source? Quite recently Dr. Schliemann, after years of excavations on the spot

whicli he considered as the site of Ancient Troy, passing through, first, the ruin of a

modern town,—next of an earlier one of about the age of Alexander the Great,—there-

after finding a third layer of wrecked abodes, with only rude stone implements, arrived at

last, at a depth of from 33 to 50 feet from the surface, at the original debris of the earliest

habitations; here, in what he calls the remains of Troy itself, metal is again found;

gold and bronze, with pottery, demonstrating that the more civilized Trojans made way

for a ruder people, who were again succeeded by Greeks. Animated by these discoveries,

Schliemann arranged for further searching for Homer's heroes, and has, at Mycenae, just

as dt scribed by the old blind poet, found tombs containing many golden objects, but

nothing indicating the use of iron by the loug-buried race. Iron, indeed, is mentioned

in the Iliad, but only as used for arrow-heads ; thus, whilst much which was accounted

'* history" can be proved to be fiction, there seems every probability that, in song, we

fchall find many facts, embodied, indeed, in mere poetic colouring matter, which will tend

to give us stepping-stones across the flood of unknown time.

The spirit of enquiry has not been limited to those countries which—like Eg}T*»

Chaldea, Greece, Eome-have left behind them records for our instruction as to then-

places in cosmography ; as, in New Zealand, we have hunted up the kitchen middens of

the moa-huntcrs for the weapons and utensils of the early inhabitants of this land,

so elsewhere a similar process has been api:>lied to caves, tumuli, gravel beds, lake

dwellings, and all sources whence light could be obtained as to the ways and means of

prehistoric or early man ; the importance of the discoveries thus made caused Eanke, the

first of living German historians, when bringing out three years ago a second edition of

his Prussian history originally published iu 1848, to re-write all the earlier portion of it,

assigning as the reason in his preface, '* not only has the knowledge of events, been

largely increased by zealous and successful enquiry, but the general range of view has

been widened."

Cne of the first questions whicli we naturally ask ourselves when considering the

early history of the human race, or .anthropology, as it has been termed, is—^When,

geologically speaking, did man appear on the eaith ? with what animals was he con-

temporaneous? We all know that a world—in some essentials this world, though under

very different conditions from the present—had an existence countless ages ago, and that

many remains of gigantic and wonderful animals have been disinterred under a variety

of circumstances ; but you must by no means suppose that all these varieties of life were

coexistent : thousands of years must have separated them. The great saurians had

departed ere many animals now extinct had even appeared. We know that animals do

disappear from certain countries, and even from the face of the earth. The wolf, the

beaver, the reuideer inhabited the British Isles within dates which are fixable; but,

though man's bones are found in England with those of the hyena and cave-bear, we

lose c
a 'selves when trying to assign the period of their intermixture.
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Geologists have formed aii opiniou that the two latest grand changes m the world's
r

condition have been caused by the action of ice, and have named these as the ** glacial

"

ages, separated by an *' inter-glacial" period of midefiuable length: tlie alpine glaciers

are remains of the later ice age ; it must have been in some such time that the south of

France could have been inhabited by the multitudes of reindeer and mammoths, of which

remains have been found : we know that these were dweller:? in extremely cold countries,

and that the latter has been loiig extinct, the most recent vestiges of it having been dis-

covered enveloped in snow. But coeval with these animals in the south of France there

was man : for some time their bones, which had been split longitudinally, were the chief

e\adcnce that man had operated upon these, one of the distinguishing characteristics of

man being, that whereas many animals use material, man alone uses implements ; and

these broken bones were in juxta-position with the stone tools used for their fracture
;

but now this surmise has received confirmation by the discovery of an etching of the

representation of reindeer fighting, drawn upon a piece of that animal's horn, and of an

excellent resemblance of a mammoth, at Dordogne, scratched upon a piece of mammoth
ivory : these were human handiwork, and made by men who must have seen what they

drew ; for how else could they have derived their knowledge of the appearance of these

animals ?

I am inclined to look upon these two specimens of human workmanship as the

earliest assignable traces of the existence of man ; some stone implements may be

earlier, but cannot be shown so to be—first, from their dating back to the glacial period;

secondly, because in the earliest works of the nations whose remains have come down to

us, man is often pictured in conjunction with animals, but whether with Hons, dogs,

horses, bulls, or any other, invariably with animals still existent, and whose existence

was compatible with the present climatic conditions.

On the banks of the Arno, near Florence, are vast accumulations of fossil bones, not,

indeed, of mammoth and reindeer, but of elephants, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, and bear

;

were these animals driven before the advancing waters of the deluge to some supposed

refuge, and there overwhelmed? \Yas the deluge the cause of the second glacial period?

If the fountains of the great deep were broken up, why should not circumpolar ice have

been thereby drifted over submerged Europe till arrested by the Alps ? the vast

would be ages in thawing, and the cold thus developed would permit the mammoth,

reindeer and man to associate ;
ice-carried boulders dropped in many parts of Europe

show the course taken by the invading arctic mass..

In assummg that the second glacial period was thus caused by the flood, the latest

possible date has been attributed to it ; on any other suggestion it would have been

anterior, and then these two engravmgs must have been the workmanship of antediluvian

man. The scientific investigation of the early history of man is yet in its infancy, but

must be conducted on the principles now laid down for historians ; these are expected to

examine for themselves original documents, to inspect with their own eyes the lands to

which their narratives relate and to view their antiquities,—not to recompile second-

hand materials, without ascertaining their validity : we believe the writer who has told us

that Bagdad existed m the time of Nebuchadnezar, when we learn that bricks, impressed

with the name of this monarch, are extracted from foundations of that city.

We may envy these authors their advantages, but here we cannot avail ourselves of

their privileges. But let us do what we can to diminish the gap between us.

We need not hope to adorn our building with veritable mai'bles or bronzes from

Greece and Italy, or winged bulls from the banks of the Tigris or Euphrates, yet repro-
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ductions of many of
^
the most marvellous feats of antiquity are procurable at no very

great cost, whilst if even these should unfortunately he beyond our means, there still

remains to us the power of obtaining, in photography, facsimile representations of most

great works of art ; thus, to some extent, though not in its fall perfection, bringing home

to ourselves ocular proof of their existence and appearance.

It has been well said ttat " the proper study of mankind is man," but man, in all

ages, and under all conditions, prehistoric, ancient, modern, civilized, and savage—not

that I have a word to say in disparagement of natural science. If we then, for ourselves

and children, really desire to derive the greatest advantages from our possessing a build-

ing capable of displaying multifarious human productions, and in this way taking a

foremost position as an educational institution, we require to place together the means

for comparing the works of man from his earliest existence down to the present day
m

the rude attempts of primeval man in fashioning himself an implement, through succes-

sive modifications, to the complex machinery of the modern engineer, with specimens of

art at various epochs, so as to mark the progress of human civilization; that thus,

learning the status of man in the past, realizing his position at the present, we may be

the better enabled to frame for ourselves that future which a beneficent Providence has

left so materially in the power of ourselves.

1. '' The Study of Statistics," by F. J. Moss.

2. "Descriptions of new Si^ecies of ColeojAera,'" by Capt. T. Broun.

ABSTRACT.

This paper named a new genus and twelve species, the descriptions of which will

appear in a complete catalogue of the New Zealand Coleoptera, which the author is now

engaged in preparing for publication.

3. *' Notes on the Fertilization of Glossosfujma,'" by T. F. Cheeseman,

F.L.S- {Transactiom^ p. 353.)

Second Meeting. 2^ih June, 1877.

E. C. Barstow, President, in the chair.

yew Members,—^Y. J. Cochrane, J. Cunningham, H. A. C. Fergusson,

J. B. Graham, J. Hardie,

1. Mr. Ewington spoke at some length in reference to Mr. Moss's paper on "The

Study of Statistics," read at the last meeting. In this utilitarian age men ask, "What

is the use of Statistics ?'" but some evidence of their use may be inferred from the efforts

which all European Governments are making, and the expense to which they are going

to collect statistical information. Statistics being a collection of facts systematically

arranged and registered, must prove useful to Astronomers, Geologists, Political Econo-

mists, and students of any department of knowledge, for statistics in the widest accepta-

tion of the term embrace the whole field of leamin;:?. "Where observations have to extend
r

over a period of years before general principles can be deduced, as in Mr. Darwin's and

Mr. Herbert Spencer's studies, statistics are invaluable; and the fact that the last-named

writer has employed learned men to collect statistical information for this purpose shows

that their utility is undoubted.
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2, " Notes on tlie recent Earthquake Wave, as observed at the Bay of
Islands," by James Macfarlane.

At Mauawaora Bay, at 5 a.m. on May lltli, the sea rose six feet above the level of
the highest spring tides, covering several stretches of low-lying land at the head of the
bay, and causing considerable alarm to the settlers. About the same time the wave was
felt very strongly in the Waitangi Eiver. Some small cutters that were beating up the
river had to drop anchor to avoid being washed ashore. At Eussell, the tide ebbed and
flowed at least seven times during the day, at irregular intervals. At Wairoa, just
opposite Kussell, at about 4 p.m., a wave rushed in with great force, covering at least ten
yards of the strand above high-water mark ; Mr. Ford's whale-boat was washed up by it

and left high and dry. This wave receded immediately, but shortly afterwards again
advanced, and remained at the same level as before for over ten minutes. During this
time a large boat was loaded with potatoes, afloat all the time, and was just ready to
shove off when the water again receded, leaving the boat aground several yards higher up
than any boat has been in the recollection of Captain Haughton, who has been at the
Bay of Islands since 1840. After this the tide came in and went out repeatedly, but
never reached its former height.

3. " Notes ou the Earthquake AVave as felt at Gisborne," by Captani
Crisi-), Harbour-master.

The first wave felt at Gisborne occurred between midnight and 2 a.m. on the morn-
mg of May lltli, and came in but slightly. AnotLer ^vave came in about 4 a.m., rising
about two feet. It being then high water, it had the appearance of an extraordinary
swellmg of the tide or some distant storm-wave. At about 7 a.m., however, when the
tide had considerably receded, a very heavy wave rushed in with terrific force, and in the
space of seven or eight minutes rose perpendicularly as many feet, and then as quickly
receded, carrying with it about fifty yards of a sandy point in the harbour. Xo noise or
any other warning was given of its approach. Similar waves occurred at 9 a.m., 11 a.m.,
12-40 p.m., and 2 30 p.m. on the same day, each rising from two to three feet. On the
morning of Saturday, the 12th, I was under the impression that the tidal disturbances
had ceased, but later in the day they commenced again, 'and kept on at intervals of
li-regixlar dttration until the morning of Monday, the 14th of May. During the whole
period of the disturbances it was extremely difficult to know anything about the regular
time of high water. It will also be observed that at first there was some little regularitym the intervcils, but later on this disappeared.

4. "Descrii^tlon of a new MoUusk from Aiicldaud Harbour," by T, F.
Cheeseman, F.L.S.

5. " Descriiitious of noTv Species of Coleoptem," by Capt. T. Broun.

new genus and sixteen new species were described.

roi

Third Meeting. 23nl JiiJij, 1877.

E. C. Barstow, President, in the chair.

New Members.~A. Aitken, C.E., J. O. Barnard, G. Black, W. H.
beck, II. E. Cotton, W. Elliott, J. James, W. McLaaghHn, J. Howard,
H. Mackenzie, 0. Wade, F. Larkins, J. Newman, A. Whitaker.
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1. " Early Eecords of Auckland," by His Honour Mr. Justice Gillies.

ACBTKACT.

Tlie writer observed that tlie preservation of the early records of a country was of
r ^^ ^^

very great importance, as personal reminiscences, however vahiahle, are seklom entirely

trustworthy, hcing unconsciously tinged by the views of the writer, or the part which he

took in the events which he narrates. A great mass of the early official records were

lost in the wreck of the " White Swan," many years ago ; but there no doubt exist in the

possession of private individuals many records of the early history of the colony, which

of little value to the individual, but which, in the course of a few years, will become

of great interest and value to the community at large, if they were only collected together.

The author stated that it was in the hope of stimulating others who possess such records

to bring them together, and deposit them in the Museum where they would be accessible

to the public, that he had prepared his paper ; and as a first contribution towards this

end, he now presented to the Institute a series of 5i documents, all more or less bearing

on the early history of the colony.

2. '' On the Presence of Nickel in the Auckland District," by J. A. Pond.

[Transactions
y p. 454.)

3. "Eeason in the Lower Animals," by F. G. Ewiagton.

A discussion arose, in which Dr. Purchas, Col. Haultain, Mr. Moss, and others took

part.

Fourth MEExi^a. 20z/i August, 1877.

E. C- Barstow, President, in the chair.

Neiv Memhers.—G, B, Beere, W. Buchanan, P. Darby, W. Dowden, T.

Montgomery, E. F. Sandes, T. G. Sandes, A. T. Urqiiliart, D. C. Wilson.

The Secretary read the list of donations to the Museum and Library since the last

meeting.

1. *' Note on tlie Discovery of Moa Eemains at Awitu," by A. Mactier.
4

ABSTKACT.

The remains in question, consisting of a pair of tibife and metatarsi, together with a

few phalanges of the foot, were stated to have been found while deepening a drain runnuig

through a small swamp of about 200 acres in extent, situated immediately behind the

sand-lulls on the West Coast, and about six miles to the south of the entrance to the

Manukau Harbour. The bones were embedded in a blue sandy clay, about six feet from

the surface. The swamp was stated to have been partly drained by the Maoris at some

remote period, for the lines of their old drains could still bo traced in some places.

Mr. Cheeseman said that the bones appeared to be referable to Professor Owen's

DinornU giganteus,

2. "Notes on a Deposit in the Shaft of the Pumping Association,

Grahamstown, Thames," by G. Black. {Transactions, p. 450.)

A long discussion then ensued, in which Messrs Stewart, Goodall, J. B. Eussell, and

Dr. Purchaa took part.

3. ''Descriptions of new Species of Coleopteraj'' by Capt. T. Broun.

This paper contained descriptions of new species belonging to the families Anthn-

MdcEy Aphodiad<:e, and BlujsodidiV,
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4. ** Tewkesbury," by J. Adams, B.A.

This was a review of the period of English History immediately f(dlowing the battle

of TewkesLury.

5. Dr. J. L. Campbell read some interesting personal reminiscences of the early
history of Auckland, entitled ** Auckland in 1840, and how we lived then," and ** Auck-
land's first native alarm, an episode of January, 1841."

Fifth Meetinct. 22??f? October, 1877.

R. C. Barstow, President, In tbe chair.

New Members.—^Y. Felkin, F.R.G.S., A. Heslop, A. Spicer, T. Whitson.

;ain

This paper dealt exclusively with beetles of the families Scaphidiidc^, Histeridtr,

BostrichidiS, Ptinidte, BriUdiB^ Biaperidce, Ceramhycidce, LamiadiP, and ChrysomcUda.
Two genera and nineteen species were indicated as new. Some interesting information
as to the habits of three species of BoHtrichida was also given, and the author drew
attention to the serious nature of their ravages in Fagus timber.

2. *« Notes on the Aplwdiadce of New Zealand," by Capt. T. Broun.
This family of beetles was stated to have seven representatives in New Zealand—two

of which were now described for the first time. All the specimens of the five species

collected by the author were found under stones and logs, and were certainly not

coprophagous in their habits as is uuiforml}'' the case with the European species.

3. ''Descrix^tions of two new MoUusks from Auckland Harbour," by
T. F. Cheeseman, F.L.S.

The species described were Fleurohranclius ornatus and Aclesia glauca. Coloured

drawings of both were exhibited*

4. ''Notes on a branclied Nikau Tree," by S. Percy Smith, [Transac-

iions, p. 357.)

5. *« On the Disappearance of the Small Birds of New Zealand,*' by D.
C. Wilson. {Transactiom, p. 239-)

Mr. Firth entirely agreed with the remarks made by the author in reference to the

operations of the AccHmatization Societies. Of late years quite a howl had been raised

against the Auckland Society for its introduction of sparrows, greenfinches, chaffinches,

etc., and it had been even roundly stated that the skylark had turned out an undesirable

colonist. He had no sympathy with such statements ; and believed that they rested on
very slender foundations. He would admit that at a certain season of the year the

mi
themselves to strawberries and cherries; but the fact remained that for eight months
out of the twelve neither grain nor fruit could be obtained, and that then the birds must
depend on insects for their existence. The small amount of evil done was conspicuous

-gnified

and
escaped notice. Some years ago a similar outcry was set up in England, and by means

t2
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similar

place. But it soon became evident that as the birds decreased the insects increased, and
he was happy to say that public opinion -was fast undergoing a change, as was evidenced
by the Small Eirds Protection Act. Here in New Zealand, where the native birds were
evidently unable to accommodate themselves to the changed conditions brought about
by the advent of the European settlers, and were fast diminishing in numbers, it was
almost a public duty to introduce others to take their place and perform their work ; and
he felt certain that ultimately the colony would thank the Acchmatization Societies for

having taken the matter up.

Mr. Earstow agreed with much that the author had advanced, but could not assent
to the view that the rat was the sole enemy of the New Zealand birds. He had long
been of opinion that the introduction and spread of the honey-bee had much to do with
the disappearance of the honey-eating species, such as the korimako. It was a common
statement among the Maoris that the bees had appropriated the honey on which the
korimakos fed, and had thus absolutely starved the birds to death. By many people the

rat was credited with being the cause of the extinction of the native quail, which bred on
the ground, and (so ran the story) was especially liable to have its eggs or young taken.
But the same reasoning should apply stHl more strongly to the case of the pihoihoi, or
ground lark, which nevertheless still very fairly maintained its numbers.

6. '' Teclinical Education," by J. C. Fii^th.

The author stated that he had been induced to bring this matter under the notice of

the Institute in consequence of the perusal of an exceUent report issued by the Minister
of Education for Victoria. After reading some extracts from this report, Mr. Fii'th

offered some verbal remarks of his own as to the system of technical education now

into New Zealand.
form

A discussion arose, in which the Chairman, Col, Haultain, Mr. Mitford, and the
author took part.

7. r^otes on blowing up Snags in the Waikato Eiver with Dynamite,"
by E. E. Hunt. {Transactions, p. 101,)

This paper, which was fully illustrated with plans and diagrams, was read by Mr.
Firth in the absence of the author.

Sixth Meeting. 19th November, 1877.

E. C. Barstow, President, in the cliair.

Of

Cheeseman, was read

:

addressed Mr

" By cutter * Leah
'
I send you a branch of a marine plant called by the nativea

Eimiunoana Whale
iBiana. wnere it is very abundant on the Hapuka fishing grounds. In the old days, before
the mtroduction of iron, this plant was much prized Ly the natives, who dredged for it to
make their fisliing-hoots from. They bent it when green into the required shape, which
it retained when dry and became as hard as ebony. Several hundred pounds weight of
fish were caught on these hooks. When taken out nf tha w.f.. ti,. ^i..., ^„„ ...„..^
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with numbers of star-fish with long radiating arms, each twelve or fifteen inches long;

these have now dried up quite small. You will see a cluster of rare little shells on the

stem covered up with sponges. These shells are only found in deep water.''

The specimen alluded to by Capt. Mair was exhibited.

2. " The Curculionid(jc of New Zealand," by Capt. T. Broun.

Capt. Broun stated that the Cxirctdionidce now known to inhabit New Zealand

numbered 114 species, distributed among forty-six genera. Of this number one genus

and thirty species were now described as new for the first time,

3. '' The New Zealand Heteromera,'' hy Capt. T. Broun.

Thirteen species were indicated as new.

4. '' Description of a new Species of Polypodiumy" by T. F. Cheeseman,

F.L,S. (Transactions, p. 3o6.)

5. "Notes on the firing of Torpedoes hy Electricity/* by J, A. Pond.

{Transactions^ p. 164.)

Annual General Meeting. IQih February^ 1878.

R. C. Barstow, President, in the chair.

New Members.—T. Bennett, W. A. Brett, Sir Robert Douglas, Bart.,

M.H.K., W. P. Gordon, A. J. Hunter, W. W. Mitchell, J. P. Walker,

F. A. White.

The Secretary read the minutes of the last annual meeting, held on 19th February,

1877.

ABSTRACT OF ANNUAL KEPOBT.

During the year six meetings were held, at which 24 papers were read. Since the

last annual meeting 48 new members have been elected, the total number on the

register of the Society now being 278. Nun^erous donations have been made to the

Museum, but from the want of funds it has been impossible to supply cases in which

to exhibit them to the public. Arrangements have been made by the curator for inter-

changes with the chief British and European Museums, and several valuable collections

have been already received. The retiring Coiuicil recommend that an attempt should be

made to obtain a landed endowment for the Institute, its present revenue being insuf-

ficient to maintain the museum and library in an efficient state.

The balance sheet showed the total receipts to be £498 4s- Od. (including a balance

of £30 19s. 3d. from last year. The expenditure amounted to £423 7s. 4d., leaving a

balance in hand of £74 16s. 8d.

Election or Officers foe 1878:

—

President, T. Heale ; Council—B, C.

Barstow, The Eev. J, Bates, J. L. Campbell, M.D,, J, C. Firth, His Honour

Mr. Justice Gillies, The Hon. Col. Haultaiu, G. M, Mitford, J. A. Pond,

The Rev. A. G. Purclias, M.E.C.S.E., J. Stewai-t, M. Inst. C.E., F,

Whitaker
; Auditor—Tl Macffarlane ; Seartary and Treasurer—T. 1\

Cheeseman, F.L.y.
^^



PHILOSOPHICAL INSTITUTE OF CANTERBUEY.

- First Meeting. 5th April, 1877.

Professor von Haast, F.K.S., Presidoiit, in tlie chair.

Xeiv Memhers.—W. A. Willis, Tlie Eev. T. Flavell.

The President read his opening address. {Transactions, p. 37.)

r ^

Second Meeiikg. 4.th May, 1877.

Professor von Haast, F.K.S., President, in the chair.

Xew Members.—G. C. Howard, J. Holloway.

By permission, Mr. H. Czerwonta read a paper on tlie "Drainage of Christcliurch.
»f

Third Mheting. Mth June, 1877.
H

E. W. Fereday in the chair.

New Members.—R, Parker, A. Carrick, The Eev. J. S. Smalley.

Fourth Meeting. 5th July, 1877.

Professor von Haast, F.E.S., President, in the chair

No papers were read.

Fifth Meeting. 2nd August, 1877.

Professor von Haast, F.E.S., President, in the chair.

Neic Member.—W. Izard.

"Supplementary Description of Species or Varieties of Chnjsophani
( Lepidupicra FJwpaJuceraJ inhabitmg New Zealand," by E. W. Fereday,
C.M.E.S.L. {Transactions, p. 252.)

Sixth Meeting. Gth September, 1877.

Professor von Haast, F.E.S., President, in the chair.

Rev. James W. Stack. {Transactions, p. 57.)

South Island Maoris." bv the
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Seventh Meeting, ith October, 1877

Dr. J. S. Coward iu the cliair.

New Member—A. C. Baines,

1. *'0u the Influence of the Earth's Rotation on Eivcrs," by A, C.

Baines. {Transactions, p. 92.)

2. '' Sketch of the Traditional History of the South Island Maoris,"

(second paper), by the Eev. J. W. Stack. (Transactions, p. 57.)

Annual General Meeting, 1st November, 1877-

Neiv Member—H. Lee.

Election of Officers for 1878 :—PrmV^wi—Professor von Haast,
E.R.S.

; Vice-presidents.—ThQ Eev. J. W. Stack, Professor Cook; Council

Professor Bickerton, Dr. Powell, W. M. Maskell, E, W. Fereday, Dr.
Coward, G. W. Hall; Hon. Treasurer—^olmJugli^ ; Hon. Secretary—J. S.

Guthrie.

Resolved—That in future the subscription be one guinea per annum, without
entrance fee, dating from 1st November.

Resolved—That the Council be requested to take into early consideration the
holding of periodical scientific excursions and to arrange for the same.

Resolved—That the Council revise the rules and report to a special meeting in
December.

abstract of annual report.

The Council state that the number of members has been maintained. Xine new
members have been elected, four of whom have fulfilled the condition of election, and are
entitled to the pri%ileges of membership.

Owing to various circumstances, fewer papers have been read this session than in
former years

; but the Council have reason to expect that next session will be a more
nu

original

The

annual conversazione, accepted an invitation from the Board of Governors of the

Art Exhibition" u- -- —.— _ — ._- ^—

^

^* — ^^—^ „„
Museum buildings on the occasion of the opening of the Canterbury College buildings.
The president, Professor von Haast, acted as superintendent of the Exhibition. The
Exhibition was a thorough success. It was opened the 7th June in the presence of
Ins Excellency the Governor, and was closed on IGth June, having been visited during

time

The Treasurer's report showed a balance in hand of £160 14s. 8d.
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Special Meeting. 6th Decmiher^ 1877.

Professor von Haast, President, in tlie chair.

New Members.—Eev, G. Cotterillj Eev. E, G. Penny, H. Czerwonka, J.

Tyeth Hart.

The rules as revised by the Council were submitted, and after slight amendment

adopted.

1. '* Description of new Genera and Species of PsycJiidcej'' by E. W.
Fereday, C.M.E.S.L. {Transactions

y p. 260.)

2. '' Notes on Ferns," by T. H. Potts. {Transactions, p. 368.)



OTAGO INSTITUTE.

First Meeting. 5th June, 1877.

chaii'

New Members.—k. Hill Jack, Eev. C. S, Ross, G. S. Duncan.

1. " Notes on the New Zealand Myriopoda in tlie Otago Museum/' by
W. Hutton. {Transactions, p. 288.)

2. " On the Habits (P

p. 250.)

{Transactions,

Second Meeting. 12th Jtine^ 1877.

The Eight Eev. Bishop Neville, President, in the chair.

New Members.—'B. Paulin, G. E. Ehott, A. Montgomery, B. Throp, P. S

y, T. Forrester, Dr. Wilkuis.

Professor Black gave a lecture on *' The Earth a Cinder."

Third Meeting. 3rd July, 1877.

E. Gillies, Vice-president, in the chair.

1- Professor Hutton explained Schivendener's Theory of the Nature of

Lichens.

2. Professor Hutton read a note on a Fungus-penetrating Nostoc.

Fourth Meeting. 17th July, 1877.

W. N. Blair, Vice-president, in the chair.

Professor Macgregor gave a lecture on Mental Physics.

Fifth Meeting. 7th August, 1877-

The Eight Eev. Bishop Neville, President, in the chair

New Members.—Professor Scott, J. Marshall.

1. " The Dunedin Fish Sunnlv." bv P. Thoi {Trayis., p. 324.)

2. *' Second Note on the Maori Eat,'' by Professor P, W
(Transactions, n. 288.'i
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F

Sixth Meeting. 28th August, 1877,

E. Gillies, Vice-president, in the cliaii-.

Dr. Hocken gave a lecture on the Hot Springs of New Zealand

Seventh Meeting. 11th September^ 1877-

The Eight Eev. Bishop Neville, President, in the chair.

New Member.—J, C. Hoyte.

"Notes on some Changes in the Fauna of Otago," by E. Gillies

(Transactions
y p. 306.)

Eighth Meeting. 25th September^ 1877.

The Eight Eev. Bishop Neville, President, in the chair.

New Member.—H. S. Fish, junr.

Professor Sale gave a lecture on Eeligion and the Drama.

Ninth Meeting. 9th October^ 1877.
r

W. N. Blair, Vice-president, in the chair.

1. Professor Hutton exhibited a specimen of Eudyptes schlegeli, Finsch, obtained by

Mr. R. Gillies, at Brighton, last March. This specimen, ^hich was moulting, answered

well to Dr. Finsch'.3 description, escept that it had no yellow line round the mandible.

2. ''On a new Species of Trap-door Spider from New Zealand/' by the

Eev. 0. P. Cambridge, A.M., O.M.Z.S., Hon. Mem. N.Z. Inst. (Transactions,

p. 281.)

3. *' Description of Trap-door Spiders' Nests from California and from

Western AnstraHa in the Christchurch Museum," by E. Gillies, F.L.S.

(Transactions, p. 301.)

4. " Contributious to the ConcLology of New Zealand," by Professor

F. W. Hutton. {Transactions, p. 293.)

5. " Experiments on tlie Lifting Power of Inclined Planes in Aerial

Transit," by H. Skey. (Transactions, p. 170.)

6. '' On the Introduction of the Tension Wheel in Aerial Transit," by

H. Skey. (Transactions, p. 173.)

7. *' On the Introduction of the Principle of the Gyroscope in Aerial

Transit," by H. Skey. (Transactions, p. 176.)
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Tenth Meetixg. 23>y/ October, 1877.

W, N. Blair, Vice-president, in the cliair.

New Member.—A. Grant,

1. ''Notes on some of the New Zealand Minerals belondn^: to the Ota^roo*^o

municated by Professor Hutton. (Transactions, p. 190.)

Sydney. Com-

2. Professor Scott gave a lecture on the '' Hand in different Animals."

Eleventh Meeting. 8th Xoremherj 1877.

W. N. Blair, Vice-president, in the chair.

Mr. J. McKerrow was chosen to vote in the election of tlie Board of Governors for

the ensuing year, in accordance with clause 7 of *' The New Zealand Institute Act."

The nomination for the election of honorary members of the New Zealand Institute

was made in accordance with Statute IV.

Annual General Meeting. 17/A January, 1878.

The Eight Rev. Bishop Ne\411e, President, in the cliair.

1. '' Contributions to the Botany of Otago," by T. Kirk, F.L.S. {Trans-

actions, p. 406.)

2. " On the Botany of the Bluff Hill," by T. Kirk, F.L.S. [Transadions,

p. 400.)

8. ** Notice of the Occurrence of Juncm ylaucu^, L., in New Zealand,"

by T. Kirk, F.L.S. {Transactiuns, p. 393.)

4. *'0n TJndsaya viridis, Colenso," by T. Kirk, F.L.S. {Tramactiom^

p. 396.)

ABSTRACT OF ANNUAL REPORT.

Since the last annual meethig 14 new members have joined and 21 resigned, making
our number 224 members. Two members have become life members.

r

Buring the year the Institute has moved into permanent quarters in the Museiun

building.

During the year 12 meetings have been held, at which 14 papers were read, and 5

lectures delivered.

A considerable number of books have been added to the library.

The balance sheet showed the receipts for the year (including a balance of £32 10s. 2d.)

to be £295 15s. 2d. The expenditm-e amounted to £232 5a. Od., leaving a balance in the

treasurer's hands of £63 lOs. 2d. There is aLo to the credit of the Institute, in the

Government Savings Bank, a sum of £43 18s. 6d.

u2
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Election of OrncEKS foe 1878 :—PmiJmi—W. N. Blair, C.E.; Vice-

Presidents—'pTotessoi' Huttoii, W. Arthur, C.E. ; (7ou«a7—rrofessor Sliaud,

G. Joaclum, Profo3;-or Macgregor, Professor Scott, D. Petrie, E. Eliott

J. C. Thomson; Hon. Sec.~G. M. Thomson; Hon. Treasurer—H. Skey;
Auditor—A. D. Lubecki.

r

The President delivered tlie following

ADDRESS.

It is difficult to gather exactly what may be expected from the retiring President of

su3h an institution as the one which I now address. No douht in the older institutions

of other countries, which can hoast of containing among their members numbers of

individuals eminent for their attainments either in special departments of science or in

a wide range of subjects, it is naturiJ to expect that the President will have been selected

on account of his ability to deal authoritatively with a particular subject, or to present

a review of the latest resudcs of scientific research and to point out their significance.

It would be nothing less than presumption in such an one as myself to attempt either of

these courses.

One who is debarred by the ceaseless pressure of other duties from conducting a

course of independent enquiry, and who can do Uttle more than skim the pages of a

scientific journal amid the iuconveniences of a coach journey or the difficulties of a lively

railway carriage, though honoured by havuig been placed in the Presidential chair, can

han.lj on that account venture on so ambitious a fiight.

Nor do I think that any sketchy reference to the subjects brought before the Society

during the past year would be hkely to be fraught with much either of interest or

advantage. A considerable proportion of those present this evening heard those papers

or lectures when read before the members of the Institution, for though it is true that in

the early part of the session, when we first took possession of the new home of the

Institute, many were slow to find their way into it, and the attendance was not so good

as when the more centrally situated building was occupied, yet we have now so fully

adopted our quarters in these halls of science that the fear is we have been too modest in

our calculations of the space which would be required to give accommodation to the

members of this Institute.

One of the considerations which led me to accept the office of President was that I

felt that my having been selected for it was in some sort the assertion of a principle.

Connecting the circumstance with the discussions which had shortly before prevailed, I

did not think it vain or unjustifiable to conclude that, by this action, the members of the

Institute generally were willing to have it understood that, whatever their opinions as to

questions of detail and modes of operation, they, students of science as they are,

acknowledged one great and beneficent First Cause, if I may not go further and believe

that it is hereby testified that we have more still in common—viz., that, at least in its

broad outlines and all-hallowing principles, the Christian Religion is held to be entirely

consistent with all that nature has unfolded. I do not propose to make U:^e of this

occasion for the discussion of any of those questions which are held by many to bring the

declarations of scripture into conflict with the declarations of the book of nature. Some
of them I hold to be questions which ought never to have risen, which at least would

never have attained the importance which has been attached to them if mutual respect

and forbearance were more generally exercised, if there were not on the one hand often-

times too stroner an assertion of matters «.s hpiTicr iaoi.a wTiiVii offor oil yr^av he, nnlv
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speculations resting on a more or less reasonable Lanis ; and, on the other hantl. often-

times a too tenacious retention of what is merely traditioiml interpretation, or a clinging

to quotations from uninspired records as though they were divine utterances. I think it

more befitting to my present position however, that I should address myself especially to

younger students of natural science, with a view to pointing out some of the mistakes

which they perhaps are particularly liable to fall into, mistakes Avhich no doubt farther

study would enable them to correct for themselycs, but which ofLen remain uncorrected

Tery much because the studies are so fitfully pursued that it is only when some circum-

stance arouses a public interest in scientific subjects that their attention is drawn to

them again. It may appear but a commonplace observation when I say that one of the

first things to be guarded against is impatience of the drudgery needful to master eveu

the alphabet of almost any branch of science, I mean more by this than that there is no

royal road to learning, and my meaning extends to this, namely, that there is a great

temptation to forsake the steady pursuit of knowledge along the more tedious pathways

of careful observation and well-considered induction for the more attractive highways of

fashionable theory. I am not alluding now io those whose chief object is to get a repu-

tation for the possession of scientific knowledge careless as to the basis upon which that

reputation may rest. It may suffice for such to read a review of them, to phmge hotly

mto a discussion probably with far more rashness of assertion than they dare to whom
the subject had been long familiar. But I speak rather of this danger as besetting tho^e

who are sincere in their desire to get to the root of matters. It is a seductive error. It

seems so much easier to discuss the merits of a theory than to plod along with the

accumulation of facts, forgetting that we are not qualified to judge of the merits of a

theory until we have a wide knowledge of the facts upon which it is based. It is that

old error of the Aristotelian philosophy which the Baconians corrected. Dialectical skill

lastead of ascertained facts. Deductions from abstract and aprioii propositions made to

fit on to nature, instead of inductions from a multitude of observed phenomena leading

up to conclusions of high probability. It is not wonderful- that, in a population almost

entu'ely occupied with pursuits which ailord but little leisure, men should readily take

the road which seems to be the shortest to the desired end, but it is a road which sub-

divides so often that its end is commonly confusion, Muid, I am distinguishing theory

from lawful induction^ and considering theory as something which men postulate for them-

selves, and a lawful induction to be a conclusion an-ived at from the agreement of so

liiany particulars as to make its value approach that of a general proposition. It is the

business of the student of science to acquaint himself with these particulars. It is a

common mistake to consider the dealer in theory a philosopher and to stigmatize the

work of the plodding student as that of a mere recorder of observations; the former,

however, is often a mere empiric, while the latter, if he be not a true philosopher, if hj

Will but persevere is likely to become such because his well-stored mind can hardly fail

to arrange his copious data; unbidden thoughts will come and form themselves into

conclusions the value of which will be in proportion to his stock of knowledge, hia

judgment, his mental training, and his mental powers. Only let the philosophy come in

its proper place, not first, but last. It will be understood that my remarks have special

reference to the physical sciences.

A kindred, yet distinct danger is that of jumping to conclusions upon data, which, if

not altogether unreliable, are often very partial. Should the fact or facts in view come
m support of an opinion previously formed, some hobby of our own, what an almost

ixresistible temptation to build a wide-spreading superstructure upon a narrow basis I I
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must he forgiven if I liint tbat this temptation is one into wliich not a few fall who
cannot be said to be very juvenile observers. I will illustrate my meaning from the
science of geology. How many imposing arguments we will say as to the duration of
man upon the earth have been based upon such calculations as those made in regard to
the length of time it would take to accumulate a certain thickness of river deposit over
the bone which had been found, or the position of a bone in a bed of gravel. What room
there is in such cases for a variety of circumstances not taken into the calculation, but
which, nevertheless, may so affect the issue as to render the conclusion almost worthless.
Take the former example. There are the considerations which arise from fluctuations in
the force of the stream, the climatic conditions, the character of the material deposited,
the likelihood of the pre-existence of swamps, etc., and yet we find the number of inches
of mud which the observer found to have been deposited within a given time during
liis own opportunity of en(iuiry to be taken as the unit of measure

; or if we have
gravel beds and the like under our notice, especially if the country be a mountainous
one, we have to take into the account—not only the even flowing stream we see in years
of fair weather, and with its banks protected at all dangerous points by modern appliances
to keep the stream to its appointed bounds-hut the stream as it was when perhaps
lower lying snows swelled its volume as they yielded to the summer sunshine, or primeval
forests attracted a more copious rainfall higher up its course. In such cases resistless
floods might bring down more material in a few hours than would be accumulated in
years under the conditions which now prevail. A night might overwhelm a whole tribe
of natives encamped by the stream in a destruction still more dire than that terrible fate
which overtook the ill-starred settlers, but a year ago, in their peaceful homes at Motueka,
the boasted happy valley. Numbers from Nelson went to be sorry witnesses of what they
could not from mere reports believe, viz., that the little river, transformed into a torrent,
had torn down from its banks such masses of detritus as to cover fields and gardens in a
general ruin, in some instances to the depth of the fences which surrounded them. It
might hereafter be concluded that the transport of so much material was the work of
years.

Another very unrel:able class of evidence is that derived fi'om the fossils exhumed
from the floors of caves

;
it is often almost impossible to say how many times these have

been disturbed though the appearances may seem to betoken no intrusion. The finding
of a broken tobacco pipe under circumstances which appeared indistinguishable from
those luider which the instruments and ornaments which had belonged to ancient
Britons were obtained, was calculated to dispel conclusions which would otherwise have
appeared sound. It was bad enough to discover that the tooth, at first fondly taken to
he that of a young cave hysna, was only that of a dog, but the other thing was not to
be got over. Now let us suppose that instead of that instrument of vile purpose, which
the ancient Britons could never have been so degenerate as to have used, the tooth of
Ursus spelens had been tiirned up, the argument would have been thought undeniable
that the ancient inhabitants of Derbyshire-for the cave of which I am speaking is in
that county -had to do battle with that extmct animal. I am not saying that there is
no evidence for the contemporaneity of the cave-bear with man, but showing how easy it
IS even for good observers to be deceived. The cave floor may be as completely hardened
by the traffic of a multitude of feet within the last few years, during which excursionists
have penetrated everywhere, as in a century or so when visits were only paid to such
places under pressure of necessity as hiding places in times of trouble. The point upon
wiuch I am msisUng h that under thn in^nrHvo c^.*=™ „.i..-.i. .-_ ., . ....
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must follow, matters must be looked at all round before an attempt is made to establish

a corclusion. We have to arrive at sometbing like a general proposition from particular

ones, instead of tbe logically more certain process of deducing the particular from a
geiieral. The reason of this it is easy to see. In the physical sciences the particular

premises are more within our cognizance than the general ones. Thus the two tempta-
tions, against which I h^ve presumed to warn students, have their root in the same
circumstance. To try to arrive at a scientific conclusion from a general theory is to try

to get a certainty out of an uncertainty ; and to hastily frame a general proposition out

of a small array of observations, even supposing them to be correct enough in themselves,

is to make the same mistake by an opposite method. An induction can never do more
than justify a reasonable conviction of the mind, and afford the highest i^robability of

the truth of the conclusion, but there is always the possibility of that conclusion beuig
modified by the presentation of further particulars, beforetime unknown or neglected.

You see, then, what a multitude of lines ought to converge before a positive assertion is

ventured upon—in other words, before this or that is affirmed to be scientific fact, I

have alluded, by way of illustration, to the question of the duration of man upon the

face of the earth ; I then used it in speaking of the quality of evidence, and of the happy
knack some have of making a very little go a long way. I press the same question into

my service in pointing out how frequently considerations which have an important

bearing upon the subject in hand are passed by without fair consideration, possibly fi'om

a kind of intuition that they will prove to bs lines which will not converge to the

conclusion we would fain see established; it is so very hard to be quite unbiassed, and
free from all party influences ! In debates upon the question I have named, it has never

appeared to me that sufficient attention has been given to the enormous possibihties

within the j^eriod acknowledged by all. I am not now insisting upon the correctness of

the most generally accepted reckonuigs in Eible chronology, nor am I entering upon the

merits of the question I allude to ; but speaking of time as an element in such questions,

I think that no sufficient recognition is made of all that a thousand years may mean.

Eealize in mind the condition, say of Britain and Northern Europe generally, 1,000 years

ago, with reference to the condition of its population, climate, forests, wild animals, and
the like

; go back then in mind 1,000 years before that again, and, repeating this process,

I think it will be seen that, when enormous periods of time are glibly rolled off the

tongue in relation to such questions, there is not unfrequently a failure to apprehend the

full force of what is so easily dismissed, and perhaps, after all, it will be thought tliat the

premises whicli may have been fairly established are not numerous enough, viewed in

the light of other considerations, to enable anything like a positive assertion to be made.

I must say a few words upon that alluring snare of over-systematizing in scientific

matters. It is so very satisfactory to be able to announce a law; it seems one step more
towards reducing confusion to order, it seems to be getting something done and settled ;

but here again we may be only pushing our particular to a universal. A conclusion in

geological science, for example, which is just enough when confined to one locality, is

utterly fallacious when stretched out into universality. These remarks will apply, in

iny estimation, to such artificial arrangements as the division of the human period into

the stone, the iron, and the bronze periods. Whatever justification there may be for

such a division in a particular country, it cannot consistently with history be predicated

lii api>lication to the world at large. Every day long-luried treasures are being brought
to light which tell us that as far back as the historic eye can pierce there were nations

who had attained a high degree of knowledge and of skill in the working of metals, and
^ to the testimony derived fi*om the most ancient cities of Assyria or Greece we may
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add a word on the subject from the most ancient written record in the world, it is to

Bay that there Hved, in the days when earth was very young, at least historically, a

celebrated instructor in all works of brass and iron. So, too, it goes against the
uniformity of this system when we observe that side bv side with the r,ivib"zatinn nf nnr

own

hatchets supposed to be characteristic of an age long past. One may carry these illus-

trations further and say that there never were those periods of uniform action and
uniform phenomena extending over the whole globe at the same time which would cause
the same effects to be at the same time everywhere produced. I suppose no one will

now assert that in the Carboniferous epoch coal was being spread at the same time over

the whole surface of the globe like the several coats of an onion, or chalk in the
Cretaceous, but it is not so well borne in mind that neither were the fauna or flora of

those or any other periods uniformly scattered over the face of the earth in the past any
more than they are now. When, for example, we say that the Sauriaus are characteristic

of the Liassic period, we only mean that they were to be found in that period, in those
climates, and under those conditions which were suitable for them. In other climates
at the same time altogether different creatures might be found. Again, when it is said,

as it is in Europe, that the Saurians disappear in the great gap which in that region is

found to intervene between the Upper Cretaceous and Lower Eocene rocks, it by no
means follows that they are not to be found much later in other parts of the world where
there may be no such break in the series. In support of this we may refer to the fact

of the existence in our neighbouring continent of Australia of so many marsupial
animals, though this group is amongst the first 'to appear in the geological records of
the mammalia, and has disappeared ages ago in many regions in which its fossil remains
are most abundant. Of course no one will accuse me of arguing against all legitimate
arrangement and grouping of ideas into systems, but my tirade is against the mvention
of systems for system's sake, for mere artistic effect and the like, and the burthen of my
theme has been the inculcation of care, deliberation, and breadth of view in the investi-
gation of the problems of nature. It is only thus we can hope to arrive at truth

!

Sincerity in the pursuit of herself, is what Truth first demands, but she will not often
yield to sincerity alone. Faithfulness, large-heartedness, impartiality, and care, must
go hand-in-hand to solicit her presence. We must seek her too from every quarter, for
she dweUs not within our circle only, thus are all sciences related to each other. All

physical sciences-this is the smaller ckcle, and within it all, astronomy, chemistry, and
own

history of the earth. But there are wider circles still, for metaphysics and theology, in
spite of Positive Philosophers, ^\ill live while men have minds and spirits, and these
sciences are related to the other as the mind is to the body, and the spirit to them both.
The mysteries may take long unravelling ; they will not be extinguished by denial. Let
faith have her perfect work. To sciencist- earnest, true, and humble—and alike to
theologian, I say, go on with your interpretations each in your proper sphere, and by your
proper methods, and in God's name I bid you all success-" In your patience possess ye
your souls."
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FiEST Annual General Meeting. 4.th June^ 1877

Eobert Stuart in the clialr.

ABSTRACT OF ANNUAL REPORT.

This Society was founded in September, 1874, and witlain a few weeks sixty members

were enrolled. Of these, one—Mr. Catchpool—had died, and three had resigned, and

there were thirteen new applicants for membership.

Owing to adverse circumstances no annual general meeting could be held before this,

but the Council had met frequently, and ordered some of the best modern works on

Tarious branches of science, which were expected soon to arrive.

Several members had collected specimens of various kinds which they purposed

presenting to the Institute, whenever a proper place was prepared in which to deposit

them.

Eegret was expressed at the inabihty of the Eight Rev. Dr. Williams, Vice-president,

to attend, through infirmity.

The Secretary had several papers in preparation to read to the Society, and his

report concluded by pointing out the many advantages of belonging to such an Institution.

The total receipts since the foundation of the Society were £265 2s. Od.. including a

grant of £100 from the late Provincial Council. The expenditure was £53 IDs. 2d.,

leaving a balance to credit of £211 2s. lOd.

The thanks of the Society were directed to be recorded to the Honorary Secretary for

his report.

A letter was read from the Eev, Dr. Williams, late Bishop of Waiapu, resigning his

office of Vice-president, owing to infirmities.

Election of Officers for IQll-lQ:—President—1\\q Hon. J. D.

OrmonJ, M.H.E. ; Vice-president—B.ohQvi Stuart ; Co«7?c/^-Messrs Holder,

Kinross, Miller, Newton, Smith, Spencer, Colenso ; Hon. Secretary and

Treasurer—W. Colenso ;
Auditor—T. K. Newton.

New 2Iemhers.—W. J. Bircli, R, L. Colenso, P. Dolbel, A. Kennedy, A.

LascGlles, R. D. Douglas McLean, A. McLeod, H. Nairn, J. Nairn, G, A.

Oliver, J. Eocbfort, F. Sutton, and G. WHlis.

First Meetino. 13//i August, 1878.

W. I. Spencer, M.E.C.S., in the chair.

1. "On the Day in ^vhich Capt. Cook took formal Possession of New

Zealand," by W. Colenso, F.L.S. {Transactions, p. 99.)

2. " Notes on the Metamorphosis and Development of one of our large

Butterflies (Banais berenice), or a closely-allied Species," by W. Colenso,

F.L.S. (Tramactiom, p. 276.)
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A short discussion took place in which Dr. W. L, Bailer took part.

8, ^' Mambiis Parkinsomhus Sacrum—A brief Memoir of the First Artist

•who visited New Zealand ; together with several Httle-knowu Items of

Interest extracted from his Journal," by W. Colenso, F.L.S. {Transactions^

p. 108.)

A cordial vote of thanks ^vas passed and ordered to be recorded to the Hon. Secretary

for his papers.

Second Meeting. IQth September, 1877.

There being only a few members present, owing to the inclemency of the weather,

no papers were read.

Thied Meeting. 8ih October, 1877.

II. E. Holder in the chair,

The President, the Hon. J. D. Ormond, M.H.E., was chosen to vote in the election

of the Board of Governors for the ensuing year, in accordance with clause 7 of the ** New

Zealand Institute Act."

1. " Notes, chiefly historical; on the ancient Dog of the New

Zealandcrs," by W. Colenso, F.L.S. {Transactions, p. 135.)

The thanks of the meeting were unanimously accorded to the Hon. Secretary for his

paper. , »

2. " Oa two indigenous Productions—Manganese and Zosiera marina
r

which might be made fair Articles of Export," by J. A. Smith.

I beg to make a few remarks with regard to two exports fi'om New Zealand which

will repay the shipper.

The first is manganese, a mineral. It is found in France, Hungary, Brazil, Corn-

wall, and Devon, also in the North Island of New Zealand. A mine is now open at the
4

Bay of Islands, New Zealand, with, I believe, success. The specimen produced is from

that mine. It has been assayed by Mr. Tunny, and found to contain from 80 to S4 per

cant of pure manganese. As to coloui*, it is found of a dark steel-grey, bluish, or iron-

black. It is used for producing oxygen, chlorine, and chloride of lime, removing the

brown and green tints in glass, in painting glass and enamel work, and for glazing and

colouring pottery. In 1872, when in England, I visited the extensive Hebburn chemical

works at Gateshead, on the Tyne, the property of Messrs Charles Tennant and Co.

They occupy about 250 acres of land, of which about 13 acres are occupied by sulphuric

acid chambers, which will give some idea of its vast extent. This is a branch establish-

ment of the well-known St. Eollos chemical works in Glasgow belonging to the same

firm. The principal reason for establishing these works on the Tyne was that they

could get the chalk ballast brought by the colhers from London at 5s. per ton. Mr.

Buchanan, the Manager of the Hebburn works, informed me that he would take any

quantity of manganese of good quality that we could send from New Zealand at from £6

to £7 per ton. Besides sending it to London in our wool ships as ballast it might be

shipped to Liverpool and Glasgow for the extensive chemical works in the vicinity of
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both ports, and there is no reason why it should not be sent home also vi^ Sydney and

Melbourne.

Assuming that it could be shipped in New Zealand as ballast at from £2 to £3 per

ton, the only expense after that would be discharging it in London into the colliers for

Newcastle as ballast, the expense of which is 5s. per" ton. This would leave a very

good return to the shipper.

The second export is Algn?, Zostera marina^ or Sea-grass.

It is found in France, Spain, and the Morocco Coast. In New Zealand it is found

in large quantities on the coasts of the North Island.

It is used in England extensively for stuffing mattrasses, carriages, furniture, etc.

;

the demand is unlimited ; the value in London is from £7 10s. to £10 per ton, and more
if clean and free from sand.

The specimen produced is from the vicinity of Auckland.

Specimens of ores of Manganese, and of the plant Zostera marina, were exhibited by
the author.

A short discussion arose on both of those papers.

Fourth Meeting. 5th November, 1877.

R. Stuart, Yice-president, in the cliair.

The nomination for the election of honorary members of the New Zealand Institute

was made in accordance with Statute TV.

v2
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THE CLIMATE OF NEW ZEALAND

SIETEOROLOGICAL STATISTICS,

The following Tables, etc., are publislied in auticipation of the Eeport of

the Inspectoi' of Meteorological Stations for 1877.

TABLE 1.

—

Tempeeatuee of the Am, in shade, recorded at the Chief

Towns in the Noeth and South Islands of New Zealand, for the

year 1877.

Mongonui
Auckland
Taranaki
Napier
Wanganni
Wellingtou

Means, etc., for

North Island

South Island.
Nelson
Cape Camijbell
Christchurch
Hokitika
Dunedin
Qaeenstown
Southland .

.

Means, etc, for
\

South Island
j

Means for North

)

and South Islands
j

Mean
Annual
Temp.

1

1

!

1

Mean
Temp, for

Sep., Oct.,

Nov.

Menu
Temp, for
^Su^niKR!
Dec., Jan.,

Feb.

Mean
,
Temp, for
[AXJTUMX)
Mar.,Apl.,

May.

Mean
^

Temp, for
(Wunti:e)
June,

July, Ang.
1

Mean
daily

range of
Tenip. for

year.

Extreme
range
of

Temp, for
year.

1

Degrees.
61-6

Degrees.
60-8

Degrees.
67-9

Degrees.
63-9

Degrees.
541

Degrees.
16-4

Degrees.
510

58-6 57-2 6o-6 60-5 51-2 14-7 49-1

56-0 51-0 63 57-9 50-6 17-2 51-0

59-0 58-5 67-3 59-2 51-2 14-8 54-0

65-1 53-8 63-6 55-6 47*5 210 56-0

55-5 54*:t 63-0 55-7 48-3 140 50-5

57-7

1

1

i

i

65-0 58-8
1

50-4 16-3

21-7

66-0

55-2 54-9 63-4 55-7 47-2 6o-0
56-9 55-8 63-7 57-7 50-6 11-1 44-6

52-3 52-9 61-5 51-2 43-7 19-5 62-7

52-2 51-2 59-4 53-1 45-3 14-3 49-3

50-3 50-6 67-8 49-5 43-3 14-3 53
49-3 60-1 58-7 48-9 39-5 15-8 58-3

•50-4 49-5
1

1

57-5 52-2 43-1 191 630

52-4

1

52-1
1

1

1

CO-3
j

]

52'6 44-7 16-5

1

63

6355-0
1

54-3
1

V

62-6

1

5o-7 47-5

1

16-4

* For 11 months only
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TABLE II.

—

Barometrical Obseevations.—Eainfall, etc., recorded for

^
tlie year 1877.

.

V Mean Bange Mean Mean Mean
Place.

Barometer of Elastic force Degree of Total Amount
reading for Barometer of Vapour IVIoisture for BainfaU. of

year. for year. for year. year. Cloud.

North IsiiAnd. Inches. Inches. - Inches. Sat.=100.

!

1

Inches. to 10.

Mongonui 30-016 1-428 '440 79 54-470 5-3

Auckland . * 30-021 1-370 •395 79 40-375 6-0

Taranaki .

.

30-003 1-420 •360 77 52-000 6-3

Napier 29-973 1-813 •357
1

69 33-450 2-7

Wanganui 30-028 1-350 •314 71 43-700 5-0

.Wellington

Means for Nortli}

Island ]"

South Island.

29-965 1-647 •336 76 51-925 5-1

30-001 1-421 •367 75 45^986 5-0

Nelson . . . • 29-874 1-581 •337 76 48-520 4-8

Cape Campbell -

.

30020 1-390 •376 80 16-070 6-3

Christcliurcli 29-931 1-820 •296 74 23-720 6-9

Hokitika . • 29-949 1-725 •340 85 136-660 5-5

Dunedin .

.

29-700 1-639 •279 76 37-460 6-7

Queen stoxvn 29-848 1-740 -235
1

66 35-590 5-5

Southland

Means for South)
Island

r

Means for North &

)

South Islands )

29-816 1-800
1

. 43-150 6-9

1

1

29-877 1-670 •310 76 48-738 6-8

,

29-939 1-545 •338 75 47-362 5-4

TABLE III.—Wind for 1877.—Force and Direction.

Average
Daily

Telocity in
Miles.

NoETH Island.
Mongonui .

.

Auckland .

.

Taranaki
Napier
Wanganui .

.

Wellington ..

SovTH Island.
Nelson
Cape Campbell
Christchurch
Bealey
Hokitika
Dunedin
Queenstown
Southland .

.

Number of Days it blew"from each point.

N.

32
31
33
33
4
6

37
6
4

64
32
14
11
28

N.E

47
42
25
77
13

28

56
1

128
23
45
47
12

62

E.

47
23
22
14
4
5

33
2

28
6

106
21

31

S.E.

32
23
93
33
49
102

85
57
13
35
23
4

12

10

8.

38
49
10
56
1

1

14
81

7

9
2

26
3
5

149
15
82
103
38
74

11
12

35
48
27

99

S.W. W.
i

69 54
114 65
98 30
76 44
43 33
23 5

86
A

4

N.W. Cahn.*

46
28
64
20

128

194

50
125
25
120
40
5

129
56

13

90
1

35

81

97
133

These returns refer to the particular time of observation, and not to the whole
twenty-four hours, and only show that no direction was recorded for the wind on that
number of days.

t For 10 months only.
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TABLE IV.

—

Bealey—Interior

1877.

Mean
Annual
Temp.

Mean
daily range

of
Temp, for

year.

Degrees.

46-0

Degrees.

15-8

Extreme
range

of
Temp, for

year.

Mean
Barometer
reading

for
year.

Bange
of

Barome
ter for
year.

Mean
Elastic
Eorce of

Vapour for
year.

I

Degrees.

71-0

Inches.

29-715*

Inches.

1-434

Inches.

205

Mean
Degree of
Moisture

for
year.

I

Sat.=100.

65

Total
Rainfall.

Mean
Amount

of
Cloud.

Inches.

106-414

OtolO

5

Beduced to sea level.

TABLE V.—Eaethqtjakes
:reported in New Zealand duiing 1877.

Placj?;.

•

03
>->

m •

»

• •

10*

• •

1

1

• 9

• a

9 9

• •

• •

• •

« •
1

« •

i

•

9 9

«

::

9 9

m *

• 9

9

>^

9 9

9 9

7
1

9 9

9,10

9 9

• •

• •

9 9

• 9

2

• 9

• •

• •

9 9

• •

9

9 9

• t

• •

9 9

9 9

• *

•

• •

• •

• 9

• «

9 9

• *

• #

« m

m 9

9 9

9 9

• 9

m •

9 •

I

• •

• m

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

• «

• •

• 9

•

• •

• •

• •

9 9

9 9

9 •

• •

1

1

• •

• •

• *

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

• 9

9 m

9 9

13*

• •

• 9

9 9

• •

9 «

• •

•

8
9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

• 9

9 9

9 9

• •

• *

• •

• •

9 9
1

• •

• •

• •

2
••

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 •

9 9

9 9

6

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

• •

9 9

• •

1

L

• 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

••

9 9

9 •

1

9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

11

• 9

9 *

11

• 9

9 9

9 9
1

1

1

• 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

ii
9 9

9 9

9 9

9 •

* 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9

a
•

1

25*

9 9

9 9

-•

25*

m

10

9 9

• «

9*

• •

• •

• 9

9*

1
9'

9*

9*

9*

9
9*

10
10

• •

•

-a

%

9 9

« 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

6.7

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

• •

9 9

9 9

::

* »

9 u

• •

• •

•

• 9

9 9

• •

• •

21
21

a

ft

1

1

1

\

9

iH

12

X

Taranaki
Napier
Taupo
Manawatu
Wanganui
Waii'oa
Foxton

Welh'ngton

Blenheim
Picton .

.

Havelock
Nelson
Westport
Lyttelton
Bakaia
Dunedin
Port Chalmers
Lawrence
Queenstown •.

Upper Shotover
Eoxburgh
Balclutha
Palmerston Sth.
Oamaru
Naseby
Timaru
Waim ate
Kaiapoi
Eangiora

1

• •

23t
• *

• 9

9 9

9 9

4,16
1

1

• •

• •

4*
' 4*

9

1

• •

• •

9 9

m 9

9 9

• •

* •

* •

• •

9 9

m 9

V 9

25*

9 9

9 9

9 9

22'*

15, 22*

29
22*
22*
22*

ie

1

t.
Jhe figures denote the days of the month on which one or more shocks were fe

Those with an asterisk affixed were described as smart; those with a dagger as severe
shocks. The remainder were only slight tremours, and no doubt escaped record at most
stations, there being no instrumental means employed for their detection. This table is

therefore not rehable so far as indicating: the creoeranhical distribution of the shaolc^.
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NOTES ON THE WEATHER DURING 1877.

y^indTr^^^ulZl''^' "^''T^' T^ ""pleasant weather generally experienced throu-^hoat •

F • n+ \r ^1'
i^, '

* ^®°^-' ^^^^ ^•^•' ^"d on 10th, at 8 49 a.m sli-'ht 2 sees from
at io pT"s ^VV'"' P-"^-' ^^rP; P?^"^"^ ^^ «"^'^* "°-^

=
Govern; "sS: 2u4Waiigauui, night of 7th, loud rnmblo.

and nr^L7S f '^'
^J^'^^

^^" ?^ '''''' ^^ ^^<^^^'o^i^i between the 6th

ably smah rS'a^^^^^^^^^^^ P--^ -- -eedingly fine, with a ren.ark-ably small rainfall and generally light winds.

the month^cco^ln^TFf?^^^ ^^' weather has heen very wetr and boisterous throaghout

was nriS.UvT^t 1

^.""i^'ier and hail storms, and excessive falls of rain; the wind
^a^^ ShiLi '''' *^'° barometer and thermometer readings were belo^ the are

Que^nsSjn on 2n1 T'lT^'A^f-'i ^ «^^^'-^«" ^^ ^^^ranald on Stl^at 7-2:) a.m. ; and at

th?EastSrsLifthe lui,
A tidal distarbance was observed at mauy of the stations on

the 11 h, S5lT..ff,. i,'../L^^^^"\
-^'-^- -- '>^---^ - the extreme North onthe 11th, and one at Lytteltou on the loth.

June.
rainfall hu^
experienced.

Except in the interior and on the West Coast of the Soufch Island, theDeen small for the time of year, and on the whole fine winter weather was

mod^r^te^Zm'"'
weather generally throughout for time of year; small rainfall and

Ear hcfuakTfl' f^-^^J"g,^^sh barometric pressure; temperauire below the average.

doHbirshoI if
Welhngton 4th, at 4-27 p.m., N. to S., slight; and on 16th, slight

less U^'^nn^Z{'tT^^
-^^

''''^l^^^
weather for the time of year

;
the rain at most stations

hi4 EarM^i^ t /u'^T.^'
^''^ ^?° ^^^^''"^ '^'^^^ occurred; the temperature rather

da"te and «S.^? ^" ^* Wanganui, on 11th, at 6-30 a.m., slight ; Welliugton, same
6 am "''"'' ^°^' ^^''°^^

'
^* Q''^^^io^Yn, a slight shock reported on lith, at

periodTJir,^''""^^'^
small rainfall during this month as compared with that for same

ture about fl^
^^^""^

' f,
^*m°«P^e^i« pressure was generally higher, and the tempera-

but geSlv fbJfT>.*''',"'%T^°1- ' '""T ^^'^'^S ^^mds were experienced from westward,

linofon o^ L^-fT^'f^^"^ for the time of year was fine. Earthquakes were felt at Wel-S rumbni'
^^*^' ^"^^?'" ^^""^ ^ ^•°»-' ^1^^^'

;
«" 2"°^' at i-^U p.m., two smart shocks

Sth, Sock reportil^'"
''^

'
"* ^'^^ ^-"^^ ^ '^'°^* movement: also at Rakaia, on

of th?stftH!>f~^T^''^^\^
^"^ ''''^ ^^^ early part of month, but during latter half, at most

andsoSrst?o;Jsw"^1^'^''l''^f^^'i''''''*''Pf'^'°''^^' '''^^ ^'^''^ snow and thunder.
smart ; atWelWt^

strong S.W. gales. Earthquakes at Xapier, on 2i)th, at 8'40 p.m.,

niSt °«f n ""^
v^^'

^""^* ^^'"''^ ^* ^'^^ ^^-
''

at Timaru and Waimate, on 10th atnigm
,
at Dunedin, on 9th, shock reported.

'

all 8Slnn?''r"~'^'*™^ ^"""^^^ P^'^ "^ "^""'^ ^t^°"" westerly gale experienced at almost

floods th«'i.T°°'P''f''/ ^* T'^ P^"^'^ ^'"^ ^^^^ '^^' J^^il- a"d thunder, causin

'

ities tbplo^ P^/'
°t

°'°''*^ generally fine and pleasant
; except at one or two locah

shVb+ 4 ^'^.2 ^^^^^' t^^ average. Earthquakes felt at Wellington, on 6th, at 910 a msi^gbt
;
and on 7th, at 8.21 p.m., slight ; at Kaiapoi and Rangiora, on 21st

'

of th?Sons''';;ScHlT.'t,?ff g|^ef^"y e^P^.™'«^^l. 'I'lring this month, although at some
prevailP^ , ^ ' ^^Pf,'^^'^"^ "^ ^be South, the ram was m excess of average. Westerly winds

SureC on"the^X ' tT.^'"^ *^''
"^r"'' \'' '''' '' ^^^^ P^^-

' ^^ ""m!
telegram rsth a^ 4^^t "^?i *?.' ^^''^^'- ^" ^'^^'H-^ke at Taupo was reported by

w3
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ABSTEACT OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSEEVATIONS
Taken at Delanasau, Bay of Islands, Bua, FIJI,

For the Year ending 31sf Deceviier, 1877,

By R. L. Hollies, F.M.S.

Latitude lOT 38' ff. Longitude 178" 37' E

1877.

January .

.

February
March .

.

April

May
June
July

September
October .

.

November
December

Year 1877
1876
1875
1874
1873
1872
1871

Seven Years

Height above sea level, 77 feet ; distance from sea, one mile.

[Co7n:mtnicated to the New Zealand Institute.]

SELF-RKGISTERIXa
THER^fOMETKRS.
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a
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80-0

81-3
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95o
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97-7

97-7
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to

>>

4

69-2

72-2
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71-2

64-0

59-5
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6U-2
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I

Rainfall.
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o
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&

I
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o
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18-3

15-7

15-3

13-5

19-5
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18-0

18-8

56-3

60-0

58-5

61-3

60-3

59-3

63*2

56-3

161
16-3

15-8

15-6

15-8

157
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15-8

41-70
13-46

7-22

5-65

0-83

0-86

5-52

2-30

0-41

1-29

0-48

0-81

80-53

91-36

120-64
103-48

104*10
127-03

159-51
113-24

12-08
2-20

2-74

1-11

0-63
0-46

3-50

O-'.O

0-37

1-10

0-41

0-81

12-08

5-73

7-65

4-85

2.82
5-05

14-95

14-95

03
U
Si

o

23
15

13
14

6

5
9

10
2
4
3
2

01

C ©

I

106
135
146
165
181
180
180
156

118
54
22
33
4
6

36
24
3
6
4
2

312
388
553
405
470
502

438

23-46

17-55

25-05
10-49

5-78

2-75

1-38

5-31

4-45

603
624
9-30

118-09

«

Sis years mean.

Notes on 1877:

Highest mean temperature for any twenty-foor liours, 88-1 on 9th December.
Lowest mean temperature for any twenty-four hours, 692 on 9th August.
Greatest daily range, 30-6 on October 9th.

Least daQy range. 2-4 on JVramb si at

on 9th

i
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vflt^lL^r'' ^??f"^^^^'f-
^"""^ ^e«e°i^er, 84-1, exceed, by 2-3 the highest mouthly avemaeyet registered at the station, since January, 1871.

"luuiuiy average

thr^e"
^'"^^^'^^'''^ ^^ '^^^^ '^ Decemher exceeded 90-0 every day in the month except

ofS/etty l"8?lncE"'''''''
'''' '''"' """'^'^ '"^""^ *^^ ^^"^"""6 eleven months

fln?^^^i?f''rffi ^a"^'^^ I ^•°'; January 29. 27-32 inches of rain fell, cau.in^? extensive

nn .Ir- o^Ji
'"^' destruction of property

;
this incFuded 12-08 inches which fell ill hour!on the 27th.

deJ^aud^iaSS/rna^cJ^^r"' "^ ''^"' ''' '^°" '^•' ^"'^ ''^'^' -" *'>-

There was very little thunder or lightning during the year, particularly durin- thp U.trnne months In April thunder was heard on three days, onie withStniuK -^n
"
av ontwo days

; then none till the 26th November, and 30th December.
^"'"'"«

'

'" ^^^y °^

fbo
^•^—̂ j^*'^'' I'esults have been reduced from observations taken daily throuffhont

thfyeST-
'"'"'''^'''' °^ "'' ^°''^^* ''^''^ ^'""''^'^'^ ^^"^ ^'^g'^^* 11*^ to the close of

1877.

^-J
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• This mcludes 0-63 inches which fell on the 30th.

[Note—January 7, 1878.—During the past week only one shower of rain equal to 010inch, fell, making the total for the five months (nearly) 3-45 inches. Yesterdav I„L..?
6, temperature in shade rose to 98-6, the highest\egistered here in ^even years^f " """^

Wind in general blew pretty strong, but never increasmg to a gale, or famnff'tn «. n^lv.,except occasionally at night or in the early mornings. ^ ° * ''^^'^>

r«Sf '^
""""V

^^,^e«=5^^r mt^nsely hot on some days
;
on the 24lh, thermometer for solarradiation by Negretti and Zambra, with blackened bulb, and placed over short^^itregistered 172 0, the extreme limits of the instrument, and on the 26th 165 7.

^ '

np?^^?^''^™.^^''
^•^' v^^'H* ""^^^"^ ^ ^ ^'^^ *'''^^^' ^^"« ^««^ ^^^^ the surface Tvas 97-0.near the surface, in brackish water, 95-0.

"iiate, was y/ o,

The hygrometer gave some remarkable readings daring November anfl Vic^^^ushowing for Fiji, extreme dryness of the atmosphere :-o5 November 18 at 2 S^^'dry bulb 93-6. wet bulb 748, difference 18-8, deductions-dew pSnt 63 5 ten.?,n V

xTeTenlfdV?!^'"
'^"^'"' ''' ^"''^''''' ^^''^^^"'^^ ^' trafl^^erbeinl

>Wi



XXVlll Appendix.

An Enumeration of recent Additions to the New Zealand Flora, with Critical

and GeograijJucal Xotcs. By T. Kiek, F.L.S.

[Eead before the Wellington Pliilosopldcal Society, 2nd February, 1878.]

Part I.—Eanunculaceae to Marsileaceje.

SiN'CE the publication of tlie " Handboolv of tlie New Zealand Flora" in 1867,

numerous plants new to science have been discovered in the colony, and

described from time to time in the " Transactions of the New Zealand Insti-

tute" and other scientific worlis. It was also found that the specific

limitations of a few species were too comprehensive, so that it became
necessary to separate distinct plants which had been included under one

name. Further additions have resulted from the discovery of well-known

species not previously observed in the colony. The descriptions of these

additions being scattered through numerous volumes, Las caused great

inconvenience to those botanists to whom the different works are not

available for reference, so that, pending the pubHcation of a new edition of

the Handbook, I have prepared tlie following Hst, with the view of obviating

this inconvenience to a limited extent. It embraces all published additions

of the slightest hnportance, so far as known to me, and I have given the

fullest account of their geographical distribution ; but, except in one or

two special instances, I have not recorded mere alteration of names.
It is worthy of note that the additional genera not recorded in the

Handbook as represented in New Zealand are but four in number : Anguil-

laria, Spuradanthiis, Isoetes, and Pihilaria. Sporadanihus is the only genus

new to science. An<inillnria belongs to Melanthaceas, an order (or rather

sub-order of Lihacere), not previously represented in our Flora. A similar

remark applies to Tsueies.

The mosses and lower cr\-ptogams will be enumerated in a future list.

^*J

Eanunculace^ .

Clewatis afoliata^ Buchanan; Trans. N.Z. Inst, III., p. 211.

A singular plant, at a distance presenting a close resemblance to Car-

miclurlia^ or the leafless form of Ruhus aiistralis. The young state is

unknown.

North Island—Origmally discovered by Mr. Colenso, but I am ignorant

of the precise locality. South Island—Marlborough ; near the site of the

"Wai-au-ua Bridge, Canterbnrv ! Cnnt/^rlmrTr Plm'na . wu;4^nir; n+^n./^

r4
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Ranunculus lappaceus, Sm., var, nanus.
It. nanus. Hook,

hairy
3-5 lobed or partite lobes, cut, and waved

; petioles short, broad ; flowers
sessile, or on a very short scape.

Sub-alpine localities in Otago, J. Buchanan ! D. Petrie !

Baminculus jpleheius, Br., var. hirtus.

R. hirtus, Banks and Sol.

^

This plant differs widely from the typical form, and is readily distin-

guished by its few leaves, which are often only lobulate, its stem sparingly
branched, branches spreading and almost leafless, and its distant narrow
petals, which give the flower a rayed ai^pcarance, very different to the cup-
shaped flower of the type. The whole plant is usually of a rufous hue.
There are two well-marlced varieties :

a. striata. Stems erect.

p. stolonifera. Stems procumbent, and rooting at the nodes.
a. Common throughout the colony.

h. South Island—Valley of the Dart, Otago.

Ranunculus tematifoliuSj Kirk.

R. trilobatiis. Kirk. Trans. N.Z. Inst., IX., p. 547, not of Kit.

South Island—Near Dunediu, and Catlin Eiver, Otago.

Ranunculus limosella, P. Mueller, MS. ; Ku-k in Trans. N.Z.I., III., p. 177.
R. limoselloides, F. Miieller ; Ic. PI., t. 1081.

A singular species, distinguished by the (Quaternary arrangement of the
parts of the flower, and the elongated sepals. Often growmg in water six

to ten feet deep, but only flowermg m situations left dry in summer. One
of the most minute flowering plants in the colony.

North Island—Whaugape, Waikare, and Waihi Lakes, Lower Waikato.
South Island—Lake Pearson, 2,500ft.

ViolARiE^

.

Hi/menanthera latifolia, Br., var. chathamica.
North Island—Upper Eangitikei, Dr. Hector ! Chatham Islands.

var. tasmanica.

A bush or straggling shrub 2-12 feet high ; leaves obovate, 2-3 inches
long, narrowed into stout petioles, distantly crenate or serrate ; flowers in
axillary fascicles.

North Island—Great Barrier Island and adjacent islets; Little Barrier
Island

; Waiheki Island.

PlTTOSPORE^.

tosporum huttonianum, Kirk; Trans. N.Z. Inst.,

North Island—Whangarei ; Great Bai-rier Island
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North Island—Whan
Barrier Island.

Kirk

Pittosporum wnlcllatwn, Banks and Sol., var. cordatum. Trans. N.Z.
Inst., IV., p. 264.

North Island—Great Barrier Island.

Pittosponim virgatum, Kirk ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., III., p. 161.
North Island—Whangaroa (North) ; Great Barrier Island.

Pittosponim ralphii, Kirk ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., III., p. 161.
North Island—Patea ; Great Barrier Island.

Pittosporum "intermedium," Kii-k; Trans. N.Z. Inst., IV., p. 266.
North Island—Kawau.

Pittosporum ellipticum, Kii-k
; Trans. N.Z. "inst., IV., p. 266.

Sub-species ovatum.

North Island -'^eUipticumr Manaia HHls ; ''ovatum," Whangaroa
(North); Titirangi.

Malvace^ .

Hibiscus diversifolius, Jacq. ; Kirk, Trans. N.Z. Inst., in., r. 163.
North Island Wan

TlLIACE^.
AristoteUa erecta, Buchanan

; Trans. N.Z. Inst., III., p. 209
nm

North Island—Patea.
South Island—Wyndham

EuTACEiE.

mantellii.

^

This plant appears to be a hybrid between M. ternata and M. simplex ;
It is usually found in situations where both species occur, and presents the
characters of both in varying degrees : on the whole the foliage approaches
more closely to M. ternata ; the inflorescence to M. simplex.

North Island Goldfield

nuhiis australis, Forst., var. parva.

EoSACE^

VI., p. 2i3. pi. xxn
Whole plant of a pecuhar bronzed hue, stems from a few inches to

several feet m length; leaves often reduced to a single leaflet; panicle few-
flowered.

type, but not to a greater extent than other varieties.

T ^"^'f
I^l^d-Lower part of the Otira VaUey ; Brumier Paddock

;

luangahua Valley. .
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Geiim uniflorum, J, Buchanan; Trans. N.Z. Inst., II., p. 89,

A very distinct species .

Soutli Island—Discovery Peaks.

Acmm novae-zelandiae^ Kirlc ; Trans, N.Z. Inst., IIL, p. 117.

In both islands, not uncommon.

Accena depressa, Ku-k; Trans. N.Z, Inst., IX., p. 548,

Allied to A. huchanani^ Hook. f.

South Island—Cardrona Yalley ; Lake Hawea, Otago.

AccBua glabra, J. Buchanan ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., IV,, p. 22G,

South Island—Marlborough to Otago ; not unfreqnent in the mountains,

2,000-4,000 feet.

Halorage^,

H.

H.

South Island—Lake Guyon, Nelson,

IX
South Island—The Bluff Hih, Southland.

Onageaeie^.

Fuchsia kirkii. Hook, f., Ic. PI. ; Kirk, Trans. N.Z. Inst., III., p. 178.

Procumbent ; flowers erect, corolla o.

North Island—Whangururu ; Great Barrier Island.

Umbellifeeje.

Pozoa pallida, Kkk ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., X., p. 419.

Allied to P. hijdrocoti/loides and P. rowjhii.

South Island—Eoto Iti ; Lake Guyon, Nelson ; Pukunui Creek, Canter-

bury.

Apium leptophyllum, F. Mueller ; Kirk, Trans. N.Z. Inst., III., p. 164.

North Island—Bay of Islands ; Kawau.

Aciphylla montana^ Ai-mstrong ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., IV., p. 290.

Apparently a form of A. monroi, Hook, f, I have not seen specimens.

Ligiisticxun enysii Kirk ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., IX., p. 548.

South Island—Broken Piiver, Canterbury.

Panax longissimum, Hook. f.

Araliace^

In

if^

distinct species under the name P. lonjissinniyn, the flowers and fruit of

which were supposed to be unknown. The Handbook was published in two
parts, with an interval of three years between : at paere 730 of the senni^rfl

%
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'/<

by Seeman (Jouru. Bot., 1864). * t * jj,._ L^gan has sent me

With
iA

of the " si^ecies," I entu-ely agree.

Mr. Buchanan, however, does not accept this opinion, bnt in Trans.
N.Z. Inst., vol. IX., p. 529, has apphed the name " Joiujissimum " to the
typical P. crassifoliim

, and imder the name " crassifolmm'' has, in part at
least, described a totally distmct plant. While I fully agree with him in
considering that more than one species has been confused under P. " cms-
sifoUum'' (Den. and Planch.), it is with regret that I find myself unable to
adopt either of his conclusions—1st, because Hooker's P. hmjlssimum is, as

i/"'

'/< —the trifoliolate state of
the true plant mixed with a totaUy different plant, one, moreover, quite
unknown to Banks and Solander.

/'

1st. That Hooker's P. lonjissimum is identical with the true P. crasd-

as confirming it, I may point out that, although in Fl. Nov.-Zel. (I., p.'oG),

'^f'

simple and remotely toothed, in the Handbook all description of leaves of

i/-'

leaf is transferred bodily to P. loncihdmum, so that the description of the
leaves of P. cra.mfoUum commences with the second or trifoliolate stage.
Further, both plants are expressly said to be common throughout the
colony.

i/<

is not the plant of Banks and Solander (except with regard to the trifoUolate
leaves which have no connection with the young, simple leaves, and the
mature fruited state with which he has associated them).

The young leaves of his plant are as shown by his drawing (Plate XX.)
irregularly lobulate-dentate, with stout hooked teeth capable of inflicthag a
nasty wound if incautiously handled

; a peculiar character, differing widely
from the true plant, and which would not have escaped the notice of Banks
and Solander. Moreover, they are never succeeded by trifoholate leaves

;

those described by him, and preserved in the Colonial Herbarium, belong to
tho^ ti-ue plant (his P. lon^isshmim), and to that alone, as is evident from
their texture.

i/"'

as
'^
composed of several very spreading rays." In Mr. Buchanan's plate

(XX.), which represents the staminate plant, the umbel consists of nearly

ing of Sim'O
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Moreover, tlie original specimens of Banks and Solander were collected
in tlie North Island, wliile Mr. Baclianan's plant is confined to the South
Island, where it is extremely local and is not known to occur in any of the
localities visited by Captain Cook.

Mr. Buchanan bases his identification chiefly upon Hooker's description
of the fruit of P. crassifoUim as 5-celled, but this is easily explained by the
fact that there are two or more forms of true P. crassi/ulium, one of which
is characterized by 6-celled frnit, the other by 4-celled. Fui'ther, there is

reason to believe that the young ovaries are nearly always 5-cclled ; one or

more cells becoming suppressed at an early stage of growth.

The following is a summary of our present knowledge of the forma

'f'

if< ' Handbook of New
Zealand Flora/' p. 101. P. hmgmimnm, Hook, f,, ib. p. 102

;

Buchanan, Trans. N. Z. In^t., IX., p. 530, pi. XXL Aralia

crassi/olia, Banks and Sol. ; Fl. N.Z., p. 96.

A small dioecious tree 20-35 feet high ; leaves 'di- or tri-morphic ; on
young i)lants up to 15 feet high, simple, linear, rigid, coriaceous, 12-30
inches long, spreading or drooping so that the under surface forms an acute

angle with the stem, remotely or sinuately toothed, narrowed into a short,

stout petiole, purplish below, brownish-green above, with more or less

irregular pale blotches ; abruptly passing into 3-foliolate leaves, of which
the petioles are about 3 inches; leaflets 3-G inches, at fir;st resembling the

early leaves but less coriaceous, J itant

falcate teeth
;

gradually passing into wider, more coriaceous forms, with

ordinary serratureB more or less distant ; ultimately succeeded by the

mature unfoliolate state, lanceolate, oblanceolate, or obovate, 3-7 inches

long, 1-11 inches wide, narrowed into^stout petioles |-l-inch long, with

few serratures, or quite entire. Umbels terminal, compound, primary rays

about 8, 2-3 inches long, ultimate rays 4-6, sub-racemose or umbellate,

flowers on short pedicels. Male petals 5, stamens 5, abortive ovaries with

5 styles. Female, ovary 5- or 4-celled, styles 5 or 4, connate at the base,

tips barely free ; fruit globose 5- or 4-celled.

Of this we have at least two principal forms.

a. crassifolia vera. Leaves trimorphic, leaflets of trifoliolate and

mature leaves jointed to the petiole ; flowers produced both in

an

inch in diameter.

/3. Leaves dimorphic, never trifoliolate, not obviously jointed to

the petiole, fruit more densely crowded than in a and smaller.

x2
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There are two suL -varieties.

a. Ultimate rays of female umbels snb-racemose, ovaries
5-celled.

h. Ultimate rays of female umbels umbellate, ovaries usually
4-celled.

This claia'^ter, however, is rot absolute, as both 4- and 5-celled ovaries
may occasioi a ly be fo.md on tbo same ray. It is, however, certain that in
many cases 5-celled ovaries become 4-celled by suppression at a very early
staje. •'

"^

I have seen no ripe fruit so small as the specimen figured by Mr
Buchanan on Plate XXI.

At Munearoa I collected specimens of the early leaves of variety fi,which measured 43 ii^ches in length.

Var. „ appears to be local ^I have observed it onlv in the Auckland
district. Mr. Buchanan finds it near Dunedin.

Var.
/3^

is probably common throughout the colony, except in the Auck-
land district, where, I beHeve, it has not been observed. Both sub-varieties

March
''^'-^y-'^^^^ about WeUington, flowering in February and

A idant common in the Liangahua Valley and other parts of the interior
of the South Island is probably different from either of the above ; the early
eaves while i^taining their elongated form, gradually lose then- teeth and
then- bronzed hue, assuming the green, glossy textm^e of the mature leaves,
vvhich, m their tm^n, are more decidedly lanceolate, less serrate, and rather
more membranous than in any ^^orth Island form. Inflorescence in large
compound umbels, only seen in bud. Fruit unknown.

2. P. ferox, MS.
P. longushnnm, Buchanan

; Trans. N.Z. Inst., IX., p. 530, pi. XX. (Leaf of
yoimg plant and male umbel) ; not of Hook f

_

A small dicecious tree about 20 feet high ; leaves dimorphic, simplem all stages
;

on young plants linear, 12-18 inches long, drooping,
resembling the early state of P. cras.ifoUum, but much more rigid and
coriaceous, irregularly lobulate-dentate, teeth stout, hooked, acute ; mature
eaves excessively thick and coriaceous, 8-5 inches long, i-f of an inch
broad, inear obovate, apiculate, gradually narrowed to the base, forming
a short petiole

;
umbels terminal; male of 6-10 simple rays, flowers

pediceHed, sub-racemose, stamens 4 ; female, compact, of C-9, 1-8-flowered
rays about 1-mch long

; fruit ovoid 5-celled, calycine ring strongly marked,
styles 5, connate into a column, tips scarcely recurved.

Hah. South Island

the
Kirk

T^ ;i- t^ T. ,

J^action of the Matukituki, T.K. ; common near
Uunedm, Mr. Buchanan ! Tmale flowers ^r.7..^
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My first knowledge of tliis plant ^as obtained in 1873, when it was

collected by Dr. Hector and myself near Nelson, but the specimens were

not in sufficiently good condition to allow of a diagnosis being drawn. I have

not seen either male or female flowers in a perfect condition, so that the

description must be considered as provisionaL

Mr. Buchanan states that this plant is common near Duaedin and

Nelson : he must have been misinformed as to its frequency about Nelson,

since it is remarkably local in that district, and occurs but sparingly*

Panax lessomi, DC, var. heterophylla ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., I., p. 142,

(edition 1.)

Leaves dimorphic ; on old plants unifoliolate, ovate-acuminate, petioles

1-2 inches long, lamina 1|^~2 inches, and trifoliolate, on petioles 3 inches

long, leaflets sessile, ovate-lanceolate, or ovate-acuminate ; fruit as in the

typical form.

North Island
—

"WTiangaroa (North).
T

Panax discolorj Kirk; Trans. N.Z. Inst,, III., p. 178.

A dioecious species allied to P. lessomi, DC-, styles 5.

In the catalogue of northern plants published in the 2nd Volume of

** Transactions of the New Zealand Institute," (p. 243), Mr. Buchanan has

referred this plant to P. simpler, which does not occur north of the Hauraki

Gulf.

North Island— Whaugaroa (North) ; Great Omaha ; Great Barrier

Island ; Little Barrier Island ; Cape Colville ; Thames Goldfield.

LoRANTHACEiE.

Loranllius decussatus, Kirk; Trans. N.Z. Inst.,IIL, p. 162.

North Island—Cape Colville Peninsula ; Titiraugi. South Island

From Nelson to Otago.
EUBIACEJI.

Kirk

North Island—From North Cape to Ham-aki Gulf; Waiheki Island.

sermlata

p. 212.

A very distinct robust species 1-2 feet high ; bark white and papery

on old branches ; iiitcrpctiolar stipules very large, ciliated when young

;

male flowers axillary, solitary, or in 2~3-flowered fascicles, sessile or nearly

so; calyx cleft nearly to the base, lobes broad; corolla not seen; female

flowers (specimen very imperfect) apparently solitary, sessile. The mai-gin

of the leaf is shortly lacerate rather than serrulate. The young leaves of

C. rohusta are ti'uly serrulate-
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South Island—Mountain districts, Marlborough to Otago, 2,000-4,000

feet.

Composite.

Olearia nitida, IIoolw f., var. capillaris.

O. cajnllarls, Eucli. ; Trans. N,Z. Inst., IIL, p. 212.

South Island—Nelson Mountains, 4,000 feet.

Mr. Buchanan agrees with me iu considering this a variety of O. nitida.

Olearia excorticata, Buch. ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., VI., p. 241.

''Allied to 0. lacunosa, Hook, f., in flowers and fruit," Buchanan. I

have not seen specimens.

North Island—Tararua Mountains.

Olearia allomii, Kirk ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., III., p, 179.

A very distinct species, aUicd to 0. haastii, Hook. f.

North Island—Great Barrier Island, 800-2,300 feet.

Celmisia lateralis, Buchanan
; Trans. N.Z. Inst., IV., p. 226, pi. XV.

A distinct species allied to C. lariei/olia, Hook, f., but with lateral

flowers.

South Island—Mountains near Lake Guyon, Amuri.
b

Cehnuia walkeri, Kirk; Trans. N.Z. Inst., IX., p. 549, pi. XXX.
A strongly-marked species ; distinguished by its woody stems, patent

leaves, and lateral flowers.

South Island—Mountams above Lake Harris, Otago, 4,000 feet.

Inst

Allied to 0. r/lomeratus, Banks and Sol.

North Island—Maunc:ataniwha.

Island.

ouUa petriensis, Kirk; Trans, N.Z. Inst., IX., p. 549.

Allied to K hectori, Hook. f.

South Island—Mount St. Batlians, Otago.

aphalium fasciculatum, Buchanan ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., IX., p. 529,

pi. XIX.

AUied to G. yoioujii. Hook. f.

North Island—Tararua Mountains.

'chtihs glabrescens, I&k ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., IX., p. 550.
Allied to E. scahmda. Hook, f., but never scahrid.

South Island—In subalpine woods, etc., Nelson to Otago; Stewart

Senecio "pottsii," Armstrong
; Trans. N.Z. Inst., IV., p. 290.

Mr. Armstrong states that his specimens were " very imperfect, but that
the plant differs from any other New Zealand species in the suffruticose
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habit and solitary lieads." I have not seen specimens, but suspect it to bo
an alpine state of some well-known species.

South Island—Mount Jollie, Eangitata, 4,500 feet.

XXIII
(/lastifi

habit and foliage.

South Island—Valley of the Buller, between Eotorua and the Inanga-
hua, frequent ; Vahey of the Grey.

Senecio myrianthos, T. F. Cheeseman ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., VII., p. 348.
S. cheesemannii, Hook, f., Ic. PI., t. 1,201.

A handsome species allied to S. perdicioides, Hook, f., and S. sciadophihis,

Hook. f.

North Island—Thames Goldfield.

Senecio laxiflorus, Buchanan, MS.

fl'

S. laxifalius; Trans. N.Z. lust., 11., p. 89,

uclianan informs me that ''laxifoU

I have adoi3ted his original name, as
that printed is singularly inappropriate.

Closely allied to S. (jreyii, Coh, hut differing in the lax open panicle-

South Island—Fowler's Pass, 8,000-3,500 feet.

Senecio robusta, Buchanan ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., VL, p. 240, pi. XXIII,, f. 1.

A very distinct species aUied to S. bidivillii, Hook, f., but the leaves are
scarcely coriaceous, and the corymhs are usually many-flowered. When
fresh the whole plant is extremely viscid.

South Island— Mount Eglinton, J. Morton! Mountains above the

Greenstone, J. Buchanan ; Mountains above Lake Harris, 4,000 feet, T.
Kirk.

Cajvipanulace^.

Sellierafasciculata, J. Buchanan ; Trans, N.Z. Inst., HI., p. 211 ; is merely
a rupestral form of 5, radicansj Car.

Jasmines .

Olea apetala, Vahl. ; Kirk, Trans. N.Z. Inst., III., p. 165.

North Island—Eocky places near the sea; Tauranga Islands; Great
Barrier Island ; Nelson Island ; Little Barrier Island.

Gentiane.e.

Gentiana nov^e-zelandice^ Armstrong ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., IV,, p. 291.

Appears to be only a trivial variety of (?. montana, Forst.

CONVOLVULACE^.

Dichondra repens, Forst.-, var. brevifolia.

D. brevifoliai J. Buchanan ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., EQ,, p. 208.
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Differs from the typical form only in its small size and elongated

peduncles.

Nortli Island—In turfy bogs, Papatoitoi. South Island—Poi^utunoa
and other places, Otago.

SCEOPHULAEINE^

Mimulus re^iens, Br., var. colensoi.

Kirk; Trans. N.Z. Inst.. DT
I am unable to maintain this as a distinct species, notwithstanding its

apparent divergence from the typical form.

North Island—Onehunga.

Gratiola peruviana , E. Br. (G. sexdentata, A. Cunn.)

/3

Eh±
pumila

Leaves small, narrow, glabrous, or viscid pubescent.

North Island—/3. Mangawhare
; y. Auckland.

Veronica arborea, Yalil., var, arborea.
V. arhorea, J. Buclianan

; Trans. N.Z. Inst., YI., p. 2i2.

North Island—Great Barrier Island
; Cape Terawiti, etc.

Mr. Buchanan states the trunk is 3 feet in diameter ; but the largest

specimen I have seen would scarcely be more than 3 feet in circumference.

Veronica cJiatJiamlca, J. Buchanan ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., VII., p. 388, pi. XIII.,

f. 1.

A distinct species with wiry procumbent stems; racemes puberulous,
capsules longer than the calyx, narrowed at both ends.

Not agreeing in habit with any other of the fruticose species, but
approaching F. lujnstrifolia and V, parviflora in the racemes, calyx, and
capsule. The racemes become elongated and lose the early obtuse character
so well shown in Mr. Buchanan's di-awincr.

Chatham Islands.

anomala
anomala, Armstrong

; Trans. N.Z. Inst.. lY

Armstr
three

ters somewhat at variance with those in the original description.

.
Flowers, sessile, in 1-3 terminal, 5-10-flowered spikes ; sepals 3,

obtuse
;
tube of corolla elongated, segments usually 3 (rarely 4), spreading

narrow
;

stamens 2 ; capsule slightly turgid, and rarely excecdin
calyx.
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This singular variety lias more the appearance of a casual *' sport'' than
a permanent form. It differs from the type in its more slender hranchlets,

and the hroTvnish-gi-een hue of its more distant leaves.

South Island-—Head-waters of the Eakaia.

Mr. Armstrong agrees mth me in considering this a form of F. rendcosa,

Hook. f.

Veronea obovata, Kirk ; Trans, N.Z. Inst., IX., p. 502. .

Allied to F. Iwvis, but very different in hahit and leaves.

South Island—Broken Eiver, Canterbury.

Veronica canescens, Kirk; Trans. N.Z. Inst., IX., p. 503.

The only New Zealand species with solitary, axillary flowers.

South Island—Lake Lyndon, Canterbury, 2,800 feet ; Oamaru, Otaf^o.

PoLYGONEiE..

IX

North Island—Shingly beaches, Cook Strait. South Island—Dusky
Bay ; Bluff Harbour.

Chenopodiaceje,

Kirk : Trans. N.Z. Inst.. IX
South Island—Between Lake Lyndon and the Cass River, Canterbmy;

outlet of Lake Hawea, Otago,

CONIFEE^

Dacnjdiiim intermedium, Khk; Trans. N.Z. Inst., X., p. 386, pi. XX-
North Island—Great Barrier Island; Cape Colville ; Thames Goldfield

;

Tongarho. South Island—Dun Mountain, between Greymouth and Okarita.

Dacrydium westlandicum, Kirk; Hook, f., Ic. PI., t. 1,218; Trans. N.Z.

Inst., X., p. 387, pi. XVIII.

North Island—Great Barrier Island and Whangaroa
;

(identified from

young plants only.) South Island— West Coast, fi-om Greymouth to

Okarita, etc., etc.

Dacnjdium. bidwillii^ Kirk; Trans. N.Z. Inst., X., p. 388.

South Island—a, erecta : Nelson; Canterbury; West Coast to Dusky

Waimakarir

Arthur's Pass, Canterbury ; West Coast of Otago.

.VI

p. 495 ; Hook, f., le. PL, t. 1,219; Trans. N.Z. Inst, X., p. 390,

pi. XIX.

North Island
—

"WQiangaroa (North) to Manukau, but local; Great

Barrier Island.

Phyllocladus glauca, Carriere, Coniferes, p. 502; Trans. N.Z. Inst., X.,

p. 380.
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North Island—Hokianga to Wairoa (East), and Thames Goldfield, but
local ; Great Barrier Island.

Orchidace^ .

ntJies cheesemannii

lust., III., p. 180.

crenus.

The only New Zealand species belonging to the typical section of the

fc>

North Island—Titirangi ; Te Wliau ; Eemuera.

Naiades.

if.

North Island—Great Omaha ; Papakura, etc. South Island—Marl-
borough

; Southland.

Zannichellia preissii, F. Mueller.

Le^ilcena preissii, Mueller; Frag. Pliyt. Aust., VIII., p. 217.

Baron v. Miieller refers the Zannichellia palustris of my Botany of the
Waikato (Trans. N.Z. Inst., III., p. 143) to this species, characterized by
the ternary arrangement of the female flowers, each with a separate bract,
and of the fruit " which altogether agrees with that of Altheniar as weU as
m the cupular trilobate male perianth, and monadelphous anthers.

It is probable that we have more than one form in the colony.
Zostera nana, Roth., var. mueHeri; Kirk, Trans. N.Z. Inst., p. 892.

Z. mVelleri, Irmiscli.

North Island—Port Nicholson.

LlLIACE^.
Corchjline "hookeri," Kirk; Trans. N.Z. Inst., V,, p. 244.

North Island-Hauraki Gulf ; Euahme Mountains ; Mount Egmont

;

Eimutaka.

Astelia cunninfjliamU, Hook, f., var. hookerianaj Kirk, Trans. N.Z. Inst.,

IV., p. 244.

North Island—Little Barrier Island ; near Auckland.

Astelia grandis, Hook, f., MS. ; Kirk, Trans. N.Z. Inst., IV., p. 245.
North and South Islands—In marshy places.

Astelia trinervia. Kirk ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., IV., p. 246.
North Island—In forests, North Cape to Taupo.

Melanthace^.
Anpiillana novae-zelandiae, Hook, f., MS.

_

A email bulbous herb
; bulb tunicate ; scape 1-2 inches high, clothed

with the persistent sheathing bases of old leaves; leaves 2. narrow Imear,
sheathing, much longer than the scape ; flower soUtary, perianth leaves 6,
with three raised Imear bands

; stamens 6 ; ovary trigonous, obtuse, styles
recurved.

•' o > j
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South Island—In swamps near Christcliurcli ; Rangitata, Mr. Armstrong,

For my specimens of tins interesting acTditlon to our flora, I am indebted

to its discoverer, Mr. Armstrong, and to Dr. von Haast. It is mentioned by
Mr. Armstrong in his hst of Christchurch plants, Trans. N.Z. Inst., IL,

p. 126, but so far as I am aware no description has yet been published.

JVSCKJE,

Junciis fjlaucus, L. ; Kirk, Trans. N.Z. Inst., X., p. 893.

South Island—Between Hokitika and Eoss.

Juncns lamprocarpus, Ehrhart ; Kirk, Trans. N.Z. Inst., VII., p. 373.

North Island—Port Nicholson, South Island—Marlborough ; West
Coast; Invercargill; the Bluflf, etc.

JuncHs involucratus^ Khk ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., IX., p. 550.

South Island—Amuri, 3,000 feet.

Jnncits pauciflorus, Khk ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., IX., p. 551.

South Island—Castle Hill Basin, Canterbury.

EESTIACEiE.

Sporadanthus traversii^ F. Mueller, MS.
Lepyrodia traverbii, F. Miiell. ; Fragmenta Phytographiae Auatraliie, Vni.,p. 79.

Stems glabrous, 2-4 feet high, stout, terete, smooth ; branches fastigiate
;

sheaths distant, acuminate. Male flower, j)anicle terminal, elongated, fasti-

giate, 3-9 inches long ; spikelets peduncled ; outer glumes ovate-acuminate,

with scarious margins; perianth segments 6, linear lanceolate, two of the

outer series rather longer than the others ; stamens eq^ualhng the perianth;

female flower not seen ; fruit a nucule (Mueller.)

Chatham Islands

—

H. H. Travers !

Baron von Mueller pohits out that this is doubtless the supposed

Calorophus collected by Dieffeubach, as mentioned by Hooker ; Handbook

New Zealand Flora, p. 295.

liostJiovia nov<e-zelandlce, J. Buchanan ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., IV., p. 227.

Mr. Buchanan and myself are agreed in referring this to E, gracilis^

Hook, f., jn-eviously only known to occur in the Auckland islands.

Cypeeace^.

Cyperus buchanani, Kirk; C. gracilis, J. Buchanan in Trans. N.Z. Ins',,

p. 210; not of K. Brown.

Culms 1-2 feet high, trigonous ; leaves flaccid, shorter than the culms,

keeled, margins smooth ; involucre of 3-6 spreading grassy leaves, 8-6

inches long ; umbels of 4-8 unequal rays, 1-4 inches long, usually compact

.

spikelets i-J-inch long, sessile, arranged in involucellate 6-12-rayed umbels

y2
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or fascicles, and densely crowded neai- the tips of the primary rays
;
glumes

10-15 on each side, broadly lanceolate, acute; stigmas 3; nut triquetrous-

At once distinguished from C. nstulatushj its flaccid slender leaves and
rounded heads. The spikelets are sessile, but assume a pedicellate ai)pear-

ance from the falling away of the lower glumes.

North Island—Hutt Valley ; especially plentiful by the Waiwetu River.

Schanus vacillans, Kirk ; Trans. N.Z. lust., X., j). 421.

Nortel Island—Cape Colville.

Isolepis "globosa/' J. Buchanan ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., III., p. 211.

The spikelet varies greatly in size anil form, from J-f of an inch in

length, and from ovoid to linear ; small states cannot be distinguished from
ordinary I. prolifer, Br. ; for, although Mr. Buchanan gives tlie smooth nut
as a differential character, I have never seen New Zealand specimens of

7. prolifer with dotted nuts. I am uncertain as to the propriety of con-

sidering one or two of the series of forms included under J. prolifer as

distinct x^'auts, or as varieties of one protean species—the present amongst
them.

North Island—About Wellinsfton.
4

Isolepis fluitans, Br.; Scirpusjluitans, L., Kirk, Trans. N.Z. Inst., III., p. 166.

North Island—Mangatawhiii Creek ; lakes and streams in Waikato.
South Island—The Bluff Hill (a doubtful identification.)

Cladium Iiuttoni, Kirk; Trans. N.Z. Inst., IX., p. 551.

Allied to C. glomerata, Br., but distinguished by its drooping habit, open
panicle, and small florets.

North Island—Lakes in the Lower VVaikato ; Tikitapu Lake, Taupo.

Gahnia riglda, Kirk ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., IX., p. 551.

setif

Island

Okarita.

West Coast, in several localities between Greymouth

Inst

A very distinct species, allied to G. proctra, Forst.

North and South Islands—As far south as Okarita.

ex chlorantha. Brown ; Prodromus, 242.

A sma:l rather stout species, culms 3-6 inches hi'^h, ri^id • leaves

audro
spikelets, bract short; male flowers below, crowded; stamens 3; glumes

mi:

iland
—

"Waitcmata
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Gramine-e.

Danthonia raoulii, Stendel, yar. australisj J. Biiclianan, Trans, N,Z. Inst.,

IV., p. 224,

South Island—Kaikoura Mountains; Lake Guyon, Nelson.

DantJwnia semi- annularis ^ Br., alpina; J. Buchanan, Trans. N.Z. Inst,,

IV., p. 225.

South Island—Wau-au Valley ; Amuri 3,000-5,000 feet ; Dusky Bay.

A remarkable plant, seldom flowering ; most probably a distinct species.

Arundo conspicua, Forst., var. fulvida.

A. fulvida, J. Buchanan; Trans. N.Z. Inst., p. 2^12.

North Island—Poverty Bay ; Port Nicholson. South Island—Mataura

River, Otago.
FiLICES.

Dicksonia antarctica, Br., var. fibrosa^

B.Jihrosa, Col. in Tasmanian Journal ; Baker in Synopsis Filicum (2iid edit.),

p. 4G1.

This differs from ordinary forms of the Australian and Tasmanian plant,

in its smaller size, hairy rachis, more compact habit, and less coriaceous

texture, but these are not characters on which specific distinctions can be

based, so that I am unable to accept Mr. Baker's opinion as to its specific

validity. See Sir Joseph Hooker's emphatic remarks on this species,

Fl. N.Z., IL, p. 10.

Hymenajjlit/llum cheesemannii, Baker, Synopsis Fihcum (2nd edition),

p. 46-4 ; Cheeseman, Trans. N.Z. Inst., VIII., p. 329.

North Island WlianjTfarei ; Great Barrier

Island; Titirangi; Hunua ; Tliames Goldfield.

Hymenophyllum armstrongii, Kirk.

Trichomanes armstrongii, Baker, Syn. Fil. (2nd edit.), p. 46i ; Armstrong,

Trans. N.Z. Inst., IV., p. 291 ; Kirk, Trans. N.Z. Inst., X., pi. XXI. A.

also p. 5S2.

Hymenoj

tinctly They are much

the

but there is no constriction ; occasionally the lips of the valves are slightly

recurved after the discharge of the spores. It can only be distinguished

from H. cJieesemannii by the stout marginal nerve and firmer texture; the

involucres are not constantly ciliated.

It forms matted patches on rocks, or occurs more sparingly amongst

moss on trees, so that, like the preceding, it is easily overlooked.

Plate XXI. A., 1 and 2, HymenophyUvm annstrongii^ natural aize; 3j fertile pinna^

enlarcred ; 4: and 5, sori, greatly enlarged.
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South Island—On rocts, Upper "VVaimalvariri; Bealey; Arthur's Pass

;

on trees, Ilokitilca ; Okarita ; sea-level to 4,000 feet. I am indebted to

Mr. A. Hamiltun for my knowledge of its occurrence at Okarita.

Uij)iif)wi>hijlhnn viUosnm, Colenso; Kirk, Trans. N.Z. Inst., X., p. 395.

North Is^aml— Euatalnna; Tarawera. South Island— From Marl-

borough to Otago, 2,000-4,000 feet.

llij-iu-mphyllum montanum, lurk; Trans. N.Z. lust., X., p. 394, pi. XXI. B.

Souili Island—Lake Wakatipu.

DavalUa forstsri^ Carruthers ; Baker in Syn, Fil. (2nd edit.), p. 470.

" Allied to D. scupaiia, hut with the sori smaller and bordered." (Baker.)

Ouly known from Forster's original specimen in the British Museum.
South Island—Dusky Bay.

Litnhaija riridis, Colenso, Tasmaniau Journal ; Baker, Journal of Botany,

vol. IV. (1875), p. 108 ; Kirk, Trans. N.Z. Inst., X., p. 396.

North Island—Port Fitzroy; Manukau ; Te Whau; Mangarewa ; Wan-
ganui. South laland—Massacre Bay ; Hokitika ; West Coast of Otago.

Dr. von Haast informs me that he has never collected this species in

Canterbury, so that there can be no doubt that the specimens labelled

" Canterbury, Sinclair and Haast," in the Kew Herbarium, were obtained

by Sinclair in the North Island.

Cheilanthen tenuifoUa, Swartz ; Kirk, Trans. N.Z. Inst., YI., p. 247.

Apparently confused with C. sieheri, Kunze, by New Zealand collectors,,

but distinguished by the triangular or rhomboid frond.

North Island—Mr. Colenso informs me that he has collected it in the

Hawke Bay district. South Island—Lyttelton Harhour ; mountains about

Queenstown ; Lake Hawea, abundant.

Lomana duplicata, Potts; Trans. N.Z.Inst., IX., p. 391.

This is merely a branched form of L. procera, var. minor, but remarkable

for its constancy. Mr. Potts points out that simple and branched fronds

are produced on the same plant.

Lomaria acuminata, Baker ; Sjm. Fil. (edit, 2), p. 481.

Intermediate between L. attenuata, Willd., and L. lanceolaia, Spreng.

Kermadec Islands.

Doodia media, E. Br., var. milnei.

Baker in Syn. Fil. (2nd edit.), p. 482.

D. milnei, Carr. ; Fl. Viti, p. 352,

Kermadee Islands.

Cnnn; Kirk. Trans. N.Z. Inst.. X.. D. 398. K
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/

pentangnlarum^ Col.

This species has been confused with N, decomposiium , Br., and N,

vehitinum, Hook.

Not uncommon.
ISOEXE^

Isoetes kirkii, A. Braun, Auszug aus dem Monatsbericht Koniglichen

Academie der Wisseuschaften zu Berlin, Juli, 18G9 ; Kirk, Trans.

N.Z. Inst., IL, p. 107, ph Vn.
Eesembliug weak specimens of the European J. lacusiris, but more

closely-allied to the Australian I. muelleri (A. Braun.)

North Island—Whangape, Waikare, and Waihi Lakes, Lower Waikato
;

Eotokakahi, Taupo.

Isoetes alpinus, Kirk ; Trans. N.Z. Inst., VII., p. 377, pi. XXV.
At once distinguished from J. Mrldi by its large size, robust habit, deeper

colour, and larger macrospores.

South Island— Eoto Iti, Rotorua, and Lake Guyon, Nelson; Lake

Lyndon, Lake Pearson, Lake Grassmere, and Lake Windermere, Canter-

bury, 2,000-3,000 feet.

Marsileaceje.

Pilularia novae-zelandise, Kirk; Trans. N.Z. Inst., IX., p. 547, pi. XXIX-

Allied to P. nov(S'1iollandi(Ej A. Braun, -

South Island—Lake Pearson and Lake Lyndon, Canterbury, 2,000-

2,800 feet.

)
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